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1900

1900. I N T E R E ST I N G A N T I Q U E
I R O N-M O U NTE D P O WD E R
HORN This is a very interesting horn,
likely European or possibly Colonial,
dating from the 18th century. The body
is 10 1/2”, the horn slightly flattened, a translucent graygreen color with minor and some moderate flaking of its
surface. The “butt” end shows a flat iron cap attached with small brass screws, fitted with a fixed brass charging spout
and hand-wrought external cutoff lever and spring. Affixed to the body, also with simple screws is a nicely-made hand wrought iron
hook, also with eyelet for suspension, the horn specifically flattened to fit on a belt against the hip, the long belt hook accomplishing
attachment. Where we would normally find the “nozzle end” is merely a flat iron plate affixed with a screw attached to a small iron
billet through the body of the horn. The cut off still functions, the brass screws are likely antique replacements as they more likely
would have been iron, and there are a couple spots of well-done epoxied repairs on the rear of the horn, they are very unobtrusive
and do not detract from its character. A very interesting rifleman horn overall, clearly made by a gunsmith or blacksmith of some talent.
(38610-14)
(400/600)
1901. C ONTEMPORARY INDIAN FLINTLOCK TRADE MUSKET About .72 cal. flint, 17 1/2” part octagon part round shortened barrel
with an oxidized bore. The barrel, lockplate and deep triggerguard are all a dull plum brown patina showing some sparsely scattered light
oxidation. The top flat of barrel and lockplate both features the seated fox touchmark of the Northwest Trading Company. The swan neck cock
and lockplate have light borderline engraving as well and the frizzen is bridled. The American walnut stock rates about very good with overall
light dings and handling marks and a 2” chip missing ahead of the lock. There are a number of brass tacks affixed to the stock and there has
been an iron blade fitted along the toeline. The wrist
as well has been wrapped with rawhide and there is
a brass riveted repair just to the rear of the tang
(these look more like embellishments
and it is highly unlikely there is
anything beneath that

1901
needs to be bolstered or repaired). There is a nice cast brass
serpentine dragon sideplate, typical of these arms, the front
lockplate screw is not present. There is no ramrod present and
the lock seems to function mechanically. A very nice “representative” example of this modern take on the antique Indian trade
musket, shortened almost to “blanket gun” specs. (38433-21)
{ANTIQUE} [Paul Weisberg Collection]
(400/600)
1902. SMITH & WESSON 3RD MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #51400, 38 S&W,
1902
3 1/4” barrel with a bright bore interspersed with oxidation
blemishes and pinprick pits. The metal surfaces of this “Lemon Squeezer” retain about 95% factory nickel plate and blue finishes with scattered oxidation blemishes, minor pitting, scratches
and thinning to gray bluing on the triggerguard. The trigger has bold case-hardened colors with the face worn to gray. The diamond
checkered hard rubber factory grips are numbered to the gun and rate about excellent with a few insignificant handling marks. The
barrel-to-frame fit has a hint of play, all appropriate parts are numbered to the gun and it still times and locks up correctly. Overall a
nice third model revolver. (88517-5) {ANTIQUE}
(350/550)
1903. BROWNING BABY MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY FABRIQUE NATIONALE
serial #344983, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. This “Browning Arms Company” marked pistol retains about 98% original blue with light high edge wear, minor scattered freckling and scratches. The checkered plastic grips with Browning logo rate near
excellent with a few light scratches on the left panel. This tiny vest pocket pistol includes a
factory magazine. (88598-8) {C&R}
(350/550)
1904. U.S. FP-45 LIBERATOR PISTOL 45 ACP, 4” barrel with an oxidized bore. This gun
has German Ulm proof marks dated March 1980 and the barrel has the cartridge and
the number 123 stamped on it. The metal surfaces were cleaned to a dull gunmetal
1904
gray with oxidation stains, brown overtones, pitting and handling marks. The cocking
knob rates about fair to good with smooth surfaces overall but a number of fine checks
scattered about and it has cavity mold number 17. The floorplate is missing, there is no breech mark
and the mechanism is in need of attention as it does not fire reliably. Pulling the trigger fully to the rear
does not release the sear and requires the cocking knob to be pulled back slightly. (86229-N23) {C&R}
[Elliott Riggs Collection]
(350/550)
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1905. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO
PISTOL serial #384937, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1921-made pistol retain about 90% original blue with most
of the loss to the grip frame toning to brown along with high edge wear and
handling marks. The checkered hard rubber factory grips rate about very
good with light wear, scratches and dings. The Rampant Colt on the right
panel
is thin with the detail wearing away but the “Colt” in a straight banner
1905
is very strong. The pistol includes a single factory magazine and should make a
good shooter. (88620-41) {C&R}
(350/550)
1906. COLT HUNTSMAN SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #107651-C, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1956-made pistol retain about 85% original blue with most of the loss to the
barrel which has toned to pewter on the sides along with high edge wear, thinning finish on the grip frame, scattered
oxidation blemishes and scratches. The black plastic factory grips with Rampant Colt rate good with scratches, a few
compressed diamond points and small check on the butt of the left panel. This gun includes a single factory magazine
and should make a good shooter. (88620-45) {C&R}
(350/550)
1907. RUGER GP100
R EVO LV E R serial
#171-20355, 357 Magnum, 4” full lug barrel with an
excellent bore. The stainless steel surface
rate near excellent with a few scattered light
scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The smooth wood-insert rubber factory
grips rate excellent. This revolver features an interchangeable serrated ramp front sight
1906
and factory white outline adjustable rear sight. Included is a factory manual. The GP100s
are strong and rugged guns and this one appears to have seen only light use. (88630-3)
{MODERN}
(350/550)
1908. ESSEX ARMS 1911A1 GOVERNMENT MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #39262, 45 ACP, 5”
Colt MK IV Series 70 barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol features a Colt Mk IV Series 70 slide assembly
and retains about 97% original polished and matte blue finishes with light high edge wear, scratches and
operational marks. The checkered rubber Pachmayr wraparound grips rate good with the frontstrap portion
exhibiting moderate crazing and is starting to separate on both edges. With the exception of the Essex frame
and long skeletonized trigger the pistol is set up like a standard Colt Mk IV Series 70 Government model to include a Series 70 collet bushing. No magazine is provided but the gun should make a good shooter. (88620-43)
(MODERN}
(350/550)
1909. DAN WESSON ARMS MODEL 11 SERVICE REVOLVER serial #1255, 357 Magnum, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue with high edge wear, scratches and tiny dings around the left recoil shield. The smooth factory
walnut finger groove combat grips rate excellent but have a non-factory grip screw. The revolver features a black ramp front sight and drift
adjustable rear sight. The gun includes a two-piece factory box that is correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, a spare walnut finger
groove combat grip that has been modified refinished and rates about good, a non-factory grip screw for the spare grip, spare 2 1/2” barrel,
2 1/2” barrel shroud, tool, feeler gauge, manual and paperwork. (88634-5) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1910. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #147670, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.
This 1913 made pistol retains about 80% original blue with most of the loss to lightly cleaned pitting extending along the length of the left
side of the slide in addition to thinning finish on the backstrap, high edge wear, oxidation blemishes and scratches. The smooth unmarked
non-factory mother-of-pearl grips rate excellent. The pistol includes a single unmarked magazine. (88647-1) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1911. LEGACY SPORTS CITADEL MODEL 1911A1-FS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY ARMSCOR serial #CIT042130, 9mm, 5” barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original matte black finish with limited high edge wear, scattered light scratches and
an assembly mark. The double diamond checkered hardwood grips rate excellent. These pistols were offered with many features and this
one includes a Novak style rear sight, semi-ramp dovetailed smooth-faced front sight, checkered flat mainspring housing, long skeletonized
trigger with overtravel screw, ambidextrous thumb safeties, beavertail grip safety with memory pad and full-length recoil spring guide to
name a few. The pistol includes the original factory hard case that is correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of stainless steel
Metalform magazines, cleaning rod, manual and paperwork. This is a good entry level gun for the shooter who prefers the 1911 platform
plus lower cost and recoil of 9mm. (88572-2) {MODERN}
(350/550)

1910

1912. CZ-USA MODEL 104A MALLARD OVER UNDER
SHOTGUN BY HUGLU serial #15S3289, 20 ga., 28” ventilated
rib barrels with screw-in chokes and excellent bores. The metal
surfaces of the barrels retain about 99% original blue with a few light
scratches and the remaining surfaces retain 99% coin finish. The
checkered walnut buttstock rates very good to excellent with a few
light dents and scratches. The hard plastic buttplate has a dense thin
soft rubber insert extending below the heel to help mitigate recoil.
The checkered walnut forend has a slight schnabel and rates very
good to excellent with light handling marks. The shotgun features
double triggers, extractors and 3” chambers. This gun includes a
cleaning kit, snap caps, manual, paperwork and (5) screw-in choke
tubes. The choke tubes consist of cylinder, improved cylinder, modified, improved modified and full. Should make a nice little field gun.
(88572-4) {MODERN}
(350/550)
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1913. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 638-3 AIRWEIGHT BODYGUARD REVOLVER serial #CVP4554, 38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel with an
excellent bore. The satin stainless steel surfaces of the barrel and cylinder assembly rate excellent with a very light turn ring on the cylinder. There is 99% anodized finish remaining on the frame. The smooth combat M.I.M. trigger and hammer retain strong but unremarkable
case-hardened colors. The pebble grain rubber factory boot grips with S&W logo rate excellent. This gun includes a factory box that is
correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of internal lock keys, cable lock with a pair of keys, fired cartridge case, manual and
paperwork. A great concealed carry gun. (88658-181D31553) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1914. C OLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #89440, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a lightly
frosted bore. The metal surfaces of this 1913 made pistol retain about 90% plus original blue finish and case-hardened colors with thinning
blue, pitting on the left grip frame, high edge wear and handling marks. The case-hardened colors on the grip safety, thumb safety and trigger
have worn mostly to gray with some colors left on the sides of the trigger. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with a Rampant Colt on
a stylized “C” rate near excellent with light diamond point wear. The little pistol includes an unmarked magazine that appears aftermarket.
(88693-36) {C&R}
(350/550)
1915. W INCHESTER MODEL 70 STANDARD GRADE BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #741263, .308 Win, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with some scattered light scratches, spots of oxidation staining and some light
pitting along the left side of the barrel near the muzzle. The rifle has a Williams style adjustable rear sporting sight, silver bead front sight
missing its hood, and the receiver has been drilled and tapped for scope mounts and or a rear receiver sight. The barrel and action have
been amateurishly free floated and glass bedded. The fancy checkered walnut Monte Carlo stock with left side cheekpiece rates excellent,
with minor scattered light handling marks and a couple spots of flaking varnish. (108658-27D32906) {C&R}
(350/550)
1916. G LOCK MODEL 23 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BLZ802US, 40 S&W, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this
second generation pistol retain 97% of their original Tenifer finish with some light loss along the high edges and working parts. The polymer
frame rates excellent and the gun has a white dot front sight with adjustable rear sight and comes with a single 10-round factory magazine.
(108658-120D33171) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1917. G LOCK MODEL 22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BHY225US, 40 S&W, 4 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
99% of their original Tenifer finish with a few light scratches and handling marks visible. The polymer frame rates near excellent showing some
light holster wear along either side forward of the triggerguard. A set of Tru Dot night sights have been added to this second generation
pistol however they no longer glow and a single 10-round factory magazine is included. (8658-116D33785) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1918. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 686-3 DISTINGUISHED COMBAT MAGNUM REVOLVER serial #BJL2970, .357 Magnum, 6”
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate near excellent showing a few light handling marks with a light turn ring on the
cylinder. The semi-target hammer and smooth combat trigger retain near all of their hard chrome finish with some scattered light scratches
visible. The revolver has an adjustable Millett rear sight and the front sight has been amateurishly fashioned to resemble a Patridge style
blade. The Pachmayr “Gripper” checkered hard rubber grips rate excellent and included is a size 3 Uncle Mike’s side kick shoulder holster.
(108657-106S20952) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1919. G LOCK MODEL 22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BNH748US, .40 S&W, 4 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 98% of their Tenifer finish with some light loss along the working parts and high edges. The polymer frame rates excellent with a few
light handling marks along the lower edges of the grip. This second generation pistol has standard fixed white outline sights and does not
come with a magazine but includes a factory hard case that is missing one of its closures. (108658-117D31687) {MODERN} (350/550)
1920. G LOCK MODEL 32 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #EMM661US, .357 SIG, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces on
this third generation pistol retain 98-99% of their original Tenifer finish and the textured polymer frame with integral Picatinny rail, recessed
thumb and finger grooves rates excellent. The pistol has standard fixed sights with some light tool marks visible along the left side of the
rear sight and a single ten-round factory magazine is included. (108658-119D33613) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1921. S MITH & WESSON M&P 45 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #MPY1414, .45 ACP, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% of their original black Melonite finish with some spots of wear and scattered specks of fine oxidation staining in the
slide serrations and along the slide. The polymer frame with integral Picatinny rail rates excellent and the pistol is equipped with Trijicon low
profile sights that still illuminate and an ambidextrous thumb safety. A single 10-round factory magazine is included. (108658-172D32979)
{MODERN}
(350/550)
1922. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 36 CHIEFS SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #748875, .38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The nickel-plated surfaces rate very good plus with areas of light clouding along the cylinder and frame with overall light scratches and
some specks of fine oxidation staining. The service hammer and trigger show vibrant case-hardened color and the revolver has a standard
1/10” serrated ramp front sight with square notch rear. The square butt walnut checkered Magna grips with silver S & W medallions rate
about very good with overall light staining, worn points, high edge wear and flaking varnish. This would make a great shooter or carry gun.
(108658-176D33391) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1923. SPRINGFIELD ARMORY MODEL XD-45 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #XD716751, .45 ACP, 4” barrel with excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain most of their original black matte finish with some light wear along the left side of the slide. The polymer frame with textured
grips and integral Picatinny rail rates excellent. The pistol has standard fixed sights, ambidextrous thumb safety and magazine release and
comes with a single stainless 10-round factory magazine. (108658-123D32223) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1924. S IG SAUER P238 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #27B004142, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The pistol is a mix of
matte black anodized finish with the steel slide, thumb safety, and slide pin polished in-the-white creating a nice contrast in appearance.
The pistol has Siglite night sights and the carbon fiber “Gator-Back” grips rate excellent. Included is a single factory six-round magazine.
(108657-74S21140) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1925. S MITH & WESSON M&P 40 COMPACT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #DSY0396, .40 S&W, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% of their black Melonite finish and the polymer frame with integral lower Picatinny rail rates excellent.
The pistol has low profile Trijicon Night Sights that still illuminate and the pistol comes with a single 10-round factory magazine. (10865775S21141) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1926. R UGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK REVOLVER serial #47-03699, .41 Magnum, 6 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% of their original blue and anodized finishes with a few minor light handling marks and a faint turn ring along
the cylinder. The revolver has standard ramp front sight with black blade adjustable rear and the smooth walnut grips with silver phoenix
medallions rate very good with a few light scratches visible. A mid 80’s era gun that has lots of finish and should be a blast shoot or make
a great hunting companion. (108658-233D32951) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1927. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 31-1 32 REGULATION POLICE REVOLVER serial #H108669, .32 S&W Long, 3” pinned barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with some light loss to silvering along some of the high edges and
near the muzzle with a very light turn ring along the cylinder. The standard hammer and trigger show vibrant case-hardened color and the
revolver has standard 1/10” serrated ramp front sight with square notch rear. The checkered walnut Magna grips with silver S&W medallions
rate near excellent with thinning varnish, mostly crisp points and are numbered to the gun. A very nice example suitable for any level collector
or shooting enthusiast. (108658-228D33515) {MODERN}
(350/550)
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1928. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-7 MILITARY & POLICE
REVOLVER serial #6D99929, .38 Special, 2” pinned barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue
with some loss to light handling marks, wear along the bottom of the
1928
grip strap, and an evident turn ring along the cylinder. The revolver
has a 1/8” ramp front sight with square notch rear and both the
standard service hammer and trigger have been refashioned to remove the serrations on the front trigger and the spur has been rounded slightly removing the
sharp edges likely to make for a more comfortable carry; and both show areas of
vibrant case-hardened color with the dressed areas polished bright. The revolver
wears a set of Uncle Mike’s checkered rubber grips providing a comfortable feel
and remain in excellent condition. An honest lightly customized revolver that likely is a joy
to shoot. (108658-174D322958) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1929. S MITH & WESSON M&P 9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HSZ7670, 9mm, 4 1/4”
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% of their original black Melonite finish and the polymer frame with integral lower Picatinny rail rates excellent. The pistol has Novak Lo-Mount carry
sights, and comes with three interchangeable palm swells, three 10-round factory magazines, double magazine pouch,
Maglula magazine loader, manual and factory hard case correctly end-labeled to the gun. This is an as-near-new example
that would make a great personal defense or range gun. (108658-182D32030) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1930. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 459
SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A767881, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The nickel surfaces rate excellent having several light
superficial scratches in the surface with a spot of very minor bubbling
near the top of the left side grip panel. The pistol has standard ramp
front sight with adjustable rear sight and the checkered nylon stocks
rate very good with overall crisp points and several light handling marks.
Included is a single unmarked blued magazine. (108658-230D33566)
{MODERN}
(350/550)
1931. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 59 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial
#A470494, 9mm, 4” barrel with bright excellent bore. The nickel-plated surfaces rate near excellent with scattered superficial scratches
and spots of light flaking along the serrations at the front of the grip
frame and with tiny spots along a couple edges of the grips. The
blued surfaces of the slide pin, hammer, trigger and thumb safety
all show varying amounts of loss due to honest wear and the pistol
comes with standard ramp front sight and adjustable blade rear sight.
The black checkered nylon grips with S&W logos rate near excellent
with mostly crisp points and a few light handling marks. Included
is a single blued factory 14-round magazine. (108658-218D33184)
1930
{MODERN}
(350/550)
1932. S MITH & WESSON M&P 40 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial
#DXX4421, 40 S&W, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% of their original black Melonite finish and the
polymer frame with integral lower Picatinny rail rates excellent. The pistol
has Novak Lo-Profile carry sights and comes with two factory 10-round
magazines. (108657-89S21137) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1933. S MITH & WESSON M&P 9 COMPACT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL
serial #DUK4784, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% or their original black Melonite finish
and the polymer frame with integral lower Picatinny rail rates excellent. The pistol has standard Novak Lo-Profile carry sights and comes
with a single 10-round factory magazine. (108658-167D32101)
{MODERN}
(350/550)
1934. S IG SAUER SP2022 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #24B208987,
.40 S&W, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% or their original black Nitron finish with a few scattered
light handling marks. The pistol has Siglite night sights that still illuminate and the polymer frame with integral lower Picatinny rail and
1931
textured grips rate excellent. No magazine is provided with this pistol
however they are readily available through many online suppliers or
possibly at your local sporting goods retailer. (108657-2S20865)
{MODERN}
(350/550)
1935. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 60 CHIEFS SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #ADA4428, .38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The stainless surfaces rate very good plus with overall light scratches, some light spots of fine oxidation staining on the brushed surfaces
and has a light turn ring along the cylinder. The standard hammer and combat style trigger retain all of their hard chrome finish and the
revolver has a 1/10” serrated ramp front sight with square notch rear sight. The checkered walnut Magna grips with silver S&W medallions
rate about excellent with slightly worn points and spots of worn and flaking varnish. (108657-83S20972) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1936. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 60 CHIEFS SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #R157045, .38 Special, 1 7/8” pinned barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate very good plus with overall light scratches, a small spot of pitting near the right side grip
panel, and a light turn ring along the cylinder. The standard hammer and trigger retain near all of their hard chrome finish with some
minor specks of fine oxidation staining visible. The revolver has a serrated 1/10” ramp front sight with square notch rear sight and the
checkered rubber Uncle Mike’s boot grips rate excellent. (108658-175D32451) {MODERN}
(350/550)
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1937. MARLIN ORIGINAL GOLDEN 39A LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial # 93302939, 22 LR, 24” micro-groove barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of very light scratches on the barrel, top of action and magazine tube.
The rifle has a rebounding hammer, cross bolt safety, hooded bead front sight and adjustable sporting rear sight. The checkered pistolgrip
walnut buttstock and forend rate excellent having a couple of very minor handling marks. A nice example overall. (108657-17S20490)
{MODERN}
(350/550)

1938
1938. R
 EMINGTON MODEL 870 TACTICAL SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN
serial #RS420744N, 12 ga., 18” barrel choked improved cylinder with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% of their original phosphate finish with a few areas of
fine oxidation staining, some light superficial scratches and wear marks along the magazine tube. There are numerous aftermarket
features including: Black Aces quad rail, six position Phoenix Technologies buttstock with shell carrier, Fab Defense forend with ergonomic
adapter and in addition to the single silver bead front sight a MBUS back up sight has been added. This shotgun is a great platform to
expand from and should handle all of your tactical needs. (108657-72S21138) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1939. R EMINGTON MODEL 1100 SKEET B SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #N688458V, 12 ga., 26” ventilated rib barrel choked skeet
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue flaking to brown with some scattered light handling marks and
spots of light fine oxidation staining mostly on the foliate scroll engraved receiver. The fleur-de-leis checkered walnut pistolgrip stock
and forend rate excellent having only a few very light handling marks. The ribbed logo buttplate has a small chip missing at the toe and
the shotgun is sighted with dual silver and white beads. An honest affordable sporting gun with lots of life left in it. (108658-39D33287)
{MODERN}
(350/550)
1940. UNMARKED BELGIAN DOUBLE HAMMER PERCUSSION PISTOL .48 cal., 12” octagon barrels with
excellent bores. The damascus barrels show lovely patterning throughout with gold bands near the breeches.
The hammers and lockplates are finished
bright showing light engraving with a
1940
rabbit game scene on the right plate. The
ramrod thimble, triggerguard and pistolgrip cap are of German silver, the grip cap
has a folding lid with a percussion cap compartment inside. The linear-checkered black-coated stock rates excellent with a
couple of minor handling marks. The action works properly however the right hammer will fire on half-cock. The
original brass tipped wooden ramrod is included. (158345-29) {ANTIQUE}
(350/550)
1941. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 36 CHIEFS SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #2J8045, 38 Special, 1 7/8” pinned barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with light scuffs and wear on the backstrap, limited high edge wear,
a few other scattered handling marks and a turn ring on the cylinder. The service trigger and hammer retain bold case-hardened colors
with light operational wear. The checkered walnut Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate about good plus with a few light scuffs,
dents and worn finish. Timing and lock up are good. A classic concealed carry firearm. (88666-1) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1942. MARLIN MODEL 1894C LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #19174602, 357 Magnum, 18 1/2” “JM” marked barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95-97% original blue with areas of light edge wear along the bearing surfaces. The smooth walnut
stocks rate near excellent and have a few light dings and other handling marks. The original sights are intact and a Weaver mount with
a set of 1” see-thru rings are mounted to the receiver. The carbine has the straight grip and lever and no crossbolt safety is present. An
excellent example of these late 1970’s early 1980’s vintage carbines. (48581-9) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1943. RUGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK CONVERTIBLE REVOLVER serial #36-59452, 357 Magnum / 9mm, 6 1/2” barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1984-made revolver and spare cylinder retain about 97% original blue and anodized finishes
with light edge wear, scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix rate very
good with several scuffs on the right panel. This gun features a serrated ramp front sight, adjustable black blade rear sight and spare
cylinder in 9mm. The gun also includes a generic unmarked two-piece shipping box. Should make a great field or range gun. (88578-23)
{MODERN}
(350/550)
1944. GREAT WESTERN PONY EXPRESS THUNDERER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER BY PIETTA serial #E18683, 45 Colt, 3 1/2” barrel
with an excellent bore. This gun was imported by E.M.F. Company and remains in excellent condition. The metal surfaces retain about
99% original blue and case-hardened colors with a few light handling marks and a turn ring on the cylinder. The case-hardened colors on
the frame remain vibrant. The one-piece checkered walnut birds head factory grips rate excellent with one tiny ding on the left side that
has compressed a few diamond points. The cylinder, grip frame and grips are numbered to the gun. The gun includes a factory box that
is correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, trigger lock, spare center pin, manual and paperwork. A fine gun for cowboy action
shooting or just plain fun shooting. (88582-16) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1945. U.S. CONTRACT HIGH STANDARD MODEL B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #99449, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this U.S. marked pistol retain about 90% original blue with the grip frame worn to pewter, high edge wear, scratches and
small impact marks around one side of the trigger pivot pin. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with High Standard logo rate about
excellent. The U.S. property mark and crossed cannon ordnance mark remain crisp. The pistol includes a single two-tone factory magazine.
A well-used Model B that still retains strong condition, perfect for the upstart martial collector. (88050-477) (C&R}
(350/550)
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1946. B ROWNING B2000 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #V695467, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel with an excellent bore choked improved
cylinder. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with a few scattered scratches on the receiver and barrel plus a tiny oxidation
stain near the loading port. The checkered pistolgrip walnut factory buttstock rates excellent with a few minor handling marks on the gloss
finish. The Browning and FN marked synthetic hard buttplate rates near excellent with a few minor scuffs. The checkered walnut forend
also rates excellent with a few minor handling marks. Please see the spare B2000 barrel also for a sale in the silent auction. (88585-42)
{MODERN}
(350/550)
1947. H IGH STANDARD SUPERMATIC CITATION
SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SH15722, 22 LR, 7 1/4”
fluted barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of
this “SH” series pistol retain about 98% original blue with
scattered light scratches and limited high edge wear.
The unmarked skip line checkered hardwood “Siles style”
thumb and finger rest grips with palm rest show little wear but rate fair, having a repair to
1947
the front of the left panel and the palm rest of the right panel. The pistol features a Patridge
front sight, black blade rear sight set on a bridge and stippled frontstrap. The slide stop appears
to have been modified with the notch cut at an angle, the results are it will no longer lock the slide
open. The pistol includes an excellent condition soft gun case and a single magazine. A nice pistol for your
next bullseye match. (88718-7) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1948. MARLIN GOLDEN MODEL 39A LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #AC23478, 22 LR, 24” barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1967-made rifle retain about 98% original blue with most of the loss to
thinning finish on the inside of the lever in addition to scratches and limited edge wear. The buttstock rates near
excellent with light dents and an oil finish and the Marlin buttplate rates excellent. The forend rates about very good
to excellent with scattered light dents and other handling marks on the varnish. The stocks show no sign of refinishing
but may have been replaced at some point. The rifle features a hooded bead front sight, step adjustable rear sight and sling swivels. This
gun includes a Tasco 4X32mm scope with clear optics and scattered scratches, Weaver see thru rings and scope base. These are great
rifles for plinking, hunting or silhouette shooting. (88718-25) {C&R}
(350/550)
1949. MARLIN GOLDEN MODEL 39A LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #U8235, 22 LR, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this 1961-made rifle retain about 97% original blue with thinning finish on the sides of the lever, limited edge wear and handling marks.
The oil finished buttstock rates near excellent with a few light scratches. The oil finished forend rates about excellent with a few light handling
marks. The rifle features a hooded bead front sight, step adjustable rear sight and sling swivels. This gun includes a Bushnell Sportview
3-9X32mm scope with clear optics and light handling marks, see thru style rings, scope base and a factory hammer extension. The model
39 was always renowned for its fine accuracy. (88569-10) {C&R} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(350/550)
1950. B ROWNING BPS SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #05405NW152, 12 ga., 26” ventilated rib Invector-Plus choked barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with just a few light handling marks. The receiver features factory game
scene engraving on either side including pheasants on the left and ducks on the right. The checkered walnut stocks rate near excellent and
have a few small dings and other light marks. A single improved cylinder choke is included. An excellent example overall of these popular
sporting shotguns. (48713-5) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1951. G ERMAN K98K BOLT ACTION
RIFLE BY STEYR

1951
serial #1654d, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of
this bnz 43 coded rifle are turning to a brown patina with a few areas of oxidation staining,
the bolt assembly, bands and buttplate having been cleaned to a silvery color, some added enamel on
the stock disc and scattered traces of original blue. The laminated stock rates very good as-cleaned with an added
oil finish, a strong “(Eagle)/H” marking on the right side of butt, scattered dings and handling marks. The front band and
rear sight parts are matching to the receiver but the remaining parts appear mismatched or un-numbered. The rear band is
currently reversed in direction and there is no cleaning rod present. A good entry-level K98k for the military collector. (208050-794)
{C&R}
(350/550)
1952. FRENCH MAS-36/51 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ST. ETIENNE serial #G46371, 7.5 French, 24 1/2” barrel with a very good bore that
shows some light frosting. The metal surfaces retain 97% arsenal refurbished parkerized finish with scattered light silvering and some light
freckling on underside of rear band. The beech stock rates about excellent with some minor flaking at toe, a couple minor dings and some
light handling marks. The bolt is matching but the other parts appear mismatched. There is a small Century import mark on the left side of
the receiver and a correct sling is included. A fine example of these post-war MAS rifles. (208657-28S20506) {C&R}
(350/550)
1953. P OLISH M44 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY RADOM serial #MK03967, 7.62x54R, 20” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1952 carbine retain 98% arsenal blue with some silvering on the front bandkeeper and bayonet.
The beech stock rates about excellent with a strong Polish inspection stamp, a couple spots of light dirt staining and some handling marks.
The buttplate number was scrubbed but all other parts are matching. There is an Intratec import mark on the bayonet mount and a brightly
finished cleaning rod is present. A fine example of these post-war Polish carbines. (208657-35S20513) {C&R}
(350/550)
1954. CZECH K98K BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BRNO serial #7922i, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this post-war rifle retain 80% arsenal blue with the crest being scrubbed, silvering along the barrel, some scattered freckling and light
oxidation staining on rear of bolt. The laminated stock rates very good plus with a black paint rack number “358” on the left side, a few dings
and handling marks. The bolt handle is matching but the remaining parts appear un-numbered. There is no cleaning rod present and there
is a discreet import mark on the barrel. A fine example of these Czech K98k rifles. (208657-53S20522) {C&R}
(350/550)
1955. C HINESE SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #1723050, 7.62x39, 20” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Triangle
26 made rifle retain 97% original blue with a few light freckling specks, some light silvering on barrel and a few spots flaking to brown. The
buttplate has an added black enamel finish that shows some light flaking. The hardwood stock rates very good plus with the handguard
having some added varnish, some scattered flaking and handling marks. All serialized parts are matching, there is a KFS import mark on the
barrel and an oiler is included. A fine Chinese SKS. (208658-99D33453) {MODERN}
(350/550)
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1956. MOSSBERG MODEL K SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #27245, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a very good plus bore that has a few light pits
towards muzzle. The metal surfaces retain 90-93% original blue with a couple minor dings at the front of barrel, some light freckling on the
upper tang, a couple light handling marks on frame and scattered flaking to brown. The walnut stock rates very good plus with an added
varnish, some light flaking and scattered handling marks. A fine Mossberg Model K retaining much of its original blue finish. (208569-8)
{C&R} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(300/500)
1957. STEVENS MODEL 416 BOLT
ACTION TARGET RIFLE

22 LR, 26” X-Barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
97% original blue with some light flaking to brown on the exposed edges and
some light silvering on barrel. The pistolgrip walnut stock rates excellent with some scattered
light handling marks. The rifle is equipped with a peep rear sight, a hooded blade front sight and two target
1957
blocks. A very fine Stevens Model 416 target rifle. (208476-32) {C&R}
(350/550)
1958. BERETTA MODEL A-303 UPLAND SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #N77463E, 12 ga., 24” ventilated rib, Mobil Choked (Modified) with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with a few light superficial scratches. The trigger and
safety retain all of their gold plate finish and the shotgun has a single white bead sight. The checkered high gloss walnut straight grip stock
and beavertail forend rate excellent aside from a couple of minor handling marks. An attractive looking semi-auto that likely shoots well.
(108713-4) {MODERN}
(350-550)
1959. W INCHESTER SUPER-X MODEL 1 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #MZ45304, 12 ga., 30” ventilated rib barrel choked full with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with scattered fine oxidation staining, a few minor superficial scratches
and a spot of light wear near the triggerguard on the right side. The bolt and carrier are nicely jeweled and the shotgun has dual bead
sights silver front and brass rear. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent aside from a few light handling marks. A
very attractive Super-X that should perform well afield and includes a reproduction owner’s manual. (108585-29) {MODERN} (350/550)
1960. S MITH & WESSON MODEL SW99 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SAD1254, .40 SW, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original black finish with a few light scratches. The polymer frame rates excellent and the pistol is sighted with
factory three dot sights (fixed front and adjustable rear). The pistol allows double or single action fire and is equipped with an “Anti-Stress”
trigger. Also included is a factory hard case end-labeled and numbered to the gun, one 10-round magazine, two additional backstraps, tool
kit and instruction booklet. (98658-164) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1961. K AHR MODEL K40 COMPACT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #DB1203, 40 S&W, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
electroless stainless finish rates excellent with scattered light scratches. The factory rubber pebble grain grips with Kahr centered logo
rate excellent. This pistol comes with factory two dot white sights and a smooth trigger. Included is a factory hard case end-labeled and
numbered to the gun, two factory six-round magazines and instruction manual. (98658-125) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1962. G LOCK MODEL 21 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #NHN918, 45 ACP, 4 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This generation 3 short
frame pistol retains 99% original black finish with light scratches and has been lightly used. The polymer frame and grips rate excellent with
finger grooves and Picatinny rail. This pistol is equipped with elevated fixed sights and the new trigger position. Included is a factory hard
case that is end-labeled to the gun, two double stack 13-round magazines, speed loader, one test fired casing that is numbered to the gun,
cleaning rod with brush and assorted paperwork. (98717-28) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(350/550)
1963. S IG SAUER MODEL SP 2022 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SP0167194, 9mm, 3 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This pistol
retains 99% of its original blue finish with light scratches. The black polymer frame and checkered polymer grips rate excellent. There is a
fully operational Sig Sauer red dot ambidextrous laser mounted on the lower rail. Included is a factory hard case that is end labeled to the
gun, two factory double stack 15-round magazines, bore mop with two brushes, cable lock and instruction manual. (98717-21) {MODERN}
[John W. Young Collection]
(350/550)
1964. ROCK ISLAND MODEL M1911 A2 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #RIA1569546, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This
pistol retains 99% original blue finish with light scratches. The steel frame and plastic checkered grips rate excellent with light blemishes.
Included is a factory hard case that is end-labeled to the gun, one factory 10-round magazine, two test fired cases that are numbered to
the gun, cable lock, Armscor CD and owner’s manual. (98717-15) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(350/550)
1965. R UGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #51-42875, 30 Carbine, 7 1/2” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue showing a few light scratches and a light turn ring on the 6-shot cylinder. The
hard polymer black checkered grips with rate about excellent with a couple of light handling marks. This revolver is equipped with fixed
ramp front and adjustable rear sights. Included is a factory hard case that is end-labeled to the gun, two internal lock keys, one test fired
case that is numbered to the gun, factory lock and assorted paperwork. (98717-54) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection] (350/550)
1966. B ERETTA MODEL PX4 STORM SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PX195254, 9mm Para, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
This pistol retains 99% of its original black finish with light scratches. The black polymer frame and checkered grips rate excellent with a
few light scratches. This pistol is equipped with fixed 3-dot sights and lower frame accessory rail. Included is a cardboard shipping sleeve
that is end-labeled to the gun, factory hard case, two 15-shot magazines, two additional backstraps, magazine loader, factory cable lock,
cleaning kit and assorted paperwork. (98717-9) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(350/550)
1967. ETHAN ALLEN CENTER HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #17077, 22 RF, 4” swivel barrel with a lightly frosted bore. The
iron frame with the bird’s head grip is mostly pewter with brown overtones, oxidation blemishes and pitting. The smooth walnut factory grips
rate about fair with moderate dents and dings and the right panel has a repaired crack running from the frame to the escutcheon. Barrel to
frame fit has play, the trigger mechanism still functions as does the extractor. (88534-2) {ANTIQUE}
(50/150)
1968. G RENDEL MODEL P-12 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #26529, 380 ACP, 3” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 97% original black finish with light high edge wear and other handling marks. The polymer frame rates excellent with light handling
wear. The pistol has rudimentary fixed front and rear sights, European heel magazine release and double action only mechanism. The pistol
includes a single magazine. (88541-33S20780) {MODERN}
(150/250)
1969. I VER JOHNSON MODEL 70 SUPERSHOT 22 TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #K4998, 22 LR, 6” barrel with a very good bore
exhibiting scattered light pitting. The metal surfaces of this seven-shot revolver retain about 70 – 75% original blue finish with the forestrap
wearing to pewter, a majority of the barrel toned to brown, high edge wear, oxidation blemishes, pitting and handling marks. The checkered
one-piece factory grips rate very good plus with light scratches and flaking finish. Timing and lock up are good, barrel-to-frame fit has just
a hint of play but the chamber mouths have firing pin impact marks from dry firing the gun. (88476-5) {C&R}
(100/200)
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1970. I VER JOHNSON MODEL 70 SUPERSHOT 22 TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #K5890, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this seven-shot revolver retain about 70 – 75% original blue finish with the forestrap wearing to pewter, most of the
barrel toned to brown, scattered thinning to brown finish on the frame, high edge wear, very light oxidation blemishes and scratches. The
checkered one-piece factory grips rate very good plus with light scratches and flaking finish. Timing and lock up are good, barrel-to-frame
fit is tight and there are a few very light firing pin impact marks on several of the chamber mouths. (88476-5) {C&R}
(100/200)
1971. 
O TI S A. S M ITH M O D E L 18 9 4 SAF ET Y
1971
HAM M E R LESS POCKET R EVOLVE R serial
#151, 22 RF, 2 7/16” octagon barrel with an excellent
bore exhibiting a hint of frosting. This interesting little
revolver is of hammerless design with a manual roller
type safety located on the knuckle. The metal surfaces retain about 96% original nickel plate with very light
oxidation on the sideplate and oxidized pitting on the
topstrap-frame junction on the barrel side of the window.
The diamond checkered hard rubber grips with monogram rate excellent. The front sight is half-moon shaped
with skeletonized center and the mechanism is functional. This diminutive lady smith size revolver includes a
box with alligator textured covering and is end-labeled
for a revolver matching this gun but has no manufacturer
information and a bore brush. The box rates about very
good with light handling wear and one torn corner on
the cover. (88426-120) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1972
1972. U .S. REVOLVER CO. TOP-BREAK POCKET
REVOLVER serial #23158, 32 S&W (Short), 3” barrel with a sparsely oxidized and pitted bore. The metal
surfaces of this revolver retain about 95% original nickel
plate with bubbling finish, oxidation blemishes, limited
pitting and handling marks. The hammer and trigger
retain strong case-hardened colors with light oxidation
stains. The checkered hard rubber grips with “U.S.” in
a circle rate excellent. The revolver includes a red twopiece factory box correctly end-labeled to the gun along
with an old worn and tattered “3 in 1” oil flyer. The
box rates good plus with light edge wear but a fairly
well-done repair to a pushed in section of the cover.
(88426-96) {C&R}
(75/150)
1973. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 638-3 BODYGUARD AIRWEIGHT REVOLVER serial #DJR5548, 38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel with
an excellent bore. The stainless steel and anodized surfaces of this as-new revolver rate excellent with 99% plus finish. The M.I.M. trigger
and hammer rate excellent. The rubber factory boot grips with S&W monogram rate excellent. The revolver includes a factory box that is
correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, cable lock with a pair of keys, a pair of internal lock keys, manual and paperwork. This fine
revolver is as new in the box and makes a great concealed carry handgun. (88401-57D32345) {MODERN}
(350/550)
1974. H IGH STANDARD MODEL HD MILITARY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #308749, 22 LR, 6 3/4” heavy barrel with an excellent bore.
This HD has several custom features and retains about 50% original blue with the complete barrel toned to pewter, grip frame gray, dings
on the barrel, oxidation blemishes, pitting and scratch marks. The checkered walnut factory grips rate about good with scattered light to
moderate diamond point wear, dings and scuffs. The frontstrap and backstrap have been lightly stippled and were not refinished and the
front sight is a taller serrated Patridge to accommodate the higher Micro adjustable rear sight. No magazine is provided. “It ain’t purdy” but
should still shoot good. (88530-17) {C&R}
(100/200)
1975. H. WEIHRAUCH ARMINIUS HW5T REVOLVER serial #772876, 22LR, 4” ventilated rib barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 96% blue and gray finishes with scattered light wear and handling marks with most of the wear on the frame. The
checkered synthetic thumb rest grips rate about excellent. This revolver features a serrated ramp front sight on a ventilated rib and adjustable
rear target sight. (88425-3) {MODERN}
(50/150)
1976. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 632 REVOLVER serial #N3943, 32 S&W Long, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1st model revolver retain about 90% plus original blue with scattered light freckling, oxidation stains and handling marks.
The checkered white plastic factory grips with H&R logo rate about excellent with moderate soiling. The revolver still times and locks up
correctly. (88530-19) {C&R}
(75/150)
1977. F OREHAND & WADSWORTH SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #2633, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a
lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original nickel plate and blue finishes with several small oxidation stains, triggerguard toned to gray and handling marks. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with F&W markings rate near excellent with a few
light scuffs and they are numbered to the gun. The gun still times and locks up correctly, barrel-to-frame fit is tight, it features a button
to deactivate the auto ejection plus a unique push-to-open frame mounted barrel latch and small sliding safety below the barrel latch.
(88523-27) {C&R}
(200/400)
1978. S MITH & WESSON THIRD MODEL .38 DOUBLE ACTION TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #134352, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel
with a frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original nickel plate and blue finishes with oxidation blemishes, scattered
bubbling, minor flaking, clouding and the bottom of the triggerguard starting to tone while the trigger and hammer are brown. The
diamond checkered hard rubber factory grips with S&W logo are numbered to the gun and rate very good to excellent with light
wear. All appropriate parts are numbered to the gun, barrel-to-frame fit is slightly loose, timing needs attention but lockup is good.
(88544-26D32926) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
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1979. TAURUS “THE JUDGE” DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #BS628044, 45 Colt / 410 Bore (2 1/2”), 2 9/16” cut barrel with an
excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate good to very good with light scattered scratches, scuffs and dings. The ribbed factory rubber
grips with Taurus logo rate fair-good with the forestrap ribs crushed down and moderate handling wear. The barrel has been non-professionally cut at an angle to the present length. A fiber optic base and sight have been poorly installed. Clean up the crown, remount the front
sight and the gun should be a good trail gun especially in snake country. (88443-46) {MODERN}
(200/400)
1980. H IGH STANDARD MODEL DM-101 “DERRINGER” serial #2447151, 22 Magnum Rimfire, 3 1/2” over under barrel cluster with
excellent bores. The metal surfaces of this grooved backstrap, Hamden, Connecticut-marked pistol retain about 98% original blue and
crackle paint finishes with light high edge wear and scratches, mostly on the barrels. The smooth synthetic grips rate excellent with a few
minor scratches. An excellent condition Safariland #252 pocket holster with light wear is included. (88445-14) {MODERN} (250/350)
1981. C ONNECTICUT VALLEY ARMS MODEL 1860 ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY ARMI SAN MARCO serial #26482,
.44 cal., 8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel and loading lever are a strong mix of blue with areas fading to
smoky gray, the cylinder is mainly gray and the hammer has strong case-hardened colors. The brass frame and grip frame rate very good
with light scratches. The smooth hardwood one-piece grips rate about good with a few handling marks but there is a check forming on
each side of the butt on the inside. This gun started life as a kit gun but the cast grip frame assembly and rough machined frames were
not finished by the builder. The gun functions mechanically and a little cleanup of the metal surfaces would make this a dandy shooter.
(88445-12) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1982. J ENNINGS MODEL J-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #170311, 22 LR, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original chrome finish with scattered light scratches. The smooth wood factory grips rate excellent with a few light handling
marks. The pistol does not fire and requires mechanical attention but does include a single magazine. (88443-48) {MODERN} (25/75)
1983. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON YOUNG AMERICAN REVOLVER serial #421858, 22 RF, 2” octagon barrel with a lightly frosted
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original nickel plate with scattered light scratches, a few light oxidation blemishes and pitting.
The triggerguard and trigger retain strong blue finish and the hammer has subdued case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The
checkered hard rubber grips are numbered to the gun and rate excellent. The gun still functions mechanically and remains in excellent
condition overall. (88426-129) {C&R}
(150/250)
1984. H OPKINS & ALLEN MODEL XL3 DOUBLE ACTION FOLDING HAMMER REVOLVER serial #9184, 32 S&W (Short), 2 3/4”
octagon barrel with an excellent bore exhibiting a few small pits. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original nickel plate with very light
oxidation stains, scratches and handling marks. The trigger and hammer have case-hardened colors visible but subdued and light operational wear. The diamond checkered hard rubber factory grips rate excellent. The revolver includes a near excellent condition un-numbered
factory box that is end-labeled for a 3” barreled X.L.3 folding hammer revolver and includes a bore brush. (88426-127) {C&R} (200/400)
1985. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON YOUNG AMERICAN BULLDOG REVOLVER serial #139833, 32 RF Short, 2” octagon barrel
with a lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% plus original nickel plate with scattered oxidation blemishes, minor pitting and
bubbling. The blue finished triggerguard rates good with scattered oxidation stains. The checkered hard rubber factory grips rate excellent
and are numbered to the gun. The revolver includes a non-factory box. (88426-98) {C&R}
(100/200)
1986. U.S. REVOLVER CO. HAMMERLESS REVOLVER BY IVER JOHNSON serial #27371, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a lightly pitted
and oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original nickel plate and blue finish with oxidized flaking at the muzzle, forward
edges of the cylinder and other areas in addition to handling wear, nickel finish clouding and an oxidation blemish on the blue triggerguard.
The checkered hard rubber grips with “U.S.” monogram rate excellent. The revolver is mechanically functional and barrel-to-frame fit is tight.
The gun includes a U.S. Revolver Co. box that is end-labeled for a 3” hammerless revolver. It rates fair with numerous repairs to the cover
and box. Also included is a screwdriver. (88426-94) {C&R}
(75/125)
1987. I NDUSTRIA ARMI GALESI MODEL 6 SEMI-AUTO POCKET PISTOL serial #180369, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent
bore. This 1955-dated vest pocket sized pistol retains about 98% original blue with high edge wear and few handling marks. The smooth
white synthetic grips rate good with little handling wear but the left panel has a check running from the back edge to the screw hole. The
pistol includes the original factory box that is labeled and numbered to the gun and includes a single magazine, bore brush, multi-language
instruction sheet (includes English) and proof house certificate dated December 7, 1955. You don’t often see these little guns with the original
box in such fine condition. (88426-116) {C&R}
(100/200)
1988. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SELF LOADING 25 ACP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #15511, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with a lightly
frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with scattered light oxidation stains and pitting, edge wear and handling
marks. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with H&R logo rate near excellent with a few light handling marks. This pistol is based on
the Webley & Scott model 1909 with twelve slide serrations. The pistol includes a single factory Type 1 magazine and a repurposed jewelry
type box. (88426-103) {C&R}
(300/500)
1989. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER PISTOL serial #83786, 44 Magnum, 10” octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original blue with a few light handling and operational marks. The cast “poised cougar” and decorative relief scroll have
been gold colored filled as is the raised “T/C” logo on the buttcap. The early style checkered walnut factory thumb rest grips rate excellent
as does the checkered walnut forend. The pistol includes an original factory Patridge front sight set on a serrated ramp, a Buehler scope
base with rings and features the early style hammer with screwdriver adjustable selector. Add your favorite long eye relief scope and you
are ready to hit the whitetail woods. (88476-2) {MODERN}
(250/350)
1990. E.I.G. MODEL E-15 BUFFALO SCOUT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER BY HERBERT SCHMIDT serial #430222, 22 LR, 4
3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original black and blue finishes with most of the loss on the
frame which is thinning to gray and worn to pewter in areas. The checkered hard rubber grips rate near excellent with light handling
wear and have a bison in an oval. The gun is marked “Germany”, is German proof-dated 1968 and still functions mechanically. (88476-3)
{MODERN}
(50/150)
1991. C OLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #271227, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1918-made pistol retain about 80-85% non-factory reapplied finish with most of the loss to the slide in
addition to high edge wear, scratches and old pitting visible under the later finish. The checkered walnut factory grips are not correct for
this gun but rate near excellent with light handling wear. The slide is a replacement and not numbered to the gun (#413721). The pistol
includes a single magazine. (88467-1) {C&R}
(200/400)
1992. MANURHIN MODEL P1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #225565, 9mm, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. This gun is purported to
have been part of the esteemed collection of Walther firearms collector Warren Buxton. The metal surfaces of this importer marked pistol
retain about 96% factory blue and anodized finishes with light high edge wear, scratches and other handling marks. The checkered
synthetic factory grips rate good to very good with light scratches, a few dings and limited diamond point wear. The slide and barrel are
numbered to the gun, there is a West Berlin “rosette” property mark and the pistol includes a single “P1” marked magazine. (88472-3)
{MODERN}
(250/350)
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1993. STAR MODEL P SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #761874, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1962 proof-dated pistol retains
about 97% original blue with light oxidation stains, scratches and operational marks. The hammer has bold case-hardened colors. The
checkered plastic factory grips rate excellent. The pistol includes the later factory magazine with removable oversized floor plate. (88476-8)
{C&R}
(300/500)
1994. G ERMAN MODEL 37(U) SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY FEG serial #15523, 32 ACP, 3 15/16” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue with the grip frame wearing to pewter, the slide is starting to thin to brown with pewter
overtones in addition to scattered light handling wear. The serrated wood factory grips rate very good to excellent with a few light dents
and dings. The slide is not numbered to the gun (#65333) and is dated 1943 but the barrel is correctly numbered to the gun. There
is an “[eagle]/WaA58” Waffenamt mark on the forward bow of the triggerguard. The lanyard loop is present and it includes a pair of
magazines. (88476-1) {C&R}
(200/400)
1995. ARMI SAN MARCO MODEL 1851 NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #A93851, .36 cal., 7 1/2” octagon barrel with an
excellent bore. The ferrous metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue with light oxidation staining on the cylinder, scattered scratches
and a few other handling marks. The loading lever and hammer have strong case-hardened colors. The brass frame and grip frame assembly
is near excellent with scattered light scratches. The smooth one-piece walnut grips rate excellent. The gun remains mechanically function
and should be a good entry level gun for the aspiring “cap-n-ball” shooter. (88445-26) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1996. R IGARMI POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A103900, 22 LR, 2 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1961 Italian proof-dated
pistol retains about 98% original blue with a few scratches and thinning finish on the slide. The serrated synthetic grips rate very good to
excellent with light handling marks. The pistol includes a single factory magazine. (88530-18) {C&R}
(50/150)
1997. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON FIRST MODEL PREMIER TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #A31385, 22 RF, 3” barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this First Model fourth variation revolver retain about 96% original nickel plate and blue finish with
oxidized pitting, scratches and the blue triggerguard toning to purple-brown. The hammer has bold case-hardened colors with the trigger
more subdued and the face worn to pewter. The grips are replacement diamond checkered S&W extended grips that rate very good with
a few scuffs. The barrel, cylinder and extractor are numbered to the gun and it remains fully functional. (88514-31) {C&R}
(100/200)
1998. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY AUTOMATIC TOP-BREAK HAMMER REVOLVER serial #33642, 32 S&W, 3” barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% factory nickel plate and blue finish with scattered light oxidation blemishes,
pitting, scratches, clouding finish and the triggerguard has remnants of blue in the bows, the rest toned to gunmetal gray. The hammer and
trigger retain strong case-hardened colors with operational wear. The checkered hard rubber grips with factory logos rate excellent. The
revolver features a free-wheeling cylinder, single post latch and “hammer the hammer” action. The gun still times and locks up correctly,
the barrel is marked “Iver Johnson Arms & Cycle Works” and barrel-to-frame fit has slight play. (88514-5) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1999. C MC REPRODUCTION PEPPERBOX PERCUSSION PISTOL .36 cal., 3 1/2” four-barrel smooth bore cluster with lightly oxidized
bores. The ferrous metal surfaces are mostly brown or dull gunmetal gray with oxidation stains and limited pitting. The brass frame is
moderately tarnished with light scratches. The trigger return spring is in need of attention and the design requires the barrel cluster to be
rotated by hand. (88445-11) {ANTIQUE}
(50/150)
2000. J OHNSON & BYE CO. TYCOON NO. 2 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #3194, 32 RF Short, 2 15/16” barrel with a pitted
and oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original nickel plate with scattered oxidation blemishes, limited pitting, bubbling and handling wear. The smooth walnut factory grips rate about good to very good with scattered dents, dings and scuffs. The
center pin has old tool mark damage that has oxidized, the front sight is missing and the mechanism no longer functions. (88445-9)
{ANTIQUE}
(50/150)
2001. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY AUTOMATIC HAMMER TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #67762, 38 S&W, 5”
barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 60% original nickel plate and blue finish with moderate to heavy
flaking and wear on the frame and barrel, oxidation blemishes, pitting and bubbling nickel plus the blue finish on the triggerguard is worn
to pewter with scattered stains from oxidation and remnants of blue in the protected areas. The hammer and trigger are pewter toning to
brown from oxidation stains. The checkered hard rubber grips rate about good with moderate diamond point wear plus the scroll embellishments and the owl heads have softened lightly. Barrel-to-frame fit is tight, the barrel is numbered to the gun and the gun still functions
mechanically. (88443-49) {C&R}
(125/225)
2002. STEVENS TIP-UP NO. 41 SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #72877, 22 RF, 3 1/2” half round half octagon barrel with slight frosting in
the bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel are a mottled mix of blue and pewter with about 25% remaining in addition to pitting, oxidation
stains and handling marks. The frame retains about 95% original nickel plate with several oxidation blemishes, flaking finish and handling
marks. The hammer and trigger have strong blue finish with light oxidation stains and pitting for an overall rating of about 60%. The smooth
walnut factory grips are numbered to the gun and rate good to very good with light dents, wear and scratches. The barrel is numbered to
the gun, frame-to-barrel fit has slight play and it still functions mechanically. (88445-13) {C&R}
(100/200)
2003. G ERMAN FOLDING TRIGGER DOUBLE ACTION HAMMERLESS REVOLVER serial #1, 32 CF, 1 7/8” octagon barrel with an
oxidized and pitted bore. The frame retains about 25% original case-hardened colors with the remainder toned to brown with oxidation
blemishes and pitting. The barrel and cylinder retain about 15% original blue with most of the remaining finish found on the barrel and
flutes of the cylinder, the rest toned to brown with oxidation stains and pitting. The grips are hard rubber with the left panel having a foliate
design with a logo at the top and rates good to very good with a small chip missing. The right panel, which appears to be a replacement,
has a repair to the center above the escutcheon and is checkered with light handling wear. The mechanism is not completely reliable and
is in need of attention. (88441-3) {C&R}
(50/150)
2004. S MITH & WESSON NO. 1 1/2 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #85797, 32 S&W (Short), 3 1/2” oxidized and pitted bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 40% original nickel plate with most of the barrel and portions of the frame and cylinder exhibiting moderate to
heavy cleaning in addition to scratches, oxidation blemishes, pitting and a turn ring on the cylinder. The hammer and trigger have strong
case-hardened colors present with operational wear and oxidation stains. The diamond checkered hard rubber grips rate good plus with
light scratches and a tiny chip missing from the bottom of the left panel. The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the
gun, barrel-to-frame fit is tight and it still functions mechanically. (88445-10) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2005. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON YOUNG AMERICAN 2ND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #278, 32 S&W
(Short), 2” octagon barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The nickel-plated surfaces have been mostly cleaned with moderate to
heavy tool marks from the cleaning. The cylinder has been lightly cleaned with most of the remaining plate on the cylinder and protected
areas of the frame. Additionally, the metal surfaces have light oxidation and limited pitting. The checkered factory grips rate fair to good
with light wear but a small chip missing on the left panel and a larger chip from the right panel. The gun no longer times and locks up
correctly. (88445-8) {C&R}
(40/60)
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2006. F RANK WESSON MEDIUM FRAME POCKET PISTOL serial #2295, 22 RF, 7 1/16” octagon barrel with a lightly frosted bore
exhibiting a small ring midway. The metal surfaces of this third type pistol are gunmetal gray with evenly scattered pitting and strong traces
of nickel plate remaining on the receiver. The hammer and trigger are brown with some case-hardened colors present on the hammer. The
smooth rosewood grips are numbered to the gun and rate about good with light dents, dings and scuffs. This pistol has the push half-cock
button, “V” notch rear leaf sight pinned to the barrel with no elevation screw present and a narrow Patridge front sight marked “.03 / M” on
the sides of the blade. The rotating barrel has slight play, the butt has non-professional coarse checkering and the sliding extractor is bent
outwards. (88448-4) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2007. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 1/2 2ND ISSUE TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #105037, 32 RF, 3 1/2” barrel with a lightly oxidized and
pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% nickel plate with most surfaces showing evidence of light cleaning, scattered oxidation
blemishes, limited pitting, dings and fine scratches. The smooth ivory grips are unmarked with fine age checking on the butt and top near
the frame. The grips have mellowed to a light coffee colored hue with the fine checks adding character. The barrel-to-frame fit has light play,
timing and lock up are still good but the hammer pushes off and is in need of attention. The barrel is assembly numbered to the frame but
the cylinder is numbered to a different gun. (88315-246LS5-39) {ANTIQUE} [Lewis T. Steadman Collection]
(250/450)
2008. LORCIN MODEL L380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #349956, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol retains about
99% original chrome finish with scattered light scratches. The grooved factory synthetic grips rate very good to excellent with a few light
handling marks. This pistol includes a single magazine. (88541-2S20850) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2009. STEVENS DIAMOND NO. 43 SECOND ISSUE SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #32594, 22 RF, 6” barrel with a near excellent bore
exhibiting minor pitting. The barrel has worn to mostly brown with blue overtones along with scattered light scratches. The frame retains
about 99% nickel plate with light scratches and a few small dings. The fire blue on the hammer and trigger has started to thin and has light
operational wear. The smooth walnut grips rate about very good as lightly refinished with scattered light dents and other handling marks.
Barrel-to-frame fit is tight, the pistol has the correct sights plus the barrel and grips are correctly numbered to the gun. A nice Diamond No.
43 for the upstart collector. (88547-41) {C&R}
(200/400)
2010. C OLT NEW LINE REVOLVER serial #11599, 22 RF, 2 1/2” barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The barrel and cylinder of this first
model retain about 50% original blue with most of the loss to the cylinder which has toned to brown along with scattered light to moderate
oxidation and scratches. The brass frame has toned to ochre with a few remnants of heavily tarnished silver in the protected areas along
with scattered handling wear. The smooth rosewood grips are numbered to the gun and rate about very good with light handling wear. The
center pin stubbornly refuses to move and the gun no longer times or locks up. (88597-44) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2011. W HITNEY MODEL NO. 1 REVOLVER serial #1713B, 22 RF, 2 1/2” barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The barrel and unfluted
cylinder of this earliest style revolver with Whitneyville barrel address have toned to brown along with light oxidation stains, limited pitting
and handling marks. The frame is ochre with scattered light handling wear. The smooth walnut factory grips are numbered to the gun and
rate good to very good with scattered dents and dings. Timing and lock up are in need of attention. (88547-44) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
2012. MARLIN OK SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #1403, 22 RF, 2 3/4” smoothbore barrel with an oxidized and frosted bore. The barrel
surfaces are toned to brown with scattered pitting and handling wear. The frame is ochre with scattered light dents and scratches. The
grips are ad-hoc hardwood replacements that are pinned in place rather than the standard screw but the upper pin is missing. They rate
fair to good as amateurishly produced with handling marks. The barrel is marked on the side with the Marlin address and “OK” on the top.
Barrel-to-frame fit is loose and the mechanism is in need of attention. (88450-27) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2013. S HARPS & HANKINS MODEL 3C PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #12027, 32 RF, 3 1/2” four-barrel cluster with oxidized and pitted
bores. The metal surfaces have toned to a smooth even brown with scattered light pitting, a few oxidation blemishes and handling marks.
The smooth hardwood grips rate fair to good with light handling wear but a 3/8” section of the right panels toe is broken off. The barrel
and grip stirrup are numbered to the gun and the barrel-to-frame fit is loose. The rotating hammer nose is missing but the mechanism still
functions, the barrel release spring is missing or not functioning and the mainspring feels weak. (88514-27) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2014. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL CO. POCKET TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #12569, 22 RF, 3 1/8” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.
The brass and ferrous metal surfaces have all been lightly cleaned. The barrel and cylinder are pewter with light scratches, stains from
oxidation and the scene is very soft. The brass frame is an even and light ochre color with light scratches and a few handling marks. The
smooth un-numbered walnut factory grips rate good to very good with light dents, dings, scuffs and scratches. The barrel and cylinder are
correctly numbered to the gun and the gun is still fully functional with tight barrel-to-frame fit. (88487-53) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2015. W HITNEY SECOND MODEL NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #16693, .36 cal., 7 1/2” octagon barrel with a bright but
lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces have been polished bright with the brass triggerguard a pleasing goldenrod color in addition to a few
scattered scratches. The smooth walnut factory grips rate poor with moderate to heavy dents and scuffs at the butt and the left panel has
a 3” long narrow piece broken off the backstrap section. No cylinder is present but the loading lever assembly and center pin is. The action
still functions. (88514-21A) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2016. WHITNEY SECOND MODEL NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #29108, .36 cal., 7 1/2” octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized
and pitted bore. The metal surfaces have been lightly polished with the brass triggerguard ochre. The surfaces display light freckling, scratches and other handling marks. The firearm is missing a variety of parts to include but not limited to the trigger, mainspring, nipples, loading
lever latch, center pin retention screw, both grips and possibly other parts. The cylinder, barrel and loading lever are numbered to the gun.
The barrel is not fully screwed into the frame and will need the attention of a professional in addition to the parts needed to complete the
revolver. 988514-21) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2017. BOISSY UNDERLEVER DOUBLE BARREL PINFIRE COAT PISTOL .36 cal., 3” side x side damascus rifled barrels with near excellent
bores exhibiting a few oxidation blemishes and pits. The metal surfaces are pewter with light foliate engraving and exhibit oxidation stains,
pitting and handling marks. The fluted ebony grips rate near excellent with scattered light scratches and dents. The sides have a light floral
engraving and a metal buttplate. Sadly, the left hammer mainspring is broken and a screw is missing behind the triggerguard. An interesting
little French made pinfire pistol. (88514-30) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2018. STEVENS DIAMOND NO. 43 SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #56585, 22 LR, 6” part-round part-octagon barrel with an excellent bore.
The barrel is a 50/50 mix of purple and brown with strong blue in the protected areas. The frame is a mix of gray and purple with some light
handling marks on the surfaces. The trigger has case-hardened colors on the side but the face is pewter and fairly rich Nitre blue remains
on the hammer. The smooth walnut grips are numbered to the gun and rate about very good with light handling marks but are missing the
grip screw. The barrel is numbered to the gun and barrel-to-frame fit has slight play. The gun remains functional although the barrel release
is quite stiff and may need attention. (88514-33) {C&R}
(100/200)
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2019. SHARPS MODEL 1A PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #29600, 22 RF, 2 1/2” four-barrel cluster with oxidized and pitted bores. The barrel
cluster is brown with oxidation blemishes, pitting and numerous small impact marks scattered about. The hammer still has a functioning
rotating firing pin on the nose and is mainly smoky gray. The frame appears to have been re-silver plated with soft edges around some of
the pin and screw holes, flaking finish, scattered small impact marks and scratches. The factory markings vary from crisp to faded. There
is only one replacement smooth walnut factory style grip on the right side that rates fair with light handling wear but several fine checks
extending from the frame into the panel. The mechanism is not fully operational as the hammer will only catch on half-cock and will fire from
this position, the mainspring is weak and the barrel retention spring clip no longer holds the barrel to the frame when pulled forward to the
loading position. (88450-26) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2020. UNMARKED AMERICAN PERCUSSION “DERINGER PHILADELPHIA” .41 cal.,
4” barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. This pistol is fashioned in the style of the famous Henry Deringer percussion
2020
pistols of the mid-1800’s. The lock is lightly scroll engraved
with additional wedges on the tang, round triggerguard
and barrel. The metal surfaces are brown with oxidation
stains, smooth even pitting and handling marks. The German silver mounted nosecap and wedge plates rate near
excellent with light handling wear and the oval inscription
plate has been lightly tooled leaving a small impression
probably to remove prior applied inscription. The checkered one-piece walnut
pistolgrip stock rates good with scattered light dents, dings and a small check by the end of the
lock. The hammer spur broke off in the past and was lightly smoothed with tool marks visible, the
hammer pushes off and the mainspring feels weak. The pistol includes a single wood ramrod.
(88397-61) {ANTIQUE}
(350/550)
2021. MAUSER COMMERCIAL HSC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #917199, 32 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue with light high edge wear and scattered light scratches. The
checkered hardwood grips rate very good to excellent with light handling wear. The pistol includes a single factory magazine.
(88611-1) {C&R}
(250/450)
2022. H IGH STANDARD MODEL R-101 SENTINEL REVOLVER serial #1059449, 22 LR, 2 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this Dura-tone colored revolver retain about 96% original pink anodizing and bright nickel plate finishes with high edge wear
plus scratches on the left side of the frame and right side of barrel.
The smooth one-piece faux ivory synthetic factory grips rate about
very good with minimal handling wear but a small check near the
knuckle. The cylinder, trigger, hammer and ejection rod are all nickel
2022
plated plus the sights are finished in blue. It includes the mahogany
colored factory hardwood presentation case that rates about good
with scattered light dings, scratches and the cover slightly warped.
The pink satin lining rates about good with some wear marks, soiling
and minor tears. There is a Hi-Standard foil sticker present on the interior of the
cover. (88152-10) {C&R}
(350/550)
2023. B ELGIAN CASA LAVAULT DOUBLE BARREL PISTOL serial #320, .32 CF, 4
3/8” smooth bore barrels with excellent bores. The frame, triggerguard and lever have
loose foliate engraving that
remains crisp. This double barrel underlever dual
trigger and dual hammer pistol’s metal surfaces
have toned to brown on the barrels with the rest mostly pewter with
areas of brown and light scratches. The skip line checkered one-piece
pistolgrip stock has a panel of scroll engraving on the sides of the grip
by the locks. The large squares of checkering are adorned with small
round studs that are proud of the wood and give a very secure grip. The
grip rates about very good with a few small checks around the escutcheons
2024
and a number of tiny checks emanating from some of the studs. The tops of the barrels are
marked “CASA LAVAULT” and the backstrap is marked “GEPLER & CA RIO DE JANEIRO”.
The right hammer does not stay at full cock and is in need of attention. An unusual retailer
marked pistol. (8695-37) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2024. U.S. FP-45 LIBERATOR PISTOL BY G.M. GUIDE LAMP DIVISION 45 ACP, 4”
barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces have toned to brown with scattered oxidation
stains. The barrel has a smooth grind mark with welding imperfections and a spot of slag mid barrel. The cocking knob
rates poor with light checks on the side and a single crack the length of the top of the knob were the guide pin seats.
The cocking knob has cavity mold number 12. This three-hole pistol has no breech marking, the
floorplate is missing and it remains fully functional. (86229-N19)
{C&R} [Elliott Riggs Collection]
(300/500)
2025. U.S. FP-45 LIBERATOR PISTOL BY G.M.
GUIDE LAMP DIVISION 45 ACP, 4” barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces have toned to brown with scattered oxidation
stains. The barrel has a smooth grind mark with light welding imperfection. The cocking
knob rates about good with a light check below the firing pin on the left, several casting
defects and a small hole / void combination from a poor cast located on the left side top
rear mold seam below the guide pin. Thze cocking knob has cavity mold number 19. This
2025
three-hole pistol has no breech marking, the floorplate is present and it remains functional.
The trigger does stick when pulled and may need attention but seems to reset fully when the cocking
knob is pulled to the cocked position. The breech plate has a noticeable curve when in the open position, the
cocking knob cants to the right slightly and there are peen marks around the muzzle. (86229-N34) {C&R}
[Elliott Riggs Collection]
(300/500)
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2026. COLT WOODSMAN TARGET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #65870, 22 LR, 6 5/8” factory replacement barrel with an excellent
bore. This 1929-made pistol was re-barreled with the later straight taper barrel and was converted to fire high speed ammunition (serrated
mark on mainspring housing). The pistol retains about 85% original blue with high edge wear, backstrap toned to pewter, limited pitting
and handling wear. The fully checkered walnut factory grips rate about good with light to moderate diamond point wear, a few dents and
scratches. The pistol features a replacement drift adjustable rear sight and elevation adjustable bead front sight. The pistol includes a single
two-tone factory magazine. (88615-5) {C&R}
(300/500)
2027. S MITH & WESSON AIRWEIGHT 22/32 KIT GUN HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #28004, 22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This pre-model 43 revolver retains about 80-85% original blue and anodized finishes exhibiting high edge wear, light scratches
and some anodizing thinning to dark amber with most of the loss to the cylinder and barrel. The standard hammer and trigger retain bold
case-hardened colors, slightly subdued on the hammer, with light pinprick pitting on the sides of the hammer. The diamond checkered
walnut square butt factory grips with silver S&W medallions rate good to very good with scattered light scratches, dents and diamond point
compression. The revolver features a Baughman ramp front sight and black blade micro adjustable rear sight. All appropriate parts and the
grips are correctly numbered to the gun and the gun still times and locks up correctly. This little gun spent some time in a holster, probably
on the trail, but was well cared for and has many more trail miles left in it. (88620-19) {C&R}
(300/500)
2028. COLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #395292, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
1930-made gun retains about 90% plus original blue with high edge wear, thinning finish on the grip frame and cylinder, turn ring and light
handling marks. The checkered walnut factory grips with silver Colt medallions rate about very good with light diamond point compression
around the butt along with scattered light dents and dings. Timing is in need of attention but lock up is good. (88620-36) {C&R}(300/500)
2029. R UGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #10-12650, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1969-made
gun retains about 95% original blue with most of the loss to the backstrap which is toning to brown along with high edge wear and handling
marks. The checkered Delrin factory grips with a black Ruger Phoenix medallion rate very good plus with minor diamond point wear and
handling marks. The pistol includes a single factory magazine. These are rugged and simple guns that experience few problems and give
years of service. (88620-31) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2030. R UGER OLD MODEL BEARCAT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #93602, 22 LR, 4” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting
some slight pitting. The metal surfaces of this 1967-made gun retain about 98% original blue and anodized finishes with light high edge
wear, a few oxidation blemishes, turn ring on the cylinder, a few scrapes on the end of the center pin and handling marks. The triggerguard
is anodized a brass color. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger medallions rate near excellent with light handling wear. The
revolver still times and locks up correctly and its diminutive size makes it a great little trail gun. (88620-33) {C&R}
(250/450)
2031. R UGER OLD MODEL BEARCAT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #80783, 22 LR, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1967-made gun retain about 98% original blue and anodized finishes with light high edge wear, turn ring on the cylinder
and handling marks. The triggerguard is brass colored anodizing. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger medallions rate very
good with light scuffing on the bottom edge of the left panel’s butt plus a few other light handling marks are present. The revolver still times
and locks up correctly and they make great trail guns. (88623-3) {C&R}
(250/450)
2032. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 22 A-1 SEMI-AUTO TARGET PISTOL serial #UBP3213, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue-gray, black and olive drab finishes. The textured black synthetic factory grips with S&W
logo rate excellent. The pistol features a ventilated rib (olive drab) with Patridge front sight and adjustable target style rear sight. The pistol
includes a factory hard case that is correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, empty case, a pair of magazines, manual and paperwork.
(88626-11) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2033. R UGER 22/45 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #220-76384, 22 LR, 5 1/2” bull barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
1996-made gun retain about 99% original blue and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features an undercut Patridge front sight
and factory black blade adjustable rear sight. The pistol includes an unmarked factory hard case, a pair of factory magazines and a manual.
This gun appears as new in the box. (88626-10) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2034. MAUSER / INTERARMS MODEL HSC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #01.36602, 380 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish. The checkered walnut factory grips rate excellent. This pistol is marked “Mauser-Werke” and “Made in Germany” on the left side of the slide with Interarms markings on the other side. The pistol includes a factory
shipping sleeve with correct labeling and numbered to the gun, vinyl covered factory case, (1) magazine with plain baseplate, (1) magazine
with finger extension baseplate, test target numbered to the gun and paperwork. A very nice post-war HSc with little use. (88623-4)
{MODERN}
(200/400)
2035. MAUSER / INTERARMS MODEL HSC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #01.29688, 380 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish. The checkered walnut factory grips rate very good with some light scuffing on the
base of the left panel. This pistol is marked “Mauser-Werke” and “Made in Germany” on the left side of the slide with Interarms markings
on the other side. The pistol includes a vinyl covered factory case, (1) magazine with plain baseplate, (1) magazine with finger extension
baseplate and a test target numbered to the gun. A nice post-war HSc. (88623-5) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2036. S IG SAUER MOSQUITO SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #F356947, 22 LR, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% black and purple anodized finishes. The black plastic factory grips with stippled finish and Sig logo rate excellent. The pistol
features three dot sights, ambidextrous slide mounted safeties, frame mounted de-cocker and equipment rail on the dust cover. The pistol
includes the factory hard case that is correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, a single factory magazine, two spare front sights of
varying heights, sight tool, dummy 22 LR, spare mainspring and tube of lubricant. A nice “purple” frame gun with very little use that will
make a great little trainer or plinker. (88634-2) {MODERN}
(250/350)
2037. AMT BACK UP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A13668, 380 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The matte stainless steel surfaces
of this single action only pistol rate about good plus with high edge wear, scratches, holster wear and other handling marks. This pistol is
equipped with checkered clear plastic factory grips that rate very good to excellent with light handling marks. The pistol includes a factory
magazine with clear plastic finger extension floorplate and clear plastic follower. This pistol is marked with the El Monte California address.
(88640-55) {MODERN} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(200/400)
2038. C.V.A. COLT MODEL 1849 POCKET PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY ARMI SAN MARCOS .31 cal., 4” octagon barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel and cylinder remain in-the-white with gray overtones, a few oxidation blemishes, turn ring
on the cylinder and handling marks. The brass frame and grip frame rates about excellent with light tarnish. The faux ivory grips consist of a
pair of panels with screw and escutcheons but an internal spacer has been glued to both panels necessitating removal like one-piece grips.
The grips rate about good to very good with light engraving of a Panda and foliage on the left side panel and numerous light scratches on
the right. The backstrap has poorly electric pencil engraved Asian symbols. The hand and front sight are missing as are four out of the five
nipples. (88640-53) {ANTIQUE} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(10/20)
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2039. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 66-1 COMBAT MAGNUM REVOLVER serial #37K6343, 357 Magnum, 4” pinned barrel with an
excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate about good plus with scattered light scratches, oxidation blemishes, assembly marks, holster
wear and a turn ring on the recessed cylinder. The service trigger and hammer retain full hard chrome finish with minor oxidation on the
face of the trigger. The checkered goncalo alves factory target grips with silver S&W medallions rate about good with a chip missing from
the heel and butt sections of the right panel, a check on the back border of the right panel, along with scattered light to moderate handling
marks. This revolver features a red ramp front sight and white outline micro adjustable rear sight. Timing and lock up are good. (88640-57)
{MODERN} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(250/450)
2040. C OLT FOURTH MODEL DERINGER serial #6489N, 22 Short, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
98% original nickel plate with scattered light scratches and handling marks. The faux ivory factory grips rate about very good with light
scratches. Barrel-to-frame fit is still tight. (88640-58) {MODERN} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(75/150)
2041. B UTLER ASSOCIATES SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #31286, 22 Short, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this Colt fourth model Deringer look alike retain about 75% original gold colored plate and blue with most of the loss to the frame which
has toned to pewter along with high edge wear and light scratches. The faux wood factory plastic grips rate near excellent with a few minor
scratches. Barrel-to-frame fit is still tight. (88640-59) {MODERN} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(50/100)
2042. 
I VER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY
HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial
#B95090, 32 S&W (short), 3” barrel with an excellent
bore. This gun has strong condition and the original box.
The metal surfaces retain about 97% original nickel plate
with most of the loss to flaking on the knuckle with full
original blue finish remaining on the triggerguard. The
trigger has robust case-hardened colors, all appropriate
parts are numbered to the gun and barrel-to-frame fit
has just a hint of play. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with owl head logo rate excellent. The hinged
tan colored factory box is correctly end-labeled to the
gun and rates near excellent with very light handling
and storage wear. Overall a very nice example of a safety
hammerless. (88647-6) {C&R}
(175/275)
2043. H ARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SPORTSMAN MODEL 199 SINGLE ACTION ONLY
2042
TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #S19261, 22 LR,
6” barrel with an excellent bore. This fourth variation
revolver retains about 40% original blue with most of
the remaining finish found on the frame, the rest having
toned to smoky gray along with limited oxidation stains,
fairly even pitting on the barrel and handling wear. The
one-piece checkered target grips rate about very good
with scattered light dents and scratches. This revolver
features an elevation adjustable Patridge front sight,
windage adjustable rear sight, dual patent dates on the
cylinder and hammer-mounted firing pin. There is slight
barrel-to-frame movement. The gun has seen some use
over the years but still has plenty of range sessions left
in it. (88647-4) {C&R}
(100/200)
2044. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 722 TRAPPER REVOLVER serial #114060, 22 LR, 6” octagon barrel with slight frosting
but overall excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this solid small frame revolver retain about 95% original blue with high edge wear, scratches,
pitting and a few oxidation blemishes. The checkered walnut factory saw handle target grips rate good plus with sections of compressed
diamond points, dents and scratches. (88640-52) {C&R} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(150/250)
2045. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 THIRD ISSUE TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #94301, 22 Short, 3 3/16” barrel with a moderately oxidized
and pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original nickel plate with most of the loss to the right side of the frame which
has toned to brown from oxidation in addition to scattered oxidation, limited pitting, flaking and most surfaces have fine scratches
from a light cleaning attempt. The smooth rosewood factory grips rate very good plus with scattered flaking finish and handling
marks. The grips are serial numbered to the gun and all appropriate parts are correctly assembly numbered to it. The gun still times
but no longer locks up, the barrel locking latch still functions but needs to be locked into place manually. (88640-1) {ANTIQUE}
[William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(200/300)
2046. V. BERNARDELLI VEST POCKET “BABY” SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #11491, 22 Short, 2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1966 proof-dated pistol retain about 98% original blue with scattered light oxidation blemishes and
few handling marks. The checkered black plastic grips with VB logo and coat of arms rate excellent. Included are the original
factory box that is correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, a single magazine and paperwork. (88640-60) {C&R}
[William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(150/250)
2047. H OPKINS & ALLEN MODEL XL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #1140, 22 RF, 2 3/8” octagon barrel with an oxidized and
pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original nickel plate with most of the loss to oxidation blemishes predominate on the barrel
but extending to other surfaces in addition to handling marks. The checkered walnut factory grips with H&A logo rate about very good as
refinished. The gun still times and locks up but the return spring is in need of attention and the front half of the center pin is broken off.
(88641-11) {C&R} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(25/75)
2048. STEVENS NO. 35 OFFHAND SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #W3295A, 22 LR, 6” shortened barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces are pewter with scattered oxidation blemishes, scratches, dings and dents. The smooth walnut factory grips rate about
good as lightly refinished with older dents, dings and scratches present. The barrel is numbered to the gun and barrel-to-frame fit
displays light movement. The barrel release button is an ad-hoc replacement that gets the job done, the rear sight dovetail has been
filled and new dovetail cut closer to the breech, a simple “U” notch drift adjustable rear sight added and there is a bead front sight.
(88640-2) {C&R} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(25/75)
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2049. H OPKINS & ALLEN XL NO.5 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #2019, 32 RF, 2 3/4” octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized but
pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original nickel plate with the cylinder cleaned to mostly pewter, flaking finish, oxidation
blemishes, pitting, tool marks on the head of the center pin and handling marks. The smooth rosewood grips rate near excellent with minor
handling wear. The gun no longer times but still locks up and the spur trigger return spring is in need of attention. (88641-2) {ANTIQUE}
[William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(25/75)
2050. E LITE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY MANUFACTURE D’ARMES DES PYRENEES serial #1004, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a moderately
frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 40% original blue with the remainder toning to a brownish purple along with a few oxidation
stains and scattered light pitting. The checkered hard rubber grips with “ELITE” in a circle rate about very good to excellent. The firing pin
has been removed but it is provided along with the firing pin spring and firing pin retention pin. The nose of the firing pin is broken off and
the sear is in need of professional attention. (88641-3) {C&R} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(25/50)
2051. LOT OF TWO HANDGUNS This lot includes a Harrington & Richardson American Bulldog Revolver serial #432, 38 CF, 6” octagon with
a moderate to heavily oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces are pewter with fairly even pitting, scattered oxidation blemishes and
other handling marks. No grips are provided, the mechanism does not function and in need of attention plus the center pin will take some
effort to remove as it is oxidized in place. The second handgun is an unmarked Belgian Center Hammer Flintlock Pocket Pistol, .38 cal., 1
3/4” smooth bore brass barrel with light oxidation and a dent at the muzzle. The frame and barrel are brass that rates very good with tarnish
and handling marks. The remaining ferrous metal parts are moderately to heavily oxidized. The one-piece bag shaped grip rates about good
with light to moderate wear, dents and a small check forming on the left side. The mechanism is no longer functioning due to the oxidation.
(88641-1 & 8640-61) {MODERN & ANTIQUE} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(10/30)
2052. C OBRAY M-11 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY S.W.D. INC. serial #87-0009677, 9mm, 5 1/2” threaded barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 85% original Parkerized and blue finishes with most of the loss due to oxidation stains, most prevalent on
the grip frame with scattered areas on the lower and upper assemblies, in addition to scratches and other handling marks. The polymer
backstrap on the grip frame rates about very good with a few dents and handling marks. The pistol includes a sling swivel stud on the frame
and a swiveling sling slot by the muzzle. This pistol is marked with the Cobray logo and Atlanta, Ga., S.W.D. Incorporated address on the
frame and includes a single unmarked 10-round polymer magazine. Please see the other Cobray accessories offered in the Silent Auction.
(88443-44) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2053. C OLT ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL CENTENNIAL COMMEMORATIVE MODEL SINGLE SHOT PISTOL 22 Short, 6” barrel
with an excellent bore. This commemorative pistol was configured to look like a scaled down Model 1860 Army percussion revolver with a
non-rotating cylinder bored with a single chamber. The barrel and faux cylinder retain about 95% original black enamel finish with the frame
and grip frame retaining about 99% original gold plate exhibiting a few light handling marks. The smooth two-piece walnut factory grips rate
about very good with scattered light dents and scratches. The side of the barrel is marked “1862-ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL CENTENNIAL
MODEL-1962” and the center pin has a stepped down extension to manually extract the cartridge case. (88638-9) {C&R}
(50/150)
2054. CASED PAIR OF COLT LORD 4TH MODEL DERRINGERS serial #37696D & #37697D, 22 Short, 2 1/2” barrels with excellent
bores. Both pistols retain about 99% factory gold plate on the frames and black hard chrome on the barrels. The smooth walnut factory
grips rate very good to excellent with both displaying a few light dents on one of each of the panels. Barrel-to-frame fit is tight and the
mechanisms remain fully functional. They are presented in a metal jewelry style presentation case with red leatherette covering. The cover
is warped and does not close properly and shows signs of light storage and handling. The red crushed velvet French fitted interior rates
excellent. A single un-used nylon bristle wire bore brush is included as well as a partial craft board box and paperwork. (88642-13 & 14)
{MODERN}
(300/500)
2055. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON YOUNG AMERICAN DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #1241, 32 RF, 2” octagon barrel
with an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original nickel plate with scattered oxidation, pitting, bubbling and
handling marks. The blue finish on the triggerguard has worn to pewter with some finish left in the protected areas. The extension grips are
ad-hoc replacements carved from walnut and rate about good with a chip missing off the right panel. The action still works correctly but
the trigger return spring may need attention. (88635-3) {C&R}
(50/100)
2056. R UGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #351-75462, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces of
the barrel rate about very good to excellent with scattered light scratches. The silver colored anodized finish on the receiver rates excellent
with about 99% remaining. The one-piece factory synthetic stock rates very good with a few light scratches and scuffs. The rifle has the
gold bead factory front sight, folding adjustable rear sight and includes a single factory rotary magazine. (88640-12) {MODERN} [William
“Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(100/200)
2057. MARLIN MODEL 75-20 LIMITED EDITION WOOLCO 20TH ANNIVERSARY SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #WL006274, 22 LR,
18” barrel with an excellent bore. These rifles were reportedly made for the Woolworth Company (Woolco) to celebrate their 20th anniversary.
The metal surfaces of this tubular fed rifle retain about 95% original blue and black enamel finishes with high edge wear and handling marks.
The one-piece birch stock stained walnut rates about good to very good with scattered light scratches and scuffs. The checkered synthetic
buttplate rates near excellent and the right side the butt has a small medallion showing a figure of a man and boy with the inscription “Limited
Woolco Edition / 20th Anniversary Special” and “1962 – 1982” under the figures. The rifle sports the original factory front and rear sight.
(88640-46) {MODERN} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(75/150)
2058. STEVENS MODEL 54 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 410 Bore, 26” barrel choked full with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is starting to thin along with oxidation blemishes, scratches and dents. The one-piece hardwood
stock rates about good with a few light scuffs and scratches but the finish is blistered on the butt and few other areas on the forend. The
steel buttplate rates about good with handling marks and about 70% blue finish remaining. The action remains functional. This gun should
make a good “shed” gun. (88640-32) {C&R} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(25/50)
2059. STEVENS MODEL 311H BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #E792405, 12 Gauge, 28” ventilated rib barrels choked modified and full with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue with the receiver accounting for most of
the loss. It has toned to brown along with scattered oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The smooth hardwood buttstock rates
about very good with scattered scratches, limited peeling finish and scuffs. The smooth hardwood forend also rates about very good
with scattered light scratches and scuffs. This gun features double triggers, extractors and automatic safety. (88640-15) {MODERN}
[William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(100/200)
2060. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 300 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #Q116449, 12 Gauge, 26” ventilated rib barrel with factory screw adjustable choke and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue and anodized finishes with a few very light scattered
scratches. The impressed checkered walnut buttstock rates near excellent with a few light handling marks and the finish is starting to show
signs of minor crazing in a few areas. The ventilated J.C. Higgins marked rubber recoil pad rates excellent. The impressed checkered walnut
forend also rates near excellent with same condition as the butt in addition to what appears to be a small check on the right front but may
be just the way the varnish cracked. (88640-13) {MODERN} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(200/300)
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2061. U NMARKED ITALIAN HAWKEN PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #002406, .54 cal., 32” octagon barrel with a near excellent bore
with light streaks of thin oxidation. The metal surfaces retain about 60% original blue with evenly scattered freckling plus a few handling marks. The case-hardened colors on the lock and hammer have mostly faded to brown with oxidation stains on the hammer. The
brass triggerguard, patch box, thimbles, buttplate and nosecap rate very good to excellent with heavy tarnish. The one-piece walnut
stock rates good to very good with scattered light scratches, scuffs and dents. The rifle features a bead front sight, replacement drift
adjustable rear sight, double action double triggers and sling swivel studs. Included with the rifle is a fiberglass ramrod with bore
wipe. If you are looking to get into a more traditional form of muzzleloading this would be a good upstart gun. (88640-3) {ANTIQUE}
[William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(75/150)
2062. S EARS MODEL 41-103.1977 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 17” cut down barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces are mostly smoky gray and brown with oxidation blemishes. The one-piece buttstock has been lightly refinished and
a 1 3/4” x 5 3/4” triangular section of the butt cut out to lighten the gun. The checkered plastic buttplate rates very good with light
tool marks on the side. The front sight is missing and no holes or dovetail remains to replace it, the rear leaf sight is missing the
step adjustment, sling swivel studs have been added and the muzzle will need to be properly squared and crowned. (88641-10)
{MODERN} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(15/35)
2063. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 30 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 96% original
blue and anodized finishes with scattered light oxidation blemishes, scratches and edge wear. The walnut buttstock rates about good to
very good as does the forend with scattered light scratches and dents. The hard rubber buttplate rates very good with the J.C. Higgins logo.
The rifle has a unique pull out sling built in the buttstock mounted on an internal coiled winder. The end of the sling attaches to the stud on
the magazine support when fully extended. The inner magazine tube and the rear sight elevator are missing. (88640-26) {C&R} [William
“Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(75/150)
2064. SEARS RANGER MODEL 105-20 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 16 Ga., 26” improved-modified choked barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 20% original blue, mostly on the magazine tube, with the remainder toned to brown along with oxidation
stains, scratches and other handling marks. The one-piece walnut stock rates about fair with light handling wear but there is a 1 1/4” crack
in the wrist and the rubber recoil pad rates good exhibiting light compression and an indentation on the heel area. (88640-30) {C&R}
[William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(25/50)
2065. SEARS RANGER MODEL 105-20 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 16 Ga., 26” barrel choked modified with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces have toned to brown along with oxidation stains, limited pitting, and other handling marks. The one-piece walnut stock rates about
poor with handling wear, there are a pair of 9” cracks on the forend and the rubber recoil pad with J.C. Higgins logo has moderate compression and poor wood-to-pad fit. The bolt has been removed and partially disassembled but is provided along with the parts. (88640-31)
{C&R} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(10/20)
2066. C ONNECTICUT VALLEY ARMS HAWKEN PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #85 318443, .50 cal., 28” octagon barrel with an oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces of this kit gun’s barrel retain about 60% original blue exhibiting a mottled mix of purple, brown and blue and the lock
retains strong case-hardened colors. These surfaces have scattered oxidation blemishes and few handling marks. The brass hardware and
buttplate rates excellent overall as tarnished. The one-piece hardwood stock was never finished and remains proud to the brass mounted
hardware. The bead front sight was installed backwards and the gun features an adjustable rear sight and double action set triggers. A
wooden ramrod with brass fittings is included. (88641-7) {ANTIQUE} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(50/150)
2067. SAVAGE MODEL 6D DELUXE SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 24” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting light oxidation at the
muzzle. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue and paint finishes with freckling along the barrel, edge wear and handling marks.
The one-piece walnut Monte Carlo stock rates about poor to fair with light handling wear but the finish is crazing and flaking. Also, the
stock appears to have broken or cracked on both sides of the forend just below the action and was repaired. The rifle has the original
iron sights and is fitted with a Weaver B4 4X-20 scope with slightly cloudy optics. The inner magazine tube is missing. (88640-25) {C&R}
[William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(50/150)
2068. R EMINGTON NO.2 ROLLING BLOCK SPORTING RIFLE serial #28276, 38 RF, 26” octagon barrel with an oxidized and pitted
bore. The metal surfaces have toned to brown with scattered oxidation, pitting and handling marks. The buttstock rates about very
good as lightly refinished exhibiting scattered light dents, scratches and dings. The schnabel forend is also refinished with the same
condition as the buttstock and the end of the schnabel has a polished ebony insert. The smooth steel buttplate is numbered to the gun
and retains the same condition as the other metal surfaces and the barrel is also correctly numbered to the gun. The front sight is a
folding Beach style but the pin in the globe broke off and new one was inserted from the top. The rear sight is a factory sporting rear
sight and an unmarked Vernier tang rear sight that is marked “0-25-50-75-1-25-50-75-2-25-50” on the side of the sight. (88640-14)
{C&R} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(300/500)
2069. C OLT OFFICIAL POLICE REVOLVER serial #801177, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1950-made revolver retains
about 20% original blue the rest toned to brown with the barrel and portions of the cylinder a mottled mix of gray and blue. There are a
number of scratches on the surfaces along with a turn ring on the cylinder plus other handling marks. The unmarked checkered walnut
factory grips with silver Colt medallions rate fair with moderate to heavy wear to the diamond points, scratches, dents, dings and heavy
wear at the toe and heel. The lanyard loop was removed, the hole plugged plus and the mechanism still times and locks up correctly. This
salty old Colt should make a good shooter. (88569-8) {C&R} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(100/200)
2070. C OLT PRE-WOODSMAN SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #3830, 22 LR, 6 5/8” pencil barrel with a few scattered pits in an otherwise
bright bore. This is a very early gun built in 1916 and retains about 80% original blue with the grip frame toning to pewter, high edge wear,
scratches, pitting and few oxidation blemishes. The diamond checkered walnut factory grips rate about good to very good with light diamond
point wear and handling marks. The pistol features factory elevation adjustable bead front sight and “U” notch windage adjustable rear sight.
It includes a single two-tone factory magazine. (88569-4) {C&R} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(300/500)
2071. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 442 AIRWEIGHT CENTENNIAL REVOLVER serial #BPL9317, 38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with a faint turn ring on the cylinder. The case-hardened
colors on the trigger remain strong. The factory supplied Uncle Mike’s checkered rubber Boot grips rate near excellent with light handling
wear. The Centennials make great concealed carry guns. (88569-39} {MODERN} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(250/350)
2072. K EL-TEC P-32 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #25674, 32 ACP, 2 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original blue and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features very basic “dot-the-i” sights and has a lanyard
slot on the knuckle of the frame. The pistol includes a single MEC-GAR magazine with extended base. (88569-33} {MODERN}
[Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(150/250)
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2073. C OLT MODEL 1849 POCKET PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #296276, .31 cal., 4” octagon barrel with an oxidized and pitted
bore. This approximately 1867-made revolver’s metal surfaces have toned to smoky gray with scattered pitting, very light and loosely spaced
tiny impact marks around the serial numbers on the frame and barrel and a few oxidation stains. The brass grip frame has a few flakes of
silver left in the more protected areas and display handling marks and tarnish. Surprisingly, remnants of case-hardened colors remain on
the loading rammer and hammer. The smooth one-piece walnut factory grips are numbered to the grip frame and rate about fair to good
with light to moderate wear, flaking finish and small chip missing on the right side by the frame. The scene on the five-shot cylinder is no
longer visible but portions of the serial number are. The serial numbers on the frame and barrel are no longer legible, the cylinder number
does not match the gun and no serial numbers are visible on the wedge or loading lever. The un-numbered arbor is a later non-factory
replacement requiring the center axis hole on the cylinder to be lined with copper tubing. The lever retaining screw is broken at the tip but
enough of the screw and thread remain to hold it in place. The gun still times but lock up is in need of attention and the barrel has a two-line
New York address. (88569-5) {ANTIQUE} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(200/400)
2074. C OLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #367078, 32 Colt Police Positive (S&W Long), 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1934made revolver retains about 90% original blue with the grip frame wearing to brown, high edge wear, scratches and a turn ring on the
cylinder. The un-numbered checkered walnut grips with silver Colt medallions rate excellent. The revolver has been modified for target use
with the addition of a F.D.L. adjustable rear “Wonder” sight and a split base added to the barrel with a Redfield 1/32” brass bead front sight
pinned into position. The gun includes a Doskocil hard gun case. It should be a fun little gun to shoot. (88684-3) {C&R}
(250/350)
2075. COLT MODEL 1889 NEW NAVY REVOLVER serial #9543, 38 Long Colt, 3” barrel with a lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces of this
1890-made civilian sale revolver are a mix of pewter, brown and smoky gray with darker stains from oxidation, scattered light pitting and
handling marks. There are a few traces of original blue in the more protected areas with the lower half of the crane showing strong color.
The checkered hard rubber grips with Colt in an oval rate about good with minimal wear but a small repair on the heel on the right panel.
The grips are worn on the inside and no scratch numbers are visible but the cylinder and cylinder latch are correctly assembly numbered
to the gun. The gun still functions mechanically with the only glitch being the cylinder latch works hard and must be manually moved back
and forth and there is a mainspring tension screw missing on the front strap. This gun has been well used over the years but has survived
nicely. (88658-199D31185) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2076. C ESKA ZBROJOVKA MODEL 452-2E ZKM BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #A048511, 22 Winchester Magnum, 21” barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with a few light scratches on the triggerguard. The checkered pistolgrip
Mannlicher walnut factory stock rates excellent with a few light handling marks. The rifle features sling swivels, blade front sight that is elevation adjustable with hood, sliding elevation adjustable and windage adjustable rear sight, synthetic forend nose cap, receiver dovetail cut for
scope mounting, Pachmayr rubber recoil pad and detachable box magazine. A very nice rifle with classic styling. (88717-112) {MODERN}
[John W. Young Collection]
(300/500)
2077. J. STEVENS NO. 418 FALLING BLOCK TARGET RIFLE serial #G537, 22 LR, 26” plain medium weight barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of the barrel are gray with some light handling marks and oxidation stains. The case-hardened colors of the receiver

2077
have faded on the right side with the remainder retaining fairly strong color in addition to oxidation stains. The smooth
walnut pistolgrip shotgun-style buttstock rates excellent. The serrated steel buttplate
is numbered to the gun with about 50% blue remaining, the rest exhibiting scattered light
oxidation. The smooth wide beavertail walnut forend rates about excellent. Both factory sling
swivels are missing from the gun. It is equipped with what appears to be a Lyman #17A globe front
sight, Lyman #144 tang rear sight and scope blocks. The trigger is in need of professional attention as the sear
will not release without easing back the hammer and the lever detent is in need of work. With a little work it should make
a great little shooter. (88647-7) {C&R}
(300/500)
2078. CUSTOM SMITH & WESSON MODEL 28-2 HIGHWAY PATROLMAN REVOLVER serial #N198384, 41 Magnum, 3 5/16” ported
barrel with an excellent bore. This DA/SA revolver started life as a 357 Magnum and has been converted to 41 Magnum. The metal parts,
less the cylinder, have been painted purple with about 90% remaining exhibiting flaking finish and oxidation staining. The cylinder retains
about 97% original nickel plate with evidence of light cleaning, scratches, pitting and a turn ring on the cylinder. The factory service style
hammer retains strong case-hardened color with operational wear and oxidation stains. The trigger has been recontoured and polished
for smooth double action shooting and it has been drilled for an overtravel stop that is not present. The frame has been recontoured into
a round butt configuration and the Hogue pebble grain rubber monogrips rate about excellent with light handling marks. The cylinder is
numbered 124697 and is an amateurishly rechambered 357 or similar N frame cylinder. The barrel is from a Model 57 with the sides planed
flat, amateurishly ported and shortened. The front sight is a red ramp and the rear sight is a black blade adjustable but the right side of
the leaf is broken off. Timing and lock up are good. It goes without saying that this revolver should be carefully checked by a competent
gunsmith before firing. (88658-145X10014) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2079. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER PISTOL serial #35116, 9mm, 10” octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% original blue with light operational wear by the forend and a few scratches. The checkered varnish thumb rest grips rate
about very good to excellent with light dents and handling wear. The checkered forend rates excellent. The pistol features factory Patridge
front sight, adjustable black blade rear and non-safety hammer with screwdriver type selector for rimfire and centerfire. A nice light recoiling
round that’s inexpensive to shoot. (88578-41) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2080. C OLT FOURTH MODEL DERINGER CASED SET serial #s 15354N & 15355N, 22 Short, 2 1/2” barrel with excellent bores. The
metal surfaces on both guns retain about 99% original nickel plate with light handling marks and clouding. The faux ivory grips on both
guns rate about excellent. They are showcased in a chest style presentation case with padded leather insert on the cover printed with old
time Mariner images. The interior is French fit with red fabric lining that rates very good. The inside of the cover has red satin fabric with a
circled Rampant Colt. Also included is a single bore brush. (88659-93&94) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2081. CHARTER ARMS EXPLORER II SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B033765, 22 LR, 10” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% black crackle paint finish with light edge wear and handling marks. The serrated synthetic factory grips rate excellent.
The pistol includes the original factory box that is correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun and a single magazine. (88578-4)
{MODERN}
(100/200)
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2082. U BERTI CATTLEMAN FRISCO SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #U45833, 45 Colt, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This
revolver has seen some honest use and retains about 50% original blue and case-hardened color finishes. The barrel, ejector rod housing,
grip frame and cylinder are smoky gray with bold colors present on the frame and hammer showing light wear on the back edges of the
frame. The one-piece faux mother-of-pearl grips rate excellent. The revolver features a safety in the form of an over length center pin and it
still times and locks up correctly. It includes the original factory box correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, cable lock with a pair
of keys, manual and paperwork. A fine entry level gun for the aspiring cowboy action shooter. (88582-9) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2083. C OLT AUTOMATIC 25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #OD116332, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 96% factory blue with the grip frame starting to thin to pewter, the frame is toning to purple and there is limited high edge wear.
The checkered walnut factory grips with silver Colt medallions rate excellent. The pistol includes the original factory two-piece woodgrain
box that is correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun and a magazine. The end label has fallen off the box but is provided. (88578-8)
{MODERN}
(200/400)
2084. ASTRA CONVERTIBLE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #R420246, 357 Magnum / 9mm, 3” full lug barrel with an excellent bore.
This revolver is as new in the box and retains 99% plus original blue with minor turn rings on both cylinders. The semi-target hammer and
smooth combat style trigger have a straw hue that rates
excellent. The checkered hardwood factory target grips
with Astra medallions rate excellent. This revolver includes
the original factory box that is correctly end-labeled and
2084
numbered to the gun, spare 9mm cylinder, (3) moon clips
for the 9mm cylinder and coin screwdriver. It should make
a fun shooter but if you are an Astra collector you will not
find many convertibles in such fine condition. (88578-1)
{MODERN}
(400/600)
2085. TAURUS MODEL PT 92 AF SEMI-AUTO PISTOL
serial #TGJ00941, 9mm, 4 7/8” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue
and anodized finishes with a few minor handling marks.
The smooth walnut factory grips rate excellent. The pistol
is a fairly close copy of the Beretta 92 and features three
dot sights, frame mounted thumb safeties that lock the
hammer in the down position or back for “cocked and
locked” carry, frame mounted magazine release and a
lanyard loop. It includes a Doskocil gun case and a pair
of fifteen-round magazines. This gun has seen little use
and would make a great shooter or home defense gun.
(88686-7) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2086. 
C OLT HUNTSMAN SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial
#193924-C, 22 LR, 6 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1969-made pistol retain 90% plus original finish with
moderate freckling on the grip frame, oxidation blemishes, lightly cleaned pitting on the slide and handling marks. The checkered walnut
factory grips rate excellent as lightly re-varnished with a few light handling marks. The pistol includes an original factory woodgrain two-piece
box that is numbered to the gun but the labels are missing and it shows heavy repair, a single factory magazine and a manual. A great gun
for the trail or upstart collector. (88676-31) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2087. R UGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK REVOLVER serial #41-17193, 41 Magnum, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1977-made
revolver retains about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered light edge wear, scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder.
The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix rate very good to excellent with light handling marks. The revolver features a
ramp front sight and black blade rear sight. Included with the gun are (2) holsters in very good plus condition. The first is a brown Smith &
Wesson model 2106 and the second a black unmarked floral carved Buscadero style holster. This will make a great field gun. (88693-38)
{MODERN}
(300/500)
2088. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 639 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TAE9958, 9mm, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless
steel surfaces of the frame rate about excellent with a few light scratches and oxidation stains. The slide retains about 97-98% original
blue finish with some thinning to pewter on the top and minor edge wear. The checkered rubber Pachmayr wraparound grips rate
very good. The pistol has replacement fully adjustable Millett rear sight and white ramp Millett front sight. The pistol includes a factory
stainless steel magazine and a Bianchi basket weave model 97A “Grabber” straight drop thumb break duty holster in very good condition overall, only missing the belt loop tensioning screw. This pistol should make a great defensive or range gun and the adjustable
sights will be a great asset if you have a wide variety of ammunition to use in the gun. Also see the S&W model 639 magazines for
sale in this auction. (88684-13) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2089. R EMINGTON MODEL 742 ADL DELUXE WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #89296, 30-06, 22” barrel with an
excellent bore. This June 1962 rifle retains about 96% original blue with most of the loss to the bottom of the receiver from carrying along
with light handling marks and a few minor oxidation blemishes. The buttstock rates about good as shortened with scattered flaking finish
from handling, a line of finish removed adjacent to the recoil pad during the stock shortening and pad installation along with other handling
marks. The length of pull is now 12 inches and the current recoil pad is a Pachmayr “White Line” that is slightly proud of the butt in several
areas. The checkered forend rates about good to very good with light dents, dings and scratches. This rifle features engraved game scenes
on the receiver with a running bear on the left side and running whitetail on the right. The factory bead front sight is present but the factory
rear sight is missing with just the base left and the sling swivels are present. The gun has a Leupold M7-4X scope mounted that rates
about good to very good with forward objective bell and adjustment caps worn to a purple color but it does have clear optics and features
standard crosshairs. The rifle includes a single magazine. (88642-3) (MODERN)
(200/400)
2090. W INCHESTER MODEL 63 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #31006, 22 LR, 23” barrel with an excellent bore. This rifle retains about 65%
original blue with most of the loss in or around the receiver. The metal is worn to a mix of pewter and brown with scattered fairly even lightly
cleaned oxidation blemishes and pitting in addition to handling marks. The nosecap on the forend is mostly brown with traces of blue. The
buttstock rates about very good as lightly cleaned and re-varnished with light handling wear. The lightly cleaned and refinished forend rates
about the same as the buttstock. The front sight is a gold bead, rear sight is step adjustable and the proof marks are crisp. This should be
a nice shooting gun. (88585-87) {C&R}
(250/450)
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2091. LYMAN PERCUSSION PLAINS PISTOL serial #299814, .50 cal., 9” octagon barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol appears to be
unused. The metal surfaces retain about 99% plus original blue on the barrel and case-hardened colors on the lock. The brass triggerguard
rates excellent. The one-piece walnut stock rates excellent. The pistol features a Patridge front sight, drift adjustable rear sight and a wood
ramrod with brass fittings. Looks like this would be a fun gun to shoot and would go nicely with your .50 caliber long gun especially in those
states that allow a hunter to carry a single shot muzzling loading handgun during the primitive season. (88569-34) {ANTIQUE} [Calhoun
L.H. Howard Collection]
(150/250)
2092. R UGER NEW MODEL SUPER SINGLE SIX CONVERTIBLE REVOLVER serial #65-65418, 22 LR / 22 Winchester Magnum, 6
1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue and anodized finishes with light edge wear, scratches
and a turn ring on both cylinders. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate very good to excellent with a
couple of light dings on the right panel. The revolver features a ramp front sight, adjustable rear sight, spare 22 Magnum cylinder numbered
to the gun but the 22 LR cylinder is not. (88693-32) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2093. B ERETTA MODEL 950BS JETFIRE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BER15846V, 25 ACP, 2 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with the sight band toned to a red-purple color and a few
handling marks. The checkered synthetic factory grips with Beretta logo rate near excellent with light scratches. This diminutive vest
pocket sized pistol features a tip up barrel for loading / unloading, manual safety and has no extractor relying on pure blowback
action for extraction. It includes a Beretta marked magazine and another with just caliber markings. A great little pocket or purse gun.
(88686-10) {MODERN}
(75/175)
2094. THOMPSON CENTER WHITE MOUNTAIN PERCUSSION CARBINE serial #15129, .50 cal., 21” half round half octagon barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this carbine retain about 99% original blue and case-hardened colors with a very small spot of
oxidation on the tang and bold colors remaining on the lock. The one-piece walnut stock rates near excellent with scattered light scratches.
The factory “T/C” marked rubber butt pad rates excellent. This gun is equipped with a T/C globe front sight with post, T/C Vernier tang rear
sight adjustable for windage and elevation, a T/C quick release base adaptor #9920 and quick detachable sling swivel studs. A fine gun
for the New England woods or a casual day on the range. (88569-23) {ANTIQUE} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(200/400)
2095. W INCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #184393, 22 LR, 20” barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal
surfaces are brown with traces of later reapplied blue finish except the magazine tube retains 99% original blue. The buttstock has been
cleaned, sanded, refinished and currently rates about excellent with a few minor tool marks and old handling marks. The replacement
buttplate rates excellent. The forend rates very good to excellent as lightly re-varnished exhibiting handling wear. The rifle features a Marble
Sheard bead front sight, factory rear sight plus the magazine tube and inner tube are replacements. The action has noticeable play when
in battery and should be checked by a professional before firing. (88569-60) {C&R} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(100/200)
2096. U.S. MODEL 1917 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY WINCHESTER (SPORTERIZED) serial #132567, 30-06 Springfield, 26” barrel
with light scattered frosting. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original Parkerized finishes with scattered light wear and handling marks,
scratches, floorplate and triggerguard toned to gray and a few oxidation blemishes. The one-piece buttstock rates fair with a few handling
marks but there is a crack extending from the buttplate about 2/3rds across the butt radiating completely through the wood, a second crack
extends about 1 1/2” into the wrist from the rear of the action and a chip is missing around the magazine well. The original military sights
are still present and the butt swivel is missing. (88596-18) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2097. AUSTRALIAN S.M.L.E. NO.1 MK III* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LITHGOW serial #F6193, 303 British, 25” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1944 dated rifle retain about 50% original Parkerized finish with high edge wear, thinning finish, nosecap
toning to brown and handling marks. The buttstock rates about very good as lightly re-varnished with crisp cartouches, scattered dents
and dings; the forend and handguard rate about the same as the buttstock. The most unusual part of this rifle is the magazine. There is a
later added 4” block of wood with metal reinforced sides that are brazed to the sides of the magazine and riveted to the wood making the
rifle appear to have an extended magazine. It does not affect magazine capacity and there is no easy explanation for the addition but a few
thoughts are to display the rifle in a stand or as an ad-hoc palm rest. Simply changing the magazine will return the rifle to normal and give
you a great shooter. (88569-50) {C&R} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(200/400)
2098. C OLT WOODSMAN TARGET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #147832, 22 LR, 6 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This early
war (1941) pistol retains about 90% original blue finish with high edge wear, thinning backstrap, light scattered oxidation blemishes, a
few minor pinprick pits and handling marks. The checkered walnut factory grips rate good plus with light to moderate diamond point wear
and a few dings. The pistol features a windage adjustable square notch rear sight and elevation adjustable Patridge front sight. The pistol
includes a single two-tone factory magazine with light oxidation blemishes. A good starter gun for the collector or a neat old timey gun for
the shooter. (88676-18) {C&R}
(300/500)
2099. C OLT WOODSMAN TARGET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #149512, 22 LR, 6 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This
1941 made pistol retains about 90% original blue finish with high edge wear, thinning grip frame, light scattered scratches and a few other
handling marks. The checkered walnut factory grips rate good to very good with light diamond point wear and a few heavily worn areas.
The pistol features a windage adjustable square notch rear sight and elevation adjustable Patridge front sight. The pistol includes a single
factory magazine with light wear. A good starter gun for the aspiring collector or a nice shooter. (88676-19) {C&R}
(300/500)
2100. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #543480, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this early war (1941) made pistol retain about 50% original blue with the front strap worn to brown, the backstrap
starting to thin, the slide has been cleaned to pewter with oxidation staining and scattered pitting, in addition to handling wear. The checkered walnut factory grips with silver Rampant Colt medallions rate near excellent with scattered light handling marks. The pistol includes a
single factory magazine with oxidized pitting. “She ain’t purdy” but it should make a good shooter. (88676-16) {C&R}
(200/400)
2101. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #194126, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1916 made pistol retain about 98% reapplied blue with light high edge wear, old pits visible under
the new finish and some handling marks. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with Rampant Colt and “Colt” in a straight panel
rate excellent. The pistol includes a single factory magazine that was refinished and a two-tone factory magazine with original finish.
(88581-15) {C&R}
(200/400)
2102. SMITH & WESSON SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #218810, 32 S&W, 3” barrel with a pitted bore. This
third model revolver retains about 55% original blue with the backstrap and right side of the barrel thinned to purple-brown, the sideplate is
a mottled mix of pewter and brown, pitting is present on the left side of the barrel, gray colored cylinder and oxidation stains. The trigger is
mostly gray with a few traces of case-hardened colors. The diamond checkered hard rubber factory grips with S&W logo rate near excellent
with a few light scuffs. The grips and all appropriate parts are numbered to the gun, timing and lock are good and the barrel-to-frame fit is
tight. (86520-793) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
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2103. ASTRA CONSTABLE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #11540, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol retains about 99%
factory blue with a few light handling marks. The checkered synthetic factory grips rate very good with scattered diamond point compressions.
The pistol features a slide mounted decocker / safety, frame mounted slide stop and behind the triggerguard magazine release. The single
action sear does not function and is in need of professional attention but everything else appears to work. It includes a single magazine.
(88693-26) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2104. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 6904 COMPACT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TZZ5955, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue and anodized finishes with light edge wear and handling marks. The one-piece checkered
wrap around synthetic grips with S&W logo rate near excellent with a few minor scuffs. The pistol features three dot Novak’s sights, ambidextrous slide mounted decocker / safety and bobbed hammer with serrated edge to allow cocking. The pistol includes a single unmarked
magazine with finger rest base plate. A great little carry gun. (88686-8) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2105. G LOCK MODEL 22 GEN 2 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BYM293US, 40 S&W, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide retains
about 98% Tenifer finish with light high edge wear and the polymer frame rates about very good to excellent also with light high edge wear.
The pistol features three dot Tritium night sights that no longer glow. It includes a single fifteen round magazine. A good solid gun for a
variety of shooting needs. (88686-9) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2106. STEVENS BUCKHORN SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 25 Stevens RF, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 75% original blue finish with scattered light oxidation staining, high edge wear and handling marks. The one-piece stock rates
excellent as sanded to smooth unfinished wood. The serrated hard rubber buttplate rates excellent. The rifle features a bead front sight and
elevator adjustable rear sight. (88699) {C&R}
(25/50)
2107. J OHN PROBIN DOUBLE PERCUSSION SHOTGUN 10 Ga., 31” barrels with oxidized and pitted bores. The metal surfaces of the
barrels are brown, lightly cleaned to pewter in a few areas, in addition to oxidation stains, pitting and handling marks. The locks and triggerguard assembly are lightly engraved with loose foliate scroll and remain in-the-white with moderate oxidation and light pitting. The one-piece
checkered straight grip hardwood buttstock rates about good as lightly sanded and cleaned with a 2” check on the toe of the butt, a small
check on each side of the wrist extending from the back of the lock and handling marks. The steel buttplate has traces of original finish but
is mostly oxidized pewter. The locks are in need of attention and the sides are signed “John Probin”. The gun includes a wood ramrod with
brass fittings. One of the ramrod ferrules is broken off but is included. The perfect gun to hang over your fireplace. (88640-40) {ANTIQUE}
[William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(200/400)
2108. T. PARKER DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN 16 Ga., 34” Damascus barrels with oxidized and pitted bores. The metal surfaces
of the barrel are a mix of brown oxidation and pewter showing signs of light cleaning in addition to light dents, handling marks and
surface pitting. The smooth locks are cleaned to a mix of pewter and brown with light scratches and pitting. The one-piece checkered
semi-pistolgrip hardwood buttstock rates about fair as lightly cleaned and re-varnished showing scattered handling marks, cracked
wood on each side of the barrel wedge escutcheons, an old repair extending from the right lock across the triggerguard finial to the left
side and a small check extending from the rear of the right lock. The checkered hard rubber buttplate has an image of a bird perched
on a branch and exhibits an old repair to the toe. Both locks partially work, the half cock notch no longer functioning on both. This
fowler includes a wood ramrod with brass seat on one end and the front ramrod ferrule shows an old solder repair. This would make
a great wall hanger. (88426-50) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2109. B ELGIAN UNDERLEVER DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN BY RICHARDS 12 Ga., 30” Damascus barrels with oxidized and
pitted bores choked cylinder. The barrels are oxidized to brown with light scratches and handling marks. The locks, metal forend and
receiver are a mix of brown and pewter with oxidation stains. The checkered semi-pistolgrip walnut buttstock rates about very good
as lightly cleaned and re-varnished with scattered light dents, dings and scratches. The steel buttplate has toned to brown with light
oxidation blemishes. Barrel-to-frame fit is tight and the lock is crisp. The shotgun features rebounding hammers, double triggers and
extractors. (88426-55) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2110. H OPKINS & ALLEN SIDELOCK DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #3519, 16 Ga., 28” barrels with near excellent bores
exhibiting a few oxidation blemishes and pits, choked cylinder and improved cylinder. The metal surfaces of the barrels are brown with
fairly even oxidation blemishes, minor pitting and handling wear. The receiver has toned to mostly gray with some case-hardened colors
present, especially in the protected areas plus oxidation staining and moderate oxidation on the triggerguard. The checkered pistolgrip
walnut factory buttstock rates about good to very good with scattered light to moderate dents, dings, scratches and bubbling finish in
one small area. The serrated hard rubber buttplate rates about very good with light handling wear. The checkered forend is numbered
to the gun and rates very good with light handling wear. The barrels lock up tight and the rebounding hammers are crisp. (88640-22)
{C&R} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(200/400)
2111. R EMINGTON MODEL 1893 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN AND SAVAGE MODEL 1904 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION
RIFLE LOT Remington Model 1893 single shot shotgun serial #2831, 12 Ga. with 30” oxidized and pitted bore choked cylinder. The metal
surfaces of the barrel are pewter with moderate oxidation and the receiver is oxidized to brown. The buttstock rates poor as cleaned with
three repairs on the pistolgrip to hold a 7” long check together that runs from the frontstrap rearward leaving a loose fit to the frame. There
is a series of cracks running about 6” rearward from the tang. The forend rates very good as cleaned with handling wear. The action still
works but the trigger return spring is broken and barrel-to-frame fit is loose. The Savage Model 1904 bolt action rifle serial #83532, 22 LR,
fair bore showing light pitting. The metal surfaces are all moderately to heavily oxidized. The one-piece wood buttstock rates about good
with handling marks. The mechanism still functions. (88641-8,9) {C&R} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(25/75)
2112. W INCHESTER PRE-64 MODEL 70 BOLT ACTION RIFLE (SANS THE BOLT) serial #291896, 270 Win, 24” barrel with an about
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue that is toning to brown and has some light handling and edge wear along
with some specks of light surface oxidation scattered about. The checkered walnut stock rates very good and has some light dings and
other handling marks as well as some lightly flattened points. The original sights remain intact, including the front sight hood and mounted
to the receiver is a set of Weaver style mounts. The bolt is missing, a replacement could be found but would have to be properly fitted and
the headspace checked prior to use by a qualified professional gunsmith. (48453-7) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2113. WINCHESTER PRE-64 MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #2305687, 32 Win Spl, 20” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 80% of the original blue that is flaking to brown and mixing with areas of light surface oxidation and fine pinprick
pitting, the balance is a mottled gray. The walnut stocks rate near excellent and have the usual assortment of light dings and other handling
marks along with some minor flaking and fading to the original varnish. The original sights remain intact, minus the front sight hood. The
left side of the receiver has been tapped for a side mount, the holes remain vacant. A very good to near excellent example overall made in
1958 that should be a terrific woods rifle overall. (48443-37) {C&R}
(350/550)
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2114. R EMINGTON MODEL 121 FIELDMASTER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #37147, 22 LR, 23 1/2” smoothbore barrel with a single
bead sight and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue with light handling wear and scattered light surface
oxidation scattered about. The walnut stocks rate about very good and have several small to minor dings and other handling marks. The
ribbed forearm has a 7” long crack which runs along its right side, the pistolgrip buttstock is sound but has moderate flaking to the its finish.
A small metal tab has been tapped to the right side of the receiver just behind the ejection port, likely as a brass deflector. The screw has
minor slot damage. Additionally a small brass tab has been added, perhaps for sling mounting. An about very good example of these early
Routledge rifles. (48587-4) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2115. C USTOM REMINGTON MODEL 721 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #272279, 270 Win, 24” barrel with a bright, excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue with some light handling wear and scattered light surface oxidation throughout. The custom
walnut stock rates excellent and features a contrasting rosewood forend tip and grip cap, a left side cheek rest, sling swivels and has a
solid rubber Pachmayr White Line rifle pad. There are a few light dings and scratches but no major blemishes. The front sight is intact, the
rear sight has been removed and the dovetail left vacant. A set of Leupold Detacho bases and 1” rings have been mounted to the receiver.
The rear base is equipped with a small peep sight. The receiver has been fitted with a custom bolt release lever and included is a leather
sporting sling. An excellent example overall in need of the right set of quality glass. (48441-52) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2116. R EMINGTON MODEL 721 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #36079, 270 Win, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 95% original blue that is just starting to fade and tone to brown, most of the loss is visible along the bottom metal. The walnut
stock rates excellent with added finish over a few light handling marks. The left side shows a small repair where an inletted portion for a
rear aperture sight was filled in. The front sight remains intact, the rear sight has been removed and replaced with a slot blank. A set of
Weaver bases and 1” rings has been mounted to the receiver. Made in 1951 this is a excellent example that should make a terrific shooter.
(48476-45) {C&R}
(300/500)
2117. R EMINGTON MODEL 721 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #410378, 30-06, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 97-98% original blue with light fading along the muzzle and edges. The bluing had been removed from the bolt plug and
the knob has some gray patina. The walnut stock has been modified and sanded with finish added, the edges have been lowered
exposing more of the receiver. The stock remains otherwise in very good condition with some light handling marks and has some nice
figure toward the butt. The original sights remain intact, the rear sight is missing its elevator. Mounted via a Stith Master mount is a
non-adjustable Lyman Fixed Alaskan 2 1/2X series riflescope. The scope features a post reticle and has excellent optics. Rifle is also
equipped with sling swivels including a front barrel mount and rear stock mount. An overall near excellent 1957 example that should
be a good shooter. (48476-50) {C&R}
(300/500)
2118. C USTOM REMINGTON MODEL 722 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #320479, 223 Rem, 26” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 95-97% original blue with light handling wear and tool marks present. The caliber marking has been modified and
amended to be “223”, likely this rifles was originally chambered in 222 Rem as only the “3” is different and a slightly larger font. The walnut
stock appears to be the original factory stock but has been refinished and checkering added around the pistolgrip. The stock rates very good
with some light dings and other handling marks scattered about. The original front sight remains intact, the rear sight has been removed
and the dovetail left vacant. Mounted to the receiver is a Weaver K12 adjustable objective riflescope with a crosshair reticle and very good
optics. The objective lens has a small amount of epoxy added which holds the stop for adjusting the focus. An all-around near excellent
sporting rifle in a more common caliber. (48476-13) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2119. C USTOM REMINGTON MODEL 722 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #229782, 300 Sav, 19” barrel with a bright, excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with light handling and edge wear and some scattered light specks of surface
oxidation present throughout. The walnut stock rates excellent and has a few light dings, the left side has been modified for a rear
sight. A White Line vented recoil pad has been added to the butt and leather sporting sling has been installed. A Remington ramp
style front sight has been installed, the rear sight has been removed and the dovetail filled with a slot blank. The receiver is equipped
with a set of Weaver bases and Williams aperture rear sight. An excellent condition example that would likely make a terrific shooter
or woods rifle. (48476-14) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2120. SAVAGE MODEL 99EG LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #620071, 300 Savage, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces on
this post war variation rifle retain about 80% original blue which is flaking to brown, the balance fading to a mottled gray. The lever retains
about 70% original case color which is most vibrant in the protected areas. The checkered walnut stocks are not numbered to the frame
and rate near excellent and have a few light dings and handling marks. The schnabel tipped forearm has a small crack at its base on the
left side, the buttstock is missing its buttplate but has some lovely figure and a slip on recoil pad has been added. The original front sight
is intact, the rear sight has been removed and a slot blank installed in its place. Mounted to the receiver is a Weaver M9V riflescope with
duplex reticle and excellent optics. A very good example overall. (48541-42S0834) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2121. B ROWNING A-BOLT HUNTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #33245PP717, 300 Win Mag, 26” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue with a few light handling marks and some specks of light surface oxidation present. The
checkered walnut stock rates excellent and has some light dings and scratches. There are no sights but mounted to the receiver is a set
of Leupold style bases with 1” rings. A single detachable box magazine is included. A terrific big game sporting rifle in excellent condition
that is awaiting the right optics to be complete. (48544-41D32873) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2122. CUSTOM DWM MAUSER GEW 98 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #4928o, 22-250, 26” unmarked, heavy barrel with a bright, excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% of a commercial blue finish that covers a few light pits and has a few light handling marks. The
bolt has some light to minor pitting as well. The action and bottom metal appear to all be numbered alike, the bolt handle has been modified for use with a scope, an additional mechanical safety has been added to the right side and a Timney trigger has been installed which
provides a light, crisp pull. The custom smooth walnut stock rates near excellent showing a few light dings and handling marks. The stock
has a squared forend tip, pistolgrip and a slight rising arch to the comb. It has been bedded to the receiver and is fitted with an Old English
solid recoil pad. There are no provisions for sights however a Williams one-piece mount with 1” rings has been mounted to the receiver.
With the right optics this has the potential to be a great shooter or varmint hunting rifle. An excellent example of a more basic build that
provides quality and utility. (48476-97) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2123. A.V. MAROCCIUI JAGUAR OVER-UNDER SHOTGUN serial #63741, 12 ga., 27 1/2” ventilated rib barrels choked improved cylinder and improved modified with bright excellent bores. The barrels, forend iron, top lever, safety and triggerguard retain about 97-98%
original blue with light handling wear and marks throughout. The chrome finished frame retains a similar amount of finish and features near
full coverage of factory game scene engraving including upland and waterfowl hunting scenes. The checkered hardwood semi-beavertail
forend and pistolgrip buttstock rate near excellent and have a few light dings and other handling marks. Sling swivels are installed and the
buttstock has the original hard rubber buttplate. This is a well-made Italian working class shotgun that should perform well in the upland
fields. (48634-8) {MODERN}
(300/500)
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2124. C HARLES DALY MAUSER 98 SUPERIOR GRADE BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ZASTAVA serial #D-08676, 30-06, 22” barrel
with a bright, excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with just a few light handling marks present. The checkered
walnut stock rates near excellent and has some light handling marks and some very light flaking to the varnish. The stock features a black
forend tip and grip cap and has a solid rubber recoil pad. There are no provisions for sights but a set of Weaver bases with Millett 1” rings
are mounted to the receiver. A leather sporting sling and the manual are included. A terrific sporting rifle in excellent overall condition.
(48693-12) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2125. SAVAGE MODEL 1920 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #9761, 250-3000, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. Overall there is about 50-60%
of the original blue remaining around the receiver and along the bottom metal. The remaining metal surfaces are overall a mottled gray with
areas of light pitting, oxidation and staining throughout. The checkered walnut stock rates good and has several repairs, minor cracks and
small dings throughout. There is a period TruSport vented recoil pad added to the butt and a compass has been installed along the comb
line. A sporting ramp front sight has been installed in place of the original blade, the rear sight has been removed and replaced with a slot
blank and a rear aperture sight has been installed on the left side of the receiver. A classic sporting rifle with some potential that should be
a good shooter. (48665-9) {C&R}
(250/450)
2126. R EMINGTON MODEL 513-S MATCHMASTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #80601, 22 LR, 27” 1947-dated barrel with a an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue that has toned to brown and has light edge wear and handling marks
throughout. Rear of the bolt and bolt handle retain a good amount of the original vibrant case colors. The checkered walnut stock rates very
good and has light dings and scratches and other light handling marks throughout. The original sights remain intact and the receiver has
been tapped with Weaver bases installed. Sling swivels and a single detachable magazine are included. A very good example overall that
should make a terrific shooter. (48476-9) {C&R}
(300/500)
2127. R EMINGTON MODEL 597 TVP SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #B2722160, 22 LR, 20” free-float heavy barrel with a bright, excellent
bore. The matte stainless steel metal surfaces rate excellent with a few very light handling marks. The ambidextrous, shady camo hardwood
laminate thumbhole stock rates excellent. There are no provisions for sights but a Weaver base is mounted to the grooved receiver. The
original box is included and contains the lock and a single MB Products 30-round detachable magazine. An excellent example of these
quality target 22 rimfire rifles. (48717-87) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/500)
2128. WINCHESTER MODEL 24 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #72463, 20 ga., 26” barrels choked improved cylinder and modified with excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain about 75-80% original blue with even loss throughout along with some light scratches
and other handling marks. The walnut stocks rate very good, the pistolgrip buttstock has been hand-checkered on either side of the wrist
with finish added, light dings and other handling marks throughout. The buttstock has a 14 1/4” length of pull from the original hard rubber
buttplate to the forward trigger. A decent field gun in very good overall condition. (48685-3) {C&R}
(300/500)
2129. B ROWNING AUTO-5 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #99266, 16 ga., 27 1/2” matted barrel with Cutts adjustable choke and compensator installed and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue with areas of light wear, handling and tool marks,
light surface oxidation and staining and fine pinprick pitting throughout. The Browning factory markings and the Belgian proofs remain crisp,
there is a star marking located above the serial number. The checkered walnut stocks rate about very good and have small dings, light
handling marks throughout and some minor crazing to the finish. The pistolgrip buttstock has a few tiny cracks and small chips at the butt
and some light chipping to the original hard rubber buttplate. The forend is stamped “Browning / 3 / Shot” and has a 2” crack at its base.
This is the early 3-shot model made in 1934 that features the safety located on the front of the triggerguard. A very good example overall.
(48490-2) {C&R}
(300/500)
2130. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #371547996, 12 ga., 30” ventilated rib barrel with dual
bead sights choked full with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue with light handling wear and some
light scattered surface oxidation throughout. The checkered walnut stocks rate very good and have light dings and other light handling
marks throughout. The buttstock is fitted with a factory vented recoil pad. A great all-purpose field gun in near excellent overall condition.
(48563-3) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2131. ITHACA MODEL 37 STANDARD SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #377340, 20 ga., 28” plain barrel choked modified with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue with a few light handling marks and some scattered specks of light
surface oxidation throughout. The grooved walnut forearm and checkered pistolgrip buttstock rate near excellent and have a few small
dings and light handling marks throughout. A near excellent 1951 vintage example that should make a terrific sporting field gun. (48460-2)
{C&R}
(150/250)
2132. W INCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #853453, 16 ga., 28” plain barrel choked full with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is evenly fading to gray and mixing with areas of light surface oxidation and some light
pitting throughout. The grooved walnut forearm rates near excellent with some minor flaking to the original varnish. The pistolgrip buttstock
rates closer to about very good with more moderate finish loss, a few small cracks, light dings and handling marks throughout. The comb
line has been inletted for a compass but the hole remains vacant. Overall this is a very good 1940 vintage Model 12 that should still make
a decent field gun. (48640-36) {C&R} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(200/300)
2133. ANDERSON MANUFACTURING MODEL AM-15 AR SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #15108808, 5.56mm NATO, 14” M4 contour
barrel with flash hider, 1:9 rate of twist and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% of the original anodized and parkerized
finished with just a few light handling marks. Pistol is equipped with a modular aluminum quadrail handguard and Blackhawk Ergo pistolgrip.
The buffer tube is billeted and cannot accept a brace or other accessories. The receiver features a picatinny rail with a flip-up rear sight,
the front is the fixed A2 style. Other features include a bayonet lug, forward assist, brass deflector and tactical sling mount. No magazine is
present but replacements are plentiful. An excellent condition example with lots of potential. (48686-4) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2134. B RNO MODEL ZOM451 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1621, 22 LR, 23” barrel with a bright, excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original blue with a few very light handling marks. The checkered European walnut stock rates excellent. The original sights
remain intact and a set of Millett 1” high tip-off rings which mount to the grooved receiver are included. A single detachable magazine and
the original manual are also included. This unique straight pull action rifle saw limited importation by Century Arms in 1998 and is in excellent
overall condition. (48585-95) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2135. EASTFIELD MODEL 916 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN BY SMITH & WESSON serial #B09381, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel
choked modified with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with some areas of light handling wear and
specks of light surface oxidation blending throughout. The smooth walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings. The pistolgrip
buttstock is fitted with a vented recoil pad. An excellent example overall that would make a terrific utility field gun. Please note that there
are two accessory barrels also listed in this silent auction. (48428-43) {MODERN}
(100/200)
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2136. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 3000 WATERFOWLER DUCKS UNLIMITED SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #FC31878, 12 ga.,
20” Police cylinder bore barrel with rifle sights and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original parkerized finish with a
few light handling marks scattered about. The left side of the receiver features the factory engraved Duck Unlimited logo with “1984 Ducks
Unlimited” & “The Coastal” on either side. The checkered walnut stocks rate excellent, the buttstock features a capped pistolgrip and has
a vented factory recoil pad. Included is a S&W padded, zippered pleather soft case. An excellent example overall that is in an interesting
configuration for a being a Ducks Unlimited special edition. (48428-35) {MODERN}
(250/350)
2137. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 3000 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #FC25281, 12 ga., 20” Police cylinder bore barrel with rifle
sights and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original parkerized finish with a few light handling marks scattered
about. The shotgun is equipped with a black synthetic forearm and a factory metal folding buttstock both of which rate excellent. The
original Bangor Punta box with blue outer sleeve is included. An excellent example of these early police design models overall. (48428-41)
{MODERN}
(250/350)
2138. SAVAGE MODEL 219 BREAK ACTION RIFLE 22 Hornet, 26” barrel with a very good bore that has areas of light pitting throughout.
The metal surfaces are mostly mottled brown with the barrel having what appears to be an applied brown finish that has some minor flaking
and handling marks. The walnut stocks rate very good, the buttstock has a few small cracks around the rear edges of the receiver. The front
sight remains intact, the rear sight has been removed and the dovetail is vacant. Mounted to the left side of the barrel is a Weaver K2.5
riflescope. The scope features a post and crosshair reticle and has very good optics with some matte black finish applied to the exterior. A
very good example overall that should make a great varmint gun or plinker. (48459-3) {C&R}
(100/200)
2139. W INCHESTER MODEL 290 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #697234, 22 LR, 20 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 95% original blue that has light edge wear, a few light scratches and other handling marks. The checkered hardwood stocks rate
very good and have small dings and other light handling marks as well. It appears that most of the varnish is faded away on the buttstock.
The original sights are intact, although the rear sight is missing its elevator and the rifle appears to function correctly. A very good to near
excellent example overall of these fun 22 plinkers. (48441-37) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2140. C ENTURY ARMS CENTURION P14 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #698923, 7mm Rem Mag, 24” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 90% of a commercial blue finish that is blending with brown and areas of light surface oxidation. The rifle
is equipped with a Bell & Carlson black synthetic stock that rates excellent and has a solid rubber recoil pad. There are no provisions for
sights but the receiver has been modified from its original military configuration and tapped for mounts. Several of the original British military
proofs are still visible as is the “ERA” factory marking on the right side of the receiver. These were stout military actions that are capable
of handling modern magnum ammunition and this example has been turned into a very serviceable sporting rifle. A black nylon sling is
included. (48443-3) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2141. W INCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1219424, 12 ga., 25” barrel with added poly-choke and an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue that is toning to brown and mixing with areas of light surface oxidation and gray.
The walnut stocks rate very good with the ribbed forearm showing a few small dings and evidence of light cleaning. The buttstock has
been modified with a handcrafted spacer added at the butt and a vented Western Field recoil pad installed. A very good example overall
that would make a terrific field gun. (48443-24) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2142. M OSSBERG MODEL 395T BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1026720, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel choked full with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is toning to brown and blending with light surface oxidation throughout. The hardwood
stock rates good and has added finish and a repair running through the left side from the magazine to the wrist. There is also evidence
of sanding and flaking along with some light residue that has adhered to the lacquer. One box magazine is included. Overall a very good
example that would make a decent, inexpensive field gun. (48443-20) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2143. WESTERN FIELD MODEL M150D BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN serial #787541, 410 bore, 24” plain barrel choked full with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of the original blue that is flaking to brown and mixing with a few areas of light surface oxidation
and light pitting. The bolt is mostly a mottled gray. The hardwood stock rates excellent and has some light dings and other handling marks
throughout. Shotgun is equipped with a simple bead sight and has an internal box magazine. It appears to function correctly and would
make a great all-purpose 410 for the field. (48443-13) {MODERN}
(100/150)
2144. STEVENS MODEL 67 SERIES E SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #E534057, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel choked modified with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces are overall a mottled gray with blue blending through and light handling and tool marks throughout. There
are a few areas of light surfaces oxidation as well. The hardwood stocks rate excellent with a few small dings and is fitted with a vented
recoil pad. A very good example of these handy field guns. (48443-15) {MODERN}
(75/125)
2145. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 20 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN 12 ga., 28” plain barrel choked modified with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
are an overall mottled brown with light oxidation throughout and traces of an enamel type finish visible in the protected areas. The walnut stocks
rate very good and have some small dings to each. The forearm has a more satin oil finish while the buttstock has a flaking lacquer varnish.
This vintage shotgun still appears to function correctly and would make a decent field gun. (48443-33) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2146. B ROWNING 22 AUTO SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #1T14152, 22 LR, 19 1/4” barrel with a near excellent bore that is mostly bright and
has what appear to be a few small pits toward the breech. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with a few light handling and
light tool marks and some scattered light surface oxidation throughout. The checkered walnut stocks rate about very good and have some
light dings and overall minor to moderate flaking and crazing. The wood itself appear to be intact and the issues are mostly cosmetic involving the lacquer. The original front sight is intact, the rear sight has been removed and a Weaver base installed. The mount holds a Weaver
J4 riflescope that features a crosshair reticle and has very good optics. The magazine tube assembly is not present but replacements are
available. Made in 1961, this is an overall about very good condition Belgian-made example of these classic 22 sporting rifles that would
benefit from a little improvement and care. (48541-19S20788) {C&R}
(200/400)
2147. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #RS18927H, 12 ga., 21” ventilated rib barrel with a screw-in choke and
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of a varying camo pattern that has some minor flaking and edge wear. The shotgun
is equipped with a set of synthetic stocks that rate excellent, the buttstock being a thumbhole style. Mounted to the receiver is a simple
functional red dot and a padded nylon sling and Kicks extra full extended choke tube are included. A very useable turkey or deer hunting
shotgun in near excellent overall condition. (48541-5S20824) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2148. W INCHESTER MODEL 130 RANGER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L1438462, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel choked modified
with a single bead sight and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue finish that has some light edge and
handling wear. The hardwood stocks rate excellent with a few light dings and the buttstock is fitted with a factory vented recoil pad. A great
all-purpose field gun in excellent overall condition. (48541-35S20777) {MODERN}
(150/250)
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2149. CUSTOM WINCHESTER MODEL 1917 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #180753, 300 Win Mag, 27” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is evenly fading to gray. There is a small amount of pitting located on the bottom metal
ahead of the floorplate. The smooth walnut sporting stock rates excellent and has a few nicks and dings. The stock features a steel capped
pistolgrip and checkered steel buttplate and has a left sided cheek rest with accent line. The receiver has been modified and the rear sight
wings removed. There are no other provisions for sights but the receiver has been tapped for mounts. A sturdy large game rifle that has an
appealing look and feel and would make a terrific hunting rifle with the right optics. (48476-18) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2150. MARLIN MODEL 336 R.C. LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #K22659, 30-30, 20” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95-97% original blue that is flaking to brown and has areas of scattered light surface oxidation throughout. The
smooth walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings, scuffs and other small handling marks. The original sights remain
intact and the receiver has not been tapped for mounts. A very nice 1953 vintage example overall that would make a tremendous
fall deer gun. (48476-64) {C&R}
(300/500)
2151. SAVAGE MODEL 19 NRA MATCH BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #35441, 22 LR, 25 3/8” barrel with a very good, lightly pitted bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue that is toning to a rich brown and blending with gray and areas of light pinprick pitting
and surface oxidation throughout. The military style walnut stock rates very good and has added finish over the usual small dings and other
various handling marks. There is a small repair at the heel but the original steel buttplate and sling swivels are present. The original sights
are intact and included is a single detachable magazine. (48476-54) {C&R}
(100/200)
2152. WALTHER MODEL 1 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #35306K, 22 LR, 24 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 85% original blue that is mixing with areas of light surface oxidation that are scattered about. There are a few areas of light to minor
pitting, predominantly over the manufacturer’s markings at the rear of the receiver. The checkered walnut stock rates about very good and
has some light dings, minor scratches and abrasions throughout. There is a crack running from the bolt handle to the trigger which may
be an easy repair for a good wood man. The original sights remain intact but the magazine is not present. A very good example overall that
would benefit form a little TLC. (48441-42) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2153. WAFFENSTADT SPORTMODELL BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #121, 22 LR, 26” barrel with a near excellent bore that is mostly
bright but has some light pitting toward the breach. The metal surfaces retain about 70-80% original blue that is toning to brown and fading
evenly to gray. The markings remain crisp and include “Waffenstadt Suhl” with crest atop the receiver, “Roechling Stahl” along the left side
of the barrel with “(crown)/B” and “(crown)/U” proofs on each. The bolt is numbered to another rifle. The smooth walnut stock rates near
excellent and has added finish that is moderately flaking toward the butt along with a few light dings. The ID discs have been replaced with
wood blanks and “121”, likely a rack number, has been painted in black circles on either side. The original sights are intact. A rather lovely
single shot German sporting 22 in near excellent overall condition. (48050-843) {C&R}
(300/500)
2154. G ECO SPORTBUCHSE MODEL 28 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #25238, 22 LR, 27 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces are mostly a mottled gray and brown with a small amount of original blue remaining. The markings remain crisp
including the “(crown)/B” and “(crown)/U” proofs. The finger groove walnut stock rates very good and has a satin oil finish with
a few light dings and evidence of a light cleaning. The original front sight remains intact, the rear sight has been removed and a
Redfield adjustable aperture sight has been mounted to the rear of the receiver. A very good to near excellent example overall that
should make a terrific shooter. (48050-836) {C&R}
(300/500)
2155. S PRINGFIELD MODEL 15 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
80% original blue that is flaking to a mottled brown and mixing with areas of light surface oxidation. The smooth hardwood stock
rates about very good with added finish over a few light dings. The wood appears to have been lightly sanded as the metal is
proud and there is a small repair at the toe. The original sights remain intact and the rifle appears to function correctly. A great
little single shot 22. (48534-1) {C&R}
(50/75)
2156. IVER JOHNSON U.S. SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #009715, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original blue with a few light handling marks throughout. The oil finished military style hardwood stocks rate about very good
with a few light dings. There is a repaired crack in the buttstock on the right side that runs from the magazine forward and up toward the
handguard and a smaller crack at the rear of the receiver, a black band has been painted around the forearm and handguard. The front sight
remains intact, the rear sight has been removed and a Bushnell 1.5-4.5X riflescope has been mounted to the receiver. The scope features
a duplex reticle and has excellent optics. A set of lens covers and a single detachable magazine are included. A very good example overall
of these fun plinkers. (48050-835) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2157. B SA REPEATING SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #7897, 22 RF, 21 1/2” barrel with a near excellent bore that is mostly bright and has
a few small pits toward the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue that is mixing with scattered specks of light surface
oxidation and some light handling marks. The walnut stocks feature a serrated wood butt and rate very good and have some light to more
minor dings to the straight grip buttstock and ribbed forend. The original sights remain intact and the rifle appears to function correctly.
There is not a lot of information available for these models except that they were offered with either a box or tube magazine and saw very
limited production. This example features the later tube magazine with about 8000 having been produced prior to WWII. Production ceased
at that time and did not resume post war which left the market open for the Winchester, FN and Remington production rifles. A classic rifle
in near excellent overall condition. (48413-12) {C&R}
(250/450)
2158. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #W043201M, 12 ga., 30” ventilated
rib barrel choked full with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original glass blue with some light handling wear and
a few light specks of surface oxidation scattered about. The checkered walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings and small
marks as well. The buttstock is fitted with a factory vented recoil pad. A factory box not numbered to this shotgun is included. A terrific
waterfowl of turkey gun in near excellent overall condition. (48440-57) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2159. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #V090574V, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel with bead
sight choked modified with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original gloss blue finish with a few light handling
marks throughout. The checkered walnut stocks rate excellent and the buttstock has a factory vented recoil pad installed. A factory box not
numbered to this shotgun is included. Overall a very nice utility 12 Ga. in excellent overall condition. (48440-40) {MODERN} (200/300)
2160. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #T195991V, 12 ga., 20” rifle sight barrel with a
cylinder bore that rates excellent. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue that is blending with some light specks of scattered
oxidation and staining. The checkered walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light handling marks. The buttstock is equipped with a
factory vented recoil pad. An excellent example ideal for large game hunting or home defense. (48440-7) {MODERN}
(200/300)
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2161. S EARS & ROEBUCK TED WILLIAMS HIGH GRADE MODEL 100 WRANGLER CARBINE serial #V119044, 30-30, 20” barrel
with an excellent bore. This is an interesting carbine which features gold accents on the machine engraved frame, large loop lever, loading
gate, barrel bands and magazine tube end cap. The frame and barrel assembly have about 90% blue remaining with some very light freckling
along the bottom and front of the frame and upper tang with some light handling marks along the barrel. The highly figured wood has a
bright varnished finish with nicely checkered wrist and a red rubber Winchester recoil pad. The stocks rate near excellent and have some
light flaking, chipping and abrasions to the varnish, the buttstock has some minor flattening to the points and other light dings throughout.
The carbine is equipped with the original iron sights, however a Williams side mounted scope base is also installed. This is a very good plus
carbine and possibly the most elaborate Model 100 we’ve come across. (48440-4) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2162. LEFEVER NITRO SPECIAL BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN BY ITHACA serial #350959, 16 ga., 26” barrels choked improved
modified and improved cylinder with excellent bores, the left tube showing dent about 6” from the muzzle. The metal surfaces have toned
to a rich brown with light silvering along the edges and at the muzzle and light specks of surface oxidation throughout. The frame bears the
factory waterfowl game scenes and is a mottled gray patina with lighter hues of brown. The checkered walnut splinter style forearm rates
good and has a repaired crack through the center along its length. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates near excellent and has
some light dings, scratches, minor flaking and crazing to the finish. There is a 14” length of pull from the hard rubber buttplate to the front
trigger. The lockup is tight and the top lever comes to rest just right of center. Shotgun features an automatic safety and appears to function
correctly. A very good overall field gun that would benefit from some TLC. (47682-4) {C&R}
(300/500)
2163. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #207149, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel with a single bead sight that is choked
cylinder (marked ”full”) and has an excellent bore. The barrel and magazine tube retain about 60% original blue while the remaining metal
surfaces are mostly a mottled gray that is blending with brown and mixing with areas of light surface oxidation and fine pinprick pitting. The
ribbed walnut forend rates very good and has some light chipping and small handling marks. The buttstock rates about very good and has
a few small cracks where the wrist meets the metal and a 1” chip at the toe. The hard rubber buttplate is cracked with portions missing at
the toe and heel. A very good example overall that was made in 1919 and would still make a decent field gun. (48538-3) {C&R}(200/400)
2164. U NMARKED BELGIAN PERCUSSION DOUBLE SHOTGUN 10 bore, 32” twist steel barrels with oxidized bores. The metal surfaces
are a rich mottled brown with areas of light surface oxidation scattered about. The barrels do show some damascus pattern which is only
visible in the protected areas. There is a “(circle)ELG” proof on the underside of the barrels as well. The checkered hardwood stock rates
about very good and has light dings throughout along with some small chips and slivers missing along either side of the forend. The wedge
pin sits loose, the left hammer is cracked, the right nipple is marred and the left is a newer replacement. The locks function correctly. A
modern ramrod with a knurled tip is included, it appears to have been fashioned from a machined dowel and is about 3/4 of the length of
the barrels. A good condition example that would make a fine adornment above the mantel. (48538-1) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2165. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 583.20 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 12 ga., 28” barrel with a single bead sight choked full with a bright, excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue that is lightly flaking to brown and has some light handling marks throughout.
The walnut stock rates very good with minor dings and a few small chips. The butt retains the original vented recoil pad. Given the age and
use these economical guns typically see this one is in surprisingly near excellent overall condition. (48538-4) {C&R}
(75/125)
2166. STEVENS MODEL 940E SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN 12 ga., 28” barrel choked full with a single bead sight and a very good bore
that has some areas of light pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with some light edge and handling wear and is mixing
with areas of some light surface oxidation. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have been lightly cleaned with a satin oil finish applied.
The shotgun functions mechanically, however the bottom front portion of the frame is cracked on either side. This area is covered by the
base of the forearm and should not affect the function. (48538-2) {MODERN}
(40/60)
2167. P OLY TECH SKS HUNTER SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #00359, 7.62x39, 16 ½” barrel with a bright, excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue with some light handling wear and a few areas of light surface oxidation present. The hardwood
stocks rate excellent and have some light dings and handling marks. The butt is fitted with a 1” thick rubber recoil pad and sling swivel studs
have been added. The original sights are intact and mounted to the receiver is an NC Star 4X30 riflescope with red illuminated duplex reticle
and very good optics. The scope was tested but no battery is currently present. A great sporting carbine in excellent condition. (48450-12)
{MODERN}
(300/500)
2168. F RENCH MAS MODEL 45 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #F6085, 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright, excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% of a commercial blue finish with some light handling marks and show evidence of light polishing. The receiver markings are
somewhat light but still mostly visible. The hardwood stock rates near excellent and has added finish over some light dings and scratches.
The stock has the original sling swivels and steel buttplate. The original military sights remain intact and a single detachable magazine is
included. An excellent reconditioned example overall. (48476-39) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2169. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 916A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #778B92, 12 ga., 30” barrel choked full with a near
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is evenly fading to gray and mixing with varying amounts of
surface oxidation. The hardwood stocks rate very good. The buttstock has some minor dings, a few small cracks and the buttplate is
missing a screw. The bolt is missing and a few other internal parts may be missing as well. Good for parts, restoration or as a display.
(46780-S17907) {MODERN}
(25/50)
2170. MARLIN MODEL 782 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #15737897, 22 WMR, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 95% original blue that is mixing with areas of scattered light surface oxidation and staining. The checkered walnut stock rates near
excellent and has some light dings and handling marks throughout. The original sights are intact, the front sight is missing its hood. A leather
Marlin sporting sling is included, there is no magazine present but replacements are available from your local retailer. A great magnum rimfire
sporting rifle in near excellent overall condition. (48541-43S20835) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2171. M OSSBERG MODEL 500E SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #P213376, 410 Bore, 24” ventilated rib barrel choked full with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with areas of light surface oxidation and staining mingling about. The
hardwood stocks rate excellent, the forearm has factory checkering and the buttstock is fitted with a vented recoil pad providing a 14” length
of pull. A terrific smallbore shotgun ideal for the upland woods or for a smaller framed shooter. (48530-12) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2172. STEVENS MODEL 77E SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #83J, 12 ga., 26” barrel with factory Savage Super-Choke and a bright,
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue with areas of light handling wear and light surface oxidation throughout, the receiver is evenly thinning to gray. The walnut stocks rate very good and have light handling marks and dings throughout. The
buttstock is fitted with a vented recoil pad and has a few tiny hairline cracks. A very good example overall that would make a decent
field gun. (48495-13) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2173. C RESCENT–DAVIS ARMS ENDERS ROYAL BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #23135, 12 ga., 25 1/8” Royal Steel barrels
choked cylinder with very good bores that have minor pitting throughout. The metal surfaces are overall a mottled brown and gray that is
mixing with areas of light surface oxidation and fine pitting. The checkered walnut stocks rate very good showing evidence of light cleaning
and refinishing. The checkering has faded and there are several light cracks and a few small chips to both the splinter forearm and pistolgrip
buttstock. The buttstock has a faded hard rubber buttplate with dog’s head in center. The frame has a small amount of play in the stock but
the lock-up appears tight with the lever coming to rest at center. An about very good example overall. (48491-5) {C&R}
(150/250)
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2174. WARD’S WESTERNFIELD MODEL 52-SD51A BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN 12 ga., 30” barrels choked modified and full
with very good bores. The left tube has some light oxidation and a few small dents, the right has some light pitting. The metal surfaces are
mostly a mottled brown mixing with light surface oxidation throughout. There are some traces of original case color on the frame. The brown
synthetic Tenite stocks rate near excellent and have light scratches and handling marks but no major flaws. This trusty old double appears
to function correctly and would likely be a great field gun still with a small amount of attention. (48443-32) {C&R}
(150/250)
2175. FOREHAND ARMS BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #2450, 12 ga., 30 1/8” twist steel barrels choked full with excellent bores.
The barrels have a defined and even damascus pattern while the frame is a mottled gray with traces of the original case colors and areas
of light surface oxidation throughout. The top lever has nearly all its original blue and is marked “FOREHAND ARMS CO. / Worchester
Mass”. The checkered splinter style forearm rates excellent while the smooth pistolgrip buttstock rates very good and has a small chip at
the toe. The stocks feature a hard rubber inletted tip, capped pistolgrip with “Forehand Arms” logo and factory buttplate. The buttplate has
the factory game bird depiction in center and a minor chip at the toe as well. The shotgun appears to function mechanically and is in very
good condition overall. (48443-9) {C&R}
(150/250)
2176. W ESTERN ARMS CO SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #77588, 12 ga., 30” plain barrel choked cylinder with a fair bore that
has minor pitting throughout. The metal surfaces have been polished to bare metal with areas of light pitting and surface oxidation present
throughout. The walnut stocks rate about very good and show evidence of sanding as well. The forend has a large chip at its base, the
buttstock has several large cracks and the metal around it is proud of the wood. The buttplate is missing as is the bead sight at the muzzle.
A good example overall that would make an interesting wall hanger or display piece. (48443-23) {MODERN}
(40/60)
2177. STEVENS MODEL 105 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #874, 12 ga., 30” plain barrel choked full with a good bore that has some
light pitting throughout. The barrel is marked “ElectroSteel” and has a mottled gray appearance with areas of light pitting. The frame and
remaining metal surfaces are overall a mottled brown with some pinpricking and light tool marks. The screws have minor slot damage. The
left side of the frame is marked with what appears to be a name but it is very faded and illegible. The smooth walnut forend rates very good
and has small dings and a 4” crack along the right side, it is not numbered to the frame and could be a later replacement. The checkered
walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates about very good and has a few minor cracks, minor flaking, small dings and a few minor handling marks.
A good to about very good condition example overall. (48443-12) {C&R}
(50/75)
2178. CRESCENT NEW LONG RANGE WINNER SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #137884, 12 ga., 32” plain barrel choked cylinder
with a very good, lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces are overall a mottled brown with scattered light surface oxidation throughout. There
a few light handling and tool marks present and the lettering along the left side of the frame is light but still mostly legible. The smooth
walnut stocks rate about very good and have an assortment of varied chips, dings, cracks and repairs. The hard rubber buttplate is intact
and bears what appears to be the Abercrombie & Fitch logo in center. The barrel is also missing its front bead sight. An about very good
example overall. (48443-14) {C&R}
(50/75)
2179. HOPKINS & ALLEN FOREHAND SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #181797, 12 ga., 25” plain barrel choked cylinder with a good
bore that has areas minor pitting throughout. The metal surfaces are overall a mottled brown with areas of light surface oxidation and light
pitting. The smooth walnut stocks rate fair and have assorted dings, cracks, repairs and slivers missing. The wrist of the buttstock has been
wrapped and the beginning stages of carvings are present on either side. A fair to good example overall. (48443-10) {C&R}
(40/60)
2180. CUSTOM ANSCHUTZ-SAVAGE MODELL 1515/16 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #0921, 22 Magnum, 20” barrel with an excellent
bore. This rifle features customization to the stock but was made by Savage for sale through Anschutz. The metal surfaces retain about
80% original blue with some fading and wear along the receiver and bottom metal. Additionally there are some light areas of sparse surface
oxidation scattered about. The hardwood Monte Carlo style stock rates near excellent and has the usual assortment of small dings and
handling marks. The stock features checkered panels on the forearm and pistolgrip and has a contrasting forend tip and pistolgrip cap.
There are diamond with arrow tip hardwood inlays present on either side of the butt and ebony diamonds along the underside of the forearm
and pistolgrip cap. White spacers with jagged edged lines separate the forend tip, pistolgrip cap and the hard rubber buttplate. Overall the
stock has a very Southwestern look. The original iron sights remain intact, including the front sight hood, and the receiver is grooved for
scope mounting. Included is a single detachable magazine. A lovely sporting rimfire based on Savage’s 65M action that has had some time
put into improving its appearance and is in near excellent overall condition. (48611-2) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2181. M OSSBERG MODEL 44 U.S.(A) BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 26” heavy barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 97-98% original blue with light handling marks throughout. The bolt handle is mostly a mottled gray-brown. The hardwood stock rates
near excellent and has some small dings and areas of light staining. The original target sights remain intact as do the QD sling swivels but
the rear sight is missing its aperture. A single detachable magazine is also included. A near excellent example overall of these late 1940’s
U.S. military training rifles. (48530-2) {C&R}
(200/300)
2182. R EMINGTON MODEL 552 SPEEDMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 23” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 95% original blue with light wear and areas of light to minor oxidation throughout. The walnut stocks rate very good and have
light to moderate flaking and abrasions to the original finish. The original sights remain intact and a Weaver V22 rimfire riflescope has been
mounted to the grooved receiver. The scope features a crosshair reticle and has very good but cloudy optics. A very good condition example
that should make a decent shooter. (48530-10) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2183. B ELGIAN SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN 410 BORE 22 1/2” open choked part round, part octagon barrel with an about very good
lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces are mottled gray and brown with light pitting and oxidation staining throughout. This unique break
action folding shotgun features a checkered walnut splinter forend and skeletonized buttstock with 1” solid recoil pad. The wood rates
about very good and has a few small repairs and light handling marks throughout. The checkering is faded and the recoil pad is a much
later addition. The toe has been grooved to fit the muzzle of the barrel and the recoil pad has been modified to match, however the barrel
appears to have been shortened and no longer lines up due to the cast. The action breaks open via a side lever and the lock-up has only
slight lateral play. A very unique-looking “hide-away” shotgun in about very good condition overall. (48705-2) {C&R}
(75/125)
2184. R EMINGTON MODEL 521-T JUNIOR SPECIAL BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 25” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 80% original thinning blue that is toning to brown and evenly fading to gray. The walnut stock rates very good with light dings
and other handling marks scattered about. There is a small chip along the base of the pistolgrip as well. The original sights are included,
however the Lyman rear aperture sight is missing its mounting screws. A single detachable magazine is also included. A very good 1947-dated
example overall that needs just a small amount of TLC to be serviceable. (48632-2) {C&R}
(200/300)
2185. M OSSBERG MODEL 35 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 26” heavy barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90%
original blue that is flaking to brown and has some light edge wear and handling marks. A few of the screws have some minor slot damage.
The target style walnut stock rates near excellent with some light dings and other light handling marks and features a left-side cheekrest
and a beavertail forearm. The original sights have been removed and mounted to the side of the receiver via Mossberg No.5 mount is a
Mossberg M4 4X riflescope. The scope features a crosshair reticle and has very good optics. A military style leather sling is also included.
Overall a very good example of these early single shot target rifles. (48426-23) {C&R}
(200/300)
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2186. M OSSBERG MODEL 44 U.S.(A) BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 26” heavy barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 80-85% of the original blue that is flaking and toning to brown, mingling with gray and has some areas of light surface oxidation
throughout. The hardwood stock shows evidence of a light cleaning with finish added and rates very good with a few light dings and other
handling marks. The original sights are intact and the left side of the receiver has been tapped for a mount. The green safety dot is intact
but the red dot is missing. A single detachable magazine and a military style leather sling are included. A near excellent example overall of
these classic military training rifles. (48426-25) {C&R}
(150/250)
2187. M OSSBERG MODEL 44 U.S. BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #163178, 22 LR, 26” heavy barrel with an excellent bore. This “U.S.
PROPERTY” marked rifle retains about 98% arsenal blue with some light wear marks along the barrel. The hardwood stock rates excellent
and has a satin finish. The original sights are intact and a single detachable magazine is included. Also included are a CMP green plastic
hard case and the original CMP purchase receipts dated 09/13/99. An excellent condition example of these arsenal reconditioned target
training rifles. (48678-29) {C&R}
(200/400)
2188. S EARS RANGER BOLT ACTION TARGET RIFLE 22 LR, 26” heavy barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
95% original blue with areas of light wear and scattered light surface oxidation throughout. The target style walnut stock rates near
excellent and has some light dings and other light handling marks. The stock features a beavertail forearm and has a forward barrel
band. Rifle is equipped with a globe style front sight, rear target block and has a rear adjustable sight base mounted to the left side
of the receiver. The receiver has also been tapped and a Mossberg No.M4D 4X riflescope has been mounted. The scope features a
crosshair reticle, rubber eye cup and has very good optics. A single detachable magazine and a military style leather sling are included.
These military style training rifles were made for Sear’s retail market by Savage and this model was the Model 1933 NRA rifle. A near
excellent example overall. (48426-43) {C&R}
(200/300)
2189. STEVENS FAVORITE FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #K565, 25 Stevens, 24” octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel retains
about 95% original blue that is lightly flaking to brown and mixing with specks of light surface oxidation. The frame is overall a mottled
brown that is mingling with gray. The walnut stocks rate about very good with light dings and other handling marks under added finish.
The buttstock has been modified and a Swiss style aluminum buttplate has been added. The original silver blade front sight is intact, the
rear sight has been removed and a Stevens telescopic sight has been installed via two dovetail ring mounts. The sight features a crosshair
reticle and has very good optics. A very good example overall. (48426-35) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2190. STEVENS NO.101 FEATHERWEIGHT BREAK ACTION RIFLE serial #N63, 44 Shot, 26” round barrel with a very good bore that has
areas of light pitting throughout. The barrel retains about 90% original blue that is lightly flaking to brown. The frame and other metal parts
are overall a mottled brown and gray. The walnut stocks rate very good and have added finish over light to minor dings and other handling
marks throughout. The buttstock has two very tiny cracks forming at the upper tang and the original hard rubber buttplate is present. The
original brass bead sight is no longer present. A snip-it from the 1969 American Rifleman is included which describes a Q&A about the
No.101 rifle. A very good example overall. (48426-24) {C&R}
(150/250)
2191. FEATHER INDUSTRIES AT-22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #B0758, 22 LR, 17” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue and anodized finishes with just a few light handling marks. The black composite forearm and pistolgrip
rate excellent as does the collapsible metal stock. The original sights remain intact. Included are the manuals, two detachable
magazines, a Weaver style scope base and a set of 1” see-thru rings. An excellent example of these lightweight takedown rifles.
(48578-50) {MODERN}
(250/350)
2192. F.I.E./FRANCHI PARA SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #P6200, 22 LR, 18 1/2” threaded barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and japanned finishes with just a few very light handling marks noted. The hardwood carbine-style
finger groove forearm and pistolgrip rate excellent as does the tubular metal stock. The original sights remain intact including the front
sight hood and the receiver is grooved for mounting optics. The original military “crate” style green canvas covered case is included
which contains the sling, allen wrench, manual and keys. Made by Franchi, sources indicate that 8000 were produced with 5000 being
utilized by the Italian military as training rifles. The remainder were imported by F.I.E. in 1988-89. This is an excellent to as-new-in-box
example overall. (48578-52) {MODERN}
(250/350)
2193. H ECKLER & KOCH MP5 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE BY WALTHER serial #HR007530, 22 LR, 16” barrel with false suppressor and
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original matte blue with some very light wear along the edges. The black composite
forearm, lower and collapsible buttstock rate excellent. Carbine is equipped with scaled down MP5 style sights and included are the original
box, manual, lock and three magazines. An excellent to as-new-in-box example of these quality rimfire rifles that was imported by Umarex.
(48717-89) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(250/450)
2194. LYMAN PERCUSSION PLAINS RIFLE serial #006061, .45 Caliber, 29” octagon barrel with a near very good bore. The barrel on this
Hawken-style rifle retains about 95% original blue with minor loss around the breech plug, muzzle and some minor oxidation. Hammer and
lock retain very good case colors and the brass furniture is a dull ocher patina. The smooth European walnut stock rates excellent with a
few very light dings and handling marks. The rear sight has been removed and a Lyman receiver sight has been installed on the upper tang.
The rifle is equipped with dual acting double set triggers, sling swivel studs and a brass jag is included. (48718-27) {ANTIQUE}(150/250)
2195. MAVERICK MODEL 88 SECURITY SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #MV68176M, 12 ga., 21” plain cylinder bore barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with just a few light handling marks noted. Shotgun is
equipped with a black composite forearm and pistolgrip, both rate excellent. A combination LED flashlight and laser are mounted
to the eight shot magazine tube and the original box and lock are included. A near as-new-in-box example overall. (48717-90)
{MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(150/250)
2196. MOSSBERG 500 TACTICAL SPX SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #U281857, 12 ga., 18 1/2” cylinder bore barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original parkerized and anodized finishes with light handling marks throughout. Shotgun
features a black composite forearm with retention strap and pistolgrip with six position collapsible buttstock. The buttstock is equipped with
a left-side shell holder. The barrel has an AR-15 style front sight and a LPA rear peep is mounted to the picatinny rail atop the receiver. The
original box with manual and lock are included. (48717-88) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(350/550)
2197. MOSSBERG MODEL 590 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L220257, 12 ga., 20” cylinder bore barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original gloss blue finish with a few areas of light handling wear. The shotgun is equipped
with a black composite forearm, fixed buttstock and has a vented metal heatshield. Features include a 9-shot magazine tube,
bead sight and bayonet lug. The original box with manual and catalog are included. An excellent example of these military styled
shotguns. (48578-66) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2198. H I-POINT MODEL 4595TS SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #R05355, 45 ACP, 17 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original blue with a few light handling marks present. The black composite stock rates excellent and features a picatinny
top and lower rails. The lower rails hold a folding foregrip, flash light and laser sight. The original box, lock and two detachable magazines
are included. An excellent example of these economical carbines. (48717-82) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(250/350)
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2199. G ERMAN SPORT GUNS MODEL GSG-522 SD LW SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #A535380, 22 LR, 16 1/2” shrouded barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original matte blue finish with only a few light handling marks. The rubberized
and black composite furniture rate excellent. Carbine is equipped with the original sight and has a Center Point red dot sight mounted to
the picatinny rail. The sight is operational and features both red and green dots. No magazine is included. An excellent example overall.
(48634-18) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2200. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #AB541218M, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel with screw-in choke
and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original parkerized finish with some light handling wear present. Shotgun
is equipped with a Choate pistolgrip buttstock, forearm and extended magazine tube, all of which rate excellent. The barrel is marked for 2
3/4” – 3 1/2” shells, however the receiver is the standard model and not capable of handling the “Super Magnum” loads. A single modified
choke is included. (48717-86) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(200/300)
2201. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #421200V, 12 ga., 30” plain barrel choked full
with a bright, excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue that is toning to brown with light fading along
the edges. The ribbed walnut forearm and pistolgrip buttstock rate very good and have light dings and other handling marks
throughout. The buttstock is fitted with a brown Pachmayr vented recoil pad. A very good 1968 example overall that should
make a decent field gun. (48623-6) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2202. MOSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN TWO BARREL SET serial #J563178, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel choked
modified with an excellent bore, 18 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 9899% original blue and anodized finish that has some light handling marks and light edge wear. The hardwood stocks rate near
excellent with some light handling marks and small dings. An excellent all-purpose combination shotgun for your hunting and
shooting needs. (48607-3) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2203. W INCHESTER MODEL 63 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #32540A, 22 LR, 23” barrel with a very good bore unfortunately showing a
bulge a few inches from the muzzle. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 98% professionally reapplied blue with a few light scratches,
freckles and some patches of light pinprick pitting underneath the newer finish. The markings on the barrel are still quite clear and crisp. The
smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend remain in very good condition as lightly refinished with a chip forming at the toe, scattered
flaking finish, small dings, handling marks and an older repaired crack running the length of the forend on the right side. The original open
sights are intact and the tube magazine is present. A nicely restored example overall. (138487-4) {C&R}
(300/400)
2204. JAPANESE TYPE 94 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY NAGOYA KOKUBUNJI serial #18575, 8mm Nambu, 3 5/8” barrel with an about very
good bore showing strong rifling and some light pinprick pitting throughout. The metal surfaces of this July 1941-dated pistol retain about
55% original blue thinning throughout with large areas worn to gunmetal, patches of moderate pitting, freckling and light oxidation staining.
The trigger and magazine safety retain some hints of straw color but have mostly toned to dull gray and all of the screw heads show some
minor slot damage. The checkered black Bakelite grips remain in good overall condition with flecks of white paint, staining, scuffs and small
chips scattered about. The magazine is numbered 614 but is a correct early magazine retaining most of its nickel plate with some scattered
flaking and oxidation mostly on the base. All other serialized parts are matching but the recoil spring retaining cap is missing which causes
the slide to not fully retract. A good representative example of a rather early Type 94 that would most likely be fully functional once a new
spring cap is located. (138445-6) {C&R}
(200/400)
2205. ALLEN & WHEELOCK SIDEHAMMER PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #164, .32 cal, 4” octagon barrel with a good bore showing
strong rifling, frosting and oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol have mostly toned to a pleasing mix of gray and brown
with some strong streaks of original bright blue in the protected areas and some freckling, oxidation staining and scattered dings more
prominent at the muzzle. The markings on the barrel are crisp and clear and the forest scene on the cylinder remains very nice, although
some small areas are obscured by patches of light pitting and staining. The hammer nose displays a little damage, the left front sight dovetail
has broken off and the mainspring is missing. The smooth walnut grips are stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in about good overall
condition with a number of dings and abrasions scattered throughout. All serialized parts appear to be matching and the mechanism still
times and locks up properly. This pistol would make for an excellent repair candidate. (138512-9) {ANTIQUE}
(300/400)
2206. U NMARKED BRITISH DOUBLE ACTION PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #305, about .48 cal, 5 1/4” octagon barrel with a good
bore showing strong rifling, some moderate frosting and oxidation. The barrel on this pistol retains about 15% original bright blue streaks with
the remainder toned to lightly oxidized brown with numerous tool marks, dings and patches of light oxidation staining. The frame is mostly
a dull grayish brown with similar scattered oxidation staining as well as a large pit on the backstrap. The cylinder retains some strong hints
of case-hardened colors mostly toned to brown with some oxidation staining. The gun is embellished with some very fine foliate scroll on
the frame and the barrel and cylinder are marked with British proofs. The checkered walnut grips remain in very good plus condition with a
few handling marks and scattered chipped points. One frontstrap screw is a modern replacement and the gun is missing its triggerguard,
loading lever and all of the nipples. Barrel-to-frame fit is a little loose, the hammer does not hold on full cock but double action is very solid
with good timing and lock up just a little loose. No doubt this revolver was a fine specimen in its day and it would probably make for a good
restoration project today. (138512-8) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2207. STEVENS OLD MODEL POCKET PISTOL serial #2005, 30 Short RF, 3 1/2” part round part octagon barrel with an about good bore
showing good rifling, frosting and oxidation throughout. The barrel of this pistol retains about 85% original nickel finish with flaking,
bubbling and patches of oxidation staining. The brass frame is a lovely dark patina with numerous scratches on the sideplate and slot
damage of the sideplate screw. The smooth rosewood grips are pencil-numbered to the gun and remain in very good condition with
mostly flaked finish, some light dings and handling marks. Barrel is matching to the frame and the pistol is functional, although the
extractor is missing. (138512-7) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
2208. S PANISH RUBY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #57330, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright very good bore showing a little frosting
throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 92% original blue with high edge wear, light freckling, scattered scratches and
handling marks. The black checkered hard rubber grips are marked “ROYAL” and remain in very good condition with some chipped
points, scuffs, minor dings and a small crack in the left panel through the “O”. The left side of the slide is marked in French “FABRIQUE
D’ARMES de GUERRE CAL 7/65” and the left side frame has a small “MADE IN SPAIN” stamp at the rear. The pistol is equipped with
a lanyard ring and includes one nickel-plated magazine that may be a replacement. Many pistols of this style were purchased by France
during World War One. (138523-25) {C&R}
(150/250)
2209. B ERETTA MODEL 1935 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #576386, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this 1944-dated pistol retain about 94% parkerized finish with some high edge wear, toning to silver along the slide, small scratches
and handling marks. The black plastic steel-backed grips remain in very good condition with a few dings, scuffs and tiny chips throughout.
The slide and barrel are matching the frame and the pistol includes two original magazines and a later brown leather flap holster that is in
very good overall condition showing some minor cracking and scuffs. A very nice example of a late-war Beretta for the military collector.
(138050-502) {C&R}
(275/375)
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2210. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON HAMMERLESS FIRST MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #1166, 32 S&W, 5” barrel
with a bright near excellent bore showing a little scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% original blue with
some thinning and freckling along the barrel, minor flaking to brown on the gripstraps and triggerguard and a turn line on the cylinder. The
trigger and latch retain some hints of case-hardened colors mostly toning to a smooth gray. The black checkered hard rubber grips are
scratch-numbered to the gun and remain in near excellent condition with a few small dings, handling marks and a small scuff in the logo
on the left panel. All serialized parts appear to be matching and the mechanism functions fairly well although the trigger return is a little
sluggish and the cylinder stop spring has weakened causing it to not lock up every now and then. Barrel-to-frame fit is a little loose but this
revolver remains a very good example with a scarcer barrel length. (138426-134) {C&R}
(100/175)
2211. U.S. REVOLVER CO. AUTOMATIC HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #53835, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright near
excellent bore showing a little frosting throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 89% original nickel finish with some
flaking to brown on the gripstraps, a line of flaking along the right side frame and some further more minor bubbling and freckling. The
triggerguard retains nearly all of its original blue finish with some minor high edge wear and freckling. The trigger, hammer and latch retain
a healthy amount of rather nice case-hardened colors with some toning to silver and operational wear. The black checkered hard rubber
grips remain in very good plus condition with a few minor scuffs and a small chip at the base of the left panel. Lockup is a little loose but
timing is solid and barrel-to-frame fit is excellent. This revolver was made by Iver Johnson as an even more “budget-oriented” product and
does not feature their famous transfer bar “Hammer the Hammer” system. (138514-2) {C&R}
(75/125)
2212. E NGRAVED BELGIAN FOLDING TRIGGER TOP BREAK REVOLVER BY N. LEDENT 22 RF, 2 3/8” barrel with a very good
bore showing a little frosting and a few tiny pits. The metal surfaces of this endearing little revolver retain about 97% original nickel
finish with a few small areas flaking to oxidized gray, some scratches, small dings and handling marks. The metal surfaces are lightly
engraved with very nice foliate scroll and the topstrap is shaped into a rather elegant scallop where it meets with the barrel. The revolver wears a set of antique ivory grips that show some nice patina and striations. The frame is marked by the maker under the grip
“N. LEDENT”. Barrel-to-frame fit is excellent and timing and lockup are very solid although one chamber tends to advance backwards
upon trigger release. The mechanism is double and single action and, surprisingly, features a rebounding hammer. Really a rather
nicely made petite top break. (138514-26) {C&R}
(200/400)
2213. U NMARKED BELGIAN LEFAUCHEUX-STYLE PINFIRE REVOLVER serial #530, 7mm Pinfire, 3 1/2” octagon barrel with an about
good bore showing strong rifling, frosting and a few patches of moderate oxidation. The metal surfaces of this little folding trigger revolver
retain about 87% reapplied high polish blue with some areas toning to brownish plum on the right side frame and barrel, some tiny bluedover pinprick pitting, light freckling and a couple small dings. The hammer is a rather nice highly polished straw color. The smooth walnut
grips remain in about very good condition overall. The left panel is very nice retaining a healthy amount of original varnish and showing just
a few small dings and scuffs. The right panel appears to have been cleaned and is now rather shy of the frame in some areas along with a
few small cracks and dings. The loading gate and ejector rod are intact and the mechanism functions very well in both single and double
action. An interesting and rather nicely refinished example. (138525-15) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2214. S PENCER SAFETY HAMMERLESS REVOLVER serial #8607, 32 CF, 3” barrel with a fair bore showing visible rifling and moderate
oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces of this Maltby, Henley & Co. branded revolver retain about 90% original nickel finish with a few
areas and high edges worn to ochre brass, a few scattered flakes and numerous small scratches and tiny dings throughout. The trigger
and cylinder stop have toned mostly to smooth gray. The original black checkered floral pattern hard rubber grips are present but the right
panel has an about 1 1/2” chip at its top edge. The left panel remains in near excellent condition with some minor smoothing and a few
handling marks. Both are scratch-numbered to the gun by assembly number. Timing is solid with lockup a little loose overall. These interesting revolvers feature a one-piece brass frame and barrel and a safety button at the rear of the frame. This revolver is a very nice example
overall. (138523-19) {ANTIQUE}
(300/400)
2215. FABRIQUE NATIONALE MODEL 1900 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #714617, 32 ACP, 4” barrel with a very good bore showing
some frosting throughout. The metal surfaces of this Belgian military-marked pistol retain about 90% original blue with some high edge
wear, scratches, scattered patches of pinprick pitting and some light oxidation staining. The left side of the frame is stamped with a “(Crown)
/ FJ” Belgian military acceptance stamp and all of the other markings remain clear and crisp. The grip screws show some moderate slot
damage and the black checkered horn grips remain in good overall condition with some scuffs in the logo and a small crack at the base of
the left panel and a few small dings and warping of the right panel. Visible serial numbers are matching and the pistol is functional although
the slide is sluggish upon return, perhaps a new recoil spring would alleviate this issue. One original magazine is included. Overall a nice
example of these early semi-auto pistols that saw Belgian service. (138523-11) {C&R}
(350/550)
2216. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 SECOND ISSUE REVOLVER serial #35718, 22 RF, 3 3/16” octagon barrel with an oxidized bore showing
evident rifling throughout. The barrel and cylinder of this revolver have toned to a mottled gray patina with moderate pitting and freckling
throughout. The markings are still visible but softened overall. The frame remains quite nice retaining perhaps 88-90% silver plate with some
high edge wear to brass, small scratches, dings and mild tarnishing. The grips are older replacement mother-of-pearl that are a little shy of
the frame and show some moderate chips at the corners and edges along with some discoloration. The barrel and cylinder are matching
by assembly number but barrel-to-frame fit is very loose and the hinge screw is a modern replacement. The mechanism still advances the
cylinder but lockup will require mechanical attention. Still an honest example overall. (138420-2) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2217. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AUTOMATIC EJECTION DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #G44158, 32 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel
with a bright excellent bore. This example is a large-frame variation with six-shot cylinder. It remains in very nice condition except no grips are
present. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original nickel finish with just a few small spots of freckling scattered about, some tiny dings,
scratches and handling marks. The triggerguard retains a similar amount of its original blue with a few minor freckles. The hammer, trigger
and latch retain strong case-hardened colors with some mild toning to silvery gray along with some operational wear. All parts appear to be
matching, barrel-to-frame fit is excellent and timing and lockup are very strong in both double and single action. A really nice example that
would benefit from a new pair of grips. (138490-3) {C&R}
(100/200)
2218. I MPERIAL ARMS CO. SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A4551, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with an about
very good bore showing strong rifling and some light oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 85% original
nickel finish with scattered patches flaking to gray, numerous small dings and scratches throughout. The triggerguard, trigger and latch
have mostly toned to smooth gray. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in near excellent condition with a few small scuffs and
minor dings, although they are a little shy of the frame in some areas. The barrel does not latch flush with the frame although it does stay
secured, timing and lockup are still quite solid and the hammer either does not rebound by design or this feature is no longer functional.
(138523-26) {C&R}
(50/75)
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2219. HOPKINS & ALLEN XL NO. 2 1/2 REVOLVER serial #169, 32 RF, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with a very good bore showing strong rifling
and some small patches of light oxidation. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 92% original nickel finish with some toning to
brownish gray on the gripstraps, overall clouding, some tiny patches of light freckling and flaking along with a few scratches. The hammer
still retains generous amount of case-hardened colors. The smooth rosewood grips remain in near excellent condition retaining most of their
original varnish with some minor handling marks and flaking at the high edges. The right panel is pencil-numbered to the gun and the left
is un-numbered. All serialized parts are matching but the mechanism will require some minor mechanical attention as the trigger spring is
either broken or missing so the trigger no longer engages the hammer. When manual pressure is applied to the rear of the trigger the gun
locks up and times perfectly so this may prove to be a relatively simple fix. (138514-22) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2220. H OPKINS & ALLEN “ALLEN 22” SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #1351, 22 RF, 2” barrel with an about good bore showing
string rifling and some light oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces of this little revolver retain about 95% original nickel finish with a few
small freckles, tiny flakes, scratches and overall dulling. The hammer and trigger are mostly a smooth gray patina. The black checkered hard
rubber grips are scratch-numbered to the gun and remain in about very good condition although there is an about 1/2” chip at the base
of the left panel along with some scattered minor scuffs and handling marks. All visible serialized parts are matching and the revolver still
functions well with good timing and lockup just a little loose. (138514-23) {ANTIQUE}
(75/100)
2221. ALLEN & WHEELOCK 32 CENTER HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #286, 32 RF, 4” octagon barrel with an oxidized
bore still showing evident rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol show remnants of an older reapplied blue that is toning to plum overall with some patches worn to gray and old cleaned spots of light pitting throughout. The “ALLEN & WHEELOCK”
marking has softened a fair amount but still remains visible. The hammer and trigger are a mottled silver-gray. The sights are intact
and this example does not feature an ejector. The smooth walnut grips are stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in very good
condition with flakes of original varnish, some small chips at the corners and some other minor handling marks. The mechanism still
functions normally. (138514-35) {ANTIQUE}
(250/350)
2222. E NGRAVED OTIS A. SMITH “NEW MODEL” POCKET REVOLVER serial #30712, 32 RF, 3” barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces of this solid frame revolver retain about 94% original nickel finish with some flaking to oxidized gray mostly along the cylinder,
numerous small scratches, minor bubbling and verdigris on the frame and barrel. This example is engraved with rather crude foliate scrollwork on the frame, barrel and cylinder. The topstrap is marked only “SMITH’S NEW MODEL”. The black checkered “OAS”-marked hard
rubber grips are pencil-numbered to the gun and remain in very good plus condition with a few small dings, handling marks and some light
staining. The revolver still functions rather well with good timing and lockup just a bit loose. These revolvers feature an interesting one-piece
brass frame and barrel and this is a very solid overall example. (138408-3) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2223. R EMINGTON NEW MODEL NO. 4 REVOLVER serial #18778, 38 RF, 2 1/2” barrel with a very good plus bore showing just a little bit
of minor oxidation. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 87% original nickel finish with some scattered patches of light freckling
and flaking to grayish brown along with some minor dulling, scratches and handling marks. A few of the screw heads still retain some hints
of fire temper blue and the barrel marking remains very clear. The checkered hard rubber grips remain in very good plus condition with a
few chipped points, some minor smoothing and handling marks. The mechanism still functions very well with a robust hammer and solid
timing and lockup. A very nice overall example. (138408-1) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2224. HOPKINS & ALLEN X. L. I. DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #4327, 22 RF, 4 1/2” octagon barrel with a very good bore showing
just a little frosting and a few spots of oxidation. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 82% original nickel finish with moderate
flaking to oxidized brown, some freckling, scratches and handling marks. The trigger and hammer are mostly a smooth gray with some
hints of case-hardened colors. The black checkered hard rubber grips have an added coat of black paint but remain in otherwise very good
condition with some minor flaking and handling marks. This revolver features a rebounding hammer, solid timing and lockup a little loose
overall. (138426-135) {C&R}
(50/75)
2225. SWISS MODEL 1878 VETTERLI BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY WAFFENFABRIK BERN serial #195300, 41 Swiss RF, 33 1/4” barrel
with a very good plus bore showing just a few patches of light oxidation. The metal surfaces of this rifle appear to be mostly oxidized brown
but the exact condition is difficult to discern as almost all of the metal is covered with a heavy protective lacquer which shows some light
crackling and flaking throughout. The walnut buttstock and forend remain in very good condition as lightly refinished with the usual dings,
dents and handling marks one would expect along with a tight 1 1/2” crack at the bottom rear of the forend. The buttstock shows some
rather nice figure and most of the Swiss stamps are still quite clear. The barrel and receiver are matching, the cleaning rod is present and
the bolt has not been converted to center fire. (138441-93) {ANTIQUE}
(175/275)
2226. S WISS MODEL 1869/71 VETTERLI BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY KELLER serial #105606, 41 Swiss RF, 33 1/4” barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle are mostly a dull oxidized brown and gray throughout. The walnut buttstock
and checkered forend remain in very good condition with worn finish overall, some scattered light staining, the usual small dings,
dents and handling marks. All of the stock cartouches are very crisp. The barrel and receiver are matching, the cleaning rod is
missing and the bolt has not been converted to center fire. The bolt and lifter operate a little sluggish and probably just have to
have a nice cleaning. (138441-22) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2227. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA serial #2489, 7.7 Arisaka, 25 1/2” barrel with a bright very good
bore showing a little frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 2nd series rifle have mostly toned to dull silvery gray with freckling,
oxidation staining and some streaks of original blue throughout. The Asian hardwood stock remains in very good condition retaining a healthy
amount of original finish and showing the usual minor dings, dents and small chips throughout. The monopod and dustcover are no longer
present and the Chrysanthemum has been completely ground away. The anti-aircraft sights are intact, a long cleaning rod is present and
all parts of the bolt and the front band are matching the receiver. This rifle also includes what appears to be an original canvas sling that
has hardened over time and shows some minor scuffs and handling marks. Overall a rather nice example of a Type 99 rifle for the military
collector. (138441-10) {C&R}
(300/500)
2228. B RITISH ENFIELD NO. 4 MK I* BY SAVAGE serial #27C8681, 303 British, 25” barrel with a bright excellent two-groove bore. The
metal surfaces of this rifle have mostly toned to dark gray with scattered silvering, freckling and light oxidation staining. The walnut stocks
remain in very good condition. They are serialized to the gun just under the forward barrel band and show some minor dings, dents, scratches
and perhaps a little added finish. The receiver has four added holes for attaching an after-market scope mount, one magazine is included
which is serialized to the gun and the bolt is mismatched, although it is a Savage-made bolt numbered 57C2217. Included is a Weaver T01
Enfield scope mount with 1” rings. Still a rather nice example that may still prove to be a good shooter. (138441-36) {C&R}
(300/400)
2229. M ELIOR MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #22269, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an about good bore showing strong rifling
and some light oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces of this interesting FN Browning 1900-style pistol retain about 70% original blue
with high edge wear, lightly oxidized gripstraps, scattered freckling, scratches, patches of light oxidation staining and pinprick pitting. The
bolt remains mostly bright and the extractor retains most of its nice fire temper blue. There is a circled “(Crown) / HR” stamp on the left side
triggerguard and all visible serial numbers are matching. The black checkered horn grips feature the name “Melior” in script and remain
in about good overall condition with light crackling throughout, two 1/2” chips and cracks on the right panel near the screws and a small
chip and cracking by the lower screw of the left panel. This rather scarce pistol features front and rear serrations, a left-side button heel
magazine release and includes one original magazine. (136520-2115) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
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2230. JACOB RUPERTUS SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER 38 RF, 3 1/8” barrel with a very good bore showing some light frosting throughout.
The barrel of this revolver is correctly marked only with “EMPIRE PAT.NOV.21.71”. The metal surfaces retain about 92% original nickel finish
with some discoloration and minor dulling throughout, some scratches, light staining and a few small flakes. The trigger and hammer still
retain some nice remnants of case-hardened colors with some toning to gray and minor freckling. The smooth walnut grips remain in near
excellent condition retaining the majority of their original varnish with some scattered light flaking, small dings and handling marks. The
mechanism will require some minor mechanical attention as the trigger spring is broken and no longer engages the hammer. When manual
pressure is applied to the rear of the trigger the mechanism functions very well but hangs up on just one chamber. Still a very nice looking
example overall. (138547-37) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2231. IVER JOHNSON DEFENDER 89 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #1501, 22 RF, 2 1/4” barrel with an about good bore showing
strong rifling, frosting and some light oxidation. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 97% original nickel finish with a few small
flakes to oxidized brown, scattered dings, scratches and handling marks. The smooth walnut grips remain in very good plus condition with
some crackling varnish, some small dings and a tiny chip at the toe of the right panel. Timing is very solid with lockup just a little loose.
(138514-24) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
2232. S MITH & WESSON NO. 1 1/2 SINGLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #29633, 32 S&W, 3 1/2” barrel with an about
very good bore showing some light oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% original nickel finish with
some scattered flakes toning to oxidized brown and gray, small scratches, handling marks and some dulling overall. The hammer still retains
some nice case-hardened colors with some freckling and operational wear. The barrel markings are crisp and most of the screw heads
show some slot damage. The checkered hard rubber grips remain in near excellent condition with a few small dings, handling marks and
some scratches at the bases of both panels. The right panel is numbered to the gun and the left is un-numbered. All visible serialized parts
are matching and timing and lockup are solid except for one chamber where the timing is off a bit. Still a rather nice example of these little
revolvers. (138530-23) {ANTIQUE}
(150/225)
2233. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY KOKURA serial #52776, 7.7 Arisaka, 25 1/2” barrel with a fair bore
showing strong rifling but moderate oxidation in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 22nd series are mostly a mix of gray and silver with
scattered scratches, moderate oxidation staining, freckling on the tangs, triggerguard and floorplate mostly worn to gunmetal. The Asian
hardwood stock has been rather aggressively cleaned with no finish remaining, a few small dings, scratches and handling marks. The bolt
is not matching the gun (574) but all of its component parts are matching each other. The Chrysanthemum has two slashes through it, the
anti-aircraft sights are intact and an original long cleaning rod is included. (138441-14) {C&R}
(100/200)
2234. ITALIAN CARCANO M91 TS BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY BRESCIA serial #V1364, 6.5 Carcano, 17 3/4” barrel with a good bore
showing strong rifling and some darkness and oxidation in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain about 90% possibly arsenal-reapplied
blue with some oxidation at the barrel shank and rear sight, scattered freckling and some patches of old pinprick pitting. All of the various
markings are still clear and the barrel is dated 1916. The hardwood stock and handguard have been lightly cleaned and remain in about
good overall condition with a large about 2” chip behind the upper tang that appears to have been an arsenal repair but is now loose, a
1” crack behind this chip, another thin crack on the handguard near the rear sight and some further dings and handling marks. The stock
is mismatched and the heel sling swivel has been filled in. An about good overall example of these handy carbines that has probably seen
arsenal refurbishment. (138441-88) {C&R}
(100/150)
2235. J. C. HIGGINS MODEL 30 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing a little frosting. The metal
surfaces of this Sears, Roebuck and Co. branded rifle retain about 96% blue and phosphate finishes with a few spots of light oxidation
staining on the barrel, some scratches and high edge wear of the phosphate finish on the frame. The smooth pistolgrip walnut buttstock and
forend remain in about good condition as refinished with a heavy coat of varnish, a flexing 2 1/2” crack at the left side frame panel, some
small dings, scratches and spots of flaking varnish. The original black plastic J. C. Higgins buttplate is intact, the magazine tube is present,
the gun is sighted with plain iron sights and the retractable sling appears to be jammed. (138498-8) {C&R}
(100/200)
2236. O SGOOD GUN WORKS DUPLEX REVOLVER serial #2595, 22 RF and 32 RF, 2 1/2” barrels with dark oxidized bores showing faint
rifling. The metal surfaces of this peculiar revolver have mostly toned to a dark gray patina with a few small patches of nickel finish, light
oxidation staining and small dings scattered about. The markings are still visible, the topstrap is marked “DUPLEX” and a number of the
screw heads show some slot damage. The trigger spring appears to be a replacement and the hand spring is missing. The black checkered
hard rubber grips remain in very good plus condition with a few tiny chips, small dings and handling marks. Barrel-to-frame fit is just a little
loose but the mechanism will require some mechanical attention as the hand is not functional. (138408-2) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2237. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOYO KOGYO serial #51574, 7.7 Arisaka, 25 1/2” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 31st series rifle retain about 85% original blue toning to gray throughout with some high edge
wear, scattered freckling, scratches and light oxidation staining. A number of the screw heads show some light slot damage and the screw
forward of the floorplate shows heavier damage. The Asian hardwood stock remains in about very good condition as cleaned with a faint
inspection mark, the usual dings, dents and small chips. There is a tight crack at the left side recoil bolt and a more prominent ding on the
left side under the grasping groove. The rifle is equipped with a monopod rear band (with no monopod present), an anti-aircraft rear sight
assembly missing its arms, no cleaning rod or dust cover are present, the Chrysanthemum had been ground and all of the bolt parts are
matching the receiver. Still a solid example for the military collector. (138441-13) {C&R}
(150/250)
2238. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA serial #40625, 7.7 Arisaka, 25 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this no series rifle show moderate oxidation and light pitting throughout with strong streaks of original
blue scattered about in the protected areas. The Asian hardwood stock remains in about very good condition with an added light coat of
varnish and the usual scattered dings, dents and small chips. No dust cover is present but the monopod and anti-aircraft sights are intact
although the left arm of the sight is loose. The Chrysanthemum is fully intact, a long cleaning rod is present and the rifle includes an original
rubberized canvas sling that is in rather poor condition. It has hardened significantly with patches of rubber flaked off, cracking throughout
and oxidation of the metal parts. There are Kanji characters painted on the sling that are still very legible. The front band is matching but the
bolt is mismatched, the body and safety knob are numbered 868 and the firing pin is numbered 518 and the rear of the firing pin is also
cracked. This rifle is still a solid example with a number of desirable features. (138441-11) {C&R}
(300/400)
2239. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOYO KOGYO serial #65017, 7.7 Arisaka, 25 1/2” barrel with an about
very good bore showing some light oxidation and frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 34th series “last ditch” rifle show remnants of an older reapplied blue that has mostly toned to smooth gray with some spots of light pitting underneath the newer finish, light
oxidation staining and freckling throughout. The Asian hardwood stock has an unrepaired duffle cut and remains in fair overall condition
with an added dark finish, some scattered flaking, small dings, scratches, the number “31” carved into the handguard and a 2 1/4” chip at
the toe. The buttplate is an aluminum replacement that also has the number “31” punched into it. The bolt is mismatched numbered 120
throughout, no cleaning rod is present and the Chrysanthemum is completely intact. (138441-59) {MODERN}
(75/100)
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2240. B RITISH NO. 5 MK. 1 BOLT ACTION “JUNGLE CARBINE” BY ROF FAZAKERLEY serial #R9456, 303 British, 19” barrel with
a very good plus bore showing some frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this September 1945-dated carbine about 90%
reapplied parkerized finish with some minor thinning, scratches and some scattered patches of light pitting underneath the newer
finish. The hardwood stocks remain in about very good condition as lightly refinished with a few scattered professionally repaired
chips, most notably at the pistolgrip, some large dark patches of varnish on the butt, some smaller scattered dings, handling marks
and an about 6 1/2” moderate scratch at the right underside of the stock. The butt is fitted with an aftermarket red rubber ventilated pad that shows some light staining and scuffs. The bolt and magazine are both matching and the rifle includes a green military
canvas sling. (138476-56) {MODERN}
(300/400)
2241. N ORWEGIAN MODEL 1912 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY KONGSBERG (SPORTERIZED) serial #29002, 6.5x55mm, 24”
barrel with an about very good bore showing strong rifling, frosting and a few spots of light oxidation. This rifle has been sporterized by
removing the handguard, thinning down the forward portions of the stock by removing the rear band and finger grooves. The front band
hardware has also been mostly removed with the bayonet assembly gone and just the foremost band present. The receiver is dated 1925
and the metal surfaces retain about 90% professionally reapplied blue with some high edge wear, some thinning along the barrel, light
freckling and some spots toning to plum. The hardwood pistolgrip stock remains in very good condition with a thin about 1/2” hairline
crack at the upper tang, a 1” crack left side below the rear sight, a small bone inlay on the toeline and some scattered smaller dings and
scratches. What appears to be the original cleaning rod is included, the original sights are intact and all visibly numbered parts appear to
be matching except for the buttplate (18604). Although heavily modified, this rifle is in a great caliber and would probably make for a fun
shooter. (138476-46) {MODERN}
(250/350)
2242. ITALIAN CARCANO M41 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TERNI serial #C5580, 6.5 Carcano, 27” barrel with a good bore showing
strong rifling, darkness in the grooves and some scattered oxidation. The metal surfaces of this 1941-dated rifle retain about 90%
plus dull arsenal blue with some high edge wear, some small dings, scattered small patches of oxidation staining and some freckling.
The bolt has toned mostly to dull lightly oxidized gray. The hardwood stock is marked “MADE IN ITALY” on the right side butt and
remains in about good overall condition with a thin 1 1/2” crack at the upper tang, some more significant drying cracks at the left side
butt and some further small dings and handling marks. The left side of the butt has also been rather crudely sanded, the sling cutout
has been filled in and the toeline swivel is missing. Also missing are the handguard, rear barrel band, front sight blade, cleaning rod
and front band screw. (138441-33) {C&R}
(50/75)
2243. JAPANESE TYPE 99 SNIPER RIFLE BY KOKURA (SPORTERIZED) serial #338, 300 Savage, 25 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This is an original sniper rifle that has unfortunately been re-chambered for 300 Savage, although the bore appears to have not been
changed in any way. The metal surfaces are mostly a mix of dull gray and silver with some patches of light oxidation staining and freckling.
There are two added shallow holes on the barrel about two inches forward of the rear sight. The Asian hardwood stock remains in about
very good condition with the usual scattered dings, dents, small chips and handling marks. The stock has been shortened to about where
the rear barrel band would be, no barrel bands, rear sling swivel or the handguard are present, the scope mount is missing and the rear
sight assembly has been cut down to a small flip-up arrangement with just the aperture and a modified notch. The Chrysanthemum has
been ground and the bolt is all matching with the receiver. (138441-64) {MODERN}
(125/225)
2244. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOYO KOGYO (SPORTERIZED) serial #11849, 7.7 Arisaka, 25 1/2”
barrel with a near excellent bore showing a little frosting. The metal surfaces of this 30th series rifle have been coated in a heavy protective
lacquer throughout with some scattered flaking and a few spots of oxidation staining. The Asian hardwood stock has been cut down and
is now about 27 1/2” in overall length with crude checkering at the grip, three added sling swivel holes and a brass rod at the tip. The
stock shows some further small dings, dents, scratches, a 1 1/2” crack along the toeline, a 1 1/2” repaired chip near the tip and an added
finish. The bolt handle has been crudely turned down and the body and safety knob are numbered 543, with the extractor and firing pin
un-numbered. The Chrysanthemum is completely intact and the rifle appears to be fully functional. (138441-66) {MODERN}
(25/75)
2245. W INCHESTER MODEL 77 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #41940, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of
this tube magazine rifle retain about 95% original blue with some patches of reapplied blue on the left side barrel covering up some pinprick
pitting. The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock remains in near excellent condition with a few small dings, scratches and handling marks scattered about. The black checkered Winchester buttpad is very nice with just a little staining and flaked of white paint and the stock is fitted
with sling swivels. The rifle is fitted with a Weaver 22 Tip-Off scope mount that holds a Weaver B6 scope with crosshair reticle and cloudy
optics and the original iron sights are also intact. Really a very nice example overall. (138493-6) {C&R}
(250/450)
2246. SAVAGE MODEL 24 COMBINATION GUN serial #ZJ, 22 LR / 410 Bore, 24” barrels with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces
of the barrels retain about 95% original blue with a few spots of thinning, some small patches of light oxidation staining, tiny dings, scratches and freckling. The frame retains very strong case-hardened colors with the right side and base toning to brown with some scattered
freckling and light oxidation staining. The smooth pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend remain in about very good condition with a deep
1 1/2” scratch on the toeline, a 1” abrasion just above this scratch, a tiny chip at the rear forend, a small hairline crack at lower tang and 1
1/2” and 1/2” hairline cracks at the upper tang. The black grooved hard rubber buttpad shows a few prominent dings but remains in very
good condition overall and the triggerguard retains about 60% flaking black paint. The gun is sighted with standard open rifle sights. A very
good example of these handy over under combination guns. (138496-3) {C&R}
(300/400)
2247. C Z-27 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #368073, 32 ACP, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this fnh-coded pistol
retain about 97% original blue and phosphate finishes with some light high edge wear, scattered scratches, small dings and handling marks.
The hammer, trigger and extractor retain most of their original straw color with some minor freckling and silvering. The dark brown checkered
Bakelite grips remain in near excellent condition showing a few minor dings, tiny chips and handling marks. The top of the slide and side
of the chamber are marked with Nazi eagles and the right side of the frame is stamped with a “(Eagle) / WaA76” Waffenamt. One original
magazine is included and this pistol is an excellent example for the military collector. (138050-639) {C&R}
(250/400)
2248. C Z-27 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #351392, 32 ACP, 4” barrel with a bright very good bore showing just a little frosting throughout.
The metal surfaces of this fnh-coded pistol retain about 95% original blue and phosphate finishes with high edge wear, gripstrap thinning
to silver, a number of small scratches and scattered dings on the sideplate. The hammer, trigger, extractor and grip screws retain some very
nice straw color with some light silvering and freckling. The dark brown checkered Bakelite grips remain in excellent condition with a few
small dings and handling marks. The top of the slide and side of the chamber are marked with Nazi eagles and the right side of the frame
is stamped with a “(Eagle) / WaA76” Waffenamt. One original magazine is included. (138050-633) {C&R}
(200/400)
2249. U.S. MODEL 1899 KRAG BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY (SPORTERIZED) serial #284224, 30-40
Krag, 22” barrel with a bright very good bore showing a little frosting throughout and a few spots of minor oxidation. The metal surfaces
of this rifle retain about 92% reapplied blue with some thinning to gray along the high edges, a few small dings, scratches and a few small
spots of light oxidation staining. The straight grip walnut stock remains in very good condition as lightly refinished with thin about 1” cracks
at the upper tang and left side by the receiver cutout, a few old dings, small chips and some minor oil soaking at the butt. Despite the light
cleaning the 1900-dated stock cartouche is still quite visible along with the “Circle P” proof behind the triggerguard. This carbine has been
neatly sporterized by removing the hand guard, original rear sight assembly and front sight. The new front sight is a ramped Lyman silver
bead and the receiver has been fitted with a Redfield adjustable aperture sight that is missing its screw-in aperture. The sling swivels are
still intact. Overall a rather nicely done Krag sporter that will probably still be a good shooter. (138476-47) {MODERN}
(200/300)
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2250. M OSSBERG MODEL 342 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain
perhaps 60% original blue in the more protected areas, the remainder toning to grayish brown with scattered freckling and light oxidation
staining. The smooth pistolgrip Monte Carlo-style stock with folding black plastic forend remains in about very good condition with some
areas of flaking finish, scattered small dings, scratches and handling marks. The rifle is mounted with a period Weaver 22 Tip-Off scope
mount that holds a Weaver B6 scope with crosshair reticle and slightly cloudy but very usable optics. The original front sight post is still
present. Also included are a single magazine and tan canvas sling that shows some oxidation on the metal parts, staining on the canvas
and minor fraying throughout. (138426-70) {C&R}
(125/200)
2251. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION TRAINING RIFLE serial #40, 6.5 Arisaka Blanks, 30” smoothbore barrel showing
some spots of oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces of this training rifle have mostly toned to a lightly oxidized grayish brown with some
patches of original blue still present in the more protected areas of the receiver. The bolt is mostly a light brown patina overall. The Asian
hardwood stock and handguard remain in about good condition as lightly cleaned with a 2” flexing crack and small chip below the bolt handle, some small drying cracks at the upper tang and rear of handguard and some further small chips, dings, tiny drying cracks and handling
marks. The right side of the butt has a small metal plaque with Kanji characters and the number “61”. All parts of the bolt are matching and
the rear sling swivel and cleaning rod are missing. An interesting and fully functional Japanese training rifle. (138441-91) {C&R}(100/200)
2252. U.S. MODEL 1896 KRAG BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY (SPORTERIZED) serial #104362, 30-40
Krag, 30” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle have mostly toned to smooth gray with some small patches of
oxidation staining and areas of cleaned light pitting along the barrel, scratches, cleaned areas to gunmetal on the magazine box, scattered
freckling and pinprick pitting along the receiver. The stock has been cut down, the handguard and rear band are present. They remain in
about very good condition as refinished with a heavy coat of new varnish, a 1 1/4” repaired chip behind the left side grasping groove and
a few further scattered light dings, scratches and handling marks. The rear sling swivel is present and the original rear sight assembly and
front sight blade are intact. This rifle still ought to make for a good shooter. (138476-48) {ANTIQUE}
(175/250)
2253. U.S. MODEL 1898 KRAG BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY (SPORTERIZED) serial #399074, 30-40
Krag, 22” barrel with a very good bore showing a little frosting and a few spots of light oxidation. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about
90% reapplied blue with some overall thinning and small spots of oxidation staining along the barrel. The receiver and magazine assembly
have mostly toned to plum with some high edge wear and light scattered freckling. The straight grip walnut stock remains in very good
condition as lightly refinished with a very small thin crack behind the left side magazine assembly, some further small dings and light handling marks. The buttpad is a red rubber replacement in poor condition that has flattened and deformed. The sling swivels are commercial
replacements, the handguard, original rear sight assembly and front sight have been removed. The front sight is now a ramped Lyman
assembly with Marble’s gold bead and the receiver is mounted with an adjustable Redfield aperture sight. This rifle still ought to be a good
shooter. (138441-23) {MODERN}
(175/250)
2254. B RITISH ENFIELD NO. 4 MK I* BY SAVAGE (SPORTERIZED) serial #60C8513, 303 British, 25” barrel with a bright excellent
two-groove bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle are mostly a lightly oxidized grayish brown throughout with light freckling and staining
throughout. The cocking knob and bolt handle show some old flaking gold varnish and the base of the magazine has been covered with
leather that is now flaking away with the exposed metal heavily oxidized. The stock has been cut down and there are no barrel bands
present. The buttstock has been reshaped into a pistolgrip Monte Carlo-style with right side cheek rest. The stocks feature a foliate pattern
handgrip area and a forest scene with two deer on the left side butt. There is no buttplate or front sight assembly present. The stock shows
a couple of vacant holes, small dings, chips, handling marks, spots of paint and a 6” crack on the underside forward of the magazine. The
bolt appears to be matching. This rifle could serve as a good parts gun or as a restoration project. (138441-90) {MODERN} (50/100)
2255. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 THIRD ISSUE REVOLVER serial #4015, 22 RF, 3 3/16” barrel with a good bore showing strong rifling,
light frosting and some oxidation throughout. The barrel and cylinder of this revolver have mostly toned to gunmetal patina with scattered freckling, light oxidation staining and some small patches of pinprick pitting. The barrel rib marking is still very crisp and clear. The
frame still retains some very nice bright blue finish, perhaps 65%, with high edge wear, gripstraps thinning to gray, freckling and a few
patches of pinprick pitting. The hammer shows a few hints of original case-hardened colors mostly toned to smooth gray. The smooth
rosewood grips remain in near excellent condition retaining a healthy amount of original varnish, some scattered flaking and a few small
dings. The right panel is stamp-numbered to the gun and the left in un-numbered. The barrel and cylinder are assembly-numbered
to the frame, timing and lockup are excellent and barrel-to-frame fit is very solid. A very nice example overall. (138315-221LS5-34)
{ANTIQUE} [Lewis T. Steadman Collection]
(300/500)
2256. C OLT OPEN TOP POCKET MODEL REVOLVER serial #76911, 22 RF, 2 3/8” barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of
the barrel and cylinder retain perhaps 60% original nickel finish with the remainder flaked to oxidized dark gray. The barrel markings are still
quite crisp and the barrel lock screw shows some rather heavy slot damage. The hammer retains some very strong fire temper blue with
the balance toned to smooth gray. The brass frame is mostly a lovely ochre patina with scattered small patches of tarnished silver plate here
and there. The smooth walnut grips are both pencil-numbered to the gun and remain in very good plus condition retaining nearly all of their
original varnish with some minor high edge flaking, a few scattered dings, dents and a small chip and scratch at the top of the right panel.
The cylinder and barrel are numbered to the gun, barrel-to-frame fit is excellent, and the mechanism functions very well with solid timing
and lockup just a little loose. A very strong example for the Colt collector. (138426-141) {ANTIQUE}
(300/400)
2257. N EW ENGLAND FIREARMS PARDNER SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #NE278780, 410 Bore, 25 1/2” barrel choked full,
3” chamber with a bright near excellent bore showing a little frosting. The barrel retains about 90% evenly thinning original dull blue with
scattered spots of light oxidation staining and freckling throughout. The frame retains most of its case-hardened colors with spots of light
oxidation and freckling throughout. The smooth hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and forend have been painted black and remain in very good
condition with a few spots of flaking, some scattered dings along the forend and a few further minor handling marks. The original black
plastic buttplate is intact with some minor scuffs throughout. This ought to be a fun little shooter. (138441-89) {MODERN}
(100/175)
2258. J.P. SAUER 38H SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #466263, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
pistol retain about 80% original and older reapplied blue. There are patches of older reapplied blue toning to plum throughout along with
high edge wear and gripstraps toning to freckled gunmetal. There is a 1/4” flaw in the metal on the left side of the slide near the muzzle and
another 1 1/4” flaw running through the slide serrations also on the left side. The black checkered plastic grips appear to be more modern
reproductions and remain in fair overall condition with a 3/4” crack on the left panel by the screw and a number of large repaired cracks
through the right panel. The right side of the pistol is marked with “(Eagle) / N” proofs and the left side triggerguard with a “(Eagle) / 37”
stamp. One magazine is included and the gun appears to function well. Although a little on the rough side, this pistol would be a good start
for the budding collector or would probably make a good shooter. (138050-575) {C&R}
(300/400)
2259. U.S. MODEL 1898 KRAG BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY (SPORTERIZED) serial #364548, 30-40 Krag,
21” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 90% professionally reapplied blue with some thinning to
gray at the muzzle, some light high edge wear, a few scattered freckles and handling marks. The barrel appears to be replaced and is marked
“30-40 Gov’t”. The checkered pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock with schnabel tip remains in excellent condition with just a few minor handling
marks. It is fitted with a black rubber Old English buttpad that shows a few scuffs and light stains. The stock is fitted with sling swivel studs
and the rifle is sighted with a Marble’s white bead front sight with hood and Lyman receiver-mounted adjustable aperture sight. Overall a
very nicely sporterized rifle that ought to be a great shooter. (138476-84) {MODERN}
(300/500)
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2260. U.S. MODEL 1892 KRAG BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY (SPORTERIZED) serial #17445, 30-40 Krag,
24” barrel with a bright very good plus bore showing a little frosting throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1894-dated rifle retain about
96% reapplied blue with some light high edge wear, a few scattered scratches and light freckling. The rifle is stocked classic style with
checkered pistolgrip and left-side flared cheek rest, the checkering is very well executed and features some rather nice foliate motifs.
There are some flattened areas but it remains quite sharp overall and the stock shows some further small dings, dents and some tight
drying cracks in the grain scattered about. The stock is fitted with a stippled steel buttplate and sling swivels and the rifle is sighted
with a Lyman black bead front sight that has a small ding on the bead and a receiver-mounted Redfield adjustable aperture sight.
There are three filled-in holes on the barrel for further mounting of sights. Overall a rather nicely sporterized rifle that ought to make
for a good shooter. (138476-85) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2261. ARMES UNIQUE MODEL L SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #628817, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 95% original blue with a spot of reapplied blue over a patch of light pitting on the right
side rear of the slide. There is some further high edge wear, scattered freckling, light scratches and handling marks. The front
sight is a little out of shape and there is some light oxidation staining on the polished hammer. The checkered bronze-colored
plastic grips remain in near excellent condition with a few minor scratches and handling marks. A rather nice little pistol that
includes one magazine. (138544-32D32561) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2262. C Z-27 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #44495, 32 ACP, 4” barrel with a very good bore showing some frosting and light oxidation in the
grooves. The metal surfaces of this Bohmische Waffenfabrik marked pistol retain about 95% original bright blue with high edge wear, light
scratches, freckling and a few small spots of light oxidation staining. The extractor and trigger retain nearly all of their nice straw color with
some mild toning to silver. The dark brown checkered Bakelite grips are in very good condition with just a triangular 3/4” chip at the top
right edge and a few further minor handling marks. The right side frame and top of slide are marked with “(Eagle) / WaA76” Waffenamts
and the barrel is Eagle-proofed. The frame, slide and sideplate are all matching and the pistol includes a single original magazine. A very
nice example with high quality early finish. (138544-20D32439) {C&R}
(300/400)
2263. DEUTSCHE WERKE ORTGIES SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #73675, 25 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing
a little light frosting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 97% original blue with a few small spots of thinning to silver on the high
edges and right side of the slide and some scattered light freckling. The extractor retains the majority of its beautiful fire temper blue and
all of the markings are very crisp. The smooth walnut grips remain in near excellent condition with worn finish and a few small dings. Both
Ortgies lion medallions are present and the gun includes one original nickel-plated magazine. An excellent example of these little pocket
pistols. (138523-24) {C&R}
(175/250)
2264. D EUTSCHE WERKE ORTGIES SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #141510, 25 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a very good bore showing some
light frosting and a few tiny pits. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 98% original matte blue with some very light high edge wear,
a few small scratches and handling marks. The smooth walnut grips remain in very good plus condition as perhaps lightly cleaned with a few
small dings and handling marks. Both intertwined “OH” medallions are present in the grips and the gun includes one original nickel-plated
magazine. An excellent example overall. (138523-17) {C&R}
(175/250)
2265. STEVENS OLD MODEL POCKET PISTOL serial #27072, 22 RF, 3 1/2” part round part octagon barrel with a dark bore showing
some evident rifling throughout. The barrel, trigger and hammer have mostly toned to smooth gray patina with light oxidation staining and
freckling. The brass frame is a lovely ochre patina with some small dings and handling marks and the barrel markings have softened just a
little bit overall. The smooth walnut grips remain in near excellent condition retaining most of their original varnish with some minor flaking,
small dings and handling marks. The pistol still functions very well, the barrel flips up with authority and the extractor is present. A rather
nice honest example of these little pistols. (138514-34) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2266. SAVAGE MODEL 1899-A LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #215787, 303 Savage, 26” barrel with an about very good bore showing
some frosting and darkness in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this rifle are mostly a mix of gunmetal and dark gray with light oxidation
staining and small patches of cleaned pinprick pitting scattered throughout. The lever still retains some strong case-hardened colors in the
more protected areas. The smooth walnut forend with schnabel tip remains in very good condition with a worn coat of added varnish, some
tiny chips along the edges, small dings and handling marks. The straight grip walnut buttstock remains in about good overall condition with
the same older worn varnish, some light staining, a repaired 2” crack left of the upper tang, an about 2” portion of synthetic filler at the toe
that has begun to chip away and crack where it meets the buttplate and a few further scratches, dings and handling marks. There are two
holes at the upper tang for mounting sights with the filler screws present and the rifle is sighted with a flip-up rear notch sight and Lyman
gold bead front sight. The mechanism operates a little sluggishly and could probably use a cleaning but this rifle may turn out to be a good
shooter grade example. (138530-7) {C&R}
(300/500)
2267. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 1900 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #296719, 12 ga, 23 7/8” shortened barrel
with a mostly bright very good bore showing some scattered pinprick pitting. The barrel retains about 80% original blue thinning to
brown throughout with some scattered freckling, light oxidation staining and handling marks. The frame is a mottled gunmetal patina
with light oxidation staining and freckling. The smooth walnut forend and pistolgrip buttstock remain in about very good condition
with a thin 1 1/2” crack at the upper tang and some further scattered small chips, dents and handling marks. The original black hard
rubber H&R logo buttplate is intact and remains in very good plus condition with a few minor scuffs and small dings. The right side of
the butt has a more modern six shot cartridge holder screwed into the wood, the stock is fitted with sling swivels and a good condition
sporting sling is included. The gun is sighted with an adjustable rear notch sight, blade front sight and includes a 44 Magnum rifled
chamber insert. (138441-84) {MODERN}
(75/125)
2268. B RITISH ENFIELD NO. 1 MK. III* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SSA (SPORTERIZED) serial #G37370, 303 British, 25” barrel with
a good bore showing strong rifling, light oxidation and darkness in the grooves. The barrel and action retain about 70% thinning arsenal blue
with toning to brownish gray throughout, high edge wear, scattered freckling and handling marks. The magazine, trigger and triggerguard
assembly have been nickel-plated retaining most of the finish with some old patches of light pitting and minor staining. The stock has been
cut down, the rear handguard is still present and the brass buttplate has been polished. The stocks remain in about very good condition
as refinished with a few spots of synthetic filler scattered about, some small chips, dings and handling marks. The original sights are intact
and the barrel and bolt body are matching the receiver. The safety is a little loose but still functional. This example is from a quite scarce
manufacturer and could make for a good restoration project. (138476-58) {MODERN}
(175/275)
2269. W INCHESTER MODEL 77 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this detachable
magazine model retain about 98% original blue with some minor operational wear and a few scattered light scratches along the barrel.
The pistolgrip walnut buttstock remains in excellent condition with a few small dings and handling marks and the checkered black plastic
buttplate is intact with some minor scuffs. One magazine is included and the original sights are present. An excellent example that would
probably make a fine shooter. (138476-43) {C&R}
(200/300)
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2270. R EMINGTON MODEL 581 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1184260, 22 S / L / LR, 18 3/4” shortened barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 95% original blue with a small patch of reapplied cold blue over light pitting on the barrel
about 3” forward of the chamber, some scratches along the right side of the barrel, toning to gray at the magazine well and some further
minor handling marks. The rifle is set up as single shot only. The pistolgrip Monte Carlo hardwood stock remains in very good condition as
lightly refinished with a few small dings and handling marks. The black checkered plastic buttplate is intact, the rifle has no iron sights and
the receiver is mounted with Weaver 1” scope rings and a Bushnell 2.5x Banner scope with duplex reticle and slightly cloudy but serviceable
optics. (138476-40) {MODERN}
(125/200)
2271. FABRIQUE NATIONALE SINGLE SHOT SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #7495, 22 LR, 23 1/2” barrel with a bright very
good bore showing a little pinprick pitting scattered throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle are a mix of blue and dark brown with old
dried grease throughout, some scattered freckling and small scratches. The markings have softened some but remain quite visible. The
checkered pistolgrip walnut stock remains in about good overall condition with a number of old dings in the checkering, light staining,
smoothed over chips, some chips by the bolt, scratches and handling marks. The stock and barrel are fitted with sling swivels, a notch rear
sight and bead front sight are present. This rifle still might make for a fun little shooter. (138486-3) {C&R}
(100/200)
2272. ASTRA MODEL 1911 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #300, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright very good bore showing some light frosting and a few small spots of pinprick pitting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain perhaps 60% original blue thinning evenly throughout
with large patches worn to gunmetal and spots of cleaned light pitting scattered throughout the slide along with some smaller spots on the
frame. The checkered hardwood grips remain in about very good condition with some dings and chipped points. The chamber is stamped
“Hope” along with “(Crown) / PG” proof and the left side triggerguard is stamped “RP”. This pistol includes one magazine that holds the
slide open on the follower. (138598-9) {C&R}
(100/200)
2273. M OSSBERG MODEL 152 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain
about 96% original blue with some scattered freckling, light high edge wear and a few small spots of oxidation staining. The pistolgrip
Monte Carlo walnut stock with flip down wood forend remains in about very good condition with numerous small dings, scratches and
handling marks scattered throughout. The sling swivels and original sights are intact, a single magazine is included and the rifle has a
Mossberg M4D scope mounted to the receiver. The scope shows some light oxidation staining by the adjustment knobs but remains in
otherwise very good condition with crosshair reticle and slightly cloudy but serviceable optics. A very nice example of these little rifles
overall. (138426-34) {C&R}
(175/275)
2274. R EMINGTON MODEL 550-1 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 S / L / LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel code dates this
rifle to 1951 and the metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue thinning evenly throughout the length of the barrel with freckling and
very light oxidation staining throughout. The pistolgrip walnut buttstock remains in about very good condition with numerous small dings,
scratches and handling marks scattered throughout along with lightly carved letters on the base of the grip. The checkered black plastic
buttplate shows some minor scuffs and the magazine tube is present. The rear sight has been removed and the rifle features a period
Mossberg M4D scope with crosshair reticle and slightly cloudy but still serviceable optics. A very nice example that may be a fun shooter.
(138426-67) {C&R}
(150/200)
2275. S EARS MODEL 25 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 S / L / LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain
about 95% original blue with light freckling and minor oxidation staining scattered throughout. The pistolgrip hardwood stock remains in
very good condition with a number of minor dings, scratches, some small chips and cracks by the safety and the beginning of a small chip
on the left side top rear edge. The original black plastic buttplate is intact with a few minor scuffs and the magazine tube is present. This
little rifle might make for a good plinker. (138476-34) {MODERN}
(75/125)
2276. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 176 DUCKS UNLIMITED SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #AY460319, 10 ga,
30” barrel with a bright very good bore showing some light fouling. The barrel indicates a 3 1/2” chamber and full choke. The metal surfaces
of this big gun retain about 94% original blue with some scratches and spots of light oxidation staining scattered throughout the length of
the barrel. The right side of the frame is marked “DUCKS UNLIMITED / TEN~THIRTY SPECIAL”. The pistolgrip Monte Carlo hardwood
buttstock and forend remain in good overall condition with some moderate flaking finish, scratches and handling marks on the forend and
lighter flaking and handling marks on the buttstock. The shotgun is fitted with an H&R ventilated black rubber buttpad giving a 14” length
of pull and is sighted with a single large silver front bead. (138563-6) {MODERN}
(300/400)
2277. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA serial #62466, 7.7 Arisaka, 26” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this no series rifle retain about 90% original blue with some toning to gray on the triggerguard and buttplate,
some high edge wear, freckling and a few spots of lightly cleaned pinprick pitting along the top of the receiver. The left sight protector ear
is a little bent and the front sight shows a few dings. The Asian hardwood stock remains in very good condition showing a strong inspection
stamp and a healthy amount of original finish along with the usual dings, dents, scattered small chips and some more moderate abrasions
toward the end of the handguard. The stock is fitted with the early large loop rear sling swivel. The Chrysanthemum has been completely
ground away and there is no dust cover present but the anti-aircraft sights are completely intact and the rifle includes an original long
cleaning rod. A monopod is also present but is slightly bent out of shape. The monopod spring shows some remnants of reapplied blue and
may be a later replacement along with the monopod, which appears to have no inspection stamps. All of the bolt parts and the front band
are matching the receiver. This rifle would make a very nice addition to any military collection. (138625-1) {C&R}
(300/500)
2278. SMITH & WESSON 38 SINGLE ACTION SECOND MODEL REVOLVER serial #42385, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with an about very
good bore showing some scattered patches of light pitting, frosting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain
about 98% later reapplied non-factory nickel finish with some patches of light cleaned pitting underneath the newer finish, light scratches
and handling marks. The barrel markings are still quite clear overall. The hammer and trigger have mostly toned to smooth gray and the
screw heads show some minor slot damage. The black checkered hard rubber grips with “S&W” in a circle are un-numbered and remain
in very good condition plus condition with a few small dings, handling marks and some abrasions and imperfections at the base of the right
panel. The cylinder, barrel and latch are all matching the frame and the mechanism will require some mechanical attention as it hangs up
on two of the chambers. With a little manual assistance it still times and locks up quite well. (138625-5) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2279. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SELF-LOADING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #9304, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with a good bore
showing some frosting, oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain perhaps 45% original blue with the
remainder mostly toned to a lightly freckled gray patina along with some small scattered dings and some very tiny pinprick pitting. The
triggerguard and safety are mostly a smooth gray and the trigger retains some hints of original case colors having mostly toned to gray.
The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in about very good condition with some small dings, tiny chips around the edges, handling
marks and a small repaired chip at the corner of the right panel. The extractor claw has broken off but the pistol appears to be fully functional
otherwise. Included is an original nickel-plated magazine that shows a small crack forming by the feed lips and two reproduction blue-bodied
magazines in near excellent condition. (138625-3) {C&R}
(125/200)
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2280. JAPANESE TYPE 14 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY NAGOYA KOKUBUNJI serial #17299, 8mm Nambu, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright
excellent bore although there is a rather prominent chip at the muzzle. The metal surfaces of this March 1936-dated pistol retain about 90%
reapplied blue thinning to gray along the barrel and gripstraps, scattered freckling and patches of light pitting underneath the newer finish.
All of the markings are still quite crisp and clear. The grooved hardwood grips are un-numbered replacements but remain in good overall
condition with little finish remaining and a few scattered handling marks. The right panel has strangely not been cut to allow a magazine to
be inserted properly. All of the serialized parts appear to be matching although there is no magazine or firing pin present. This pistol may
make a good candidate for further restoration. (138625-2) {C&R}
(175/250)
2281. ZASTAVA M57 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #Z-M57-0007081, 7.62x25mm, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this modern Tokarev-style pistol retain 98-99% original blue with some scattered small scratches, handling and operational marks. The
grooved black plastic grips remain in excellent condition showing just a few handling marks. This pistol features a factory slide-mounted
manual safety, a magazine safety and includes two magazines that show some minor operational wear as well as a black plastic case that
is numbered to the gun. This pistol has seen only a little bit of use and would likely be a fun shooter. (138625-4) {MODERN} (200/300)
2282. FRENCH MODEL 1935S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY M.A.C. serial #F2957, 7.65 Longue, 4 1/4” barrel with a very good bore showing
some frosting throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 92% original blue with some high edge wear, scattered light scratches
and gripstraps toning to gray. The hammer, slide release and extractor have toned to a nice plum color. The checkered black plastic grips
remain in very good plus condition with a few scuffs, small dings and handling marks. This pistol has been marked “M1” denoting a safety
update and, unfortunately, the tip of the firing pin has broken off. One magazine is included and this example is a very nice looking pistol
that just needs a new firing pin. (138624-2) {C&R}
(200/300)
2283. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOKYO ARMY ARSENAL serial #743856, 6.5 Arisaka, 31 1/2” barrel
with a good bore showing darkness in the grooves, some light pinprick pitting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this no
series rifle has toned mostly to gray patina with some original blue still present in the more protected areas along with some freckling, light
oxidation staining and small spots of pinprick pitting scattered about. The bolt is similarly toned to gray with some bright areas still present.
The Asian hardwood stock and handguard remain in about good overall condition as cleaned long ago with some old smoothed-over
chips throughout, small dings, dents and handling marks. The stock is a little shy of the metal in a few spots at the toe, around the tangs
and floorplate and the right side of the butt is engraved “10”. The magazine follower and spring are missing and the front sight is curiously
installed backwards. There are two zeros in front of the serial number indicating the rifle was removed from regular Japanese service and
the parts are a mix of numbers: bolt body and extractor (53), firing pin (623), safety knob (479) and front band (678). A cleaning rod is
present and this rifle may be a good candidate for restoration. (138620-62) {C&R}
(150/250)
2284. CANADIAN NO. 4 MK. I* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LONG BRANCH serial #79L1163, 303 British, 25” barrel with fair-good twogroove bore showing darkness in the grooves, light pitting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1944-dated rifle are
mostly a lightly freckled dark gray patina with some patches of light oxidation staining scattered about and some light high edge wear. The
walnut stocks are quite nice remaining in very good plus condition with a few small dings scattered about, some tiny chips and light staining.
There are strong Canadian “(Broad Arrow)C” cartouches on the bottom of both the buttstock and just behind the front band along with a
painted rack number “149” on the left of the butt. The bolt is matching, the left side of the socket is marked only “ENGLAND” and there
are British export proofs at the muzzle. One magazine is included and this rifle is a rather nice example that would probably still be a good
shooter. (138620-69) {C&R}
(250/450)
2285. B RITISH NO. 4 MK. I/3 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SAVAGE serial #98C6805, 303 British, 25” barrel with an about very good
bore showing some light oxidation, frosting and strong rifling throughout. This rifle has been updated to Mark I/3 by Fazakerley in
1953 and is marked as such on the left side of the receiver. The metal surfaces retain about 85% arsenal reapplied black enamel
finish with some light flaking, toning to gray and high edge wear. The hardwood stocks remain in about very good condition with
some small dings, chips, scratches and handling marks scattered about. The bolt and magazine have been re-numbered in electropencil to match the rifle. The rear aperture sight has unfortunately broken off and the extractor seems to be under less tension than
it ought to be. The flip-up portion of the sight is still present and with just a little bit of restoration work this rifle would probably
be a good shooter. (138620-70) {C&R}
(200/400)
2286. U NMARKED BELGIAN DOUBLE ACTION PINFIRE REVOLVER serial #26452, 11mm Pinfire, 6” octagon barrel with a fair bore
showing light pitting, frosting and good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver have mostly toned to a lightly oxidized brownish
gray throughout with freckling, staining and small dings. The checkered walnut grips remain in very good plus condition with worn points,
a few tiny chips and minor handling marks. The cylinder bears Belgian proofs and the mechanism still functions for the most part in single
action, although the hand does not engage every now and then. Double action is not functional, the ejector rod is missing and the loading
gate has broken off but the lanyard ring is still present.(138620-48) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
2287. ALLEN & WHEELOCK 32 SIDEHAMMER RIMFIRE REVOLVER serial #319, 32 RF, 3” octagon barrel with a very good plus bore
showing some light frosting and a few spots of oxidation. The metal surfaces of this second model revolver have mostly toned to a brownish
gray patina with a few streaks of original blue lurking about along with high edge wear, freckling, light oxidation staining and a spot of roughly
cleaned light pitting on the cylinder. The markings are still very clear and crisp. The smooth walnut grips are stamp-numbered to the gun
and remain in near excellent condition with just a few minor handling marks. All of the serialized parts are matching and the gun still locks
up and times very well although the barrel is loose. (138620-56) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2288. C OLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #296183, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with a good plus
bore showing some frosting, light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1921-made pistol retain about 60%
original blue mostly on the frame with toning to gray patina throughout, freckling, patches of light oxidation staining and pinprick pitting. The
grip safety and manual safety have mostly toned to freckled gray and the trigger still retains some strong case-hardened colors with some
light freckling. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in about good condition with moderate smoothing throughout, small scuffs,
a ding on the right panel left corner and a 1/2” u-shaped chip at the base of the right panel. One original two-tone magazine is included.
A fair example overall that may be a good little shooter. (138630-4) {C&R}
(175/225)
2289. S MITH & WESSON 38 DOUBLE ACTION SECOND MODEL REVOLVER serial #76487, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with an about
very good mostly bright bore showing some small spots of oxidation throughout and strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain
about 80% original nickel finish with some moderate flaking to oxidized brown and gray mostly on the frame, light scratches, dulling and
handling marks. The cylinder appears to have been polished into the white. The triggerguard is mostly a dull gray with some remains of
original blue, light oxidation staining and freckling and the hammer and trigger still retain some original case-hardened colors also showing
some freckling and staining. The black checkered hard rubber grips appear to be scratch-numbered to the gun and remain in near excellent
condition with some minor smoothing and handling marks. All serialized parts are matching and the revolver still time and locks up very well.
(138620-52) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
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2290. MARLIN NO. 32 STANDARD 1875 POCKET REVOLVER serial #1096, 32 RF Long, 3” barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% original nickel finish with the cylinder mostly cleaned to bare metal, some flaking and oxidation
primarily near the breech, some scattered flakes, freckles and some areas of fine bubbling. The hammer still retains some strong case-hardened colors with toning to gray and light staining. The black checkered “MFA Co.” hard rubber grips remain in near excellent condition with
just a few small scuffs. The hinge screw shows some light slot damage, barrel-to-frame fit has a little bit of play while timing and lockup are
very solid. (138620-51) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2291. OTIS A. SMITH NEW MODEL POCKET REVOLVER serial #90836, 32 RF Long, 3” barrel with a dark bore. The metal surfaces of this
revolver have been lightly cleaned long ago and the single piece brass frame and barrel have toned to a dark brown patina. The cylinder,
trigger and hammer are mostly a freckled grayish brown patina. There is a small crack forming in the brass above the breech and a small
hole behind the hammer. The black checkered “OAS” hard rubber grips remain in about very good condition with a crack at the base of
the left panel, some minor smoothing, discoloration and light staining. The base pin may be a replacement and appears to be stuck, the
cylinder is quite loose, timing and lockup are poor and the hammer pushes off. (138620-55) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2292. S HARPS & HANKINS MODEL 3 PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #12441, 32 RF, 3 1/2” four barrel cluster with about fair bores
showing moderate oxidation but rather strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this pepperbox are primarily a dull grayish
brown patina with freckling, old patches of cleaned light pitting, small dings and scratches. The markings are still visible and the
cylinder pivot pin appears to be a period replacement. The smooth walnut grips remain in very good condition as lightly cleaned long
ago with some rather nice grain figure, some small chips at the heels and toes of the panels and some smaller scattered dings. The
rear hammer spring has broken and the nose no longer rotates but the mechanism still functions at full and half cock and the barrels
are matching the frame. (138620-54) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2293. C OLT OFFICIAL POLICE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #611335, 38 Special, 6” barrel with a bright near excellent bore
showing one or two tiny sots of oxidation. The metal surfaces of this 1937-made revolver retain about 98% non-factory reapplied blue with
some very light thinning to gray, a few spots toning to brown inside the triggerguard, freckling and some pinprick pitting underneath the
newer finish. Very little metal preparation was apparently done because all of the markings are still quite crisp and clear including the Rampant Colt on the sideplate. The checkered walnut grips with silver Colt medallions remain in about very good overall condition with a small
chip at the top of the right panel, some smoothed-over chips at the toe, light scuffs and some oil soaking. They are un-numbered but fit the
frame well. The crane is matching the frame and timing and lockup are still excellent. Overall a nicely refinished example that may make for
a good shooter. (138626-5) {C&R}
(200/300)
2294. B ERETTA MODEL 948 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #070279N, 22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore and spare 6” barrel
with a bright near excellent bore showing some light frosting. The metal surfaces of the slide, barrel and trigger retain about 95% original
blue with some light high edge and operational wear, a few light dings and a spot or two of minor oxidation staining. The alloy frame retains
most of its attractive gold anodized finish with a few spots thinning to silver, light scratches and handling marks. The frame is proof dated
1956. The black checkered plastic grips remain in near excellent condition with a few minor scuffs, handling marks and some light staining
most noticeable on the right panel. The pistol includes one magazine and both barrels are numbered to the gun. This little pistol would
probably be a fun plinker. (138620-21) {C&R}
(200/400)
2295. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 1 1/2 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #17537, 32 S&W, 3 1/2” barrel with a mostly bright very
good bore showing a few small spots of oxidation. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain perhaps 60% dulling original nickel plate flaking
to oxidized brownish gray throughout along with freckling and a few spots of pinprick pitting. All of the markings are still legible and quite
crisp. The latch retains a healthy amount of original blue and the hammer still has some faint case-hardened colors. The black checkered
hard rubber grips remain in about good overall condition with moderate smoothing and discoloration but no cracks visible. The right panel
is pencil-numbered to the gun and the left is un-numbered. The barrel, cylinder and latch are numbered to the gun. The latch and extractor
operate a little sluggishly and could probably benefit from a cleaning but timing and lockup are excellent and this model features the rebounding hammer. (138620-57) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2296. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 929 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AC59641, 22 LR, 2 1/2” barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this nine-shot revolver retain about 96% original blue with a few spots of oxidation staining
scattered about, light freckling and handling marks. The hammer also shows some light staining and freckling but remains mostly
bright overall. The black checkered plastic grips show some moderate smoothing but remain in otherwise very good condition. The
mechanism is still functional with good timing and lockup just a little loose overall. This revolver still might make for an affordable
plinker. (138620-20) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2297. B ERETTA MODEL 950B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #C42681, 22 Short, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing a hint
of frosting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 94% original blue and anodized finishes with some high edge wear, some small spots
of oxidation staining on the slide and barrel and a more moderate spot thinning to silver on the backstrap. The black checkered plastic grips
remain in about very good condition showing some flattened points, scattered light scuffs and minor staining. The left grip panel is marked
“22 SHORT / MINX” and the right side of the slide is stamped “TIPO FLOBERT”. This little pistol features a flip-up barrel and includes one
magazine. (138620-23) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2298. MANHATTAN FIREARMS POCKET REVOLVER serial #6746, 22 RF, 3” octagon barrel with a dark oxidized bore still showing evident
rifling. The metal surfaces of this revolver are primarily a dull brownish gray patina with spots of old cleaned light pitting, small dings and
freckling. The barrel marking has softened but is still mostly visible and the barrel is lightly engraved with factory standard foliate scroll. The
smooth rosewood grips remain in very good condition with overall worn finish, a few small dings and handling marks. The right panel is
pencil-numbered to the gun and the left is un-numbered. The cylinder stop has lost its tension, no longer engaging properly and the hinge
shows an old repair that is beginning to crack. The hammer does still hold at full cock and the barrel and cylinder are matching the frame.
(138620-58) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2299. SAVAGE MODEL 19 NRA BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 25” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing a few small spots
of oxidation. The metal surfaces of this military-style rifle retain about 96% original blue with some light high edge wear, a few
scratches and small dings toward the muzzle and some light freckling. The bolt is mostly bright although the bolt handle shows some
oxidation staining and light pinprick pitting. The barrel is marked with the Savage address, patent dates and no model designation.
The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock remains in near excellent condition showing just a few tiny chips at the toe and some minor
oil soaking. There is a vacant hole forward of the triggerguard, one sling swivel is missing and the rifle is sighted with its original
adjustable rear aperture sight and fixed blade front sight. Overall a very nice condition rifle that includes one magazine and would
probably be a fun shooter. (138620-79) {C&R}
(300/500)
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2300. CHINESE TYPE 56 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #11124161, 7.62x39mm, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this Factory 26-made rifle retain about 97% arsenal blue with some light scratches and operational wear. The barrel and bayonet remain
mostly bright with some light freckling. The hardwood stock and handguard remain in near excellent condition with a few minor dings,
dents and handling marks. The stock is numbered to the gun and there is a strong cartouche stamped on the left side above the magazine.
All other serialized parts are matching and the rifle has been fitted with a receiver-mounted scope mount that holds a Chinese-made “RED
STAR” scope with duplex reticle and slightly discolored but very serviceable optics; a set of lens covers are also included. This rifle has seen
very little use and would probably be an excellent shooter. (138620-61) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2301. C HINESE TYPE 56 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #52763EB, 7.62x39mm, 20” barrel with a very good plus bore showing a little
frosting throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 90% dull arsenal blue with some light freckling throughout, spots toning
to gray, high edge wear and a few small patches of light oxidation staining. The bolt is still mostly bright but shows some light oxidation
staining and freckling scattered about. The hardwood stock is numbered “4581” and remains in fair overall condition with flaking and bubbling varnish, small chips, dings, an about 2” crack in the bayonet channel, a small chip and crack at the heel and a crudely repaired 4 1/2”
crack and small chip forward of the left side recoil bolt. The bolt, magazine base and triggerguard are matching the receiver and no bayonet
or cleaning rod is present. The rifle is fitted with a receiver-mounted scope mount that holds an Ultralux 4x25 scope with duplex reticle
and cloudy yellow optics. The rifle could use a good cleaning as there is a lot of old grease present and the bolt hold open is currently not
functioning. (138620-74) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2302. S HARPS MODEL 1C PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #4853, 22 RF, 2 1/2” four barrel cluster with fair bores showing oxidation and
strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of the barrels, trigger and hammer have toned to mottled gray patina with lightly cleaned pitting, freckling and oxidation staining. The brass frame retains a few streaks of silver finish but has mostly toned to a nice ochre patina with
softened markings. The smooth walnut grips appear to be un-numbered and remain in good overall condition with a 1” sliver missing from
the right panel and some further light dings, dents and handling marks. The barrel is numbered to the frame and the mechanism seems
to function although the hammer and trigger get a little caught up on half cock. Everything functions normally at full cock and the hammer
nose rotates properly. (138547-42) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2303. C Z-27 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #247809, 32 ACP, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Bohmische
Waffenfabrik marked pistol retain about 80% thinning original blue on the slide with moderate high edge wear and some small dings. The
parkerized frame is mostly a dull gray with thinning to silver throughout and a few spots of light oxidation staining. The extractor and trigger
retain some faint straw color with some light staining. The dark brown checkered Bakelite grips are in very good plus condition with some
tiny dings and handling marks. The right side frame is marked with “(Eagle) / WaA76” Waffenamt and the barrel and slide are Eagle-proofed.
Interestingly the slide has a factory error and it appears “Modell” was originally stamped before the word “Pistole”. It is lightly stamped and
only the “-ell” are visible. One magazine is included. (138050-640) {C&R}
(250/350)
2304. MARLIN MODEL 1892 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #279061, 32 RF, 24” barrel with a mostly bright very good bore showing some
scattered oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle are mostly a gray-brown patina with freckling throughout,
light oxidation staining, scratches and some moderate cleaned pitting primarily at the muzzle. The straight grip walnut buttstock and forend
remain in about very good condition with a thin but flexing 2” crack at the left side of the wrist and some further light dings, tiny chips and
handling marks. The rifle is sighted with semi-buckhorn adjustable rear sight leaf, although part of the adjustment bar appears to be missing,
a silver blade front sight and there are three added holes through the words “Marlin Safety”. A well-used rifle that nevertheless appears to
be fully functional. (138620-96) {C&R}
(200/400)
2305. STEVENS VISIBLE LOADING SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #W785, 22 S / L / LR, 22” barrel with an about very good bore showing
some oxidation, frosting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle are mostly worn to brownish gray with freckling and
light pitting throughout. Most of the screw heads show some degree of slot damage. The straight grip walnut buttstock and grooved forend
remain in about very good condition with a small chip at the toe, some scattered streaks of old white paint, small dings, scratches and
handling marks. The black checkered plastic buttplate is in about good condition with light scuffs throughout and a few prominent dings.
The magazine tube is present although there is a small split at the seam and the rifle is sighted with a rear notch leaf sight and front silver
blade that is drifted far to the left. Although well-used the rifle appears to function normally. (138620-78) {C&R}
(50/125)
2306. U NMARKED BELGIAN DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #36453, 410 Bore, 26 1/8” un-choked barrels with bright excellent bores.
The metal surfaces of this petite little shotgun have mostly worn to gunmetal with scattered freckling, dark patches, light oxidation staining
and a few tiny pinprick pits. The barrel rib is marked only “BELGIUM LAMINATED STEEL”. The checkered round knob pistolgrip buttstock and splinter forend remain in about very good condition with some worn finish, a few small drying cracks at the buttplate, mostly
sharp checkering and some further tiny chips, dings and handling marks. There is a blank silver plate inlaid at the toeline. The shotgun
is sighted with a single brass bead and its length of pull is just a bit less than 14”. The hammers function crisply and are rebounding, the
gun features extractors and barrel-to-frame fit is a little loose. Really a rather adorable little shotgun that only weighs a little over 3 1/2
pounds. (138611-3) {C&R}
(300/500)
2307. R EMINGTON MODEL 12-C SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #823309, 22 S / L / LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this rifle have toned mostly to gray-brown patina with high edge wear, light oxidation staining, a few streaks of original blue
lurking about and some spots of cleaned light pitting mostly toward the muzzle and at the top of the frame. The grooved walnut forend is a
later replacement and is missing its right side screw; it remains in near excellent condition with just a few small handling marks. The original
pistolgrip buttstock with steel crescent buttplate remains in fair overall condition showing a number of small cracks at the lower tang, a thin
1 1/2” crack behind the top of the frame, a repaired 2” chip at the right side above the lower tang, a repaired 2 3/4” chip at the toe and
some further smaller dings, abrasions and handling marks. The rifle is sighted with standard open sights and appears to function normally.
(138620-92) {C&R}
(150/250)
2308. U NMARKED ITALIAN REPRODUCTION MODEL 1851 NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER .36 cal, 7 1/2” octagon barrel with
a near excellent bore showing some minor frosting throughout. The metal surfaces on this revolver are mostly gunmetal with one patch of
blue on the loading lever, freckling and light to moderate oxidation staining throughout. The brass frame and gripstraps are mostly a dull
goldenrod patina with some light oxidation and verdigris. The smooth walnut grips have very little finish but remain in otherwise very good
plus condition showing some light handling marks. This gun appears to be some sort of parts kit piece and will require some mechanical
attention as the trigger or sear spring is broken and the hammer will not engage the sear unless the trigger is manually reset. Timing and
lockup is very good once this is done. (138620-47) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
2309. STEVENS VISIBLE LOADING SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #A824, 22 S / L / LR, 20” barrel with a rather oxidized bore showing faint
rifling throughout. The barrel and magazine tube retain perhaps 75% original blue thinning and toning to gray throughout, operational wear,
freckling and light oxidation staining. The frame is a brown patina with light oxidation staining and freckling and the breechblock still retains
some nice case-hardened colors in the more protected areas. There is a social security number scratched into the lower tang. The straight
grip walnut buttstock and grooved forend remain in about very good condition with a thin crack left of the upper tang, some smaller cracks
at the upper tang, some moderate scratches on both sides of the butt, small dings, chips and handling marks. The checkered black plastic
buttplate remains in very good condition showing just a few scuffs and minor dings. The rifle is sighted with standard rear notch leaf sight
that is a little bent to the left and a Lyman combination ivory front sight with fine post globe or ivory bead setting. Still a very good example
overall. (138445-22) {C&R}
(100/200)
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2310. ASTRA MODEL 600/43 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #38124, 9mm, 5 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this pistol retain about 92% original blue with high edge wear, thinning to silver along the gripstraps, some scratches at the rear of the
slide and a few scattered freckles. The trigger and safety are still mostly bright and the extractor retains some nice fire temper blue along
with thinning to silver. All of the markings are still sharp and the grip screws show some moderate slot damage. The checkered walnut
grips remain in very good plus condition with some lightly chipped points, a few small dings and handling marks. The frame and slide are
matching and the pistol includes one original magazine with Astra logo floorplate. Overall a nice example of these popular Spanish military
pistols. (138624-4) {C&R}
(300/400)
2311. G ERMAN MODEL 626(B) SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #145753, 32 ACP, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this pistol retain about 95% mix of original and perhaps older reapplied blue with the top of the slide showing what looks like
some reapplied blue blending with original blue, some light scratches, freckling, a few tiny pinprick pits and handling marks. The black
checkered FN-logo plastic grips remain in very good plus condition with some small dings, scuffs and handling marks. The slide markings
remain crisp and there is a smattering of German stamps including correct “(Eagle) / WaA140” stamps on the left side frame and slide,
another Waffenamt on the slide that appears to have been buffed out and then an eagle proof stamped over the more visible Waffenamt.
All serialized parts are matching and the pistol includes one original parkerized magazine. (138624-3) {C&R}
(300/500)
2312. W INCHESTER MODEL 69 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S / L / LR, 25” barrel with a very good bore showing some light frosting
throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 92% original blue with some areas of the triggerguard and magazine well toning
to brown, light high edge wear, some scattered light freckling and a patch of oxidation on the front sight hood. The pistolgrip walnut stock
remains in very good plus condition with some light handling marks, small dings, an old smoothed-over chip at the toe, minor staining and
the initials “PFC” carved into the base of the pistolgrip. The black checkered hard rubber buttplate remains in near excellent condition with
some minor scuffs around the edges and light handling marks. This rifle has been mounted with a vintage Mossberg No. 9 scope mount
that holds a Mossberg 2 3/4 Power scope with crosshair reticle and about very good optics. A rubber eyepiece is present that shows an old
tape repair and some crackling. The rifle is also sighted with a front silver bead but no rear sight is present and the gun has an interesting
modification featuring a faux magazine tube mounted on the underside of the barrel, no doubt to add some weight to the front of the gun.
A single magazine is included and this rifle may make for a fun little shooter. (138620-67) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2313. WINCHESTER MODEL 1904 SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 S / L, 21” barrel with a good plus bore showing light oxidation and strong
rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle are mostly a brown patina with freckling and light oxidation staining throughout.
The markings are still crisp and clear. The straight grip walnut stock remains in very good condition as lightly refinished with some
crazing added varnish, some small dings, a 1/2” crack and chip at the toe. The rifle is sighted with fixed rear notch and plain bead
front sight. (138530-16) {C&R}
(75/150)
2314. W INCHESTER MODEL 67 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S / L / LR, 27” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing a few spots of
light oxidation. The metal surfaces of this rifle are mostly a mottled gray patina with freckling, light oxidation staining and spots of cleaned
pinprick pitting. The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock is fitted with sling swivels and remains in about very good condition as lightly cleaned
with worn finish, some small dings, scratches and a few thin drying cracks at the butt. The black checkered hard rubber buttplate remains in
very good plus condition with some light staining, dings and scuffs around the edges. The rifle appears to function normally and is sighted
with adjustable rear notch leaf sight and standard post front. (138620-63) {C&R}
(150/250)
2315. W INCHESTER MODEL 68 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S / L / LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
rifle have mostly toned to a pleasing dark brown-gray patina with some remnants of original blue here and there and some cleaned light
pitting around the front sight. The bolt knob is a gray patina and the remainder of the bolt is mostly bright. The smooth pistolgrip walnut
stock remains in very good condition showing a few tiny dings, handling marks, scratches, the initials “EB” carved into the right side butt
and three notches carved into the base of the grip. The black checkered hard rubber buttplate remains in good overall condition with some
moderate staining, scuffs and small dings, its screws are rather oxidized. The rifle is sighted with its original adjustable rear aperture sight
and front post. (138620-76) {C&R}
(75/150)
2316. R ANGER MODEL 103-8 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S / L / LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle
are an even mix of blue-brown patina with some light oxidation staining and freckling. The smooth pistolgrip hardwood stock remains in
near excellent condition showing just a few small dings, handling marks and a few light stains. The rifle is sighted with standard open sights
and appears to be fully functional. (138620-75) {C&R}
(40/80)
2317. DAISY V/L STANDARD RIFLE serial #B020338, 22 V/L, 18” barrel with a very good bore showing some light frosting throughout. The
metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 92% original black paint finish showing a few spots of flaking, scratches, some light freckling and
oxidation staining scattered about. The checkered pistolgrip plastic wood grain stock remains in very good condition showing a few light
scratches and scuffs mostly on the right side of the stock. The original black grooved plastic “VL” buttplate is present and the rifle is fitted
with factory open sights. These interesting rifles used proprietary caseless ammunition ignited by compressed air and were only made for
about one year before Daisy ceased production. This rifle remains a very good example and would make for a more peculiar addition to any
firearms collection. (138446-9) {C&R}
(300/400)
2318. G LENFIELD MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #22505223, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this Marlin-made rifle retain about 97% original blue and black paint finishes with some light high edge wear, a few
scattered freckles and some small spots of light oxidation staining. The pistolgrip Monte Carlo hardwood stock remains in near
excellent condition showing just a few minor scratches and handling marks. The gun is sighted with factory open sights and the
magazine tube is present. (138476-33) {MODERN}
(100/150)
2319. BACON MANUFACTURING CO. POCKET MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #74431, .31 cal, 4 1/4” octagon barrel with
a dark oxidized bore showing some visible rifling. The metal surfaces of this revolver are mostly worn to gunmetal gray patina with some
streaks of what appear to be a mix of original and reapplied blue, scattered small dings and light pitting. The top barrel flat is clearly marked
“THE UNION / ARMS CO.” The hammer nose shows some moderate damage, the nipples are heavily oxidized, a number of the screw
heads show some slot damage and a few of them are more modern replacements. The loading lever retention wedge and front sight also
appear to be replacements and the retention wedge is rather poorly fitted. The brass triggerguard is a lightly cleaned dull goldenrod patina
and the smooth walnut grips remain in very good condition as lightly cleaned showing some small dings, handling marks and a repaired 1
1/4” chip at the toe of the right panel. All serialized parts appear to be matching and timing and lockup are still quite solid with lockup just
a little loose. (138525-14) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2320. WALTHER MODEL 5 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #77231, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with a very good bore showing a slight bulge about
half-way down. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain perhaps 65% original thinning blue with high edge wear, areas worn to gray and
some moderate light pitting scattered about. The pistol is missing its extractor and associated parts as well as the rear recoil spring cup.
The checkered buffalo horn grips remain in about good overall condition with a small crack at the base of the right panel, some warping of
the top right panel, scattered moderate scuffs, dings and handling marks. One unmarked magazine is included and the pistol still seems to
function normally. A fair example overall that might make for a good parts gun or restoration project. (138632-1) {C&R}
(100/200)
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2321. S MITH & WESSON 32 SAFETY FIRST MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #2695, 32 S&W, 3 1/2” barrel with a good
bore showing spots of light pitting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 65% original blue with
high edge wear, thinning to silver, light oxidation staining and pinprick pitting mostly along the sides of the barrel and cylinder and freckling
throughout. The black checkered hard rubber grips are well worn with significant smoothing, some discoloration and a thin crack at the
base of the left panel. The right panel is correctly scratch-numbered to the gun, the left is un-numbered and the barrel and cylinder are
matching the frame. Timing is still very good, lockup just a little loose and barrel-to-frame fit exhibits a bit of play. This little revolver obviously
saw a lot of time in a pocket but is still a solid example of a very early “Lemon Squeezer”. (138635-2) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2322. JAPANESE TYPE 94 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY NAGOYA KOKUBUNJI serial #36590, 8mm Nambu, 3 5/8” barrel with a very good
bore that shows a few minor pits. The metal surfaces of this May 1943-dated pistol retain about 95% older reapplied blue with some light
operational wear along the top of the slide, spots toning to plum and some light freckling and small pinprick pits underneath the newer finish.
All of the markings are still clear and visible. The black checkered Bakelite grips are in very good condition with a few scuffs and handling
marks predominantly on the right panel. All serial-numbered parts appear to be matching and the pistol includes one very good condition
matching magazine. This pistol is a solid entry-level example or perhaps would be a good shooter. (138050-536) {C&R}
(300/500)
2323. STEVENS MODEL 87A SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 S / L / LR, 24” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing a hint of frosting. The
metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 90% original blue with some thinning to brown-gray patina along the barrel, scattered freckling and
some spots of light oxidation staining. The smooth pistolgrip hardwood stock remains in about very good condition showing some moderate flaking of the black painted tip, a 7” stretch of flaking finish on the left side, some further light flaking, small dings and handling marks
throughout. The grooved black plastic buttplate is in very good condition and magazine tube is present. The rifle is mounted with an N3
receiver side mount that hold a period J.C. Higgins 4X riflescope with crosshair reticle and good optics slightly discolored along with some
imperfections in the glass. The scope body shows some small spots of light oxidation staining, pinprick pitting and light freckling and the
mounting screws show some light slot damage. The rifle is still equipped with iron sights and features a Marble’s semi-buckhorn sporting
rear leaf sight and gold bead front sight. This rifle may make for a fun little plinker. (138607-1) {C&R}
(100/150)
2324. J. P. SAUER 38H SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #456875, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing just a hint
of frosting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 90% original dull blue thinning throughout with some high edge wear, gripstraps
toning to gray, a few scattered freckles and small dings. The left side of the slide is marked only “CAL. 7,65” and the slide is mounted with
a manual safety. The right side of the frame, slide and barrel are marked with “(Eagle) / N” commercial proofs. The pistol is fitted with
custom-made checkered walnut grips that, although not correct are well made and quite nice. They remain in near excellent condition
with just a few dings, scratches and handling marks. Every now and then the lever does not cock the hammer properly but the pistol
seems function very well otherwise. One plain-based magazine is included. Overall a very solid example that would probably be a good
shooter. (138050-585) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2325. J. P. SAUER 38H SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #509159, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
late war pistol retain about 94% older reapplied blue toning to plum throughout, some high edge wear and a patch of cleaned light pitting
on the backstrap. There are no proof marks or any other marks other than the serial number and caliber designation on the slide. The black
checkered synthetic grips remain in very good plus condition showing some light dings, handling marks and a small repaired sliver at the
top edge of the left panel. This pistol does not have a slide-mounted manual safety and it includes one plain-based magazine. Still a solid
example that would probably be a good shooter. (138050-574) {C&R}
(250/450)
2326. ISSC M22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A07273, 22 LR, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of the matte stainless
steel slide remain in very good plus condition showing some scuffs and light dings at the corners and edges along with some high edge wear
on the slide release. The polymer frame remains in excellent condition with just a few handling marks. The pistol features a slide-mounted
de-cocker safety and windage adjustable rear sight. This Austrian-made pistol includes one magazine and would probably be a fun little
plinker. (138634-1) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2327. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 2213 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #UAH3053, 22 LR, 3” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing
some light frosting. The metal surfaces of the stainless steel slide and alloy frame remain in near excellent condition showing a few small
scratches, tiny dings and handling marks. The frame is marked on the right side with Smith & Wesson’s Houlton, Maine address. The black
checkered synthetic grips remain in near excellent condition showing some light scuffs and handling marks. The pistol features standard
three-dot sights and includes one blue-bodied magazine, it appears to have seen just a little bit of use and would probably make for a fun
shooter. (138620-46) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2328. WALTHER CCP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #WK009214, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of the
slide retain about 98% matte black finish with some faint high edge wear, a few handling marks and a patch of tiny tool marks at the rear.
Both the front and rear sights show moderate dings on their left sides. The polymer frame remains in near excellent condition showing a few
handling marks and some light staining on the grip. This pistol includes its original factory hard case with a total of five magazines, product
pamphlet and Walther banner stickers. The special disassembly tool is not present but it appears a new and improved tool can be had from
Walther. These pistols utilize an interesting delayed blowback gas system and this example would probably be a good shooter or carry gun.
(138634-3) {MODERN}
(300/400)
2329. C HILEAN MODEL 1895 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LOEWE (SPORTERIZED) serial #E323, 7mm Mauser, 19 1/2” shortened
barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing some very light frosting. The metal surfaces retain about 96% mix of original and reapplied
blue with some light high edge wear, scattered minor freckling, scratches and light oxidation staining on the triggerguard. The rears of the
bolt and the striker have been refinished in blue, the trigger plated in gold and patches of old reapplied blue toning to gray around the
rear sight and muzzle. The magazine follower retains most of its nice fire temper blue and the bolt has been jeweled and the handle swept
down. The markings and Chilean crest remain crisp and clear. The rifle has been stocked Mannlicher-style with Monte Carlo cheekpiece,
flared pistolgrip and sling swivel studs. The stock is a light blonde with some attractive figure and remains in very good condition showing
a few light scuffs, tiny chips, crackling finish on the capped pistolgrip and some further light handling marks. There is a DuPont ventilated
black rubber buttpad present which gives an about 13 5/8” length of pull and the rifle is sighted with a Williams adjustable rear notch and
ramped white bead front sight. This rifle might make for a good shooter. (138450-13) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2330. M OSSBERG MODEL 152 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 18” barrel with a very good bore showing some light frosting throughout.
The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with some high edge wear, freckling, scratches and some spots thinning to brown-gray
patina. The pistolgrip Monte-Carlo walnut stock and plastic fold-down forend remain in very good plus condition showing some small dings,
scratches and handling marks scattered throughout. The original receiver-mounted aperture sight has been removed and the rifle is now
sighted with a period Mossberg No. M4D 4 power scope with crosshair reticle and very good optics. The sling swivels are still present and
one magazine is included. This little rifle may make for a fun plinker. (138514-50) {C&R}
(150/250)
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2331. M OSSBERG MODEL 342KB BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S / L / LR, 18” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing some
light frosting. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 90% original blue with some moderate freckling and specks of oxidation
staining throughout, a few spots of older blued-over light pitting toward the muzzle, what appears to be a scratched out number
on the magazine well and some further light handling marks. The pistolgrip Monte-Carlo walnut stock with plastic fold-down forend
remains in very good condition as perhaps lightly cleaned showing a few streaks of white paint, some further small scratches, handling
marks and a crack at the tip of the forend held with black tape. The rifle is sighted with a rear notch leaf and plain post front sight,
the receiver-mounted aperture sight is not present and there are two filler screws present. The sling swivels are intact and the rifle
includes one magazine. (138445-19) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2332. B RITISH P14 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY EDDYSTONE (SPORTERIZED) serial #657064, 303 British, 24” professionally shortened
barrel with an about very good bore showing darkness in the grooves, light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces
retain about 95% reapplied parkerized finish showing some light scratches along the barrel, a few spots toning to brown and pinprick pitting
underneath the newer finish. The pistolgrip walnut stock is an original stock cut down to a more classic style and lightly refinished remaining
in very good plus condition showing a few thin drying cracks at the butt, some tiny chips, a repaired 3/4” chip right side of butt and some
further light scratches and handling marks, its rear sling swivel is still present and there is a forward replacement swivel. The barrel and
receiver are matching but the bolt is mismatched (363618). No ironsights are present and the receiver is mounted with Weaver 1” scope
rings holding a Tasco 3X-9X40 scope with post reticle and slightly discolored but very good optics. Overall a nice condition sporter that will
probably still be a great shooter. (138476-86) {MODERN}
(275/375)
2333. J. P. LOWER POCKET MODEL REVOLVER serial #3207, 32 RF, 5” octagon barrel with an about very good bore showing some
patches of light pitting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver have been cleaned to gunmetal with spots
of old cleaned pitting scattered throughout along with some dark patches. The “J.P. LOWER” barrel marking is still mostly visible with
some letters obscured by old pitting. The smooth rosewood grips are stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in very good as perhaps
lightly cleaned long ago showing some light dings, scratches, handling marks and slightly worn edges. This example does not have a
spring-loaded removable ejector and the base pin appears to be a period replacement. The barrel and cylinder are matching the frame
and the mechanism will require some attention as the cylinder stop is stuck and does not spring up appropriately but the hammer is
still very crisp at full and half cock and the hand rotates the cylinder accordingly. Overall a fair example of these Rollin White patent
infringement revolvers. (138487-47) {ANTIQUE}
(250/350)
2334. B RAZILIAN MODEL 1908/34 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY CZ serial #1818N, 7mm Mauser, 22” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this carbine retain perhaps 60% original blue mixing with gray patina throughout along with freckling and some
spots of light oxidation staining. The bolt handle has mostly toned to gray, there are moderate gray patches throughout the bolt body and
the buttplate shows moderate dings and areas worn to gunmetal. The pistolgrip hardwood stock and handguard remain in about good
overall condition showing a number of dings, dents, some moderate abrasions on the left side, small chips and handling marks throughout
along with a tiny crack forward of the rear sight and two abrasions forward of the barrel band. There is a crisp flag cartouche on the right
side of the butt and the stock, along with all of the other visible serial numbered parts, is matching the receiver. The two rear sling mounts
are missing their swivels, a cleaning rod is present and there do not appear to be any import marks. Overall a rather well-used but not too
abused example that will probably be a great shooter. (138476-79) {C&R}
(300/400)
2335. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOYO KOGYO serial #54975, 7.7 Arisaka, 25 1/2” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 30th series rifle retain perhaps 50% original blue on the exposed metal with the balance showing
freckling and moderate oxidation staining along with spots of old dried cosmoline. The Asian hardwood stock remains in good overall condition showing the usual dings, dents, chips and handling marks scattered throughout along with a few more moderate chips at the toe and
a visible inspection stamp behind the pistolgrip. The firing pin is un-numbered and the bolt body, safety knob and nosecap are all matching.
The firing pin spring is missing along with the anti-aircraft sight wings, monopod and associated hardware, dustcover and cleaning rod.
The rifle does include what appears to be a troop issue tag that was affixed to the sling swivel by rope. There is a scrap of silk with clear
kanji writing attached via wax disc. The silk does not appear to be entirely intact and the tag is in a fragile state. Overall a really interesting
example that just needs a new firing pin spring and is worthy of further research. (138039-3) {C&R}
(300/500)
2336. B RITISH NO. 2 MK. I** DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY ENFIELD serial #U5928, 38-200 (38 S&W), 5” barrel with a bright
near excellent bore showing just a hint of frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1942-dated revolver retain about 70% flaking black Suncorite
finish with high edge wear, scratches, areas worn to gray, small dings and some scattered patches of pinprick pitting and light oxidation
staining. The black grooved Bakelite grips remain in very good condition with some small chips scattered throughout the grooves, scuffs
and handling marks. Most of the screw heads show some moderate slot damage and the right side frame is import-marked only with the
word “ENGLAND” along with British export proofs on the left side barrel. The barrel and cylinder are matching the frame, barrel-to-frame
fit is rather loose but timing and lockup are excellent. An about very good example overall for the military collector. (138640-54) [William
“Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection] {C&R}
(275/375)
2337. B RITISH NO. 2 MK. I* DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY ENFIELD serial #M3671, 38-200 (38 S&W), 5” barrel with a bright
near excellent bore showing some very faint frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 1941-dated revolver retain about 84%
original dull blue finish with high edge wear, small dings, scratches and some patches of tiny pinprick pitting and light oxidation
staining scattered throughout. The grooved walnut grips remain in good overall condition with some chips and dings on the grooves,
scratches, some insect damage and a 1” chip at the heel of the right panel along with some further smaller chips at the top edge of
the right panel. A few of the screw heads show some minor slot damage, more moderate on the latch screw and the right side of the
barrel is import-marked only with the word “ENGLAND” with British export proofs present on the left side. The barrel and cylinder
are matching the frame, barrel-to-frame fit, timing and lockup are all very solid. A very nice example of an early-war Enfield revolver.
(138640-4) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]{C&R}
(300/500)
2338. I SRAELI CONTRACT WEBLEY MK. IV DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #B53993, 38-200 (38 S&W), 4” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 82-84% original parkerized finish with moderate high edge wear and scratches
throughout along with some small dings, scattered spots of tiny pinprick pitting and light oxidation staining. Many of the screw heads show
some degree of minor slot damage. The black checkered Bakelite grips remain in about very good condition showing a few tiny chips, dings,
scratches and handling marks. They are original grips but may be replacements as their fit is not quite perfect to the frame. The revolver is
correctly proof-marked for 4 tons instead of the typical 3.5 and the right side of the barrel bears Israeli military stamps. There is a small C.A.I
import stamp on the left side barrel and an importer-added drop safety screw on the right side of the frame. The barrel and cylinder are
matching the frame and the revolver still functions well with excellent barrel-to-frame fit, solid timing and lockup just a little loose. An about
very good example overall that would be an interesting addition to any military firearms collection. (138640-51) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler
Collection] {MODERN}
(300/500)
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2339. R USSIAN MODEL 1895 NAGANT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #NG01790 (original Russian number 7665), 7.62 Nagant,
4 1/2” barrel with an about good bore showing some frosting, moderate oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this
1936-dated revolver retain about 95% arsenal reapplied dull blue with some scratches on the sideplate, light high edge wear and minor
handling marks. The brown checkered Bakelite grips remain in excellent condition with just a few light handling marks. There are typical
refurbishment marks on the sideplate but interestingly enough this revolver has been refurbished with an early single action only hammer
with the correct corresponding single action hammer block. There is a small C.D.I import mark on the right side of the frame. The sideplate
and cylinder are matching the frame and the revolver appears to function well with solid timing and lockup. Although refurbished Nagant
revolvers are usually rather unremarkable this one stands out as a peculiar example that would be a worthy addition to any collection.
(138640-7) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection] {C&R}
(250/350)
2340. FRENCH M1892 BERTHIER BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY ST. ETIENNE serial #F91244, 8mm Lebel, 18” barrel with an about very
good bore showing some frosting, light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle are mostly a dull gray-brown
patina with oxidation staining and old pitting throughout. The bolt body is still mostly bright with a gray pitted handle and some spots of
cleaned old pitting and there is a small chip in the extractor claw. The straight grip walnut stock is mismatched; the number is difficult to
read but may be “A1336”. It remains in about very good condition with an armory-repaired chip at the heel, some old abrasions forward of
the barrel band, some scattered dings, dents, handling marks and some remnants of old reapplied finish. The clearing rod channel has been
filled and there are faint remains of a stock roundel on the right side butt. The barrel is most likely the original featuring the early blade front
sight and is St. Etienne-made dated 1894. All of the remaining serialized parts are variously numbered as follows: bolt (51822 visible), bolt
head (69) and three-shot magazine assembly (H31225). There is pitting over the chamber so any Balle N mark that may have been there
is not visible but it seems unlikely that the rifle would be updated and retain its old style sights. Overall this little carbine is a battle-weary
warhorse that has probably seen untold amounts of conflict but nevertheless is still a very solid piece. (138640-38) [William “Wild Bill”
Ziegler Collection] {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2341. FRENCH MODEL 1935A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY S.A.C.M. serial #E4864A, 7.65 Longue, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright near excellent
bore showing a few small patches of minor oxidation. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 70% original black enamel finish with high
edge wear and flaking to gray phosphate finish scattered throughout. The black checkered plastic grips remain in very good plus condition
with some light scuffs and a few areas of chipped points. There is a lanyard ring present on the left side and the pistol includes one original
magazine. A very good example of these French pistols that may have seen police service with its added lanyard ring. (138640-6) [William
“Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection] {C&R}
(200/300)
2342. FRENCH MODEL M16 BERTHIER BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY ST. ETIENNE serial #B9584, 8mm Lebel, 18” barrel with a good
bore showing some frosting, light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this carbine retain about 90% dull reapplied
blue with some freckling, small patches of pinprick pitting and light oxidation staining scattered throughout. The bolt has been blued and
there is some moderate pitting on the buttplate. The straight grip hardwood stock remains in about very good condition as cleaned with
numerous scratches, an abrasion at the heel and some further small scuffs, dings and handling marks. The number on the stock is no longer
legible and the handguard appears to have been modified from a long rifle handguard. The barrel is a 1922-dated Chatellerault barrel, the
magazine assembly is matching although the floorplate cover is loose, the bolt body has been force-matched and the bolt head is number
“77”. The carbine is marked for Balle N and may be a good shooter or entry-level example for the military collector. (138640-11) [William
“Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection] {C&R}
(200/400)
2343. M OROCCAN-MARKED UNIQUE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #113109, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright very good plus bore
showing just a little light frosting. The metal surfaces of this French-made pistol retain about 94% original blue with some high edge wear,
spots of pinprick pitting and scattered small patches of oxidation staining. The black grooved Bakelite grips remain in very good condition
showing some light staining, a couple small chips in the grooves, a tiny chip at the bottom corner of the right panel and a tiny crack at the
top screw on the left panel. The right side frame bears a Moroccan stamp, one magazine is included and the lanyard loop is intact. (13864056) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection] {C&R}
(150/250)
2344. F RENCH MODEL 1935S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #D891, 7.65 Longue, 4 1/4” barrel with a mostly bright very good plus bore
showing some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain perhaps 60-65% original blue toning to gray throughout with high edge
wear, small spots of pinprick pitting moderate freckling and oxidation staining throughout. The black checkered plastic grips remain in good
overall condition showing some spots of flattened and lightly chipped points, scuffs, dings and handling marks throughout. The pistol has
been updated to “M1” status, the end of the safety lever has broken off but it is still functional and one original magazine is included. A fair
example overall of these French military pistols. (138640-63) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection] {C&R}
(100/200)
2345. NAZI-MARKED UNIQUE 17 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #30909, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright very good plus bore showing
rifling imperfections throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 96% reapplied nickel finish with some small scratches, dings,
some light flaking on the extractor, top of slide, a patch of bubbling around the front sight and a small oxidized spot on the left side slide.
The black grooved Bakelite grips remain in good overall condition with some chipping on the left panel around the top screw and on the
right panel along with a tiny crack around the bottom screw. There is a very faint “(Eagle) / WaA251” on the right side frame and most
of the other markings have softened from the metal preparation. The firing pin appears to be broken, the lanyard ring is present and one
nickel-plated magazine is included. (138640-5) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection] {MODERN}
(250/350)
2346. F RENCH MAS MODEL 1936-51 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ST. ETIENNE serial #G23370, 7.5 French, 24 1/2” barrel with a
mostly bright very good bore showing some frosting, light oxidation in the grooves and strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this rifle
retain about 90% arsenal parkerized finish with some high edge wear, a few spots worn to silver, scratches and some spots of light
oxidation and freckling scattered throughout. The buttplate shows some moderate oxidation staining and light pitting. The pistolgrip
hardwood buttstock and forend are stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in about good overall condition showing some old chips
at the pistolgrip and comb, a number of thin drying cracks around the buttplate, a thin 1” crack at the upper tang, a 2” flexing crack
at the bottom of the forend behind the nosecap and some further light dings, dents, scratches and handling marks. All serialized
parts are matching and there is a small C.A.I import stamp on the right side of the receiver. Still a solid example of these French
grenade launching military rifles. (138640-34) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection] {C&R}
(300/500)
2347. ITALIAN M70/87/15 VETTERLI BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BRESCIA serial #LS9053, 6.5 Carcano, 33 1/2” barrel with a mostly
bright very good plus bore showing some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1880-dated rifle retain perhaps 70% arsenal blue toning
uniformly to dull gray with high edge wear, scattered light to moderate oxidation staining, freckling and some small dings. The straight grip
hardwood stock remains in fair overall condition with a 3” flexing splinter forward of the rear barrel band, worn finish, a tiny crack at the upper
tang, numerous dings, dents abrasions and handling marks one would expect from these long serving rifles. The stock number is difficult
to decipher but does not appear to be matching, there is a faded 1891-dated cartouche on the right butt and a strong over-stamped refurbishment cartouche on the left that appears to be dated 1916 or 1918. A cleaning rod is present and the rifle appears to function normally.
(138640-37) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection] {ANTIQUE}
(125/200)
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2348. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY KOKURA serial #76693, 7.7 Arisaka, 25 1/2” barrel with a very good
bore showing some light frosting and what appears to be old dried cosmoline toward the muzzle. The metal surfaces of this 24th
series rifle have mostly toned to a mix of gray and gunmetal patina with scattered freckling, scratches and oxidation staining. The
buttplate shows some more moderate oxidation and light pitting. The Asian hardwood stock and handguard remain in fair overall
condition showing an unrepaired duffel cut at the rear band along with a thin 3 1/2” crack emanating from the rear band on the left
side, a thin 1 1/2” crack near the rear band on the right side, a thin 5” crack along the top of the handguard and some further dings,
dents and handling marks. There is a replacement faux cleaning rod present, the bolt body, safety knob and nosecap are matching
and the Chrysanthemum has been ground. A fair example of an Arisaka rifle just before they started transitioning to the “last ditch”
features. (138640-41) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection] {C&R}
(125/200)
2349. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOYO KOGYO serial #87398, 7.7 Arisaka, 25 1/2” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 34th series rifle retain about 90% original dull blue showing some high edge and operational wear,
scattered freckling, some spots of light oxidation staining and pinprick pitting. The Asian hardwood stock and handguard remain in about
good overall condition as lightly cleaned although there is an unrepaired duffle cut at the rear band along with some reapplied finish on the
duffle cut portion of the forend. The stocks show some further light dings, dents, handling marks, the initials “RL” carved into the buttplate
and the inspection stamp is softened but visible. All of the bolt parts are matching the receiver and the Chrysanthemum is ground. This “last
ditch” rifle is not marked with the model designation. (138640-43) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection] {C&R}
(125/200)
2350. SWISS MODEL 1889 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #80458, 7.5x53.5mm, 30 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this rifle retain perhaps 50% original blue with the balance toning to gray along with areas worn to silver, high edge wear, a few small spots
of light pitting, moderate freckling and oxidation staining throughout. The Bakelite bolt handle is matching but a little loose and shows the
typical cracks throughout. The straight grip walnut stock and handguard remain in about very good condition with some moderate staining
scattered throughout, some dings, dents, handling marks and strong cartouches. All serialized parts are matching on this well-worn rifle
and it would probably clean up quite nicely. (138640-9) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection] {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2351. B RITISH NO. 4 MK. I* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LONG BRANCH (SPORTERIZED) serial #69L6191, 25” with a good plus bore
showing some moderate oxidation toward the breech, light frosting and strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 70% original blue
with some spots of light pitting, freckling and moderate to heavy oxidation staining mostly along the barrel. The right side of the chamber is
marked “ENGLAND” and there are British export proofs at the muzzle. The pistolgrip hardwood stocks remain in about very good overall
condition as lightly refinished with some scratches, dings and handling marks. The forestock has been cut down, there is no handguard
present, the rear sling swivel has been removed and there is an added barrel band at the end of the stock. The bolt and magazine are numbered to the gun and the rear aperture sight has been cut down to a notch. This rifle may make for a good shooter or restoration project.
(138640-28) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection] {MODERN}
(100/175)
2352. DEUTSCHE WERKE MODEL I SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #4063, 22 Short, 18 3/4” barrel with a bright very good bore showing
a few tiny pinprick pits and some very minor frosting. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 85% original blue with some freckling,
high edge wear and some spots of light oxidation staining scattered throughout. The flip-up action cover features the Deutsche Werke
lion logo and there are numerous proof marks and a “MADE IN GERMANY” stamp on the right side barrel. The hardwood straight
grip buttstock remains in about very good condition showing a few small chips and dings at the toe and heel, scratches, dents and
handling marks. The left side of the butt is also emblazoned with the lion logo. Overall a neat little rifle that would probably be a fun
plinker. (138640-42) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection] {C&R}
(100/200)
2353. TURKISH MODEL 1893 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #28944, 8mm Mauser, 29” barrel with a good bore showing darkness in the
grooves but strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle are mostly a mix of gunmetal, gray and brown patina with freckling
and light oxidation staining scattered throughout. The chamber is marked with a 1937 date of modification to 8mm. The end of the
cleaning rod and the triggerguard are rather bent out of shape and the front sight shows a number of dings. The pistolgrip walnut
stock and handguard remain in about fair overall condition showing a number of cracks around both sides of the recoil lug, the most
prominent of which is a 3” flexing crack on the left side above the lug, some moderate chips around the front band spring and either
side of the barrel, a repaired chip at the toe, moderate staining and some further smaller dings, dents and handling marks. There is
a canvas sling sewn onto the swivels, a tiny import stamp on the right side barrel and the rifle appears to function fine. (138640-35)
[William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection] {ANTIQUE}
(100/175)
2354. TURKISH M38 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #226980, 8mm Mauser, 29” barrel with a good plus bore showing some light
frosting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this K. Kale-marked, 1946-dated rifle have mostly toned to a mottled
gray patina with freckling and moderate oxidation staining scattered throughout. The pistolgrip walnut stock and handguard
remain in good overall condition with mostly worn finish, a few old smoothed-over chips, dings, handling marks, a 3/4” crack at
the upper tang and some drying cracks at the heel. The bolt and floorplate are mismatched, a cleaning rod and an old leather
sling are present and there is a small import mark on the right side of the barrel. A fair example overall that seems to function
well. (138640-47) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection] {C&R}
(100/175)
2355. STEYR M1886 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #357, 8x60mmR, 32” barrel with a mostly bright very good bore showing a little frosting
and some light oxidation. This first year rifle is missing a number of parts including the bolt, triggerguard and tang screw. The receiver retains
some strong original blue with crisp markings and moderate oxidation staining. The remaining metal is rather heavily oxidized throughout
with heavy pitting along the barrel at the woodline. The walnut stock is matching the receiver and shows a number of dings, dents, staining,
a chip forming at the toe and a number of prominent cracks including a 4” crack on the left side behind the cleaning rod, an about 6” crack
emanating forward of the trigger, a 2” crack on the right side forward of the middle band and some further smaller cracks at the upper tang
and scattered throughout. The magazine cutoff seems to be stuck and the lifter is in the single shot position, the cleaning rod is present
and the magazine tube appears to be intact. (138441-39) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
2356. AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN M95 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #9738K, 8x50mmR Mannlicher, 19” barrel with an about very good
bore showing some light pitting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this Budapest-made rifle are mostly a freckled
gray patina with some original blue lurking about in the more protected areas along with some spots of tiny pinprick pitting and light
oxidation staining. The pistolgrip walnut stock and handguard remain in good overall condition with the typical dings, dents, scratches,
tiny chips and handling marks scattered throughout along with the initials “R.F.” lightly carved below the grasping grooves. There is
a 1913 Austrian acceptance stamp on the barrel and what appears to be a unit marking on the buttplate “I.R. 4 / 1243”. The barrel is
matching the receiver, the stock is numbered 2647S and the triggerguard is a Steyr-made part. The bolt is mismatched (20568) and
will require some mechanical attention as the safety and its associated parts are missing; the bolt is provided disassembled. All of
the sling swivels are intact and the front band features a stacking rod and bayonet lug. This carbine is a rather solid example that just
needs a little work. (138441-96) {C&R}
(150/250)
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2357. I NTERESTING BRITISH SEA SERVICE-STYLE PERCUSSION MUSKET about .78 cal, 28 5/8” barrel with a lightly oxidized barrel.
The metal surfaces of this musket have been covered in heavy black paint showing some spots of light flaking, freckling and some oxidation
staining. There are faint British proofs at the breech and the lockplate is maker-marked but it is very difficult to decipher under the heavy
paint. The musket is fitted with a brass triggerguard, ramrod thimble and decorative front band all toned to a nice dark patina. The straight
grip walnut stock has been cut down slightly and remains in fair overall condition with a tiny crack behind the lock and upper tang, dings,
dents, chips and handling marks. There is extensive insect damage on the left side of the butt and end of the stock where no buttplate is
present. A heavy iron ring has been bent around the wrist of the musket and the lock appears to have been converted to percussion from
flint, unfortunately it does not hold at full or half cock. There is an old replacement wire sling swivel behind the front band along with a larger
vacant sling hole, a sling swivel on the triggerguard and no ramrod is present. Overall a rather interesting antique arm for over the mantel.
(138441-35) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2358. C HINESE PH12-1 OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #9511687, 12 ga, 29 1/2” barrels with bright excellent bores choked full and
improved modified. The metal surfaces of this C.A.I. imported shotgun retain about 98-99% matte black finish with a few scratches and
handling marks. The pistolgrip checkered hardwood buttstock and forend remain in very good plus condition with a small chip forming at
the heel, some light scratches and handling marks. The single brass bead front sight shows some verdigris staining and the shotgun features
sling swivels, double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (138441-83) {MODERN}
(75/125)
2359. R EMINGTON MODEL 11 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #463055, 12 ga, 29” barrel with a bright excellent bore choked full. The
metal surfaces of this shotgun retain perhaps 70% original blue thinning evenly throughout with spots worn to gray, small dings, freckling
and handling marks. The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend remain in about very good condition with flaking finish, scratches, scattered dings, some tiny drying cracks on the left side of the forend and handling marks. The left side of the frame is marked with a
“U.S. (Flaming Bomb)” and is embellished with the typical duck and pheasant scenes. For some reason this shotgun has been fitted with
a Savage Arms barrel. A dried out ventilated rubber buttpad is fitted to the stock giving a 14 1/4” length of pull, makeshift sling swivels are
present and a Williams receiver-mounted peep sight is attached. (138441-41) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2360. J. C. HIGGINS MODEL 583.24 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 16 ga, 24” barrel with a bright nearly excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this shotgun retains about 90% original blue thinning throughout with some high edge wear, scratches, light freckling and handling marks.
The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock remains in very good plus condition with a few scratches and abrasions on the left side of the stock, a
thin 1” crack at the tip of the left side and some further light handling marks. The stock is fitted with a J. C. Higgins ventilated red rubber
pad in very good condition and the adjustable choke has been rather crudely removed. The shotgun appears to function well otherwise.
(138441-82) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2361. K ASSNAR 18M-M SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #93015347, 12 ga, 28 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore choked tight
full. The metal surfaces of this Russian-made K.B.I. imported shotgun retain about 80% original blue thinning evenly to gray throughout
with some light freckling and handling marks. The pistolgrip hardwood stock and forend remain in about good overall condition with some
moderate dings on the right side forward of the pistolgrip, a 2” sliver at the right edge of the forend that has chipped off but is included,
some further light dings, scratches and handling marks. The shotgun appears to function well and features an extractor and push button
safety. (138441-87) {MODERN}
(75/125)
2362. STEVENS 5100 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN 12 ga, 30” barrels with bright near excellent bores choked full and improved modified
showing a 1/4” dent on the left tube about two thirds down. The barrels retain about 88-90% original blue with some thinning, moderate
freckling, a couple small dings and tiny spots of oxidation staining. The action retains strong case-hardened colors with freckling scattered
throughout, light oxidation staining and a couple dings. The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend remain in good overall condition with a thin 1 1/4” crack at the upper tang, a couple thin drying cracks where the buttstock meets the frame, a few abrasions, dings
and handling marks. The black grooved plastic buttplate is intact and shows just a few scuffs around the edges. The triggerguard is missing
but the rear screw is present. This shotgun features dual silver bead sights, double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. Overall a good
condition example with solid lockup that just needs a little work. (138441-49) {C&R}
(125/225)
2363. AMERICAN GUN CO. KNICKERBOCKER BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #8290, 12 ga, 20 1/4” barrels choked improved
modified with about good bores showing some light pinprick pitting scattered about and a spot of oxidation toward the muzzle of the left
tube. The barrels retain a healthy amount of damascus pattern toning to brownish gray throughout with moderate scattered freckling and
spots of oxidation staining. The action is mostly toned to silvery gray patina with some freckling and light oxidation staining; the triggerguard
showing some more moderate staining overall. The checkered walnut forend remains in about very good overall condition showing worn
points, some small dings and handling marks. The checkered pistolgrip buttstock rates rather poor with a number of prominent cracks
around the wrist and through the grip, a 1 1/2” chip at the toe, a larger 4” repaired chunk at the toe, some smaller dings, dents and handling marks. The black checkered hard rubber buttplate is missing its lower screw and has lost about a 2 1/2” portion at the toe. The hard
rubber pistolgrip cap is mostly intact with a few dings, tiny chips and overall smoothing. Lockup is just a little loose and the shotgun seems
to function fine. (138441-38) {C&R}
(50/100)
2364. STEVENS SIDE LEVER CRACKSHOT SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #F81, 22 LR, 20” plugged barrel. The metal surfaces of this
rifle are mostly cleaned gunmetal with darker patches scattered about, scratches and moderate old cleaned pitting. The barrel has been
plugged for some reason but it is a takedown gun so this could remedied with a new barrel. The straight grip walnut buttstock and forend
remain in about very good condition as lightly cleaned showing some light scratches, scuffs and dings scattered about. The buttplate and
its screws are brass replacements. The lever is a little loose and the firing pin is broken but the mechanism functions well at full and half
cock. (138441-50) {MODERN}
(50/75)
2365. R EMINGTON MODEL 6 SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 32 RF, 20” barrel with a fair-good bore showing some oxidation throughout, a fair
amount of shine and strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 90% of a heavy reapplied black finish with high edge wear,
areas toning to gray, freckling and some light oxidation staining. The straight grip walnut buttstock and forend remain in about good overall
condition with a few dings and tiny chips on the forend. The buttstock is a little loose with a 2 1/2” crack at the lower tang, a number of
smaller cracks at the upper tang, some further dings, small chips and handling marks. The falling block grasping knob has broken off but
the hammer still functions crisply on full and half cock. The tang sight is missing, there is a dovetailed rear notch sight and a flip up post
front sight. (138441-51) {C&R}
(50/75)
2366. SAVAGE MODEL 4C BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S / L / LR, 23 1/2” barrel with a bright about very good bore showing some light
oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle have mostly toned to a brownish gray patina with some freckling,
light staining and traces of original blue in the more protected areas. The triggerguard retains about 60% black paint finish and the
bolt remains mostly bright with some flaking finish on the knob and handle. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock is in very good
condition as refinished with a heavy coat of varnish, worn checkering, scattered scratches and handling marks. The grooved black
plastic buttplate is intact with some scuffs around the edges, there are two holes in the receiver with screws for mounting sights and a
standard notch leaf sight is present along with a brass bead front sight. The rifle includes an incorrect Remington rimfire rifle magazine.
(138441-85) {C&R}
(50/75)
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2367. R EMINGTON NO. 4 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #355589, 32 Short / Long RF, 22 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel retains about 90% original blue with some scattered freckling, moderate streaks toning to gray along the length of the barrel and
light handling marks. The frame retains bold case-hardened colors with some spots thinning to silver, freckling and light oxidation staining
on the triggerguard and tang. The straight grip walnut buttstock and forend remain in about very good condition as lightly refinished with
light scratches, dings and some moderate patches of crazing varnish throughout the butt. The rifle is sighted with standard rear notch and
silver bead front. The barrel is matching the frame and all of the markings are very crisp and clear making for a really nice example overall.
(138426-32) {C&R}
(300/500)
2368. J. STEVENS FAVORITE MODEL 1915 FALLING BLOCK SHOTGUN serial #1642, 32 RF Shot, 24” smoothbore with a mostly
bright very good plus bore showing just a little light oxidation scattered about. The barrel retains about 90% original blue with some spots
thinning to gray, a few tiny pinprick pits at the muzzle, freckling and some spots of old varnish. The frame retains perhaps 40% original blue
flaking to gray patina and one tang sight filler screw is missing. The breechblock still retains some nice fire blue. The straight grip walnut
buttstock and forend remain in about very good condition with an added coat of varnish showing some moderate flaking along the toeline,
small dings, scratches, a couple tiny drying cracks at the upper tang, a thin 3/4” crack at the lower tang and some further handling marks.
The original black checkered plastic Stevens logo buttplate remains in near excellent condition with just some light staining and a few scuffs.
The gun seems to function well and features a single brass bead sight. (138426-26) {C&R}
(250/350)
2369. G ERMAN P.08 LUGER CODE 42 PISTOL BY MAUSER serial #5450d, 9mm, 4” barrel with a fair-good bore showing moderate
oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1940-dated pistol retain about 90% reapplied blue with moderate
freckling and fine pinprick pitting along the barrel, high edge wear and further light pitting underneath the blue scattered throughout.
There are no grips with this pistol but grip screws are provided. All of the serialized parts are matching including the grooved firing
pin although the sideplate has been re-stamped to match at some point. Included is one blue-bodied aluminum base magazine
numbered 2601 with some moderate buffing and pitting on the base. With a new pair of grips this pistol would probably make for
a decent shooter. (138050-160) {C&R}
(400/600)
2370. R USSIAN MODEL 1895 NAGANT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER BY TULA serial #189504405 (Original Russian #182688), 7.62
Nagant, 4 1/2” barrel with a mostly bright very good plus bore showing some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1912-dated revolver
retain about 97% arsenal reapplied blue with some light high edge and operational wear. The revolver was heavily buffed during refurbishment with scattered old pitting underneath the newer finish and softened markings. The sideplate has been re-stamped by the arsenal to
match the frame, the revolver retains an early loading gate and all of its original single action parts. The red checkered Bakelite grips remain
in near excellent condition showing some light handling marks. The cylinder is a matching arsenal replacement, a couple of the components
are later Tula star-marked parts and the right side frame is C.A.I importer-marked. The gun functions well with solid timing and lockup and
includes a post-war vinyl holster that shows some minor scuffs. Overall an interesting example that somehow retained its single action only
features through refurbishment. (138657-51S20529) {C&R}
(250/350)
2371. R USSIAN MODEL 1895 NAGANT DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY TULA serial #189510440 (Original Russian #12337),
7.62 Nagant, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1926-dated revolver retain about 98% arsenal
reapplied blue with a few light scratches, areas toning to plum under bright light and light operational wear. The checkered hardwood grips remain in very good condition showing some light staining and high edge wear. The cylinder is a matching arsenal
replacement along with a number of other parts and the right side frame is C.A.I importer-marked. The revolver functions well in
single and double action and includes a post-war vinyl holster showing some light scuffs and minor staining. A solid arsenal-refurbished Nagant that should be a good shooter. (138657-49S20527) {C&R}
(250/350)
2372. S MITH & WESSON FIRST MODEL 32 HAND EJECTOR serial #5485, 32 S&W Long, 3 1/4” barrel with a fair bore showing some
patches of light pitting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 82% original nickel finish with the
sideplate mostly cleaned to silvery gray patina showing remnants of old light pitting, scattered lighter flaking to gray-brown patina and some
areas of bubbling. The address and patent markings along the cylinder flats are crisp and clear while the sideplate S&W logo marking is still
very nice despite the light cleaning. The trigger and hammer are an overall dark gray patina. The checkered black hard rubber grips remain
in very good condition with an “M” carved into the right panel, some overall smoothing, small dings and handling marks. The right panel is
not matching and appears to be scratch-numbered “9174” and the left panel is un-numbered but their fitting to the frame is excellent. The
crane and frame are assembly-numbered alike while the barrel and cylinder are matching the frame by serial number. The revolver functions
very well with excellent timing and lockup in both single and double action. A nice overall example of the very first hand ejector made by
Smith & Wesson. (138658-207D31188) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2373. E RMA-WERKE MODEL KGP 68A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #121334, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this scaled-down Luger-style pistol retain about 98% original blue showing some light operational wear and the rear toggle piece toning to plum. The checkered brown plastic grips with left-side thumbrest remain in excellent condition showing just a handling
mark or two. The pistol is Excam importer-marked on the right side frame and seems to function well. Two magazines, manual and a black
soft case are included. Overall an excellent condition example of these interesting pistols that would be a nice gun for the Luger enthusiast.
(138578-11) {MODERN}
(275/375)
2374. B EEMAN MODEL P-08 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #314429, 22 LR, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of
this Erma-Werke-made pistol retain about 98% original blue with some light operational wear, a few scratches and the rear toggle piece
toning to plum. The checkered walnut grips remain in excellent condition showing just a handling mark or two. This gun is essentially Erma’s
KGP 69 pistol rebranded for Beeman featuring a number of refinements including walnut grips and an adjustable trigger over-travel screw.
This pistol includes its original factory box correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, two magazines, Erma lapel pin and manual. An
excellent example of these miniature Luger-style pistols in as-new condition. (138578-12) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2375. B EEMAN MODEL MP-08 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #122077, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this Erma-Werke-made pistol retain about 98% original blue showing some light operational wear and rear toggle piece toning
to plum. The checkered walnut grips remain in excellent condition. This gun is essentially Erma’s KGP 68 pistol rebranded for Beeman
featuring a number of refinements including walnut grips and an adjustable trigger over-travel screw. This pistol includes its original factory
box correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, two magazines, Erma lapel pin, cleaning brush, manual and loading tool. An excellent
example of these miniature Luger-style pistols in as-new condition. (138578-13) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2376. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 999 SPORTSMAN TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #AH57850, 22 LR, 6” ventilated rib
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 92% original blue with some small spots of light oxidation
staining and pinprick pitting scattered about, most noticeable on the gripstraps. The hammer is still mostly bright with some light freckling
and staining. The diamond checkered walnut grips with gold medallions remain in very good condition showing some light flaking varnish,
small dings and handling marks. The gun features adjustable sights and good timing and lockup although barrel-to-frame fit is a little loose,
the hinge screw head has broken off and the plastic mainspring retainer is broken and missing. Included is the original factory box correctly
end-labeled and numbered to the gun showing some light staining and a streak of permanent marker on the lid. With a little bit of attention
this gun should be able to be brought back into working order. (138658-144D32937) {MODERN}
(150/250)
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2377. E RMA-WERKE MODEL KGP 68A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #121857, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this Mandalls-imported pistol retain about 99% original blue showing just some light handling marks. The
checkered brown plastic grips with left-side thumbrest remain in excellent condition showing just a handling mark or two and the
frontstrap is inscribed “Mandalls Scottsdale Az”. Included is a mismatched original factory box end-labeled to a 380 pistol serial
#121941, one mismatched 380 magazine, loading tool, Erma lapel pin and manual. An excellent as-new example of these miniature
Luger-style pistols. (138693-25) {MODERN}
(275/375)
2378. SAVAGE MODEL 1899-H LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #249109, 303 Savage, 20” barrel with a mostly bright very good bore
showing some light oxidation scattered throughout. The metal surfaces of this takedown rifle retain about 85% older professionally
reapplied blue showing some high edge wear, scratches, areas thinning and toning to gray-brown patina and a few small spots of
pinprick pitting underneath the blue. The lever is mostly smooth gray patina with a little light staining and the bolt is mostly bright
with some freckling. The grooved steel buttplate shows some light oxidation staining and pinprick pitting as well as a small piece of
steel added at the toe. The smooth straight grip walnut stock and schnabel forend are no doubt replacements from the period of use
as the forend is numbered to a different gun and the buttstock is un-numbered and not the perch belly-style. The stocks remain in
good overall condition with a 1/2” chip at the right side tip of forend, a 3/4” chip on the left side barrel inlet along with a 1 1/4” crack
emanating from this chip, a tiny hairline crack at the upper tang and some further smaller dings, scratches and handling marks. The
rifle is sighted with a sporting rear sight with added painted triangle and original raised bead front with integral base. This rifle seems
to function well and will probably be a fine shooter. (138567-6) {C&R}
(300/500)
2379. SAVAGE MODEL 99 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #312267, 30-30, 22” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing a couple tiny
spots of light oxidation. This rifle appears to be a 99-F takedown equipped with a standard weight 99-D factory replacement barrel that is
serial-numbered to the frame. The metal surfaces of the barrel retain about 60% original blue thinning throughout with freckling, small spots
of light oxidation staining, areas worn to gray patina and scattered small dings. The frame retains perhaps 15% original bright blue mostly
in the protected areas with the remainder worn to gunmetal showing some fine pinprick pitting and freckling. The grooved steel buttplate
is mostly brown-gray patina showing some oxidation staining, light pitting and dings. The lever retains strong case-hardened colors mostly
in the protected areas and the remainder toned to smooth gray with light freckling. The smooth straight grip walnut buttstock and schnabel
forend show significant use with some older reapplied varnish, a 1 3/4” piece missing from the toe, flaking and crazing varnish throughout,
an 8” crack on the left side forend, 1 1/2” cracks at either side of the upper tang, 1/2” crack at right side frame junction and a number of
smaller cracks, tiny chips, dings and scratches throughout. There is a vacant sling swivel hole at the toeline and sling swivel present on the
forend. The rifle is sighted with a tang-mounted Lyman peep sight, Lyman ivory bead front and combination flip-up rear notch and white
triangle. (138643-1) {C&R}
(200/400)
2380. SAVAGE MODEL 112V VARMINT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #C142725, 223 Rem., 26” heavy barrel with a mostly bright near
excellent bore showing a couple tiny spots of light oxidation. The metal surfaces of this single shot rifle retain about 98% original blue with
some light high edge wear, a few small scratches, light flaking on the trigger guard and bolt handle toning to plum. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock features palm swells and detachable sling swivels and remains in very good plus condition showing a couple scattered
scratches, handling marks, some light staining, small dings and crisp checkering. The stock is fitted with a Savage red rubber buttpad
showing some scuffs at the toe and light staining. A pair of Weaver 1” rings is included along with the aforementioned detachable sling
swivels. (138476-104) {MODERN}
(250/350)
2381. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AUTOMATIC EJECTING SECOND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #2060,
32 S&W, 3” barrel with a very good bore showing some spots of light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this
revolver retain about 98% reapplied bright nickel finish showing a couple small flakes and some scattered pinprick pitting underneath the
newer finish throughout. The barrel rib markings are still quite crisp and clear and a couple of the screws show some light slot damage. The
black checkered hard rubber grips are scratch-numbered to the gun and remain in very good condition showing some areas worn smooth
at the high edges, a couple light scratches and handling marks. Barrel-to-frame fit is solid and the mechanism functions well in single and
double action with very good timing and lockup. The revolver also includes a period suede purse-style holster with double snap button
closure, a couple small tears, light staining and some old tape residue. (138587-10) {C&R}
(75/125)
2382. S WISS MODEL 1869/71 VETTERLI BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY RYCHNER serial #11902, 41 Swiss RF, 33” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The barrel of this rifle has toned to a very lovely plum patina throughout with some freckling and light oxidation staining.
The remaining metal surfaces are mostly dark gray patina showing light staining, freckling and some hints of case-hardened color on the
frame. The rear sight still retains some very nice fire blue and the bolt has been modified to centerfire. The barrel, forend and buttstock
are all stamped with the emblem of the Swiss canton
Basel-Landschaft as well as a rack number “1352”. The
straight grip walnut buttstock and checkered forend remain in very good condition with a 1 3/4” thin u-shaped
chip forming above the buttstock sling swivel, a further
thin crack behind the sling swivel, scattered small dings,
tiny chips and handling marks. All of the cartouches are
crisp, the cleaning rod is missing and all visible serialized
parts are matching. The rifle appears to function well
and is really a nice example with interesting cantonal
markings. (138706-4) {ANTIQUE}
(300/400)
2383. E NGRAVED WHITNEY MODEL NO. 1 BREECHLOADING REVOLVER serial #19324, 22 RF, 3 1/4”
octagon barrel with a fair-good bore showing oxidation and evident rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver are extensively embellished with
2383
lovely flowing scroll, punch-dot shading, starbursts
on either side of the frame and border engraving. The
barrel, cylinder, base pin and hammer retain about
60% original nickel finish with a large patch on the cylinder flaked to oxidized brown, left-side barrel showing moderate flaking, some
further light oxidation and bubbling scattered about. The frame is mostly a pleasing ocher brass with flakes of nickel finish scattered
throughout and some moderate verdigris staining mostly on the left-side frame. The top barrel flat is crisply marked “WHITNEYVILLE
ARMORY CT, U.S.A”. The revolver wears a nice set of antique ivory grips, the left panel showing a small chip at the toe, a couple
scattered small dings and very nice age striations and patina throughout. The barrel and cylinder are numbered to the frame and the
hammer functions well at full and half cock although timing is off and lockup a little loose. Overall still a rather attractive little Whitney
revolver. (138639-2) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
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2384. W INCHESTER-HOTCHKISS BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #16380, 45-70, 24” round barrel with a mostly bright near excellent bore showing some very light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. This rifle sits squarely in the second model serial number
range but is equipped with first model combination magazine cutoff and safety device. The metal surfaces are mostly brown-gray
patina with old dried varnish, freckling, light oxidation staining, small dings scattered throughout and some streaks of original blue
here and there. The markings on the receiver are still very crisp and clear. The smooth straight grip walnut stock has been rather
crudely repaired at some point with the final 9” portion spliced back on and shows numerous scratches throughout, some chips at
the toe, light staining, dings and handling marks. The original saddle ring is still intact with two added sling swivels also on the left
side. The military-style rear sight is also intact and the front sight is a white bead. The carbine appears to function well and is an
excellent candidate for some new wood. (138530-15) {ANTIQUE}
(350/550)
2385. G ERMAN P.626(B) SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY FABRIQUE NATIONALE serial #38354a, 32 ACP, 4 1/2” barrel with a mostly bright
near excellent bore showing just a tiny hint of frosting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 70% original blue with high edge wear,
areas worn to gunmetal scattered about, freckling, scratches, small dings and a couple tiny pinprick pits. The black checkered plastic grips
are oversized replacements but remain in very good condition showing a few small dings and handling marks. The left side of the slide is
stamped with a number of poorly-struck German proofs including an “(H)” stamp and proper “(Eagle) / WaA140”. The barrel is also eagle-proofed and all visibly numbered parts are matching. The pistol includes two magazines one a more modern reproduction and the other
a rather crude home-made looking example showing moderate pitting and operational wear. Also included is a very nice original leather
holster showing a few scuffs, small tears, light staining and handling marks. The interior flap is stamped “Nur fur lange Browning / Pistole
Kal. 7,65” with another smaller faded stamp under this. With a proper set of grips this would be a rather nice rig for the military collector.
(138577-1) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2386. W INCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #230661, 22 S/ L / LR, 20” barrel with a moderately oxidized bore
showing some good rifling throughout. The barrel and magazine tube are mostly a gray-brown patina showing some light scratches,
small dings, minor oxidation staining and a couple pinprick pits. There are some strong streaks of bright blue in the protected areas
and all of the markings are still clear. The frame and breechblock retain perhaps 20% original bright blue flaking to brown-gray patina
with scattered oxidation staining, freckling and some scattered spots of pinprick pitting. The smooth straight grip walnut buttstock
and un-grooved forend remain in very good condition as lightly refinished with some crazing varnish throughout, a notch on the
comb, small dings, dents, scratches and handling marks scattered about. The right-side forend screw is a modern replacement and
there are some tiny cracks around both escutcheons. The black checkered plastic Winchester trademark buttplate is a little proud of
the buttstock and has been coated with a light varnish but otherwise remains in about very good condition showing some moderate
scuffing at the high edges and scattered dings. The gun is sighted with a simple replacement rear notch leaf missing its adjustment
bar and blade front sight. This rifle has seen a fair amount of use but appears to function well and is a very solid example overall.
(138569-59) {C&R} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(350/550)
2387. ASTRA MODEL 600/43 serial #16308, 9mm, 5 1/4” barrel with a mostly bright very good bore showing some frosting and strong rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 85% arsenal blue thinning throughout with high edge wear, grip safety worn to
gray, light freckling, scratches, handling marks and a small ding on the triggerguard. The ejector is mostly worn to gunmetal while the trigger
and safety are still mostly bright with some darker freckling scattered about. The black checkered plastic reproduction grips remain in very
good condition showing some small dings and handling marks. Both the slide and barrel are numbered to different pistols (31419 and 645),
one original magazine is included as well as a gray plastic hard case. (138693-27) {C&R}
(175/275)
2388. J UKAR PERCUSSION “DERRINGER” PISTOL serial #075195, .45 cal, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this Spanish-made pistol are mostly smooth gray patina with some freckling, areas toning to brown and some streaks
of original blue. The lockplate retains some washed-out case-hardened colors and is marked “DERRINGER / PHILADELPHIA”.
The brass triggerguard and stock escutcheons are mostly ocher patina. The hardwood stock remains in near excellent condition
with just a few light scratches and handling marks. The gun is sighted only with a brass blade and the lock seems to function
well. (138698-9) {ANTIQUE}
(40/80)
2389. R EMINGTON MODEL 12A SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #391418, 22 S / L / LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 80% original blue with the triggerguard and magazine tube mostly toned to gray-brown
patina, high edge wear, small spots of light pitting, freckling and light scratches. The straight grip walnut buttstock and grooved
forend remain in about very good condition showing worn finish throughout, a small chip at the rear of the forend, tiny hairline
crack at the lower tang, small dings, dents and handling marks. The right-side forend screw is missing and the original black
checkered hard rubber buttplate is present showing some light scuffs and handling marks. The rifle appears to function well
mechanically and ought to be a fun little shooter. (138665-8) {C&R}
(300/400)
2390. S MITH & WESSON MODEL NO. 1 1/2 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #83183, 32 S&W, 3” barrel with a fair-good bore
showing spots of moderate oxidation and good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% original nickel finish
with scattered flaking to gray-brown patina, light oxidation staining, scratches and handling marks. The barrel latch retains some flakes of
bright blue having mostly toned to gray-brown while the hammer shows strong case-hardened colors along with some light operational wear
and freckling. A few of the screw heads show some light slot damage and all of the markings are crisp and clear. The black checkered hard
rubber grips remain in near excellent condition showing just a couple small dings and handling marks. The right panel is scratch-numbered
to the gun, the left is un-numbered and all other visible serialized parts are matching the frame. Barrel-to-frame fit, timing and lockup are
all excellent making for a very nice overall example. (138569-42) {ANTIQUE} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(200/300)
2391. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO. 1 1/2 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #87781, 32 S&W, 3” barrel with a good bore showing
some spots of oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 80% original nickel finish with moderate flaking to gray-brown patina along the cylinder and right side barrel, smaller spots of oxidation staining throughout, light scratches
and handling marks. The barrel latch shows some dings on the knurling, a number of screw heads show some light slot damage and all
of the markings are crisp and clear. The hammer still retains some nice case-hardened colors with moderate operational wear and some
oxidation staining. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in near excellent condition showing a small scuff on the right panel, small
dings and minor discoloration. The right panel is scratch-numbered to the gun, the left is un-numbered and all other visible serialized parts
are matching the frame. Barrel-to-frame fit is excellent although the mechanism will require some attention as the hand spring is worn out
and no longer advances the cylinder. (138569-43) {ANTIQUE} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(100/175)
2392. W INCHESTER MODEL 63 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #73238A, 22 LR Superspeed & Super-X, 23” barrel with a bright near
excellent bore showing a couple tiny pinprick pits. The metal surfaces of the barrel retain about 95% original blue with a couple
small spots of light oxidation staining, light scratches and handling marks. The frame retains perhaps 25% original blue toning to
brown-gray patina with light freckling and four added holes on the left side. The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock and forend remain
in very good condition retaining a healthy amount of varnish, small scratches, dings and handling marks. The rifle is sighted with
flat top sporting rear and Marble’s No. 5 front bead missing its insert and showing a couple dings. A solid example overall that
will probably be a fine shooter. (138665-4) {C&R}
(300/400)
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2393. H OPKINS & ALLEN NO. 2922 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE 22 LR, 18” round barrel with a brightly near excellent bore showing just
a couple tiny pinprick pits here and there. The barrel retains about 96% original blue showing some light scratches and scuffs along the
bottom of the barrel, a few scattered freckles and handling marks. The frame retains about 90% vibrant case-hardened colors showing just
some light toning to gray and freckling along the lever and some minor oxidation staining on the left side. The buttplate retains about 90%
original blue with some high edge wear and light scratches. The checkered straight grip walnut stock and forend remain in near excellent
condition retaining much of their original finish with just a few scattered scratches, small dings and handling marks. The rifle is sighted with
a semi-buckhorn rear and brass blade front and appears to function very well mechanically. Overall an excellent example of a more deluxe
model falling block rifle made by Hopkins & Allen. (138592-4) {C&R}
(300/500)
2394. B ELGIAN FLINTLOCK TARGET PISTOL .40 cal, 9” rifled octagon barrel with a good bore showing some spots of oxidation and strong
rifling throughout. The barrel of this pistol is marked “MADE IN BELGIUM” and has mostly toned to a plum-brown patina with freckling and
light oxidation staining scattered about. The lock features some simple engraving and is mostly dark brown patina with moderate oxidation
staining and a couple small spots of light pitting. The brass triggerguard, buttcap, nosecap, thimble and escutcheons are mostly ocher
patina with some old verdigris staining and handling marks. The left-side wedge escutcheon and a small brass inlay on the bottom of the
stock are missing. The walnut stock remains in about very good condition showing a very small hairline crack forward of the lockplate, a tiny
chip forming left of the triggerguard, some small chips, scratches, dings and a few vacant holes. The stock features some nice figure and
simple carved patterns. The pistol is sighted with a simple rear notch and brass blade front, a wooden ramrod is present, the frizzen spring
is strong and the lock functions well at full and half cock. (137949-68) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2395. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOKYO ARMY ARSENAL serial #886208, 6.5 Arisaka, 31 1/2” barrel
with fair-good bore showing darkness in the grooves but good rifling throughout. The exposed metal surfaces of this rifle are mostly a graybrown patina with light pinprick pitting throughout as well as some arsenal quality blue present in the more protected areas and along the
receiver where the dust cover would have been although there also appears to be some pinprick pitting underneath the finish. The bolt knob
has toned to brown although the bolt remains mostly bright, there is strong fire blue remaining on the magazine follower and nice straw
color on the rear sight leaf spring. The Asian hardwood stock remains in very good condition as cleaned long ago with numerous scratches
scattered throughout, the two-piece buttstock starting to separate, small dings, tiny chips and handling marks. The stock is a little shy at
the buttplate and there are two Japanese kanji characters carved into the right side butt. The Chrysanthemum has been ground away, no
dust cover is present and a cleaning rod is included. The assembly-numbered parts are mostly mixed although the handguard, rear sight
and front band are matching. (138596-19) {C&R}
(200/300)
2396. P ERCUSSION CONVERTED PISTOL WITH THIOLLIERE FRERES LOCK .65 cal, 9” barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces of this pistol retain about 80% reapplied blue finish with areas toning to brown-gray patina, light oxidation staining and old pitting
scattered throughout. The lockplate features some faint foliate engraving and is inscribed “Thiolliere Freres”. The gun has been converted
from flint with a simple bolster and nipple added along with a rather amateurishly etch-engraved hammer. The triggerguard features a nice
sculpted extension and there is some more rudimentary etching on the sideplate. The walnut stock shows a number of old splices and
repairs and the grip has been reshaped into a rather bulbous bag-style, there are some old pin holes with chipping on the left side and
some further smaller chips, dings, small cracks and spots of filler throughout. A brass-tipped wooden ramrod is included and the lock will
require some mechanical attention as the trigger is dead and the hammer stuck in the cocked position. This pistol could be a good project
for the adventurous type. (138569-45) {ANTIQUE} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(75/125)
2397. STOEGER LUGER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #10087, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces of
this pistol retain about 97% original blue with some high edge wear, a few areas thinning on the frame and light handling marks while the
trigger and toggle pins are toning to a nice plum patina. The checkered brown plastic simulation wood grips remain in excellent condition
showing just a few light handling marks. The pistol seems to function well mechanically and includes a black soft case and two magazines.
(138578-40) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2398. E RMA ET-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #58630, 22 LR, 11 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this small
Luger carbine-style pistol retain about 95% original blue with some high edge wear, areas thinning along the barrel and some scattered
imperfections along the frame. The checkered walnut grips with left-side thumbrest and checkered forend remain in excellent condition
showing just a few small handling marks. The pistol features artillery-style sights with an elevation adjustable rear and includes one magazine
and black soft case. An interesting 1967 proof-dated pistol overall that would probably be a fun shooter. (138578-10) {C&R} (300/500)
2399. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON HAMMERLESS BICYCLE SECOND MODEL REVOLVER serial #201368, 32 S&W, 2” barrel
with a very good bore showing some frosting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 97% reapplied
bright nickel finish showing a couple small flakes, faint high edge wear and some old cleaned pitting underneath the newer finish. The
markings have softened a bit but are still visible and there are some remains of an inscribed name on the right side frame. The mother-ofpearl grips are un-numbered and remain in about good overall condition showing a repaired 1 1/2” chip at the edge of the right panel,
some smaller chips at the toe, corners, some hairline cracks and handling marks. All of the visible serialized parts are matching, barrel-toframe fit is solid and the mechanism times and locks up well although the cylinder stop does not engage properly when at rest. Included is
an unmarked brown leather belt holster in good overall condition showing some light staining, scuffs, handling marks and some verdigris
around the brass hardware. (138693-35) {C&R}
(75/150)
2400. ITALIAN 1851 CONFEDERATE NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #E50321, .44 cal, 7 1/2” octagon barrel with a very good
bore showing some light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The barrel and cylinder of this reproduction revolver retain about 95% blue
finish with some small spots of light oxidation staining, scattered dings particularly around the wedge and handling marks. The loading lever
and hammer still retain some nice case-hardened colors with areas toning to smooth gray. The brass frame, triggerguard and backstrap are
mostly goldenrod with some scattered spots of light staining, freckling and verdigris. The smooth walnut grip remains in excellent condition
showing just a few minor handling marks. The mechanism still times and locks up very well. (138698-7) {ANTIQUE}
(50/125)
2401. CVA MOUNTAIN PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #0007048, .50 cal, 9” octagon barrel with a mostly bright very good bore showing
some light oxidation. The metal surfaces of this pistol are mostly a brown-gray patina with some high edge wear, light scratches
and some fine oxidation staining. The lockplate and hammer retain some washed out case-hardened colors with freckling and light
oxidation staining. The walnut stock remains in near excellent condition showing just a few light scratches and handling marks. The
pistol includes a ramrod and is equipped with a belt hook, rear notch sight and silver blade front. The lock appears to function well
mechanically. (138698-8) {ANTIQUE}
(40/80)
2402. SAVAGE MODEL 29 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #124511, 22 LR, 24” octagon barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The barrel
and magazine tube of this pre-war rifle retain about 80% original blue thinning evenly throughout with high edge wear, some spots of light
oxidation staining, scratches and handling marks. The frame is mostly smooth gray patina with moderate high edge wear, scratches and
some spots of oxidation staining. The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend remain in about very good condition showing some
flaking varnish throughout, a small very thin crack at the right-side frame junction, small dings, scratches and handling marks throughout.
The original black grooved plastic buttplate with “SVG” is present showing some scuffs at the edges. The rifle is sighted with flat top sporting
rear, gold bead front and seems to function normally. (138582-49) {C&R}
(200/300)
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2403. B ELGIAN PERCUSSION DOUBLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #1748, about 28 ga, 31 1/4” solid rib barrels with very good bores.
The barrels retain about 98% original blue showing just a few light scratches and handling marks. The hammers, lockplates, triggerguard
and buttplate retain most of their case-hardened colors showing some light scattered freckling. The left side of the barrel is marked “ARMAF
LIEGEOISE BELGIQUE”. The checkered straight grip walnut stock remains in very good plus condition showing a few small scratches, a
spot of tape residue and handling marks. The right side of the butt features a small compartment with seashell lid, the shotgun is fitted with
sling swivels, a single gold bead front sight and includes a steel ramrod. Both locks function well and the gun has evidently seen very little
use. (138514-54) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2404. U NMARKED FULLSTOCK PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE .44 cal, 33 1/2” octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces of this rifle are mostly a pleasing plum-brown patina showing some high edge wear, scattered patches of light tool marks
along the barrel and light freckling. The bolster has been replaced at some point and the lockplate and nipple show heavy erosion from
extensive use. The brass nosecap, ramrod thimbles, triggerguard, buttplate and patchbox show remnants of some old dark brown finish
worn to goldenrod throughout. The stock shows very lovely fiddleback figure its entire length and remains in about good condition
with 1 1/2” and 2 1/2” thin cracks forward of the lockplate, a 3/4” crack forward of the sideplate screw, a thin 4” repaired crack right
of upper tang, some further scratches, small chips, dings and some more prominent chipping around one right-side pin hole. There is
a small un-engraved silver monogram at the wrist and inlaid crescent moon on the scant left-side cheekpiece. The rifle is sighted with
a simple rear notch and brass blade front. The ramrod, a number of pins and the hammer are all missing. Overall a solid base worthy of
further restoration. (138514-39) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2405. FULLSTOCK PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE BY W. SCOTT .44 cal, 32 1/4” octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces of this rifle are mostly a nice plum patina showing some old lightly cleaned pitting scattered throughout. The lockplate features some
light foliate motifs and is marked “W. SCOTT / WARRANTED”. The brass nosecap, ramrod thimble, triggerguard, buttplate and patchbox
are mostly pale goldenrod with some light staining. The stock shows some nice figure throughout and remains in about very good overall
condition with a 3/4” crack forward of the left escutcheon, some scattered small chips, dings and handling marks along with evidence of
checkering at the wrist long ago. The toe extension on the buttplate, rear ramrod thimble, the trigger, front sight and ramrod are missing.
The screws and pins for keeping the lockplate, barrel and triggerguard secured are also all missing so this would be a good starting point
for a complete restoration. (138514-57) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2406. N EW YORK PERCUSSION HALFSTOCK SPORTING RIFLE BY A. C. STEVENS .40 cal, 32” octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle are mostly a mix of dark gray and silvery patina with light pitting at the breech, scattered small dings
and freckling. The top barrel flat is clearly stamped “AC STEVENS / HUDSON NY” bracketed by small foliate flourishes while the lockplate
is stamped “JOHN ARCHER / WARRANTED” and features a nice pheasant scene on the plate and light foliate scroll on the hammer. The
rifle features a pewter nosecap and the finger rest triggerguard, wedge escutcheons, buttplate and patch box are all of German silver
showing some light verdigris staining scattered about. There is also a small German silver hunting dog inlay on the left-side cheekpiece.
The checkered straight grip walnut stock remains in fair-good condition with a 1/2” crack forward of the left-side screw, a thin about 2 1/2”
crack emanating from the rear of the lockplate, some crazing finish, an older repaired 5 1/2” crack at the left-side edge, some further smaller
dings, dents and handling marks. There is some bedding material underneath the barrel, two vacant holes at the upper tang, a missing pin
on the lockplate, a piece of the hammer screw is broken off, the rear ramrod thimble, ramrod, barrel wedge and rear triggerguard screw are
all missing. The rifle is sighted with a large rear notch and globe front that is missing its post. The mechanism features double set triggers
although they will require some mechanical attention as the lock is not functioning correctly. This was no doubt a very nice rifle in its day
and is worthy of restoration. (138514-40) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2407. G ERMAN M/71 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY AMBERG serial #5038, 11mm Mauser, 33 1/4” barrel with a very good bore showing
a few small patches of oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle are mostly a mix of brown patina with some
light pitting, old varnish and oxidation staining throughout. The walnut stock remains in good overall condition with a very small crack at the
upper tang, some flaking reapplied varnish, scratches, dings and small chips throughout. There are still some faint cartouches on the right
side butt. The barrel is matching the receiver, the bolt is not matching the gun but is matching itself and the remaining visible parts are a mix
of numbers. The sling swivels are intact and a cleaning rod is included. A rather salty example overall but this rifle would probably clean up
quite well. (138640-27) {ANTIQUE} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(250/350)
2408. TURKISH MODEL 1893 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #27658, 8mm Mauser, 29” barrel with an about very good bore showing
some darkness and frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this rifle are mostly a mix of brown patina and gunmetal gray with
oxidation staining scattered throughout, small dings and some pinprick pitting. The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock remains in good
overall condition with mostly worn finish, moderate staining, a tiny crack at the lower tang, the name “AHMET” carved on the right
side and some further small dings, chips and handling marks. The chamber is stamped “T C / ASFA / ANKARA” with a 1937 date of
conversion and modification to 8mm. The bolt is mismatched, the sling swivels are intact and a rather worn cleaning rod is included.
(138640-33) {ANTIQUE} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(100/175)
2409. F RENCH GRAS M80 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN CONVERSION serial #98835, about 10 ga, 27 1/2” barrel with a fair bore showing some moderate oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces are mostly a brown-gray patina throughout with scattered oxidation staining,
small dings, tiny pits and freckling. The straight grip walnut stock remains in about good overall condition showing some moderate staining,
remnants of an old sticker on the left side of the butt, a 1 1/2” thin crack and plug repair at the upper tang, some further dings, tiny chips
and handling marks throughout. The barrel on this gun is Belgian-proofed with a later scratch-marking “12 GA FRENCH” although the
bore certainly exceeds 12 Ga.. There are also small C.A.I. import marks on the receiver and the bolt seems to function well. (138640-48)
{ANTIQUE} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(75/150)
2410. MARLIN MODEL 24 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #A26211, 12 ga, 20” barrel un-choked with a mostly bright very good bore
showing some light fouling. The metal surfaces of this shotgun retain about 20% original blue on the barrel and magazine tube toning to
smooth brown-gray patina throughout with some light oxidation staining, freckling and pinprick pitting scattered about. The bolt retains
about 60% original blue while the frame is mostly gray patina with moderate high edge wear, light oxidation staining and some pinprick
pitting. The smooth pistolgrip walnut buttstock and grooved forend remain in good overall condition showing some moderate staining,
old flaking reapplied varnish, some old grip tape wrapped around the wrist, small dings, scratches and handling marks. The original black
grooved plastic buttplate is present although has an almost 2” chip at the toe. The barrel appears to be a replacement numbered 117496
and the mechanism seems to be functional although it should be noted that Marlin recommends none of these older shotgun models be
fired. (138640-44) {C&R} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(100/200)
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2411. U.S. MODEL 1877 TRAPDOOR RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial #102133, 45-70 Gov’t, 32 5/8” barrel with a moderately
oxidized bore still showing good rifling throughout. The barrel of this rifle retains about 80% original blue with moderate oxidation staining
and some pinprick pitting scattered throughout. The triggerguard, sling swivels, barrel bands and buttplate all show oxidation staining
and toning to brown patina throughout with some more noticeable pitting on the buttplate. The lock is mostly a dark gray patina while the
breechblock is a lighter gray all showing moderate oxidation staining. The breechblock does retain some nice case-hardened colors on the
more protected interior surfaces. The straight grip walnut stock remains in good overall condition showing moderate staining throughout, a
4” stretch of moderate abrasions and shallow chipping on the right side forward of the rear barrel band, some further smaller chips, dings,
scratches and tiny drying cracks scattered about. The stock retains a crisp firing proof behind the trigger guard and a very nice “ESA /
1878” cartouche on the left side. The markings on the lockplate and proofs on the barrel are still very clear as well. The sling swivels and
an original cleaning rod are intact, the rear sight is the curved base variety and the three-position tumbler functions well. Overall still a solid
example that will probably clean up even better. (138640-29) {ANTIQUE} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(350/550)
2412. R EMINGTON MODEL 11 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #211696, 12 ga, 28” barrel with a good bore showing a couple spots of
light oxidation scattered about. The barrel retains perhaps 20% original blue with extensive oxidation staining and light pitting throughout
along with some remnants of white paint along the top surface. The frame is mostly gunmetal gray patina with some remnants of original
blue, light oxidation staining and spots of pinprick pitting. The smooth pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend remain in fair condition, the
forend showing the usual two recoil cracks about 1 3/4” each, a couple small cracks at the upper tang, overall smoothing, worn finish, light
staining, dings and handling marks. The buttplate is a period Jostam ventilated red rubber pad in good condition showing some light scuffs
and providing a 14” length of pull. (138640-24) {C&R} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(100/175)
2413. SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO./J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 43DL/103.19820 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with an about
excellent bore showing minor pitting along its length. The metal surfaces show moderate pitting and oxidation staining with the bolt, trigger
and triggerguard retaining their bright finish. The smooth walnut Monte Carlo style pistolgrip stock rates very good with minor flaking of
the added varnish and there is a 6” crack running from the takedown screw to the triggerguard. The grooved plastic buttplate has a 2” chip
missing on the right side from the heel down. (218541-16S20784) {C&R}
(50/75)
2414. O.F. MOSSBERG & SONS MODEL 183T BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN serial #571887, .410 bore, 24” barrel with a bright about
excellent bore. The metal surfaces are heavily pitted and oxidized. The smooth walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates about very good
with minor handling marks, flakes in the finish and some black paint transfer on the left side. The grooved plastic buttplate has faded to
white over the years and the red “fire” button is missing. (218541-18S20790) {MODERN}
(50/75)
2415. M OSSBERG MODEL 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #T731656, 12 ga, 24” ported and rifled barrel with a bright about
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue finish with minor pitting along the barrel. The checkered walnut buttstock
and forend rate about excellent with only minor handling marks. This shotgun is fitted with a single sling swivel stud, an added black synthetic
cheek riser and a ventilated rubber recoil pad which provides a 14” length of pull. Also included with this shotgun is an unmarked 2.5x20
scope with crosshair reticle, clear optics, bikini style covers and a Plano AirGlide hard case. (218541-12S20792) {MODERN} (200/400)
2416. W INCHESTER MODEL 1300 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L3322079, 12 ga, 22” rifled deer slug barrel with a bright about
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with minor pitting and oxidation staining along the barrel. The checkered
walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate about excellent with only minor handling marks. This shotgun is equipped with sling swivel studs,
fiber optic rifle sights and a solid rubber recoil pad which provides a 14” length of pull. Also included with this shotgun is a BSA REDDOT
scope with slightly cloudy optics and a functioning battery. (218541-34S20778) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2417. M OSSBERG MAVERICK MODEL 88 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #MV77271U, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib Accu-Choke
barrel with a bright about excellent bore; the included choke is modified. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue
with minor pitting and handling marks. The black synthetic stocks rate about excellent with only minor handling marks. This
shotgun is fitted with a gold bead mid and white bead front sight and a ventilated rubber recoil pad which provides a 14 1/4”
length of pull. (218541-38S20774) {MODERN}
(125/225)
2418. O.F. MOSSBERG & SONS MODEL 183KC BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN .410 bore, 25” C-lect choked barrel with a bright about
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 92% original blue with minor pitting and oxidation staining on the barrel and minor scratches
on the receiver. The smooth walnut Monte Carlo style stock rates about excellent with a few minor scratches and a chip missing from the
left side pistolgrip. This shotgun is fitted with a grooved plastic buttplate which provides a 13 5/8” length of pull and the green “safe” button
is missing. (218440-9) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2419. SAVAGE MODEL 64 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #1984327, 22 LR, 16 1/2” fluted and threaded heavy barrel with a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue. The black synthetic pistolgrip stock rates about excellent with a few minor
scratches. This little rifle is equipped with three sling swivel studs, two sling swivels with a black nylon sling and a Boyds’ solid rubber recoil
pad which provides a 13 3/4” length of pull. Also included is a Ruger 4x32 riflescope with crosshair reticle and clear optics. There is no
magazine present. (218544-50D32857) {MODERN}
(125/250)
2420. R EMINGTON MODEL 740 WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #33946, 30-06, 22” barrel with a bright about excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate good to near very good
with flakes in the added varnish and moderate handling marks. This rifle is equipped with sling swivel studs and a grooved steel buttplate
which has overspray from the added coat of varnish. There is a repaired chip on the left side behind the triggerguard and two drilled and
tapped holes on the left side of the receiver. (218544-54D32947) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2421. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #14324772, 22 LR, 22” Micro-Groove barrel with a bright about excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 92% original finish with minor pitting and oxidation staining along the barrel and minor flaking on the receiver.
The smooth walnut Monte Carlo style pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with minor handling marks and there is a screw missing from the
front of the triggerguard. (218541-36S20776) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2422. W INCHESTER MODEL 69 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 25” barrel with a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 85% original blue finish, the loss mostly due to fading on the receiver. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with
minor flaking of the finish. This rifle is fitted with a ramped front sight which is missing its hood and a rear aperture sight which includes the
eye piece. The takedown screw and magazine plate are missing and there is no magazine present. (218514-51) {C&R}
(125/250)
2423. W INCHESTER MODEL 97 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #961499, 12 ga, 28” overall length barrel with a bright near excellent
bore; it also wears a Cutts compensator with a Lyman No. 705 Full Choke. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original thinning blue, the
loss due to handling marks and operational wear with a few scratches on the barrel and silvering, pinprick pitting and oxidation staining on
the receiver. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates near very good with a few handling marks, a 1 3/4” chip forming on the left side
of the wrist at the triggerguard and a ventilated rubber recoil pad which provides a 13 1/4” length of pull. The grooved forend rates near
excellent. (218453-5) {C&R}
(300/500)
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2424. W INCHESTER MODEL 1911 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #75734, 12 ga, 28” barrel choked full with a bright near excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this “Widowmaker” retain about 70% original thinning finish on the barrel and about 50% on the receiver with
operational wear, pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock and finger groove forend rate about very good
with moderate handling marks and a 1/4” chip missing from the right side of the pistolgrip. (218585-32) {C&R}
(100/200)
2425. S EARS ROEBUCK & CO. TED WILLIAMS MODEL 200 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #P269334, 20 ga, 26 1/2” ventilated
rib barrel with a poly choke and a very good bore. The barrel retains about 75% original thinning blue with areas of moderate pinprick pitting
and oxidation staining. The receiver retains about 95% original finish with a few light scratches and handling marks. The press-checkered
capped pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate near excellent with only minor handling marks and wears a Ted Williams embossed ventilated
rubber recoil pad which provides a 14” length of pull. This nice Ted Williams model features dual gold bead sights and likely shoots as well
as it looks. (218692-3) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2426. SAVAGE MODEL 430 OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #28509D, 12 ga, 28” barrels choked full and improved modified with bright
near excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original thinning blue toning to plum with minor scratches, handling marks and
with areas of pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip buttstock and fingergroove forend rate very
good with minor handling marks and an added coat of varnish. This shotgun features a raised cheekpiece, grooved plastic buttplate and
silver bead front sight. (218653-3) {C&R}
(200/400)
2427. R EMINGTON MODEL 11 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #315988, 12 ga, 28 1/2” overall length Poly-Choked barrel with a near
very good bore showing minor frosting. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 50% original thinning blue with moderate handling marks, flakes
in the finish, pitting and oxidation staining. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock has several amateurishly repaired chips at the wrist
with a 1/2” piece missing on the right side and the checkering is worn almost smooth. The checkered walnut forend rates near very good
with the checkering worn down as well. (218692-1) {C&R}
(75/150)
2428. W INCHESTER MODEL 69A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 25” barrel with a near excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
85% original thinning blue with scratches, handling marks, pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The plain walnut pistolgrip stock rates
good plus with handling marks and flakes in the finish, mostly along the bottom. This little rifle is equipped with a ramped and hooded front
sight, a slot blank in the rear sight dovetail and a rear aperture sight with screw in eye piece; the barrel is also drilled and tapped in four
places for mounting target blocks. Included is a single detachable Winchester-69 marked magazine. (218693-16) {C&R}
(150/250)
2429. W INCHESTER MODEL 67A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 97% original blue with a few specks of pinprick pitting around the rear sight dovetail and the swept back bolt handle and bolt remain
bright. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with a few blemishes and handling marks. This little gem is equipped with a
silver bead front and sporting rear sight. (218656) {C&R}
(200/400)
2430. W INCHESTER MODEL 310 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #D31989, S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a near excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% original blue with just a couple blemishes. The checkered walnut pistolgrip Monte Carlo style stock rates near excellent
and wears sling swivels. This excellent Model 310 is equipped with open sporting sights. (218585-62) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2431. R EMINGTON MODEL 510 TARGETMASTER SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE S,L,LR, 25” threaded muzzle barrel with a
bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 70% original thinning finish with areas of heavy oxidation and scattered areas of
pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates near very good with minor handling marks and crazing of
the finish. This rifle is equipped with standard open sights. (218587-6) {C&R}
(125/250)
2432. B ERETTA MODEL FS-1 “COMPANION” BREAK ACTION SINGLE BARREL FOLDING SHOTGUN serial #C102906, .410
bore, 27 1/2” barrel choked modified with a bright near excellent bore. The barrel retains perhaps 92% original thinning blue with light
handling marks and scattered areas of pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The satin finish frame has a couple blemishes. The checkered
walnut round knob pistolgrip stock rates good to near very good with moderate scratches and handling marks, mostly on the right side and
it wears a Beretta embossed grooved buttplate. The checkered walnut forend rates very good and it is notched on the bottom to accept
the triggerguard and under lever as it folds almost completely in half. (218684-9) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2433. R UGER MODEL 10/22 INTERNATIONAL SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #142214, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright near excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with a couple areas of pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The smooth walnut
capped pistolgrip full length Mannlicher style stock rates good to near very good with moderate scratches, handling marks and flakes in
the finish. The stock is equipped with sling swivels and includes a single 10-round detachable magazine. This carbine is sighted with a gold
bead front sight and the rear sight dovetail has no sight installed; it also wears a Simmons Deerfield 4X32 scope mounted to the receiver
with duplex reticle and clear optics. (218672-6) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2434. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #94471561, 22 LR, 19” Micro-Groove barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing
minor frosting along its length. The metal surfaces retain nearly all of their original blue and anodized finishes. The smooth pistolgrip Monte
Carlo style walnut finished laminated stock rates near excellent with only a few minor blemishes. This rifle features a ramped front sight with
adjustable sporting rear sight. (218717-78) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(100/200)
2435. SAVAGE MODEL 6A COMBINATION SEMI-AUTO/BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR 24” barrel with a very good bore. The metal
surfaces of this “gill gun” are heavily pitted and oxidized. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock rates good to near very good with minor
scratches, handling marks and flakes in the finish. This rifle is equipped with a rear sling swivel stud and open sporting sights. Included is a
Bushnell Sportview 3-9 Scope mounted to the receiver with hi-rise, see-through mounts so you can still use the “irons”; included are Butler
Creek flip-up lens covers. This rifle can be fired both semi-automatic with long rifle ammo only or lock the bolt handle and fire as a single
shot. (218569-54) {C&R} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(75/150)
2436. ROSSI MODEL M44117S MATCHED PAIR BREAK ACTION SHOTGUN/RIFLE serial #AP022622, .410 bore, 22” barrel with a
bright near excellent bore. The matte finish barrel and frame have a few minor blemishes. The black painted hardwood pistolgrip stock and
forend rate very good with a few chips missing from the bottom of the pistolgrip; they are equipped with sling swivels and the barrel has a
brass bead front sight and ejector. Included is a second, 17 HMR, 18 1/2” barrel with a near excellent bore; it is equipped with open sights,
ejector and is drilled and tapped for scope mounts. This youth gun also includes a zippered foam padded carry case with sight adjustment
tools and instructions. (218693-34) {MODERN}
(125/250)
2437. S.A. VINCENZO BERNARDELLI SINGLE BARREL FOLDING SHOTGUN serial #8758, 12 ga, 27 1/2” barrel choked full with
a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 70% original thinning blue with patches of pitting and oxidation staining.
The checkered walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock and fingergroove forend rate near very good with a 3” scratch on the right side
of the buttstock, handling marks and flakes in the finish. This unique folding shotgun features a Bernardelli embossed grooved buttplate,
sling swivels and the forend is notched on the bottom to accept the triggerguard as it folds almost completely in half. (218693-5)
{MODERN}
(75/150)
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2438. STEVENS MODEL 311 SERIES H BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #D817484, .410 bore, 26” barrels choked full and
improved modified with bright near excellent bores. The barrels retain about 85% original thinning blue with areas of pinprick pitting and
oxidation staining. The frame retains strong case-hardened colors, more vibrant in the protected areas. The smooth walnut straight grip
buttstock and forend rate very good to near excellent with only minor handling marks. This nice shotgun features a silver bead front sight,
double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (218603-1) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2439. R EMINGTON MODEL 870TB WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #246589V, 12 ga, 30” ventilated rib barrel
choked full and numbered to the gun with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 92% original thinning blue with a
couple scattered areas of pinprick pitting on the barrel and receiver. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate
near excellent with only minor handling marks. This nice trap gun features a White-Line ventilated rubber recoil pad which provides a 14”
length of pull and dual ivory bead sights. (218599-3) {C&R}
(200/400)
2440. R EMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #L768239V, 12 ga, 25 1/2” ventilated rib *Target* barrel, the included
choke is full, with a bright near excellent bore showing minor frosting. The metal surfaces retain about 70% original thinning blue with oxidation staining under the rib, specks of pinprick pitting and light silvering on the receiver. The press-checkered walnut buttstock and forend
rate near very good with minor handling marks and flakes in the finish; it wears a White-Line ventilated rubber recoil pad which provides a
14” length of pull. This shotgun is equipped with a rear sling swivel stud and dual bead sights. (218582-41) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2441. M OSSBERG MODEL 43 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 26” barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this target
rifle have toned to mostly brown with scattered areas of pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates
good to near very good with light scratches, handling marks and flakes in the finish. This target rifle features a removable rear sling swivel,
front sling swivel mounted in a four-position rail, Lyman #17A globe front sight with target insert and a Lyman #57 receiver mounted peep
sight with screw in eye piece. Included is a single 7-round detachable magazine. These target rifles were only produced from 1937-38.
(218426-22) {C&R}
(200/400)
2442. M OSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L834026, 12 ga, 24” rifled barrel with a bright near excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 97% original thinning blue with a few light scratches. The press-checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates
very good to near excellent with a few light handling marks and it wears a black synthetic cheek riser and a ventilated rubber recoil pad
which provides a 14” length of pull. The press-checkered walnut forend rates near excellent with a few of the points worn smooth on the
left side. This shotgun features sling swivel studs, a scope rail and a Bushnell Sportview 2.5x32 scope with duplex reticle and clear optics.
(218718-31) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2443. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #S190946H, .410 bore, 20 1/2” ventilated rib barrel
choked skeet with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original thinning blue with areas of light pitting and oxidation
staining and a few scratches on the receiver. The press-checkered walnut capped pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good with minor
scratches and handling marks. This shotgun is equipped with dual bead sights and a Dupont Neoprene Grand-Luxe Olympic Model solid
rubber recoil pad which provides a 14 1/4” length of pull. (218582-37) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2444. W INCHESTER MODEL 69A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 25” barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
perhaps 97% original thinning blue, the loss due to pitting and oxidation staining around the rear sight dovetail and thinning on the bolt
handle. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates near excellent. This fun little plinker is equipped with sling swivels, open sporting sights
and includes a single Winchester marked detachable magazine. (218585-131) {C&R}
(200/400)
2445. R EMINGTON MODEL 11 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #376561, 12 ga, 30” solid rib “Long Range” barrel with a bright very
good bore showing light pitting at the muzzle. The metal surfaces are now a mix of brown and plum with scattered areas of pinprick
pitting and oxidation staining. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and fingergroove forend rate good to near very good with
light handling marks and thinning/flaking finish. This shotgun is equipped with an unmarked ventilated rubber recoil pad which
provides a 14 3/4” length of pull, a front post sight painted red and a rear v-notch sight. There are four holes drilled and tapped on
top of the receiver. (218718-29) {C&R}
(100/200)
2446. I VER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE BARREL BREAK ACTION SHOTGUN serial #72986C, 12 ga, 30” plain barrel choked
full with a bright very good bore with minor frosting at the muzzle. The barrel is a mix of original thinning blue and brown with moderate
scratches and handling marks. The frame is mostly gray with faint traces of case-hardened colors. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock
rates fair to good with flaking finish, several cracks running back from the upper and lower tangs and wears a crude leather buttpad. The
smooth walnut forend rates very good and is numbered to a different gun. This Fitchburg, MA produced shotgun is equipped with a gold
bead front sight and ejector. (218582-50) {C&R}
(75/150)
2447. S PRINGFIELD ARMS COMPANY SINGLE BARREL BREAK ACTION SHOTGUN .410 Bore, 26” plain barrel with a bright very
good bore. The barrel is a mix of original thinning and flaking blue and brown with scattered scratches and the muzzle has an impact mark
on the right side. The frame is a mix of gray, brown and light oxidation staining. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very
good with light handling marks and a 1 1/4” crack running back from the upper tang. This Chicopee Falls, MA produced shotgun is equipped
with a gold bead front sight and ejector. (218582-51) {C&R}
(75/150)
2448. R EMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK NO. 2 SPORTING RIFLE serial #12586, 22 RF, 24” octagon barrel with a fair worn and heavily
pitted bore. The barrel is a mix of mottled gray and brown patina with scattered areas of pitting. The frame is a mix of mottled smoky
case-hardened patina with no visible colors remaining. The smooth walnut straight grip “perch-belly” buttstock and forend rate near very
good with light handling marks and a few areas of white paint transfer along the toeline. This rifle is equipped with standard open sporting
sights. (218684-12) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2449. R EMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK NO. 2 SPORTING RIFLE serial #39209, 25-25, 28 1/2” octagon barrel with a near very good
bore. The barrel retains about 55-60% original thinning blue with scattered areas of pinprick pitting and oxidation staining and silvering
along the edges. The frame is a mix of mottled smoky case-hardened patina with faint color still remaining. The smooth walnut straight grip
“perch-belly” buttstock and forend rate good to near very good with moderate handling marks and a few areas of white paint transfer along
the right side. The barrel has a brass bead front sight only and someone has amateurishly added two extra sight dovetails for a total of four.
(218684-6) {C&R}
(200/400)
2450. MARLIN GLENFIELD MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #20403207, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 80% original blue flaking to brown with scattered spots of light oxidation and pitting, the majority of loss along
the magazine tube and muzzle. The press checkered birch stock rates very good with light handling marks. (58591-3) {MODERN}
[Kendrel Gregware Jr. Collection]
(50/100)
2451. W INCHESTER MODEL 320 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #D34140, 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% plus original blue, the only noticeable loss is some light contact wear on the rear of the bolt body. The checkered walnut
pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with some minor handling marks and blemishes. This rifle is equipped with standard sights and a single
detachable magazine is included. (58585-115) {MODERN}
(150/250)
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2452. WINCHESTER MODEL 290 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #B93428, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95-97% original blue with sparse patches of light oxidation, edge wear and scratches from use. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock
rates very good plus with light handling marks. (58718-21) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2453. H ENRY REPEATING ARMS MODEL H001 CLASSIC LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #274386H, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% plus original blue with the only loss due to some sparse very light oxidation and a tiny nick
here or there. The plain walnut buttstock and forend rate very good plus to near excellent with a few light scratches and handling marks.
Equipped with standard sights along with a Tasco 3-9 variable power scope with duplex reticle and clear optics in two-piece Weaver seethrough rings and bases. (58717-19) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(175/275)
2454. SAVAGE MODEL 110 FNS BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #F851449, 30-06, 22” plain barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 85% original blue evenly thinning to brown with some scattered light oxidation, a 1” scratch on the left side of the
barrel along with some other tiny scratches and impact marks. The checkered black Rynite stock rates very good plus with scattered light
scratches and handling marks. Installed is a Simmons Model 99735 3-9 x 32 mm scope with duplex reticle and clear optics in two piece
rings and bases. (58718-22) {MODERN}
(175/275)
2455. SAVAGE MODEL 110 K BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #F069472, 30-06, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue with an occasional superficial storage scuff here and there. The plain pistolgrip laminated wood stock rates very
good plus with a few light dents and handlings marks having a nice camouflage-like color. Equipped with standard sporting sights, two
piece Weaver scope bases have been installed on the receiver. (58718-23) {MODERN}
(175/275)
2456. WINCHESTER MODEL 74 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #96833, 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
90-95% evenly thinning original blue toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation and silvering along the edges, the loss most noticeable
under bright light. The plain walnut pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with expected light handling marks. Equipped with standard sights
and manufactured in 1941, a nice WWII era Model 74. (58585-128) {C&R}
(200/400)
2457. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #B860420M, 12 ga., 26” ventilated rib
Rem-Choke barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original matte finish. The checkered birch pistolgrip buttstock and forearm rate excellent with maybe one or two light blemishes. A single modified choke tube is included.
(58713-2) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2458. W INCHESTER MODEL 67A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98%
original blue with some very light silvering at the muzzle and maybe a tiny storage nick here and there, the bolt remains bright. The plain
walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good as lightly refinished with some scattered very light marks and blemishes. Equipped with standard
sights, a nice looking little single shot rifle. (58585-127) {C&R}
(100/200)
2459. WINCHESTER MODEL 72A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S, L, LR, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
90% evenly thinning original blue toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation. The plain walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with
a small chip at the barrel mounting screw, a couple minor blemishes and perhaps a little added finish. Equipped with standard sights and
a grooved receiver, the rear sight elevator is no longer present. (58585-106) {C&R}
(200/300)
2460. SAVAGE AXIS II XP BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #K066125, 30-06, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% original matte blue and the bolt is numbered to the rifle. The matte synthetic pistolgrip stock rates excellent with
factory Accutrigger label on the right side of the stock. Rifle is equipped with a factory installed Accutrigger, single magazine
and a factory mounted Weaver KASPA 3-9 x 40 mm scope with Ballistic-X reticle and clear optics in two piece rings and bases.
Also included is a factory manual, Allen wrenches, trigger adjustment tool and instruction card. A virtually as-new factory combo
missing only the box. (58650-2) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2461. S MITH & WESSON MODEL M&P 15-2 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #DSW4435, 22 LR, 16 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue and the synthetic stock and textured grip rate excellent, the gun is partially covered in dust from
storage and is in need of a good cleaning. Rifle is equipped with a six-position adjustable buttstock, quad rail handguard, post front sight,
dual aperture rear sight and includes a single factory 10 rd. magazine. (58676-28) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2462. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #X295899J, 28 ga., 25” dual bead ventilated rib
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel has been cut and rolled and is marked skeet but appears open. The metal surfaces retain about
95% original blue, loss due to contact wear on the magazine tube, slide arm and shell carrier. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock
and forearm rate very good with light dents and handling marks. (58582-42) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2463. M OSSBERG MODEL 500C SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN 20 ga., 28” plain barrel with a bright excellent bore choked full. The metal
surfaces retain 95-97% original blue toning to brown some scattered sparse oxidation staining, loss due primarily to edge wear and light
contact wear on the magazine tube and slide arm; the bolt and carrier have a nicely jeweled finish. The plain walnut pistolgrip buttstock
and grooved forearm rate very good with light handling marks. (58634-9) {C&R}
(100/200)
2464. R EMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #213935V, 12 ga., 26” dual bead ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent bore choked skeet. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with some spots of light oxidation at the muzzle and scattered
sparse fine oxidation and tiny light scratches. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forearm rate very good with light handling
marks and two small dents in the wrist. Included is an original factory instruction sheet and pricelist. (58704-4) {MODERN} (300/500)
2465. H I-POINT MODEL 995 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #B96228, 9 mm, 16 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95-98% original blue toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation. The black synthetic pistolgrip stock rates very good
with light handling marks. Included is an original factory cardboard box, single magazine, scope rail, trigger lock and instruction sheet.
(58676-29) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2466. W INCHESTER MODEL 55 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #1082418, 25-35, 24” round barrel with a half-magazine and a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% of a reapplied blue finish. The walnut stocks rate excellent as-refinished with a few handling
marks and a small chip at the front of the upper tang. The rifle is sighted with a Williams peep sight and a white bead front sight. A solid
Model 55 for the fledgling Winchester collector. (208491-3) {C&R}
(350/550)
2467. B ELGIAN “ZULU” SNIDER STYLE SHOTGUN 12 Ga, 30” plain barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces have been cleaned
to gray with overall oxidation staining. The hardwood stock rates fair as cleaned with a couple large cracks, dings and handling marks. The
breechblock will not open and there is no front sight bead present. (208530-8) {ANTIQUE}
(25/75)
2468. F RANK WESSON FIRST TYPE TWO TRIGGER RIFLE serial #2532, 38 RF, 24” octagon barrel with a good bore that shows pitting
throughout much of its length but strong rifling. The metal surfaces are a dull brown patina with some light pitting on the upper tang and
overall light oxidation. The nickel buttplate and triggerguard show scattered flaking and oxidation. The walnut stock rates very good plus
with an older dark oil finish, a few dings and handling marks. The rifle has a flip rear sight and a blade front sight. A good example of these
interesting rifles. (208512-2) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
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2469. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION “RIOT” SHOTGUN serial #1189673, 12 Ga, 20” plain shortened barrel choked cylinder
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with a few oxidation spots on the left side of the receiver, some
scattered silvering, light flaking to brown and freckling. The pistolgrip walnut stock and grooved forend rate very good with a few dings and
scattered handling marks. The barrel is marked “MOD” indicating that this gun was converted into riot gun configuration. A solid Model 12
that will likely be good for home defense. (208582-38) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2470. YUGOSLAVIAN M48A BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #P2306, 8mm Mauser, 23” barrel with a very good bore that shows some scattered
frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal blue with a few spots flaking to brown. The hardwood stock rates excellent
with scattered dings and handling marks. All serialized parts are matching and there is an import mark on the barrel. The rifle is equipped
with a 2.5x power NC Star scope with folding scope covers that is mounted on a Brass Stacker scout style mount. The scope features a
duplex crosshair reticle and the optics are clear. The scope mount is attached to the recoil bolts and the original military sights are intact. A
reproduction K98k style sling is included that is set up for the left handed shooter with the front band being reversed. An interesting Yugo
Mauser overall. (208561-1) {C&R}
(300/500)
2471. S WEDISH M96 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY CARL GUSTAFS serial #496949, 6.5x55, 29” armory threaded barrel with a very
good bore that shows scattered frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1921-dated rifle retain 90% arsenal blue with
scattered silvering and fading on the exposed edges. The beech stock rates very good with some flaking armory oil finish, a small
light chip on right side of receiver, a few dings and scattered handling marks. The floorplate is mismatched, the bolt handle is
numbered “940” but all other parts are matching to the receiver with a couple of the bolt parts appearing armory force-matched.
The stock disc has a “3” for bore condition, there is no cleaning rod present and there is a Century import mark on the right side
of barrel. A solid Swedish M96 Mauser rifle. (208671-4) {C&R}
(300/500)
2472. F INNISH M28/30 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SAKO serial #64661, 7.62x54R, 27” barrel with a very good bore
that shows scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1939-dated rifle are mostly a silvery gray patina with scattered oxidation and traces
of original blue. The hardwood stock rates very good with an older added oil finish, a small crack behind the upper tang, a small hole in
front of the magazine, scattered dings and handling marks. The buttplate is mismatched but the bolt is matching to the barrel shank. The
magazine is the later anti-jam “HV” type, the civil guard district number has been scrubbed, there is an “SA” army marking present on the
barrel shank but no “D” markings. There is a Marathon products import mark on the receiver and a canvas sling is included. A good example
of these Civil Guard issued Finn Mosins. (208640-23) {C&R} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(200/400)
2473. U.S. MODEL 1898 KRAG BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial #191790, 30-40 Krag, 30” barrel with a fair
bore that shows several rings of pitting and some oxidation. The metal surfaces are an overall dull brown oxidized patina with an area of the
barrel being a gray patina and scattered pitting. The walnut stock rates fair with a repaired break in the wrist, a 1 1/2” crack at the front of
the handguard, some chips around the butt, a large chunk missing between the bolt and magazine box, a pair of initials inscribed on the
underside, scattered dings and handling marks. The butt has been altered in shape slightly around the comb and the rifle is equipped with
a Type 2 1902 sight. A good project gun overall. (208441-24) {C&R}
(200/400)
2474. R EMINGTON M91 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY REMINGTON (SPORTERIZED) serial #51124, 7.62x54R,
22” shortened barrel with a fair bore that shows oxidation and pitting throughout much of its length but evident rifling. The metal surfaces
of this 1918-dated rifle are turning to a gray patina with a few spots of oxidation staining and scattered traces of an arsenal blue finish.
The cutdown hardwood stock rates very good as refinished with an added thick varnish, a small repair behind the upper tang, a few small
chips, a few dings and handling marks. The serial numbers are mismatched, the bolt has been turned down and the sights are aftermarket
replacements. (208642-4) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2475. B RITISH MK II MARTINI HENRY FALLING BLOCK RIFLE BY RSAF ENFIELD 577/450, 33” barrel with an about very good
bore that shows frosting throughout, a few pits but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1877-dated rifle are an overall dull gray patina
with a few areas of light pitting and scattered oxidation. The walnut stock rates good with an older added oil finish, a faint roundel on the
right side of the butt, scattered chips, dings and handling marks. The lever is loose, the reinforcement bolts in the stock are missing. A good
example of a short lever Martini overall. (208632-3) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2476. M EXICAN MODEL 1936 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #74559P, 7mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows
some minor frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1946-dated rifle retain 97% of an arsenal blue finish with a few small oxidation spots on
the barrel and some scattered light flaking to brown. The walnut stock rates very good with an added oil finish, some light flaking, dings
and handling marks. The bolt is numbered matching to the receiver but the remaining parts appear un-numbered. There is an unmarked
brass plate on the toe, no rear sight, rear band screw or stacking swivel are present. A fine example of these Mexican Mauser rifles.
(208410-1) {C&R}
(300/500)
2477. G ERMAN K98K BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY MAUSER OBERNDORF serial #37375g, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a good bore that
shows frosting and light pitting throughout much of its length but evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this byf 43 coded rifle are drifting to
a gray patina with scattered traces of original blue, oxidation staining and some added white paint on the front sight blade. The laminated
stock rates very good as lightly refinished with some added oil, faint acceptance stamps on the right side of the butt, some light chipping
around the butt, scattered dings and handling marks. The rear sight leaf is matching, the barrel is un-numbered but the remaining parts
are mismatched. The buttplate is the earlier flat type and there is no cleaning rod present. A good entry level K98k overall. (208441-18)
{C&R}
(300/500)
2478. G ERMAN KAR98A BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY ERFURT serial #6907ff, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1918-dated carbine retain 60% arsenal blue with scattered fading to gray, oxidation staining and perhaps some added
finish on the receiver. The beech stock rates very good with an added thick varnish, strong Imperial cartouches, a 4” thin crack in front of
the floorplate, scattered dings, scratches and handling marks. There is no stacking hook assembly present, the bands are mismatched but
the remaining visible parts are matching. A good example of a Kar 98a. (208441-28) {C&R}
(300/500)
2479. G ERMAN M71/84 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY AMBERG serial #8683, 11mm Mauser, 31” barrel with a good bore that shows
scattered pitting and oxidation but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of are an overall dull gray oxidized patina with scattered light pitting.
The walnut stock rates about good with an older added oil finish, two partially faded Imperial inspection stamps on the right side, a crack
running between the front and middle band, a repaired sliver near the triggerguard, scattered flaking, dings and handling marks. The barrel
is matching, there is a faint date of 1888 on the receiver but there are no other visible numbers on the parts. The rear sight is bent, the bolt
stop and bolt head are both missing. A good project gun overall. (208441-71) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2480. JAPANESE TYPE 99 “LAST DITCH” ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY JINSEN serial #50641, 7.7 Arisaka, 25 1/2” barrel with
a good bore that shows scattered frosting and a few pits. The metal surfaces of this 40th series rifle are mostly a dull brown patina with a
few small spots of oxidation. The Asian hardwood stock displays some chatter on the wrist and rates very good with some light chipping
around upper tang, a chipping area in front of rear band, scattered dings and handling marks. The Chrysanthemum is ground, the front
band is un-numbered as is typical for late war guns and the bolt appears to be of Jinsen manufacture but it is mismatched. A solid example
of a Korean-made last ditch rifle. (208620-66) {C&R}
(200/300)
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2481. G ERMAN GEW 88 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY VC SCHILLING & SUHL (SPORTERIZED) 8mm Mauser, 24” shortened counterbored barrel with a good bore that shows some pitting and oxidation but evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1891-dated rifle are
a silvery gray patina with some small tool marks at rear of barrel and front of receiver, some pitting along barrel, scattered oxidation and
oxidation staining. The cutdown hardwood stock rates very good as-cleaned with some chipping around buttplate, scattered dings and
handling marks. The barrel jacket, rear sight, bands, bandkeeper and handguard are no longer present. The rifle is “S” marked and it does
not appear to have been updated for stripper clips. The bolt parts are matching but the other parts appear mismatched or un-numbered
and an aftermarket blade front sight is present. A good project gun overall. (208441-81) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
2482. U.S. MODEL 1885 LEE NAVY CONTRACT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY REMINGTON (SPORTERIZED) serial #50649, 4570, 32” barrel with a poor bore that shows oxidation and pitting throughout. The metal surfaces are a mix of brown patina and
added black enamel. The cutdown walnut stock rates fair with a repaired break in the wrist, an added screw behind triggerguard,
a couple cracks protruding from the triggerguard into comb, a 3 1/2” sliver missing on the left side of the action and scattered
handling marks. The rear sight appears to be from an 1896 Krag carbine, it is missing a screw and the front sight is an aftermarket
gold bead replacement. (208530-1) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2483. R USSIAN MOSIN NAGANT M91 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TULA serial #9882, 7.62x54R, 31” barrel with a good bore that
shows scattered oxidation and pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1896 dated rifle retain 90-93% of an arsenal blue finish
with some oxidation on the magazine body, a few pinprick pits on barrel, oxidation on buttplate, some light band removal dings on barrel
and scattered fading. The hardwood stock rates very good with as refinished with a filled in stock disc hole, a few chips in the cleaning
rod channel, scattered dings and handling marks. The bolt was renumbered to match by the Finns and the other parts are mismatched or
un-numbered. There is a Finnish Army “SA” stamp on the left side of the barrel shank and a “D” marking on the right side. A very good
example of an antique Mosin that saw service in the Finnish army. (208642-10) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2484. CHILEAN MODEL 1895 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LUDWIG LOEWE serial #G2622, 7mm Mauser, 29” barrel with a good bore
that shows scattered frosting and light pitting but evident rifling. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with oxidation on the
bolt, scattered flaking to brown, freckling and fading to gray. The hardwood stock rates very good with strong cartouches, scattered
dings and handling marks. The cleaning rod and floorplate are matching but the other parts are mismatched. An original bayonet is
included that is numbered to a different gun. The bayonet is maker marked by Weyersberg Kirschbaum & Co, the tip of the blade has
a burn mark, metal parts show scattered oxidation and freckling. The wood handles show scattered dings, scratches and handling
marks. The scabbard is numbered to a different bayonet, it shows scattered flaking of its black enamel finish and some freckling. A
solid Chilean 1895 Mauser rifle. (208642-9) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2485. SAVAGE NO. 4 MK 1* BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #97C2976, 303 British, 25” barrel with a very good bore that shows some scattered frosting. The metal surfaces are a gray patina with a few spots of light oxidation, scattered freckling, silvering and traces of an arsenal
blue finish. The hardwood stock rates very good having had an armory cleaning, a 1/2” hairline crack at heel, scattered dings and handling
marks. The bolt appears to be from a No. 5 Jungle Carbine, it is scrubbed and lacks a number. The rear sight is the 1300 meter ladder type,
many of the small parts have correct boxed Savage “S” markings and there is a Century Arms import mark on the barrel. A No. 4 MKII spike
bayonet numbered “450” and a scabbard are included that show scattered flaking, oxidation staining and silvering. A canvas Enfield sling
and an oiler are also included. A solid Savage No. 4 Enfield. (208642-8) {C&R}
(200/400)
2486. C ZECH VZ-24 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BRNO serial #268U3, 8mm Mauser, 23” barrel with a fair bore that shows frosting
throughout but visible rifling. The metal surfaces are an overall silvery gray patina with a few light dings and scattered oxidation staining. The hardwood stock rates very good with an armory oil finish, a couple chips at the rear of the handguard, scattered dings and
handling marks. The lion crest is intact, the receiver bears Czech acceptance stamps, the bolt is mismatched and the stock number
is hard to read but it appears to match. No cleaning rod is present and there is a TGI import mark on the underside of barrel. A solid
Czech Mauser with an intact crest. (208657-40S20518) {C&R}
(200/400)
2487. ITALIAN 91/38 CARCANO BOLT ACTION CAVALRY CARBINE BY GARDONE serial #SY8181, 6.5 Carcano, 17 1/2” barrel
with a fair bore that shows pitting throughout but evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1942-dated rifle retain 65% arsenal
blue with overall flaking to brown. The beech stock rates with a few drying cracks on the butt, a tiny chip at toe, a couple tiny
cracks in front of the magazine, a couple scratches and handling marks. The stock is numbered matching to the barrel and the
folding bayonet is present. (208658-53D33006) {C&R}
(125/250)
2488. B RITISH MKIII* SMLE BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY RSAF ENFIELD serial #M6998, 303 British, 25” barrel with a very good
plus bore that shows some light frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 1917-dated rifle retain 95% arsenal refurbished
blue with some light fading on nosecap and scattered light silvering. The beech stock rates very good with an armory oil finish,
a filled in stock disc slot, a few light chips near nosecap, scattered dings and handling marks. The stock is mismatched but all
other parts are matching and appear arsenal renumbered to match. There is a copious amount of cosmoline present below the
woodline and a Century import mark on the receiver. A reproduction Enfield style sling is included. A very fine arsenal refurbished
World War One Enfield rifle. (208671-5) {C&R}
(300/500)
2489. H UNGARIAN M95/30 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #8905H, 8x56 R, 20” barrel with a very good bore that shows some frosting
and a couple pits but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this Budapest-made and “S” marked carbine retain 97% arsenal refurbished blue
with some blued-over pitting and light fading. The elm stock rates about excellent with some added oil finish and a few handling marks. All
visible parts are matching to the receiver with the bolt shroud being electropenciled matching and there is a Century import mark on the
barrel. A nice example of these modified Mannlicher carbines. (208657-30S20508) {C&R}
(150/300)
2490. POLISH WZ-48 BOLT ACTION TRAINING RIFLE BY RADOM serial #AB11904, 22 LR, 24 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1954-dated rifle retain 95-97% arsenal blue with some silvering on buttplate, high edge wear and minor handling
marks. The beech stock rates very good plus with an armory varnish, a faded Polish inspection stamp on the right side of butt, a few dings
and handling marks. The bolt is numbered matching to the barrel shank and this is a solid rimfire Mosin style rifle overall. (208657-41S20519)
{C&R}
(200/300)
2491. S PANISH FR-8 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LA CORUNA serial #FR8-27872, 7.62 NATO, 18” barrel with a very good plus bore that
shows some minor frosting toward the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain 95% of an arsenal grade reapplied parkerized finish with the La
Coruna markings appearing faint, some oxidation staining on bolt handle, parkerized over pits on buttplate and scattered silvering. The
hardwood stock rates about very good as-refinished with a couple small cracks on underside of wrist and a few handling marks. The bolt
is numbered matching to the receiver and the other parts appear un-numbered. There is a small Century import marking on the underside
of barrel. A solid example of these interesting Spanish rifles. (208657-38S20516) {C&R}
(200/400)
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2492. FINNISH M39 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SAKO serial #236471, 7.62x54R, 27” barrel with a very good plus bore
that shows some light frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 1943-dated army issue rifle retain 60% arsenal blue with overall
thinning, silvering on the exposed edges, fading to gray and some oxidation spots. The wartime stock rates good as-cleaned long ago with
the remnants of an added finish, a faint Finnish cartouche on the right side of butt, a 3” crack behind upper tang, a couple small chips,
scattered dings and handling marks. The bolt knob is matching to the barrel shank but the other parts are un-numbered or mismatched
as is typical for Finn rifles. There is a Century Arms import mark on the right side of the barrel. A good example of these Finnish Mosins.
(208658-54D32891) {C&R}
(200/400)
2493. R USSIAN M44 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY IZHEVSK serial #TS4181/15528, 7.62x54R, 20” counterbored
barrel with a very good bore that shows scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1944-dated carbine retain 98% arsenal refurbished
blue finish. The hardwood stock rates very good plus with some light flaking and a few handling marks. All serialized parts are matching to
the barrel shank. A Combloc style canvas sling is included and there is an RGuns import mark on the left side of the receiver. A fine arsenal
reconditioned M44 Mosin. (208717-80) {C&R} [John W. Young Collection]
(200/300)
2494. F RENCH BERTHIER M16 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ST. ETIENNE serial #FK66118, 8mm Lebel, 31” barrel with a poor bore that
shows oxidation and pitting throughout. The metal surfaces retain 70% arsenal blue and enamel with a few light spots of oxidation, some
staining on receiver, scattered thinning and fading. The hardwood stock rates very good plus as heavily cleaned with a couple armorer
patch repairs and scattered handling marks. The parts are mismatched, interestingly the gun does not appear to be “N” marked and the
front sight is the night sight dot type. The rear band is currently setup for a left-handed shooter and there is no upper tang screw present.
A good example of these interesting French rifles. (208596-22) {C&R}
(200/300)
2495. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY KOKURA serial #76207, 7.7 Arisaka, 25 1/2” barrel with a very good bore
that shows some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this 22nd series rifle retain 90% arsenal and reapplied blue finishes with scattered fading,
freckling and some silvering on front band. The Asian hardwood stock rates very good as refinished with an added varnish, some heavy
chipping at front, the remnants of a large white sticker on the left side of butt, scattered dings and handling marks. The Chrysanthemum is
fully intact, the bolt parts are mismatched but the front band is matching. The right side front sight blade was broken off at some point, the
other sight blade is a bit bent, the original front band screws are missing and there are aftermarket parts holding on. The handguard and
rear band are loose. A good restoration candidate or parts donor rifle. (208657-98S21006) {C&R}
(50/150)
2496. C HINESE SKS SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #9011707, 7.62x39, 20” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98%
original blue with some light silvering and handling marks on the high edges. The black synthetic cheekpiece stock rates excellent
with a few stains and light handling marks. The stock is marked “COMBAT EXCHANGE” and it is faded with a recoil pad for a 13
5/8” length of pull. The Asian hardwood handguard has an added dark oil finish and it rates very good plus with some handling marks
and light scratches. The bolt carrier is matching to the receiver but the other parts appear un-numbered and there is no bayonet
present. There is an import marking on the right rear of the receiver and on the underside of barrel. A solid commercial Chinese
SKS rifle. (208658-42D33258) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2497. FINNISH M91 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY VKT serial #07137, 7.62x54R, 31” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this VKT coded 1940 rifle retain 40% arsenal blue with some silvering spots at front of barrel, overall thinning and fading
to gray. The birch stock rates good as lightly cleaned with an 11” crack on handguard, a small 1” crack at left rear of handguard, a couple
armorer plug reinforcements, a few dings and handling marks. The parts are mismatched, the receiver has an Austrian capture marking and
another marking that reads “SS 91”. There is a Century import marking on the right side of barrel. A good example of a Finn M91 that surely
saw use in the Continuation War. (208658-51D33339) {C&R}
(200/300)
2498. B RITISH MKIII SMLE BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LONDON SMALL ARMS serial #3105976/M72198, 303 British, 25” barrel
with a fair bore that shows oxidation throughout but evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1916-dated rifle retain 95% Australian applied
parkerized finish with some thinning on the rear band and silvering on the exposed edges. The Australian made stock rates about very good
with strong cartouches on the left side of butt, a yellow paint rack number “5” on underside, an armorer repair at rear right of receiver, a
2” grain crack on the right side of butt, a couple chips behind the receiver, scattered dings and handling marks. The bolt is matching, the
stock is mismatched and the other parts appear un-numbered. The receiver still has the cutout for the magazine cutoff and an Enfield style
sling is included. An interesting Enfield that no doubt saw action in both World Wars. (208596-4) {C&R}
(200/400)
2499. S CARCE BRITISH MKIII* SMLE BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY STANDARD SMALL ARMS serial #R5913, 303 British, 25” barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1917 vintage rifle retain 98% arsenal Suncorite and dull arsenal blue with light freckling on the bands and a few spots of light fading. The hardwood stock rates very good plus as arsenal refinished with an added oil finish, a
couple armorer reinforcements on the rear of the handguard, an armorer plug on either side of stock beneath rear of handguard, a couple
small dings and a few handling marks. The rear sight is force matched, the bolt, nosecap, 1922-dated barrel are all matching to the receiver
but the other parts appear un-numbered. The barrel is marked with British proofs under the handguard and the left side of the receiver has
a refurb marking reading “FTR 1953”. The receiver is marked “SSA” behind the safety indicating that this is a “Peddle Scheme” rifle or one
that was assembled by multiple makers. A solid example of a seldom-seen Enfield rifle. (208657-33S20511) {C&R}
(300/500)
2500. B RITISH NO. 4 MKII BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ROF FAZAKERLEY serial #A40052, 303 British, 25” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this UF55 coded rifle retain 95% of an arsenal Suncorite finish with the original markings having been scrubbed,
some light fading and flaking. The beech stock rates excellent as-arsenal cleaned with a few handling marks. The parts are all matching
with the exception of the magazine and they appear arsenal renumbered to match. As mentioned the original Fazakerley receiver markings
have been scrubbed, a few parts bear a circled “C” marking which may indicate Canadian use. The rear handguard is a bit loose and there
is a small import mark on the left side of the receiver. An interesting late production Enfield rifle. (208657-31S20509) {C&R} (300/500)
2501. S WEDISH M96 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY CARL GUSTAFS serial #102569, 6.5x55 Swedish, 29” barrel with a very good plus bore
that shows some light frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 1902-dated rifle retain 95% arsenal blue with a few spots of dried
grease, scattered freckling, silvering and light fading on the exposed edges. The hardwood stock rates good as lightly refinished with a 1”
crack behind upper tang, a repair running from the buttplate to the underside of pistolgrip, a few dings and scattered handling marks. The
rear sight and cleaning rod are mismatched but all other visible parts are matching. The stock disc has a “2” for bore condition, a leather sling
and bayonet with scabbard are included. The scabbard has three unit markings, both the bayonet and scabbard show scattered silvering
and freckling. A solid early Swedish Mauser rifle. (208642-7) {C&R}
(200/400)
2502. C ZECH VZ-24 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BRNO serial #UR4225, 8mm Mauser, 23” barrel with a very good bore that shows frosting
throughout but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal refurbished blue with some blued-over pitting, light silvering on barrel
and light fading on the exposed edges. The hardwood stock rates very good plus as arsenal refinished with the handguard having an armory added varnish, a few dings and handling marks. The bolt handle is electropenciled matching and the stock is stamped matching. The
receiver markings were arsenal scrubbed and there is an R-Guns import mark on the receiver. A fine VZ-24 that should be a great shooter.
(208657-42S20520) {C&R}
(200/400)
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2503. S WEDISH M96/38 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY MAUSER OBERNDORF serial #2846, 6.5x55 Swedish, 23” armory threaded
barrel with a very good bore that shows some scattered frosting and light pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1900-dated
rifle retain 95% of an arsenal blue finish with scattered light fading to brown and silvering. The elm stock rates very good as lightly refinished
with an added varnish, a tiny hole behind the upper tang, a couple chips around the floorplate, a small chip to the right of the triggerguard,
a few dings and handling marks. The barrel bands are mismatched, the rear sight parts, cleaning rod and bolt stop are un-numbered. The
remaining parts are matching with a few of the bolt parts appearing arsenal renumbered. The rear band is loose and there is an aftermarket
flash hider on the muzzle. The stock disc has a “3” for bore condition and there is a Century import mark on the barrel. A very good example
of a converted Oberndorf Swedish Mauser. (208476-49) {C&R}
(200/400)
2504. G ERMAN K98K BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY JP SAUER (SPORTERIZED) serial #8429h, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a good
bore that shows oxidation and frosting throughout but evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this ce 42 coded rifle are turning to a dull
gray patina with scattered traces of original blue, freckling and areas turning to a brown patina. The cutdown laminated stock rates
very good with an added varnish, a chip to the right of the barrel band, a further chip at nose, scattered dings and handling marks.
The handguard is still present, the bolt parts, rear sight parts, floorplate and triggerguard are matching to the receiver but the other
parts appear un-numbered or mismatched. A black leather K98k style sling is included. A good candidate for restoration to military
configuration. (208441-30) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2505. MAUSER MODEL 1914 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #336000, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
95% original blue with some areas turning gray on barrel, a couple small spots of light oxidation on slide and some light silvering on the
exposed edges. The checkered walnut grips rate very good with a small shallow chip on the left panel and scattered handling marks. The
right side of the frame is marked “GERMANY” and all visible parts are matching. A single magazine is present. A fine 1914 Mauser pistol.
(208426-133) {C&R}
(200/400)
2506. MAUSER MODEL 1934 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #551288, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows some light
frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 93% original blue with scattered fading to brown, freckling and a few tiny spots of pinprick
pitting. The checkered walnut grips rate very good plus with an added varnish, a couple small chips, a couple dings and a few handling
marks. A single magazine is included that is marked with a Mauser banner on the baseplate and it shows a couple spots of oxidation. All
visible serialized parts are matching. A very fine 1934 Mauser pistol. (208050-405) {C&R}
(200/400)
2507. MAUSER MODEL 1914 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #349050, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a very good bore that shows some scattered
frosting. The metal surfaces retain 93% original blue with some silvering on the exposed edges, a few small freckles and some flaking to
brown. The checkered grips rate near excellent with a couple minor dings and some handling marks. The right side of the frame is marked
“Germany” and all visible parts are matching. A single Mauser Banner marked magazine is included. A fine example of these Mauser pistols.
(208050-516) {C&R}
(200/400)
2508. MAUSER MODEL 1914 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #275843, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a very good bore that shows some light
pitting and frosting. The metal surfaces retain 75% original blue with scattered fading, some light oxidation spots and a few small spots of
light pitting. The checkered grips rate good with the checkering being worn, some light staining, scattered dings and handling marks. All
visible serialized parts are matching and a magazine is included that is numbered to the gun on the baseplate. There are no “GERMANY”
markings and this fact combined with the numbered magazine point to this pistol possibly being a government issued piece. A very good
1914 Mauser pistol. (208050-410) {C&R}
(200/300)
2509. P ERUVIAN MODEL 1935 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY FN serial #19835, 7.65 Argentine, 24” barrel with a very good bore that shows
scattered oxidation and frosting. The metal surfaces retain 80% arsenal blue with some blued over pitting on the receiver, a couple small
spots of light pitting on floorplate, flaking to brown along the exposed edges. The hardwood stock rates very good with an added varnish,
a small crack the front of the handguard, a couple insect holes on the left side, scattered dings and handling marks. The bolt and stock
are matching to the receiver and there are scattered areas of cosmoline. Interestingly the safety operates in the reverse direction of most
other 98 Mauser style rifles and there is a small import mark on the underside of the barrel. A very good example of these interesting South
American short rifles. (208413-73) {C&R}
(200/400)
2510. G ERMAN G29O BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY STEYR (SPORTERIZED) serial #624b, 8mm Mauser, 23” barrel with a good plus
bore that shows scattered light pitting and frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 660 coded and 1940 dated rifle
are a dull brown patina with scattered freckling, oxidation, light pitting and traces of the original blue finish. The cutdown walnut
stock rates very good with strong Waffenamt markings, scattered dings and handling marks. The recoil bolts and sling hardware
are missing. The bolt parts are mismatched but most of the other visible parts are matching to the receiver. A good restoration
candidate. (208530-13) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2511. J P SAUER 38 (H) SEMI AUTO PISTOL WITH POLICE MARKING serial #489568, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a fair bore that
shows scattered oxidation and pitting but visible rifling. The metal surfaces of this third variation pistol retain 95% original blue with
scattered silvering, freckling and flaking to brown. There are no grips or grip screws present. There is a police “(Eagle)F” acceptance
stamp on the front left of the triggerguard. A single unmarked magazine is included. A fine Sauer 38(H) that only needs grips to be
complete. (208050-587) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2512. G ERMAN K98K BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY MAUSER OBERNDORF serial #40512l, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a very good bore
that shows some frosting. The metal surfaces of this byf 44 coded rifle retain 85% of a reapplied blue finish with scattered fading to gray and
some freckling. The hardwood stock rates good as-refinished with an added varnish, a repaired crack running from the upper tang to bolt
cut, a small crack at the front of handguard, a chip near right sling cut and scattered handling marks. The serial numbers are mismatched,
the safety operates a bit stiffly, the front band has a welded bottom sling swivel and the rear sling hardware is an aftermarket replacement.
A good “example” piece overall. (208441-19) {C&R}
(200/400)
2513. G ERMAN K98K BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY JP SAUER serial #5107b, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces of this ce 44 coded rifle are a silvery-gray patina having been cleaned with oxidation throughout and showing grind marks on the
bolt, bolt handle and rear of receiver. The laminated stock rates very good with an added varnish, strong German markings, a few light chips
at toe, scattered dings and handling marks. The triggerguard and floorplate are matching but the other parts are mismatched. The rear band
is an incorrect replacement, there is no rear sight assembly or cleaning rod present and there are three added holes on the receiver for a
scope mount. A good project gun overall. (208441-25) {C&R}
(200/300)
2514. G ERMAN KAR 98A BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY ERFURT (SPORTERIZED) serial #1699f, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a very
good bore that shows some light pitting and scattered frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1915-dated carbine are mostly
a dull gray patina with a few light tool marks on the rear handguard clip and some scattered oxidation staining. The cutdown maple stock
rates very good plus with an older added varnish, a few dings and scattered handling marks. The rear sight is a Lyman open sight and
the front is an unmarked bead sight. The bolt is mismatched but the remaining visible parts are matching. A good restoration candidate.
(208441-29) {MODERN}
(150/300)
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2515. G ERMAN K98K BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ERMA (SPORTERIZED) serial #8995b, 8mm Mauser, 20” shortened barrel with a very
good bore that shows some scattered light oxidation. The metal surfaces of this 27 coded and 1940-dated rifle are a dull brown patina with
a few small spots of light pitting and scattered oxidation. The cutdown laminated stock has been modified at the butt with a sporter style
pistolgrip and an altered comb. The stock rates very good with two added holes on the toeline for a sling, the takedown bolt and sling slot
being filled, scattered dings and handling marks. The front sight is mismatched, there is no German rear sight present but the rear of the
receiver has a 1903A3 style rear sight that is missing its elevation knob. All of the other visible numbered parts are matching to the receiver
and this rifle may be a good candidate for custom work. (208441-20) {MODERN}
(150/300)
2516. CANADIAN NO. 4 MK 1* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LONG BRANCH (SPORTERIZED) serial #55L4825, 303 British, 25”
barrel with a very good plus bore. The metal surfaces of this 1943 dated rifle retain 60-70% arsenal blue with scattered fading to
gray, freckling and light oxidation. The cutdown walnut stock rates very good with an added varnish, a small chip at heel and scattered handling marks. The military sights are intact, the front sight protector is present, the serialized parts are mismatched and an
aftermarket sling is included. The receiver is marked “ENGLAND” and this rifle is a good candidate to restore back to its military
configuration. (208441-34) {MODERN}
(125/250)
2517. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA serial #41330, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with a very good
bore that shows some frosting and pitting. The metal surfaces of this 6th series rifle are turning to a dull gray patina with some light
pitting on the lower tang, a few spots of oxidation and scattered freckling. The Asian hardwood stock rates very good with a small
hairline crack on the left side of butt, scattered dings and handling marks. The Chrysanthemum is ground, the bolt is mismatched but
the front band is matching. The rifle exhibits mostly early and midwar features but the front sight lacks ears which is an anomaly for
this series. No cleaning rod is present, the bolt operates a bit stiffly and the rear sight is missing its adjustment bar. An interesting
Nagoya Arisaka rifle. (208450-14) {C&R}
(75/150)
2518. B RITISH MKIII* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY RSAF ENFIELD serial #B8347, 303 British, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1918 dated rifle retain 93% arsenal blue with scattered fading and some freckling on magazine. The hardwood stock
rates about very good with an added oil finish, a tight 1” crack in front of magazine, a repaired 1” chip below right rear of receiver, scattered
dings and handling marks. The stock appears un-numbered, the rear sight was renumbered to match but the bolt and nosecap are matching to the receiver. The receiver is marked with dual broad arrows and a green canvas Enfield sling is included. A solid World War One Lee
Enfield rifle. (208585-77) {C&R}
(200/400)
2519. B RITISH NO. 4 MK 1* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SAVAGE serial #94C3913, 303 British, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95-97% of an arsenal refurbished dull blue finish with some pitting visible underneath the finish on front of receiver
and some silvering on the exposed edges. The Canadian made walnut stock rates very good plus with strong Canadian markings, scattered
dings and handling marks. The bolt is matching to the rear band, the stock is mismatched and the rear sight is a Canadian manufactured
“MK 3” type. There is a small CDI import mark on the receiver and an Enfield style sling is included. A fine Savage No. 4 Enfield that was
used by our Canadian allies. (208585-123) {C&R}
(300/500)
2520. CANADIAN NO. 4 MK 1* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LONG BRANCH serial #44LC299, 303 British, 25” barrel with a very good
bore that shows scattered frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1943 dated rifle retain 97% arsenal blue with some light
fading and a few specks of freckling on the exposed edges. The walnut stock rates very good with a lightly added varnish, scattered
dings and handling marks. The bolt is renumbered matching, the other parts appear un-numbered and the rifle is equipped with a
Parker Hale rear target sight. An Enfield style sling is included and there is a Century import mark on the barrel. A nice Canadian
Enfield that will likely shoot well. (208585-125) {C&R}
(300/500)
2521. SCARCE FINNISH M91 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY VKT WITH BELGIAN PROOFS serial #22696, 7.62x54R,
31 1/2” barrel with a very good bore that shows a few pits and scattered frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 90% arsenal
blue with several spots of oxidation on buttplate, light pitting on bolt assembly, a further spot of oxidation on barrel, blued-over pitting
throughout the magazine body and scattered fading. The birch stock rates about very good with a strong Finnish cartouche on the right
side of butt, a tight 10” crack on handguard, scattered dirt staining, dings and handling marks. The bolt is matching to the barrel shank
and the other parts are un-numbered as is typical with Finnish rifles. The barrel shank bears Liege proofs, a VKT marking and a Belgian “B”
barrel marking. There are wire hangers present in the sling slots and there is a Century import mark on the barrel. A solid example of these
interesting Belgian proofed Mosin rifles. (208640-16) {C&R} [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(250/450)
2522. G ERMAN K98K BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY MAUSER BORSIGWALDE (SPORTERIZED) serial #2891a, 8mm Mauser, 24”
barrel with a very good bore that shows some light pitting and scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this ar 43 coded rifle retain 90% of
a reapplied phosphate finish with scattered freckling, oxidation and some paint staining. The cutdown laminated stock has a modified butt
that has been thinned most noticeably at the pistolgrip. The stock rates very good with an added varnish, a couple added holes for sling
hardware, scattered dings and handling marks. The floorplate and triggerguard are matching, while the other parts are mismatched with the
bolt being an incorrect straight handle Czech replacement. The front small triggerguard screw is missing, the rear sight is a dual aperture
aftermarket sight and the front sight has some added white paint. A good project gun overall. (208441-21) {MODERN}
(150/300)
2523. JAPANESE TYPE 99 “LAST DITCH” ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA serial #70634, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with a
poor bore that shows oxidation and pitting throughout much of its length. The metal surfaces of this 10th series rifle have an added black
enamel finish that shows scattered flaking and fading to brown. The Asian hardwood stock rates fair with an added varnish, some white
painted Japanese characters on the right side of butt, an unrepaired duffle cut at rear band, a break on the left side of wrist, a hairline crack
on wrist, scattered dings and handling marks. The Chrysanthemum is fully intact, the bolt parts are matching but the front band appears
un-numbered. A good project gun overall. (208441-58) {C&R}
(50/100)
2524. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY KOKURA (SPORTERIZED) serial #53235, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel
with a very good bore that shows some light oxidation. The metal surfaces of this 21st series rifle are turning to a dull gray
patina with scattered oxidation and traces of original blue. The cutdown Asian hardwood stock rates very good as-cleaned with
a couple abrasions, scattered dings and handling marks. The Chrysanthemum is ground, the bolt is mismatched and the rear
sight is missing. There is no handguard or bands present but the front sight retains its original front sight protectors. A good
restoration candidate. (208441-86) {MODERN}
(75/125)
2525. U.S. MODEL 1898 KRAG BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY (SPORTERIZED) serial #161375, 30-40 Krag,
24” shortened barrel with a very good bore that shows some scattered moderate pitting. The metal surfaces retain 95% of a reapplied blue
finish with thinning to gray along the extractor, some light pitting visible beneath the new finish, flaking to brown on triggerguard, some light
silvering and freckling on the barrel. The cutdown walnut stock rates very good with some added oil, a couple small repaired cracks behind
upper tang, a few dings and handling marks. The stock has a gold colored coin on the heel with a ram, some white filler on the butt, and
a red recoil pad giving it a 13 1/2” length of pull. The rifle is sighted with a Redfield peep rear sight and a ramped gold bead front sight. A
very good sporterized Krag. (208491-7) {MODERN}
(300/500)
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2526. U.S. MODEL 1898 KRAG BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY (SPORTERIZED) serial #394518, 30-40 Krag,
23” shortened barrel with a bright near excellent bore that shows the beginnings of light frosting in the grooves. The magazine box, triggerguard and receiver are mostly a dull gray patina with some flaking on the magazine box and scattered light freckling. The barrel retains
50-60% original blue with scattered fading to gray, oxidation and light silvering. The cutdown walnut stock rates very good with an added
varnish, a strong 1902 cartouche, some added filler at heel, scattered flaking, dings and handling marks. The stock has a black rubber
Dupont buttpad giving the gun a 13 1/2” length of pull. The rifle is sighted with an unmarked peep rear sight and a ramped Lyman yellow
bead front sight. A very good sporterized Krag. (208491-8) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2527. SYRIAN CONTRACT YUGOSLAVIAN M48 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #V47772, 8mm Mauser, 23” barrel with a very good bore
that shows scattered frosting. The metal surfaces are turning to a dull brown patina with a few small spots of light oxidation, scattered
traces of arsenal blue and a few minor dings on front band. The elm stock rates good with a crack running from the rear of handguard to
rear sight, a repaired crack on the left side of wrist, a 3” crack behind upper tang, a few plug repairs on right side of wrist, scattered dings
and handling marks. All visible parts are matching and the receiver has a Syrian eagle crest marking. There is a Century import mark on the
barrel and no cleaning rod is present. A solid Syrian contract M48 Mauser rifle. (208718-24) {C&R}
(200/300)
2528. R USSIAN 91/30 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY IZHEVSEK (SPORTERIZED) serial #166335, 7.62x54R, 22”
shortened barrel with a fair bore that shows oxidation throughout but evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1936 dated rifle retain 60%
arsenal blue with scattered oxidation, freckling and fading to gray. The cutdown hardwood stock rates good with an added varnish, several
large areas of flaking, a couple small chips, a crack at left front edge, a few dings and handling marks. The buttstock has been shortened, it
lacks sling cutouts and has a wooden buttplate giving it a 12 1/2” length of pull. The barrel band is an incorrect replacement, the serialized
parts are mismatched, the rifle retains a modified rear sight that lacks adjustments and a blade front sight. The bolt handle has been turned
down and elongated. (208350-5) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2529. I NDIAN MKIII SMLE BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN BY BSA serial #J40256, 410 Mk1Z, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% arsenal black enamel and blue with some scattered fading and light flaking. The hardwood stock rates very good
with the forend having a dark armory oil finish, the Australian made buttstock being cleaned, a 1 1/2” crack in front of the magazine well, a
couple armorer reinforcements on the rear of handguard, a few dings and scattered handling marks. The rear sight has been renumbered to
match but all other visible parts are matching to the receiver. The right side of the rear band is dated 1918 and the left side has an Ishapore
1949 refurbishment marking. These shotguns were converted in India from standard Enfield rifles and used by prison guards. An interesting
piece of firearms history. (208569-46) {C&R} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(200/400)
2530. B RITISH MKIII* SMLE BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY RSAF ENFIELD serial #T6389, 303 British, 25” barrel with a very good bore
that shows a couple pits and scattered frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1917-dated rifle retain 90% arsenal blue with
scattered fading, silvering and flaking to brown on the exposed edges. The hardwood stock rates about very good as lightly refinished with
an added varnish, several armorer repairs, scattered dings and handling marks. The rear sight is mismatched, the stock number is hard to
read but the bolt and nosecap are matching. The barrel is marked “HV” along with the BSA crossed rifle logo. A solid World War One Lee
Enfield rifle overall. (208569-49) {C&R} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(200/400)
2531. I NDIAN MKIII SMLE BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN BY ISHAPORE serial #6140, 410 Mk1Z, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 95% arsenal blue and enamel with light silvering, fading to gray and flaking to brown along the exposed edges.
The hardwood stock rates very good plus as-refinished to blonde with a faint Indian cartouche on the left side of butt, a couple armorer
repairs to small cracks at rear of handguard, some dings and scattered handling marks. The gun was converted from a 1944 made
Ishapore MKIII* Enfield in 1949, the rear sight is renumbered matching and all other parts are matching to the receiver. (208569-48)
{C&R} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(150/300)
2532. B RAZILIAN MODEL 08/34 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY CZ serial #0091O, 7mm Mauser, 22” barrel with a good bore that shows
frosting throughout its length and scattered pitting but evident rifling. The metal surfaces are mostly a dull gray patina with a few small spots
of light to moderate pitting and some scattered freckling. The hardwood stock rates very good as-refinished with an added varnish, a couple
small chips at rear of handguard, a repaired crack on top of the right recoil bolt, a small repaired crack in front of rear sight on handguard,
scattered dings and handling marks. The floorplate is matching but the bolt is mismatched and there is an added piece of sling hardware
on the left side of the wrist. A solid example of these interesting Mauser style rifles. (208476-91) {C&R}
(200/400)
2533. WINCHESTER MODEL 1890 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #210779, 22 WRF, 24” octagon barrel with a fair bore that shows scattered
oxidation and pitting but evident rifling. The metal surfaces retain 40% original blue with overall oxidation, freckling and fading to brown. The
walnut stock rates very good with the remnants of a varnish finish on the butt, scattered dings and handling marks. The rear sight dovetail
is empty, the rifle has a tang mounted folding peep sight and a bead front sight. (208511-3) {C&R}
(200/400)
2534. SAVAGE MODEL 25 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #24634, 22 LR, 24” octagon barrel with a very good bore that shows some frosting
about halfway down. The metal surfaces retain 95% original dull blue with operational wear on the magazine tube, a tiny spot of pitting on
the right side of barrel, a few small stain spots at rear of barrel and some light fading on top of receiver. The walnut stock rates very good
with an added varnish, some handling marks and scattered flaking on the left side of butt. Included with this rifle is an original Savage factory
manual. A very fine Savage 25 slide action rifle. (208585-89) {C&R}
(200/400)
2535. WINCHESTER MODEL 1894 CARBINE serial #2588921, 30 WCF, 20” round barrel with full magazine and a very good plus bore that
shows a couple light pits near muzzle. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with some light freckling on upper tang, scattered light
silvering and minor handling marks. The plain walnut stocks rate excellent as lightly-refinished with the buttplate and upper tang proud of
wood and a few handling marks. There are two neatly added holes at the left rear of the receiver, the carbine is sighted with a 3C rear sight
and a hooded bead front sight. A fine 1894 carbine that will likely still be a great brush gun. (208585-94) {C&R}
(300/500)
2536. W INCHESTER MODEL 77 SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #57885, 22 LR, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 97% original blue with some light freckling on top of the receiver and light silvering at muzzle. The walnut stock rates
excellent with a few scattered handling marks. A single magazine is included with this rifle. A very fine Winchester Model 77
rimfire rifle overall. (208585-124) {C&R}
(200/300)
2537. W INCHESTER MODEL 69 TARGET BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 25” barrel with a very good bore that shows a few scattered pits.
The metal surfaces retain 90-93% original blue with scattered light flaking to brown on the exposed edges. The walnut stock rates very
good plus with a couple light dings and scattered handling marks. The rifle is equipped with a peep sight that is mounted on the rear of the
receiver and a ramped gold dot front sight. A fine Winchester 69 bolt action rifle. (208585-64) {C&R}
(250/450)
2538. W INCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1535996, 16 Ga, 28” plain barrel choked modified with a very good
bore that is bright for much of its length but it has a couple rings toward the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with operational wear along the magazine tube and receiver, scattered large areas fading to gray, silvering and a couple spots of light oxidation. The
pistolgrip walnut stock and grooved forend rate good with an added varnish, a large chip at toe, scattered dings, flaking, light scratches and
handling marks. The butt has a hard rubber Winchester buttplate that shows a large chip missing at the toe. A solid Model 12 slide action
shotgun overall. (208589-2) {C&R}
(200/300)
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2539. S MITH & WESSON MODEL NO. 1-1/2 FIRST ISSUE REVOLVER serial #1329, 32 RF, 3 1/2” barrel with a fair bore that shows
oxidation throughout but evident rifling. The metal surfaces are a dull gray oxidized patina with some scattered light pitting and a few dings
along the top. The smooth rosewood grips are matching to the frame and rate very good with a varnish finish, some flaking, scattered light
scratches and handling marks. The cylinder and barrel numbers are indiscernible due to oxidation, the cylinder spins freely and the hammer
is a bit sluggish. (208512-5) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2540. S HARPS MODEL 3A PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #1327, 32 RF, 3 1/2” four-barrel cluster with oxidized bores. The metal surfaces are a gray oxidized patina with scattered light pitting. The checkered gutta percha grips rate very good with a 1/2” chip at
the rear of the right panel, a few small chips, areas of flattening points, dirt staining and handling marks. The hammer cap spring is
missing, the hammer cap is loose and the trigger return spring will require mechanical attention. A good example of these Sharps
pepperbox pistols. (208512-3) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2541. FRENCH MODEL 1892 BERTHIER BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY CHATELLERAULT serial #A10344, 8mm Lebel, 17 1/2” barrel
with an about very good bore that has a couple areas of pitting, some scattered frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 60%
arsenal blue with light pitting on rear band, scattered fading to gray, freckling and some oxidation. The hardwood stock rates about very
good with an armory dark oil finish, a couple cracks on the handguard, a couple moderate abrasions, scattered dings and handling marks.
All visible parts are matching, this carbine has been updated to post WW1 5-shot configuration along with a stacking hook and Balle N
marking on the receiver. A solid little Berthier carbine that surely saw its share of action in the 20th century. (208640-18) {C&R} [William
“Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(200/400)
2542. F RENCH M16 BERTHIER BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY CONTINSOUZA serial #BC34409, 8mm Lebel, 17 1/2” barrel with a
very good bore that shows some frosting and a spot of light pitting. The metal surfaces retain 80% arsenal blue with some pitting on
barrel under handguard, some light oxidation on buttplate, scattered fading to brown and some freckling. The beech stock rates very good
with a few small armorer repairs, a small crack near the left sling cut, scattered dings and handling marks. This carbine is in post-WW1
configuration with the stacking hook on the front of stock that is a bit bent and the balle “N” marking on the receiver. The bolt head is
mismatched, the bolt handle is lined-out matching and the other visible parts are matching to the barrel. The barrel is of Chattellerault
manufacture, it is dated 1918 and the upper tang screw is missing. A very good example of these Berthier carbines. (208640-19) {C&R}
[William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(200/400)
2543. FRENCH MAS 36/51 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ST. ETIENNE serial #G26622, 7.5 French, 22” barrel with a very good plus bore that
shows some light frosting. The metal surfaces retain 90-93% of a gray arsenal parkerized finish with scattered silvering, fading and a few
areas of light oxidation. The beech stock rates very good with a partially faded roundel on the right side of butt, scattered dings and handling
marks. All of the parts are correctly numbered matching including the bayonet and a dark leather sling is included. There is a Century Arms
import marking on the right side of the receiver. A fine example of these post-war grenade launcher MAS 36 rifles. (208640-21) {C&R}
[William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
(300/500)
2544. G ERMAN GEW 98 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY VCS SCHILLING (SPORTERIZED) serial #6667h, 8mm Mauser, 24” shortened
barrel with a fair bore that shows frosting throughout and some scattered pitting but evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1915 dated
rifle are a dull brown patina with scattered freckling and a few spots of oxidation staining. The hardwood German stock has been modified
with amateurishly added checkering on the wrist and at front, an added sling swivel at the rear, filled-in stock disc slot, and a Jostam recoil
pad giving the gun a 13” length of pull. The stock rates fair with several repaired cracks, a chip to the left of the receiver and scattered
handling marks. The rifle retains its original roller coaster sight but the front sight is a bead type replacement that is missing its bead. There
are two added holes on the left side of the receiver, the turned down bolt assembly is mismatched but all other visible parts are matching.
(208642-6) {MODERN}
(150/300)
2545. S PRINGFIELD ARMORY XD9 SUB-COMPACT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #XD111984, 9mm, 3” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original matte black finish and the textured grip polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol has standard
three dot sights and comes with a single factory 10 round magazine. (108658-124D32139) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2546. JAPANESE REPRODUCTION BROWN BESS FLINTLOCK MUSKET serial #1636, .72 Cal., 42” barrel with a dark oxidized bore.
The metal surfaces are in-the-white with overall fine oxidation staining and some light pitting on the barrel adjacent to the pan. The lock is
marked Tower with crown / GR and the brass furniture has a nice ochre patina with spots of light tarnish. The stock rates very good plus
with scattered light handling marks and a repaired chip on the right side near the end of the triggerguard. A correct style steel ramrod is
included. A nicely done reproduction second model that would look sharp hanging over any mantel. (108649-8) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
2547. ARDESA FLINTLOCK PENNSYLVANIA RIFLE serial #51485, 50 cal., 40 1/4” octagon barrel that has an excellent bore. The barrel
retains 98% original blue with a few light scratches and a couple spots of fine oxidation staining. The triggers, lock and hammer show vibrant
case-hardened color and the brass furniture has a lovely goldenrod patina. The rifle is sighted with a brass blade front sight and sporting
style rear. There is a right side patch box and multiple inlays along the length of the stock to include stars and hearts. The full length stock
rates excellent aside from a few light handling marks and the lock, hammer and frizzen all have light geometric style engraving. This modern
rendition imported by Traditions Performance Firearms would make a great reenactors piece, wall hanger or best of all, shooter. (108569-9)
{ANTIQUE} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(300/500)
2548. F RANCHI 48-AL FIELD MODEL SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #D15524, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel choked Modified with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue along the barrel with scattered light scratches and wear marks to the
front on the forend. The receiver retains 98% of its anodized finish with some light wear at the triggerguard on the right side and has a few
minor scratches. The shotgun has a single brass bead sight, sling swivels and the checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate very
good plus with scattered scratches, light dings and other handling marks consistent with use. A lightly used semi-auto that should still
perform well. (108658-15D33361) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2549. ITHACA MODEL 37R FEATHERLIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #722136, 20 ga., 28” solid rib barrel choked full with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with some light scratches and minor operational wear along the
magazine tube. The trigger and slide release have traces of gold wash that is mostly worn bright. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock
and corncob style forend rate very good plus with scattered light scratches and spots of flaking varnish. A nice example with lots of finish.
(108544-49D32931) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2550. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 639 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A863353, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate near excellent with several scattered light scratches. The pistol has a left side only thumb safety and standard fixed
sights. The checkered walnut grips with silver S&W medallions rate very good with spots that have darkened in color, light handling
marks and areas of flaking varnish. The points remain mostly crisp and the pistol comes with a single eight round factory magazine.
(108658-170D33075) {MODERN}
(300/500)
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2551. R EMINGTON MODEL 700 ADL BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #6581605, 30-06 Springfield, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue flaking to brown with scattered light fine oxidation staining, spots of silvering along some
of the high edges with light surface scratches visible. The checkered walnut Monte Carlo stock with raised left-side cheekpiece rates
very good plus with scattered light handling marks, a small bruise along the belly, areas of flaking varnish and two light inscriptions on
the pistolgrip and the other just behind it at the bottom of the wrist. One inscription is a name “Alison Riddle” the other is a random
assortment of letters. The rear sight has been removed with filler screws added and the brass bead front sight remains. A Bushnell
Sportview 3-9X scope has been added with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. This rifle is already to go to work in the November
woods. (108658-22D33773) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2552. MOSSBERG CROWN GRADE SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #U438227, 12 ga., 24” ported cantilever rifled slug barrel with
a bright excellent bore and 28” ported, ventilated rib Accu-Choked barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99%
original blue finish with a couple of very faint handling marks. The trigger retains all of its gold wash finish and the second barrel
comes with three chokes: modified, full and improved cylinder. A fixed 2.5 power scope is attached to the slug barrel and it has a
duplex reticle with crisp clear optics and a single silver bead is on the ventilated rib barrel. The press checkered hardwood pistolgrip
buttstock and forend rate excellent and has an added synthetic cheekpiece and the factory stickers remain in place. In addition to
the second barrel and chokes the gun includes a wrench, manual, extra cheekpiece and factory box end labeled and numbered to
the gun. (108657-9S20642) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2553. TAURUS MODEL 66SS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #5191949, .357 Magnum, 4” full lug barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The stainless surfaces rate excellent with a few scattered superficial scratches and light turn ring along the cylinder. The revolver has ramp
front sight with orange insert and an adjustable white outline blade rear sight and the checkered walnut grips with gold Taurus medallions
rate excellent. (108568-138D33173) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2554. WINCHESTER MODEL 94AE LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #5271375, 30-30 Win, 20” round barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish that is flaking to brown with a few scattered scratches, spots of oxidation staining and a
spot of cold blue on the receiver where a 1/4” diameter spot had flaked to bare metal. The smooth straight grip walnut stock and forend
rate near excellent with a few minor dings and various light handling marks. The carbine has a standard hooded raised bead front sight and
adjustable sporting rear and is ready for the November woods. (108658-17D33481) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2555. H OWA MODEL 1500 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #B025230, .270 Win, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue and anodized finishes with some scattered light scratches, spots of freckling, and some silvering at the bolt handle and flaking along the floorplate and triggerguard. A set of Weaver bases No.’s 35 and 36 are affixed
to the receiver and include a set of 1” rings however there are no other sight provisions. The over-molded Hogue stock with
textured grips rates excellent. (108658-30D33256) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2556. WINCHESTER MODEL 60A-TARGET BOLT ACTION RIFLE .22 LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 70% blue fading to brown finish with several light scratches. The bolt body remains bright with a small area of flaking on the handle
and spots of light oxidation staining. The trigger has remnants of gold wash and is mostly bright metal. The rifle has a standard blade front
sight with Lyman 55W aperture sight mounted to the side of the receiver. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a few
scattered light handling marks and thinning varnish. A very nice example overall. (108476-41) {C&R}
(300/500)
2557. E UROARMS M1861 SPRINGFIELD RIFLE MUSKET serial #38875, .58 Cal. Percussion, 40” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces all have a bright in-the-white appearance with some light oxidation staining near the rear sight. The
walnut stock rates excellent having only a couple of very minor handling marks and includes a correctly fashioned tulip ramrod.
(108657-27S205054) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2558. J IANSHE ARSENAL TYPE 56 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #14193657, 7.62x39mm, 16” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% of their arsenal finish with overall light scratches and handling marks. All visible parts
are matching numbered to the gun and the bayonet has been removed. The hardwood stock rates excellent aside from
some scattered light handling marks and includes a cleaning kit, cleaning rod, and a 30 round detachable U.S.A. Magazine
is included. (8658-100D33371) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2559. MARLIN MODEL 336 R.C. LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #Z37486, 30-30 Win., 20” micro-grooved barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with some light scratches and scattered spots of freckling down the barrel length.
The rear sight has been removed and a Lyman 66LA receiver sight has been neatly added. The front sight hood is present and the smooth
walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate near excellent with a few light handling marks. Sling swivel studs have been added and this standard
model carbine is ready for the woods or next cowboy action shoot. (108450-4) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2560. ARMSPORT INC., MODEL 2711 OVER / UNDER SHOTGUN serial #75064, 12 ga., 27 1/2” ventilated rib barrels choked full and
improved modified with bright excellent bores. The barrels, attaching iron, lever, selector, and triggerguard retain 98% original blue finish
with some light scattered scratches and perhaps a spot or two of light fine oxidation staining is visible. The receiver, tang and trigger all
remain bright with foliate scroll embellishing on the flats with a spot or two of oxidation scattered about. The checkered hardwood stock and
forend rate excellent aside from a few light handling marks. The shotgun features a crossbolt safety, single brass bead front sight, adjustable
recoil pad providing a LOP of 13 7/8” with drops of 1 1/2” and 2 1/4”. (108657-95S21003) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2561. W INCHESTER MODEL 1200 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L610326, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel choked modified with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few light handling marks. The shotgun has a single silver bead front sight
and the checkered walnut stock rates excellent. Included is a black and brown leather zippered case from Sears that is in very good overall
condition. (108657-67S20920) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2562. TNW M31 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #Y001234, 9mm, missing the barrel. The metal surfaces retain 98% of their parkerized finish with
some scattered light fine oxidation staining and superficial scratches. This Suomi clone has a fixed front sight with adjustable rear sight and
the smooth hardwood stock rates excellent aside from minor handling marks. A newly manufactured 16” barrel would be difficult to find,
but custom barrels with extensions to meet the B.A.T.F. requirements are being made with information available on the web. No magazine
or barrel are included. (108657-34S20512) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2563. U NMARKED GERMAN MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE serial #4108, .30 CF, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 85-90% reapplied blue with spots of freckling along the barrel with loss at the muzzle to a contaminate and near the rear
sight. The bolt is in-the-white and the handle has overall light fine oxidation staining. The rifle has a raised brass bead front sight and an
adjustable Williams sporting rear and is built on a 98 action. The smooth walnut pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock rates very good plus with a
repaired chip at the rear of the bolt channel and a few scattered light handling marks. A chamber cast should be performed by a competent
gunsmith and the headspace checked once ascertained. (108657-9621004) {MODERN}
(200/400)
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2564. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #S489285, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel choked modified
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with scattered scratches, nicks, tooling marks, spots of wear and
fine oxidation staining. The shotgun will require mechanical attention as it appears the feed mechanism does not function and it may have
further underlying issues. The fleur-de-lis checkered walnut stock and forend rate fair with scattered light handling marks, flaking varnish
and a 3” crack through the wrist that runs rearward from the receiver. The shotgun has a single silver bead front sight and an added Williams
rear aperture sight that is missing the eyecup. This would make a great parts gun. (108658-109D33466) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2565. SAVAGE ANSCHUTZ MARK 10B BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #838529A, 22 LR, 26” heavy barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with spots of freckling along the barrel and a few light scratches. The
receiver is dovetailed for a scope mount and the barrel sights have been removed with only a rear aperture in place that is
slightly bent but functions properly. The smooth target style stock with left side raised cheekpiece rates excellent aside from
a few light handling marks and the forend is fitted with an adjustable palm stop. This would likely make a great shooter with
the addition of sights or optics. (108658-18D33369) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2566. M OSSBERG MODEL 500A CROWN GRADE SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #P264255, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib, ported,
Accu-Choke barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish and the receiver is embellished with light
foliate scroll. The trigger retains all of its gold plate and the shotgun has dual beads brass rear and white front with thumb safety at top of
the receiver. The checkered hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and finger grooved forend rate excellent. The included choke tube is modified.
(108658-105D33366) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2567. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 FIELD SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #K957253, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib Accu-Choke with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue that is flaking to brown with pewter undertones. There is scattered oxidation
staining, light scratches and moderate operational wear marks along the slide and magazine tube with a spot of light pitting as well. The
shotgun has dual brass bead sights and an added B-Square style mount with Tasco 4X32 scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics.
The checkered pistolgrip hardwood buttstock and forend rate excellent aside from a few scattered light handling marks. The included choke
tube is cylinder. (108658-70D32779) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2568. R EMINGTON MODEL 6 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #371323, 22 LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains
75-80% original blue flaking to brown finish with light fine oxidation staining and silvering around the muzzle. The receiver, hammer and
trigger show remnants of mottled case-hardened color with fine oxidation staining, silvering along the high edges and spots of light oxidation.
The hardwood stock and forend rate very good plus with light handling marks, flaking and cracking varnish. The rifle has fixed iron sights
and a folding tang sight and is an honest example in very good condition. (108426-33) {C&R}
(200/400)
2569. HAWK INDUSTRIES MODEL 982T SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #0132727, 12 ga., 18 1/2” plain barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% of their original parkerized finish. The shotgun is sighted with a ramp style front and ghost ring
rear sight and the black synthetic checkered pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent. This I.A.C. import remains in excellent condition.
(108658-12D33776) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2570. LEFEVER LONG RANGE FIELD SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #820, 12 ga., 30” plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel retains 70-75% blue flaking to brown finish with overall light fine oxidation staining. The receiver, thumb safety, triggerguard
and trigger are in-the-white with scattered oxidation staining near overall. The checkered pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate about good
with a 14 7/8” L.O.P. to the added Pachmayr ventilated recoil pad, evidence of a cleaning, scattered light handling marks, missing sliver
along the left side of the forend and what appears to be amateurishly repaired cracks in either side of the wrist with spots of added finish
and filler. The shotgun has a single silver bead sight, inlaid compass at the heel of the stock and an iron sling swivel added to the barrel.
(108657-94S21002) {C&R}
(100/200)
2571. G. GOLCHER PERCUSSION DOUBLE HAMMER GUN 20 ga., 32” ribbed barrels with dark oxidized bores. The barrel and hammer
are mostly a dark brown patina with scattered scratches, spots of oxidation staining and areas of light pin prick pitting. The brass furniture
is mostly a brown mustard color patina with overall light scratches. The action no longer functions, the left hammer is missing as well as
the front ramrod thimble. The straight grip checkered stock rates very good having an older repaired chip on the left side near the top
of the tang, and scattered light handling marks. Included is a wooden ramrod and this would be a great candidate for decorative use.
(108657-64S21051B) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
2572. M OSSBERG MODEL 500 CROWN GRADE SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #P262981, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib, ported, Accu-Choke barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue finish with some scattered light scratches, spots
of fine oxidation staining and light operational wear marks along the slide and magazine tube. The receiver is embellished with light foliate
scroll and the trigger retains all of its gold plate. The shotgun has dual bead sights with brass in the rear and white at front and a Tasco 4x32
scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics has been added. The checkered hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent,
the included choke tube is “full”. (108658-72D32385) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2573. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #D510296M, 12 ga., 18” plain barrel choked
cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% of their black oxide finish that shows a few light scratches and wear
marks along the working areas with a couple of spots of fine oxidation staining visible. The shotgun features an extended magazine tube,
checkered black synthetic forend, Butler Creek folding tactical pistolgrip stock with integral shell holder and has a single silver bead front
sight. An economic tactical platform one could easily expand on. (108657-19S20493) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2574. REMINGTON MODEL 870 TACTICAL SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #RS31325P, 12 ga., 18 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% of their black oxide finish with numerous light scratches, spots of fine
oxidation staining, and minor wear marks along the working area of the slide. The shotgun features a single bead front sight, ribbed
short pattern synthetic forend, and a Blackhawk six position buttstock with contoured pistolgrip that has interchangeable inserts. The
receiver is drilled and tapped and included is an owner’s manual, grip inserts, small padded bag and product card. (108657-11S21022)
{MODERN}
(150/250)
2575. M OSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L156460, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel choked modified with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few light scratches, minor operational wear along the slide and magazine
tube and a few spots of light fine oxidation staining. There is a single brass bead front sight and a replacement ventilated recoil pad has
been added that fits poorly. The checkered hardwood pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent aside from a few light handling marks.
(108658-65D33129) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2576. W INCHESTER RANGER MODEL 120 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L1544840, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib Win-Choke barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with a few scattered light scratches. The shotgun has a single
brass bead sight, ventilated recoil pad and the smooth hardwood pistolgrip stock and grooved forend rate excellent. This would make a
great field or inexpensive range gun. The included choke tube is “Extra Full”. (108658-31D33131) {MODERN}
(100/200)
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2577. MAVERICK MODEL 88 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #MV26816C, 12 ga., 24” plain sighted barrel choked cylinder with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with scattered light scratches, spots of fine oxidation staining and
some light silvering along select high edges. The shotgun has a raised bead style front sight with folding rear sight and the black synthetic
textured pistolgrip stock with grooved forend rate excellent aside from a small tooled spot along the toe likely done to add a swivel stud. An
inexpensive slugger sure to do well in the fall woods. (108658-64D29375) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2578. STEVENS MODEL 311 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #E219095, 12 ga., 26” ribbed barrels choked modified and improved cylinder with bright excellent bores. The barrels, triggerguard, safety, and lever retain 95% original blue with a few scattered
light scratches. The frame has mottled case-hardened color with some wear and light scratches. The smooth pistolgrip hardwood
buttstock and forend rate very good having a light cleaning with added finish and a couple of minor dings along the pistolgrip. There
are a couple of amateurishly added items to include a wood screw for a sling swivel stud that sticks out of the pistolgrip and a Morgan
Adjustable buttpad that has numerous tooling marks around its edges. The length of pull is 14 3/8” with drops of 1 3/8” and 2 1/2”.
(108657-97S21005) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2579. R EMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #78597X, 20 ga., 25” ventilated rib barrel choked skeet with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85-90% original blue with overall scattered freckling, light scratches and some silvering along
select high edges. The fleur-de-lis checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent aside from a few minor light handling marks.
The buttplate has been removed and a Johns slip on recoil pad has been added that is now dried and cracking and should be replaced. An
honest small bore 1100 that likely shoots well. (108657-60) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2580. R EMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #20040V, 12 ga., 25” ventilated rib barrel choked skeet with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85-90% original flaking blue to brown with scattered oxidation staining, light wear and silvering
along the high edges. The fleur-de-lis checkered hardwood stock rates very good with scattered light scratches and handling marks. A
Pachmayr ventilated recoil pad has been amateurishly added and this would make a great foul weather fowl gun. Included is a padded
two-tone black and brown leather zippered case with tiger pattern interior. (108657-61S21050) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2581. W INCHESTER MODEL 1400 MK-II SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #N571906, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel choked modified with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with some light scattered scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining. The
shotgun has a single silver bead sight and the checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent aside from a few light handling
marks. An entry level Winchester likely to perform well. (108658-32D33118) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2582. J. STEVENS / SPRINGFIELD MODEL 315 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN 20 ga., 28” barrels choked cylinder and modified
with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain perhaps 80% original blue that is flaking to brown with scattered oxidation staining along the
barrel’s length. The receiver shows mottled case-hardened color with scattered oxidation staining near overall. The shotgun has dual beads,
extractors, double triggers, manual safety and the loading lever sits right of center. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and splinter
style forend rate very good with numerous light handling marks. (108544-51D33001) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2583. W INCHESTER MODEL 670 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #G1270846, 30-06 Springfield, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with scattered light scratches, spots of fine oxidation staining, and some light silvering at the
muzzle and along some of the high edges. The bolt body shows light fine oxidation staining and the receiver and barrel are factory drilled
and tapped with no sights provided. The press checkered Monte Carlo stock rates very good plus with scattered light handling marks, a
couple of shallow gouges, and some flaking varnish. This would make a great inclement weather gun suitable for most large game animals.
(108658-16D33119) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2584. W INCHESTER MODEL 670 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #G218509, 30-06 Springfield, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with some scattered light scratches and fine oxidation staining. The bolt body shows some
scattered light fine oxidation staining and the receiver and barrel are factory drilled and tapped with no sights provided. The press checkered
Monte Carlo stock rates very good plus with numerous light impressions along the toe line with some spots of flaking varnish along the left
side cheekpiece. A nice field gun suitable for most large game animals. (108658-29D33110) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2585. SAVAGE MODEL 24D COMBINATION GUN serial #B118256, 22 Magnum x .410 bore, 18 7/8” barrels with bright excellent bores.
The .410 barrel will accept 3” shells and is choked cylinder. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with scattered light scratches and
spots of fine oxidation staining. There are faint remnants of case-hardened color on the frame with some scattered light oxidation staining.
The rifle has a ramp front sight with adjustable sporting rear and the top barrel has a dovetail for mounting a scope. The smooth hardwood
pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good with scattered light handling marks. (108658-55D33475) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2586. SAVAGE MODEL 110 SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #F889399, .243 Win, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with scattered superficial scratches, some light silvering along some of the high edges and
a few spots of fine light oxidation staining. The laser etched Savage logo can still be seen along the bolt body and the knob is nicely
checkered. A Bushnell 2.5-8X scope with Weaver rings and bases have been added and the scope has a duplex reticle with clear crisp
optics. The hardwood press checkered stock rates near excellent with a few scattered minor handling marks. A padded leather sling
is included. (108657-54S20945) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2587. WINCHESTER MODEL 190 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #B2119585, 22 LR, 20 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue and anodized finishes with some scattered light handling marks and spots of fine light oxidation staining.
The press checkered stock and forend rate excellent with some scattered light handling marks visible. A nice example overall. (10865893D31622) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2588. W INCHESTER MODEL 290 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #B1744635, 22 LR, 20 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 97% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered spots of fine oxidation staining, scratches and some light
silvering along some of the high edges. The carbine has standard sights and the barrel is slightly bent upwards creating a gap between
the frame and forend. This would make a great parts gun or potential restoration project for the budding gunsmith. (108658-90D32557)
{MODERN}
(75/150)
2589. R UGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO STANDARD CARBINE serial #129-70317, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 90% thinning blue along the barrel with scattered fine oxidation staining and some light silvering, and 98% black
anodized finish with some light silvering along the high edges. The smooth birch pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with scattered light
impressions, spots of flaking varnish, and spots of staining likely from some kind of adhesive backing. A single ten round factory magazine
is included. (108657-57S20948) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2590. R UGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO STANDARD CARBINE serial #231-05672, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered light scratches and spots of fine oxidation
staining. The carbine has standard folding rear and brass bead front sights and the smooth pistolgrip hardwood stock rates
near excellent with several light handling marks concentrated mostly toward the butt end. A single ten round factory magazine
is included. (108658-84D32853) {MODERN}
(150/250)
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2591. R UGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO STANDARD CARBINE serial #231-01058, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue and anodized finishes with a couple spots of light fine oxidation staining and some light silvering
along the contact edges. The carbine has standard folding rear sight and the brass bead is missing from its ramp on the front sights. The
smooth hardwood pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a few light handling marks visible and a single ten round factory magazine is included.
(108658-108D33124) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2592. ANSCHUTZ MODEL 1400 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #266924, .22 LR, 21 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original evenly thinning blue with spots of freckling and silvering along the high edges. The rifle features a standard
adjustable rear sight and raised bead front sight. The bolt and trigger remain mostly bright with some light scattered specks of oxidation
staining and the smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with a few light handling marks and spots of flaking varnish. A very
nice example overall. (108476-36) {MODERN}
(250/350)
2593. BAIKAL MODEL IZH-27 OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #032766564B, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib screw-choke barrels with bright
excellent bores. The barrels retain 85% blue finish with overall light scratches, freckling and spots of oxidation. The nickel-plated surfaces
on the receiver, loading lever, and trigger guard rate excellent with a few scattered specks of oxidation staining and the trigger retains near
all of its gold plate. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good plus showing a very light cleaning and the shotgun
has a manual safety with ejectors and includes two screw in COMP-N-CHOKES No.’s 20 and 25 and a black plastic light duty travel case.
This would make a great rainy day field gun. (108541-49S20912) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2594. U NMARKED PERCUSSION DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN 10 ga., 30” twist steel barrels with overall dark oxidized bores. The
metal surfaces are mostly a brown color patina with numerous light handling marks, spots of oxidation and some light pitting on and near
the hammers. The steel buttplate is missing a screw and sits proud of the stock around its periphery. The front thimble has separated from
the barrels but remains present and included is a wooden ram rod with brass tip. The smooth straight grip one-piece hardwood stock and
forend rate about very good with scattered light handling marks under some added finish with a 3/4” crack at the lower tang and 2” crack
along the left side near the wedge escutcheon. (108450-15) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2595. M OSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J314310, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel choked modified with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of their original blue finish with operational wear along the slide
and magazine tube, scattered scratches, spots of oxidation and oxidation staining. The shotgun has a single brass bead sight
and the checkered hardwood pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good with some scattered light handling marks and should
make a great field gun. (108658-71D33121) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2596. W INCHESTER MODEL 68 BOLT ACTION RIFLE .22 Short, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95%
original blue finish with the bolt remaining mostly bright and the trigger showing strong nitrate blue. The rifle has standard sights however
the rear sight is missing the eye piece. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent showing a few light handling marks. A very nice
example. (108476-44) {C&R}
(200/300)
2597. R EMINGTON MODEL 511-P BOLT ACTION RIFLE .22 LR, 24 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
70% evenly thinning blue fading to brown with scattered oxidation, freckling, and silvering along some of the high edges. The rifle is sighted
with an adjustable rear aperture and blade front sight and unfortunately does not come with a magazine. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock
rates very good plus with scattered light handling marks with a repaired chip to the checkered logo buttplate. (108453-8) {C&R}(75/150)
2598. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 852 BOLT ACTION RIFLE .22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The buffed
metal surfaces retain 98% reapplied blue finish with some scattered spots of light oxidation staining. The bolt handle remains bright and
shows some scattered spots of light oxidation staining. The rifle comes with standard sporting rear and raised bead front sights and there is
a small chip missing from the toe of the buttplate. The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock rates about good. It has been cleaned with a couple
of spots of added filler with a thin 4” with-the-grain crack along the belly between the triggerguard and barrel screw and a tight 2 1/2”
repaired crack under the bolt handle. A nice looking refinished “plinka” that should have lots of life left in it. (108476-42) {C&R} (50/100)
2599. S EARS ROEBUCK & COMPANY MODEL 101.1120 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN .410 bore, 24” plain barrel choked full with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% evenly thinning blue with scattered oxidation staining, light scratches and spots of
oxidation with silvering along the high edges. The smooth pistolgrip hardwood stock rates excellent aside from some very minor handling
marks and adhesive residue along the right side of the buttstock. (108657-66S20919) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2600. W INCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #946399, 16 ga., 28” plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 40% blue flaking to brown with scattered freckling, operational wear, and silvering along all of the high
edges. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock and grooved forend rate about good with scattered dings, abrasions, flaking varnish and some
hairline cracks on either side of the wrist. There is a single silver bead sight and the action functions smoothly, a great restoration candidate.
(108658-38D33379) {C&R}
(200/300)
2601. M OSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #T102443, 12 ga., 24” ported, cantilevered rifled barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with some scattered light handling marks, spots of fine oxidation staining and
light operational wear along the slide and magazine tube. The trigger retains all of its gold plate and the shotgun is stocked with a Knox 6
position pistolgrip and checkered hardwood forend. Interesting in appearance and likely very productive in the field. (108658-63D31647)
{MODERN}
(150/250)
2602. R EMINGTON 870 TAC-14 SLIDE ACTION FIREARM serial #RF06137A, 12 ga., 14” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original black oxide finish with some light operational wear. The black synthetic Raptor pistolgrip
and Magpul M-Lock forend rate excellent and give this legal shorty an overall length of 26 1/4”. The firearm has a single silver bead sight
surprisingly as it was never intended to fire from the shoulder. An interesting P.D.W. that is in excellent condition. [Transfers as a “Firearm”]
(108686-1) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2603. TAURUS PT-92 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B54293, 9mm, 5” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98%
original blue with a few light scratches and handling marks. The pistol has fixed sights and left side safety with checkered hard plastic logo
grips that remain in excellent condition. A nice example fashioned after the 92FS that comes with a single unmarked 15 round magazine.
(108658-128D33028) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2604. TAURUS PT-92AF SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TMA93034D, 9mm, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
95% original blue finish with spots of silvering, light scratches, and holster wear. The pistol features fixed sights, ambidextrous safety, and the
checkered rubber grips remain in excellent condition with overall crisp points. Included is a single unmarked 15 round magazine. (108658130D33101) {MODERN}
(200/400)
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2605. C OLT OFFICIAL POLICE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #701254, 38 Special, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 85-90% later applied non-factory blue that is flaking to brown with scattered oxidation staining, silvering along high
edges, light wear along the carry points and has a light turn ring along the cylinder. The standard hammer and checkered trigger show fine
oxidation staining near overall and the revolver has standard blade front sight with square notch rear. The ejector rod is bent slightly and is
noticeable as you work the action. The checkered walnut grips with silver Colt medallions rate about good missing a section from the lower
left side of the left panel with scattered light handling marks and slightly rounded points in the checkering. An honest pre-war that would
be a great restoration candidate or shooter. (108658-231D33426) {C&R}
(100/200)
2606. ZASTAVA M57 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #28764, 7.62 Tokarev, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
90% arsenal blue finish with some light holster wear, spots of fine oxidation staining ad silvering along the high edges. This PW Arms import
features, fixed sights, importer added safety, lanyard loop and the grooved black plastic grips rate very good with some minor handling
marks. Included with this pistol are a single 9 round magazine and unmarked brown leather military style flap holster that remains in very
good condition. (108657-50S20528) {C&R}
(200/300)
2607. S MITH & WESSON REGULATION POLICE REVOLVER serial #25053, .38 S&W, 4” barrel with a bright about good bore that has
scattered pitting its entire length. The metal surfaces retain 65-70% original blue finish that is flaking to brown with wear at the muzzle,
scattered fine oxidation staining, silvering along the high edges and has a light turn ring along the cylinder. The standard service hammer
and trigger show remnants of mottled case-hardened color and the revolver has a standard blade front sight with square notch rear sight.
The stepped diamond checkered factory walnut grips rate very good overall with light handling marks and are pencil-numbered to the gun
with visible patent date along the bottom. An honest pre-war revolver that still has some life left in it. (108658-208D3319) {C&R}(200/300)
2608. S MITH & WESSON 38 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #S917384, .38 Special, 4” pinned barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 75-80% original blue finish that is flaking to brown. There are areas of oxidation staining, silvering around
the muzzle and along most of the high edges with a light turn ring on the cylinder and spots of fine pinprick pitting along the right side
near the triggerguard. The standard hammer and trigger are now mostly a dark pewter patina with fine oxidation staining near overall. This
pre-model 10 revolver has a blade front sight with square notch rear sight and the checkered walnut target grips with silver S&W medallions
rate very good with numerous light handling marks, spots of flaking varnish and mostly worn points in the checkering. The action functions
smoothly and lock up remains tight. (108658-147D33186) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2609. M OSSBERG MODEL 590 SPECIAL PURPOSE SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #R231354, 12 ga., 20” plain barrel choked
cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% of their parkerized finish with a few light handling marks visible. The
shotgun features: a bayonet lug, heatshield, single brass bead front sight, synthetic pistolgrip stock and grooved forend that rate excellent.
A nice looking “RIOT” style shotgun that should suit all of your personal defense needs. (108658-67D33364) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2610. N ORINCO SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #11570412K, 7.62x39mm, 20 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90% original blue flaking to brown finish that has spots of fine oxidation staining, light scratches and silvering along some of the high
edges. The stock has been replaced with an unmarked synthetic folding stock that fits the gun nicely and remains in excellent condition.
The rifle has matching numbers on all visible parts, standard sights, folding spike bayonet and comes with a single aftermarket 30 round
detachable magazine. (108658-41D33008) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2611. C HARLES DALY FIELD SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #5100340, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel multi choke system with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% or their original parkerized finish with some scattered light scratches. The black synthetic
grooved pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent aside from a few light nicks and minor handling marks and the shotgun is sighted with a
single brass bead. The included choke is “Improved Cylinder”. (108658-14D32964) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2612. W INCHESTER MODEL 1894 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #3224976, 30-30 Win, 20” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% of their original blue finish with a spot of flaking around the loading gate and few light
scattered scratches. The rifle has a checkered steel buttplate with standard sporting sights and the front sight hood is present.
The smooth, straight grip walnut stock and forend rate excellent aside from a few minor handling marks and this carbine is
ready for the fall woods. (108624-35) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2613. W INCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #3248795, 32 Win. Special, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with scattered scratches and spots of oxidation staining with light silvering on some of the high
edges. The carbine has a checkered steel buttplate with standard sporting sights and the front hood is present. The smooth straight grip
walnut stock and forend rate near excellent with a few scattered light handling marks and spots of thinning and or flaking varnish. (10865792S20897) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2614. R EMINGTON MODEL 11-48 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #5120477, 12 ga., 26” plain barrel choked improved cylinder, with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% evenly thinning blue finish with scattered light oxidation staining and silvering along
some of the high edges. The checkered pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent with a few scattered light handling marks and with spots
of flaking varnish. The shotgun has a single brass bead front sight and should still perform well. (108658-74D33378) {C&R} (200/300)
2615. MAVERICK MODEL 88 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #MV73386S, 12 ga., 20 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder, with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with a few light scratches and a couple spots of minor operational wear. The
shot gun features an extended magazine tube, single brass bead front sight, sling swivel studs and the black synthetic stock and grooved
forend rate excellent. (108658-66D32860) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2616. M OSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #K092420, 12 ga., 18 1/2” rifle sighted barrel choked cylinder with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% thinning original blue finish with spots of light operational wear, scratches and light
fine oxidation staining. The stocks have been replaced with a set of Davis Company woodland pattern synthetic pistolgrip stock and grooved
forend that rate excellent. The barrel has a raised bead style front sight and folding rear sporting style sight and this “slugger” is sure to be
a big hit in the November woods. (8658-69D30256) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2617. W INCHESTER MODEL 120 RANGER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L2115141, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib Win-Choke barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with scattered light fine oxidation staining, minor operational
wear at the slide and a few light scratches. The shotgun is sighted with a single brass bead and the smooth walnut pistolgrip stock and
grooved forend rate excellent aside from a couple of minor light handling marks. The included choke tube is “full”. (108658-33D32618)
{MODERN}
(100/200)
2618. R EMINGTON 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #A792538M, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib, RemChoke, barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% of their matte blue finish with some light oxidation staining,
scratches, and operational wear marks on the slide, receiver, and magazine tube. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and forend
rate excellent aside from some light discoloration where it appears to have had a sticker removed and a few scattered light handling
marks. The shotgun is sighted with a single silver bead and should make a great foul weather fowl gun. Included choke is “full”.
(108658-3D33137) {MODERN}
(150/250)
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2619. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 158 TOPPER SHOTGUN 12 ga., 20” amateurishly shortened plain barrel with a cylinder
bore that remains bright. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue along the barrel, hammer, and trigger with vibrant case-hardened colors
on the receiver. There is scattered light fine oxidation staining and spots of active oxidation along the barrel as well as a few light scratches.
The smooth hardwood pistolgrip stock and forend rate good. The forend appears to have been bedded to the barrel and the buttstock has
been lead filled and sits slightly loose on the frame. There are scattered light handling marks and the start of a couple of cracks on the right
side of the wrist. (108657-69S21013) {MODERN}
(25/50)
2620. MOSSBERG MODEL 500AG SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #H965853, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel choked modified with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with scattered light fine oxidation staining, minor operational wear along
the slide and a few high edges that have light silvering. The shotgun is sighted with a single brass bead and the checkered walnut pistolgrip
and forend rate about very good with a few light handling marks and a 2” hairline crack on the right side of the wrist that will flex if light
pressure is applied. Replacement stocks are readily available and should be an easy fix. (108658-78D33467) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2621. R EMINGTON MODEL 760 GAMEMASTER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #69243, 35 Rem, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 85% blue flaking to brown with pewter undertones. There is scattered oxidation, light scratches, and operational
wear marks and spots of residue staining along the receiver near the bolt. The rifle has 5 added and filled holes along the left side of the
receiver and is sighted with a raised bead front sight and Williams rear aperture. The stock appears to have been shortened and the finish
partial stripped and the forend has numerous abrasions and handling marks. No magazine is included and this would make a great restoration project for the budding gunsmith. (108657-56S20947) {C&R}
(150/250)
2622. W INCHESTER MODEL 1200 FIELD GRADE SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L854301, 12 ga., 28” plain Win-Choke barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with some scattered light scratches and spots of fine oxidation
staining. The checkered pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent with a few light handling marks and the shot gun has a single silver bead
front sight. The inlucded choke is “improved cylinder” (108658-34D32488) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2623. MOSSBERG MODEL 500A CAMO SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #P758097, 12 ga., 24” ventilated rib, 670 XX-P Turkey choked,
ported barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% of their woodland camo pattern finish with a few light scratches
visible. The synthetic textured pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent and the front bead is missing its color. An inexpensive reliable slide
action ready for the blind. (108658-73D33120) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2624. M OSSBERG MODEL 500ATP SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #11895398, 12 ga., 18 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with scattered light fine oxidation staining, light scratches and minor
operational wear marks. The barrel is sighted with a single silver bead and the textured synthetic pistolgrip stock and grooved wooden
forend rate excellent. The forend has been painted black to match the stock and this would be a good starting platform for a tactical build.
(108658-56D32512) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2625. MOSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #K658693, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib Accu-Choke barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% of their original blue finish with spots of flaking to brown, oxidation staining and operational
wear. The shotgun has dual bead sights with brass rear and white front and the checkered pistolgrip stock and forends rate excellent aside
from a few light handling marks and a small nick in the toe line. This would make a great inclement weather field gun. The included choke
is “modified”. (108658-76D33279) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2626. M OSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J535459, 12 ga., 24” rifle sighted plain barrel choked cylinder with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with a few light scattered scratches, some minor operational
wear along the slide, and spots of scattered light fine oxidation staining. The barrel has a raised bead front and folding rear sight and the
checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good overall having an added unmarked ventilated recoil pad and some amateurish
touch-ups to the finish. This would make a great slugger for the fall woods. (108658-59D32608) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2627. W EATHERBY MODEL EIGHTY-TWO SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #82-08985, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel choked modified,
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with scattered light fine oxidation staining and a few light
scratches with silvering along some of the high edges. The receiver is embellished with light foliate scroll engraving and the trigger retains
all of its gold plated finish. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent. (108658-13D33154) {MODERN} (200/300)
2628. M OSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J728255, 12 ga., 30” plain barrel choked full with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original evenly fading blue with scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining,
operational wear along the magazine tube and slide, with some silvering along the high edges as well. The buttstock has been
replaced and remains slightly loose and does not match the forend finish, however both items remain excellent condition aside
from a few light handling marks. (108658-103D33473) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2629. THOMPSON CENTER ARMS PENNSYLVANIA HUNTER MUZZLE LOADING RIFLE serial #11371, .50 Cal. percussion, 32”
part octagon, part round rifled “round ball” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% of their original blue and
vibrant case-hardened colors. The rifle features a raised black bead front sight with adjustable sporting style rear sights. The smooth
straight grip walnut half stock rates excellent aside from a couple of very minor handling marks. Included with this muzzle loader is
a manual, warranty card, American Flag key chain, and wooden ramrod with steel tips. Appears unfired. (108569-24) {ANTIQUE}
[Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(200/300)
2630. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 103.229 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95%
original blue with a few light scratches and spots of scattered fine oxidation staining. The rifle has an adjustable sporting rear sight and brass
bead front with dove tail receiver for installation of a scope mount. The bolt handle remains bright and the smooth pistolgrip hardwood stock
rates very good plus with a few light handling marks and tiny chip missing from the toe. A solid tube fed plinker that should have lots of life
left. (108658-91D30608) (MODERN}
(75/150)
2631. SPRINGFIELD HAWKEN MUZZLE LOADING RIFLE serial #112131, .50 Cal. percussion, 28” octagon barrel with a fair oxidized and
pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% blue flaking to brown finish with scattered fine oxidation staining and some silvering along the
high edges. The brass furniture has a pleasing mustard color patina with scattered oxidation staining. The smooth straight grip hardwood
half stock rates excellent aside from a few light handling marks. (108649-6) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2632. THOMPSON CENTER ARMS WHITE MOUNTAIN CARBINE serial #57097, .50 Cal. percussion, 21” octagon barrel with an
about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue and the lock and hammer show robust case-hardened colors
with some light oxidation on the hammer. The carbine has sporting sights and the smooth walnut stock rates very good plus with a
few light handling marks and some loss of finish on the left side of the butt. Included with this percussion carbine is a leather sling.
(108541-41S20837A) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
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2633. THOMPSON CENTER ARMS RENEGADE MUZZLE LOADING RIFLE serial #202648, 50 Cal. percussion, 28” rifled octagon
barrel with an about excellent bore that has light oxidation scattered down its length. The metal surfaces on this half stock sporting rifle
retain 98% blue finish with the brass furniture a nice ochre patina and the case-hardened colors on the hammer and lock remain vibrant. It
has standard sporting sights and dual set triggers and the smooth straight grip walnut stock rates excellent aside from a few light handling
marks. (108649-1) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2634. R EMINGTON MODEL 33 BOLT ACTION RIFLE .22 LR, 24” round barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces are mostly
a pleasing brown patina with exception of the bolt and trigger which retain a bright polished finish with some scattered spots of oxidation
staining. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with added swivel studs and a few light handling marks. A very nice honest
example. (108599-4) {C&R}
(75/150)
2635. CVA WOLF SERIES PERCUSSION RIFLE .50 Cal. 24” round barrel with overall dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain
most of their blue and enamel finishes with scattered light scratches, oxidation staining and spots of active oxidation heaviest near
the muzzle. The barrel is drilled and tapped for sights however they have been removed and a Gamo 22 Special 4x32 scope with
duplex reticle and clear crisp optics has been installed. The textured black synthetic stock and forend rate excellent. Included with
this break action percussion rifle is a ramrod, sling, unmarked padded black zippered case and set of amber lens bikini style lens
covers. (108541-45S20912A) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
2636. R EMINGTON MODEL 512-X SPORTS MASTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE .22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% plus original blue with spots of freckling and several scattered light scratches. There is silvering along
some of the high edges and working parts. The bolt has oxidation staining on the body and the handle has toned a dark plum
color. The action will require mechanical attention as the bolt does not always function properly when worked. The rifle has its
original period sights and the smooth pistolgrip hardwood stock rates very good plus with overall light handling marks and spots
of flaking varnish. (108541-20S20787) {C&R}
(75/150)
2637. N EW ENGLAND FIREARMS SPORTSTER BREAK ACTION RIFLE serial #NS287358, .17 HMR, 22” heavy barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with light scratches and spots of freckling scattered about. The rifle includes
a Weaver base and set of 1” rings with no other provisions for sights and the textured polymer pistolgrip stock and finger groove forend rate
about very good with a replacement screw in the forend and several shallow gouges. The front sling swivel stud is missing and the hole has
been filled with epoxy. This desirable caliber single shot would make a great shed gun. (108643-7) {MODERN}
(50/100
2638. R EMINGTON MODEL 34 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #78560, .22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 85% original blue with scattered specks of oxidation and freckling throughout. The bolt remains bright with spots of oxidation
staining and light pitting. The rifle has standard bead front sight and sporting rear. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock with finger
groove forend rates good overall with scattered light handling marks, spots of flaking varnish and there is an amateurish repaired
crack that runs from the tip of the forend back to the barrel screw that has started to separate. This would make a great restoration
project. (108541-31S20921) {C&R}
(100/200)
2639. WINCHESTER MODEL 68 BOLT ACTION RIFLE .22 LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel and triggerguard are mostly
an even brown patina with some traces of gunmetal grey. The bolt and trigger remain mostly bright with scattered light oxidation staining.
The rifle is equipped with standard sights and the barrel and receiver were drilled and tapped with four holes for a side mount on the left
side. The walnut pistolgrip stock with finger groove forend rates very good plus with a few light impression and minor handling marks. An
honest example that likely still shoots well. (108599-1) {C&R}
(75/150)
2640. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 29 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE .22 LR only, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
90% original blue with scattered spots of freckling, some light silvering along the high edges with numerous small scratches in the finish.
The rifle has its standard sporting sights and a 4X J.C. Higgins scope with crosshair reticle and cloudy optics. The two-piece smooth walnut
pistolgrip stock and beavertail forend rates near excellent with scattered light handling marks and a few light scratches. A fine condition
rifle that should have lots of plinking left in it. (108541-39S20773) {C&R}
(75/150)
2641. STEVENS MODEL 15 BOLT ACTION RIFLE .22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% original
blue with scattered spots of oxidation, freckling and light pitting. The original sights remain intact and the bolt is disassembled and missing
parts. The stock has a large repaired section along the right side under the receiver and has been sanded heavily with added finish. A great
parts lot or potential restoration project. (108530-6) {MODERN}
(50/75)
2642. S IG SAUER MOSQUITO SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A031967, 22 LR, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% of their black Nitron and anodized finishes with a couple of minor superficial scratches along the slide. The polymer frame with
integral lower Picatinny rail and molded textured grips rate excellent. The pistol has fixed 3-dot sights, ambidextrous safety and decocker.
This SA / DA pistol comes with a single ten-round factory magazine. (108658-113D32606) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2643. MARLIN MODEL 30AS LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #15016763, 30-30 Win, 20” round micro-groove barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with light scratches and small spots of light oxidation staining scattered about.
The smooth hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate about very good with numerous light impressions, scratches and other related
handling marks. The forend has a 3” with-the-grain crack on the belly running rearward from the cap and it appears that someone tried
drilling a hole for a stud that likely cracked the wood. The checkered hard rubber buttplate has numerous light dings and missing flakes
around its periphery and this would make a great inclement weather stalking rifle for those cold rainy days you can’t sit still in the woods.
(108658-79D33355) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2644. R EMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #L338454V, 12 ga., 20 1/2” shortened ventilated rib TTC screw-in
modified choke with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with scattered spots of oxidation staining,
light scratches, silvering along the high edges and some carry wear at the magazine feed. The shotgun features an extended magazine
tube, checkered Choate Tool synthetic tactical stock and has a 1” black canvas sling. An interesting modified 1100 that has a nice feel and
likely shoots as well as it looks. (108678-31) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2645. M OSSBERG MODEL 500 AMERICAN FIELD SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #T279098, .410 Bore, 24” ventilated rib barrel
choked full with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish and the trigger retains all of its gold plate. The
shotgun has dual bead sights with a brass rear and white bead front. The press-checkered hardwood stock rates excellent aside from
a couple of minor handling marks and still retains the factory sticker. A correctly end-labeled factory box that is numbered to the gun is
included. (108717-73) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(200/400)
2646. R OCK ISLAND ARMORY 1911-A2 FS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #RIA1238459, .45 ACP, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% of their parkerized finish and have a few light superficial scratches along the slide. The pistol has fixed military
style sights with molded plastic checkered grips in excellent condition. This high-capacity pistol is fashioned after the government model
issue pistol and was imported by Arms Corp. It comes with a single 13-round factory magazine and hard case correctly end-labeled and
numbered to the gun. (108657-1S20969) {MODERN}
(200/400)
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2647. CHARTER ARMS UNDER COVER LITE REVOLVER serial #12-08343, .38 Special, 2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless
surfaces rate about excellent with some spots of light oxidation staining and a visible turn ring along the cylinder. The revolver has a serrated
ramp front sight with square notch rear sight and the checkered rubber logo grips rate excellent. (108657-103S21098) {MODERN}(150/250)
2648. S MITH & WESSON MILITARY & POLICE HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #C21249, .38 Special, 4” barrel with a bright very
good bore that has light frosting near the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain 65-70% reapplied blue finish with scattered spots of pitting,
wear and flaking. The revolver has a blade front sight and square notch rear sight and will need mechanical attention as the cylinder release sticks and it is difficult to open the action at times. The checkered walnut target grips with silver S&W medallions rate very good with
scattered light handling marks, dings and still has mostly crisp points. This post war pre-model 10 would make a great restoration project
for the beginning gunsmith (108658-219D33607) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2649. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 1905 MILITARY & POLICE HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #S992142, 38 Special, 5” barrel
with a very good bore that has light frosting its entire length. The metal surfaces retain about 25% flaking blue finish with scattered pitting,
wear and oxidation staining throughout. The standard hammer and trigger show remnants of case-hardened color with oxidation staining.
This 4th variant revolver has a blade front sight with square notch rear sight and the checkered walnut Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate fair with numerous light handling marks, worn points on the checkering and is missing a large chip off the lower corner of the
left side panel. (108658-225D33427) {C&R}
(75/150)
2650. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AUTO EJECTING THIRD MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #276243, .32 S&W, 3 1/4”
barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain 75-80% flaking nickel finish with scattered oxidation and oxidation staining. The
hammer and trigger show traces of mottled case-hardened color and the revolver is missing grips. It will need mechanical attention as it
does not function properly. A great parts gun or project for the aspiring gunsmith. (108657-82S20954) {C&R}
(25/50)
2651. TAURUS MODEL 66 REVOLVER serial #87419, .357 Magnum, 6” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95%
original blue with light scratches, silvering at the muzzle and a faint turn ring along the cylinder. The hammer and trigger retain vibrant
case-hardened colors and the revolver has a ramp front sight with adjustable black blade rear sight. The checkered target style grips with
gold colored Taurus medallions rate excellent aside from some light handling marks. The revolver will need mechanical attention as it does
not function likely due to the missing center pin and center pin spring. A competent gunsmith should look this over and determine if there
are any other underlying issues that would need attention as well. (108658-229D33608) {MODERN}
(50/75)
2652. M OSSBERG MODEL 802 PLINKSTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial # HIF3035767, 22 LR, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue finish with some light scattered freckling and a few minor scratches. The rifle has a hooded post
front sight with adjustable sporting rear sight and the synthetic woodland pattern checkered stock rates excellent with crisp points. There
is no magazine provided however they are still easily attainable. (108658-94D30469) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2653. G LENFIELD MODEL 75 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #25294312, 22 LR, 18” barrel with an about excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 97% original blue and anodized finishes with some light scattered scratches and spots of flaking with silvering along some of the high
edges. The smooth hardwood Monte Carlo stock rates excellent and the rifle has standard blade front and adjustable sporting rear sights.
An inexpensive “plinker” that should be fun to shoot. (8658-83D26129) {C&R}
(75/150)
2654. R EMINGTON MODEL 552C SPEEDMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #A1405337, 22 LR, 21” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue and anodized finishes with some scattered light scratches, spots of fine oxidation staining
and silvering along the high edges. The rifle has a shell deflector, tubular magazine, post style front sight that has been dressed slightly to
expose bright metal making it more visible and an adjustable sporting rear sight. The smooth hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate
about excellent having scattered light handling marks under an added layer of finish. (108658-87D31267) (MODERN}
(75/150)
2655. SAVAGE MODEL 93FSS BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #2074540, 22 Magnum, 21” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless
surfaces rate excellent with a few minor scratches. The rifle has standard fiber optic open sights, Accu Trigger and a Center Point 3-9X
scope with Mil-Dot reticle and crisp clear optics. The checkered black polymer stock rates excellent and included are a set of flip up lens
covers and a single factory 5-round detachable magazine. (108657-18S20491) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2656. ITHACA MODEL X-15 LIGHTNING SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #31696-B, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 85% blue flaking to brown finish with scattered light scratches, spots of fine oxidation staining and some silvering
along the high edges. The receiver is grooved for accepting a scope mount and has a high visibility blade style front sight with adjustable
sporting rear sight. The smooth hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with numerous light dings and minor abrasions and the rifle
does not come with a magazine but they are still easily attainable. (108658-86D33163) {C&R}
(75/150)
2657. R UGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #231-22640, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
95% original blue and anodized finishes with a few light scratches, spots of freckling and some minor silvering along some of the high edges.
The carbine has standard fold down rear sight with brass bead front sight and the smooth hardwood pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a
few light handling marks. No magazine is included but they are easily attainable. (108658-107D32197) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2658. R EMINGTON MODEL 522 VIPER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #3140864, 22 LR, 20” barrel with an overall excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 97% original blue with spots of freckling and a few light scratches. The bolt body shows light oxidation staining and the
synthetic black checkered pistolgrip stock with beavertail style forend rates excellent. The rifle has standard sights and comes with a single
10-round factory magazine. (108658-82D28793) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2659. IVER JOHNSON LI’L CHAMP BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #6001999, 22 LR, 16 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% of their enamel finish with spots of flaking, light scratches and some silvering along the high edges. The nickel-plated bolt
remains bright and the rifle has a ramp front sight which is slightly loose and an adjustable sporting rear sight. The smooth black synthetic
stock with raised left side cheekpiece rates excellent. A nice single shot for the young shooter. (108658-81D33477) {MODERN}(75/150)
2660. STEVENS CADET BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #0634814, 22 LR, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98% original blue finish with a few scattered light scratches. The receiver is grooved for a scope mount and has a post style front sight with
aperture rear sight. The smooth hardwood stock rates excellent with a few light handling marks and this little single shot would make a
great learning tool for the beginning youth shooter. (108657-25S20504) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2661. CHARTER ARMS AR-7 EXPLORER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial A42819, 22 LR, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue and anodized finishes with some slight scratches on the barrel and frame with some spots of minor flaking. The
rifle has standard sights and the one-piece black Cycolac stock with internal storage rates very good plus having numerous light scratches
and handling marks. The rifle is complete and comes with a single 10-round magazine. (108658-89D32728) {MODERN}
(100/200)
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2662. R EMINGTON MODEL 514 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 24 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
93% original blue that is flaking to brown with some scattered light scratches, spots of fine oxidation staining and silvering at the muzzle.
The rifle has a bolt safety, post front sight and adjustable rear sporting sight. The smooth hardwood pistolgrip stock rates excellent having
a few light handling marks and the grooved hard plastic logo buttplate remains in excellent condition. A nice example that likely performs
as well as it looks. (108658-19D32221) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2663. WINCHESTER MODEL 190 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #B1874866, 22 LR, 20 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue and anodized finishes having a few very minor superficial handling marks. The smooth walnut pistolgrip
stock and forend rate excellent. The carbine has standard open sights and appears to have seen little if any use. A very nice example overall.
(108658-85D33133) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2664. MARLIN MODEL 25 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #13666892, 22 LR, 22” micro-groove barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% plus original blue finish that is flaking to brown with scattered spots of fine oxidation staining and silvering along
some of the high edges. The rifle has a grooved receiver for a scope mount and comes with standard open sights. The smooth hardwood
pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with numerous light handling marks, dings and abrasions. No magazine is included but they are still
easily attainable. (108657-5520946) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2665. H ENRY REPEATING ARMS COMPANY PUMP ACTION RIFLE serial #P00062T, 22 LR, 20” octagon barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue and anodized finishes having a few light scratches. The rifle is fashioned after the old
gallery guns and has a semi-buckhorn rear sight with gold bead front sight and a Bushnell Sportview 3-9X scope with duplex reticle and
crisp clear optics has been added. The straight grip walnut stock and grooved forend rate excellent having a few minor handling marks. A
neat looking modern gallery gun likely a blast to shoot. (108657-73S21139) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2666. SAVAGE MARK II BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1185414, 22 LR, 21” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
97% original blue finish with scattered light scratches, spots of minor silvering at the muzzle and high edges and a few specks of
light fine oxidation staining. The black checkered synthetic stock rates excellent with a few light scattered handling marks. The
rifle has standard open sights and does not come with a magazine, however replacement magazines should be easily attainable.
(108658-92D29471) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2667. C HARTER ARMS AR-7 EXPLORER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial A083278, 22 LR, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original black phosphate finish with some slight scratches on the barrel. The rifle has standard sights and the one-piece
black Cycolac stock with internal storage rates excellent having scattered light handling marks. The rifle is complete and comes with a single
10-round magazine. (108658-88D31985) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2668. MARLIN MODEL 70P “PAPOOSE” SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #13422617, 22 LR, 16 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel retains 95% original blue finish with some scattered light scratches and light freckling its entire length. The receiver retains 99%
of its black anodized finish with the bright body of the bolt showing some light fine oxidation staining. A Tasco 4-15 small caliber scope with
crosshair reticle and cloudy optics is fitted to the grooved channel and the standard open sights remain intact. The hardwood pistolgrip stock
rates very good with a few light handling marks and has a partial label adhered to the left side. No magazine is included and a replacement
should be easily attainable. A neat little take down sure to make a great pack gun. (108658-95D32213) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2669. K EYSTONE SPORTING ARMS CRICKET SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #126677, 22 LR, 16 1/8” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with spots of light fine oxidation staining. The bolt remains bright and the
rifle has a ramp front sight with adjustable rear aperture sight. The green laminate stock rates excellent and included is a manual and factory
box correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun. The box rates about very good with some light ingrained dirt staining, scuffs and has
a 3/4” diameter hole through the side. (8657-43S20521) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2670. MAVERICK 88 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #MV38211C, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel with screw-in modified choke and a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered light fine oxidation staining, minor
scratches and some spots of silvering along high edges and working parts. The textured synthetic pistolgrip stock and grooved forend
rate excellent having a few minor handling marks. Sighted with a single brass bead this would make a great inclement weather field gun.
(108658-77D33372) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2671. MAVERICK 88 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #MV47027A, 12 ga., 24” slug barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90% plus original blue and anodized finishes with operational wear on the magazine tube, spots of flaking on the receiver, silvering
along the high edges and some light pitting on the base of the barrel screw body. The textured pistolgrip stock and grooved synthetic
forend rate excellent with some scattered light handling marks. The barrel has rifle style sights with a raised bead front and folding leaf
rear however the left side of the leaf is broken off. An honest, economic slug gun you wouldn’t feel bad about hunting with on a rainy day.
(108658-61D33474) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2672. M OSSBERG MODEL 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #K58542, 12 ga., 24” slug barrel choked cylinder with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% blue flaking to brown finish on the barrel with operational wear showing bare metal on
the magazine tube. The receiver retains 95% of its blue finish that has a purplish hue with several small nicks and scratches. The press
checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent with a few light scattered handling marks. The shotgun has a ramp front
sight with fold down sporting rear and the receiver is drilled and tapped for a scope mount. An overall honest example ready for the
field. (108658-57D33354) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2673. R EMINGTON 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #C033989U, 20 ga., 26” ventilated rib barrel RemChoke modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98” of their parkerized finish with some very light operation marks
along the slide. Press checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent with a couple of very minor handling marks. A super
clean mid gauge field gun that has seen very little use. (108658-10D32890) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2674. M OSSBERG MODEL 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #T427821, 12 ga., 18 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% plus blue finish with thinning along the magazine tube, spots of light fine oxidation staining
and some silvering along the high edges. The receiver is drilled and tapped with a Weaver one-piece base installed and a single brass bead
sight is affixed to the barrel. The black six position Knoxx pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent. A nice compact “burglar
buster” sure to handle all of your home security needs. (108657-15S20916) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2675. R EMINGTON 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #B205651M, 12 ga., 20” plain barrel choked improved
cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% of their parkerized finish with minor loss to operational wear and some
scattered light scratches. The shotgun has a raised bead front sight and adjustable sporting rear sight. The checkered hardwood pistolgrip
stock and forend rate excellent aside from some minor handling marks and spots of flaking varnish. A nice little slugger ready for the woods.
(108658-1D33278) {MODERN}
(200/300)
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2676. MAVERICK MODEL 88 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #MV26813A, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel choked modified with a
bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 95% original blue with loss to operational wear along the slide and even fading. The receiver retains
99% of its anodized finish with a few light scratches. The synthetic black textured pistolgrip stock and grooved forend rate excellent showing
a few minor handling marks. An economic shooter ready for the fall woods. (108658-75D33128) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2677. R EMINGTON 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #B208892M, 12 ga., 20” plain barrel choked improved
cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% of their parkerized finish with some scattered light scratches and minor
operational wear marks. The checkered hardwood pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good plus with some minor finish loss on the forend
and has an added sling swivel stud added on the pistolgrip. The shotgun has a raised bead front sight and adjustable sporting rear sight
and remain in overall excellent condition. (108658-5D33136) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2678. R EMINGTON 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #W996160M, 12 ga., 20” plain barrel choked improved
cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 96% of their parkerized finish with scattered light scratches and some minor
operational wear marks on the slide and magazine tube. The shotgun has a raised bead front sight with adjustable sporting rear sight and
the smooth hardwood pistolgrip stock and grooved forend rate excellent aside from a few light handling marks. A nice looking “slugger”
that should perform well in the fall woods. (108658-7D33345) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2679. J. STEVENS ARMS COMPANY MODEL 530 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #C41377, 20 ga., 26” ribbed barrels
choked modified and full with bright excellent bores. The barrels are mostly plum patina with scattered fine oxidation staining, light
scratches and silvering at the muzzle. The receiver, triggerguard, safety and lever all show varying amounts of case-hardened color
with scattered oxidation staining and there is a dog engraved next to the Stevens name on the left side of the receiver. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and splinter style forend rate about very good with some added finish to the buttstock and the forend
moderately cleaned with some light scattered handling marks. The front bead has been broken off and this would make a great wall
hanger or shed gun. (108657-81S20953) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2680. SAVAGE MARK II SERIES G BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #369968, 22 LR, 21” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue finish with a few light scattered scratches. The rifle has standard sporting sights and a BSA 3-9X rifle scope with
duplex reticle and crisp clear optics has been added. The press checkered hardwood stock rates excellent with a few light handling marks
and a single 10-round factory magazine is included. (108658-20D32198) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2681. R UGER P85 MK II SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #300-18867, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90% faded matte black finish with silvering along the high edges. The pistol features an ambidextrous safety and magazine
release, over-sized trigger and has standard fixed sights. The polymer logo grips rate excellent and the pistol comes with a single
magazine. (108658-235D32649) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2682. KEL-TEC P-11 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #18316, 9mm, 3” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% of their
original matte blue finish with a few light scratches visible. The checkered polymer frame rates excellent, the pistol has fixed sights, double
action only mechanism and comes with a single Mec-Gar 10-round magazine. (108658-136D33033) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2683. K EL-TEC P-11 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #16577, 9mm, 3” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
97% of their original matte blue finish with some light scratches and silvering along the high edges. The polymer frame with
checkered grips rates excellent, the pistol has fixed sights, double action only mechanism and comes with a single Mec-Gar
ten-round magazine. (108658-135D33095) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2684. R UGER P85 MK II SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #30042824, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95% matte black finish with silvering along the high edges. The pistol features an ambidextrous safety and magazine release, over-sized trigger and has standard fixed sights. The polymer logo grips rate excellent and the pistol comes with a single
magazine. (108658-237D33199) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2685. R UGER P89 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #305-00719, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97%
original blue with scattered scratches and spots of silvering along the high edges. The pistol features an ambidextrous safety and magazine release, has three dot fixed sights and the polymer logo grips rate very good overall with a large gouge in the left side panel. A single
magazine is included. (108658-234D32970) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2686. R EMINGTON MODEL 742ADL DELUXE WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #105382, 30-06 Springfield, 22” barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with overall light fine oxidation staining, scattered scratches and
some silvering along some of the high edges. The receiver is embellished with a roll engraved game scene on either side and is drilled and
tapped for scope mounts. The rifle is sighted with standard open sights however the rear is missing the elevator. The checkered walnut
stock has been shortened changing the length of pull to 12 1/2” and rates about very good with overall light handling marks, dings and
minor abrasions with a 2” crack near the toe. Included is a single detachable magazine. (108658-96D33126) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2687. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 FIELD WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #V833981V, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib
barrel choked modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with a few light scratches and has a
spot on the receiver where a small gouge has been amateurishly touched up. The shotgun is sighted with a single silver bead and the
fleur-de-lis checkered walnut stock rates about excellent with a few light handling marks, a couple tiny spots of flaking varnish and
a small crack on the right side top edged of the forearm. This shotgun appears to have seen limited use and likely still performs very
well. (108658-2D33130) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2688. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 FIELD WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #V824658V, 12 ga., 20” plain barrel choked
modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue flaking to brown finish with scattered spots of freckling,
light scratches, operational wear marks and silvering along the high edges. The barrel has an adjustable rear sporting sight and remnants
of what appears to be a raised bead front sight. The fleur-de-lis checkered walnut stock and forend rate about very good with numerous
light scratches and dings with flaking varnish and has cracks on either side of the wrist that do not appear to flex. A simple project gun that
after a little attention will likely make a great deer gun. (108658-11D33104) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2689. R EMINGTON MODEL 1100 FIELD GRADE SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #M572870V, 12 ga., 22” plain, barrel choked improved
cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish that has overall scattered light freckling with some
light scratches, silvering along the high edges and most of the gold wash left in the foliate scroll engraving along the receiver. The barrel
has an adjustable rear sporting sight with raised bead front that is missing the bead and the triggerguard has a moderate abrasion and
crack just forward of the trigger. The fleur-de-lis checkered walnut stock and forend rate very good with scattered light handling marks.
(108658-40D33003) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2690. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #RS44915X, 12 ga., 28” ventilated Rem-choked modified
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% of their parkerized finish with some scattered light scratches and a patch
of oxidation staining on the right side of the receiver that carries over the top edge. The press checkered walnut stocks rate excellent with
a few scattered light handling marks. This shotgun appears to have seen little use and some poor storage conditions but should likely still
perform well. (108657-85S21133) {MODERN}
(200/300)
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2691. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #A259965M, 12 ga., 20” plain barrel choked
modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this magnum shotgun retain 98% of their parkerized finish having a few light
scattered superficial scratches. The barrel has an adjustable sporting rear sight and raised white bead front sight. The checkered walnut
pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent with perhaps some added finish around the wrist area of the buttstock. An attractive slug gun that
likely performs well. (108658-8D32983) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2692. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #A994467M, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib
Rem-Choked modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% of their parkerized finish with scattered light
scratches and a few small gouges around the triggerguard that are down to bare metal. The shotgun has a single silver bead sight
and the checkered pistolgrip hardwood stock and forend rate near excellent with a few light handling marks and shallow dings
around the grip cap. (108658-6D33153) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2693. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #MAG-371763306, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib
barrel choked modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with overall light scratches, spots of light
fine oxidation staining, minor operational wear along the magazine tube and some silvering along the high edges. The shotgun has a single
high-visibility bead front sight and the checkered pistolgrip hardwood stock and forend rate about very good with overall light handling
marks, flaking varnish and 2 1/2” crack in the wrist running rearward from the left side of the triggerguard and the ventilated recoil pad is
dried and crazed. (108658-68D33470) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2694. M OSSBERG MODEL 500A VIKING SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #P005239, 12 ga., 24” plain barrel choked cylinder with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue on the barrel with overall light scratches and spots of fine oxidation
staining and 90% of their parkerized finish on the magazine tube and frame with loss to operational wear and light scratches. The trigger
retains near all of its gold washed finish and the receiver is drilled and tapped and the barrel has a fold down sporting rear sight and raised
bead front sight. The textured green synthetic stock and forend rate excellent and this slug gun is ready for the November woods. (10865793S21001) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2695. W INCHESTER MODEL SXP DEFENDER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L2879336, 20 ga., 18” plain barrel choked cylinder
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original non-glare metal finish with some scattered light scratches. The shotgun
is sighted with a single brass bead and the black synthetic checkered stock and grooved forend rate excellent. This shotgun appears to
have seen little if any use. (108658-80D32333) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2696. MOSSBERG MODEL 835 ULTI-MAG SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #UM173785, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel Accu-Choked
(Mod-2) with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue on the barrel with scattered light scratches, light operational wear marks and spots of fine oxidation staining and 98% of the anodized finish on the receiver that has light foliate engraving. The
barrel has two dot sights one brass and one steel and the checkered walnut buttstock and forend rate excellent with a few scattered light
handling marks. (108658-102D32280) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2697. MARLIN MODEL 925R BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #91670768, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue with a few light scratches and spots of light oxidation staining. The rifle has standard open sights with an added
Tasco 3-9X rifle scope that has a duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The triggerguard has a small gouge in the right side and the checkered
black synthetic stock rates excellent. Included with the rifle is a sling, factory magazine, clear and amber bikini style lens covers and a Promax
“Pilarlock” light duty travel case. (108657-14S20915) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2698. R UGER 10/22 FINGER GROOVE SPORTER SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #20051, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue and anodized finish with a few scattered light scratches. The rifle has standard folding
rear sight and brass bead front sight and the smooth walnut Monte Carlo stock with beavertail forend rates about very good having several
light handling marks and a 1/2” chip at the toe. Included is a single ten-round rotary magazine. (108658-101D32487) {C&R} (250/450)
2699. R UGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #243-85520, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98% original blue and anodized finishes with a few light scattered scratches. The carbine has standard sights and the smooth hardwood
pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a few very light handling marks. A single 10-round factory magazine is included with this popular plinker
that remains in a high state of condition. (108658-106D32195) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2700. R UGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #239-36495, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
90% original blue on the barrel with scattered oxidation and oxidation staining with silvering along the high edges and the receiver retains
95% of its original anodized finish. The carbine has standard sights and an added Bushnell Sportview 3-9X rifle scope with a duplex reticle
and crisp clear optics. The hardwood stock has been replaced with a wire folding Butler Creek tactical pistolgrip stock with checkered forend
and it remains in excellent condition. No magazine is included and they are easily attainable. (108657-91S20909) {MODERN} (100/200)
2701. R UGER SECURITY-SIX DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #152-48563, .357 Magnum, 4” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with a few light handling marks, spots of fine oxidation staining and light
turn ring along the cylinder. The left side of the frame is marked “MADE IN THE 200TH YEAR OF AMERICAN LIBERTY” just below
the thumb latch. The revolver has a ramp front sight with black blade adjustable rear sight and the checkered rubber Pachmayr
Presentation grips fit nicely and remain in excellent condition. Timing and lock remain tight and this should make a great shooter.
(108658-140D33227) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2702. R OSSI MODEL 511 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #L015120, 22 LR, 4” pinned barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
stainless surfaces rate about excellent with numerous scattered scratches and a light turn ring along the cylinder. The revolver has a fixed
ramp front sight with red insert and an adjustable blade rear sight. The checkered hardwood stocks with logo medallions rate excellent.
(108658-222D33939) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2703. K EL-TEC P-11 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #50031, 9mm, 3” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90%
original matte blue finish with scattered oxidation staining, silvering along the high edges and working parts and some spots of light pitting
along the exterior at the breech end of the barrel. The pistol has a double action only mechanism and fixed sights with the rear sight having
some wear marks along its inside edge. The polymer frame with checkered grips rates excellent and included is a single 10-round Mec-Gar
magazine. (108658-137D33096) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2704. S MITH & WESSON MODEL SW380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #RAF0711, .380 ACP, 3” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 97% of their anodized finish with a few light scratches, flakes and silvering along the high edges. This
double action only pistol has fixed sights and the polymer frame rates excellent. Included is a single six-round factory magazine.
(108658-189D33220) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2705. R UGER LCR DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #1540-23745, .38 Special +P, 1 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original matte finish and the cylinder has a faint turn ring in its black stainless finish. The revolver has standard ramp
front sight with square notch rear sight and would make a great concealed carry piece. Included is an Ulti Clip inside-the-waistband holster
that rates excellent. (108657-845S21991) {MODERN}
(200/400)
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2706. P. BERETTA MODEL 950CC MINX SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #80264CC, 22 Short, 2 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of the barrel, hammer and trigger retain 90% original blue toning to plum with the frame retaining 95% of its flat black
finish showing light scratches, handling marks and silvering along the high edges. The pistol has standard fixed sights and comes with a
single factory magazine. (108658-220D33065) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2707. COLT MODEL 1908 HAMMERLESS VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #199677, .25 ACP, 2” barrel with an about good
bore that shows light pitting near its entire length. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue flaking to brown with scattered pinprick pitting along the left side of the frame and silvering along the high edges. The trigger, grip safety and manual safety show remnants of
case-hardened colors and the checkered plastic Colt banner grips rate near excellent with a few slightly rounded points in the checkering.
A single two-tone factory magazine is included. (108658-221D33403) {C&R}
(200/400)
2708. TAURUS MODEL 85 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #LG87537, .38 Special +P, 2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 90% plus original blue with scattered light scratches, spots of flaking, fine oxidation staining, a light turn ring on the cylinder
and a spot of pinprick pitting on the left side of the frame above the triggerguard. The trigger and thumb latch show mottled remnants of
case-hardened color and the bobbed hammer retains all of its blue finish. The smooth combat style grips with Taurus medallions rate about
good with several cracks, light handling marks and amateurish repairs to the grip panels. A nicely configured steel frame bobbed hammer
revolver in need of a new set of grips. (108658-149D33213) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2709. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 6906 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TCA8873, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
stainless surfaces rate excellent with a few scattered light scratches and some minor holster wear. The molded checkered wraparound Delrin
grips with S&W logo rate very good with moderately worn points and light handling marks. The pistol features an ambidextrous safety and
Tritium night sights that no longer illuminate. A single 10-round factory magazine is included. (108658-227D33093) {MODERN}(200/400)
2710. S IG SAUER P228 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B264351, 9mm, 3 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
90% original Nitron finish with operational and holster wear, silvering along some of the high edges and scattered light scratches. The pistol
features Siglite Night sights that still faintly glow, automatic firing pin block safety and the P228 textured logo grips rate excellent. Included
is a single 13-round factory magazine. (108657-13S20914) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2711. WALTHER P22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #Z089242, 22LR, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain over
99% matte black finish and this pistol features an ambidextrous safety, magazine release, 3 dot sight system and removable palmswells.
The pistol comes with a pair of factory 10-round magazines, manual, spare palmswell and factory hard case that is correctly end-labeled
and numbered to the gun. (108657-77S21143) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2712. SMITH & WESSON SD9 VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #FXX1926, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces
rate excellent as does the polymer frame with textured grip and integral lower Picatinny rails. The pistol has 3 dot fixed sights and comes
with two 10-round factory magazines. (108657-88S21136) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2713. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 669 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TAW4436, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
stainless surfaces rate excellent with some light scratches and minor holster wear visible. The pistol features an ambidextrous safety, cocking
indicator and has fixed sights. The Delrin grips have been replaced with a Pachmayr wraparound grip that has split along the right side
seam. A new set of grips should get this compact back out to the range. (108658-184D32419) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2714. MARLIN MODEL 1887 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #5779, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” ribbed barrel with an about very good lightly
frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% flaking nickel finish with scattered oxidation and fine oxidation staining. The hammer and trigger
show mottled case-hardened color and the triggerguard retains nearly all of its blue finish with some light scattered oxidation staining. The
checkered hard rubber grips have faded to brown and remain in very good condition with slightly rounded points and a few light handling
marks. The revolver tends to lock up well although timing will require some mechanical attention. (108658-203D31189) {C&R}(200/400)
2715. C OLT AUTOMATIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #0D13558, .25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 40% original blue with the slide having strong finish and the frame heavily faded to brown patina with silvering and wear along the
contact points and high edges. The walnut grips with silver Colt medallions rate very good with worn points on the checkering and a few
light handling marks. A single unmarked magazine is included. (108658-160D32705) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2716. STAR MODEL BS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1774817, 9mm, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
95% original blue with scattered fine oxidation staining and spots of silvering along the high edges. The pistol has fixed sights,
manual safety and lanyard loop. The checkered brown plastic grips rate excellent and included is a single unmarked magazine.
(108658-215D33236) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2717. SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW9VE serial #DYJ9006, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent
with a few light scratches and spots of oxidation staining in the slide serrations. The polymer frame with checkered logo grips rates excellent
and the pistol has fixed three dot sights and comes with a single 10-round magazine. (108658-173D32038) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2718. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 442-2 AIRWEIGHT CENTENNIAL REVOLVER serial #CPJ2750, 38 Special +P, 1 7/8” barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% of their original matte black finish with some scattered light scratches, minor dings
and a light turn ring along the cylinder. The revolver has standard 1/8” serrated ramp front sight, square notch rear sight and internal locking mechanism however no key is provided. The textured rubber S&W logo boot grips rate near excellent and this would make a fantastic
conceal carry weapon. (108658-178D32457) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2719. TANFOGLIO MODEL TZ75-GOVERNMENT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #H22036, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces on this F.I.E. imported double action pistol retain nearly 90% of their matte blue finish with scattered scratches,
oxidation, flaking and some light pinprick pitting. The pistol has fixed sights, a manual safety and the smooth hardwood grips rate excellent
with a few light handling marks. A single 12-round magazine is included. (108658-131D33174) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2720. H UNGARIAN ARMS WORKS (FEG) R-9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #OR8462, 9mm, 4 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 90% evenly thinning and flaking blue with spots of light oxidation staining and some silvering at the high edges. This
Interarms imported pistol features double action mechanism with fixed sights, manual safety and the checkered walnut grips rate excellent.
Included is a single 14-round magazine. A nice Hi-Power style pistol without the high price. (108658-133D33215) {MODERN}(200/300)
2721. N EW ENGLAND FIREARMS COMPANY MODEL R73 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial # NA003604, .32 H&R Mag, 4”
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent having a few scattered light handling marks. The revolver has a ramp
front sight with square notch rear sight and the smooth hardwood grips with NEF medallions rate excellent aside from a few light handling
marks. (108658-139D33218) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2722. ROSSI MODEL 88 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #W004660, .38 Special, 3” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless
surfaces rate excellent with some light superficial scratches and a faint turn ring on the cylinder. The revolver has a serrated ramp front sight
with fixed blade rear sight and the checkered hardwood grips with Rossi medallions rate excellent aside from having a few light dings on
the butt. (108658-146D33409) {MODERN}
(75/150)
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2723. I MEZ PM/IJ70-18A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #ACP9708, 9mm Makarov, 3 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with spots of wear at the muzzle, silvering along the high edges and some fine
oxidation staining on the frame. This C.A.I. imported pistol has an adjustable rear sight, ramp front sight, manual safety and
the checkered black plastic thumb rest grips rate excellent with a few very light handling marks. Included is an 8-round
unmarked magazine. (108658-134D33602) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2724. R OSSI MODEL 511 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #L015003, 22 LR, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless
surfaces rate excellent having a few light scratches, turn ring on the cylinder and a mild abrasion near the muzzle. The revolver has an adjustable rear sight with ramp front sight that is missing its color insert. The checkered hardwood stocks with Rossi medallions rate excellent
with a few light handling marks. (108658-148D33223) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2725. TAURUS MODEL 85 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #LE57148, 38 Special, 2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue with a few light scratches and a faint turn ring along the cylinder. The bobbed hammer retains all of its
original blue finish and the trigger shows remnants of bold case-hardened colors. The revolver has a serrated ramp front sight with square
notch rear sight and the checkered Uncle Mike’s boot grips are slightly bowed leaving a gap along the bottom seam and have mostly crisp
points. This would make a nice carry gun. (108658-151D32289) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2726. LLAMA III-A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #529308, .380 ACP, 3” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95%
original blue with spots of oxidation, silvering and operational wear. The pistol features both thumb and grip safeties and fixed sights.
The checkered brown plastic logo grips rate excellent aside from a few light handling marks. Included with this Stoeger imported
pistol are a single factory seven-round magazine, manual, screw driver, brush and box that is end-labeled and numbered to the gun.
(108657-102S21008) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2727. R UGER SR9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #33-78782, 9mm, 4 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95%
of their black Nitride finish with scattered oxidation, minor operational wear and a few light scratches. The pistol features three-dot sights,
ambidextrous magazine release, ambidextrous safety and the checkered grip polymer frame rates excellent. Included with the pistol are two
10-round factory magazines and a loading tool. (108657-108S21132) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2728. FEG MODEL GKK-45C SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AA007206, .45 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
on this K.B.I. imported pistol retain 98% original blue with some light scratches and minor silvering along some of the high edges. The pistol
has fixed three dot sights, manual safety and the checkered walnut grips rate excellent. No magazine is included but a replacement should
be easy to find. (108658-152D33225) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2729. H ELWAN MODEL 920 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1142023, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95% original blue finish with overall light scratches and spots of silvering along the high edges. This C.A.I. imported pistol has fixed
sights, cross bolt safety and the grooved plastic grips rate very good with light handling marks and a 1” crack in the left panel behind the
safety. Included is a single-stack finger rest magazine. (108658-127D33034) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2730. H ELWAN MODEL 920 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1046857, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 90% evenly thinning blue with spots of operational wear, light handling marks, fine oxidation staining and silvering on the high
edges. This Interarms imported pistol has fixed sights, cross bolt safety and the grooved plastic grips rate excellent aside from some scattered
light scratches. Included is a single-stack finger rest magazine. (108658-226D33561) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2731. STAR MODEL 30M SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2128594, 9mm, 4 1/4” barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces
retain 75% faded blue flaking to brown with silvering along the high edges and spots of fine pinprick pitting. This Interams imported pistol
has an adjustable rear sight, ramp front sight, thumb safety and the black checkered plastic logo grips rate excellent. Included is a single
15 round unmarked magazine. (108658-236D33568) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2732. AMT / IAI HARDBALLER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #M01297, .45 ACP, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces
rate excellent showing a few light scattered scratches and minor operational wear. The pistol features adjustable Millet rear sight, ramp
front sight, grip and thumb safeties and loaded chamber indicator. It has wraparound pebble textured iAi logo grips that remain in excellent
condition and included is a single AMT Hardballer marked magazine. (108658-187D32627) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2733. AMT LARGE FRAME BACK UP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A80231, .380 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
stainless surfaces rate excellent with a few light scratches and some light fine oxidation staining. The pistol has fixed sights, grip safety and
comes with a single finger rest magazine. It will require mechanical attention as the trigger assembly and safety bar have been removed
and it is not certain if all parts are present. (108658-129D33407) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2734. TAURUS MODEL 85 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #ZH67167, .38 Special, 2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few light handling marks. The hammer and trigger show vibrant case-hardened colors and the revolver has a ramp front sight and square notch rear sight and the textured rubber grips with Taurus medallions rate excellent. A comfortable
gun in the hand that would make a great personal defense or carry gun. (108658-150D32819) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2735. LLAMA MODEL III-A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #855859, .380 ACP, 3” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90% blue flaking to brown with scattered scratches, spots of fine oxidation staining and silvering along the high edges. The pistol has
fixed sights, thumb and grip safeties and comes with a single seven-round factory magazine. The black checkered plastic logo grips rate
very good with mostly rounded points and light handling marks. (108658-132D33424) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2736. LLAMA X1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B39022, 9mm, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this
Stoeger imported pistol retain 95% original blue with some scattered light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining. The pistol
features fixed sights and Llama logo textured plastic grips that rate excellent. A single nine-round factory magazine is included.
(108658-186D33012) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2737. S MITH & WESSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS REVOLVER serial #30064, .32 S&W, 3 1/2” barrel with a fair bright
bore that has scattered pitting its entire length. The metal surfaces retain 90% original nickel finish with spots of flaking, oxidation staining,
light scratches and a moderate turn ring along the cylinder. The trigger shows mottled case-hardened color and the checkered S&W logo
grips have faded to mostly brown but remain in near excellent condition with some light handling marks and softened points on the checkering. (108658-204D31190) {C&R}
(200/400)
2738. M OSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #P108429, 12 ga., 24” rifled slug barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrels retain about 90% original blue flaking to brown finish with spots of operational wear along the slide and spots of light fine
oxidation staining. The floral engraved receiver retains 98% of its black anodized finish with some light silvering along its high edges. The
shotgun has a raised bead front sight, folding rear sight, gold washed trigger and the checkered walnut buttstock and forend rate very good
plus with numerous light handling marks and spots of flaking varnish. A solid little slugger sure to help ones “on plate percentage” this fall.
(108658-62D32620) {MODERN}
(150/250)
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2739. B ROWNING AUTO-5 SWEET SIXTEEN SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #9S36466, 16 ga., 27 3/8” ventilated rib barrel choked
Modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 40% blue flaking to brown finish with overall spots of oxidation staining,
silvering at the muzzle and along high edges and left side of the barrel. The gold plated trigger is now mostly oxidized with gold undertones.
The action functions crisply and the checkered round knob pistolgrip stock and finger grooved forend rates good overall with worn finish,
scattered light handling marks and a 3 1/2” crack in the forend. A solid candidate for restoration. (108541-17S20785) {C&R} (200/400)
2740. STEVENS NO. 70 VISIBLE LOADING SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #U435, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore.
The barrel, hammer and bolt retain perhaps 75-80% original blue that is flaking to brown with scattered light scratches, spots of oxidation
and fine oxidation staining. The receiver has trace amounts of mottled case-hardened color and is mostly a brown patina with fine scattered
oxidation staining and most of the screw heads showing varying amounts of slot wear. The rifle has a blade front sight with sporting rear
and the straight grip hardwood stock and grooved forend rate very good with scattered light handling marks and flaking varnish. An honest
example that likely still shots well. (108426-66) {C&R}
(200/400)
2741. HAMILTON NO. 27 BOYS RIFLE .22 LR, 15” barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces are mostly a brown patina
with spots of pewter undertones and patches of blue in protected areas. There is oxidation staining, scratches and active oxidation throughout. The rifle has a blade front sight with v-notch rear sight and the smooth hardwood stock and forend rate very good with expected light
handling marks, flaking varnish, worn finish and a few cracks on either side of the wrist and left side of the stock near the steel buttplate.
(108426-64) {C&R}
(50/100)
2742. SAVAGE MODEL 720 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #31212, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 70-75% blue flaking to brown finish with scattered spots of oxidation staining, numerous light scratches and wear
marks with silvering along the high edges. The smooth walnut stocks rate good with scattered light handling marks and an 8” crack running
rearward in the forend. The black plastic buttplate has several chips missing along the edges and the action appears to function crisply. A
nice rainy day field gun or restoration project. (108541-44S20836) {C&R}
(100/200)
2743. STEVENS MODEL 311-SERIES H BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #B908360, 20 ga., 28” barrels choked modified and
improved cylinder with bright excellent bores. The receiver shows vibrant case-hardened colors with scattered fine oxidation staining. The
remaining metal surfaces retain 85-90% blue finish with spots of freckling, oxidation, light wear and silvering along high edges. The press
checkered hardwood stocks rate about good with numerous light handling marks, dings and glue residue that encircles the buttstock
between the wrist and buttplate. The shotgun has a single silver bead sight, extractors, double triggers, automatic safety and the top lever
rests right of center. (108541-48S20911) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2744. MOSSBERG 500CT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #G575792, 20 ga., 26” plain barrel choked improved cylinder with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered light scratches and spots of fine oxidation
staining. The checkered pistolgrip stock and grooved forend are two different colors and rate about very good overall. The buttstock
appears to have been shortened slightly and cleaned with added finish and poorly fitted buttplate that overhangs the toe by a solid 5/16”.
The forend has some scattered light handling marks and although not pretty, it functions properly mechanically. (108658-60D33260)
{MODERN}
(100/200)
2745. ITHACA / WESTERN LONG RANGE BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #43080, 20 ga., 28” ribbed barrels choked modified
and full with bright excellent bores. The barrels, triggers, top lever and triggerguard retain 85-90% blue flaking to brown finish with scattered
scratches, spots of fine oxidation staining and a couple of minor dents in the barrels. The frame with hunting dog engraving shows mottled
case-hardened colors with scattered light oxidation staining. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and splinter style forend rate good with
some scattered light handling marks, an old repair to the wrist and several light dings and spots around the lower tang that are missing tiny
chips with a tight 1” crack that runs rearward with the grain. The shotgun features a single brass bead sight, dual triggers, extractors and
automatic safety. (108544-52D32933) {C&R}
(100/200)
2746. MOSSBERG MODEL 500AG SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J035829, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel choked modified
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% of their anodized and original blue flaking to brown with overall
light scratches and spots of oxidation staining. The checkered hardwood buttstock and forend rate very good with a slight
difference in color, light handling marks, a couple of minor cracks at the wrist and adhesive residue staining on the left side
of the butt. The action is in need of mechanical attention as the gun does not function at all. A great parts piece or project for
the budding gunsmith. (108658-110D33365) {MODERN}
(50/75)
2747. FALLS ARMS COMPANY NITRO SPECIAL SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #582, 12 ga., 30” barrel choked full with a
good lightly pitted bore. The barrel, trigger group and top lever retain about 40-45% blue flaking to brown finish with oxidation staining
throughout. The hammer and receiver are mostly a brown patina with some blended pewter undertones. There are areas of silvering and
oxidation staining and the smooth pistolgrip stock and schnabel forend rate good plus with numerous handling marks and flaking varnish.
The shotgun has a single brass bead sight, external hammer, the top lever rests far left of center and the barrel is slightly loose. A prime
wall hanging candidate. (108530-11) {C&R}
(50/75)
2748. THOMPSON CENTER ARMS GREY HAWK MUZZLE-LOADING RIFLE serial #29674, .50 Cal., 24” round barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The matte stainless surfaces rate excellent with a few light scratches and spots of hardened oil staining. The percussion rifle
is sighted with traditional open sights and the synthetic textured black stock rates excellent. Included is a fiberglass ramrod and it appears
this muzzleloader has seen little if any use. (108649-4) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2749. THOMPSON CENTER ARMS OMEGA X7 IN-LINE MUZZLE-LOADING RIFLE serial #S140514, .50 Cal., 24” round barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent showing a few superficial scratches. The fluted receiver is factory drilled
and tapped for a scope and currently has a Williams adjustable rear peep and green fiber-optic front sight. The laminated hardwood
stock rates excellent with a few very minor handling marks. A great all weather black powder rifle ready for the fall woods. (108649-5)
{ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2750. THOMPSON CENTER ARMS RENEGADE MUZZLE-LOADING RIFLE serial #160855, .56 Cal., 26” octagon barrel with an about
good bore that has scattered oxidation over its entire length. The metal surfaces retain 95% blue finish on the barrel, thimbles, triggers, and
triggerguard with vibrant case-hardened colors on the lock and hammer. The classic style smooth walnut half stock rates excellent. The rifle
is sighted with sporting sights and includes a metal tipped wooden ramrod. (108649-2) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2751. TRADITIONS BUCKHUNTER IN-LINE MUZZLE-LOADING RIFLE serial #14-13-048785-97, .50 Cal., 24” round barrel with an
about good bore that shows scattered oxidation and light pitting its entire length. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with
scattered light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining. The rifle is sighted with a Weaver Marksman fixed 4x scope with crosshair
reticle and clear crisp optics. The black checkered synthetic stock rates excellent and included is a metal tipped fiberglass ramrod.
(108649-7) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
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2752. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON HUNTSMAN MUZZLE-LOADING RIFLE serial #AM365307, .58 Cal, 32” round barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% blue flaking to brown on most surfaces with vibrant case-hardened color on the receiver.
This muzzleloader has a press fit 209 primer ignition and is not recommended to be fired. The rifle has a blade front sight with folding rear
sight and the smooth hardwood straight grip stock and forend rate good overall having been sanded with added brass discs on either side
of the stock and forend and the H&R logo buttplate has tooling marks where it was reshaped to the buttstock. An interesting piece that
would make a great wall hanger. (108569-12) {MODERN} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(75/150)
2753. THOMPSON CENTER ARMS RENEGADE MUZZLE-LOADING RIFLE serial #266232, 56 Cal., 26” octagon barrel with a bright
near excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue on the barrel, thimbles, triggers and triggerguard with some scattered spots
of fine oxidation staining and a few light scratches. The hammer and lock show bold case-hardened colors with scattered light oxidation
staining. The classic style walnut half stock rates very good plus with scattered light handling marks and included is a metal tipped wooden
ramrod. (108649-3) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2754. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON HUNTSMAN MUZZLE-LOADING SHOTGUN serial #AP202152, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90-95% original blue and case-hardened colors with scattered light fine oxidation staining
and superficial scratches. The shotgun has a single brass bead front sight and uses a traditional cap for ignition that is inserted into the
breech end of the barrel. It has a pressure fit bushing with No. 11 nipple at the breech and it is recommended not to shoot because of the
possibility during a hang fire if the breech is opened it could launch the bushing back at the shooter. The straight grip stock rates good as
modified having been sanded, two brass dowels inserted into the mid-section of the stock and has an added Ruger hard rubber recoil pad.
The forend and ramrod are no longer present. (108659-11) {MODERN} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(50/75)
2755. ROSSI MODEL 85 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #J043620, .38 Special, 3” full lug ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The stainless surfaces rate very good plus with overall light scratches, spots of fine oxidation staining and some minor abrasions near
the muzzle. The revolver has a red ramp front sight with adjustable blade rear sight and is stocked with a set of Pachmayr presentation
grips that fit fairly well having a spot at the rear of the triggerguard that does not sit flush. The hammer spring has been removed from the
revolver but is included and it is unclear if any other parts are missing. This will need mechanical attention and further inspection to ensure
all parts are in place correctly and it functions properly. (108658-224D33404) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2756. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON HAMMERLESS SECOND MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #243116, .32 S&W, 3”
barrel with an about good bore with light scattered pitting and oxidation its entire length. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original nickel
plate with scattered fine oxidation staining, turn ring along the cylinder and spots of flaking. The checkered target logo grips rate fair with
mostly rounded points and the left side panel is broken at the front lower corner but the chip is present. The revolver will require mechanical
attention as it does not always function properly. (108658-209D32453) {C&R}
(50/100)
2757. I VER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY AUTOMATIC HAMMER REVOLVER serial #66172, 38 C.F., 3 1/4” barrel with a
dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original nickel that has scattered light scratches, flaking and oxidation. The checkered
owls head grips rate excellent aside from light rounded points on the checkering. The trigger and hammer show mottled case-hardened
colors and the revolver will need mechanical attention as it doesn’t always function correctly. (108658-210D32447) {C&R}
(50/100)
2758. TAURUS MILLENNIUM PRO 111 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TCW20059, 9mm, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this Brazilian-made pistol retain 99% original blue finish with a few light scratches and silvering along some of the high
edges. The one-piece polymer frame and textured front and backstrap rate excellent. The pistol features a standard Heinie front sight and
straight-8 rear sight and comes with a Charter Arms hard case and two 12-round factory magazines. A fine choice for a compact carry
piece. (98657-104S21099) {MODERN}
(250/350)
2759. WALTHER MODEL P22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial # Z029998, 22 LR, 3 3/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this German-made pistol retain 99% original black finish with light scratches. The one-piece polymer frame and textured grip rate excellent.
This pistol features a standard three dot sight with the rear being adjustable for windage. The pistol comes with a matching Walther hard
case correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, additional backstrap, tools, one 10-round factory magazine and operating instructions
booklet. (98685-1) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2760. SIG SAUER MODEL 1911-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #F150989, 22 LR, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% original black finish with light scratches and has very little if any use. The diecast frame and Sig Sauer embossed walnut grips
rate excellent. This pistol features the standard low-profile three dot contrast sights that rate excellent. This pistol comes with a matching
Sig Sauer hard case correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, two 10-round factory magazines, a hard plastic Sig Sauer holster, tool
kit, cable lock and instruction booklet. (98582-6) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2761. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 22 VICTORY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #UDU1136, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The stainless steel surfaces and the black plastic textured grip have few scratches and this pistol has seen very little use. The
pistol features standard three dot fiber optic sights and serrated trigger. The pistol comes with a matching Smith & Wesson cardboard
box correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, two 10-round factory magazines, multi tool, cable lock and instruction booklets.
(98582-17) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2762. G LOCK MODEL 30 GEN 3 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #KFN306, 45 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original tenifer finish with some light scratches on the slide. The polymer frame rates excellent and the pistol is sighted
with Tru Dot sights. The pistol comes with a Glock hard case end-labeled and numbered to the gun, one 10-round magazine and instruction
booklet. An excellent condition Glock that will likely make a great carry gun. (98658-118) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2763. S IG SAUER MODEL P 230 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #S178666, 380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This pistol
appears to be new in the box and retains about 99% plus original blue finish. The one piece black plastic textured grips and “dot-the-i”
sights rate excellent. The pistol comes with a factory gray hard case that has the end label from the shipping sleeve correctly serial numbered
to the gun. Also included is a test target that is numbered to the gun, two 7-round finger extension magazines and an owner’s manual.
(98693-30) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2764. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 22A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #UAW9858 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This
blowback operated pistol retains 99% original blue finish with light scratches and a weaver style rail. The polymer serrated grip rates excellent and the magazine release is located on the front of the grip. The pistol has a factory patridge style front and adjustable rear sight.
Included with this pistol is a factory blue hard case end label and numbered to the gun, two 10-round factory magazines and registration
card. (98658-165) {MODERN}
(200/250)
2765. K ELTEC MODEL P3AT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #LEH03, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This small and light
pistol has a steel slide that retains 99% original green finish with light handling marks and it still has a factory tag around the trigger guard.
The black polymer serrated grip rates excellent and it is sighted with a notch front and trough rear sight. Included with this pistol is a factory black hard case labeled and numbered to the gun, one 6-round magazine, trigger lock, tool key, two factory stickers and instructional
manual. A solid choice for a compact carry piece. (98658-126) {MODERN}
(150/250)
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2766. AUTO-ORDNANCE MODEL 1911A1 US ARMY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AOA25157, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This pistol retains 99% plus original parkerized finish and has seen very little if any use. The two piece wooden checkered grips rate
excellent with the “U.S.” insignia engraved on each side. Included with this pistol is a factory black hard case labeled and numbered to the
gun, one 7-round magazine, owner’s manual and assorted paperwork. (98657-24S20502) {MODERN)
(300/500)
2767. S MITH & WESSON BODYGUARD 380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #EAM0948, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This pistol retains 99% plus black melonite finish and scattered handling marks. The factory finger groove textured polymer grips
rate excellent with slight handling marks. The adjustable Novak style sights and red insight laser are fully operational and rate excellent.
Included are a black unmarked steel combination case, leather holster and one 6-round magazine. A nice choice for a compact carry piece.
(98693-37) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2768. K EL-TEC MODEL P-40 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #74224, 40 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This pistol retains
98% thinning blue finish with light freckling on the left side of the slide and high edge wear. The polymer frame rates excellent and the
pistol is sighted with factory three dot sights (fixed front and adjustable rear). Included is one factory black hard case but the end label has
been partially torn so it is not certain that it matches this pistol. One instruction manual is included but this pistol is missing the magazine.
(98657-71S20968) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2769. TAURUS MODEL 17C REVOLVER serial #ZG62208, 22 Magnum, 2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This ultra-light eight-shot
revolver retains 99% of its matte blue finish with scattered scratches and a very light turn ring on the cylinder. The factory rubber pebble grain
grips with Taurus medallion on both sides rate excellent. This pistol has fixed ramp front sight and adjustable rear sight, smooth trigger and
checkered hammer. Included is a good factory black cardboard box that is end labeled to the revolver with a tear on one flap, two Taurus
security system keys and instruction booklet. (98582-5) {MODERN}
(250/300)
2770. TAURUS MODEL 605 REVOLVER serial #JR74171, 357 Magnum, 2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This small frame five shot
stainless steel revolver rates excellent with light scratches and a very mild turn ring. The factory rubber checkered grips rate excellent. The
pistol has fixed sights, smooth trigger and checkered hammer. Included is a cardboard box that rates excellent and end labeled to the
revolver, two Taurus security system keys and instruction manual. (98582-3) {MODERN}
(250/300)
2771. N ORTH AMERICAN ARMS 22 LR REVOLVER serial #V35004, 22LR, 1 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This stainless steel
revolver rates excellent with light scratches and a very mild turn ring. The laminated rosewood grips rate excellent and this pistol features a
spur trigger. The sights are fixed blade front and notched rear. Included is a leatherette carry case, very good cardboard box with tattered
corners that is end labeled to the revolver, leather holster and instruction manual. (98578-22) {MODERN}
(150/200)
2772. N ORTH AMERICAN ARMS 22 MAGNUM REVOLVER serial #E032401, 22 Magnum, 1 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
This stainless steel revolver rates excellent with light scratches and a very mild turn ring on the cylinder. The laminated rosewood grips rate
excellent and this pistol features a spur trigger. The sights are fixed blade front and notched rear. This pistol includes an extra 22 LR cylinder
that rates excellent with a light turn ring, a leatherette carry case, very good cardboard box with tattered corners that is end labeled to the
revolver, leather holster and instruction manual. (98693-28) {MODERN}
(150/200)
2773. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 2214 S SPORTSMAN SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #LMT0243, 22 LR, 3” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The matte stainless steel finish on the slide rates excellent with light scratches and this pistol has seen little if any
use. The alloy frame and black plastic molded grips rate excellent. The sights are fixed and this pistol comes with a frame mounted thumb safety. Included is an excellent factory box with slight bends on the sides end-labeled to the pistol and one 8-round
magazine. (98578-38) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2774. WALTHER MODEL P22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #WA017059, 22 LR, 3 7/16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This pistol retains 99% matte black finish with light scratches and handling marks. The military green polymer frame and grooved and stippled grip rate
excellent with light handling marks. This pistol comes with fixed front and adjustable rear 3-dot sights, ambidextrous thumb safety and one
factory 10-round finger extension magazine. (98657-76S21142) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2775. WALTHER MODEL P22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #L052010, 22 LR, 3 7/16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This pistol retains
99% matte black finish with light scratches and handling marks. The black polymer frame and grooved and stippled grip rate excellent
with light handling marks. This pistol comes with fixed front and adjustable rear 3-dot sights, ambidextrous thumb safety and one factory
10-round finger extension magazine. (98658-114D32244) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2776. S MITH & WESSON MODEL SW40V SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PAZ2234, 40 cal., 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The satin stainless steel finish rates excellent with scratches. The black polymer frame and grips with checkered frontstrap
and backstrap rate excellent with scratches. This pistol comes with fixed 3-dot sights and one 10-round factory magazine.
(98658-169D33046) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2777. H IGH-POINT MODEL JHP-45 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #X4113888, 45 cal., 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This
pistol retains 98% black powder coat finish with scratches. The high impact polymer frame rates excellent with light scratches and handling
marks. The black polymer grips with grooved front and backstrap rate very good and show even wear. This pistol comes with two 9-round
magazines and a nylon holster with extra magazine pouch. (98657-107S20971) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2778. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 642-2 AIRWEIGHT CENTENNIAL REVOLVER serial #CHC5609, 38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with light scratches and handling marks. The alloy frame rates excellent with
scratches near the thumb piece and a turn ring on the cylinder. The black rubber combat checkered grips rate excellent and this revolver
comes with fixed sights. There is a pocket clip mounted on the right side that can be easily removed after purchasing a side plate screw
and yoke screw assembly. (98658-142D33787) {MODERN}
(250/350)
2779. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 642-2 AIRWEIGHT CENTENNIAL REVOLVER serial #DDA8961, 38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with light scratches and handling marks. The alloy frame rates excellent
with light scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The black rubber combat checkered grips with Smith & Wesson logo on both sides rate
excellent and this revolver comes with fixed sights. (98657-87S21135) {MODERN}
(250/350)
2780. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 642-2 AIRWEIGHT CENTENNIAL REVOLVER serial #CYP6781, 38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with light scratches and handling marks. The alloy frame rates excellent
with light scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The black rubber combat checkered grips with Smith & Wesson logo on both sides rate
excellent and this revolver comes with fixed sights. (98658-177D33766) {MODERN}
(250/350)
2781. S MITH & WESSON MODEL SIGMA SW9VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PBB2617, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This satin stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with light scratches. The black polymer frame and checkered grips rate
excellent with handling marks. This pistol comes with fixed 3-dot sights, one factory 10-round magazine and a nylon belt holster.
(8657-8S20641) {MODERN}
(200/300)
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2782. SMITH & WESSON MODEL SIGMA SW9VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PBH0229, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
This pistol retains 99% black finish light scratches. The black polymer frame and checkered grips rate excellent with handling marks. This
pistol comes with fixed 3-dot sights and one factory 10-round magazine. (8658-166D32458) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2783. SMITH & WESSON MODEL SIGMA SW9VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PDX8480, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The satin stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with light scratches. The black polymer frame and checkered grips rate excellent with handling
marks. This pistol comes with fixed 3-dot sights and one factory 10-round magazine. (8658-168D30477) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2784. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 6904 COMPACT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TCB4012, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This pistol retains 98% original thinning blue finish with mild flaking on the left side of the slide, scratches and high
edge wear. The light weight alloy frame rates excellent with scratches and high edge wear. The polymer checkered grips rate
excellent and this pistol comes with an ambidextrous thumb safety. Included is one non-factory magazine with finger extension.
(98658-171D33061) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2785. R UGER MODEL SR9C COMPACT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #332-16571, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
This pistol retains 99% original black finish with light scratches. The alloy frame and polymer checkered and grooved grips rate
excellent with mild handling marks. This pistol is equipped with a picatinny rail and ambidextrous thumb safety. The rear low profile
sight is adjustable and the front is fixed. Included is one factory 10-round magazine with finger extension and leather belt holster.
(98657-12S20913) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2786. R UGER NEW BEARCAT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #93-57543, 22 LR, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless
steel surfaces rate excellent with light scratches. The factory engraved non-fluted cylinder with firing pin groove rates excellent showing a
very faint turn ring. The revolver has the transfer bar system, fixed sights and the smooth rosewood grips with silver phoenix medallions rate
excellent with a 1/2” scratch on the right side. Included is a factory gray hard case that is end labeled to the revolver, one test fired casing
labeled to the revolver and the instruction manual. (98657-23S20501) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2787. TAURUS MODEL 45-410 THE JUDGE PUBLIC DEFENDER REVOLVER serial #CX943580, 45 Colt/410 bore, 2” barrel with a
bright excellent bore. This double action revolver retains 99% of its original blue finish with mild scratches and a light turn ring on the cylinder.
The factory rubber grips with medallions on both sides rate excellent. This revolver is equipped with fiber optic front and fixed rear sights.
Included is a very good cardboard box with slight bends that is end labeled to the gun, allen wrench and Taurus Security System with two
keys. (98717-5) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/500)
2788. TAURUS MODEL 617 REVOLVER serial #ZC376698, 357 Magnum, 2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces
rate excellent with scratches and a moderate turn ring on the seven-round cylinder. The factory rubber grips with medallions on both sides
rate excellent. This revolver is equipped with a front ramp and notch rear fixed sights. Included is a very good cardboard box with slight
bends that is end labeled to the gun and a warranty sheet. (98717-4) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(200/400)
2789. TAURUS MODEL 45-410 THE JUDGE REVOLVER serial #DR196365, 45 Colt/410 bore, 6 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with a few scratches and a mild turn ring on the 5-shot 2 1/2” cylinder. The factory grooved rubber
grips with medallions on both sides rate excellent with some light wear. This revolver is equipped with fiber optic front and fixed trough rear
sights. Included is a very good cardboard box with tattered edges that is end labeled to the gun, allen wrench, Taurus Security System with
two keys and assorted paperwork. (98717-92) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/500)
2790. TAURUS MODEL 980 REVOLVER serial #VJ979575, 22 LR, 12” vent rib barrel with a bright excellent bore. This revolver retains 99%
original blue with light scratches and freckling at the end of the barrel. There is a mild turn ring on the 7-shot 1 1/2” cylinder. The factory
rubber pebble grain grips with Taurus medallion on both sides rate excellent. This revolver features a Patridge style front sight and adjustable
rear sight. Included is a very good cardboard box with tattered edges that is end labeled to the gun and the Taurus Security System with
two keys. (98717-96) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(200/400)
2791. R OCK ISLAND ARMORY MODEL 1911-A1 CS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #RIA1431313, 45 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. This pistol retains 99% parkerized finish with light scratches and some high edge wear. The factory smooth wooden grips
rate excellent with some handling marks and this pistol has fixed sights. Included is a factory black hard case that is end labeled to the pistol,
one factory 7-shot magazine, two fired test casings that are numbered to the pistol, Rock Island CD and assorted paperwork. (98717-3)
{MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/500)
2792. R OCK ISLAND ARMORY MODEL 1911-A1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #RIA1008150, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This pistol retains 99% parkerized finish with scratches and some high edge wear. The hard polymer grips with engraved dragon on
both sides rate excellent and this pistol has fixed sights. Included is a factory black hard case that is end labeled to the pistol and one factory
8-shot magazine. (98717-1) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/500)
2793. S IG SAUER MOSQUITO SPORTER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #FO37977, 22 LR, 5 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This
pistol retains 99% of its original black finish with scratches and handling marks. The black frame and molded composite textured grips rate
excellent with light scratches. This pistol is equipped with a bottom Picatinny rail, adjustable rear sight, ambidextrous safety and an internal
locking device. Included is a factory black hard case that is end labeled to the gun, one factory 10-shot magazine and a cable lock. (9871726) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/400)
2794. WALTHER MODEL PPS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AF8618, 9mm, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This pistol retains
99% of its original black finish with light scratches. The black polymer frame and grips rate excellent with light handling marks. Included is
a factory black hard case that is end labeled to the gun, two factory finger extension magazines, one fired test cartridge labeled to the gun
and an instruction manual. (98717-23) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/500)
2795. WALTHER MODEL PPK S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #6132BAR, 380 ACP, 3 5/16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This
Smith & Wesson manufactured stainless steel pistol rates excellent with light scratches. The 1968 sport version frame and polymer
checkered grips rate excellent with a 1/2” scratch on the frontstrap. This pistol is equipped with fixed sights and the top of the frame
is cut with a wave to reduce glare. Included is a factory black hard case that is end labeled to the gun, one factory 7-round magazine,
one factory 7-round finger extension magazine, one fired test cartridge labeled to the gun, cable lock and an instruction manual.
(98717-2) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/500)
2796. TAURUS MODEL 850 REVOLVER serial #CV22362, 38 Special, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The matte stainless steel
surfaces rate excellent with scratches. The Ultra-Lite aluminum frame rates excellent with scratches and there is a slight turn ring on the
5-shot cylinder. The factory rubber grips with medallions on both sides rate excellent. This revolver is equipped with fixed ramp front and
trough rear sights. Included is a factory black hard case that is end labeled to the revolver, two Taurus security system keys and instruction
booklet. (98717-22) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/400)
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2797. TAYLOR’S & CO 1911 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TA1248629, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This pistol retains 99%
of its original black finish with light scratches. The checkered walnut grips rate excellent with light scratches. This pistol is equipped with
snag free fixed sights, a hi-sweep beavertail grip safety and thumb safety. Included is one factory black hard case that is end labeled to the
gun, two 8-shot magazines, two test fired casings that are numbered to the gun, gun lock and instruction manual. (98717-31) {MODERN}
[John W. Young Collection]
(300/500)
2798. CHARTER ARMS MODEL BULLDOG REVOLVER serial #56777, 44 Special, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The electroless
nickel surfaces rate excellent with light scratches. The 5-shot cylinder has a light turn ring and the two piece checkered rubber grips rate
excellent but they do not fit snugly to the revolver. Included is one factory black hard cast that is labeled to the gun, one test fired casing
that is numbered to the gun and instruction manual. (98717-25) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(100/200)
2799. R UGER MODEL SP101 REVOLVER serial #575-95980, 327 Fed Mag, 4 3/16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The satin stainless
steel surfaces rate excellent with light scratches. The rubber with wood engraved checkered inserts rate excellent with light handling marks.
The front sight is fiber optic, the rear sight is fully adjustable and this 6-shot revolver has a slight turn ring on the cylinder. Included is one
factory gray hard case that is end labeled to the gun, one test fired casing that is numbered to the gun, Ruger lock with two keys and
assorted paperwork. (98717-20) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(400/500)
2800. R UGER MODEL MARK III SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #227-20989, 22 LR, 6 7/8” tapered barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This pistol retains 98% original thinning blue finish with scratches, handling marks and high edge wear. The three factory
drilled holes on the top of the frame were utilized for a scope that is no longer with the pistol. The screws are properly reseated
but there is a light impression and some freckling in that area. The black polymer factory checkered grips rate excellent with
handling marks and the fixed front and adjustable rear sights are present. Included is one factory gray hard case that is end
labeled to the pistol, one test fired casing that is numbered to the pistol, one factory 10-round magazine, two external safety
keys and factory lock. (98717-17) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(250/350)
2801. R UGER MODEL LC9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #320-21789, 9mm Luger, 3 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This pistol
retains 99% original blue finish with scratches and handling marks. The black polymer frame and checkered grips rate excellent with light
scratches and handling marks. This pistol is equipped with fixed front and rear sights and a Crimson Trace grip sense red laser that is fully
operational. Included is the factory box with light bends that is end labeled to the gun, three factory 7-shot finger extension magazines, three
factory flat magazine bases, one test fired casing that is numbered to the gun, one Ruger soft case, one factory lock, 1 factory security key
and assorted paperwork. (98717-35) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/500)
2802. R UGER AMERICAN SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #861-07198, 45 ACP, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This pistol retains
99% of its original black finish with light scratches and handling marks. The black polymer frame and checkered grips rate excellent with
light handling marks. This pistol is equipped with factory fixed 3-dot sights, Picatinny rail, ambidextrous manual safety and magazine release.
Included is a factory black hard case that is end labeled to the gun, two factory 10-shot finger extension magazines, additional pair of new
factory grips, cable lock, allen wrench and assorted paperwork. (98717-43) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/500)
2803. R UGER AMERICAN SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #861-14958, 45 ACP, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This lightly
used pistol retains 99% of its original black finish with few scratches and handling marks. The black polymer frame and checkered
grips rate excellent with light handling marks. This pistol is equipped with factory fixed 3-dot sights, Picatinny rail, ambidextrous
manual safety and magazine release. Included is a factory black hard case that is end labeled to the gun, two factory 10-shot finger extension magazines, additional pair of new factory grips, cable lock, allen wrench, owner’s manual and assorted paperwork.
(98717-40) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/500)
2804. R OCK ISLAND ARMORY MODEL 1911 A1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #RIA1403702, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This pistol retains 99% parkerized finish with scratches and some high edge wear. The smooth hardwood grips rate about excellent
with handling marks and this pistol has fixed sights. Included is a factory black hard case that is end labeled to the pistol, one 8-shot magazine, two test fired casings that are numbered to the gun, owner’s manual, factory CD and assorted paperwork. (98717-16) {MODERN}
[John W. Young Collection]
(300/400)
2805. AMERICAN TACTICAL MODEL 1911 GI SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #GI102080, 45 ACP, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This pistol retains 99% of its original blue finish with light scratches and the black finished frame rates excellent with light scratches.
This pistol is equipped with fixed front and rear sights and checkered wooden grips that rate about excellent with handling marks. Included
is a factory box with bends that is end-labeled and numbered to the gun, one 8-round magazine, one 7-round magazine, owner’s manual
and safety certificate. (98717-13) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/400)
2806. R UGER MODEL LCP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #370-00764, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This pistol retains
99% original blue finish with light scratches and edge wear. The polymer frame with molded checkered grips rate about excellent with light
handling marks. This pistol is equipped with fixed sights and a Crimson Trace laser that is not operational. Included is a factory cardboard
box with slight bends, two 6-shot magazines, one 6-shot magazine with finger extension, one fired test cartridge that is labeled to the pistol,
soft carry case, factory lock and assorted paperwork. (98717-55) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/400)
2807. TAURUS MODEL PT 1911 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #NCU64687, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This pistol
retains 99% of its original blue finish with scratches and slight high edge wear. This steel framed pistol is equipped with a polymer
“Recover CC3 Grip and Rail System”, fixed 3-dot sights and beavertail grip safety. Included is a factory black hard case that is end
labeled to the gun, two factory 8-round magazines, two Taurus security system keys, barrel bushing wrench and chamber brush.
(98717-70) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/500)
2808. TAURUS MODEL PT-709 SS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TCU62187, 9MM, 3” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This stainless steel pistol rates excellent with light scratches and handling marks. The black polymer compact frame with textured grips
rate excellent with handling marks. This pistol is equipped with fixed 3-dot sights and a loaded chamber indicator. Included is
a black hard case that is end labeled to the gun, two 7-round magazines, Taurus Security System key and assorted paperwork.
(98717-68) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/500)
2809. H IGH STANDARD CRUSADER COMPACT 1911 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HS1126449, 45 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. This pistol retains 98% of its original black finish with scratches and high edge wear. The pistol is equipped with checkered wood grips that rate excellent with light handling marks, fixed sights and a beavertail grip safety. Included is a factory black hard
case that is end labeled to the gun, one test cartridge that is labeled to the gun but there is no magazine with this pistol. (98717-48)
{MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/400)
2810. C ITADEL 1911 A1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #CIT002327, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This pistol retains 99%
original matte black finish with light scratches. The pistol is equipped with checkered wood grips that rate excellent with light handling marks,
fixed sights and a beavertail grip safety. Included is a factory black hard case that is end labeled to the gun, two 8-round magazines, two
test cartridges that are labeled to the gun, cable lock and owner’s manual. (98717-50) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection] (300/500)
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2811. R UGER MODEL 1 OF 5000 SIGNATURE SERIES SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #17-03771, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent with scratches and handling marks. The checkered factory hard rubber
grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallion on a red background rate excellent. This pistol has the “Bill Ruger” signature across the top of the
receiver and “1 of 5000” on the right side of the barrel. Included are a wood “salt cod box” in very good condition with stains, red and black
factory cardboard box that has its hinge separated and two torn flaps, single magazine and instruction manual. (98717-29) {MODERN}
[John W. Young Collection]
(300/400)
2812. B ROWNING BUCK MARK SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #515NN16430, 22 LR, 9 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This pistol
retains 99% of its original matte blue finish with few scratches and has very little if any use. The factory smooth contoured walnut laminated
wood grips and forearm rate excellent with few handling marks. This pistol is equipped with fixed front hooded and adjustable rear hooded
sights. Included is a very good factory Styrofoam box with sleeve that is end labeled to the gun and one factory magazine. (98717-49)
{MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/400)
2813. B ROWNING BUCK MARK HUNTER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #515ZM08602, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This pistol retains 99% original matte black finish with scratches and handling marks. The steel frame and factory
black pebble grain ambidextrous grips rate about excellent with light scratches. This pistol is equipped with a fixed fiber
optic front and adjustable rear sight and Picatinny rail. Included is a Browning zippered soft case with lock and two keys,
three factory magazines, one test fired casings that is numbered to the pistol, cable lock, owner’s manual and assorted
paperwork. (98717-63) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/400)
2814. R UGER MARK IV TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #WBR131897, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This lightly used
pistol retains 99% original blue finish with few light scratches. The one-piece aluminum frame and checkered synthetic grips rate excellent
with few handling marks. This pistol is equipped with a fixed iron front and adjustable rear sight with a drilled and tapped receiver for easy
mounting of optics. Included is a very good factory box with a tear on one corner that is end labeled to the gun, two 10-shot magazines,
spacer, cable lock, owner’s manual and assorted paperwork. (98704-8) {MODERN}
(350/450)
2815. C HARTER ARMS BULLDOG REVOLVER serial #12-27338, 44 Special, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This stainless
steel revolver rates about excellent with scratches and handling marks and a turn ring on the 5 shot cylinder. It is equipped with a bobbed
hammer and fixed front and rear sights. The checkered rubber Crimson trace laser grips rate excellent with handling marks and the laser is
operational with the on/off switch located on the butt. Included is a correct factory black hard case that is not labeled to the gun. This light
weight revolver is powerful enough for serious home protection but has the size and functionality for effective concealed carry. (98717-60)
{MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/500)
2816. R UGER MARK II TARGET SS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #218-36416, 22 LR, 6 7/8” slab barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with light scratches and handling marks. It is equipped with fixed front, adjustable rear sights and
thumb safety. The smooth top and checkered bottom wooden grips with right handed thumb rest and Ruger medallion on right side rate
excellent with light handling marks. Included is a correct factory gray hard case that is not labeled to the gun, two 10-round magazines,
factory rubber checkered grips and factory lock with two keys. (98718-8) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2817. R UGER 22 CHARGER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #490-72842, 22LR, 10” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This lightly used pistol
retains 99% matte black finish with a few light scratches. The brown laminate stock rates excellent with few scratches and handling marks.
The plastic black checkered grips rate excellent with few handling marks. This pistol is equipped with a Picatinny rail and UTG bipod that
is still in the box. Included is one factory 15-shot magazine, factory soft zipper carry case, one fired test casing that is labeled to the gun,
factory lock with two keys and assorted paperwork. (98717-97) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(200/250)
2818. K ELTEC MODEL PF-9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #RU586, 9mm, 3” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This pistol retains 99% blue
finish with scratches and handling marks. The plastic black checkered grips rate excellent with few handling marks. This pistol is equipped
with a fixed front, drift adjustable rear sight and lower accessory rail. Included is a factory black hard case that is end labeled to the gun,
two 7-round finger extension magazines, one flat magazine base, allen wrench, and owner’s manual. (98706-28) {MODERN} (200/300)
2819. K AHR MODEL CT9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BAA2595M 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The matte stainless steel
surfaces rate excellent with light scratches. The black polymer frame and checkered grips rate excellent with few handling marks. This pistol
is equipped with a fixed front and drift adjustable rear sight. Included is one factory 8-shot magazine. (98706-30) {MODERN} (300/400)
2820. R UGER MODEL LC380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #32351347, 380 ACP, 3 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This pistol
retains 99% original blue finish with light scratches. The black glass-filled nylon frame and checkered grips rate excellent with light
scratches and handling marks. This pistol is equipped with a thumb safety and adjustable 3-dot sights. Included is a very good
factory white box with bends that is end labeled to the gun, one factory 7-shot finger extension magazine, one flat magazine base,
factory security key, factory lock with two keys, one test fired casing that is labeled to the gun, Ruger zippered soft case, instruction
manual and assorted paperwork. (98706-29) {MODERN}
(300/400)
2821. CZ MODEL 75 COMPACT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B747988, 9mm, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This pistol retains
99% of its original blue finish with light scratches. The steel frame and polymer checkered grips rate excellent with light scratches and handling marks. This pistol is equipped with a thumb safety and fixed 3-dot sights. Included is one factory black hard case that is end labeled to
the gun, two factory 14-shot magazines, set of factory black checkered polymer grips, cable lock with two keys, cleaning brush, instruction
manual and assorted paperwork. (98719-5) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2822. WALTHER MODEL COLT 1911 GOLD CUP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #LK024542, 22 LR, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
This pistol retains 99% of its matte black finish with scratches and handling marks. The black alloy frame and black double diamond checkered polymer grips rate excellent with light scratches and handling marks. This pistol is equipped with a thumb safety and adjustable sights.
Included is one factory black hard case that is end labeled to the gun, one factory 12-shot magazine, cable lock, one test fired casing that
is numbered to the gun, loading tool, two allen wrenches and a spanner wrench. (98706-31) {MODERN}
(300/400)
2823. C OLT WOODSMAN SPORT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #186822, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this post war pistol retain about 85% plus original thinning blue with scattered light oxidation blemishes, light scratches and a few
handling marks. The checkered brown plastic factory grips rate excellent with a few handling marks but the grip frame is wearing to brown.
This pistol is equipped with a serrated rounded front sight, windage adjustable rear sight and includes a single factory magazine. This is an
attractive Woodsman that should be a pleasure to shoot. (98658-154D33496) {C&R}
(300/500)
2824. C ENTURY INTERNATIONAL ARMS MODEL CZ82 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #121982, 9mm Makarov, 3 7/8” barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 99% original black finish with light scratches and handling marks. The
steel frame and hard polymer checkered grips rate excellent with light scratches and handling marks. This pistol is equipped with fixed
sights and both the frame-mounted thumb safety and the magazine release are ambidextrous. Included is a very good cardboard box with
bends that is numbered to the gun. (98706-25) {MODERN}
(200/300)
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2825. C OLT TARGETMAN SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #134378-C, 22 LR, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of
this 1959 manufactured pistol retain about 70% original thinning blue with scattered light oxidation blemishes, light scratches and a few
handling marks. The barrel has been shortened and the fixed front sight moved back. The adjustable rear sight windage screw is broken
but the sight is still intact. The plastic black checkered grips rate good with the left bottom showing a 3/4” chip and the magazine release
is missing. With a little attention, this pistol would still make an excellent plinker. (98658-153D33230) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2826. TAURUS 44C TRACKER REVOLVER serial #IM977533, 44 Mag, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The matte stainless steel
surfaces rate excellent with few light scratches and a light turn ring around the 5-shot cylinder. This 2015 manufactured revolver’s barrel
has been damaged in the past and shows a non-factory repair which recessed and re-crowned the muzzle. This revolver is equipped with
a front fixed fiber optic and trough sights. The factory grips rate excellent with light handling marks and the revolver locks up tight. Included
is a factory very good cardboard box with slight bends that is end labeled to the gun but the barrel length reads 2”. Also included are two
Taurus security system keys and assorted paperwork. (98582-13) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2827. B ERETTA 21A-W BOBCAT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BBS51530U, 22 LR 2 3/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This pistol
retains 99% of its original blue finish with lights scratches and handling marks. The plastic grips rate excellent with handling marks and the
front and rear sight are fixed. Included is a very good cardboard box with tattered corners that is end labeled to the gun and three 7-shot
magazines. (98578-2) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2828. R UGER MARK I SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #15-30057, 22 LR, 6 7/8” tapered barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90% original thinning blue with pitting and scratches on the barrel. The checkered black plastic grips with a black Ruger medallion rate
excellent with a couple of faint handling marks. The frontstrap and backstrap are mostly worn to silver. This gun is fitted with an adjustable
rear sight and comes with one magazine. (98718-5) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2829. R UGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO STANDARD CARBINE serial #0001-91239, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue finish displaying just a few light scratches and handling marks. The black polymer stock with contoured
buttplate and checkered wrist and forend rate excellent with light scratches and handling marks. This carbine is equipped with a folding
rear and gold bead front sight and one 10-round magazine. (98717-110) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(100/200)
2830. M OSSBERG 702 BANTAM PLINKSTER CARBINE serial #EHG349331, 22 LR, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original thinning blue finish with freckling, scratches and handling marks. The synthetic black stock rates excellent with
scratches and handling marks. This carbine is equipped with adjustable sights, cross bolt safety and a factory 10-shot magazine. (98717104) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(100/200)
2831. R EMINGTON MODEL 597 DALE
EARNHARDT JR. COMMEMORATIVE RIFLE

2831

serial #2797865, 22 LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This rifle retains 99% original matte black finish with light scratches and handling marks. The one piece black smooth synthetic stock
with the number 3 and signature rates excellent with few, if any light
handling marks. This rifle is equipped with fixed front and adjustable rear sights
and a nickel plated bolt. Included is one factory 10-shot magazine, good cardboard box with
bends and assorted paperwork. (98676-21) {MODERN}
(150/200)

2832. REMINGTON MODEL 597 DALE EARNHARDT SR. COMMEMORATIVE RIFLE serial
#A2613625, 22 LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
2832
This rifle retains 99% original matte black finish with light
scratches and handling marks. The one piece red smooth
synthetic stock with the number 8 and signature rates excellent with few, if any light handling marks. This rifle is equipped
with fixed front and adjustable rear sights and a nickel plated bolt. Included is one factory 10-shot magazine, good cardboard box
with bends and assorted paperwork. (98676-20) {MODERN}
(150/200)
2833. G SG-5 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #A265524, 22 LR, 16 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99%
original black finish with scratches. The lightweight polymer receiver and stock rate excellent with light scratches and handling marks. This
carbine is equipped with open sights and ambidextrous safety. Included is a very good factory box with slight bends that is end labeled to
the carbine and two 22-shot magazines. (98717-76) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(200/300)
2834. G SG STG-44 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #A478521, 22 LR, 17 3/16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This carbine is patterned
after the Nazi Sturmgewehr 44 and its metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with few light scratches and handling marks. The wood
stock and grooved wood pistolgrip rate excellent with light handling marks. This carbine is equipped with easy adjustable sights and left
side thumb safety. Included is a wooden crate that is end labeled to the gun, one factory 25-round magazine, cleaning brush, cable lock
and assorted paperwork. (98717-105) {MODERN} [John W. Young Collection]
(300/400)
2835. MOSSBERG MODEL 88 MAVERICK SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #MV0019905, 12 ga, 18 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with loss on the magazine tube and light scratches. The black
synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent with light handling marks. This shotgun is equipped with a gold bead front
sight. Included is a hard case and factory cable lock. (98657-3S21068) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2836. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 PERSUADER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #U655122, 12 ga, 18 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with light scratches and handling marks. The black synthetic
pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent with light handling marks. This shotgun is equipped with a gold bead front sight and
sliding safety on the tang. (98658-58D28634) {MODERN}
(100/200)
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2837. MOSSBERG MODEL NEW HAVEN 600 AT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #H101603, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib barrel modified
choke cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with scratches and handling marks. The black
synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent with light handling marks. This shotgun is equipped with a gold bead front
sight and sliding safety on the tang. (98658-104D33468) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2838. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #B147301M, 12 ga, 25 1/2” ventilated
rib modified choke barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original black finish with light oxidation staining on
the magazine tube, scratches and handling marks. The black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and checkered forend rate excellent with light
handling marks. This shotgun is equipped with a bead front sight and cross bolt safety. (98658-4D30910) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2839. W INCHESTER MODEL 120 RANGER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L1793273, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib barrel choked
modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with oxidation stains, scattered freckling and light
scratches. The wooden checkered pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent with few scratches and light handling marks. This
shotgun is equipped with a bead front sight and cross bolt safety. (98658-36D31394) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2840. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #W852607M, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib barrel choked
improved cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% parkerized finish with light scratches and handling marks.
The wooden checkered pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent with scratches and high edge wear. This shotgun is equipped with a
bead front sight and cross bolt safety. (98658-9D33282) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2841. WINCHESTER MODEL 1894 ROOSEVELT COMMEMORATIVE LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #TR53388, 30-30, 26” octagon
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel and magazine tube retain 95% original thinning blue with some light oxidation and light pitting.
The frame, forend cap and butt plate retain 98% original nickel finish with light flaking and scratches. The walnut stock rates very good plus
with handling marks, scratches and light flaking. The bead from the front sight is missing but the rear adjustable sight is still intact. A very
good example of a Roosevelt Commemorative 1894. (98624-31) {C&R}
(300/500)
2842. W INCHESTER MODEL 1894 NRA COMMEMORATIVE LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #NRA4019, 30-30, 24” barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The barrel and magazine tube of this 1971 commemorative retain 98% original blue with scratches. The frame and
lever retain 95% thinning blue with scratches and handling marks. The walnut stock and forend rate very good plus with scratches and
handling marks. This rifle is equipped with a hooded front and adjustable rear sight. The NRA medallion that is embedded in the stock rates
excellent. (98581-4) {C&R}
(300/500)
2843. BAIKAL / KBI MODEL IJ-70 “MAKAROV” SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AK5208 / A013848, 9mm Makarov, 3 5/8” barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% factory blue with scratches, high edge wear and freckling. The checkered
factory grips rate excellent with scratches and handling marks with “Baikal” on one side and “Made in Russia” on the other. This pistol
is equipped with an adjustable rear and fixed front sight. Included is one magazine, holster and cleaning rod. (98717-64) {MODERN}
[John W. Young Collection]
(100/200)
2844. C OLT JUNIOR 25 AUTOMATIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #OD118381, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% factory blue with a few scattered scratches and wear marks. The checkered walnut factory grips
with silver Colt medallions rate excellent with light handling marks. The pistol includes a very good factory two-piece box with
tattered edges that is not end labeled to the gun and one factory magazine. A nice little Junior that does not appear to have seen
much use. (98718-1) {MODERN}
(250/350)
2845. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 922 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #L72940, 22 LR, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original thinning blue finish with scratches. The 9-shot cylinder has a light turn ring and
freckling present. This pistol is equipped with a blade front sight and square notch rear sight. The H&R logo synthetic checkered grips rate
excellent with light scratches and handling marks. (98718-11) {C&R}
(75/150)
2846. I NTRATEC PROTEC-25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #018349, 25 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90% original satin nickel finish with scratches and oxidation staining. The one piece grip is still secure but there is a 1” crack on the
right side. Included is a Smith & Wesson hard case but this pistol does not have a magazine. (98657-65S20965) {MODERN}
(25/50)
2847. S MITH & WESSON SIGMA SW9VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PBA3661, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The satin
stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with light scratches. The black polymer frame and checkered grips rate excellent with handling marks.
Included are a factory hard case and two factory finger extension 10-round magazines. (98657-70S20967) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2848. R EMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #92824X, 28 ga, 26” ventilated rib barrel choked skeet with a bright
excellent bore. The barrel retains 98% original blue with light scratches and handling marks. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock
rates near excellent displaying a few light dings and scratches however the buttplate is missing with some moderate dings at the butt. This
shotgun is equipped with a high visibility front sight and comes with a soft case. (98657-62S21051) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2849. R EMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #W623057M, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib Rem-Choke
(modified) barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel and magazine tube retain 98% original matte finish with mild oxidation stains and
scratches. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good plus with scratches and faded finish on high edges. This
shotgun is equipped with a bead front sight and cross bolt safety. (98657-105S20951) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2850. S MITH & WESSON 32 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #603142, 32 S&W Long, 2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This five
screw pre-model 30 I frame revolver retains 98% original nickel finish with scattered oxidized pinprick pitting, scratches and handling marks.
The 6-shot cylinder shows a turn ring and this revolver is equipped with fixed sights. The checkered walnut grips with medallions rate very
good with scratches and light finish wear. The service trigger and service hammer retain strong case hardened colors with light oxidation.
Included is a very good unmarked basket weave thumb break holster with wear marks. (98718-9) {C&R}
(300/500)
2851. C OLT POLICE POSITIVE FIRST ISSUE REVOLVER serial #78803, 38 S&W, 2 3/8” shortened barrel with a bright excellent bore.
This revolver retains 95% thinning reapplied blue finish with scattered oxidation, pinprick pitting, scratches and handling marks. The barrel
has been shortened at some point and there is a turn ring on the 6-shot cylinder. The checkered walnut grips with Colt medallions rate fair
with scratches, dings and wear marks. Included is a Brauer Bros soft leather belt holster. (98718-10) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2852. C ESKA ZBROJOVKA MODEL CZ-82 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #039350, 9mm Makarov, 3 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This CAI imported pistol retains 99% of its original black finish with scratches and high edge wear. The factory plastic checkered grips
rate very good with scratches and a set of initials etched on the backstrap. This pistol is equipped with fixed sights and ambidextrous safety.
Included is a very good Century International Arms cardboard box with bends, one magazine, leather holster with lanyard and cleaning tool.
(98706-27) {MODERN}
(300/400)
2853. COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #39226, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with a lightly frosted
bore. This early model pistol retains 98% non-factory reapplied matte blue finish with scratches and the color case hardened parts have
been re-blued. The factory checkered hard rubber grips rate fair with scratches, handling marks and small repairs on both panels. Included
is an unmarked magazine and soft belt holster. (98718-2) {C&R}
(150/250)
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2854. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 733 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AU018309, 32 S&W Long, 2 1/2” barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original brushed nickel finish with scratches, handling marks and high edge
wear. The 6-shot cylinder has a light turn ring with scratches and this pistol is equipped with fixed sights. The H&R logo synthetic
checkered grips rate fair with a crack on the left panel, light scratches and handling marks. Included is a soft leather homemade holster.
(98718-12) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2855. C ESKA ZBROJOVKA CZ-52 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #G05211, 7.62 Tokarev, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This CAI
imported pistol retains 98% of its original black finish with scratches and high edge wear. The factory brown plastic grooved grips rate very
good with scratches and two tiny chips near the safety. This pistol is equipped with fixed sights and a serrated slide. Included is a very good
leather holster with scratches, two magazines and cleaning rod. (98717-65) [John W. Young Collection] {MODERN}
(250/350)
2856. N EW ENGLAND FIREARMS PARDNER SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #ND218290, 20 ga, 26” plain barrel choked modified
with a bright excellent bore. This break open action shotgun retains 95% original thinning blue with oxidation staining and scratches. The
receiver retains 99% of its color cased hardened finish. The walnut stained stock and forearm rate very good with light finish wear, scratches
and handling marks. (98657-59S20950) {MODERN}
(75/125)
2857. W ESTERNFIELD MODEL M898 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #C46987, 22 LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This rifle retains
50% of its original blue finish with scratches and oxidation stains. The receiver retains 95% black paint finish with scratches and pinprick
pitting. The wood stock and forearm rate good with dings, scratches and finish wear. This rifle is equipped with a fixed front and adjustable
rear sight. (98657-58S20949) {MODERN}
(75/125)
2858. P IETTA MODEL 1873 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #E059117, 45 LC, 4 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This lightly
used revolver retains 99% of its original blue finish with few light scratches. The case hardened stainless steel frame and artificial stag grips
rate excellent with few handling marks. There is no turn ring on the cylinder and the sights are fixed. Included is a very good Styrofoam box
with cardboard sleeve that is end labeled to the gun, owner’s manual and assorted paperwork. (98582-11) {MODERN}
(250/350)
2859. RANGER MODEL 400 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #X81494, 12 ga, 26” solid rib barrels both choked improved cylinder
with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 90% original blue finish with light handling marks and specks of surface oxidation. The boxlock
frame retains 90% original case-hardened colors with loss on the high edges. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate
very good plus as refinished with light handling marks. The buttstock is fitted with an added Pachmayr rubber recoil pad which provides a
14 1/4” length of pull. The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (178345-27) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2860. U NMARKED EUROPEAN SINGLE SHOT HOOK-BREECH PERCUSSION TARGET PISTOL .48 cal., 9 7/8” octagon barrel
with a lightly oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of the slightly swamped barrel and lock retain about 96% original brown finish with areas
starting to thin, edge wear, light pitting on the lock and handling marks. The triggerguard strap, buttcap and lock plate are gray with light
oxidation stains. The one-piece pistolgrip stock has a flared butt, sea shell forend tip and some gaps and chips missing around inletting
of the lock. The grip has a coarse fish scale checkering that shows moderate wear but remains strong. The stock rates about very good
overall with additional scattered dents, dings and handling marks. The triggerguard has a hook, the trigger pull is excellent and there is a
rudimentary “V” notch rear sight and inverted triangular front sight. A nice old target pistol with some honest use. (88433-58) {ANTIQUE}
[Paul Weisberg Collection]
(300/500)
2861. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON VICTOR DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #5042, .38 S&W, 2 1/2” barrel with an about
very good bore. The metal surface retains 80% flaking nickel-plated finish with overall light oxidation staining and spots of active oxidation.
The hammer, trigger and triggerguard are now an overall brown patina and the black checkered grips rate good with a small chip missing
from the lower rear corner of the left panel and have mostly worn points on the checkering. The revolver will need mechanical attention as
it doesn’t always function correctly. (2X108349-25) {C&R}
(10/20)
2862. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 1/2 SECOND ISSUE
REVOLVER serial #52019, 32 RF, 3 1/2” barrel with
an about very good bore. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain 95% original nickel plated finish overall with
just fine scratches and a little discoloration present. The
two-piece rosewood grips rate near excellent with 95%
original finish and some light impact marks on the butts.
A very nice little 1 1/2 in factory nickel. (1X18484-29)
{ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2863. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL COMPANY TIPUP POCKET REVOLVER serial #16520, 22 RF, 3
1/8” barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. This lovely
variant of the Manhattan revolver retains about 95%
factory nickel plate with scattered light flaking mostly
2862
around the window and sideplate plus oxidation blemishes, small scattered dents and bubbling finish. The
trigger is smoky gray as is most of the hammer with
faded wisps of case-hardened colors around the nose. This little pocket revolver is fitted with beautiful antique ivory grips that rate very
good to excellent with a few light dents. The grips, cylinder and barrel assembly are correctly numbered to the gun. Barrel-to-frame fit is
somewhat loose but it is still mechanically functional. (1X88228-3) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2864. H IGH STANDARD MODEL R-108 SENTINEL REVOLVER serial #1996665, 22 LR, 2 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 97% original blue and anodized finishes with light wear to the foregrip, high edge wear, a few oxidation blemishes
and a turn ring on the cylinder. The anodized finish is starting to thin and is toning to purple. The checkered synthetic factory grips rate
excellent. This nine-shot revolver includes the original factory box that is correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun and a manual.
(1X88523-15) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2865. H IGH STANDARD MODEL R-106 DELUXE SENTINEL REVOLVER serial #1451648, 22 LR, 4” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue and anodized finishes with light scratches to the barrel and cylinder plus a turn ring on
the cylinder. The hammer has strong case-hardened colors and the trigger retains full blue finish. The checkered synthetic factory grips
rate excellent. This gun has a ramp front sight and drift adjustable rear sight. This nine-shot revolver includes the original factory box that is
correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun and a manual. (1X88523-16) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2866. F MJ MODEL DD SIDE BY SIDE DERINGER serial #C00002303, 45 Colt / .410 Bore Shotshell, 3 3/4” two barrel cluster with excellent bores. This deringer will accept up to 3” shotshells. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original black finish with light high edge wear
and a few handling marks. The smooth synthetic factory grips rate excellent. The pistol includes a factory box correctly labeled and serial
numbered to the gun. Due to the design of this gun the factory labels and warnings to engage the safety BEFORE the gun is loaded should
be strictly adhered to. (1X88425-8) {MODERN}
(25/75)
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2867. S MITH & WESSON MODEL SW9VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PBF8211, 9mm, 4” standard barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 95% original matte black finish with light silvering along some of the high edges and a few light scratches. The
textured black polymer frame rates excellent and the pistol has standard white dot sights and comes with a single 10-round magazine.
(1X108544-3D32459) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2868. C OLT OPEN TOP SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #46650, 22 RF, 2 3/8” barrel with a good to very good bore showing pitting with good rifling throughout. The barrel and cylinder have toned to pewter with scattered fine staining, a little pinprick pitting and
some tiny impact marks. The brass frame has toned to a pleasing ochre patina with areas of tiny impact marks. The hammer and trigger
have toned to gray closely matching the barrel with faint
traces of fire blue on the protected areas of the trigger.
The walnut birdshead grips rate about very good with light
handling marks, worn flaking varnish and are both pencil
numbered to the gun. The barrel is numbered to the frame,
the cylinder advances but the hammer no longer locks
back. (1X58547-46) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2869. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL
1906 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #70081, 22
LR, 6” octagon barrel with an excellent bore. This firearm is
partially disassembled. The metal surfaces retain about 85%
factory blue with scattered light oxidation blemishes, pitting
and handling marks. There are traces of case-hardened
colors on the hammer and traces of Nitre blue on the trigger but both have moderate oxidation stains. The diamond
2868
checkered extended factory target grips rate about good
with light wear but a slender 1” chip missing at the top of the
right panel. All parts appear to be present. (1X86520-4069)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(5/15)
2870. C LERKE TECHNICORP CLERKE 1ST DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #279928, 22 LR, 2 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The unpolished metal surfaces retain 99% chrome plated finish with casting imperfections visible all over. The revolver has fixed
sights and the checkered plastic grips rate excellent. Manufactured in California in the 70’s and offered as a less expensive alternative.
(1X108425-1) {MODERN}
(20/40)
2871. R EMINGTON-BEALS FIRST MODEL POCKET PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #820, .31 cal, 3” octagon barrel with a good
bore showing strong rifling and light oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces of this 5th issue revolver retain perhaps 20% streaks of original
bright blue on the barrel with the remaining surfaces toned to a dull gray-brown throughout along with freckling, oxidation staining and
scratches. The markings on the barrel and topstrap are still quite crisp and the silver cone front sight is intact. The smooth gutta-percha grip
is numbered to the gun and remains in fair condition with a large 1 1/2” chip missing out of the right side and some further light scuffs and
discoloration. The base pin is a modern knurled steel replacement that appears to be stuck in the gun and the hammer functions at full and
half cock but the mechanism will require some mechanical attention as the hand does not advance the cylinder. Still a good representative
example of these interesting revolvers. (1X138547-38) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2872. STEVENS SECOND ISSUE NO. 43 DIAMOND SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #55052, 22 RF, 10” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.
This pistol has been non-factory re-nickeled and retains about 99% with some of the old pitting and handling marks visible. The smooth
walnut factory grips rate excellent as lightly refinished. The pistol features elevation adjustable “V” notch rear sight, drift adjustable globe
bead front sight, grips and barrel are numbered to the gun and barrel-to-frame fit remains tight. The barrel pivot screw no longer threads
into the frame and was staked in place. The butt has been drilled and tapped with two holes presumably to attach a buttstock but was not
dovetailed for the factory style stocks. The serial number was stamped on the butt but the original remains on the frame under the grip.
(1X88320-12) {MODERN}
(25/75)
2873. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 1/2 TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #16879, 32 RF, 3 1/2” barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. This revolver
has special order silver plate on the frame and is engraved on the backstrap. The barrel and cylinder of this first issue revolver are brown with
fairly evenly distributed pitting but the barrel does have traces of original blue in the protected areas of the rib. The frame retains about 95%
factory silver plate that is lightly tarnished with flaking around the window, limited bubbling and high edge wear. The hammer and trigger
are mostly gray with wisps of case-hardened colors still present on the hammer sides. The smooth rosewood grips are numbered to the gun
and rate good to very good with light dents, dings and flaking finish. The backstrap is engraved “Henry Heath from his friends at / Crescent
Mills, Russell, Mass.”. Crescent Mills at the time was a paper company located in Russell but Mr. Heath’s significance eludes us. The gun still
times correctly but lock up is in need of attention. The barrel is assembly-numbered to the gun but the cylinder has too much corrosion to
see the assembly number and barrel-to-frame fit is loose. (1X86520-3096) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection](300/500)
2874. P IETTA PPS-50 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #6586, 22 LR, 16” barrel with a bright very good bore showing some imperfections in the
rifling. This “Mini PPSh” retains about 98-99% original blue with some light handling marks here and there and some light oxidation and
operational wear on the drum magazine. The smooth pistolgrip hardwood stock remains in near excellent condition with some very light
staining and a few small dings scattered about. One drum magazine is included along with a plain cardboard box correctly end-labeled and
numbered to the gun. The gun is sighted with a flip-up adjustable rear notch, dovetailed front blade and is fitted with sling swivel studs. This
little gun ought to make for a fun plinker. (1X138495-14) {MODERN}
(175/275)
2875. U.S. MODEL OF 1917 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY WINCHESTER (SPORTERIZED) serial #160949, 30-06, 24” barrel with a bright
about excellent bore. The metal surfaces are a mix of thinning original blue, gray gunmetal patina and a lightly cleaned receiver. The parts are
a mix of Winchester and Eddystone manufacture. The walnut straight grip fingergroove forend stock has been nicely refinished and has an
added Monte Carlo style comb which rates excellent overall and wears a smooth steel trapdoor buttplate. This sporter is without sights, but
the receiver is drilled and tapped for scope bases; it has a rear sling swivel and front sling swivel stud. (1X218476-22) {MODERN}(200/400)
2876. H IGH STANDARD FLITE KING CITATION MODEL K100 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #MX2493, 12 ga, 26 1/2”, plain barrel
with compensator and adjustable choke with a very good bore showing minor scratches and frosting near the muzzle. The metal surfaces
retain about 50% thinning original finish with minor pitting, flaking and silvering on the edges. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock
and forend rate good to about very good with dings, dents and handling marks. The buttstock wears a ventilated rubber recoil pad which
provides a length of pull of 14 3/4’’. (2X218354-3) {MODERN}
(50/100)
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2877. STEVENS MODEL 124 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 12 ga, 28” barrel choked modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this shotgun have toned to a mottled gray brown on the barrel and retains about 89% original blue on the receiver with high edge wear
and light freckling and oxidation staining scattered throughout. The checkered plastic buttstock and forend have had their checkering
filled in with red paint and show some scattered dings, scuffs and handling marks throughout along with 1” and 1/4” cracks forward of
the pistolgrip. The plastic buttplate gives an about 13 1/2” length of pull and everything appears to be fully functional on this shotgun.
(1X138358-7) {C&R}
(25/75)
2878. AMERICAN IMPORTS MODEL 30R SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #295064, 12 ga., 20” plain barrel choked improved cylinder
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue finish with some loss on the magazine tube due to operational wear.
The smooth Monte Carlo pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate very good with a few light handling marks with two sections of the
barrel groove missing from the top of the forend. The barrel band is missing allowing the magazine tube to free float under the barrel and
the hard rubber buttplate is oversized. The gun remains in overall good condition. (2X107082-18) {MODERN}
(25/75)
2879. CUSTOM MAUSER MODEL 98 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% of a commercial blue finish that has some light handling marks scattered about. The edges of the receiver, barrel step and bolt
all have geometric line engraving and the front receiver ring has been matted along the top. The bolt body has a light gray patina and bears
a classic cross-hatch pattern etching, a popular design from the 1930’s through the early 1950’s. The sporting walnut stock rates very good
and features a front barrel band, a capped pistolgrip, a left side cheek rest and a hard rubber buttplate. The wood has an oil finish and a
few small dings along with a small hairline crack at the upper tang. The rifle is equipped with a sporting ramp front sight and has a Lyman
rear aperture sight mounted to the receiver. A leather sporting sling is included. An overall near excellent sporting Mauser that would make
a great woods rifle. (2X48366-24) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2880. SAVAGE-STEVENS MODEL 80 SERIES A SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #C067555, 22 LR, 20” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue with a few light handling marks and some scattered light specks of surface oxidation
throughout. The checkered walnut stock rates about very good and has several dings and other light handling marks along with a 3” long
sliver missing on the left side near the rear of the receiver. The original sights remain intact and the receiver is grooved for mounts. Overall
a very good example that should make a great plinker. (1X48443-16) {MODERN}
(25/75)
2881. CUSTOM INSCRIBED HENRY GOLDEN BOY LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #GB050830, 22 LR, 20” octagon barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original finish on the golden Brasslite receiver, brass buttplate, and blue barrel and action which
show a couple of light handling marks and the buttplate exhibits a little tarnish. The American walnut stock and forearm rate excellent with
the right side of the buttstock inscribed with “Let’s Roll”. This custom inscribed rifle is from a set of rifles purchased as gifts for employees
and is as new with its original box. (1X128087-219) {MODERN} [Kenneth Fry Collection]
(300/500)
2882. WARNANT PATENT SINGLE SHOT BREECH FLOBERT STYLE RIFLE 22 RF, 22 1/2” octagon barrel with a fair bore. The metal
surfaces are an overall dark brown patina with many spots of light surface oxidation and silvering on the edges. The round knob checkered
pistolgrip walnut stock rates good with a 2 1/2” crack behind the top tang, several with the grain cracks under the forend and the left side
along the barrel is missing a 7 ½” lengthwise chip. The stock wears a steel shotgun-style buttplate with widow’s peak which sits slightly
proud of the wood. (2X218358-11) {C&R}
(15/30)
2883. COLT OFFICERS MODEL MATCH REVOLVER serial #901613, 38 Special, 6” heavy barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this 1965 made revolver retain about 85% original blue with multiple scattered scratches, thinning finish, edge wear, oxidation blemishes,
pitting and a turn ring on the cylinder. The grips are aftermarket period FM Inc. Ten Point synthetic target grips that rate about good with
moderate wear and handling marks. The revolver has a Patridge front sight and Accro rear sight. Timing and lock up are good and this gun
should make a great shooter. (1X88450-17) {C&R}
(400/600)
2884. S MITH & WESSON M&P 9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HAH6010, 9mm, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% of their original black Melonite finish and the textured polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol has added Trijicon
illuminated sights that have lost some of their intensity. The pistol comes with a single 10-round magazine, two additional backstraps, the
original sights, manual and related papers and correct factory hard case that is numbered to the gun. A fine choice for an everyday shooter
or personal protection piece. (108498-4) {MODERN}
(350/550)
2885. S MITH & WESSON M&P 45 COMPACT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HSD0102, 45 ACP, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original black Melonite finish and the polymer frame with textured front strap and removable backstrap rates
excellent. The pistol features standard fixed low mount carry sights and comes with a correct factory hard case that is numbered to the gun,
(2) eight round factory magazines, (2) additional backstraps, and manual with related papers. This would make a fine compact carry piece.
(108498-3) {MODERN}
(350/450)
2886. R UGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK REVOLVER serial #51-03789, .30 Carbine, 7 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue and anodized finishes with loss due to silvering at the muzzle. There are a few scattered scratches and a
small spot on the left side of the frame that has been cleaned to bare metal with light pitting. The cylinder shows a light turn ring and there
are spots of light oxidation staining along the polished sides of the hammer. The revolver has a standard ramp front sight and adjustable
rear sight and the smooth walnut grips with silver phoenix medallions rate excellent. An honest early 70’s era revolver that should still shoot
well. (108544-24D32901) {MODERN}
(350/550)
2887. R UGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK REVOLVER serial #47-72932, .45 Colt, 4 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue and anodized finishes with a couple of spots of light silvering along the muzzle and a spot of flaking on
the left side of the rear sight. There is a light turn ring along the cylinder and the revolver has a standard ramp front sight with adjustable
rear sight. The smooth walnut grips with phoenix medallions rate excellent. This would make a great every day or cowboy action shooter.
(108544-14D29530) {MODERN}
(350/550)
2888. MARLIN MODEL 1873 XX STANDARD TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #5921, 22 Long, 3” round ribbed barrel with a lightly frosted
bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel are mostly gray with strong original blue in the protected areas of the flutes along with light oxidation
stains and pitting. The cylinder is also gray with splashes of blue in the flutes and light oxidation staining and pinprick pitting. The brass
frame is mainly ochre with a few traces of silver plate in addition to light dings and dents. Both the hammer and trigger are gray with light
operational wear. The smooth rosewood factory grips are numbered the same as the gun and rate about very good with flaking finish and
handling marks. The barrel and cylinder are correctly numbered to the gun. Barrel-to-frame fit has slight play and the gun still times and
locks up correctly although the cylinder stop makes only minimal contact with the notch. (88674-8) {ANTIQUE}
(125/225)
2889. C OLT THUER THIRD MODEL DERINGER serial #21090, 41 RF, 2 1/2” barrel with a pitted and oxidized bore. The barrel has toned
to brown with fairly even surface pitting in addition to oxidation stains. The frame retains about 90% plus nickel plate with most of the loss to
high edge wear plus light flaking, dents and dings. The hammer and trigger are gray with light oxidation stains. The smooth walnut factory
grips are numbered to the gun and rate about good with light to moderate dents, dings and scratches. The barrel is correctly numbered to
the gun, barrel-to-frame fit has slight play and the mechanism still functions. (88648-3) {C&R}
(300/500)
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2890. G ERMAN BOLT ACTION MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE .30 Centerfire, 24 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces have worn to smoky gray with small amounts of re-applied blue present in the protected areas and strong color on the
bolt in addition to oxidation stains and handling marks. The one-piece checkered pistolgrip walnut stock with raised cheekpiece
and forend with a slight schnabel rates about very good plus with scattered light dents, scratches and dings. The steel buttplate
rates very good with light handling wear and toning to pewter. The rifle features a Lyman white bead front sight on what appears
to be a Redfield banded ramp, a Redfield Model 70 receiver sight and vintage sling studs. As with any firearm of unknown caliber
a professional gunsmith should be consulted to determine the correct cartridge, check for proper headspace and determine the
guns safety before firing. (88642-1) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2891. ANTONIO ZOLI ZOUAVE PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #17471, .58 cal., 32” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of the
barrel retain about 85% original blue with cleaned oxidation stains and pinprick pits at the muzzle, thinning finish forward of the rear sight
from carrying and scattered handling marks. The lock has fairly robust case-hardened colors with some fading around the edges and oxidation stains. The brass buttplate, triggerguard, patch box, nosecap and barrel bands rate good to very good with handling wear, tarnish
and oxidizing. The one-piece hardwood stock rates good to very good with scattered flaking, dents, dings and scratches. This gun features
a later added ramp and white bead front sight, Williams guide sight peep rear and sling swivels. The steel ramrod is included. This should
be a good woods gun for various state special muzzleloader seasons for deer. (88698-1) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2892. STEVENS MODEL 1244 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 12 gauge, 28” barrel with an excellent bore choked improved modified. The
barrel has started to fade to gray-brown with scattered freckling and handling marks. The receiver retains fairly bold case-hardened colors
on the right side with more fading on the left in addition to freckling and handling marks. The Tenite buttstock rates fair with light handling
wear but several cracks are present on the checkered pistolgrip that extend out from the triggerguard. The checkered forend rates very
good to excellent with light handling marks. The mechanism still functions. (88634-15) {C&R}
(40/80)
2893. HOPKINS & ALLEN MODEL XL NO.4 NY REVOLVER serial #972, 38 RF, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with scattered oxidation and pitting
in the bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original nickel plate with scattered lightly cleaned oxidation on the right side of the frame,
light scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The hammer and trigger have strong case-hardened colors with light handling wear. The
smooth walnut grips are numbered “972” and rate about near excellent with light handling marks. The cylinder and barrel are numbered to
the gun and it still times and locks up correctly. A nice example of a XL No.4 NY. (88720-2) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2894. B ROWNING CHALLENGER II SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #655RR03330, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1977 made pistol retain about 98% original blue with lightly thinning finish on the grip frame, high edge
wear and a few handling marks. The smooth “impregnated hardwood” factory grips with gold Browning medallions rate very good
plus with scattered fine scratches. The pistol features a Patridge front sight and adjustable rear. It includes a single magazine.
(88676-30) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2895. TRISTAR REGULATOR SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER BY UBERTI serial #J13926, 45 Colt, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue and case-hardened colors with high edge wear, scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder.
The brass grip frame rates excellent. The smooth one-piece factory walnut grips rate very good plus with scattered light dents and dings.
Should make a nice start up cowboy action shooting gun. (88582-10) {MODERN}
(150/350)
2896. R UGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK REVOLVER serial #47-24448, 45 Colt, 7 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered light scratches, limited edge wear and a turn ring on the cylinder. The
replacement checkered wrap around Pachmayr rubber grips rate about very good with light handling wear. The gun features a ramp front
sight and white outline adjustable rear sight. This gun should be a great shooter. (88582-19) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2897. R UGER VAQUERO SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #57-96890, 45 Colt, 7 1/2” barrels with an excellent bore. This gun has an
asterisk in front of the serial number indicating a dealer sample, demonstrator or other such gun that could not be sold as new in the box.
The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue and case-hardened colors with a few light handling marks, scattered light oxidation stains
on the frame and a turn ring on the cylinder. The smooth factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix rate excellent. The gun also includes an
extra set of smooth Ruger walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions and screw that rate excellent. A fine gun for the Cowboy
action shooter or lover of single actions. (88582-22) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2898. C ONNECTICUT VALLEY ARMS HAWKEN PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #0041312, 45 cal., 32” octagon barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 60-70% original brown finish with moderate edge wear, scratches and oxidation blemishes. The
case-hardened colors of the lock are very strong with moderate oxidation stains. The aluminum nose cap, brass barrel wedge escutcheons
and patch box, brown triggerguard and buttplate all rate very good plus but the buttplate is thinning with light scuffs from resting on the
ground during loading. The one-piece hardwood stock rates near excellent overall with light handling wear. The front sight is missing but
the rear is present and the set trigger no longer functions. A combination range and wiping rod is provided plus two spare nipples but no
ramrod is present. It would not take much work to get this gun ready to shoot. (88698-2) {ANTIQUE}
(50/150)
2899. R UGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1467042, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this 1978 made pistol retain about 98% original blue with light high edge wear and scratches. The checkered thumb rest walnut factory
grips with silver Ruger Phoenix rate excellent. The pistol includes a single factory magazine. (88050-478) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2900. R UGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1410116, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1976 made gun retains
about 98% original blue with light high edge wear and scratches. The checkered walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix rate excellent.
The pistol includes a single factory magazine and the top of the receiver is marked “MADE IN THE 200TH YEAR OF AMERICAN LIBERTY”.
(88050-303) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2901. R EPLICA BRITISH TOWER SEA SERVICE FLINTLOCK PISTOL .62 cal., 12” smooth bore barrel with an excellent bore. This replica
appears unfired and the polished in-the-white metal surfaces rate excellent with minor scratches. The brass triggerguard, buttcap, thimble
and lock sideplate rate excellent. The smooth one-piece hardwood stock rates excellent. The frizzen shows signs of several strikes from a
flint and the lock is crisp. The pistol includes a belt hook and wood ramrod with brass fitting. (887535-72) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2902. STEVENS NO. 41 TIP-UP SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #52725, 22 RF, 3 3/8” part round part octagon barrel with a lightly
frosted bore. The metal surfaces of this 5th model retains about 99% reapplied blue finish with the frame toning to a pleasing
plum color plus a few spots of edge wear. The smooth walnut factory grips rate about excellent as refinished and no numbers
are discernable on the back. Barrel-to-frame fit has slight play but it is correctly numbered to the gun and the mechanism is
fully functional. (88050-550) {C&R}
(75/150)
2903. STOEGER LUGER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #44349, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
95% original blue and anodized finishes with most of the loss to the barrel, which has thinned to a mix of smoky gray and blue in addition
to light edge wear and handling marks. The smooth walnut factory grips rate nearly excellent with a few light dents. The pistol includes a
single factory magazine. (88050-628) {MODERN}
(150/250)
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2904. STOEGER LUGER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #33713, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
90% plus original blue and anodized finishes with most of the loss to the barrel, which has thinned to gray, in addition to light edge
wear and scratches. The smooth walnut factory grips rate nearly excellent with a few light dents. No magazine is included. (88050-627)
{MODERN}
(100/200)
2905. H IGH STANDARD MODEL HB SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #281397, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this second model retain about 98% reapplied blue finish with light edge wear, scratches and thinning finish on the grip frame
and barrel. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with High Standard logo rate about excellent with light wear. This gun features
the standard sights of the HB series plus an external safety. The pistol includes a single unmarked magazine and should make a good
shooter. (88050-476) {C&R}
(200/400)
2906. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 1900 TIP-UP SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial # 10852, 12 gauge, 32” Damascus
barrel with limited frosting choked cylinder. The metal surfaces are a mix of gray and brown with scattered oxidation blemishes, pinprick
pits and handling marks. There are a few faint case-hardened colors still visible on the receiver but most have faded away. The pistolgrip
buttstock rates poor with a black electrical tape repair on the wrist with several cracks radiating out into the stock. The hard rubber buttplate
with H&R logo rates excellent with minor wear. The forend rates very good with light handling marks. The barrel to frame fit has slight play
but the mechanism still functions. (88620-64) {C&R}
(25/75)
2907. B ELGIAN ZULU SNIDER CONVERSION SHOTGUN 12 gauge, 35” barrel with an oxidized bore choked cylinder. This gun started
life as a French Model 1853/1867 percussion musket converted to a shotgun using the Snider system. The metal surfaces are mostly brown
and gray along with light oxidation stains and handling marks. The one-piece wood stock rates about very good with light dents, dings and
scratches. The metal buttplate has toned to brown with oxidation staining. The rotating breech is still fully functional but the small detent
that holds it closed is in need of attention. The lock remains crisp and the barrel is Belgian proofed. A nice example of a “Zulu”. (88698-5)
{ANTIQUE}
(40/80)
2908. G ERMAN SIDELEVER COMBINATION GUN 22 RF and 9mm RF shot, 23 3/4” barrels with very good bores, the 9mm smoothbore
has some areas of moderate pitting. The barrels retain about 80% original blue, the remaining metal parts retain about 30-40% of the
original case colors, the balance being a
mottled gray. The frame exhibits some
nice fine-line

2908

and foliate engraved patterns, there are several German
“(crown)/B” and “(crown)/U” proofs visible. Several of the screws have minor slot
damage, a few of the smaller screw heads have become separated. The hardwood
splinter style forend rates very good and has some minor chipping at the base. The walnut
pistolgrip buttstock has some minor dings, handling marks, a few small chips and drying cracks. The
buttstock has a left sided cheek rest and a steel grip cap and buttplate. A simple set of iron sights are dovetailed
into the rib and sling swivels are present. The firing pins are inoperable and have been removed to prevent further damage,
the parts are included. A dainty varmint or garden gun that would certainly benefit from some professional attention from a
competent gunsmith. (48675-2) {C&R}
(400/600)
2909. C USTOM SWISS MARTINI FALLING BLOCK RIFLE 250-3000, 30” heavy barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 90% of a professionally applied blue finish which has light wear, handling marks and a few light tool marks throughout. The factory
markings have been removed from the frame save a few small proofs. The walnut beavertail forearm rates near excellent and has a few small
dings. The schutzen style buttstock is rough-cut and unfinished and features an adjustable aluminum buttplate. The barrel is equipped with
target blocks. A terrific target rifle in a splendid modern chambering that has lots of potential. (48684-7) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2910. FABRIQUE NATIONALE STANDARD AUTO SHOTGUN serial #169991, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel with Poly Choke and an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an applied blue finish, many of the original factory markings are soft and some light
handling wear is present. The checkered walnut stocks rate very good and have added finish over some light dings and other handling marks throughout. There are some hairline cracks at the base of the forearm and to the wrist of the buttstock near the base of
the receiver, the original horn buttplate has some light insect damage. Overall a very good example that appears to be all matching.
(48591-5) {C&R} [Kendrell Gregware Jr. Collection]
(200/400)
2911. TED WILLIAMS M200 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN BY SEARS serial #60988, 12 ga., 27” ventilated rib barrel with dual bead sights,
a factory variable choke and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue with light handling wear throughout.
The checkered walnut stocks rate very good and have light dings overall and a few small cracks at the base of the forearm. Made by Winchester for Sears retail market these trusty 1200 series shotguns are great all-purpose guns. (48634-17) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2912. SAVAGE FOX MODEL B BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN 16 ga., 28” barrels choked modified and full with excellent bores. The
barrels, top lever and triggerguard retain about 90% original blue that is lightly toning to brown and have areas of light wear and sparse
specks of surface oxidation. The factory engraved and etched frame retains a small amount of the original case colors and is mostly a mottled
gray. The checkered walnut stocks rate very good and feature a satin oil finish and have some light dings. The buttstock has a few small
cracks where it meets the rear of the frame and a thin, solid rubber Pachmayr pad has been added to the butt. Shotgun features dual bead
sights and is in near excellent overall condition. (48675-3) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2913. U NMARKED HYPODERMIC BOLT ACTION DART GUN This lot consists of an unmarked bolt action hypodermic dart “Cap-Chur”style gun that fires the Pneu-Dart tranquilizer darts. The gun operates via a 22 caliber blank adapter which locks into the face of the bolt.
The 22” laminate barrel has an excellent bore and about 85% of the original blue with light handling and tool marks throughout. The receiver
and bolt have areas of light surface oxidation. The bolt has a simple knurled rod handle which is bent and could use some adjustment. The
walnut stock rates very good with light dings and handling marks and is fitted with a NEF buttplate. Rifle has simple open sight with a brass
post in front. The blank adapter is included, however no darts are included. This rifle was manufactured to fire darts with blank ammunition
only and should never be used with any live ammunition. (45487-6S16330) {MODERN}
(50/75)
2914. S EARS NO. 101.510670 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #D458930, 20 ga., 28” plain barrel with a bead sight choked full with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original finish with light handling marks along throughout. The checkered hardwood
stocks rate excellent with a few very light dings. This is the Sears store brand version of the Savage Model 94 shotgun and is in excellent
overall condition. (48634-13) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2915. WINCHESTER MODEL 37A SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN C743885, 20 ga., 28” plain barrel choked full with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue that is mixing with brown and areas of light to minor surface oxidation. The checkered hardwood stocks rate near excellent and have some light dings, scratches and some moderate flaking to the original varnish. A near excellent
condition example that that would make a great field gun. (48634-12) {MODERN}
(75/150)
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2916. R EMINGTON MODEL 740 WOODMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #95606, 30-06, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue that is mixing with light brown patina and specks of light surface oxidation. The walnut stocks
rate near excellent and have light dings and scratches. The front sight remains intact, the rear sight has been removed and mounted via a
Miller Kodiak mount is a Weaver K4 60-B riflescope. The scope features a crosshair reticle and has very good optics. A single detachable
magazine is included. (48634-16) {C&R}
(250/350)
2917. R EMINGTON MODEL 740 WOODMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #153465, 30-06, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue that is fading to gray along the forward edges of the receiver and has areas of brown patina
and specks of light surface oxidation throughout. The walnut stocks rate very good and have light handling marks as well as minor chips
and flaking to the original lacquer finish. The original sights remain intact and mounted to the receiver is a Weaver pivot mount base with 1”
rings. A single detachable magazine is included. A very good example of these classic sporting rifles. (48634-14) {C&R}
(200/300)
2918. B ERLIN SUHLER WAFFEN (BSW) MODEL 625 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #160583, 22 RF, 24 1/2” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80-85% original blue that is evenly fading to gray and mixing with areas of brown patina and specks
of light surface oxidation. The bolt remains in the white and is bright with a “butter knife” style bolt handle. The receiver is marked “Prazisions
Karabiner / BSW / Suhl” and all of the numbered parts appear to be matching. The checkered walnut stock rates excellent and has a few
small dings. The stock is equipped with a rear sling swivel and a forward swivel is mounted to the underside of the barrel. This “precision
carbine” is equipped with a set of iron sights. A lovely boy’s rifle that is in near excellent overall condition. (48050-842) {C&R} (300/500)
2919. NAVY ARMS ZOUAVE PERCUSSION RIFLE BY ANTONIO ZOLI serial #24293, .58 Caliber, 33” barrel with a very good bore that
has a few spots of light oxidation. The barrel retains about 95% original blue with some scattered light oxidation throughout. The lock and
hammer retain about 90% of the original case colors, the balance toning to pewter. The brass stock furniture has a mild ochre patina. The
hardwood stock rates very good and has a few small cracks and some deeper scratches. The lock functions correctly and included are a
steel tulip head ramrod and a spare musket nipple. A very good condition example. (48634-10) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2920. STEVENS MODEL 12 BREAK ACTION RIFLE 22 LR 22” barrel with a very good to near excellent bore that is mostly bright and has
a few areas of very light pitting throughout. The barrel retains about 90-95% original blue with light wear and brown patina mixing through.
The frame and remaining metal parts have been heavily polished and remain a mottled gray. Much of the markings are soft but still mostly
visible. The screws have some minor slot damage. The walnut stocks show evidence of having been lightly refinished, the metal is proud
and now has gaps between it and the wood. The buttstock has small cracks on either side by the frame and has been fitted with a plain
hard rubber buttplate which does not entirely match the contour of the stock. The original sights remain, the lock-up is tight and the rifle is
functional. A very good example of these “Marksman” single shot rifles. (48665-3) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2921. R EMINGTON MODEL 4 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #321375, 22 LR, 22 1/2” round barrel with an about very good, lightly
pitted bore. The metal surfaces are mostly a mottled brown with areas of light surfaces oxidation and light pitting blending throughout. The
walnut stocks rate very good and have light dings and scratches with evidence of light sanding and an oil finish added. The forearm has
some larger divots and a few small repairs as well, the buttstock shows some minor staining toward the butt. The rifle features a knurled
takedown screw that runs left to right, many of the screws have minor slot damage. The original sights are intact, however the rear sight is
missing its elevator. A very good example overall. (48665-2) {C&R}
(100/200)
2922. R EMINGTON MODEL 4 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #55020, 22 LR, 22 1/2” octagon barrel with a good bore that has oxidation
and areas of light pitting throughout. The barrel and curved buttplate are mostly brown while the frame and remaining parts are more mottled
gray. There are light handling and tool marks and some specks of light surfaces oxidation throughout. The walnut stocks rate very good
and have light dings and handling marks to each. The buttstock has a modified screw escutcheon and many of the screws have minor slot
damage. The original fixed sights remain intact. A very good earlier Model 4. (48665-1) {C&R}
(150/250)
2923. ACME ARMS ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #27, 22 RF, 22 1/2” octagon barrel with a fair, dark and pitted bore. The metal surface on this Belgian made Remington facsimile are mostly a mottled brown and gray with remnants of blue and a later enamel type finish
throughout. There are light to minor tool marks and light pitting throughout as well. The walnut stocks rate very good with light dings, small
cracks and small tool marks. Many of the screws have minor slot damage, the barrel fits loose, the mainspring is missing and the lock does
not function. An about good example of these Belgian made takedown rifles. (48699-1) {MODERN}
(25/50)
2924. STEVENS FAVORITE FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #M88, 22 RF, 22” part round, part octagon barrel with a dark, pitted bore.
The barrel is mostly a mottled brown while the frame and remaining metal parts are gray. There are areas of light pitting, tool marks and
light oxidation throughout. The walnut stocks rate about very good and have light dings, handling marks and added finish. The buttstock
has moderate chipping at the toe with an about 1” long sliver missing and the original hard rubber buttplate has been repaired with
added material at the toe. The original sights are intact and the action appears to function correctly. An about very good example overall.
(48567-14) {C&R}
(75/150)
2925. JAPANESE HAMILTON BREAK ACTION RIFLE serial #001325, 22 LR, 17 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
on this modern reproduction of the classic American made boy’s rifle from the early 1900’s retain about 95% original blue with a few
areas of light fading. The finish is flaking and toning to blue and there are areas of very light surface oxidation blending through. The
brass triggerguard has a dark ochre patina. The hardwood stocks rate near excellent with some light dings and handling marks. The
buttstock is fitted with a hard rubber buttplate. The sights are intact and the actions functions correctly. A near excellent example overall.
(48611-5) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2926. M ODIFIED U.S. SPRINGFIELD MODEL 1879 TRAPDOOR RIFLE serial #137760, 45-70, 18 3/4” barrel that has been crudely
cut and has a very good bore with areas light pitting. The barrel retains some bluing but overall the metal surfaces are mottled gray. The
walnut military stock has been modified as well to near carbine length and rates good with several repaired cracks, light handling marks and
evidence of light cleaning along on the right side which is marked “210”. An 1879 style rear sight is installed, some of the parts are missing.
The 1873 lock appears to function correctly and overall this modified service rifle has potential. (48698-4) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2927. IVER JOHNSON SECRET SERVICE SPECIAL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #265427, 32 S&W, 3” barrel with a fair bore showing
some spots of oxidation and good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retains 50% original blue flaking to brown-gray
patina throughout with freckling, light oxidation staining and small dings scattered throughout. The black checkered hard rubber owl head
grips are probably re-fitted replacements and remain in good condition showing some minor discoloration, small scratches and handling
marks. The forward triggerguard pin is missing and the action will require some mechanical attention as the hammer is getting hung up,
barrel-to-frame fit is rather loose but the auto-ejecting mechanism is functional. (138582-58) {C&R}
(50/75)
2928. B ELGIAN “THE CLIMAX” DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #14, 45 CF, 3 1/2” octagon barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces of this revolver are a mix of brown and gunmetal gray patina with light oxidation staining and old pitting scattered about.
The metal surfaces are embellished throughout with simple foliate scroll and geometric engraving. The black checkered hard rubber grips
have toned to brown and feature nice lion head reliefs. They remain in good overall condition showing some small dings, tiny chips and light
staining. The base pin appears to be a gunsmith replacement, the lanyard ring is missing and the mechanism is functional for the most part
although the trigger return spring is broken and lockup is rather loose. (138582-57) {ANTIQUE}
(75/125)
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2929. S PANISH DOUBLE ACTION PINFIRE REVOLVER BY GUISASOLA 12mm Pinfire, 5” barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces of this revolver are mostly gunmetal gray patina with old dried grease and heavily cleaned pitting scattered throughout. All of
the markings are quite worn although “Guisasola Eibar” is visible on top of the barrel. The checkered walnut grips remain in about good
overall condition showing some light insect damage, small chips, dings and handling marks scattered about. The lanyard ring and ejector
rod are intact, the loading gate latch is missing, the trigger return spring is broken and the hammer does not hold at full cock although the
mechanism tends to function well in double action when the trigger is manually returned. A salty Spanish revolver in the Lefaucheux style.
(138582-59) {ANTIQUE}
(100/175)
2930. U.S. MODEL 1917 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY EDDYSTONE serial #554831, 30-06, 26” 4-18 dated Eddystone barrel with an oxidized
bore showing some spots of strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain perhaps 60% original blue with spots of heavy oxidation and
pitting scattered throughout. The walnut stock remains in good plus condition with a 1/2” crack at the upper tang, thin 1 1/2” crack forward
of the bolt handle, some spots of staining, tiny chips, dings and handling marks. There are strong proof marks behind the triggerguard and
the bolt is of Winchester manufacture. (138648-5) {C&R}
(300/400)
2931. STEVENS NO. 45 SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #79112, 22 LR, 29” barrel with an about very good bore showing some light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The barrel retains about 90% original blue showing some light muzzle wear, scattered freckling,
scratches and a couple areas toning to brown patina. The frame is mostly smooth brown patina with some nice case-hardened colors
on the more protected areas and left side of the frame. Most of the screw heads retain very nice vibrant fire blue, the breechblock and
hammer also showing some nice original blue along with light freckling and minor staining. The crescent steel buttplate is mostly mottled
gray patina with some hints of case-hardened colors. The straight grip walnut stock and schnabel forend remain in good condition as
refinished long ago with some flaking and crazing varnish throughout, a couple small hairline cracks at the upper tang, an old chip at
the toe, 1” cracks on the left side forend tip and rear, a 2” crack at the right side forend tip and some further smaller dings, tiny chips
and handling marks. The rear sight has broken off and the front is a silver blade. Overall still a rather nice example that just needs some
proper sights. (138620-87) {C&R}
(300/500)
2932. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 1 1/2 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #7826, 32 RF, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with an
about very good bore showing a few small spots of oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about
96% original nickel finish showing a couple flakes on the right side of the frame and top of backstrap toning to gray-brown patina, light
high edge wear, some scratches, dings and minor bubbling. The knurling on the base pin shows some tool marks and the barrel marking is
very crisp and clear. The trigger is mostly smooth gray patina with some faint hints of case-hardened color while the hammer retains some
stronger very nice colors along with light operational wear and freckling. The black checkered hard rubber grips with shield emblem are
scratch-numbered to the gun and remain in excellent condition showing some minor discoloration and a few light handling marks. All of
the serialized parts are matching and the revolver functions very well with excellent timing and lockup. Overall a very attractive example in
a lovely state of condition. (138720-3) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2933. R ELIANCE SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #3275, 32 RF, 2 1/4” round barrel with an about good bore showing some moderate
oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 60-65% original nickel finish with areas of lightly
cleaned bare metal blending in with the nickel plate throughout, some spots of old light pitting heaviest on the gripstraps and moderate
scratches on the sideplate. A number of the pins and the base pin knurling show some scattered tool marks and the barrel is marked
only “RELIANCE”. The smooth walnut grips remain in near excellent condition perhaps lightly refinished long ago showing a couple
small dings and handling marks. All of the serialized parts are matching and the revolver functions very well with solid timing and lockup.
(138720-4) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2934. C OLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #161918, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright near
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 90% reapplied blue with extensive light pitting underneath the newer finish,
high edge wear, scratches and small dings. The markings have softened from the metal preparation but are mostly visible overall. The checkered walnut Sile grips remain in very good plus condition showing some light staining and a couple tiny chips. One un-marked parkerized
magazine is included; the pistol seems to function well and will probably still be a fine shooter. (138666-2) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2935. W INCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #574819, 22 S,L, or LR, 20” barrel with a poor heavily pitted bore. The
metal surfaces are a mix of the remaining blue, mottled brown and scattered areas of light pitting and oxidation staining. The smooth walnut
straight grip buttstock and grooved forend rate good plus with moderate handling marks and a couple cracks running from the butt which
has a 1 1/2” chip missing from the buttplate. This rifle is equipped with standard open sights and there is a firing pin stop screw missing
from the bolt and a screw missing from the upper tang. (218580-3) {C&R}
(100/200)
2936. R EMINGTON MODEL 341-P SPORTMASTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #112578, 22 S,L, or LR, 24” barrel with a bright very
good bore showing minor pitting at the muzzle. The metal surfaces are heavily oxidized and pitted. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock
appears to be refinished in areas and has very little handling marks. This rifle is equipped with a hooded post front sight a there are two
threaded holes in the left side of the receiver. This would make an excellent restoration candidate with its bright bore and nice stock.
(218587-5) {C&R}
(75/125)
2937. W INCHESTER MODEL 12 BLACK DIAMOND TRAP SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #204046, 12 ga, 28 1/2” overall length,
ventilated rib, Cutts compensated, Lyman Super Full choked barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces have been reblued
and now have a purplish hue to them with scattered areas of pitting and oxidation staining; the receiver is marked –TRAP- below the serial
number. The checkered walnut straight grip buttstock has ebony diamond inlays on each side, wears a wooden buttplate which provides
a 13 3/4” length of pull, has had a section of the comb removed and refinished and rates very good overall. The checkered walnut forend
rates near very good. (218487-41) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2938. W INCHESTER MODEL 1897 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #308666, 12 ga, 30 1/4” overall length Poly-choked barrel with
a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces have been cleaned of all finish with scattered areas of pitting and oxidation staining. The
smooth walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate good plus with flaking finish and handling marks from the years; it
wears a heavily pitted and oxidized checkered steel widow’s peak buttplate. (218603-3) {C&R}
(150/250)
2939. W INCHESTER MODEL 1885 LOW WALL FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #36029, 22 CF, 21 1/2” barrel with a near very good
bore. The barrel has been cleaned of all blue and is a mottled gray with areas of pitting and oxidation staining. The frame is mostly gray and
the lever is a mottled smoky case-hardened patina with no color remaining. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock and forend rate near
excellent and the buttstock wears a smooth crescent steel buttplate which is a mottled gray and brown mix with several impacts marks.
This rifle is equipped with a ramped blade front sight and semi-buckhorn adjustable rear. (218684-11) {ANTIQUE}
(125/250)
2940. STEVENS MODEL 311 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN .410 bore, 26” barrels both choked improved modified with bright near
excellent bores. The barrels retain about 75% original thinning blue and gray patina with areas of pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The
frame has toned to a warm brown patina with strong case-hardened colors remaining in the protected areas. The smooth walnut pistolgrip
buttstock is a Boyds replacement which rates near excellent and is missing a rear triggerguard screw. The checkered forend rates very
good to near excellent with only minor handling marks and one missing screw and one replacement screw on the underside. This shotgun
features a silver bead front sight, double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (218665-6) {MODERN}
(300/500)
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2941. W INCHESTER MODEL 275 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #116711W, 22 Win. Mag. RF, 20 1/2” barrel with a bright near excellent
bore showing minor pitting along its length. The barrel and magazine tube retain about 85% original thinning blue with scattered areas of
pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The grooved receiver retains about 95% original blue finish having moderate scratches and handling
marks. The smooth walnut capped pistolgrip buttstock and checkered forend rate very good displaying just a few light handling marks. This
rifle is equipped with its original open sights and a Weaver C4 scope with crosshair reticle and clear optics mounted via Weaver 22 Tip-Off
scope mount. (218692-7) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2942. R HEINMETALL NR. 4 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #1151, 16 ga, 27 1/2” barrel choked improved modified with a bright near
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 92% original thinning blue toning to plum with a few minor scratches, handling marks and
one deeper scratch near the muzzle. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip buttstock and fingergroove forend rate very good to near
excellent with only minor handling marks and an added coat of varnish. This German manufactured shotgun is equipped with a grooved
buttplate, left side shadowline cheekpiece, sling swivels and a ramped silver bead front sight. (218585-114) {C&R}
(100/200)
2943. STEVENS MODEL 335 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #45908, 16 ga, 30” barrels choked improved cylinder and improved
modified with good to near very good bores showing minor pitting with the left tube showing moderate pitting at the breech. The barrels
are a mix of original thinning blue and mottled gray and brown with scattered pitting and impact marks. The frame is a mix of mottled smoky
case-hardened patina and original colors, more pronounced in the protected areas. The checkered walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock
and forend rate good to near very good with light handling marks and the checkering is almost worn smooth. This shotgun features a gold
bead front sight, double triggers, automatic safety and ejectors. (218567-1) {C&R}
(100/300)
2944. STEVENS RANGER BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #X25123, 16 ga, 30” barrels both choked modified with bright near
excellent bores. The barrels retain about 98% of a reapplied blue with scattered areas of pitting underneath. The frame is a mottled gray
with traces of original case-hardened colors. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and splinter forend rate good plus with the forend
points worn smooth and the pistolgrip having moderately chipped points. This shotgun features dual gold bead sights, double triggers,
automatic safety and extractors. (218567-2) {C&R}
(100/300)
2945. TRAPDOOR PERCUSSION CONVERTED RIFLE 45 Cal, 37 1/2” replacement barrel with a good bore that shows scattered oxidation but strong rifling. The barrel retains 90% blue with scattered freckling and some oxidation at rear. The other parts are turning to
a dull gray patina with scattered freckling, oxidation staining and oxidation with the heaviest oxidation on the buttplate. The cutdown
walnut stock rates very good as lightly-cleaned with a faint inspector cartouche on the right side, a couple chips at front and scattered
handling marks. The triggerguard, stock, two bands and lock all appear to be from a Trapdoor rifle but the hammer and barrel are of
more modern manufacture. There are no sights or a ramrod present. An interesting Trapdoor that someone converted back to percussion.
(208600-8) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2946. B RAZILIAN MODEL 1894 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LUDWIG LOEWE serial #C6555, 7mm Mauser, 29” barrel with a dark oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces are mostly a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation, pitting and a couple spots of heavy pitting along the left side
of barrel. The hardwood stock rates very good with some chipping at the front of handguard, a few small cracks, a strong cartouche on the
left side, scattered dings and handling marks. The rear sight is mismatched, the cleaning rod and bolt are un-numbered but all other visible
parts are matching. A well-used but seldom seen Mauser rifle variant. (208696-1) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2947. W INCHESTER MODEL 1912 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #84658, 12 Ga, 30” solid rib barrel choked full with a fair bore that
shows oxidation throughout much of its length. The barrel and magazine tube retain 90-93% original blue with some flaking to brown on
the exposed edges, operational wear, light freckling and silvering. The action retains 40% original blue with overall flaking to brown, some
light dings at the front right of receiver and a few spots of oxidation. The pistolgrip walnut stock is fitted with an unmarked red recoil pad
that shows crackling and it gives the gun a 13 1/4” length of pull. The stock rates very good plus otherwise with a couple minor dings and
scattered handling marks. A solid early Winchester slide action shotgun. (208647-8) {C&R}
(200/400)
2948. YUGOSLAVIAN M48BO BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #V18685, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/4” barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces of this unmarked rifle retain 90% arsenal blue with some oxidation on floorplate and triggerguard, oxidation staining on bolt and
buttplate and scattered fading to gray along the edges. The elm stock rates very good plus with a small chip at toe, a few dings and scattered handling marks. All serialized parts are matching and there is a Mitchell’s Mauser import marking on the right muzzle end of barrel.
An interesting Yugo Mauser that was intended for export. (208487-28) {C&R}
(150/300)
2949. C ONNECTICUT VALLEY ARMS FRONTIER PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #813769, .50 cal., 24” octagon barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel are a mix of brown and pewter showing light cleaning and scattered light to moderate oxidation
blemishes, pitting and handling marks. The case-hardened lock has bold colors and the brass triggerguard, nosecap, buttplate and ferrule
rate very good to excellent. The one-piece hardwood stock rates very good to excellent with a small chip missing from the toe. The front
sight and rear sight are missing but should be an easy fix. Twenty-two brass tacks adorn the butt and a wood ramrod with brass furniture
is included but the threaded end needs a brass pin to anchor the ferrule. Throw some sights on the gun and give the exterior of the barrel
a little “t-l-c” and you will have a good shooter. (88699-3) {ANTIQUE}
(40/80)
2950. CONNECTICUT VALLEY ARMS FLINTLOCK HAWKEN RIFLE serial #0076026, .50 cal., 32” octagon barrel with an excellent bore.
The browned barrel retains about 85% original finish with all the loss to oxidation blemishes and a few handling marks. The iron triggerguard
and buttplate are gray but the iron ramrod ferrules still retain strong brown showing oxidation blemishes. The case-hardened colors of the
lock are strong but starting to fading. The one-piece hardwood stock rates near excellent overall with light handling wear. The aluminum
nose cap and brass patch box rate about excellent. The rifle has double action double set triggers, twin barrel wedges, lined touchhole that
goes directly into the barrel, bead front sight and partially adjustable rear sight. This looks like it would be a good candidate for someone
wanting to learn how to use a “rock-lock”. (88690-6) {ANTIQUE}
(75/125)
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2951. B RONZE-AGE ARTIFACT LOT
This lot consist of a single heavy
hand spear of copper with an
overall length of 17 1/2”. The blade
measures approximately 14 3/4” long x 1 15/16” at its widest with an approximately 3” round tang with flattened sides and a 90 degrees
button shaped tang end. The blade is leaf shaped with a raised medial and shallow pocket at the tang for handle material. The edges are
heavily eroded with medium encrustation and a red hue from the copper content. (8935-21)
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2952. U.S. NAVAL KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a turn of
the century U.S. Navy marked folding rope knife made in
Sheffield, England. The knife measures 4 5/8” long when
closed with an about 3 1/2” square tip blade that has
been sharpened and some minor pitting and dark gray
2952
patina. The blade is marked “UNITED STATES NAVY” on
the side of the blade, the marking is fading. The ricasso marking is faint and “Sheffield” is barely legible and the maker’s marking has worn
away. The knife is equipped with a stag grip that has aged appropriately and rates excellent. The liners and bolster are in similar condition
to the blade with some light oxidation as well. There is evidence of a lanyard or belt loop which is no longer present. This knife is identical to
examples made by Alfred Williams from the late 1800’s to the early 1900’s and included is a like new condition cotton lanyard that is likely
a newer reproduction. An about good to very good example overall of these classic Navy rope knives. (48482-7A)
2953. U.S NAVAL KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Civil War era U.S. Naval folding knife like made by H.H. Taylor & Brothers in Sheffield, England.
The knife measures 4 1/2” closed and has a 3 1/2” drop point blade that has been moderately sharpened and is marked “U.S. NAVY” on
the side. The metal surfaces are a rich mottled gray with some
areas of light pitting and the blade has a few small nicks
along the edge. The maker’s marking is very faint and
not very legible, but does appear to be the Taylor marking by the letter still visible. One grip panel is stag, the
other is walnut and is likely a later replacement. Both
2953
panels rate good and have some light cracks and the wood
panel has some small chips. The offset lanyard hole is vacant and would have held a copper loop. Records indicate that H.H. Taylor was in
business from 1862-1863 with an office in New York City. An about good example overall of these vintage Navy service knives. (48482-7B)
2954. U.S. NAVAL KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Civil War era folding rope knife that measures 4 3/4” closed and has a 3 1/2” square tip
blade that has moderate sharpening and is marked “U.S. NAVY” along the side. The metal surfaces have a mottled gray patina with areas
of light pitting. The maker’s marking on the ricasso is still quite
visible though the naval marking on the blade is becoming
faint. The knife is equipped with rosewood grip panels that rate
good and have some small cracks to each. One panel is carved
with a star the other has the initials “E.J. USMC”. The lanyard
ring is missing. An about very good example overall of an early
2953
U.S. naval knife by a St. Louis, MO based company. (48482-7C)
2955. U.S. NAVAL KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Russel & Co. folding rope knife that measures 4 1/4” closed with a 3” square tip blade that
is etched “NAVY KNIFE” and has been sharpened. The spine has some light tool marks along its length. The Russell Co.
marking on the ricasso is still very visible and the metal
surfaces are a mottled gray with some areas of light
oxidation staining and fine pitting. The knife is equipped
with rosewood grips that rate near excellent and have
some light dings and other handling marks; a pin is
missing form one side. The brass lanyard or belt loop
2955
remains intact and has a mild ochre patina. The Russel
company began making cutlery around 1875 until 1941. This could be an earlier example, however it is not known if these
were ever issued knives due to no “U.S.” markings being present. A very good example overall of these naval inspired knives. (48482-7D)
2956. K NIFE LOT This lot consists of two items. The first is a Buck #119 Special with sheath. This fixed blade hunting knife measures 10 1/2”
long with a 6” blade that appears to have the factory edge. The knife and its black leather sheath rate excellent. Second is a Sharp fixed
blade hunting style knife that measures 8 1/2” long with a 4 1/2” stainless steel blade. The blade remains mostly bright and the laminate
hardwood grip rates excellent. The aluminum alloy pommel has some minor oxidation and there is no sheath present. (48541-27S20937A1)
2957. K NIFE LOT This lot consists of three items. First is a Buck Model 110 FG folding knife with sheath. The knife measures 5” closed with a 3
1/2” blade. The wood finger groove grip rates excellent and there is some light verdigris on the brass bolsters. The brown leather sheath has
some light oxidation on the snap but rates excellent otherwise. Next is a Camillus fixed blade pilots survival knife that measures 9 1/2” with
a 5” blade. The metal surfaces have areas of light oxidation the leather washer grip rates excellent. It includes the original tan leather sheath
with sharpening stone. Lastly is an antique shaving razor by Wade & Butcher in Sheffield, England. The razor measures 6” closed and has a 3”
blade that is etched “You Lather Well / I’ll Shave Well” and has some light surface oxidation. It includes the original box. (48541-28S20937B1)
2958. K NIFE LOT This lot consist of a unique, unmarked folding knife with sheath. The knife measures 11 3/4” long with a 7” blade that has a
lightly sharpened edge. The grip features a brass bolster and floating guard and has synthetic stag grips. The blade is released by a stiletto
style brass lever on the left side and fits into the black leather sheath when folded. An excellent example overall. (48189-5)
2959. K NIFE LOT This lot consists of a Western M36 fixed blade knife with sheath. The knife measures 10” long with a 5 1/2” bright steel blade
that is marked “WESTERN / U.S.A. W36” on the ricasso. The grip features laminate hardwood panels with an aluminum guard and “hoof”
shaped pommel. The knife rates excellent and includes a tan leather sheath. (46247-33A)
2960. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Buck Model 120 General fixed blade knife with black leather sheath. This impressive hunting knife measures
12” long and has a 7 1/4” bright steel blade. The knife features the black phenolic grip and is in excellent condition overall. (46247-33B)
2961. K NIFE LOT This lot consists of two Buck folding knives in sheaths. First is a Model 500 Duke that measures 4 1/4” closed and has a 3”
blade that has been lightly sharpened. Knife features brown composite grip panels and has silver bolsters and comes in a plain brown leather
sheath. Next is a Model 422 BuckLite that measures 4 1/4” closed and has a 3” bright steel blade with the factory edge. The knife features
the black plastic grip and comes in its black nylon sheath. Both are in very good to excellent condition. (46247-33C)
2962. K NIFE LOT This lot consists of a Spyderco Endura folding knife in its original box. The knife measures about 5” closed and has about a
3 1/2” partially serrated ATS-55 blade. The knife features a black plastic grip and has a metal belt clip. An excellent to as-new condition
example overall. (46247-33D)
2963. K NIFE LOT This lot consists of six single blade folding knifes. First is a Sharp Model 425 that measures 4 1/4” closed and has a 3 1/2”
stainless steel blade. The grip has stainless steel bolsters and black rubber grip panels and includes the original black leather sheath. Next
is a Sharp Model 900 that measures 5” closed and has a 3 1/2” polished stainless steel blade. The grip features nickeled bolsters and has
synthetic jigged grip panels. Third is a Colonial knife that measures 5” closed and has a 3 1/2” stainless steel blade, brass bolsters and
black phenolic panels. Fourth is a Ranger LB-125 Longhorn knife that measures 5” closed and has a 3 1/2” stainless steel blade. The knife
has stainless steel bolsters blue plastic panels, the blade has “Longhorn” etched on one side. Fifth is a Team Springfield Tactical folder that
measures 4 7/8” closed and has a 3 1/4” partially serrated tanto blade and was made in Germany by Solingen. Last is an unmarked knife
that measures 4 1/2” closed with a 3” blade and has a camo pattern plastic grip. All are in very good to excellent condition. (46247-33E)
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2964. K NIFE LOT This lot consists of Champion Plus Swiss Army knife by Victorinox. This versatile knife features a red grip and has 18 various
knife blades and tools including flat head screw drivers, a phillips screwdriver, scissors, magnifying lens, saw, awls, corkscrew, tweezers
and toothpick. It comes in its original box and is in like-new condition. Also included is a smaller three blade model by Victorinox that has
a small knife blade, file with screwdriver tip and scissors and is in good condition. (46247-33F)
2965. K NIFE LOT This lot consists of five various Swiss Army knives by Wenger. First is a Tradesman model that featured a locking, serrated
large blade and has a small blade, can opener, bottle opener, pliers, scissors, screwdriver tips and an awl. Also included are the tweezers
and toothpick and knife is in as-new condition in its original box. Next is the Esquire model, a small compact knife with a small blade, nail
file, scissors, tweezers and toothpick. It is also in as-new condition and comes with its original black pocket case and box. Third is a camo
Teton in excellent condition with large serrated blade, scissors and five additional tools along with tweezers and toothpick. Fourth is a camo
Highlander with large blade, nail file, and four additional tools in excellent condition. Last is a single bladed Century with a 4” partially serrated
locking blade and camo grip in excellent condition. (46247-33G)
2966. K NIFE LOT This consists of five items. First is a U.S. camp knife by Imperial that is 3 3/4” closed and has four blades and tools. The tools
include an awl, screwdriver with bottle cap opener and can opener. The tools and tips have been broken and ground and reshaped. The
knife blade measures 2 1/2” and has a been sharpened and has various residues remaining. The knife is in very good condition overall and
has areas of light surface oxidation throughout. The second one is a Kamp-King folding pocket knife by Imperial. The knife measures 3
3/4” closed and has four blades, including a 2 1/2” knife blade, an awl, a can opener and a screwdriver with bottle cap opener. The knife
features phenolic “stag” textured grips and rates excellent. Third is a three bladed folding Camillus Yello-Jaket knife that measures 3 5/8”
closed and has a 2 1/2” clip-point blade, a 1 1/2” clip-point blade and a 1 1/2” sheep’s foot blade. The knife features cream colored synthetic grips and nickel bolsters and is in as-new condition with its original box. Next is a set of two On Target Mini Blazing Arrow throwing
knives in their original box. The knives measure 7” long overall and are housed in a black nylon sheath. Lastly there is a United Cutlery Gil
Hibben Thrower Triple Set also in the original box. This set comes with three 6” long stainless steel throwing knives that are housed in a
brown leather sheath. Both sets of throwing knives are in as-new condition as well. (46247-33F)
2967. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of two German Military inspired folding knives. The first 3 5/8” closed and has three blades. The first measures
2 1/2” and is etched with Adolf Hitler’s signature and “DRITTES REICH” and has German swastika motifs. The other two smaller blades
measure just over 1” long. The silver alloy grips have both “SS” and swastika designs amid art deco features. The second measures about 3
1/4” closed and has two blades measuring 2” and 1 1/4” long. The longer of the two blades is marked “DEUTSCHLAND / ERWACHT” on the
ricasso. The grips are brass with the full body image of Adolf Hitler on one side and an eagle over swastika design with floral borders and the
same “DEUTSCHLAND / ERWACHT” at the bottom. Both knives appear to be of good quality and are in excellent condition. (46247-33G)
2968. M ULTI TOOL LOT This lot consists of two Leatherman multitools. First is the classic Leatherman Tool that features needle-nose pliers and
eight various blades and tools. It is housed in its original brown leather sheath. Second is a Leatherman Super Tool that features needle-nose
pliers and ten assorted locking blades and tools. The super tool is housed in its original black nylon sheath and comes in its original box.
Both are in excellent condition. (46247-33H)
2969. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German made US M7 by Colt with M8A1 scabbard. The bayonet measures 11 3/4” long with a 6
1/2” blade and both it and the black composite scabbard rate excellent. (43247-33I)
2970. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of two Swiss Model 57 bayonets. Both measure 14 1/2” long and have 9 1/4” double edged blades. One
blade has dings on either side, both have bright steel. Each is equipped with a phenolic grip and has the black composite scabbard; the
nicer of the two bayonets is also equipped with a leather frog. Both are in very good to excellent condition. (46247-33J)
2971. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a French MAS bayonet for the 49/56 rifle. The bayonet is sealed and measures 14” overall with a 9”
blade and includes the composite and leather scabbard. The bayonet is sealed in an arsenal type packaging and appears to be in excellent
condition. (46247-33K)
2972. R USSELL GREEN RIVER WORKS HUNTER FIXED BLADE KNIFE This knife measures 9” overall with a 5” full tang drop point
carbon steel blade. The blade is starting to mellow with thin light staining and moderate scuffs along the main edge from improper sharpening. The checkered hardwood grips rate excellent and are fastened by six brass compression rivets. Included is an Elpaso Saddlery custom
leather sheath with laced seam. (58510-34)
2973. B RIDGEPORT GUN IMPLEMENT CO. NO. 501 BOWIE KNIFE Sold by Hartley & Grahm. This knife measures 10 7/8” overall with
a 6 3/4” clip point, bowie style carbon steel blade equipped with a 3” sharpened false edge. The blade remains unsharpened and is
mellowing to bright silver with faint
marks from an old light cleaning, still
2973
showing scattered fine staining and
pinprick pitting. The obverse ricasso
is marked “BRIDGEPORT / G. I. Co.
No. 501” in square. The oval brass
guard retains about 95-98% mellowed nickel with spots of flaking
and tarnish. The checkered walnut
handles are fastened by four small
iron pins and show a custom groove and checkering with abut a 1/2” area of original checkering at the guard; some of the points
show light wear. There is no scabbard present. (58510-35)
(200/400)
2974. AL MAR FANG DAGGER This boot dagger measures 6 5/8” overall with a 3 1/2” beveled double edge tapered full tang stainless steel
blade. The blade remains unsharpened, retains all its bright mirror polish and is marked with “Al Mar” red square logo on one ricasso and
“Seki-Japan” on the opposite ricasso. The brass double guard has a mellowed patina and the gold linen micarta handles rate excellent, have
darkened nicely with age, are fastened by two brass rivets and are equipped with a brass lined lanyard hole. Included is a factory leather
boot sheath with spring clip and handle strap. A great looking No. 5001 dagger. (58510-38)
2975. N EWT MARTIN FIXED BLADE FIGHTING KNIFE This large fighting measures 12 1/2” overall with a 7” extended full tang, spear
shaped blade equipped with a 1 3/4” sharpened false edge, serrated spine and thumb and finger notches. The blade remains unsharpened
and bright with a few light scratches from sheath storage and is marked with oval Martin Knives Texas U.S.A. maker mark next to “’06” date.
The thick oval double brass guard shows spots of light tarnish and staining from sheath storage and the brown micarta grips rate excellent
and are separated from the tang by thin red spacers. Included is a “MK” marked leather sheath equipped with handle strap and hone in
pocket. (58470-13)
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2976. U.S. DIVERS “VULCAN” KNIFE This Vietnam era diving knife measures 9 3/4” overall with a 5” carbon steel blade equipped with a
partial sawtooth top edge. The blade has toned to pale gray with scattered fine staining and modest grind marks along the main edge from
being sharpened. The steel D-shaped guard is marked “JAPAN” on either side of the blade and along with the flat rounded pommel remains
mostly bright overall with similar staining, light surface marks and minor pitting and oxidation, mainly along the edges of the pommel. The
grooved black Delerin handle rates very good with light handling marks; both the handle and guard have loosened with age. Included is an
original black fiber scabbard with blue canvas frog. The body shows chips at the tip and collar and worn separating seams along the edges;
the frog shows light dirt staining. (58470-13)
2977. U.S.N. MARK 2 FIGHTING KNIFE BY KA-BAR This variation measures 12 1/8” overall with a 7” clip point blade equipped with a 2
1/4” sharpened false edge and single short grooves. The blade retains 95-98% original parkerized finish with scattered light scabbard marks
and edge wear. The iron guard and second style pinned butt retain similar finish with “KA-BAR” and “U.S.N. / MK2” markings on the front
of the guard. The grooved stacked leather washer handle rates near excellent with a couple minor wear marks. Included is an “U.S.N. MK
2” gray scabbard with canvas frog showing light wear and staining. (58470-13)
2978. U.S.N. MARK 2 FIGHTING KNIFE BY CAMILLUS This post-war variation measures 11 7/8” overall with a 7” clip point blade equipped
with a 2 1/8” sharpened false edge. The blade has been lightly sharpened and retains about 60% original parkerized finish fading to pale
gray with scattered fine pitting and oxidation, the oxidation a little more modest in areas and is marked only “U.S. / CAMILLUS” on the
obverse ricasso. The iron guard and second style pinned butt are fading to dark gray with generous traces of flaking black enamel and fine
oxidation along the edges. The grooved stacked leather washer handle rates very good under what appears to be an added light lacquer.
Included is a black leather sporting style sheath with handle strap and plain brass snap. (58445-28)
2979. U.S. M4 BAYONET BY UTICA CUTLERY This bayonet measures 11 5/8” overall with a 6 3/4” blade. The blade has toned to pale
gray overall with a couple spots of oxidation, a nick or two in the main edge and faint traces of original parkerized finish towards the guard.
The guard and pommel retain much more original finish with maker mark on the front of the guard. The grooved stacker leather washer
handle rates very good plus showing only minor wear and scuffing. Included is a type I U.S.M.8 scabbard not equipped with the wire hook
attachment. The scabbard rates very good as well the body showing minor staining on the body and webbing and light verdigris forming
on the hardware. (58450-30A)
2980. U NMARKED SOCKET BAYONET FOR A REMINGTON KEENE NAVY MODEL RIFLE This is an unmarked socket bayonet with
scabbard for a Remington Keene rifle. The bayonet measures 20 3/4” overall with an 18 1/2” blade that is 3/4” wide and has a 2 5/8” socket
and a 1 1/4” shank. The bayonet retains about 90% original blue with scattered patches of oxidation, the majority of loss along the socket
and edges. There are no U.S. markings on the face flat, the clasp rotates freely. Included is a steel body scabbard without frog or hanger. The
scabbard has toned to an overall brown patina with thin patches of gray and some fine oxidation staining. The metal shows a couple light
dings and dents and the tip is equipped with a drain hole. An overall very good plus unmarked Remington Keene socket bayonet. (57597-19)
2981. G ERMAN 1884/98 BAYONET BY ENST PACK This is a third pattern bayonet with scabbard and frog. The bayonet measures 15
1/4” overall with a 10” blade numbered “8337” on the obverse ricasso and “42 cul” (Ernst Pack & Sohne) code on the reverse ricasso. The
blade retains about 90% original blue with loss due to scabbard wear along the edges and front of the blade between the tip and fullers.
The guard, pommel and flashguard are fading to pale brown with some scattered fine oxidation still showing good amounts of original
blue, the reverse side of the pommel is Waffenamt marked. The hardwood grips are fastened with screws and rate near excellent with only
slight handling marks. The steel scabbard has faded to an overall pale brown and gray with scattered fine oxidation and is numbered to the
bayonet. The leather frog shows even, honest wear but remains overall intact. (58462-7)
2982. G ERMAN 1884/98 BAYONET BY HERDER This is a third pattern early-war bayonet with scabbard and frog. The bayonet measures
15 1/8” overall with a 10” blade numbered “9850” on the obverse ricasso and “F. HERDER A Sn” on the reverse ricasso. The blade retains
about 90% original blue with scattered patches of fine pitting and oxidation, loss due to scabbard wear along the edges and tip portion of
the blade. The guard, pommel and flashguard have toned to a smoky gray and brown patina with traces of original blue along the edges,
the reverse side of the pommel is Waffenamt marked. The hardwood grips are fastened by screws and rate very good with light wear and
handling marks. The steel scabbard retains about 40% original blue fading to gray with scattered fine oxidation, a couple shallow dents and
is numbered to another bayonet. The leather frog shows light wear, fading maker mark and 1939 date on back of the belt loop and previous
owner’s name lightly incise carved along the rear of the throat. (58462-7A)
2983. G ERMAN MODEL 1898/05 BAYONET This “Butcher Blade” is equipped with a flashguard and measures 19 5/8” overall with a 14
3/8” blade. The metal surfaces have toned to a nice smoky gray patina with scattered fine oxidation staining and an area of more pronounced oxidation on the reverse side of the crossguard. The blade has been lightly sharpened and the reverse ricasso is marked “Deutsche
Maschinenfabrik / A-G / Duisburg” The grooved hardwood grips rate about very good showing light wear and handling marks. There is
no scabbard present. (58426-85)
2984. B RITISH PATTERN 1856 ENFIELD BAYONET BY MOLE This is a Pattern 1856 Enfield saber bayonet with scabbard used by both
sides during the Civil War. The bayonet measures 28 1/4” overall with a 22 3/4” yataghan style blade and is equipped with an iron hilt. The
blade is mellowing to pale gray with scattered fine oxidation staining, tiny scratches from the years and has a lightly fading “MOLE” maker
mark along the rear spine. The hilt has toned to pale brown with areas of gray and patches of light oxidation. The checkered black plastic
grips rate good to very good with lightly flattened points and worn chipped edges. The leather scabbard with iron ends show moderate
scuffing, a couple dents and light traces of black enamel remaining. The ends have toned to a mottled brown patina and there is a small
hole in the tip where the point has poked through. (58426-81)
2985. JAPANESE TYPE 30 ARISAKA BAYONET This is a Type 30 bayonet with scabbard made by an unknown company under Kokura
supervision. The bayonet measures 20” overall with a 15 3/4” fuller equipped blade arsenal marked on the ricasso. The bayonet features a
hook-type crossguard, flat birdshead pommel and contoured wraparound grips. The bright blade has mellowed slightly with scattered fine
staining and pinprick pitting which may have seen some light steel wool. The hilt retains about 95% original blue with a couple sparse spots
of oxidation and light silvering along the edges. The hardwood grips rate very good plus with a couple light chips and handling marks. The
early style steel scabbard is toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation staining, still showing good traces of original blue. (58426-85B)
2986. JAPANESE TYPE 30 ARISAKA BAYONET This is a type 30 bayonet with scabbard made by Howa Jyuko under Nagoya supervision.
The bayonet measures 20” overall with a 15 3/4” fuller equipped blade arsenal marked on the ricasso. The bayonet features a straight
crossguard, contoured birdshead pommel and grips fastened by screws instead of rivets. The blade retains 95-98% original blue lightly
fading to gray along the edges along with some scattered light scabbard scratches and a few specks of light oxidation. The hilt is evenly
mellowing to brown with some light staining, still showing good amounts of original blue. The hardwood grips rate very good plus with
minor light dents and handling marks. The later style steel scabbard retains about 98% original blue with some sparse thin scratches and
spots of thinning. (58426-85A)
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2987. JAPANESE TYPE 30 ARISAKA BAYONET This is a Type 30 bayonet with scabbard and frog by Toyoda Automatic Loom works. The
bayonet measures 20” overall with a 15 3/4” fuller equipped blade that is arsenal marked on the ricasso. The bayonet features a straight
crossguard, contoured birdshead pommel and grips fastened by screws instead of rivets. The blade has toned a smoky gray with traces of
original blue with thin horizontal marks from being cleaned and sharpened still showing very fine pinprick pitting and light scabbard scuffing.
The hilt is an even mix of blue and brown with light oxidation on the pommel and stud. The hardwood grips rate very good plus with minor
light dents and handling marks. The early style steel scabbard is evenly toning to brown with a couple shallow dents and scattered specks
of light oxidation. The leather frog shows light staining with moderate scuffing to the collar retention strap and the stitching is starting to
separate on the belt loops. (58426-85C)
2988. U.S. MODEL 1873 TROWEL BAYONET Made for the U.S. Trapdoor rifle, this bayonet measures 14 5/8” overall with a 10” trowel
shaped blade and a 3 1/2” socket with sliding mortise butt. The blade is toning to pale gray with scattered freckling and oxidation being a
little more moderate at the tip and shoulder. The socket and shoulder retain about 90% original blue evenly thinning to brown with scattered
light staining and more active oxidation on the mortise. There is no scabbard included. (58613-27)
2989. U.S. MODEL 1880 HUNTING KNIFE serial #2423, 8 1/2” spear shaped blade, 13 1/2” overall length. The blade is starting to mellow
with scattered fine staining and thin scratches from scabbard storage. The brass guard is properly marked and numbered and has acquired
a pleasing antique patina. The grooved maple rates very good plus showing light wear with tiny chips and impact marks along the edges
and butt of the pommel. The leather scabbard with brass throat plate and belt hook rate about very good with scuffing and staining to the
leather; the belt hook tab showing more moderate crazing and scuffing. The seams remain tight and intact; there are two initials incise
carved in the rear of the scabbard. The brass has a tarnished ocher patina and the rear of belt hook is marked with a vertical “R.I.A.” and
“40”. An overall very good Model 1880 hunting knife. (58613-25)
2990. C HILEAN MODEL 1895 MAUSER BAYONET This German export bayonet measures 14 5/8” overall with a 10” unstopped fuller
blade. The blade has mellowed slightly with some scattered very fine staining, a couple very tiny nicks along the main edge and a lightly
rolled tip. The obverse ricasso is marked with Chilean crest and intertwined rings while the reverse side has Weyersburg maker mark. The
hilt has toned to a slightly darker brownish gray with scattered very fine oxidation with serial number on the obverse side of the guard and
the pommel stud strong and functional. The wood grips rate very good overall showing light handling marks and are fastened by two steel
rivets. Included is a steel scabbard bearing a pale brown and gray patina with a few shallow dents and is numbered to the bayonet on the
frog stud. (58445-27)
2991. C HILEAN MODEL 1895 MAUSER BAYONET This German export bayonet measures 14 5/8” overall with a 9 7/8” unstopped fuller
blade. The blade still remains bright overall having mellowed only slightly with some scattered light oxidation staining and scabbard marks.
The obverse ricasso is marked with Chilean crest and intertwined rings while the reverse side has familiar Weyersburg maker mark. The hilt
is a slightly darker pale gray with brown highlights, serial number on the obverse side of the guard and a strong functional pommel stud.
Included is a steel scabbard numbered to another bayonet retaining about 40% original blue toning to brown and gray with scattered light
dents and staining. (58445-27A)
2992. F RENCH MODEL 1886 LEBEL BAYONET This is an early version Lebel bayonet with scabbard. It measures about 25” overall with
a 20 1/2” cruciform blade and features a hooked quillon and a silver alloy grip. The blade retains about 60% original blue toning to brown
and gray with scattered light oxidation while the iron guard has an overall iron oxide patina with generous traces of original blue still visible.
The alloy grip has darkened with age showing scattered light handling marks and silvering along the edges. The round steel scabbard is in
similar condition as the guard and are numbered alike. (58606-4)
2993. U.S. MODEL 1855-70 BAYONET This is an U.S. Model 1855-70 socket bayonet with scabbard commonly used on Civil War rifle-muskets. The bayonet measures 21” overall with a 18” blade that is 3/4” wide, has a 3” socket and a 1 3/16” shank. The blade has toned to
pale gray with scattered fine oxidation and a 3” area of more active modest oxidation and pitting about 2 1/2” from the tip; the socket and
shank have toned to more of a pale brown with patches of gray along with a couple light impact marks. The face is stamped with what
appears to be an inverted “H” above “U.S.” and the clasp rotates and functions properly. Included is a leather covered steel scabbard with
ball shaped finial. The leather shows modest scuffing and flaking but the seams appear intact except for the exposed steel tip. (58426-84A)
2994. U.S. MODEL 1861 SOCKET BAYONET This is a rather interesting bayonet with scabbard most likely removed from one of the many
variation Civil War contract muskets. The bayonet measures 20 3/4” overall with a 18 1/4” blade that is 7/8” wide, has a 2 5/8” socket and
a 1 3/8” shank. The bayonet has toned to pale gray and brown with patches of oxidation and freckling. The face is stamped “U.S.” with a
deeper stamped “S” in the lower right corner just before the shoulder. The locking ring is in place and operates freely. Included is a second
variation 1855-70 black leather scabbard where the belt loop and frog are fastened by copper rivets. The leather shows moderate crazing,
flaking and holes, some of which have been repaired with hot glue, the brass tip shows numerous dents and tarnish and has been reattached
with similar glue. A nice Civil War bayonet for the collector or owner of a contract U.S. rifle-musket. (58426-84B)
2995. J.D. GREENE BREECHLOADING RIFLE BAYONET This a rare socket bayonet for the Greene breechloading rifle. The bayonet
measures 21” overall with a 18” blade that is 3/4” wide, has a 3” socket and a 1 1/4” shank. The bayonet has toned to a pleasing pewter
patina with scattered fine oxidation and sparse pinprick pitting. The face is stamped with partially faded “J.D.G.” maker mark initials and the
locking ring is in place and operates freely. There is no scabbard present. A nice looking seldom encountered socket bayonet. (58426-84C)
2996. U NKNOWN EUROPEAN SOCKET BAYONET The origin of this socket bayonet is unknown but the measurements are quite similar
to the U.S. 1855-70 socket bayonet, possibly being from a Civil War import. The bayonet measures 20 3/4” overall with a 18” blade that is
7/8” wide, has a 2 5/8” socket with a 7/8” inside diameter and a 1 1/4” shank. The shallow stopped face flute starts at the tip and continues
for 16” leaving a rather long face flat that is marked with a single large “H”, the only other markings are “O=D351” on the right side of the
shank. The bayonet has toned to an overall gray and brown with scattered spots of oxidation more prominent in some areas. The locking
ring is in place and operates freely, there is no scabbard present. A well-made imported socket bayonet. (58426-84D)
2997. B RITISH PATTERN 1853 ENFIELD SOCKET BAYONET This is a British 1853 socket bayonet by Reeves with leather scabbard.
The bayonet measures 20 1/2” overall with a 17 3/8” blade that is 3/4” wide, has a 3” socket and a 1” shank. The face flat is marked with a
partially fading “REEVE’S” maker mark above a crown over “66” and a few other light undecipherable markings and the rear of the socket
is numbered “757”. The blade shows an old light cleaning and is toning to a bright patina with scattered light oxidation and freckling with
remnants of fine pinprick pitting. The socket and shoulder have toned to dark brown with scattered light oxidation; the locking ring is in
place and operates freely. Included is a black leather scabbard with a brass collar equipped with a tear drop frog stud numbered to another
bayonet. The leather shows moderate flaking and scuffing with separating seams and missing tip; the brass has a lightly tarnished patina
with a few tiny impact marks. (58426-84E)
2998. JAPANESE TYPE 30 ARISAKA BAYONET This is a type 30 bayonet with scabbard and frog by Toyoda Automatic Loom Works. The
bayonet measures 20” overall with a 15 5/8” fuller equipped blade, arsenal marked on the ricasso. The bayonet features a hooked crossguard, contoured birdshead pommel and grips fastened by screws instead of rivets. The blade retains 95-98% original blue, the loss due to
thin edge wear and silvering from scabbard removal. The hilt retains about 90% evenly thinning original blue toning to brown with scattered
very fine oxidation and light silvering along the edges. The hardwood grips rate very good plus showing light wear and handling marks.
The early style steel scabbard is evenly thinning to brown still retaining much original blue with some scattered sparse light oxidation. The
leather frog rates very good plus with light scuffing and staining; the retention strap and seams tight and intact. (58621-1)
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2999. LOT OF JAPANESE TYPE 30 ARISAKA BAYONETS This lot contains two type 30 bayonets measuring 20” overall, equipped with 15
3/4” fuller blades, hooked crossguards, contoured pommels and early style steel scabbards, one by the Nagoya arsenal and the other by an
unknown company under Nagoya supervision. The blade on the Nagoya bayonet remains bright showing marks from an old cleaning and
still showing remnants of light pitting and oxidation, the ricasso bears the Nagoya arsenal maker mark. The guard and pommel are an overall
pale brown and gray with scattered fine oxidation. The wood grips are fastened by screws and rate about very good showing modest wear
and handling marks. The steel scabbard is toning to brown and gray with traces of original blue and scattered light oxidation. The second
bayonet is similar in design to the first bayonet with the blade marked with star next to Nagoya arsenal mark, the first 7 3/4” of the blade has
been sharpened and retains about 90% applied blue over spots of pitting and oxidation lightly fading to gray. The guard and pommel have
toned to brown with traces of blue and silvering along the edges. The grips are fastened by screws and rate about very good and showing
wear. The steel scabbard retains an even balance of original blue and brown mixed with patches of gray. (58621-1A)
3000. G ERMAN 1884/98 BAYONET BY EICKHORN This is a third pattern early war bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 15”
overall with a 9 3/4” blade numbered “255436” on the obverse ricasso and “CARL EICKHORN” on the reverse ricasso. The blade has
mellowed to pale silver with scattered fine pinprick pitting and staining with a small dent at the tip and a squared point. The guard retains a
similar finish while the flash guard and pommel have toned to a more pale brown with tiny light impact marks on the flashguard. The brown
composition grips rate about very good with light handling marks. The steel scabbard has toned to brown with perhaps 20% flaking black
enamel. (58621-9)
3001. G ERMAN 1884/98 BAYONET BY WEYERSBERG This is a third pattern early war bayonet with scabbard and frog. The bayonet
measures 15 1/8” overall with a 9 7/8” blade numbered “9113” on the obverse ricasso and “W.K.C.” on the reverse ricasso. The blade retains
about 85% original blue fading to gray with the majority of loss along the edges and the tip also shows spots of light oxidation. The guard,
pommel and flash guard retain similar finish with the flash guard a slightly darker brown with light brush marks. The brown composition
grips rate about very good showing light wear. The steel scabbard is toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation and traces of original
blue. The scabbard is numbered to another bayonet and the throat retention screw is no longer present. The leather frog is dry and shows
moderate staining and scuffing. (58621-9A)
3002. CZECH VZ24 BAYONET This is a German captured high ear bayonet with a non-original Italian 1871 leather scabbard. The bayonet
measures 16 7/8” overall with an 11 5/8” blade marked “CSZ /H” on the obverse ricasso and “E [lion] 25” on the reverse ricasso. The blade
and hilt both have a smoky gray patina with scattered fine pitting and oxidation staining; the muzzle ring has been removed leaving two small
“ears” on one end of the guard. The wood grips rate good overall showing wear and slight gaps along the edges, the screws have been
filled with some type of synthetic filler. Included is an Italian 1871 style black leather scabbard with brass tip chape and collar. The leather
shows crazing and scuffing but seams are tight and intact and the brass mounts have a nice ocher patina and remain in place. (58621-10)
3003. CZECH VZ 24 BAYONET This a reverse edge VZ24 bayonet with intact muzzle ring and scabbard. The bayonet measures 17” overall
with an 11 3/4” blade marked “CSZ / X” on the obverse ricasso. The blade shows light brush marks from an old light cleaning and the
parkerized finish has mellowed to a pale gray patina with light silvering along the edges while the hilt has a slightly darker gray-brown blend
with scattered light impact marks. The wood grips rate about very good being somewhat proud of the metal with light handling marks.
The steel scabbard has toned to brown with patches of gray and original blue and is marked simply “CSZ” on the frog stud”. (58621-10A)
3004. U. S. MODEL 1905E1 BAYONET This is a modified Utica Cutlery 1942 bayonet shortened for the M1 Garand and 03A3 rifle. The bayonet
measures 14 3/8” overall with a 9 3/4” blade marked “U.C. / U. [ordnance bomb] S. / 1942” on the obverse ricasso and “UC-MOD” on the
reverse ricasso. The metal surfaces show an old light cleaning and sharpening and have toned to a smoky gray patina with scattered fine
staining and pitting, the oxidation a little more concentrated on the hilt. The black plastic grips rate good to very good showing wear and
handling marks. Included are a green M7 and a green M8 plastic scabbard, both in very good condition. (58621-3)
3005. G ERMAN MODEL 1898/05 BAYONET BY ERFURT This is a high ears sawback removed “Butcher Blade” bayonet by Erfurt with
Wilhelm II “W” under crown cypher on the rear of the spine. The metal surfaces have toned to a dark brown patina over the years with scattered fine oxidation and pitting with clear maker mark on the obverse ricasso. The wood grips rate good overall with worn grooves, staining,
light handling marks and what may be an enlarged oil hole. There is no scabbard included. (58621-11)
3006. G ERMAN MODEL 1938 DRESS BAYONET This is an unmarked long blade dress bayonet with scabbard and frog. The bayonet measures 14 5/8” overall with a 9 7/8” single unstopped fuller blade. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original bright chrome with scattered
fine oxidation staining and scratches, there are no markings anywhere on the blade. The leather buffer washer remains intact and the red felt
insert is present in the lug channel. The checkered black plastic grips rate excellent and are fastened by two German silver pins. The steel
scabbard retains 95-98% original black enamel with sparse thin scratches and handling marks. The unmarked leather frog rates about very
good with intact seams, light scuffing and sparse splotches of white and blue paint, more so on the rear of the frog. (58621-8)
3007. G ERMAN MODEL 1940 DRESS BAYONET This is an unmarked carbine dress bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 12 1/2”
overall with a 7 3/4” blade equipped with a single narrow fuller and a 2 3/8” unsharpened false edge. The blade retains about 95% original
chrome finish with scattered patches of fine freckling and oxidation staining and no markings on the blade. The hilt retains about 98% original
chrome finish with much lighter staining. The leather buffer washer is fully intact but is somewhat oversize and could be a later replacement, the
red felt lug channel plug remains intact. The two checkered black plastic grips rate excellent and are fastened by two small tarnished German
silver pins. The steel scabbard retrains about 95-97% original black enamel with scattered thin scratches, marks and edge wear. (58621-8)
3008. G ERMAN MODEL 1939 DRESS BAYONET BY SPITZER This is an unmarked short blade dress bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet
measures 12 1/2” overall with a 7 3/4” single unstopped fuller blade. The blade retains 98% original bright polish with Gustaf Spitzer lion
maker mark on the obverse ricasso. The hilt retains about 30% flaking original chrome mellowing to pale gray. The checkered black plastic
grips rate near excellent and are fastened by four small iron pins. The leather buffer washer is intact as is the red felt lug insert, the pommel
stud button is no longer present. Included is a steel scabbard retaining about 90% original black enamel toning to brown with some sparse
thin scratches and stains. (58621-8)
3009. G ERMAN WWI ERA TRENCH KNIFE This is an
unknown maker WWI Era German Trench knife with
scabbard designed to replicate a bayonet. The knife
measures 9 1/2” overall with a 5 3/8” single edge blade
equipped with a light 2” unsharpened false edge. The
blade shows brush marks from being cleaned and has
3009
a slightly rounded tip and a smoky gray patina with light
oxidation staining. The hilt consists of a curved guard
and birdshead pommel equipped with a faux spring
button and has a slightly darker brown and gray patina
and perhaps 65% flaking original black enamel remaining. The stag grips rate near excellent having darkened
nicely with age and are fastened by four small iron pins.
Included is a steel scabbard with a brown leather belt
loop and strap. The scabbard retains about 80% flaking, original black enamel toning to brown and gray and the leather shows modest
crazing and scuffing and has all but separated at the top of the belt loop. (58621-14)
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3010. G ERBER AUSTRALIAN BOWIE This is a large Bowie that was offered by Gerber back in early 1990’s. The knife measures 14 3/4”
overall with a 9 1/2” clip point blade equipped with a 3 3/8” unsharpened false edge. The blade retains nearly all its matte glass beaded
finish with light scratches and an uneven main edge line from being lightly but improperly sharpened. The brass guard with double quillons
has a nicely darkened tarnished patina. The coffin shaped compressed Hypalon handle rates very good showing light age staining and is
equipped with a brass lined lanyard hole. There is no box or sheath present. (58621-2)
3011. J OSEPH ALLEN & SONS NON-XLL BOWIE KNIFE This bowie measures 9 7/8”
overall with a 5 3/4” tapered full tang clip point style blade.
The blade is mellowing to a bright silver with a mixture
of original bright finish, fine oxidation staining and light
scratches from being sharpened. The reverse side of
the blade is unmarked while the obverse side of the
blade is marked with a lightly fading “NON-XXL” trademark
3011
along the top edge and “JOSEPH / ALLEN & SONS / SHEFFIELD / ENGLAND” on the ricasso. The
oval German silver guard has a lightly tarnished patina. The tapered stag handles rate excellent, are
equipped with a lanyard hole and are fastened by six small iron pins. There is no sheath present. (58621-15)
3012. LOT OF JAPANESE TYPE 30 ARISAKA BAYONET This lot consists of two early Type 30 bayonets by the Kokura Arsenal. The bayonets measures 20” overall with a 15 5/8” fuller equipped blades arsenal marked on the ricassos. The bayonets feature hooked crossguards,
contoured birdshead pommels and grips fastened by screws instead of rivets. The blade on the first has toned to pale gray with scattered
oxidation, sparse fine pitting and a couple small nicks along the main edge. The hilt has toned to brown with scattered fine oxidation and
light silvering along the edges. The hardwood grips rate fair with worn chipped edges, no finish and light handling marks. The blade on the
second bayonet retains about 90% original blue slowly toning to brown with light edge and scabbard wear, the hilt is a slightly brighter pale
gray and brown with some sparse fine oxidation and pitting. The spring stud does not function properly and the button is either broken or
from a different bayonet. The hardwood grips rate fair to good with light handling marks and wear primarily around the screw holes. There
are no scabbards present. (57717-1A)
3013. B ELGIAN MODEL 1889 MAUSER SHORT BAYONET This is fine Model 1889 short bayonet with scabbard and although not rare,
finding them in high condition can be quite scarce. The bayonet measures 16 3/4” overall with a 11 3/4” blade equipped with wide stopped
fullers. The blade retains nearly all its bright finish with light scabbard marks and a couple tiny light stains. There are no maker marks on the
blade and the only marking is what appears to be a small fading “N” in circle below the rear of the muzzle ring. The matching birdshead
pommel and hooked crossguard with ball shaped finial has mellowed slightly with scattered fine oxidation staining. The hardwood grips
rate excellent with only some minor handling marks and are fastened by two large bright steel rivets. The sheet steel scabbard rates near
excellent retaining much original black enamel with scattered fine oxidation and dirt staining. (57717-1B)
3014. ITALIAN MODEL 1871/87 VETTERLI VITALI BAYONET This is an early 1871/67 bayonet with scabbard equipped with slot in muzzle
ring, short press stud ring and retention nut still on the rear of the pommel. The bayonet measures 25 3/8” from the tip to rear of the retention
nut with a 20 3/8” blade equipped with an unstopped fuller. The blade has toned to pale gray with scattered modest oxidation, pinprick
pitting and grind marks from being sharpened. The hilt has toned to brown overall with a couple tiny scratches and marks. Only markings
are a serial number on one side of the crossguard. The brown composition grips rate very good plus with a couple light handling marks and
age staining. Included is a black leather scabbard with brass mounts. The leather shows modest crazing and scuffing and is marked “TORRE
ANNUZIATA 1886” on the rear of the scabbard, the brass mounts have a tarnished patina with light dents but remain intact. (57717-1C)
3015. F RENCH MODEL 1886/93/16 LEBEL BAYONET This is a Lebel bayonet with scabbard which features a non-quillon equipped
crossguard and a fixed brass handle. The bayonet measures 25 1/8” overall with a 20 1/2” cruciform blade. The blade has toned to overall
pale gray with light edge wear and the has 9” or so showing bright fire temper blue. The crossguard and spring release button have toned
to pale gray with fine oxidation staining and the brass handle has toned to a pleasing ocher patina with some sparse tiny impact marks and
specks of tarnish. The rear blade flat is marked with a small circled “J” and what may be a “C” or “O” and a serial number can be found on
the side of the crossguard opposite the muzzle ring. The tubular steel scabbard retains about 85% original blue toning to brown and gray
with scattered fine oxidation and is properly numbered to the bayonet. (57717-1D)
3016. DANISH MODEL 1867 SABER BAYONET BY WEYERSBERG This is a German manufactured bayonet for the Danish Model
1867 rolling block rifle manufactured by Remington. The bayonet measures 26 5/8” overall with a 21 3/4” yataghan style blade. The metal
surfaces bear a smoky gray patina with traces of brown and scattered fine oxidation and pitting. The blade shows marks from being lightly
sharpened and is maker marked “WEYERSBERG / RSCHBAUM & Co. / SOLIGEN”, on the obverse ricasso. The obverse counterguard is
marked with some type of regiment number while the serial number is marked on the reverse side. The checkered black plastic grips rate
about very good showing light handling marks and ingrained dirt. There is no scabbard present. (57717-1E)
3017. AUSTRIAN MODEL 1867 SHORTENED BAYONET This is a shortened version of the standard length 1867 bayonet with scabbard
which incorporates a ball finial on the muzzle ring that serves as a front musket sight. The bayonet measures 23 3/4” overall with a 18
5/8” yataghan blade equipped with a single unstopped fuller. The blade has been sharpened and has toned to pale gray with scattered
freckling and oxidation staining. The blade is marked in an oval “OHLIG / UND SOHN” on the obverse ricasso and “GF” and eagle on the
reverse ricasso. The hilt has toned to brown with what appears to be some type of regiment markings on the reverse side of the quillon. The
checkered black leather grips rate very good with light handling marks and ingrained dirt. The steel scabbard has toned to gray overall with
scattered light dents and stains. (57717-1F)
3018. P ORTUGUESE MODEL 1885 KROPATSCHEK BAYONET BY STEYR This is a Portuguese Model 1885 bayonet manufactured
by Steyr and is so marked on the rear of the spine next to “1886” date. The bayonet measures 23 1/2” overall with a 18 1/2” low profile
yataghan blade. The metal surfaces have mellowed to a bright silver patina with scattered fine oxidation and spots of pinprick pitting. The
hardwood grips rate good overall having been cleaned and are now a bit shy of the metal with a handful of dents and handling marks. The
steel scabbard is toning to brown and gray with scattered oxidation and age staining and is numbered to a different bayonet. (57717-1G)
3019. K NIGHTS TEMPLAR FRATERNAL SWORD This fraternal sword measures 34 1/2” overall with a 27 1/2” triangular tipped double
edge blade. The blade has toned to a dark gray patina with scattered fine oxidation and pinprick pitting concentrating more so along the
foible and small patches on the forte. There is faint evidence of etching still visible, the maker mark however can no longer be seen. The
hilt consists of a cast brass crossguard and knights head pommel, nickel silver tangs and dark brown hardwood grip with a red cross in a
larger nickel silver cross inlay. The crossguard is decorated with twelve small stars in a triangle pattern on each quillion and a rearward facing
eagle on the quillon blocks. The brass has a nicely tarnished patina with light oxidation forming in the protected edges, the grip rates very
good with shallow light handling marks and the nickel silver inlay and tangs are mellowing to pewter with fine staining and traces of red
still present in the cross. There is no scabbard present and the thin leather buffer washer is dried and cracking but remains mostly intact.
A good older fraternal sword that has withstood the sands of time. (57338-1)
(50/100)
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3020. KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS GOLD OFFICERS SABER BY M.C.
LILLEY Quite similar to a U.S. Model 1872 Calvary sword this saber
has a 29 3/4” slightly curved blade with single stopped fullers and
M.C. Lilley maker mark on the reverse ricasso, the obverse ricasso
has a small knight’s head profile. The blade is nicely etched with
rococo and geometric scroll, Pythian coat of arms and shield and
“Jefferson Young Jr.” in riband on the obverse side. The blade has mellowed slightly with scattered fine staining and scabbard marks, the
etching crisp. The three branch hilt has a brass counterguard decorated with sunburst on one side and knight’s crest, Pythian symbols and
Lilly flower on the other and a lion’s head pommel with shield and sharkskin covered grip wrapped in braided brass wire. The brass retains
much original gold wash with the exposed surfaces a lightly mellowed goldenrod. The covering and wrapping remain tight and the leather

3020

buffer washer is present. The steel scabbard is nickel plated with ornate society iconic brass mounts. The nickel shows scattered very fine
flaking and staining and the brass is toning to an ochre patina still with good amounts of gold wash. (58674-22)
(200/400)
3021. PATRIARCH MILITANT FRATERNAL SWORD BY RAYMOND This is an Independent Order of Odd Fellows (IOOF) sword and
has a 28” diamond shaped double edge blade. The blade remains bright overall with some sparse fine staining and a speck or two of very
light freckling, still retaining much original gold wash. The blade is
etched “Patriarch Militant” in riband surrounded by flowing tendrils,
lamb and intertwined battle axe and linked rings on the reverse
side, the ricasso is marked “W.A. RAYMOND / NEW YORK” while
the obverse side of the blade is etched with matching tendrils, lion,
three tied arrows and an un-etched riband in center. The hilt has a brass highly decorative double branch guard, a pierced static counterguard decorated with crown with crossed hood and sword surrounded by “P M” and three linked rings on a plain nickel backplate,
a folding counterguard on the reverse decorated with a crossed hook and sword shield on stippled background, a crown-topped globe

3021

pommel and a polished boned bone grip decorated with large etched I.O.O.F. crest on the reverse and a small crown with crossed hook
and sword on the reverse side. The brass remains bright retaining nearly all its original gold wash and the grip has a nicely darkened cream
color with a thin long age crack in each side. The steel scabbard is nickel plated and is lightly etched with scroll, lion and riband and is also
accented with decorative pierced brass mounts, both remaining bright, the back of the scabbard having a couple patches of light flaking.
(58674-21)
(200/400)
3022. CAVALRY SWORD SCABBARD This is a standard cavalry sword scabbard equipped with dual rings, a collar and drag. The steel has
been lightly cleaned still showing evidence of light oxidation and a couple tiny dents under and added chrome finish. (58674-4)
3023. LOT OF FRATERNAL SWORDS Four total: (1) Royal Arch Masons sword, 28” plain double with fading Ames maker mark on the
reverse ricasso. The blade is fading to pale gray with some scattered fine oxidation staining and is etched with crossed hammer and trowel
in sunburst centered between scroll on the reverse side with matching scroll and “Dorchester / Royal Arch Chapter” on the obverse side.
The etching has softened but remains visible. The hilt has a cast brass knights head pommel and vented double reverse triangular quillons
and a flaking orange painted leather covered grip wrapped in brass wire. The flaking orange painted leather covered steel scabbard is
equipped with a brass collar and tip chape showing light scratches and a couple dents in the tip chape; (1) unknown fraternal sword with
Maher Bros. Utica, N.Y. retailers markings, 28” diamond shaped double edge blade etched with tendrils and ribands, obverse riband has
etched gothic initials which appear to be “H.W.N.I.” but cannot be certain. The blade is toning to gray with scattered pitting and oxidation.
The hilt has a highly cast relief double raptor quillon guard with pierced standing knight langet on the obverse side, a large “HW” on the
reverse crossguard flat, a lion-tipped large knight head pommel and a black celluloid grip. The flaking nickel plated steel scabbard is decorated with pierced tarnished aluminum fraternal icons; (1) unmarked Patriotic Order of the Sons of America (P.O.S.A.), 27” unmarked plain
double edge blade remaining overall bright with scattered spots of staining and scabbard scratches. The bright solid cast brass hilt features
alternating quillons, a minuteman shield shaped langet, decorative ball shaped pommel and floral crossed horns on both sides of the grips.
The fading nickel plated tubular steel scabbard is equipped with a dented brass collar insert and decorative drag, there is a small hole in
one ide of the body where the center mount or hanging stud was once present; (1) Knights of Pythias sword, 28” diamond shaped double
edge blade etched “Truth Lodge No. 388 H.P.” in gothic script on the obverse side of the blade with Cincinnati Regalia Co. retailer markings
on the obverse ricasso, the ricasso is marked with a small fading walking animal. The blade is toning to gray with scattered light oxidation
and freckling and a few patches of pitting. The solid cast brass handle features a decorative round-crown shaped pommel with a faux wire
wrapped grip and a double eaglehead quillon guard with a cast diamond shaped symbol with a circle surrounded by four triangles in the
center. The brass has a mellowed patina still showing good traces of nickel plate. The tubular steel scabbard retains about 90% flaking
nickel and is equipped with a single narrow brass hanger with two rings. (58431-16)
(175/275)
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3024. LOT OF FRATERNAL SWORDS Four total: (1) Sons of Italy Ordine Figli D, Italia (O.F.D.I.) sword, 27 3/4” plain double edge blade
unmarked with scattered light scratches from being cleaned, still showing sparse remnants of pitting and oxidation. The hilt is composed
of a cast brass lion-tipped knights head pommel and a double inverted triangular quillon guard with dual langets one of which is marked
“O.F.D.I.” and a grooved cast aluminum grip with light casting cracks in the grooves. The tubular steel scabbard retains 98% flaking applied
black enamel and features a brass collar and brass drag; (1) Knights of Saint Andrew sword, 27” plain double edge blade remaining overall
bright with scattered fine scabbard scratches marked “A. Hengemihle / Baltimore” on the reverse ricasso. The cast brass hilt has an eagle
tipped knights head pommel with dual chain knucklebow and double vented quillon crossguard with “KSA” in the center. The grip is covered
in brown leather and wrapped in braided brass wire. The tubular brass scabbard retains about 85% flaking nickel and is equipped with
decorative brass mounts; (1) unknown sword, 25 3/4” plain diamond shaped blade with no markings on the ricasso. The blade is fading
to a smoky gray patina with scattered fine oxidation. The hilt has a cast brass knights head pommel, single chain knucklebow, dual quillon
crossguard with dual langets marked “CDC” on the obverse langet, black leather covered grip wrapped in loose braided brass wire, no
scabbard present; (1) rather large, unknown sword with a 24 3/4” rounded tip diamond shaped blade toning to pale gray with scattered
fine staining, scratches and some sparse light pitting. The hilt has a brass globe shaped pommel and a double quillon crossguard with
knights head profile in the center and a gloss leather covered grip wrapped with decorative brass wire. The massive brass scabbard has a
tarnished patina with a couple shallow dents and features a pierced brass drag and black leather frog. (58431-14)
(175/275)
3025. CAUCASIAN KINJAL DAGGER A neat and interesting weapon measuring 18 1/8” overall with a 14 3/8” somewhat double edge blade
that tapers to a long slender tip and equipped with a single deep
fuller. The blade has toned to pale gray and
brown with scattered fine oxidation, light pinprick pitting, impact marks and a couple tiny
nicks along the edges. The two-piece antique
ivory handle is separated by a thin square iron
spacer and is secured by two raised capstan
style nuts. The ivory has darkened to a cream
3025
color with age and has numerous thin drying
cracks and checks. The thin black leather covered wood scabbard shows flaking and separating edges and
is adorned with a pierced scroll engraved sterling silver collar and a long tip chape having an attractive foliate scroll body and beaded tip
with a large bulbous finial. Hallmarks are present on both the collar and tip chape, the back of collar has a soldered brass repair and the tip
chape retention pin is no longer present, leaving the chape loose. (58357-6)
(500/700)
3026. U NKNOWN U.S. SOCKET BAYONET Bayonet measures 18 1/4” overall with a 14 3/4” blade, 1 1/4” shank and a 3” socket with a
55/64” inside diameter. The blade has deep face flutes and only a shallow back flute running perhaps the first quarter of blade. The metal
has toned to pale gray with scattered fine oxidation, pinprick pitting and light impact marks. The front of the shank is marked “U.S.” and
there is a small “E” on the side of the socket. There is no scabbard present. (58357-5)
3027. U.S. MODEL 1860 BAYONET This is a second variation saber bayonet for the Sharps rifle marked “COLLINS & Co. / HARTFORD” at
the rear of the reverse side of the blade. The bayonet measures 24 5/8” overall with a 20” blade equipped with a single unstopped fuller.
The blade is toning to a silvery pewter with scatted fine oxidation and pitting, more prevalent at the tip and rear of the blade. The brass
handle has toned to a lightly tarnished ocher patina and the spring stud has loosened slightly with age and binds from time to time. The
black leather scabbard is missing its tip and the leather body sows moderate crazing, cracking and separating seams. The brass frog stud
collar has a darkened patina and one of the rear retention pins is no longer present. (58674-5)
30278 JAPANESE BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Japanese Type 30 bayonet and scabbard. The in-the-white blade is maker marked by
an unknown contractor of the Kokura arsenal. The blade remains mostly bright with some dried spots of grease and sparsely scattered
small spots of oxidation. The pommel and crossguard are a dull gray patina with scattered freckling and generous traces of original blue.
The hardwood handles show scattered flaking, dings and scratches. The scabbard is turning to a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation
and freckling. (208450-14A)
3029. G ERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German 1898/05 butcher blade bayonet and scabbard. The blued blade is maker marked
by Koeller and Ohligs. The blade shows heavy silvering on the edges from sharpening and scattered oxidation. The crossguard and pommel
show overall oxidation, while the ribbed handles show a couple minor chips and scattered dings. The scabbard is turning to a dull brown
patina with a few spots of white paint, a couple dents and overall oxidation. (208450-30B)
3030 LOT OF KNIVES This lot includes two folding combination knives. First is a two blade Henkel multi-tool measuring 3 1/2” with overall open
length of 6” to the tip of the pen-style blade with bottle opener. There is a 5/16” square cutout in the handle, likely for turning a gate valve that
is missing its handle. Its second blade is an interesting claw style that is likely for pulling tacks or brads. Second is a four-blade multi-function
pocketknife with 2” drop point blade, bottle opener, screwdriver, nail file and grooming hook, and scissors. The item is unmarked and the
instruments all remain in very good to excellent condition. (1X107536-110,111)
3031. 
H O R N HAN D LE M E X I CAN
BOWIE 10 1/4” straight point blade,
14 1/2” overall. This knife features an
interesting handle consisting of three
horn sections separated by thin aluminum rings, the last piece incorporating
a carved boot pommel. The blade has
an overall brown patina with some scattered
light pits and spots of oxidation staining. The
handle has a dark main section with a brighter middle section and boot shaped pommel.
3031
The larger dark section has a couple light
chips and a very tiny crack. Included is a
moderately crazed and scuffed leather scabbard decorated
with small copper grommets, the tip is no longer present. An interesting rather neat looking Mexican Bowie. (57623-12)
(200/400)
3032. U NMARKED FANTASY MACHETE This one-piece stainless steel machete measures 24 3/8” overall with a 16” blade equipped with
a 3 3/8” unsharpened bowie style false edge with a single notch, possibly for wire cutting, and a serrated sawtooth center along the top
edge. The metal remains overall bright and is marked “CHINA” on the rear obverse blade flat. The handle is wrapped in woven black
nylon and is equipped with a large washer-shaped pommel. Included is a black nylon reinforced vinyl shoulder sheath with adjustable
carry strap. (3X56417-12)
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3033. EARLY GRECO WHISPER fixed blade knife This early John Greco knife measures 8 1/2” overall with a 4 1/8” full tag drop point steel
blade equipped with a 3” unsharpened false edge. The blade retains nearly all its matte tumble finish with a few light stains. The black G-10
single fingergrip handle rates very good with a few light marks and is marked “GRECO” on the obverse panel. Included is an open throat
black plastic sheath. (58470-13)
3034. R EMINGTON KNIFE LOT Includes a single Remington UMC R1273, 1995 dated Master Guide knife with 4 1/4” spey tip and 3 1/8”
spear point blade. The blades appear untouched with the larger blade having scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining. There is overall
light scratches and verdigris staining along the bolsters and the jugged brown Delrin handles rate excellent. A very usable Remington knife
or starter for a bullet knife collection. (1X108433-96C) [Paul Weisberg Collection]
3035. U NMARKED ASIAN BOLO SHORT SWORD This long bolo measures 30 1/2” overall with a 26” curved bolo style blade. The blade
has been cleaned bright with overall horizontal brush marks, remnants of scattered pitting and tiny chips in the worn main edge. The crudely
birdshead shaped horn handle has two small iron nails for eyes. The handle rates fair at best with a rather large chip and crack along the
bottom edge and numerous other small chips, cracks and handling marks. Included is a two piece wooden scabbard, the face decorated
with carved flutes and geometric lines and shapes. There are carved strap cutouts at the widest part of scabbard which has a missing chip
along one of the edges and the back of the scabbard shows numerous handling marks and a long thin crack at the throat. (2X57536-88)
3036. JAPANESE 1886 PATTERN INFANTRY PARADE SWORD The sword has a 28 1/2” single narrow fuller blade, 33 1/2” overall length.
The blade remains overall bright with prominent temper line, scattered patches of flaking polished nickel and a couple tiny nicks along the
edge. The hilt consists of a pierced brass guard with downward quillon, stippled backstrap with leaves and cherry blossoms in upper panel
at the pommel and a black plastic grip wrapped in thin brass wire. The brass has a lightly tarnished patina and the black grip rates about

3036

very good with a couple tiny impact marks, the wire is separating and starting to unravel. Attached to the knucklebow is a black linen sword
knot. The included steel scabbard retains nearly all its lightly muting nickel plate with scattered light scratches and a couple dents. An overall
very good short version parade sword. (1X58379-9)
(300/500)
3037. U.S. MODEL 1840 NCO SWORD BY AMES 32 1/4” straight blade with stopped fullers, 38 7/8” overall length. The blade has toned
to pewter with scattered light oxidation staining with more modest staining along the foible and spine and no evidence of etching present.

3037
The obverse ricasso is marked “U.S. / W.D.” while “AMES MFG. CO. / CABOTVILLE / 1849” is marked on the reverse side. The solid brass
hilt has a pleasing bright patina with a few specks of tarnish and light oxidation in between the faux wire wrapping and on the front of the
guard where remnants of the leather washer remain. The obverse side of the guard is marked “WD” next to “J.W.R.”. There is no scabbard
present. (58674-3)
(350/550)
3038. LOT OF SHORT SWORDS Four Total: (1) Masonic Shriners Ceremonial Sword, 16” moderately curved plain blade measuring 21 1/4”
overall, unmarked remaining overall bright with scattered fine oxidation staining. The solid cast brass hilt features a pistolgrip pommel and
dual forward quillons with acorn quillons. The brass is decorated with foliate scroll and retains nearly all its bright nickel with only some very
minor edge wear. The steel scabbard retains about 95% flaking original nickel and is equipped with dual brass and a cast brass foliate drag;
(1) Masonic Shriners Ceremonial Sword, 15” moderately curved plain blade remaining overall bright with scattered tiny nicks and scratches
marked with only a “2” at the rear reverse side of the blade. The solid brass hilt features a pistolgrip pommel and dual forward crescent
shaped quillons, is decorated with scroll and an Tutankhaman face on the obverse crossguard and retains all its bright nickel plate. The steel
scabbard retains nearly all its nickel finish with some light scratches, a small dent at the collar screw and a solder repair to the lower hanger
and decorative drag; (1) Rices Surprise Party Sword, 22 3/4”, yataghan style blade with single unstopped fullers, 28 1/8” overall length.
Blade has toned a smoky patina with scattered fine oxidation and patches of pinprick pitting. The massive cast brass hilt is equipped with
a dome shaped pommel and flowing scroll-like quillons. The obverse has profile of Columbus surrounded by “RICES / SURPRISE PARTY
/ 1492” while the reverse side of the grip has Spanish coat of armor. A neat theatrical sword with no scabbard present; (1) I.O.O.F. Master
at arms short sword, designed from an U.S. Cadet Short sword pattern this sword measures 25 1/4” overall with a 20” plain spear shaped
double edge blade. The still remains overall bright with scattered light nicks and scratches and some sparse fine staining. The cast brass hilt
features a ball shaped pommel and flowing scroll-like quillons, the grips showing a suit of armor resting on a lance with crossed halberds
in the background. The steel scabbard retains about 95% lightly flaking original nickel and includes a crazed but intact black leather belt
and frog with a plain nickel belt plate. (58431-13)
3039. G ERMAN S.S. 1933 PATTERN DAGGER The straight double edged blade measures 8 5/8” with an overall length of 13 5/8” from the
tip to the top of the capstan nut. The blade rates good showing an old cleaning now having a smoky gray patina with sparse light freckling
a couple tiny nicks still present. The maker mark is no longer decipherable however “Meine Ehre heist Treue” has lightened but remains
visible. The zinc crossguard and pommel retain about 70% flaking nickel plate and is marked with a capital “I” and the wood grip shows
light handling marks. The party eagle is well defined with a tiny gap above the head while the cloissonned SS emblem rates very good
with light discoloration in the gloss finish. The iron scabbard rates good overall retaining about 80% flaking black enamel while the nickel
plated throat and tip chape retain 85% flaking nickel with scattered fine staining, the throat retention screws are both missing. (57126-7)
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3040. G ERMAN S.S. 1933 PATTERN DAGGER BY EICKHORN The straight double edged blade measures 8 5/8” with an overall length
of 13 5/8” from the tip to the top of the capstan nut. The blade is fading to bright gray with scattered light oxidation, a few patches of
more modest oxidation on the obverse with “Meine Ehre heist Treue” motto remaining mostly visible while the reverse side showing more
moderate staining from some type of contaminate which was tried to be ground smooth, the remnants of a presentation faintly present
and the Eickhorn squirrel maker marked darkened but present. The zinc crossguard and pommel have mellowed to pale gray with light
staining and a serial number has been scratch engraved in to the obverse side of the crossguard “152g” while the reverse is stamped with
a capital letter “I” stamped sideways. The wood grip rates fair withy tiny chips at the crossguard and more moderate chipping between the
emblem and pommel. The party eagle is well defined and centered and the cloissonned SS emblem rates about very good showing light
discoloration. The steel scabbard rates very good with evenly thinning brown enamel and scattered fine staining. The nickel throat and
tip chape show modest staining and the leather frog shows light staining and verdigris with “DRGM” marked on the belt clip. (58621-6)
3041. G ERMAN NSFK DAGGER BY SOLINGER METALLFABRIK 6 3/4” double edged blade with 11 7/8” overall length from the blade
tip to the pommel cap. The blade is an overall pale gray patina with scattered fine oxidation, light pinprick pitting and some horizontal light
scabbard marks. The reverse side of the blade shows seated king above “SMF / Solingen” trademark of Solingen Metal Works (Solinger
Metallfabrik). The forward-curving crossguard with square central base and swastika and the semi-bulbous pommel have toned to a pale
silver with spots of light tarnish. The blue Moroccan leather grip rates about very good having darkened with age along with light scuffs.
The leather washer is no longer in place and the steel scabbard is devoid of any leather covering, the body toning to pale brown with a
couple shallow dents. The nickel throat and tip chape have mellowed lightly with some shallow dents and impact marks, one of the throat
retention screws are not present. The hanging strap shows modest crazing but remains intact. (58621-7)
(200/400)
3042. GERMAN NSFK DAGGER BY HELLER 6 1/2” double edged
blade with a lightly rounded tip and 11 5/8” overall length from the tip
of the blade to the pommel cap. The blade is toning to pale gray with
scattered oxidation staining and long horizontal scabbard scratches. The
reverse side of the blade shows balloon man “Gebr. Heller Marienthal”
maker mark. The rearward-curving crossguard with square central base
and swastika and the semi-bulbous pommel have a tarnished gray patina. the blue Moroccan leather grip rates very good with light scuffs
and handling marks and the matching blue leather washer is in place
3042
at the base of the blade. The matching leather covered scabbard shows
scattered light scuffing, primarily along the edges and the throat and tip
chape have a darkened gray finish with scattered light staining. The leather
hanging strap has become scuffed and flimsy but remains present and
intact. (57126-25)
(400/600)
3043. GERMAN SECOND MODEL LUFTWAFFE OFFICERS
DAGGER BY ALCOSO The double edged blade measures 10” with
an overall length of 15 1/4”. The blade is lightly toning to gray with
light scabbard marks and some spots of very fine oxidation staining
and is etched with “ALCOSO / A.S.C” scale maker mark. The aluminum
party eagle crossguard and oak leaf swastika pommel have a pleasing
3043
patina. The orange celluloid grip is wrapped in braided wire and rates
near excellent with only minor blemishes. Attached to the hilt is an
aluminum portepee knot with is fraying in spots but remains otherwise
bright. The sheet steel scabbard has a tarnished pewter and brown
patina and is nicely decorated with pebbled flats, oak leaf bands and
bottoms and a solid rounded tip. (58510-31)
(400/600)
3044. GERMAN SECOND MODEL LUFTWAFFE OFFICERS DAGGER BY WEYERSBERG This is an attractive example of what is
most likely a post-war assembled second model Luftwaffe dagger using an original Weyersberg blade. The straight double edged blade
is 10 1/8” with very good polish and crisp lines. The reverse features a crispy etched Paul Weyersberg sword and wreath Solingen maker
mark. The aluminum crossguard Luftwaffe eagle and oak leaf swastika pommel is bright with the design slightly more rudimentary than
on observed examples, the grip ferrule is made of iron and shows light surface oxidation. The yellow celluloid grip rates very good and is
wrapped in braided aluminum wire. The sheet steel scabbard has a dark brown and gray patina and is decorated with pebbled flats, oak
leaf bands and bottoms and a solid rounded tip. (57126-9A)
3045. G ERMAN SECOND MODEL LUFTWAFFE OFFICERS DAGGER This most likely a post-war assembled dagger using an unmarked
blade. The straight double edged blade is 10” long and remains overall bright with scattered fine scratches and oxidation staining. The aluminum crossguard Luftwaffe eagle and oak leaf swastika has mellowed to bright gray with the design more rudimentary than on observed
examples, the rear of the crossguard is marked “Dr. Ammersbach” in a slightly slanted fashion and the iron ferrule has a covering of light
oxidation. The cream colored celluloid covered wood grip rates fair with numerous crack and chips and is wrapped in braided aluminum
wire. The sheet steel scabbard has a dark gray and brown patina with fine oxidation and staining. (57126-9B)
3046. G ERMAN FIRST MODEL LUFTWAFFE DAGGER BY HELLER WITH UNIT MARKING The straight double edge blade is 12”
long and is toning to bright silver with scattered oxidation, scabbard scratches and has “Gebr. Heller Marienthal” balloon man maker mark
on the reverse side. The forward-facing crossguard and sun wheel pommel have mellowed to a dull tarnished brass patina and the underside
of the guard is marked “BT 106”. The leather grip shows modest scuffing and the wire wrapping is no longer present. There is no covering
on the scabbard and the exposed steel surfaces have toned to a brown iron oxide patina. The nickel mounts are unmarked and along with
the chain hanger have tone to pale gray with scattered light staining. (57126-8)
(100/200)
3047. G ERMAN FIRST MODEL LUFTWAFFE DAGGER BY
SOLINGER METALFABRIK The straight double edge blade
is 12 1/8” long and retains nearly all its original bright polish.
The reverse side of the blade shows seated king above “SMF /
Solingen” trademark of Solingen Metal Works (Solinger Metallfabrik). The forward-facing crossguard and sun wheel pommel
have a tarnished patina and the brass swastikas have toned
3047
to ocher. The steel scabbard retain about 80% of its flaking
Moroccan blue leather, the majority of loss on one side. The
German silver mounts and chain hanger are unmarked and have
mellowed to a pale gray with light staining, the ball shape finial
is missing from the tip chape. (58673-1)
(400/600)
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3048. L ATE-WAR JAPANESE TYPE 30 BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a late-war Toyoda Loom made Japanese Type 30 bayonet and
wooden scabbard. The blade retains a generous amount of its original blue with some light silvering at the edges and a few small spots of
oxidation. The straight crossguard and pommel are a dull gray patina, they have some dried grease spots and some silvering. The handles
have a few chips, scattered dings and handling marks. The two-loop wooden scabbard shows some light flaking and handling marks from
the years. A very nice example of a seldom-seen late Toyoda production Arisaka bayonet. (208638-24A)
3049. U SMC HOSPITAL CORPSMAN KNIFE This lot consists of a USMC Hospital Corpsman knife and scabbard. The blade is marked
“U.S.M.C./C.HATILLON, N.Y.”, it shows scattered oxidation with the balance being a gray patina. The handles show a few dings, scattered
handling marks and some stain spots. The sheath is marked “USMC/BOYT/45” on the rear, it has an overall gray appearance with overall
staining and soiling. (208638-24B)
3050. U.S. MODEL 1855 SOCKET BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1855 Socket bayonet scabbard. The face flute is marked
“U.S.”, the bayonet shows a few small spots of light pitting and scattered oxidation blemishes. The scabbard is in tender condition with the
front seam coming loose, overall crazing, flaking and crackling. (208699-5)

Ammunition
3051. LOT OF ASSORTED AMMUNITION This lot consists of 10 boxes or bags of ammunition in a single military .30 caliber metal ammunition
can. Included are: (5) twenty round boxes of FN marked 30-06 ball ammunition with a 1958 headstamp date. (1) fifty-round box of CCI
22 W.M.R.F. 40 gr. hollow point ammunition, (1) box of seventeen rounds of Winchester 35 Remington 200 gr. power point ammunition,
(1) partial box of Remington 25 ACP 50 gr. FMJ ammunition containing twenty loaded rounds and fifteen empty cases. Also included is
(1) sleeve of CCI 44 Magnum shotshell ammunition and (1) bag containing: (6) rounds of mixed Federal 20-gauge shotshell, (6) rounds
CCI 38 Special shotshell ammunition and (7) rounds CCI 22 W.M.R.F. 40 hollowpoint ammunition. All ammunition is in excellent condition
except the 44 magnum which rates about good with moderate tarnish and oxidation. (88541-33BS20780B)
3052. LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION This lot consists of 13 units, boxes or bags of ammunition. Included are: (1) box of twenty-five rounds
of 12 gauge 2 3/4” Winchester Universal shotshells with 1 1/8 oz. #71/2 shot (two rounds are a mixed 12 gauge lot). (1) bag of eighteen
rounds mixed 12 gauge shotshells, slugs and buckshot. (1) partial “550” round box Federal 22 LR 36 gr. hollowpoint ammunition with about
1/4 or less of the box remaining. (1) fifty round box of Federal American Eagle 38 Special 130 gr. FMJ ammunition. (1) box of twenty rounds
of Federal 30-30 W.C.F. 150 gr. Soft Point ammunition. (3) en-bloc clips of eight rounds each FN 30-06 ball ammunition. (2) boxes CCI 22
LR Standard Velocity ammunition with 50 rounds and 18 rounds respectively. (1) box of Remington 22 LR with forty rounds of mixed brand
and type of ammunition. (1) box with twenty five rounds mixed ball and Hornady critical defense 380 ACP. (1) sleeve of 18 rounds CCI 22
LR shotshells. (1) vintage box of Winchester Silvertip 30-30 W.C.F. ammunition containing four mixed headstamp empty cartridge cases. (1)
bag loose handgun ammunition with nineteen rounds of mixed 380 ACP, seventeen rounds of Independent 357 magnum and six rounds of
Remington 38 Special +P ammunition in a HKS#27 speed loader. All the ammunition rates very good to excellent. The vintage Winchester
box rates fair with torn or tattered edges and missing end flaps. (88541-33AS20780A)
3053. LOT OF VINTAGE .56-.56 SPENCER CARTRIDGES This lot consists of a single unmarked cardboard box containing (7) rounds of
unmarked .56-.56 Spencer ammunition. The box was opened in the past at one end, wrapped in cellophane and sealed with tape. The exterior
of the box is pencil marked “Spencer Cartridges”. The cartridges rate good plus but have heavy lead oxide powder covering them. (87097-11)
3054. LOT OF VINTAGE COLT COMBUSTIBLE CARTRIDGES This lot consists of a single box of (6) rounds of ammunition for a .36 caliber
cap-n-ball revolver. The box is marked “6 Combustible Envelope / Cartridges, / Made of Hazard Powder / expressly for / Col. Colt’s Patent
/ Revolving Belt Pistol”. The box is cellophane wrapped with five of the six cartridges partially visible at the top from worn away paper. The
rest of the box rates very good with some minor stains and blemishes. (87097-10)
3055. LOT OF 8 SECOND TIMED ARTILLERY PROJECTILE FUSES This lot consists of single paper package containing (5) 8 second
timed artillery projectile fuses. The fuses measure 2” long x 1/2” tapering to 3/8”. The craft paper wrapper is secured with a string and is
stamped “8.S”. Overall, the package rates about near excellent. A great civil war relic. (87097-12)
3056. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of one box of (20) Winchester 45-70 Government cartridges. The cartridge
heads are unmarked but the box cover is labeled for the “Winchester Repeating Arms Company”. “45-70 Extra Heavy Solid Heads” and
listed as “.45 Caliber / 70 Grs. Powder” but does not give bullet weight although they appear to be round nose lead 405 grainers. The box
rates fair as the bottom is missing from the box but the cartridges rate very good to excellent overall with the occasional spot of verdigris
or oxidation. (86935-56)
3057. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of seven boxes of 9mm FMJ ammunition. Included are four boxes of Blazer 115 grain brass (5200)
and three boxes of Winchester 124 grain NATO (Q4318). Each box contains 50 rounds and all are in excellent condition. (48544-56A)
3058. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three boxes of ammunition. Included are one box of Winchester 38 Special 158 grain lead RN
(X38SIP) with 45 live rounds and five pieces of brass, one box of Winchester 357 Magnum 158 grain JHP (X3574P) with 38 live rounds
and 12 pieces of brass, and one full box of 50 Federal 357 Magnum 158 JHP (357E). All are in excellent condition. (48544-56B)
3059. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of six boxes of assorted 45 ACP ammunition. First are three boxes of Federal Hi-Power 230 FMJ
(45A), two are full with 50 rounds the third is partial with 30 rounds remaining. Next is a full box of 50 Federal Hi-Power 185 grain JHP
(45C). Lastly are two full boxes of Remington 185 grain JHP (R45AP2), each with 50 rounds. All are in excellent condition. (48544-56C)
3060. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of five boxes of 380 ACP ammunition. First are two full boxes of 50 CCI Blazer 95 grain FMJ (3505).
Next is a full box of 50 PMC 90 grain FMJ (380A). Third is a full box of 50 American Eagle 95 grain FMJ (AE380AP). Lastly is full box of 50
Federal 95 grain FMJ (380AP). All are in excellent condition, the Federal box has a damaged end flap on one side. (48544-56D)
3061. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three boxes of Winchester USA 40 S&W 180 grain FMJ (Q4238). Each is full with 50 rounds
and all are in excellent condition. (48544-56E)
3062. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two boxes of collectible ammunition. First is a partial box of Winchester 32 S&W 85 grain lead
(W32SWP). The box is yellow with the red “W” logo and contains 45 rounds. Next is a partial box of Western 32 ACP 71 grain FMJ (32AP).
The box is yellow with the red “X” and blue “Western” logo and also contains 45 rounds. All are in excellent condition, the Western box has
some in writing on the top. (48544-56F)
3063. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of five boxes of 30-06 ammunition. First are three boxes of Federal Classic 180 grain Hi-Shok Soft
Point (3006B). Next is one vintage box of Remington Hi-Speed 180 grain Core-Lokt Soft Point (6430). Lastly is a box of Remington 220
grain Core-Lokt Soft Point. Each box is full with 20 rounds and all are in excellent condition. (48544-56G)
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3064. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of five boxes of 30-30 ammunition. First are two boxes of vintage Remington Hi-Speed 150 grain
SPCL (1530) with “1976” written on the front. Next are two boxes of Remington 170 grain Core-Lokt Soft Point (R30302). Lastly is a
collectible box of Western Super X 150 grain Silvertip (30302). The box is yellow with the large red Super X logo. Each box is full with 20
rounds apiece and all are in excellent condition. (48544-56H)
3065. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of four boxes of assorted rifle ammunition. First is a partial box of Winchester Super-Speed 300
Savage 180 grain Soft Point (W3004) with 16 rounds remaining plus an additional two rounds of Remington 300 Savage. Next is a full box
of 20 Winchester Western 303 British 180 grain Power Point (X303B1). Third is a full box of 20 Winchester 308 Win 180 grain Power Point
(X3086). Lastly is a full box of 20 Remington 308 Win 180 grain Core-Lokt Soft Point (R308W2). All are in excellent condition. (48544-56I)
3066. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of seven boxes of assorted 20 gauge shotshells. First are two full boxes of 25 Remington High
Velocity 2 3/4” #8 Game Loads (HV20-8). Next is a full box of 25 Remington Express Magnum 2 3/4” #4 (SP20SMAG-4). Third is a full
box of 25 Remington Express 2 3/4” #7.5 (SP20-2 3/4-1-7 1/2). Fourth is a full box of 25 Winchester Super X 2 3/4” #7.5 Game Loads
(X207). Next is a full box of 25 Federal Classic Magnum 3” #7.5 (F207 7.5). Next is a partial box of Remington Express 2 3/4” #3 Buckshot
(SP20-2 3/4-3BK) with 23 shells remaining. Also included is a single box of Remington 16 gauge Sure Shot 2 3/4” #7.5 (R16H) that is full
with 25 shells. All are in excellent condition. (48544-56J)
3067. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of 15 boxes of assorted Remington 12 gauge shotshells. First are four boxes of 2 3/4” Express #6
(SP12-6). Two boxes are full with 25 rounds, one is partial with 21 rounds, last is also partial with 14 rounds and has an additional six rounds
of #4 shells. Next are two full boxes of 25 Express 2 3/4” #4 (SP12-4). Next are two full boxes of 25 Duck/Pheasant 2 3/4” #6 (DP12-6).
Fourth is a full box of 25 Premier STS Light Target 2 3/4” #8 (STS12L8). Fifth is a full box of 25 Nitro Pheasant Magnum 2 3/4” #6 (NP12M6).
Sixth is a full box of 25 Game Load 2 3/4“ #8 (GL128) and a partial box of 20 Game Load 2 3/4” #6 (GL126). Seventh is a full box of 25
Premier Magnum 3” #6 (PR12MAG-6). Eight is a full box of 25 Law Enforcement Reduced Recoil 00 Buck (RR12-00BK). Lastly is a full box
of 20 All Purpose 2 3/4” #8. Some of the shells have some light oxidation and tarnish but otherwise all are in excellent condition. (48544-56K)
3068. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of 17 boxes of assorted Winchester and Federal 12 gauge shotshells. First are six full boxes of
American Eagle 2 3/4” (AE12F), two #6 and four #7.5 each with 20 rounds. Second are two full boxes of 25 Federal 2 3/4” Field & Target
#7.5 (MP12 7.5). Next is a full box of 25 Federal Classic Hi-Brass Steel 2 3/4” #4 (W147 4). Fourth is a full box of 25 Federal Game Load
2 3/4” #8 (F121). Fifth are three boxes of Winchester Universal 2 3/4” #7.5 (U127), two are full with 25 shells the third retains 24. Next is
a partial box of Winchester High Brass 2 3/4” #6 (X126) with 23 shells. The seventh is a full box of 25 Winchester AA Heavy Trap Loads 2
3/4” #7.5 (WW12MAAP). Lastly are two full boxes of 25 Winchester 2 3/4” AA Target Loads, one Light #8 (AA128) the other Heavy #7.5
(AAM1271/2). All are in excellent condition. (48544-56L)
3069. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of four boxes of assorted 9mm & 40 S&W ammunition. Included are: One full box of 25 Hornady
Critical Defense 9mm 115 grain FTX (90250), one full box of 20 Hornady Critical Defense 40 S&W 165 grain FTX, one partial box of Winchester 9mm 115 grain FMJ with 70 rounds remaining, one full box of 100 Winchester 40 S&W 165 grain FMJ, and one loose bag of 90
rounds of Winchester 40 S&W FMJ. All are in excellent condition. (48541-1AS20842A)
3070. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of eight boxes of 9mm and 12 gauge ammunition. First are six boxes of 50 Tula steel case 9mm 115
grain FMJ, five are full with 50 rounds each the sixth has 35 rounds remaining. The next is a partial box of Speer Lawman 9mm 124 grain
FMJ (53616) with 29 rounds remaining. Lastly is a partial box of Winchester 12 gauge 2 3/4” 00 buck (Q1544VP) with 20 remaining. All
are in excellent condition and come in a green Flambeau ammo box. (48541-12AS20793A)
3071. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of an assortment of boxed and loose ammunition. Included are four boxes of loose packed Western
38 Special Super Match Mid-Range 148 grain lead wadcutters, each with 50 rounds, about 35 loose rounds of Western 38 wadcutters, 16
rounds of assorted 357 Magnum housed in two black leather cartridge holders, two boxes of Western Leader 22 LR, one with 50 rounds
the other about 20, one partial box of Western Xpert 22 LR with about 40 rounds, 15 rounds of Remington 30-06 soft point that is housed
in two nylon Uncle Mike’s Sidekick ammunition pouches (one black, one camo), 50 pieces of fired Western 38 Special brass in a yellow
Wester Super-Match box, one full box of vintage Remington Targetmaster 38 Special 148 grain lead wadcutter (6138), three vintage boxes
each with 50 pieces of assorted brass (Remington Targetmaster, Peters Police Match, and Peters 38 Long Colt boxes) and about 35 pieces
of assorted loose 38 Special brass. The boxed Western rounds come in the original yellow and blue boxes with bulls-eye logo, one has
been flattened and is included with the loose rounds and all have minor foxing and flaking. All the include rounds are in excellent condition,
some have minor tarnish. (48541-29S20937C)
3072. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of six boxes and assorted loose ammunition and brass. First is a full box of 25 Remington Premier
Magnum 12 gauge 3” #2 (PR12HMAG-2). Next is a full box of 20 Remington 30-06 150 grain Bronze Point (R30063). Third are four boxes
of American Eagle 44 Magnum brass by Federal. Three are full with 50 rounds, the last has 42. Next are 26 pieces of Federal 44 Magnum
240 grain HP housed in four HKS 29 speed loaders and black nylon pouches. Lastly are 40 rounds of Federal 223 Rem FMJ. Also included
is a black leather belt, size 36. All are in excellent condition and come in a black nylon zippered bag with carry strap. (48541-28S20937B)
3073. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of seven items in total. First is a partial box of CCI 22 LR standard velocity (0035) with 32 rounds
remaining. Second is a partial box of RWS R100 22 LR with 21 rounds remaining. Third is a partial box of Aquila 22 LR Super Colibri with 28
rounds remaining. All three are in excellent condition. Next are two full boxes 100 vintage Winchester primers. One is sealed with a yellow
and blue label with red borders and is No.116. The other has a blue label and has No.108 primers. Lastly are two vintage boxes of UMC
25-25 Stevens cartridges. The first is full with 20 rounds, the top cover is separated and missing one flap and portion of the side label is
also missing. The second is full with 20 fired cases, 19 of which are by Winchester, the top flap is separated and there are torn and missing
portions. The box has moderate foxing and minor flaking. (48189-4)
3074. LOT OF DUMMY AMMUNITION This lot consists of linked 30 caliber dummy rounds and fired brass. Included are: approximately 100
rounds of 30-06 linked rounds with steel cases and “FA” headstamps in non-disintegrating links; about 100 rounds of steel case 30-06
rounds with “FA” headstamps in disintegrating links; and about 25 rounds of 308 fired brass cases in disintegrating links. All are in very
good condition, some of the steel casings have areas of light surface oxidation. Also included is a Russell Manufacturing white cloth link
belt that is dated “1942” that is in new condition and is likely a reproduction. (46247-35A)
3075. LOT OF DUMMY AMMUNITION This lot consists of two links of 50 cal BMG ammunition. First are 50 pieces of steel case dummy
rounds with steel core projectiles. Next are 20 pieces of fired brass by various manufacturers. The steel and links have areas of light surface
oxidation and the lot is in very good condition overall. (46247-35B)
3076. LOT OF DUMMY AMMUNITION This lot contains about 50 pieces of dummy 20mm linked ammunition. The rounds are steel case
and have various projectiles, including steel, blue and silver tip. All are in very good condition, there are some areas of light surface oxidation
throughout. (46247-35C)
3077. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two boxes of Winchester 284 Win 150 grain Power Point ammunition (X2842). The first is an
older white box with red and orange label which contains 20 rounds. The second is a newer vintage gray box which has 12 live rounds and
eight pieces of fired brass. All are in excellent condition. (48585-112A)
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3078. LOT OF 6.5 CARCANO SURPLUS AMMO This lot consists of Globe Firearms repackaged surplus 6.5 Carcano ammo on clips. There
are 9 full six-round loaded clips giving a total of 54 surplus cartridges loaded with round nose cupro-nickel jacketed bullets in brass cases.
They are still in about very good condition with some scattered tarnishing throughout. Furthermore there are six additional clips, one loose
cartridge and nine fired cases. One clip shows some moderate oxidation staining but the others remain in very good condition. A nice lot
for the Italian military collector. (138444-1)
3079. NORMA 6.5 ARISAKA AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two full 20-round boxes of 6.5 Arisaka, 156 grain soft point cartridges
with brass cases. They remain in near excellent condition with a few cases showing some light tarnishing. (138444-1A)
3080. NORMA 7.7 ARISAKA AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three full 20-round boxes of 7.7 Arisaka, 174 grain soft point cartridges
with brass cases. They remain in near excellent condition with a few cases showing some light tarnish. (138444-1B)
3081. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes of assorted commercial 30 Carbine ammunition. First is a full 20-round box of
Federal Power-Shok, 110 grain soft point cartridges with brass cases in excellent condition. Second is a mixed box containing (43) rounds
of Winchester 110 grain hollow soft points and (7) rounds of PMC 110 grain FMJ, all brass-cased with some light tarnishing and housed in
a Winchester Super-X box. Third is a full 50-round box of Federal American Eagle 110 grain FMJ with brass cases in very good condition
with some light tarnishing and a couple showing some more moderate oxidation. Fourth is a mixed box containing (27) rounds of Remington
110 grain FMJ and (23) rounds of PMC 110 grain FMJ, all with brass cases in excellent condition housed in a Remington box. (138444-1C)
3082. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes of assorted 20 gauge shotshells. First is a full 25-round box of Remington Game
Loads 2 3/4” length shells loaded with 7/8 oz. shot. Second are two full 5-round boxes of Winchester Super-X rifled slug hollow points 2
3/4” length shells loaded with 3/4 oz. slugs. Last is a full 5-round box of Federal Heavyweight Turkey loads 2 3/4” length shells with 1 1/8
oz. heavyweight shot. All appear to be in excellent condition. (138444-1D)
3083. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full boxes of assorted 32 Winchester Special. All are loaded with 170 grain soft points.
There are two boxes of Remington Express Core-Lokt, one box of Federal Power-Shok, one box of newer Winchester Super-X and one
older box of Winchester Super-X in yellow box. All are loaded in brass cases and remain in near excellent condition with some light
tarnishing. (138444-1E)
3084. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full boxes of Remington Express Core-Lokt 260 Remington, 140 grain soft points with
brass cases. The cartridges in one box show some moderate oxidation scattered about but the remainder are in near excellent condition
with just some light tarnishing. (138444-1F)
3085. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20-round boxes and three partial boxes of assorted 225 Winchester cartridges, all
loaded with 55 grain soft points in brass cases. The two full boxes are Winchester Super X, next a box of (10) Winchester Super Speed,
a box of (18) Winchester Super X in silver box and a box of (13) Farmsworth Ammunition cartridges. Most of the cartridges are in near
excellent condition with a few showing some light tarnishing. (138444-1G)
3086. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20-round boxes of Remington Express 45-70 Government loaded with 300 grain
SJHP bullets in brass cases. The cases show some tarnishing but still remain in very good plus condition. (138444-1H)
3087. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes of assorted 25 ACP and 380 ACP ammunition. First is a partial box of (38) UMC
25 ACP loaded with 50 grain FMJ bullets in brass cases, second is a partial box of (12) Magtech 380 ACP 95 grain FMJ in brass cases and
(1) PMC hollowpoint in nickel-plated case, finally there is a full 50-round box of Remington 380 ACP 95 grain FMJ in brass cases. Most
of the cartridges are in near excellent condition with a few showing some light tarnishing and the boxes are a little torn up but still mostly
intact. (138444-1I)
3088. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50-round boxes of Federal Premium 40 S&W 155 grain Hydra-Shok JHP in nickel-plated cases. All remain in near excellent condition. (138444-1J)
3089. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 20-round box of Remington Express Core-Lokt 338 Marlin Express loaded with 250
grain soft points in brass cases in excellent condition, (15) unboxed rounds of Remington 338 Marlin Express loaded as above but with
more minor to moderate tarnishing of the cases and (7) unboxed rounds of Federal 7mm Rem Mag loaded with soft points in brass cases
showing some light tarnishing throughout. (138444-1K)
3090. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of a partial box of surplus 30-06 and some extraneous cartridges. The box
is labeled “20 CARTRIDGES / BALL / CALIBER .30 M 2 ALT.” with a red stripe down the center from the Des Moines Ordnance Plant lot
20155. There are 18 cartridges still present and they remain in very good condition with some light tarnishing throughout. The box is in
fair condition, missing its lid and showing a number of small tears, scuffs and staining. Also included are (1) round of modern Remington
30-06, (1) fired case of Norma 6.5x55mm, (1) round of Norma 6.5x55mm loaded with cupro-nickel soft point and (1) round of 6.5x55mm
loaded with cupro-nickel soft point and head-stamped “4 - 3 / 25”. (138444-1L)
3091. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes of assorted 35 Remington and 300 Savage rifle cartridges. First is one full
20-round box of Federal Power-Shok 35 Remington loaded with 200 grain soft points in cases remaining in excellent condition, next is one
full 20-round box of Federal Classic 300 Savage loaded with 150 grain Hi-Shok soft points in brass cases remaining in excellent condition,
finally there is one partial box (4 cartridges) of vintage Winchester Super Speed power point 300 Savage loaded with 150 grain soft points
in brass cases. The cases show some light tarnishing and the box is in about good condition missing one side flap and showing some scuffs
and light staining throughout. (138444-1M)
3092. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20-round boxes of Remington Premier 338 Remington Ultra Mag loaded with 250
grain soft points in brass cases. Most of the cases are in very good plus condition with some minor tarnishing, a couple showing more
moderate tarnishing throughout. (138444-1N)
3093. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes total, including two full 50-round boxes of Remington 32-20, one box loaded with
100 grain lead bullets in brass cases and the other loaded with 100 grain soft points in brass cases. Next are two full 20-round boxes of
Remington 357 Maximum loaded with 158 grain semi-jacketed hollowpoints in brass cases. All of the ammunition remains in near excellent
condition with some light tarnishing here and there. (138444-1P)
3094. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes total including one partial box (36 rounds) of Remington 45 Colt loaded with
225 grain lead semi-wadcutter bullets in brass cases, next is one full 25-round box of Remington 44 Magnum loaded with 240 grain SJHP
bullets in brass cases, finally there is one full sealed 50-round box of Hornady 17 HMR loaded with 20 grain XTP bullets. All remain in
excellent condition. (138444-1Q)
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3095. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE VOLCANIC ROCKET BALLS This lot consists of six rare “rocket ball” self contained cartridges for the volcanic
pistol including (2) .31 cal, (1) .36 cal. and (3) .41 cal. cartridges. The larger cartridges remain in very good plus condition with tarnishing
throughout. The smaller cartridges are in about good overall condition with similar tarnishing but also some cracking and minor rupturing of
the lead. Both of the 31, the 36 and two of the 41 cartridges feature combination brass and cork bases and one of the 41 cal cartridges has
a full cork bottom. These cartridges are of course famous for being the first completely self-contained ammunition with a hollowed-out lead
bullet filled with black powder and capped with priming compound. Although an historic achievement, they were incredibly underpowered
and not particularly successful on the commercial market. The cartridges are contained in a small shadow box with information card. A
superb find for the cartridge collector. (138562-6)
3096. LOT OF SURPLUS AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven full and one partial box of Nazi-made 1938-dated 8x56R rifle ammo on
clips for the Austrian Steyr M95 rifle. There are a total of 15 five-round clips in very good to near excellent condition showing some light
oxidation. Most of the boxes are in near excellent condition with one missing its label, another showing some oil staining and the partial box
is a little bent out of shape. The spitzer bullets attract a magnet. A nice lot for the military collector or owner of a Steyr M95. (138641-5)
[William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
3097. LOT OF SURPLUS AMMUNITION This lot consists of ten full 25-round boxes and one partial 17-round box of Spanish 9mm Largo
ammunition. Three of the boxes retain their exterior labels and they all show some moderate scuffing throughout. The two opened boxes
reveal cartridges in very good condition showing some scattered spots of minor tarnishing. The remaining cartridges are likely in similar
condition. A good lot for the collector or owner of a 9mm Largo pistol. (138641-5A) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
3098. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of a variety of items beginning with a plain tan box with a top marked in green
“H.2866/12/Cartridges/Revolver/.455 Inch Mk VIz/I.S.A.A.”. The box shows light wear and there is some separation occurring. Enclosed
are eight rds. with headstamps “K43/VIZ” and rating very good to excellent. Next is a factory sealed packet with a top label that reads ”6
Carts., Carbine Grenade/Cal. 30 M6- Amm. Lot 12046/Lake City Ordnance Plant”. The packet has a dark coating and rates excellent. The
third item is a tan box with a green label with a top section that reads “25 .38 Cal. 255 Gr./Grooved Bullets. for Winchester, Marlin, Savage
and other Rifles./Manufactured by/The Union Metallic Cartridge Co./Bridgeport, Conn.,/U.S.A.”. The side sections of the wraparound label
reiterate portions of the above and the lid features thumb cutouts; the box shows minor wear and soiling. Enclosed are 13 rds. rating very
good plus with solidified lubricant evident. Also included are three Dardick rounds with one being a fired .38 special, another 38 special
with no powder and the other simply the plastic case. There are also two Maynard cartridges: (1) .52 cal.; (1) .37 cal. sporting. Each shows
light oxidation. (78636-1)
3099. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot consists of one partial box containing 42 rounds of Remington Kleanbore 35 Win. Self Loading brass-cased ammo with 180 grain soft point bullets. The rounds show typical light tarnishing but remain in very
good condition overall and the box is in similarly very good condition showing some light scuffs and a couple small tears. A very nice ammo
lot to display with your Winchester 1905. (138585-120A)
3100. LOT OF ASSORTED AMMUNITION This lot consists of 110 rounds of assorted commercial 9mm cartridges including (16) 147 gr.
SXT Winchester Black Talons, (42) Winchester unknown weight JHP in a yellow plastic container, (17) Remington 124 gr. FMJ in a partial
box, (3) Glaser safety slugs, (13) assorted JHP cartridges and (19) assorted FMJ cartridges. The loose rounds show some light tarnishing
throughout but all are in good condition. (138641-4)
3101. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of ten full 5-round boxes of Remington 12 ga. Buckshot 2 3/4” 00BK all in very good condition.
(138641-4A)
3102. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 5-round boxes of Remington 12 ga. Buckshot 2 3/4” 00BK, two full 5-round boxes
of Winchester 12 ga. 2 3/4” Super-X Hollow Point Rifled Slugs and one full 25-round box of Winchester 12 ga. 2 3/4” #4 buck. All are in
very good condition. (138641-4B)
3103. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50-round boxes of Western Xpert 22 LR greased cartridges in
yellow and blue boxes, two partial boxes of Western Xpert 22 LR greased cartridges in yellow and blue boxes that appear to be missing just
a round or two each, one full 50-round box of Winchester 22 LR Super Speed “Kopperklad” in red and yellow box and a partial 22-round
box of Winchester 22 LR Super Speed “Kopperklad” in red and yellow box. All of the cartridges are in very good condition with the boxes
showing some scuffs and a couple scattered small tears. (138641-4C) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
3104. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven vintage 38 Rimfire cartridges loaded with lead bullets in copper cases
with “H” headstamp. The cartridges are just under 1 1/4” in overall length and remain in very good condition showing some light tarnish on
the cases and oxidation on the bullets. (138641-4D) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
3105. LOT OF SURPLUS AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven full 15-round boxes of surplus Czech 7.62x45 ammunition. The steel
cases are coated with green lacquer and head-stamped “bxn / 54” and the bullets attract a magnet. All of the cartridges are in near
excellent condition and the boxes show some light staining, scuffs and small tears but all of them retain their labels. (138641-4E)
[William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
3106. LOT OF SURPLUS AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes total, of assorted surplus ammo including: one 23-round box of Italian
8mm Mauser with head-stamp “BPD / 953” loaded in brass cases with green-tip armor piercing bullets, one 20-round box of Italian 8mm
Mauser with head-stamp “BPD / 953” loaded in brass cases with green-tip armor piercing bullets, one partial 7-round box of East German
8mm Mauser loaded in lacquered steel cases and one full 15-round box of East German 8mm Kurz loaded in lacquered steel cases. All of
the 8mm Mauser boxes are in a rather fragile state but the 8mm Kurz box is solid with a good label and some writing in pen “ammo 8mm
kurz”. (138641-4F) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
3107. SHOTSHELL BLANK LOT This lot consists of a single 25 rd. box of Winchester Super X 10 ga. black powder shotshell blanks in like-new
condition. Please check out our live auction for salute cannons to fire this in. (218700-3A)
3108. SHOTSHELL BLANK LOT This lot consists of a single 25 rd. box of Winchester Super X 10 ga. black powder shotshell blanks in like-new
condition. Please check out our live auction for salute cannons to fire this in. (218700-3B)
3109. R IFLE AMMUNITION LOT Total of five. This lot consists of five full boxes of Sellier & Bellot 8x57 JRS 196 grain FMJ ammunition. The
boxes show moderate wear along their edges and please note that this is the rimmed version of the 8x57 JS cartridge. (208566-1)
3110. P ISTOL AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a single full 25 round box of Fiocchi 10.4mm Italian Ordnance revolver ammunition.
The ammunition appears to be in very good plus to excellent condition overall. The box shows moderate wear and flaking. (207884-59D)
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3111. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a sealed 20 round
box of German arsenal 11mm Mauser. The front of the box is marked “Scharfe
Patronen M/71/Angefertigt im Augt 1875/im Artillerie Depot- zu Stettin/Hulfen:
Zundhutchen Df 74”. The box shows some light to moderate flaking and light
dirt staining. (207884-59A) [Craig Brown Collection]
3112. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three full 15 round
boxes of World War Two era 8mm Mauser ammunition. The first box contains
steel cased S.m.e. pointed bullet rounds headstamped “hlc”. The ammunition
appears to be a mix of both 1944 and 1945 dated headstamps. The rounds
exhibit light flaking of their coating, dust staining and perhaps some minor oxidation. The label has both 1944 and 1945 dates on it, the box shows minor dirt
staining and some light tears. The next box contains brass cased heavy pointed
rounds. The rounds are headstamped “P.25” and dated 1936. The box shows
light dirt staining and crazing. The third box contains what are likely tracers or
armor piercing rounds marked “S.M.K. L’Spur (Gleb)”. The rounds have black
tips, they are headstamped “P413”, dated 1940 and show some minor tarnish3111
ing. The box is dated 1940, it shows some light dirt staining, a couple minor
tears and some creasing. (207884-59B) [Craig Brown Collection]
3113. C OLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOX This lot consists of two opened boxes of German arsenal 11mm Mauser ammo. The first box
is a full 20 round box that is marked “Scharfe Patronen M/71/Angefertigt am 12 Decbr. 1889/im Artillerie Depot zu Danzig/Pulv: H.87-2
Zundhutchen: S.88”. The ammunition shows scattered tarnish, the box exhibits a tear along its one of its edges, scattered flaking and dust
staining. The second box is a full 10 round box that is marked “Scharfe Patronen M/71/ Angefertigt im 13 Sept. 1887/im Artilleries-Depot
Zu Coln/Hulfen: Zundhutchen: S86”. The rounds exhibit scattered tarnish, the box shows scattered flaking, some dirt staining and the onset
of light tears at the lid. A neat lot for the military collector. (207884-59C) [Craig Brown Collection]
3114. F RENCH AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of four items. The first is a full 8 round packet of 8 mm Balle N Lebel. The ammunition
is dated 1944, the label is in German and it was likely made by the Nazis. The cartridges are still in the brown paper wrapper, the wrapper
has a few small tears, some staining and loose ends. The next item is a partial 25 round box of French 8mm Ordnance. There are 24 rounds
present and they show moderate tarnishing. The headstamps appear to be mostly be unmarked with one round having an indiscernible
headstamp. The box has been opened, it has some added tape, a few tears and scattered flaking. The label reads “25 CARTOUCHES/A
BALLE/POUR REVOLVER/Modele 1892/Reglementaire Francaise/Calibre 8mm/CARTOUCHERIE FRANCAISE/10.Rue Bertin-Poiree Paris”.
The next item is a 5 round clip for the French RSC-1917 rifle with 5 rounds of surplus 8mm Lebel ammunition. The clip shows some light
pitting, oxidation and some added writing. The ammunition appears to be in very good condition with light tarnish. The fourth item is another
5 shot French clip that appears to be another variation for an RSC-1917. The clip shows some thinning, overall freckling and light oxidation.
(207884-59E) [Craig Brown Collection]
3115. P ISTOL AMMUNITION LOT TOTAL OF FOUR BOXES The first box is a partial 50 round box of surplus Remington 45 ACP that
contains approximately 48 rounds. The next two boxes are full 50 round boxes of surplus Remington 45 ACP. All three boxes are 1942
production, the rounds show light tarnish and the boxes light to moderate wear. The fourth box is a partial 20 round box of Winchester Black
Talon Deep Penetrator 230 grain hollow point 45 ACP. The box contains 13 rounds that appear to be in excellent condition. (207884-59F)
3116. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a single round of Nazi produced 7.92x94 anti-tank ammunition. The brass shows
some light tarnish but remains mostly bright. The bullet is black tipped and the headstamp reads “aux”, “(Eagle)/WaA109”, “41” and “61H”.
This round was developed by the Nazis for use in their Panzerbusche anti-tank rifle but as the war progressed and armor got thicker it was
found to be obsolete. An interesting lot for the cartridge or military collector. (207884-59G) [Craig Brown Collection]
3117. .30 CAL. MATCH AMMUNITION This lot includes a sealed 20
round box of 1967 dated, Lake City Army Ammunition Plant, M72, 173
gr., cartridges. This box is from Lot LC 12238 and has some light discoloration along the right side flat with all color in the labeling remaining
bright. The corners are crisp and this would make a nice addition to any
ammunition collection. (108388-13E)
3118. .30 CAL. MATCH AMMUNITION This lot includes a sealed 20
round box of 1967 dated, Lake City Army Ammunition Plant, M72, 173
gr., cartridges. The white box with stenciled red, blue and black lettering
has a couple of lightly scuffed corners, minor ingrained dirt staining and
remains in very good plus condition. (108388-13F)
3119. .30 CAL. MATCH AMMUNITION This lot includes a sealed 20
round box of 1967 dated, Lake City Army Ammunition Plant, M72,
173 gr., cartridges. The white box with red, blue and black stenciled
lettering is part of lot LC 12238 and has sharp corners with scattered
spots of light ingrained dirt staining and remains in very good plus
condition. (108388-13G)
3120. .30 CAL. MATCH AMMUNITION This lot includes two sealed 20
3117
round boxes of 1967 dated, Lake City Army Ammunition Plant, M72, 173 gr.,
cartridges from lot LC 12238. The white boxes with red, blue and black stenciled lettering rate about very good with overall light to perhaps
moderate spots of ingrained dirt staining and light scuffing along the edges and the corners remain crisp. (108388-13H)
3121. .30 CAL. MATCH AMMUNITION This lot includes a sealed 20 round box of 1967 dated, Lake City Army Ammunition Plant, M72, 173
gr., cartridges. The white box with stenciled red, blue and black lettering has foxing along the right side flat, spots of minor ingrained dirt
staining and remains in very good plus condition. (108388-13I)
3122. AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes an assortment of 32 S&W cartridges. First is a partial 50 round box of Express 32 S&W Long, 98 gr.,
LRN cartridges containing 42 bullets with lightly tarnished brass in overall very good condition. Second is a full 50 round box of Kleanbore
32 S&W, 88 gr., LRN bullets with lightly discolored brass in very good condition. Third is a full 50 round box of Express 32 S&W, 88 gr., LRN
bullets with mostly bright brass in excellent condition. Last is a partial 50 round box of Peters Rustless 32 S&W, LRN cartridges containing
45 bullets with mostly discolored brass in overall good condition. (108490-4)
3123. R EMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot includes three full 50 round boxes of Express 32 S&W, 88 gr., LRN bullets with bright brass in
excellent condition. (108490-4A)
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3124. M IXED CALIBER AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes eight full and/or partial boxes of either .40 S&W or .45 ACP cartridges. First
are three 50 round boxes of Winchester Ranger .40 S&W, 165 gr., SXT cartridges. There are two full boxes and a full mixed box containing
43 Winchester SXT cartridges and 10 Winchester brass cased flat nose cartridges, all in very good condition. Second are four Federal
boxes two are full 50 round boxes of 40 S&W, 135 gr., JHP cartridges in excellent condition The other two boxes house an assortment of
cartridges. There are 50 Tula flat nose steel cased cartridges in one box and 48 assorted cartridges in the other to include 25 Federal JHP,
3 PMC brass cased flat nose, and 20 Tula steel cased flat nose cartridges all in good condition. Last is a full 50 round box of Blazer .45 ACP,
230 gr., FMJ cartridges in aluminum casings in excellent condition. Also included are 25 loose, assorted .45 ACP cartridges in a variety of
configurations, from multiple manufacturers in overall very good condition. (108499-1)
3125. P MC AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of PMC Bronze .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-BT cartridges in excellent
condition. (108551-4)
3126. R EMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot includes a partial 20 round box (16 cartridges) of High Velocity 32 Win. Special, 170 gr., soft point
Core-Lokt cartridges with slightly dull colored brass in odverall excellent condition. (108657-92S20897)
3127. M IXED CALIBER AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes 100 loose rounds of surplus 5.45x39mm steel cased ball ammunition, and 16
loose rounds of Winchester .380 ACP cartridges with bright brass, all in excellent condition. (108717-116U) [John W. Young Collection]
3128. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington High Velocity 25-06 Remington 120 gr., pointed soft point,
Core-Lokt in very good to excellent condition. (77023-27)
3129. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full ten rd. boxes of Barrett .50 BMG, M-33 ball, 661 gr. in excellent condition. (77757-2A)
3130. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of two full ten rd. boxes of excellent condition Barrett .50 BMG, M-33 ball, 661 gr. (77757-2B)
3131. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of two full ten rd. boxes of Barrett .50 BMG, M-33 ball, 661 gr. in excellent condition. (77757-2C)
3132. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 20 rd. box of Federal Premium Safari 416 Rem. Mag., 400 gr., Trophy Bonded Bear Claw rating
excellent. (77757-2D)
3133. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two 20 rd. size boxes of 300 Weatherby Mag., 180 gr,: (1) full of Federal Premium Safari
Nosler Partition; (1) containing 8 rds. and 12 fired casings of Remington Express Core-Lokt pointed soft point. The overall condition is
excellent. (77757-2E)
3134. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 20 rd. size boxes of Federal Premium V- Shok 22-250 Rem., 55 gr.: (1) full and (1)
containing 18 rds. of Sierra Blitzking; (1) containing nine rds. and ten fired casings of Sierra Gameking BTHP. Also included are 34 rds. of
fired casings with Federal headstamps and housed in a Case-Gard hinged plastic box. The lot rates excellent overall. (77757-2F)
3135. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 20 rd. size box of Remington High Velocity 416 Rem. Mag., 350 gr. Swift A-Frame P.S.P. rating very
good to excellent. (77757-2G)
3136. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five containers: (1) full 20 rd. box and (1) containing ten rds. of Winchester Made In USA
7.62mm, 147 gr. ball in excellent condition; (1) box containing 20 rds. of Winchester Leader .22 LR, 40 gr. lead; (1) bag containing five rds.
of RWS 8x57 JR, 127 gr., S.P.R.N.; (1) box containing 14 rds. of Remington 38-55 Win. fired casings. Unless otherwise noted the condition
rating is very good to excellent. (77757-2H)
3137. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of three boxes and 24 loose rds. of 12 ga.: (1) full 25 rd. of Winchester AA Supersport 2 3/4”,
7 1/2 shot; (1) full five rd. box of Federal Classic rifled slug, 2 3/4” HP magnum; (1) containing 11 rds. of Federal Classic Steel Magnum 2
3/4”, BBB shot; (10) rds, of Winchester Duck & Pheasant 2 3/4”, 6 shot; (9) rds. of mixed Remington 2 3/4”; (2) rds. of Federal 2 3/4”, 7 1/2
shot; (3) rds. of Remington 3”. Also included is one rd. of Remington 16 ga., 2 3/4”. (77757-2I)
3138. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes of 7mm Weatherby Mag.: (1) containing 19 rds. of Weatherby Ultra-High
Velocity, 154 gr. Spire point; (1) containing 19 rds. of Remington High Velocity 140 gr., pointed soft point. The ammunition is in excellent
condition. (78243-10A)
3139. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 20 rd. size boxes of Weatherby .240 Weatherby Magnum, Ultra Velocity: (1) full
of 100 gr., S.P. Hornady; (1) full of 85 gr., S.P. Nosler; (1) containing 17 rds. of 100 gr. PT-EX. The overall condition is very good to
excellent. (78243-10B)
3140. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of four 20 rd. size boxes of .243 Win.: (1) full of Federal Power-Shok 80 gr., S.P.; (1) full of Remington
Core-Lokt 100 gr., P.S.P. (1) full of Winchester Super X 80 gr., S.P.; (1) containing 19 rds. of Federal Premium 70 gr., Speer TNT H.P. This
is an excellent condition lot. (78243-10C)
3141. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 20 rd. box of Winchester Super X270 Winchester Short Magnum 150 gr., Power-Point rating near
excellent. (78243-10D)
3142. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes of .270 Weatherby Magnum 130 gr., each containing 19 rds.: (1) of Weatherby Ultra-High Velocity, Spire point; (1) of Federal Premium Nosler Partition with box showing ink markings. The ammunition rates
excellent. (78243-10E)
3143. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two 24 rd. size boxes of Federal Classic 270 Win. 130 gr., Hi-Shok S.P.: (1) full; (1) containing
16 rds. and 8 fired casings. The overall condition is very good to excellent with one cartridge showing moderate oxidation. (78243-10F)
3144. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of two full 20 rd. boxes of 280 Rem., 140 gr.: (1) of Winchester Ballistic Silvertip, rapid controlled
expansion polymer tip; (1) of Remington Core-Lokt P.S.P. The overall condition of the lot is excellent. (78243-10G)
3145. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes of Weatherby Ultra-High Velocity Spire point, each containing 19 rds.: (1) of .300
Weatherby Magnum 165 gr.; (1) of .340 Weatherby Magnum 250 gr. The condition rating is very good to excellent. (78243-10H)
3146. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes: (1) containing approximately 45 rds. of Winchester Western Super X 218 Bee
46 gr., H.P.; (1) full six rd. of USAC 38 special 158 gr. FMJ semi-wadcutter; (1) full six rd. of Speer 38/357 shot shell; (1) containing 25 rds.
of Winchester 22 blank extra loud. The overall condition rating is very good. (78243-10I)
3147. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes of Federal: (1) full 20 rd. of Classic 45-70 Govt. 300 gr., Sierra Pro-Hunter HP FN;
(1) full 50 rd. and (1) containing 49 rds. of American Eagle 5.7x28mm 40 gr. FMJ. The ammunition rates very good to excellent. (78243-10J)
3148. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington Express 350 Remington Magnum 200 gr., Core-Lokt PSP in
very good condition with light tarnish forming mainly along the necks. (78384-6A)
3149. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 20 rd. box of Hornady 458 Lott 500 gr. DGS in excellent condition. (78384-6B)
3150. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 20 rd. box of Weatherby .30-378 Weatherby Magnum Ultra-High Velocity 200 gr., Nosler Partition
in excellent condition. (78384-6C)
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3151. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two 20 rd. size boxes: (1) full of Sellier & Bellot 9.3x74R, 285 gr. S.P. rating near excellent;
(1) containing eight rds. and twelve fired casings of Remington 8mm Rem. Mag. rating very good. (78384-6D)
3152. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes and one containing 16 rds. and four fired casings of Remington Hi-Speed
170 gr., Core-Lokt S.P. in near excellent condition. (78097-29A)
3153. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington Hi-Speed 170 gr., Core-Lokt S.P. rating near excellent. (78097-29B)
3154. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of nine boxes: (1) full 20 rd. of Sellier & Bellot 30-06 Spring. 150 gr., S.P.; (1) containing 48 rds.
and one fired casing of PMC 9mm Luger 115 gr., FMC; (1) containing 11 rds and one fired casing of Remington Kleanbore 9mm Luger
124 gr. M.C. bullet; (1) containing approximately 30 rds. of mixed .32 S&W rating good to very good and in a tattered U.S. Cartridge box;
(1) containing 12 rds. and 21 fired casings of Remington High Velocity 45 Auto 185 gr., JHP; (1) containing three rds. and 40 fired casings
of Remington 38 Special (+P); 158 gr. lead semi-wadcutter; (2) full 20 rd. and (1) containing 44 rds, of Federal 38 Special Match fired
casings. The overall condition of the lot is very good to excellent. (78097-29C)
3155. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes and one containing 10 rds. and 11 fired casings of Remington UMC
357 Sig 125 gr., JHP in excellent condition. (78097-29D)
3156. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of two 50 rd. size boxes of Winchester Western X: (1) containing approximately 45 rds. of .32 Short
Colt 80 gr.. Lubaloy in the yellow box with red, blue and white graphics and rating very good to excellent; (1) containing 49 rds. of excellent
.32 Long Colt 82 gr., lead in the white Olin style box. (78097-29E)
3157. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five boxes: (1) full 50 rd. of Remington Express 38 S&W 146 gr., lead RN; (1) full 50 rd. of
Fiocchi 25 auto 50 gr., FMJ; (1) full 50 rd. of Fiocchi 380 auto 95 gr., FMJ; (1) full 20 rd. of Winchester Black Talon 44 Rem. Mag., 250 gr.,
SXT; (1) containing approximately 47 rds. of Federal 32 auto 71 gr., FMJ. The overall condition of the lot is excellent. (78097-29F)
3158. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 18 boxes of rimfire including the first 15 of .22 LR: (3) full 50 rd. and (1) containing three rds.
of CCI Pistol Match; (1) containing 32 rds. of CCI HP Mini Mag; (1) containing 35 rds. of CCI HP; (2) full 50 rd. of CCI standard velocity;
(1) containing 81 rds. and (1) containing 20 rds. of Remington Target standard velocity solid bullet; (1) containing 23 rds. of Remington
high velocity HP; (1) containing four rds. of Remington; (1) containing approximately 40 rds. of Winchester Western T22; (1) containing
approximately 15 rds. of Federal Lightning high velocity; (1) containing nine rds. of Federal Champion Target, standard velocity; (1) containing
approximately 45 rds. of Winchester Super X .22 short, high velocity; (1) containing approximately 30 rds. of Winchester Super-Speed .22
Win. Mag. 40 gr., JHP, expanding bullet with oxidized tips; (1) full 50 rd. of Fiocchi .22 Win. Mag. 40 gr., JSP. Also included are approximately
30 rds. of mixed, loose .22 LR. The overall condition of the lot is excellent. (78097-29G)
3159. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven containers: (1) full 50 rd. box and (1) containing 48 rds. of American Eagle 9mm
Luger 147 gr., FMJ flat point; (1) bag containing eight rds. of Federal Classic 9mm Hi-Shok JHP; (2) factory sealed 500 rd. canisters and
(1) containing approximately 250 rds. of Dynamit Nobel Super Point .177 cal. Pellets; (1) full 25 rd. box of Remington Kleanbore 12 ga., 3”,
8 shot Shur Shot Shells. The overall condition of the lot is excellent. (78264-8, 9, 10)
3160. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 11 boxes including the first seven of 16 ga. shotshells: (1) full 25 rd. of Sears, Roebuck
Xtra-Range Sportload 2 3/4”, 6 shot with paper hulls; (1) full 25 rd. of Federal Magnum Steel 2 3/4”, 4 shot; (1) containing 24 rds. of Federal Classic Field Load 2 3/4”, 8 shot; (1) containing 11 rds. of Remington Express 2 3/4”, rifled slug; (1) full five rd. and (1) containing two
rds. of Remington Express 2 3/4”, buckshot; (1) mismatched box containing one rd. of Federal 2 3/4”, rifled slug and one rd. Remington
Express 3”, buckshot; (1) containing 11 rds. of Western 30-30 Win. consisting of eight Silvertip and three soft point and some showing up
to moderate oxidation; (3) full 50 rd. of Federal Hi-Power 22 LR. Xcess Speed lead lubricated bullet. With the exception of the 30-30 Win.,
the conditions range from very good to excellent. (78722-1)
3161. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 13 full boxes of Winchester 12 ga., of which the first ten are 2 3/4”: (6) 25 rd. and (2) five
rd. of Super X rifled slugs, HP; (2) five rd. of Super X max. load, 00 buck (12 pellets), magnum super buckshot loads; (3) five rd. of 3”, XX
copper plated shot, 00 buck (15 pellets). The overall condition is excellent. (78658-216BA)
3162. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 28 boxes, of which the first 27 are Federal and full: (1) ten rd. of Premium Magnum Turkey, 12
ga., 3 1/2”, 5 shot; (1) ten rd. of Premium Magnum Turkey, 12 ga., 3”, 4 shot; (4) five rd. of Premium Sabot Slug, 12 ga., 2 3/4”, Hydra-Shok
HP Maximum; (1) five rd. of Premium 12 ga., 2 3/4”, Barnes Expander HP Slug; (4) five rd. of Hi-Power, 12 ga., 2 3/4”, rifled slug; (2) five rd.
of 12 ga., 2 3/4”, Hi-Shok Slug, HP; (1) five rd. of Classic 12 ga., 3”, Sabot Slug, 450 gr., HP; (10) five rd. of 16 ga., 2 3/4”, Hi-Shok Slug HP;
(2) five rd. of Classic Rifled Slug, 20 ga., 2 3/4”, HP Maximum; (1) five rd. of Classic Rifled Slug, 20 ga., 2 3/4”, 328 gr., HP; (1) containing
four rds. of Remington Rifled Slug, 20 ga., 2 3/4”, 5/8 oz. slug. The overall condition is excellent. (78658-216BB)
3163. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of one ten rd. box and 19 five rd. size boxes of 12 ga., the first 15 of which are of Remington
2 3/4”: (2) full of Slugger, 1 oz., HP rifled slug; (1) full of Slugger, 1 oz. rifled slug; (5) full of 7/8 oz., rifled slug; (2) full of High Velocity,
7/8 oz., rifled slug; (1) full and (1) containing two rds. of Buckshot, 1 BK, 20 pellets; (2) full of Buckshot, 00 BK, 9 pellets; (1) full of
Buckshot, 00 BK, 12 pellets; (2) full of Activ 2 3/4”, 1 oz. slug; (1) containing three rds. of Activ 2 3/4”, Buckshot, 00 BK, 9 pellets; (1)
full of Remington 3” Mag. 1 oz., rifled slug. The last box is a full ten rd. of Hornady TAP, FPD, 2 3/4”, 00 Buckshot, 8 pellets. The lot is in
excellent condition. (78658-216BC)
3164. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four 50 rd. size boxes of Winchester 40 Smith & Wesson, 180 gr.: (2) full and (1) containing
46 rds. of WinClean BEB; (1) full of FMJ. This is an excellent condition lot. (78658-216AA)
3165. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 50 rd. size boxes of 40 Smith and Wesson: (2) full of Winchester Ranger 180 gr.,
SXT; (1) containing 15 rds. of Winchester Ranger 180 gr. SXT, 10 rds. of Federal JHP and 5 rds. of Winchester JHP. The ammunition is in
excellent condition. (78658-216AB)
3166. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four 50 rd. size boxes of 40 S&W: (1) full of Federal Champion 180 gr., FMJ, RN, aluminum
case; (1) full of Federal 155 gr., JHP; (1) full of Winchester 165 gr., FMJ.; (1) containing 40 rds. of Perfecta 170 gr., FMJ. The condition
ratings of the cartridges range from very good to excellent with nearly all being excellent. (78658-216AC)
3167. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five boxes: (1) containing 12 rds. of Hornady Critical Defense 40 S&W 165 gr., FTX; (1) full
20 rd. of Speer Gold Dot 40 S&W 155 gr., GDHP; (1) full 20 rd. of Corbon high velocity 40 S&W 165 gr., JHP; (1) full 20 rd. of Winchester
Super X 40 S&W 180 gr., JHP; (1) full 50 rd. of Fiocchi 9 Police (9x18 Ultra) 100 gr. FMJ; (1) containing 6 rds. of MFS 9x18mm Makarov
93 gr., FMJ. (78658-216AD)
3168. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes of 357 magnum: (1) full 25 rd. of Hornady American Gunner 125 gr., XTP; (1)
full 50 rd. of Federal high velocity 158 gr., JHP; (1) full 50 rd. with Blazer headstamps and in an Independence box stating that it is 158 gr.,
JSP; (1) containing 49 rds. of Remington UMC 125 gr., JSP. The ammunition is in excellent condition. (78658-216AE)
3169. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of four 50 rd. size boxes of 32 auto; (1) full and (1) containing 47 rds. of Remington high velocity,
71 gr., metal case; (1) full of Remington Kleanbore 71 gr., metal case; (1) full of Winchester Western 60 gr., Silvertip HP. (78658-216AF)
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3170. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five boxes of 25 auto: (1) containing 24 rds. of Hornady Custom 35 gr., JHP, XTP; (1) virtually
full 50 rd. of Winchester Western X 50 gr. FMC; (1) containing approximately 45 rds. of Winchester (Made in USA) 50 gr., FMC; (1) full
50 rd. and (1) containing 40 rds. of Remington high velocity 50 gr. FMC. This is an excellent condition lot with the exception of the last box
which is very good. (78658-216AG)
3171. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of two full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Supreme Black Talon 44 Rem. Mag. 250 gr., SXT in excellent
condition. (78658-216AH)
3172. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 20 rd. size boxes of 44 Rem. Mag.: (2) full of Federal Classic 240 gr., Hi-Shok, JHP;
(1) containing 17 rds. of Federal 180 gr., JHP. The overall condition is excellent. (78658-216AI)
3173. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six boxes of 38 special: (1) full 20 rd. of Sig Sauer Elite Performance Sig V-Crown 38
SPL+P, 125 gr., JHP; (1) full 50 rd. of Remington UMC 130 gr., MC; (1) full 50 rd. of Winchester 38 SPL+P, 125 gr., JHP; (1) full 50
rd. of Federal American Eagle 130 gr., FMJ; (1) containing 38 rds. of Winchester Super X 38 SPL+P, 158 gr. lead, semi wad cutter HP
and 5 rds. of Winchester JSP; (1) containing 22 rds. and 22 fired casings of Remington 148 gr., lead wadcutter. This is an excellent
condition lot. (78658-216AJ)
3174. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes of 45 auto: (1) containing 23 rds. of Remington Golden Saber HPJ, 230 gr., JHP;
(2) full 50 rd. of Remington UMC 230 gr., MC; (1) containing 44 rds. of Remington UMC 230 gr., MC and 6 of mixed Winchester. With the
exception of the very good condition Winchester the lot rates excellent. (78658-216AK)
3175. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full boxes of 45 auto: (2) full 20 rd. of Winchester Supreme Black Talon Deep
Penetrator 230 gr., SXT; (1) 50 rd. of Independence 230 gr. FMJ; (1) 50 rd. of Winchester Ranger 230 gr. T-Series. The lot rates
excellent. (78658-216AL)
3176. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven full 50 rd. boxes of Remington UMC 380 auto, 95 gr. metal case. Four are the green
and white boxes and three are the yellow and black box; all rate excellent. (78658-216AM)
3177. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 12 boxes and one bag of 380 auto: (2) full 25 rd. of Speer Gold Dot 90 gr., GDHP; (1) full
25 rd. of PMC 95 gr., JHP; (1) full 25 rd. of Dynamic Research Technologies 85 gr., JHP; (1) full 25 rd. and (1) containing 14 rds. of Federal
Premium 90 gr., Hydra-Shok, JHP.; (1) full 50 rd. and (1) containing 46 rds. of Federal American Eagle 95 gr., MC; (1) full 50 rd. of Magtech
90 gr., MC; (1) full 50 rd. of Fiocchi, 95 gr. FMJ; (1) full 50 rd. of PMC 90 gr., FMJ; (1) full 50 rd. and 21 loose rds. of Winchester 95 gr.,
FMC. Also included are eight loose mixed rds. (78658-216AN)
3178. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of five full 100 rd. boxes of Winchester 9mm Target, 115 gr., FMJ in excellent condition. (78658-AP)
3179. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven boxes of 9mm: (1) full 50 rd. of Federal Champion 115 FMJ; (1) full 50 rd. of Federal
American Eagle 115 gr., FMJ; (1) full 50 rd. of Magtech 115 gr. FMJ; (1) containing 40 rds. of Remington UMC 115 gr. FMJ and 10 rds.
with headstamps “ZQ1” dated 2014; (1) full 50 rd. of Blazer Brass 115 gr. FMJ; (1) containing 48 rds. of Denel PMP 115 gr., FMJ; (1)
containing 18 rds. of Federal Premium 135 gr., Hydra-Shok JHP, 4 of CCI, and 1 of Winchester Silvertip. The overall condition of the lot is
excellent. (78658-AQ)
3180. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of seven full 50 rd. boxes of 9mm in excellent condition: (5) of Norinco China Sports 124 gr., FMJ,
(2) of UMC 115 gr., FMJ. (78658-216AR)
3181. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of five boxes of excellent condition. Remington 9mm: (3) full 25 rd. and (1) containing 18 rds. of
Golden Saber high performance jacket, 147 gr., brass jacketed HP; (1) full 100 rd. of UMC 115 gr., JHP. (78658-216AS)
3182. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of three full 50 rd. boxes of ZQ 9mm NATO (9x19mm) in bright excellent condition. (78658-216AT)
3183. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of ten full 100 rd. plastic boxes of Remington .22 LR High Velocity in excellent condition.
(78658-216AU)
3184. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is lot of nine full 100 rd. plastic boxes of excellent condition Remington .22 LR High Velocity. (78658-216AV)
3185. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of eight full 100 rd. plastic boxes of Remington .22 LR Target, Standard Velocity in excellent condition.
(78658-216AW)
3186. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of seven full 100 rd. plastic boxes of excellent condition Remington .22 LR Target, Standard Velocity.
(78658-216AX)
3187. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of 270 Win.: (2) Winchester Super-X 130 gr. Silvertip. (1) containing
12 rds. of Remington Express Core-Lokt 130 gr., pointed soft point and 8 mixed rds. The overall condition is near very good with many
exhibiting mild tarnish and a few with isolated heavier oxidation spots. (78658-216AY)
3188. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of 308 Win.: (2) of UMC 150 gr., metal case; (1) of Federal Premium
Power Shok 180 gr., SP; (1) of PMC Bronze 147 gr., FMJ-BT; (1) with 1982 dated headstamps with “O” on either side and contained in
a light blue/gray box identified with “20 pcs/.308 Winchester/(7.62x51mm)”. The last box comes in at very good with the balance being
brighter and rating excellent. (78658-216AZ)
3189. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven 20 rd. size boxes of 30-30 Win.: (1) full of Remington High Velocity 170 gr., Core-Lokt
SP; (2) full of Remington 150 gr., Core-Lokt SP; (1) full of Remington Kleanbore Express 170 gr., SP; (1) full of Winchester Super X 158
gr., Power Point. (1) containing 16 rds. and 3 fired casings of Winchester Super X 150 gr., expanding Silvertip; (1) containing 18 rds. of
Winchester Super Speed, 170 gr., expanding Silvertip. The conditions range from very good with some dulling to excellent. (78658216-BA)
3190. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of four full 40 rd. boxes of 1982 dated 7.62x39mm manufactured at the Igman Zavod factory in
Konjc Yugoslavia. Three of the boxes remain factory sealed and one was opened upon inspection to reveal excellent condition cartridges.
(78658-BB)
3191. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of four full 40 rd. boxes of 1982 dated 7.62x39mm manufactured at the Igman Zavod factory in
Konjc Yugoslavia. Three of the boxes remain factory sealed and one was opened upon inspection to reveal excellent condition cartridges.
Included is a metal military ammunition can. (78658-216BC)
3192. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of four full 20 rd. boxes and a bandolier of 7.62x39mm: (2) of Remington High Velocity 125 gr., pointed
soft point in excellent condition; (2) of 1993 dated Norinco Chinasports 122 gr., FMJ with light tarnish. The ten pocket, army green canvas
bandolier is virtually free of wear, shows isolated white staining and contains 11 rds. of Yugoslavian manufactured 1976 dated cartridges
rating excellent. (78658-216BD)
3193. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five 20 rd. size boxes: (4) full of PMC 223 Rem. 55 gr., FMJ-BT rating excellent; (1) containing 16 rds. and four fired casings of Norma 7.7 Jap. 180 gr., soft point, semi-pointed BT rating very good to excellent. (78658-216BE)
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3194. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of 257 Roberts: (1) of Remington Kleanbore Express 117 gr., SP
Core-Lokt rating very good to excellent. (2) of Winchester Silvertip Super Speed 100 gr. controlled expanding bullet rating very good overall
with a limited few showing small spots of oxidation on the brass casings. Also included are 7 fired casings in a third correct box. (78454-1)
3195. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of three full 20 rd. boxes of Western Super X 257 Roberts 100 gr., Lubaloy open point expanding
bullet. The ammunition is clean with some dulling to the cases and the K1482C code boxes are crisp with bold graphics. (78454-1A)
3196. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 20 rd. box of Winchester Super Speed 7mm Mauser 175 gr., SP rating very good with the onset of
light tarnish forming on some casings and the tips showing a thin layer of white oxidation. The fully intact K70002C coded box retains nice
color and crisp edges. (78454-1B)
3197. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 50 rd. size boxes of 45 auto: (1) containing 45 rds. of Western Lubaloy 230 gr., metal
case and rating near excellent; (1) factory sealed U.S. issued plain tan box with black ID that includes “Lot E.C. –S-25066” and “Repacked
E.C. 5-44”; (1) containing approximately 40 rds. of very good condition 1943 dated cartridges by Evansville Ordnance Plant with some
showing the onset of oxidation and contained in a plain tan box that includes stamp that reads “S24937X6”. (78454-1C)
3198. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 20 rd. size boxes of 338 Winchester Magnum: (1) full of Remington Express CoreLokt 250 gr., pointed soft point; (1) containing 8 rds. of Winchester Supreme 250 gr., Partition Gold; (1) containing 18 rds. of Winchester
200 gr., Power-Point (S.P.) in a heavily tape repaired box. The ammunition rates very good overall with mild tarnish evident on most of
the brass. (78454-1D)
3199. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of four full 25 rd. boxes of 12 ga.: (1) of Remington Express Extra Long Range 2 3/4”, 4 shot; (1)
of Remington Express Long Range 2 3/4”, 6 shot; (1) of Western Super X, Long Range, 2 3/4”, 7 1/2 shot with paper hulls; (1) of Winchester
Super Speed Magnum 3”, 4 shot with paper hulls. This is an excellent condition lot. (78454-1E)
3200. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full containers: (1) full 20 rd. box of Norma 7.7 Jap. 180 gr., SP, semi-pointed BT; (1) full
20 rd. box of Winchester Super X 30-06 Springfield 150 gr., Power-Point; (1) full 20 rd. of Remington High Velocity 180 gr., Core-Lokt SP;
(1) full 20 rd. tray of 30-06 Ball with 1972 headstamps; (1) full 20 rd. tray of mixed manufacturer 30-06 with various tips including several
tracer. (77914-12)
3201. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes: (1) full 50 rd. containing 49 rds. of Fiocchi 25 auto 50 gr., FMJ and 1 rd. of CCI
25 auto; (1) full 25 rd box of 1962 dated, Spanish manufactured 9mm Largo with tarnish evident on some heads; (1) full 50 rd. of Russian
manufactured Tulammo 380 acp, 91 gr., FMJ; (1) containing 24 rds. of Winchester 380 auto, target, 95 gr., FMJ, 15 rds. of Remington
Golden Saber 380 auto, 102 gr., brass jacketed HP and 11 rds. of Federal Hydra-Shok 380 auto, 90 gr., brass jacketed HP. Unless otherwise
noted the condition is excellent. (77914-13)
3202. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 50 rd. box of Buffalo Bore Heavy 454 Casull 325 gr., lead in bright excellent condition. (78703-5A)
3203. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a 50 rd. size box containing 40 rds. of bright excellent Buffalo Bore Heavy 454 Casull 325 gr., lead.
(78703-5B)
3204. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of four full 25 rd. boxes of excellent condition 16 ga.: (2) of Federal Game-Shok, Game Load,
2 3/4”, 7 1/2 shot; (1) of Federal Game-Shok, Hi-Brass Load, 2 3/4”, 6 shot; (1) of Gamebore Traditional Game, 2 1/4”, 6 shot. (78627-5A)
3205. LOT OF AMMUNITION and cases This lot consists of four boxes: (1) full 20 rd. of PMC 22-250 Rem. 55 gr., PSP; (1) containing 18 rds.
of primed empty unfired cases and 1 fired case of Remington 22-250 Rem.; (1) containing approximately 47 rds. of Western X 32 Smith &
Wesson Long 98 gr., Lubaloy; (1) containing 16 rds. of Remington Kleanbore Express 30 Rem. 170 gr., Core-Lokt SP. The first three boxes
in this lot rate excellent while the last one comes in at very good with light tarnish/verdigris on a few. (78627-5B)
3206. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five 20 rd. size boxes of 1967 dated Lake City 30-06 Match, 173 gr.: (4) factory sealed: (1)
partially opened and revealing 16 rds., with those observed rating excellent and the box having a strip of cellophane tape affixed to the
opened portion. The Lot LC 12238 stamped white boxes are fully intact and remain crisp with some foxing evident, mainly on the edges and
scattered minor dark spots. (78388-13A)
3207. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five factory sealed 20 rd. boxes of 1967 dated Lake City 30-06 Match, 173 gr. The Lot
LC 12238 stamped white boxes are fully intact and remain crisp, exhibiting scattered minor dark spots and foxing primarily along some
edges. (78338-13B)
3208. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of five factory sealed 20 rd. boxes of 1967 dated Lake City 30-06 Match, 173 gr. The Lot LC 12238
stamped white boxes are fully intact and remain crisp with one showing a small hole at the bottom panel. There is some foxing evident as
well as scattered dark spotting. (78338-13C)
3209. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 12 full 25 rd. boxes of excellent condition Westley Richards Classic Game Load 12 ga., 2 1/2”:
(7) of 6 shot; (5) of 7 shot. (78595-1)
3210. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of nine full 25 rd. boxes of Westley Richards Classic Game Load 12 ga., 2 1/2”, 7 shot in excellent
condition. (78595-2)
3211. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This is a lot of nine full 25 rd. boxes of Westley Richards Classic Game Load 12 ga., 2 1/2”, 8 shot in excellent
condition. (78595-3)
3212. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of fifteen 25 rd. size boxes of 12 ga., 7 1/2 shot: (8) full of Estate Cartridge Competition Target,
2 3/4”; (6) full and (1) containing 20 rds. of Lyalvale Express High Velocity Competition, 2 1/2”. This is an excellent condition lot. (78595-4)
3213. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This is a lot of 14 full 25 rd. boxes of 12 ga., 2 3/4” in excellent condition: (8) of Estate Cartridge Competition
Target Load, 8 shot; (6) of Activ High Base Special Dove and Target, 7 1/2 shot. (78595-5)
3214. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 15 full 25 rd. boxes of Winchester AA, 12 ga., 2 3/4”: (14) of Super-Handicap Heavy Target
Load, 7 1/2 shot; (1) of Heavy Target Load, 8 shot. These shotgun shells are in excellent condition. (78595-6)
3215. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This is a lot of 16 full 25 rd. boxes of Federal Gold Medal 12 ga., 2 3/4”, 8 shot in excellent condition. Ten boxes
remain in their original factory sealed shipping carton. (78595-7)
3216. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 14 boxes of 12 ga., 2 3/4”, 8 shot: (12) full and (1) containing 11 rds. of Lyalvale Express High
Velocity Super Competition; (1) full of Remington Premier Light Target Load. Also enclosed in the partial box are 5 rds. of Challenger Special.
The shells remain in excellent condition. (78595-8)
3217. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 16 full 25 rd. boxes of 20 ga., 8 shot: (9) of Bornaghi 2 3/4”; (5) of Lyalvale Express High
Velocity, Game and Competition, 2 1/2”; (2) of PMC Clay Target, 2 1/2”. This is an excellent condition lot. (78595-9)
3218. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of eighteen, 25 rd. size boxes of Federal 20 ga., 2 3/4”: (13) full and (1) containing 14 rds. of
Gold Medal 8 shot; (4) full of Multi-Purpose Shot Shell, 7 1/2 shot. The lot rates excellent. (78595-10)
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3219. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This is a lot of 15 full 25 rd. boxes of RST Premium Load, 20 ga., 2 3/4”, 6 shot in excellent condition. (78595-11)
3220. L
 OT OF SHOTSHELLS This is a lot of 19 full 25 rd. boxes of PMC Clay Target 20 ga., 2 3/4”, 8 shot in excellent condition. (78595-12)
3221. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This is a lot of eleven containers of 20 ga., 2 3/4”: (10) full 25 rd. boxes and (1) loose rd. of Bornaghi Trap Skeet
7 1/2 shot; (1) loose rd. of Remington Peters 8 shot. This is an excellent condition lot. (78595-13)
3222. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 17 full 25 rd. boxes of 16 ga., 2 3/4” in excellent condition: (9) of Remington Game Load 6
shot; (8) of Fiocchi Classic Sporter 8 shot. (78595-14)
3223. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 18 full 25 rd. boxes of .410 bore, 2 1/2”: (12) of Remington Premier STS Target Load, 8 1/2
shot; (6) of Fiocchi 9 shot. These shotgun shells remain in excellent condition. (78595-14A)
3224. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This is a lot of 16 full 25 rd. boxes of excellent condition 28 ga., 2 3/4”: (9) of Fiocchi, 8 shot; (7) of B&P, 7 1/2
shot. (78595-15)
3225. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 15 full 25 rd. and one containing 12 rds. of Remington Premier STS Target Load, 2 3/4”, 8 shot
in excellent condition. (78595-16)
3226. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 13 boxes of 28 ga., 2 3/4”: (12) full 25 rd. of Federal Gold Medal Shot, 8 1/2 shot; (1) containing
11 rds. of Federal Gold Medal Shot, 9 shot, 2 rds. of Winchester AA, Skeet, 9 shot and 1 rd. of Remington Peters, Skeet, 9 shot. This is an
excellent condition lot. (78595-17)
3227. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This is a lot of 18 boxes of Estate High Velocity Hunting Load 28 ga., 2 3/4”: (10) full 25 rd. of 6 shot; (7) full 25
rd. and (1) containing 15 rds. of 7 1/2 shot. The shells are in excellent condition. (78595-18)
3228. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of nine full 50 rd. boxes of Federal Lightning .22 LR in excellent condition and contained in their
original brick size carton. Also included are two rds. of 1976 dated Yugoslavian manufactured 7.62x39mm in excellent condition. (78595-19)
3229. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a box containing 45 rds. of Remington High Velocity 38 S&W 146 gr. lead in excellent condition. (78334-3A)
3230. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of .38 Special ammunition and fired cases: (1) full 50 rd. box of Winchester Western 110 gr. JHP;
(3) full 50 rd. trays of fired casings with Remington headstamps. (78334-3B)
3231. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two 50 round boxes of MAGTECH centerfire 38 S&W ammunition 146 gr. The overall condition
is excellent. (98718-10A)
3232. AMMUNITION LOT The first is one excellent factory Colt 1911 magazine. Next are 10 rounds of excellent assorted 380 ACP hollow
point ammunition. Third are 15 rounds of excellent assorted 45 ACP ball ammunition. Fourth are 50 rounds of excellent Federal Classic
380 ACP 95 gr. ammunition. Fifth are 38 rounds of excellent Union Metallic Cartridge Company 380 ACP ammunition. (98657-6S20800A)
3233. AMMUNITION LOT The first is a very good military style ammo can with scratches and slight discoloration. Second are 40 rounds of
excellent American Eagle 30-06 Springfield 150 gr. Third are 8 rounds of good Winchester 30-06 Springfield ammunition in a Velcro Uncle
Mike’s cartridge holder. Fourth item is 13 rounds of excellent Winchester 357 mag hollow point silver tip ammunition. Fifth item is two rounds
of good 30-06 Springfield blanks. Sixth are 18 rounds of good 30-06 Springfield armor piercing ammunition. Item seven is 33 rounds of
good 30-06 Springfield ammunition. Item seven consists of five good 1903 Springfield stripper clips. (98657-101S21007A)
3234. AMMUNITION LOT First are 394 plus or minus very good rounds of 22 LR ammunition from assorted manufacturers. Next is 100 rounds
of excellent Winchester 22 LR high velocity rim fire cartridges. Third item is a 100 round factory sealed box of Winchester 40 S&W 165
gr cartridges. Fourth item is an excellent box containing 25 shells of Winchester Super Target 12 ga. 2 3/4” 8 shot shells. Fifth item is an
excellent box containing 50 rounds of Federal Champion 22 LR cartridges. Sixth item is a box containing 50 rounds of excellent Aguila 380
ACP centerfire cartridges. The seventh item is a box containing 20 rounds of excellent Hornady Critical Duty 40 S&W 175 gr. cartridges.
The eighth item is 5 rounds of excellent Remington Golden Saber High Performance Jacket 40 S&W cartridges. The ninth item is 8 rounds
of Remington 380 ACP CF hollow point cartridges. (98657-80S21144B)
3235. AMMUNITION AND ACCESSORIES LOT The first is five very good Brownells 223 cal., 30 round magazines. Second are two very
good Colt 5.56mm 30 round magazines. The third item is one very good Okay Industries 223 cal., 30 round magazine. The third item is 90
very good rounds of Lake City (Federal) XM 193 5.56 x 45mm NATO 55 gr. FMJ rounds. Fourth item is 50 rds. of excellent Herter’s Select
Field 12 ga 2 3/4” 7 shot. Fifth are five rds. of very good Remington Slugger 12 ga 2 3/4” OO buck. Sixth are 81 rounds of excellent Mohawk
22 LR ammunition. Seventh are 7 50 rd. boxes of Mohawk 22 LR 40 gr. ammunition. Eighth are two boxes of Federal 22 LR 40 gr. Ninth
are four boxes of Aguila 22 LR 40 gr. Tenth are 22 rounds of Remington Golden Saber 40 S&W 165 gr. Eleventh are 20 rounds of Sig Sauer
9mm Luger hollow point ammunition. The next are twelve rounds of CCI 22 LR shotshell ammunition. The thirteenth item is one hard plastic
dull green ammo box. The ammunition is in excellent condition. (98657-90s21137A) {NON GUN}
3236. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of six collectible boxes of sporting ammunition. First are two boxes for Remington Kleanbore 30-06
180 grain Core-Lokt soft point (6430). The red and green boxes rate excellent and have some light foxing and light fraying at the corners
and edges. One box contains 17 fired cases, the other has 20 rounds of military ball ammunition head stamped “SL 43”. Next is a partial
box of Remington Kleanbore 8mm Lebel 170 grain soft point (8808) containing 16 pieces of fired brass. The green and red box has some
light foxing and small fraying and tears but rates very good otherwise. The fourth box is by Twin Cities Arsenal for 30 M2 ball ammunition.
The two piece box is opened but still holds all 20 rounds of ammunition. Fifth is a two piece box for UMC 40-82 cartridges which holds
20 rounds of Winchester 40-82 soft point ammunition. The box is missing most of its original green label and the cartridges have areas of
light tarnish and oxidation to each. Lastly is a modern box of Remington 45-70 405 grain soft point (R4570G). The box and its contents are
as-new. (1X47882-1A)
3237. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of five boxes of handgun ammunition. First is a partial box of vintage Western 25 ACP with about
40 rounds remaining. The yellow and blue box and some minor fraying and light foxing, one end flap is separated. Next is a partial box of
vintage Remington-UMC 22 Long R.F. smokeless with about 35 of the original rounds remaining. The manila box features red borders and
logos, the edges have light fraying. Third is a full box of 10 CCI 38/357 Magnum shotshells. Fourth is a partial box of Remington 32 S&W
88 grain lead RN (R32SW) with 34 rounds remaining. Last is a full box of 50 Federal 32 S&W Long 98 grain Lead RN (32LB). All are in
excellent condition except as noted, most of the vintage rounds have mild tarnish and light oxidation. (1X47882-11C)
3238. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of 115 pieces of loose sporting ammunition. Included are 15 rounds of 45-70, 60 rounds of US 32
S&W (blackpowder) and 40 rounds of 44 S&W. All are in very good condition and have light tarnish and oxidation. (1X47882-4B)
3239. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of four tin containers: (2) full six rd. of EMGE 9mm. igniter charges for
rockets; (1) containing 16 rds. of .22 cal. rimfire shotshells by Dynamit-Acten-Gesellscaft; (1) factory sealed 100 rd. of .22 cal. BB caps by
Dynamit-Actien-Geselischaft. (1X78433-127AP) [Paul Weisberg Collection]
3240. TULA AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 40 S&W, 180 gr., FMJ cartridges. The boxes have overall scuffs, tears
and wrinkles but the cartridges remain in excellent condition. (1X108499-1F)
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3241. LOT OF 9MM STEYR AMMUNITION This lot consist of one full and one partial box of 9x23mm Steyr ammunition. Both Kraft-type
boxes have been opened and are stamped “Made in Austria”. They contain 18 and 17 rounds of ammunition respectively with most bearing
the head stamp of “F N *” and four with “RWS / 9mm St. / 1935”. Two rounds have indented primers and were duds. Overall, the ammunition
rates excellent with a few exhibiting light oxidation around the head. (2X106520-4089A)
3242. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two boxes of Remington Kleanbore ammunition. Both are green and red and have light fraying
along the edges and corners. First is a partial box of 30 Carbine 110 grain soft points (1030) with 24 rounds remaining. Second is a partial
box of 32 S&W long 98 grain lead round nose (1232) with 16 rounds remaining. The included ammunition has some light tarnish and
oxidation. Also included is a full carton of RWS 6mm patronen blanks. (1X47882-1E)
3243. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of five collectible yellow boxes of Western ammunition. First is a box of 243 Winchester Super-X
Power Point 100 gain soft point (2423). The box has the red and white label and is full with 20 rounds. Next are two boxes of 300 Savage
180 grain Silvertip (K1711-C). The boxes have the blue lower banner and red “X” and are missing inner and end flaps and have some foxing
and frayed edges and corners. One contains nine of the original rounds, the other has 16 live assorted rounds and four fired brass. The
fourth item is a box for Super X 30-06 180 grain soft points and has the blue label with red “Western” logo. It has light fraying along the
edges and corners and contains (20) fired cases. Lastly is a box of 32 Remington 170 grain Silvertip with the standing grizzly bear scene
and blue label with red “Western” logo. It is half full with ten rounds remaining. (1X47882-1D)
3244. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of four boxes of Remington Kleanbore ammunition. The red and green boxes all have some light
foxing and fraying along the edges and corners. First is a partial box of 35 Remington 200 grain Core-Lokt soft point (8335) containing
nine rounds. Next are two boxes of 300 Savage 150 grain Core-Lokt soft point
(7530), one is partial with six rounds the other is full with 20 rounds. Lastly is
a full box of 20 30-06 military ball cartridges head stamped “SL 43” in a box
that was originally labeled for 30-06 150 grain Core-Lokt soft points. The box
has been marked for 8 mm Mauser on the face and end flaps. (1X47882-1C)
3245. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This is a full 25 rd. box of U.M.C.
Nitro Club 12 ga. shotshells featuring the three-panel wrap-around label with
the top portion highlighted by the duck in flight with the sunburst scene as a
backdrop. Below the aforementioned identification and illustration is “Loaded
Paper Shells/Smokeless Powder” above the company name and address.
The front panel features an actual size replication of an enclosed shell and
includes the code X7DBB and identifies this as 3 DRS. Dupont, 1 1/8 oz.
(partially scuffed out), BB shot and the back panel serves as a warning
notice. The front panel has splits encompassing about 90% of its periphery,
the bottom has active splitting occurring in sections and the box shows mild
scuffing and soiling overall with a liquid stain evident on the top label. The
box features thumb cutouts and there is a pencil marking on one of the side
panels. The enclosed original shells exhibit a cranberry or dark pink colored
paper hull with white filming forming on several and some of the brass
exhibits some dark spotting. (1X78433-127AD) [Paul Weisberg Collection]
3246. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of a single fifty-round box
of Peters 22 LR ammunition. This red, white and blue box is in excellent
condition with small sales sticker on the end flap. The 22 LR 36 gr hollow
point ammunition rates excellent. A very nice box of collectible rimfire
ammunition. (1X88524-5A)
3247. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes of
3245
32 cal. beginning with an aqua colored one by U.M.C. that features the image of an
opened revolver at the center with the upper left reading “50/ Smith & Wesson/.32 Automatic/Ejecting Rifles” and the right “50/.32 Calibre/
Central Fire/Cartridge”. Below the illustration is “These Shells can be Reloaded” and below that is the company name and address. The lid has
cellophane tape reinforcements at each of the corners and shows isolated edge wear. The bottom is essentially fully intact with the exception
of a portion of the front seal label which has peeled off, the back exhibiting the company name in large font script. The included 45 rds. rate
about very good with minor tarnish. The other box is by Winchester and features a green top label with a top line that exhibits the cartridge
image with “Short” superimposed on the shell and to its left “50” and the right has “No. 32”. The orange side label is nearly entirely present
and the box has scattered scuffing and soiling, all four lid corners have split and there is sticker residue on the bottom. The left side of the
bottom is missing and it houses 28 rds. rating about near very good with mild overall oxidation. (1X78433-127R) [Paul Weisberg Collection]
3248. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This is a factory sealed pull-string
buff colored box with a top panel showing bold black text that reads “10/
Poultney’s Patent Metallic/Cartridges,/Patented Dec. 15th, 1863 12 Caps/For/
Smith’s Breech/For/Smith’s Breech-Loading/Carbine./No.1. 50-100 Caliber./
Address, Poultney & Trimble, Baltimore, Md.” The box rates excellent with crisp
edges, very light soiling and a small penciled-in note on the bottom that reads
“ADD 3/22/55”. (1X78433-127L) [Paul Weisberg Collection]
3249. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of a factory sealed
30 rd. box of 9mm shot-shell centerfire for use in garden type guns. The staple
bound and buff colored box has bold black stamping including a top section
that reads “Societe Francaise Des Munitions/De Chasse, de Tir & de Guerre/30,
Rue Notre-Dame des Victories, 30/Paris/Cartouches A Percussion Centrale/
Poudre Noire Plomb 7”. Each of the sides read “Calibre 9mm” and the bottom
has in very large and stylized font “S.F.M”. The box rates near excellent with a few
3248
small spots and light corner wear. (1X78433-127W) [Paul Weisberg Collection]
3250. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of two factory sealed packets of Frankford Arsenal fuzes beginning with one
that is identified as “1863/30 Second Fuzes” and the tan paper outer shows an uneven patina with indications of contact with what appears to be some form of liquid. The top was equipped with six fabric pull tabs, of which five remain. The bottom portion is missing a small
section and there is some additional tearing occurring. The base of one of the fuzes has been exposed to reveal some darkening occurring.
The other packet is marked “1863./4 Second Fuzes.” and is also quite brittle with a somewhat more orange tint to it and widespread dark
soiling particularly at the back. Only one of the pull tabs is fully present with small portions of four others still attached. (1X78433-127Z)
[Paul Weisberg Collection]
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3251. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of three factory sealed pull-string boxes with light blue top labels that read
“10/Rim-Primed Blank Cartridges, Spencer Carbine, Cal: .50./Frankford Arsenal, 1870”. The condition is excellent with one of the labels
beginning to peel back and there is extremely light soiling and wear evident to the buff colored boxes and the strings are fully intact.
(1X78433-127X) [Paul Weisberg Collection]
3252. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This is a full 50 rd. box, likely circa 1880 of pre-charged tin capsules for pistols. The tin shells
exhibit a mottled gray and brown patina with some of the caps missing and they contain various quantities of powder. The box lid is missing most of its outer decorative shell to reveal striped brown and white accenting and the side panels have some small sections missing.
The bottom is fully intact including an orange interior compartment. The lot is contained in a hinged wood and plexi-glass display case.
(1X78433-127N) [Paul Weisberg Collection]

3253

3252

3253. RARE TIN OF MAYNARD PRIMING TAPE This lot consists of a japanned tin full of Maynard priming tape. The tin is unmarked and has
a flaking japanned bronzed finish and includes nine full foil sealed rolls and one partial roll of the Maynard priming tape. All are in excellent
condition. (1X48433-128) [Paul Weisburg Collection]
3254. LOT OF 10MM AMMUNITION This lot consist of (2) boxes of reloaded 10mm ammunition totaling approximates 99 rounds. The
ammunition is remanufactured by Williams Reloads of Marlborough, Connecticut. One box of ammunition is 185 JHP and the second box
is 185 plated JHP, all in excellent condition. (88641-6G) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
3255. LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION This lot consist of (4) boxes or bags of ammunition. Included are (2) full boxes (1 opened the other
factory sealed) of 70 rounds each Polish surplus 7.62x25mm Tokarev ball ammunition with 1955 headstamp of state factory 21 in the open
box. All are in excellent condition. Also included is (1) fifty round bag of loose 7.62x25mm Tokarev ball ammunition with assorted headstamps.
The last item is (1) box of 50 rounds of Winchester 32 ACP 71 grain full metal jacket pistol ammunition in excellent condition. (88641-6H)
[William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
3256. M IXED LOT OF RIMFIRE AND SHOTSHELL AMMUNITION This lot consist of (7) assorted boxes or bags of rimfire and shotshell
ammunition. Included are (2) boxes (one full and one partial) CCI 22 LR 36 gr. hollow point high speed ammunition totaling approximately
182 rounds. (1) partial box of CCI 22 Short 29 gr. high speed solid ammunition totaling 95 rounds. (1) partial box of CCI 22 Winchester
Magnum Rimfire hollow point ammunition of unknown bullet weight totaling 30 rounds. (2) boxes (one full and one partial) Winchester 12
gauge 2 3/4” 1-ounce hollow point rifled slugs totaling 9 rounds and (1) bag of nine loose rounds Federal 12 gauge 2 3/4” 1 1/8-ounce of
#71/2 shotshells. All rates excellent. (88641-6I) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
3257. LOT OF CZECHOSLOVAKIAN 7.62X45MM AMMUNITION This lot consist of (3) boxes of surplus Czechoslovakian 7.62x45mm
steel case ball ammunition. Two of the boxes are full and one is a partial for a total of forty-four rounds. Headstamps are “bxn / 54” (Sellier
& Bellot) and all rate excellent. (88641-6J) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
3258. LOT OF 7.5X54 FRENCH MAS AMMUNITION This lot consist of (4) full and (1) partial box of surplus 7.5x54 MAS ball
ammunition of varying headstamps totaling approximately 98 rounds. The ammunition rates near excellent overall. (88641-6K)
[William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
3259. LOT OF SURPLUS AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes in total including: two full 20-round sealed boxes of Lake City Army
Ammunition Plant 5.56mm Ball M193, one full 20-round box of St. Louis Ordnance Plant 30-06 Ball M2 Alternative in red-striped box and
one partial 5-round box of St. Louis Ordnance Plant 30-06 Ball M2 Alternative in red-striped box showing a mostly missing label and small
tears. (138641-4G) [William “Wild Bill” Ziegler Collection]
3260. LOT OF ASSORTED AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes in total including: one full 50-round box of Remington 25 ACP
loaded in brass cases with 50 gr. FMJ bullet, one partial 42-round box of Remington 38 Special Match loaded in brass cases with 148 gr.
Lead wadcutters the cases showing some light tarnishing and one full 20-round box of Winchester Super-X 30-40 Krag loaded in brass
cases with 180 gr. Power-Points with some moderate tarnishing on a few of the cases. (138641-4H)
3261. R OMANIAN SURPLUS AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a sealed spam can of 8mm Mauser ball ammunition. There are 380
rounds of ammunition dated “9/76” and no opener is included. The green can is stenciled in black lettering “7,92 LPSGS md 71 / TO7-76-22
VT 9/76 U / 380 buc-Fara Lame” and is in excellent condition. (108706-33B)
3262. R OMANIAN SURPLUS AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a sealed spam can of 8mm Mauser ball ammunition. There are 340
rounds of ammunition and no opener is included. The green can is stenciled in black lettering “7,92 LPSGS md 71 / S326-73-22 VT 301/73
U” and is in excellent condition. (108706-33)
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3263. R OMANIAN SURPLUS AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes 340 round of 8mm Ball Ammunition in an open spam can. The can
is marked in black stenciled letters “7,92 LPSGS MD71 / T317-73-22 VT 304/73 U / 340 Buc PE Lame” and includes a can opener with
contents in excellent condition. (108796-33A)
3264. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION This lot includes 520 +/- rounds of surplus .30 carbine and soft point cartridges with six
full 50 round boxes of Lake City Army Ammunition Plant cartridges and the balance is loose mixed head stamp on ten round stripper clips
all in very good to excellent condition. The lot also includes a partial 16 round box (15 cartridges) of German manufactured 9mm that is
lightly oxidized in fair condition and a bag with 12 cartridges: six 9mm and six 32 ACP all dark with varying levels of oxidation. The ammunition comes in a small OD green ammunition can that has scattered oxidation near all over. (108570-31) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3265. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of 11 full 20 rd. boxes of Lake City 5.56mm Tracer M196 with boxes stamped “LC-88D015-038”.
Ten of the boxes remain factory sealed and one has been opened at the time of this inspection to reveal excellent condition cartridges with
1988 dated headstamps. {William “Wild Bill” Ziegler collection} (78641-6A)
3266. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full boxes: (1) 20 rd. of Remington High Velocity 30-30 Win. 170 gr., Core-Lokt SP;
(1) 20 rd. of St. Louis Ordnance Plant 30-06 with 1942 dated headstamps and the box label having been partially covered by another
label; (1) 50 rd. of Winchester Super X 30 Carbine 110 gr., FMC. The overall condition is very good to excellent. {William “Wild Bill”
Ziegler collection} (78641-6B)
3267. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five 20 rd. size boxes: (2) full including one factory sealed of Lake City 7.62mm NATO Match
with 1977 dated headstamps in slightly faded white boxes with crisp edges and stamped “60-13”; (2) full plain buff boxes of .303 British with
1942 dated head stamps and manufactured at the Crompton Parkinson Co. Ltd. Factory in Guiseley, Yorkshire U.K.; (1) containing ten rds.
of Norma .303 British round nose SP. The ammunition rates very good to excellent overall. {William “Wild Bill” Ziegler collection} (78641-6C)
3268. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of (5) 50 rd. size boxes of 38 Special: (2) full and (1) containing 37 rds. of Remington
Match 148 gr., lead wadcutter; (1) full of Remington 200 gr. lead round nose; (1) full of Federal Classic 158 gr. lead round nose. With
the exception of a very few of the Federal cartridges which show some darkening, this is an excellent condition lot. {William “Wild Bill”
Ziegler collection} (78641-6D)
3269. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five boxes of Winchester Super-X 380 Auto 85 gr., Silvertip HP in excellent condition:
(4) full 50 rd.; (1) containing 39 rds. Also included are ten excellent rds. of loose CCI 380 auto 95 gr. FMJ. {William “Wild Bill”
Ziegler collection} (78641-6E)
3270. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six boxes: (2) full 50 rd. of Federal Premium 9mm, 147 gr., Hydra-Shok, JHP; (1) tray containing
14 rds. of Winchester 9mm JHP and one rd. of Speer 9mm FMJ; (1) box containing approximately 35 rds. of Winchester 9mm action proving
dummy cartridges; (1) full 50 rd. of Magtech 357 Magnum 158 gr., SJSP; (1) containing 12 rds. of Remington High Velocity 357 Magnum
110 gr., semi-jacketed HP. The ammunition rates excellent overall. {William “Wild Bill” Ziegler collection} (78641-6F)

Magazines
3271. SPRINGFIELD ARMORY 1911 MAGAZINE This is a two-tone seven round 1911 Government Model magazine
manufactured by Springfield Armory. The body is an overall dull gray patina, showing remnants of a two-tone finish,
also with light oxidation and scattered light pitting. The follower is two-tone and the lanyard loop is present showing
the correct folded-base body retaining the base plate. A very scarce magazine overall for your Springfield 1911
missing an original mag. (38658-232D33558A)
3272. U.S. MODEL 1903 “AIR SERVICE” EXTENDED MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of a single 25 round
extended magazine for the U.S. Model 1903 rifle used by the Air Service. The magazine includes the magazine
tube, spring and follower but the storage plate is not present. The tube retains about 85% original blue with the
sides thinning to pewter along with light handling marks and edge wear. The follower and spring rate very good
to excellent. The lower right side of the magazine tube has an “[eagle] / XX31”
marking. A great find for the serious ‘03 collector. (85865-56C)
3273. P PSH-41 DRUM MAGAZINE PARTS LOT This lot consist of a
single PPSh-41 71 round drum magazine parts lot. The magazine includes the drum, winder / mainspring and cover but the feed trays or
volute chambers and follower are missing. The remaining parts retain
about 97% original blue with scattered freckling, oxidation stains and
3271
handling marks. The cover has the number 82 stamped on it and the
body has a five-pointed star in a shield stamped on the bottom. If
you have a damaged magazine body this should help get you up
and running. (86935-57)
3274. COBRAY M-11 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of (5) 32-round double
stack, single feed plastic magazines with metal floorplate for the Cobray S.W.D. M-11 9mm. The
magazines are marked with a Cobray logo and appear to be in very good to excellent condition
overall. (88443-44A)
3275. LOT OF S&W MODEL 39 / 952 MAGAZINES This lot consist of (4) stainless steel factory
magazines with removable flat factory floorplate for the model 39, 909/952 and 3904 families of
pistols. The magazines rate excellent overall. Also see the S&W model 952 long slide pistol in our
live auction. (88585-9A)
3276. LOT OF S&W MODEL 39 / 952 MAGAZINES This lot consist of (4) stainless steel factory
magazines with removable flat factory floorplate for the model 39 family, 909/952 and 3904 families
3272
of pistols. The magazines rate excellent overall. (88585-9B)
3277. LOT OF SIG SAUER MAGAZINES This lot consist of (3) magazines. Included are a pair of Sig Sauer factory 9mm P228 restricted ten
round capacity magazines in excellent condition. Also included is a single 9mm Ram Line high capacity magazine for the Sig P226 (can be
used in the P228 but will protrude from the butt) in excellent condition. (88693-31A)
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3278. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON MODEL 41 MAGAZINES This lot consist of (4) S&W model 41 factory magazines in excellent condition.
This magazine will also fit models 422, 622 and 2206. (88695-4A)
3279. LOT OF COLT 38 SUPER MAGAZINES This lot consist of (3) magazines. All three magazines are for 1911 style guns chambered
in 38 Super Auto cartridge. (2) magazines are blue finished and (1) electroless nickel. The magazines show light use and rate about very
good to excellent. (88582-20A)
3280. LOT OF COLT 10MM MAGAZINES This lot consist of (2) magazines. Both magazines are for 1911 style guns chambered in 10mm
Auto cartridge. Both magazines are blue finished and show very light use. They rate about excellent. (88582-21A)
3281. LOT OF COLT 10MM MAGAZINES This lot consist of (2) magazines. Both magazines are for 1911 style guns chambered in 10mm
Auto cartridge. Both magazines are stainless steel and show very light if any use. They rate excellent. (88582-18A)
3282. LOT OF H&K P7 M13 MAGAZINE This lot consist of a single H&K factory P7 M13 9X19mm double stack 13 round magazine with
large aluminum finger rest base plate. The magazine shows light wear but rates excellent overall. (8659-95A)
3283. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON MODEL 639 MAGAZINES This lot consist of (3) factory stainless steel magazines for a S&W model
639 or similar pistols. The magazines are in excellent condition. (88684-13A)
3284. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three Makarov magazines. Two feature the left side “hump”, the third is smooth. All three are in
excellent condition. (46247-51A)
3285. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three Ruger rotary rifle magazines. First are two 77/44 44 magnum magazines that are in their original
packaging. Lastly is a ten round 10/22 magazine in excellent condition. (46247-51B)
3286. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two Steyr rotary box magazines for the SSG tactical rifle. Both are in as-new condition and can hold
five rounds. (46247-51C)
3287. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three Meg-Gar extended ten round blued magazines for the 1911 series 45 ACP pistols. All are in
there original packaging and are in as new condition. (46247-51D)
3288. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of six assorted Sig Arms pistol magazines. Included are: one factory P239 40 S&W magazine in the
original packaging; one factory P230 380 ACP magazine in the factory bag; one aftermarket ProMag for the P230 in its original packaging;
one factory P225 9mm magazine in its factory bag; one used factory P229 .40/.357 ten round magazine; and one unmarked aftermarket
magazine for the P220 45 ACP. All are in excellent to as-new condition. (46247-51E)
3289. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three Taurus magazines. Included are two PT945 45 ACP magazines that are in their original factory
packaging and one PT738 factory 380 magazine. All are in excellent to as-new condition. (46247-51F)
3290. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three Ruger pistol magazines. Included are: one factory Mk II 10 round 22 LR magazine; one factory
stainless magazine for the P90/97 45 ACP pistols; and one aftermarket ten round blued magazine for the full size 9mm P series pistols. All
are in excellent condition. (46247-51G)
3291. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three blued aftermarket ten round magazines for the 5906 series and similar pistols. All three are in
excellent condition. (46247-51H)
3292. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three pistol magazines. Included are a Glock 21 ten round 45 ACP magazine in the factory packaging, a Glock 27 nine round 40 S&W magazine and a Steyr M40 10 round 40 S&W magazine. All are factory magazines and in excellent
condition. (46247-51I)
3293. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of six ten round magazines for the Browning Hi-Power 40 S&W caliber pistol. One appears to be factory
stainless and is Italian made with the spring release assist. The remainder are blued, three are by Meg-Gar and two are simply marked
“Made In U.S.A.”. All are in excellent condition. (46247-51J)
3294. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three magazines for 380 and 32 caliber pistols. First is a Walther factory nickel six round magazine
for the PPK/S with flat base. Second is an aftermarket chrome magazine for the PPK/S with finger groove base. Lastly is a 7.65mm magazine
for the Ortgies pistol. All are in very good to excellent condition. (46247-51K)
3295. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of ten assorted aftermarket pistol magazines. Included are: one nickel U.S.A. brand staggered magazine,
one blued U.S.A. brand staggered magazine, one blued and ribbed U.S.A. brand staggered magazine, two blued 15 round magazines with
a “(swan)/VBG” logo on each, one blued staggered full-size magazine, one extended 25 round blued pistol magazine, one 13 round 380
ACP aftermarket magazine, likely for the Browning BDA or similar pistols, and two single stack 9mm magazines. All are in excellent condition
except the extended magazine which has some areas of light oxidation around the mouth. (46247-51L)
3296. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of an unmarked, blued magazine for the Desert Eagle 44 magnum pistol. The magazine features a
composite base and is in excellent overall condition. (46247-51M)
3297. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of a six magazines for Beretta 22 pistols. Included are: two blued factory Model 950 magazines in their
original packaging, one U22 Neos stainless factory magazine in its original packaging, one Model 87 blued magazine, and two blued Model
21 magazines one being unmarked. All are in excellent to as-new condition. (46247-51N)
3298. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two 45 ACP magazines. First is a factory magazine for the FEG GKK 45 pistol. It has the removable
floorplate and is in excellent condition. Next is a sealed Norinco 1911 parkerized magazine. It is also in excellent condition. (46247-51O)
3299. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four 1911 style magazines. First is a stainless Colt six round Commander size magazine. Next are two
blued full size magazines marked “SA 45 NM” on the bases. Last is a Novak nickel bodied magazine for the Sig 1911. All are in excellent
condition. (46247-51P)
3300. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three AK style magazines. Included are two Chinese made that appear to be five round capacity, one
is sealed and includes the butt-trap cleaning kit. The third appears to be a ten round magazine and is unmarked. All three are in excellent
overall condition, there are a few areas of light surface oxidation. (46247-51Q)
3301. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of six blued 1911 style magazines. Four are by Meg-Gar and two are unmarked. All are in excellent
condition and have the polymer base floorplates. (46247-51R)
3302. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four blued magazines for the Para-Ordnance P14 style pistols. Included are two factory 14 round magazines that are factory sealed and two Meg-Gar magazines that are ten round capacity. All are in excellent to as-new condition. (46247-51S)
3303. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two items. First is a factory Browning Buckmark ten shot 22 LR magazine that is in the original
factory box. Second is a stainless magazine for the AMT 22 Magnum Automag, also in the factory packaging. Both are in as-new
condition. (46247-51T)
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3304. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of six blued magazines for various Beretta pistols. Included are: one factory eight round Model 8045
magazine in the original packaging, one ten round Model 9000S magazine in the original packaging, one factory Model 96 ten round
magazine, one aftermarket ten round Model 92 magazine, and two factory Model 85 magazines including one that is still in the original
packaging. All are in excellent to as-new condition. (46247-51U)
3305. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two 36 round blued magazines for the KG-99, KG-9 and Tec-9 firearms. The magazines are not
maker marked but are in their original white box packaging and are in as-new overall condition. (45247-51V)
3306. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two military rifle magazines and an assortment of loading accessories. Included are: one 20 round
metric FAL magazine; one ten round Enfield SMLE magazine; two FAL loading tools; five loading tools for the UZI, M3 and others; and a
small bag with about 15 assorted 30 caliber links. All are in excellent condition. (46247-51W)
3307. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of six steel 20 round magazines for the HK 91 and similar rifles. All are in excellent condition. (46247-51X)
3308. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of five steel 20 round magazines for the HK 91 and similar rifles. All are in excellent condition. (46247-51Y)
3309. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four HK aluminum 20 round magazines for the HK 91 and similar rifles. All are in excellent condition
and are dated “4/67”. (46247-51Z)
3310. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two Factory Kel-Tec 10 round magazines for the SU-16 .223 caliber rifles. The magazines are still
sealed in their original packaging and are in as new overall condition. (48569-3B) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3311. I NGLIS HI-POWER MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one original magazine for a Canadian Inglis Hi-Power pistol. It retains about
94% parkerized finish with some light operational wear and is correctly marked on the front of the body and base with “JI” stamps. The
aluminum follower is mostly bright with some light operational wear. A nice find to accompany your Inglis pistol. (138569-2A) [Calhoun
L.H. Howard Collection]
3312. MAUSER HSC MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two 8-round magazines for the Mauser HSC 32 ACP pistol. One magazine is unmarked and has been cleaned to bare metal showing some spots of old pitting throughout and a plain floorplate. The second has a Mauser
banner floorplate and retains about 90% original dull blue finish with some spots of light oxidation staining, operational wear and freckling.
Both magazines appear to have good springs. (138585-23A)
3313. THOMPSON MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one unmarked 20-round magazine for a 45 ACP Thompson submachine gun. The
metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue showing some light operational wear, freckling and small spots of light oxidation staining. The
floorplate and follower are toning to a nice plum patina and the magazine spring appears to be strong. (138641-12) [William “Wild Bill”
Ziegler Collection]
3314. MAGAZINE LOT Total of five. This lot includes four 1911 7 round magazines and a single 20 round AR15/M16 magazine. The first is a
two-tone lanyard style that shows scattered freckling, silvering and fading. The second is a two-tone that is marked “B” on the lip, it shows
scattered fading to gray, silvering and freckling. The third is a blued magazine marked “R” on the lip that shows scattered silvering. The
fourth is a blued magazine that is marked “C”, it shows scattered silvering. The AR15/M16 magazine is of Colt manufacture and it is an
overall dull gray patina. (208510-42)
3315. H K MAGAZINES This lot includes two 30 round polymer UMP 40 magazines. These are factory magazines dated 10-94 that are in asnear-new condition. (108543-25C)
3316. H K MAGAZINES This lot includes two 30 round polymer UMP 40 magazines. These are factory magazines dated 10-94 that are in asnear-new condition. (108543-25D)
3317. H K MAGAZINES This lot includes two 30 round polymer UMP 40 factory magazines dated 10-94 that remain in as-near-new condition.
(108543-25E)
3318. H K MAGAZINES This lot includes two 30 round polymer UMP 40 factory magazines dated 10-94 that remain in as-near-new condition.
(108543-25B)
3319. H K MAGAZINES This lot includes two 30 round steel body AR-15 style magazines. The magazines retain 99% original Maritime black
finish and have a steel follower “with advance spring system that allows seemingly flawless function” in a variety of AR, M4, and M-16
NATO platform weapons. They are marked on the left side “Restricted Law Enforcement /Government Use Only 10-94” and are in excellent
condition. (108543-31F)
3320. H K MAGAZINES This lot includes two 30 round steel body AR-15 style magazines. The magazines retain all of their original Maritime
black finish and have a steel follower “with advance spring system that allows seemingly flawless function” in a variety of AR, M4, and
M-16 NATO platform weapons. They are marked on the left side “Restricted Law Enforcement /Government Use Only 10-94” and are in
excellent condition. (108543-31E)
3321. H K MAGAZINES This lot includes two 30 round steel body AR-15 style magazines. The magazines retain all of their original Maritime
black finish and have a steel follower “with advance spring system that allows seemingly flawless function” in a variety of AR, M4, and
M-16 NATO platform weapons. They are marked on the left side “Restricted Law Enforcement /Government Use Only 10-94” and are in
excellent condition. (108543-31Q)
3322. H K MAGAZINES This lot includes two 30 round steel body AR-15 style magazines. The magazines retain all of their Maritime black
finish and have a steel follower “with advance spring system that allows seemingly flawless function” in a variety of AR, M4, and M-16
NATO platform weapons. They are marked on the left side “Restricted Law Enforcement /Government Use Only 10-94” and are in excellent
condition. (108543-31N)
3323. H K MAGAZINES This lot includes two 30 round steel body AR-15 style magazines. The magazines retain all of their Maritime black
finish and have a steel follower “with advance spring system that allows seemingly flawless function” in a variety of AR, M4, and M-16
NATO platform weapons. They are marked on the left side “Restricted Law Enforcement /Government Use Only 10-94” and are in excellent
condition. (108543-31M)
3324. C OLT MAGAZINES This lot includes five magazines. There are three 1911 style seven round aftermarket magazines to include two
stainless and a blued finish and two six round 1911 Officers Model magazines one stainless (colt marked) and one blued (SA marked) all
in excellent condition. (106247-49M)
3325. B ERETTA MAGAZINES This lot includes six 32 round blued finish aftermarket magazines. These magazines appear to be for a 92 style
pistol and they remain in very good overall condition with no guarantee on function. (106850-6G)
3326. C PRODUCTS MAGAZINES This lot includes five matte black finish steel bodied AR-15, 30 magazines for guns chambered in
5.45X39mm. The magazines have no tilt plastic followers and have expected light usage marks and remain in very good to excellent condition. (108717-116V) [John W. Young Collection]
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3327. AR-15 MAGAZINES This lot includes three aftermarket magazines. First is a five round B.F.I. magazine with phosphate finish that has
numerous light scratches associated with use. Second is a polymer Sig 556 and third is a PMAG 30 polymer magazine all in overall excellent
condition. (108717-116T) [John W. Young Collection]
3328. AR-15 MAGAZINES This lot includes four gray phosphate finish magazines and there are two 20 round Colt magazines and two 30
round Brownell’s all in excellent condition. (108717-116S) [John W. Young Collection]
3329. M1A MAGAZINES This lot includes four 20 round unmarked gray phosphate finished magazines all in excellent condition. (108717-116F)
[John W. Young Collection]
3330. AR-15 MAGAZINES This lot includes four (2 B.F.I. and 2 Brownell’s) 30 round gray phosphate finished magazines some have expected
light handling marks one is in its original blister packaging and all remain in excellent condition. (108717-116E) [John W. Young Collection]
3331. AR-10 MAGAZINES This lot includes three PMAG 25, Gen M3, LR/SR, polymer 25 round magazines. These items are in factory sealed
packages and remain in as-near-new condition. (108717-116C) [John W. Young Collection]
3332. G.S.G. STG 44 MAGAZINES This lot includes two polymer 25 round magazines that are as-near-new in their original factory boxes in
excellent condition. (108717-116) [John W. Young Collection]
3333. COLT MAGAZINES This lot includes three Officer’s Model 6 round 45 ACP magazines with blue finish that have varying amounts of light
wear associated with use and they remain in overall excellent condition. (108717-116H) [John W. Young Collection]
3334. C OLT MAGAZINES This lot includes three stainless finish six round Officer’s Model magazines in excellent condition. (108717-116I)
[John W. Young Collection]
3335. H I-POINT MAGAZINES This lot includes three 9 round JHP model 45 ACP magazines with bright orange followers and blued finish in
excellent condition. (108717-116Q) [John W. Young Collection]
3336. H I-POINT MAGAZINES This lot includes three 9 round JHP model 45 ACP magazines with bright orange followers and blued finish in
excellent condition. (108717-116R) [John W. Young Collection]
3337. C Z SCORPION MAGAZINES This lot includes two 30 round factory 9mm magazines for the Scorpion EVO pistol. The double stack
polymer magazines remain in excellent condition. (108717-116B) [John W. Young Collection]
3338. C Z SCORPION MAGAZINES This lot includes three double stack 9mm factory magazines for the Scorpion EVO pistol. There are two
20 round and one 30 round all in excellent condition. (108717-116D) [John W. Young Collection]
3339. P T1911 MAGAZINE LOT This lot includes four 9 round after market stainless steel magazines for the Taurus PT1911 pistol. There are
three unmarked and one Pachmayr all in excellent condition. (108717-116J) [John W. Young Collection]
3340. TAURUS MAGAZINE LOT This lot includes a 15 round double stack magazine with plastic floor plate and blue finish, likely for a PT 7
pistol and in excellent condition. (108717-116L) [John W. Young Collection]
3341. PARA ORDNANCE MAGAZINE This lot includes a factory 10 round magazine likely for a Warthog or similar model pistol. The magazine
has a plastic floor plate with factory logo and remains in excellent condition. (108717-116M) [John W. Young Collection]
3342. B ERETTA MAGAZINE This lot includes a single 15 round blued factory magazine for a 92FS pistol and it remains in excellent condition.
(108717-116K) [John W. Young Collection]
3343. R UGER BX-25 MAGAZINE This lot includes a 25 round BX series polymer magazine that remains in excellent condition and for use in
all Ruger 10/22 rifles. (108717-116P) [John W. Young Collection]
3344. H I-POINT 955 MAGAZINES This lot includes three 10 round 9mm magazines for the Model 955 carbine. The magazines are unmarked
with plastic floor plates and remain in excellent condition. (108717-116G) [John W. Young Collection]
3345. LOT OF COLT 1908 VEST POCKET AND S&W MODEL 39 MAGAZINES This lot consists of (4) magazines. Included are (1)
factory S&W model 39 9mm magazine, (1) Metalform 1911 style magazine, (1) Colt model 1908 vest pocket 25 ACP magazine with “Cal.
25 Colt” on the base and (1) unmarked Colt model 1908 vest pocket 25 ACP magazine. Everything is in excellent condition except the 1911
magazine which has scattered pitting and cleaned oxidation. (1X88002-207A)
3346. MAC 10 MAGAZINES This lot includes four steel body 30 round magazines with overall light scratches, spots of oxidation staining and
a spot or two of light pitting, in overall very good to near excellent condition. (1X108543-28A)
3347. P RO MAG MAGAZINES This lot includes three polymer 32 round, 9mm magazines for the Cobray M11. The magazines are single feed
with overall light scratches and remain in very good to near excellent condition. (1X108543-29A)
3348. H ECKLER & KOCH MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four 20 round alloy magazines for the H&K G3 and similar 308 Win caliber
rifles. One is marked “G3 HK/5/76”, the others are unmarked. All are in excellent condition. (1X46850-9L)
3349. H ECKLER & KOCH MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two 20 round steel magazines for the H&K 91 and similar 308 Win caliber
rifles. One is marked “7.62x51/IA”, the other is marked “7.62x51/IB”. Both are in excellent condition. (1X46850-9M)
3350. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of five items. First is a Triple K magazine for the Sterling 25 ACP pistol in the original packaging. Next is
a new in package Triple K Mossberg 10 shot magazine for the earlier 22 LR rifles. Third is an aftermarket ten round magazine for the SKS
rifles. Lastly are two, new in the package Colt ML-2 9mm AR-15 magazine loaders. (1X46850-9S)
3351. H ECKLER & KOCH MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two high capacity factory magazines for the Heckler & Koch USP 40 pistol.
Both have 13 round capacities and are in excellent condition. (1X46850-9A)
3352. B ERETTA MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of five aftermarket magazines for the Beretta Model 92 and similar pistols. All blued and
are in excellent condition. (1X46850-6E)
3353. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two factory pistol magazines. The first is a Walther P99 40 caliber 12 round magazine in new condition
and in the original packaging. The second is a Beretta 9mm ten shot magazine for the Model 9000s and in excellent condition. (1X46850-9P)
3354. LOT OF MAGAZINES Four total: (2) 20 round steel bodied aftermarket U.S.A. Magazines for the Ruger Mini-30 semi-auto rifle. The
magazines remain in excellent condition and come in their original factory packaging; (2) modified 36 round steel body Uzi magazines that
have had alterations to the catch. There is a plate with a Suomi style catch that has been spot welded to the back of each magazine and
both appear to remain in very good condition. (1X106247-49BK)
3355. LOT OF HK MAGAZINES This lot includes four unmarked steel bodied 20 round magazines for the HK G3 or Spanish Cetme
rifle. They are two G3 style magazines with parkerized finish and two Cetme style with parkerized finish all in very good to excellent
condition. (1X106247-49B)
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3356. H K MAGAZINES This lot includes two 30 round 5.56 steel bodied AR style magazines. The magazines have a special Maritime black finish
and steel follower with advanced springs and will work with any M16/M4/AR 15 rifle designed on the NATO platform. They are marked on
the left side “Restricted Law Enforcement /Government Use Only 10-94” and are in excellent condition. (1X108543-31)
3357. H K MAGAZINES This lot includes two UMP 40 polymer 30 round magazines. These are virtually as-new magazines that remain in excellent condition. (1X108543-25G)
3358. H K MAGAZINES This lot includes three UMP 40 polymer 30 round magazines. These are as-new magazines that remain in excellent
condition. (1X108543-25)
3359. FN PS90 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of (2) 50 round FN PS90/P90 magazines. These magazines are polymer, translucent smoke
in color and hold 50 rounds of 5.7x28mm each. They are new in the box and in excellent condition. (1X218547-7B)
3360. FN PS90 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of (2) 50 round FN PS90/P90 magazines. These magazines are polymer, translucent smoke
in color and hold 50 rounds of 5.7x28mm each. They are new in the box and in excellent condition. (1X218547-7A)
3361. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of five Springfield Armory XD .357 Sig. magazines for the XD Service and Tactical models. The
12 rd. stainless steel magazines are as-new in the original packaging. (1X78172-11P)
3362. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of two Springfield Armory XD 12 rd., stainless steel 357 Sig magazines in as-new condition.
(1X78172-11Y)
3363. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of (5) Springfield XD magazines for the XD Service and Tactical model pistols. These 16 rd.,
stainless steel, 9mm magazines are in virtually as-new condition missing only the factory packaging. (78172-11G)
3364. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of (5) Springfield XD magazines for the XD Service and Tactical model pistols. These 16 rd.,
stainless steel, 9mm magazines are in virtually as-new condition missing only the factory packaging. (78172-11I)
3365. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of (5) Springfield XD magazines for the XD Service and Tactical model pistols. These 16 rd.,
stainless steel, 9mm magazines are in virtually as-new condition missing only the factory packaging. (78172-11K)
3366. STEN GUN MAGAZINE This lot includes a single 20 round blued finish steel body magazine with NB12 and N94 markings on the front
flat, in overall excellent condition. (1X108543-28)
3367. B ERETTA CX4 STORM MAGAZINE AND CONVERSION UNIT LOT This lot consist of (8) items that are in as new condition. The
CX4 Storm semi-auto carbine requires the magazine well insert and release changed in order to use series 90 magazines. Included are (6)
Beretta 92 FS CX4 thirty round 9mm magazines with witness holes on the back and magazine well spacer on the body. Also included are
(1) Beretta CX4 Storm magazine well insert for series 90 magazines and a blister card with (1) Beretta CX4 90 series magazine release
assembly. Please see the excellent Beretta CX4 Storm 9mm carbine being offered in our live auction. (88659-84A)
3368. WINCHESTER MODEL 100 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of a single Winchester Model 100 284 magazine. The magazine shows
some grease stains and silvering retaining 98% blue. It is marked “284” and has convex arrowhead on base. (208585-43A)
3369. M1 / M2 CARBINE MAGAZINES This lot includes five 30 round and one 5 round magazine. Three are marked M2, two are unmarked
and the five round magazine is marked N.V.S. along the back and all come with rubber dustcover and remain in excellent condition.
(108570-14) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3370. COLT ACE MAGAZINES This lot includes two: one factory and one aftermarket. The Colt marked magazine retains all of its original blue,
has a robust spring and is marked Colt .22 LR along the floor plate in a single line. The second magazine is marked Mexico on the top edge
of the floor plate and the magazine shows minor wear marks. The follower is made from cast aluminum and it appears to function correctly.
(108570-28B) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3371. C OLT WOODSMAN MAGAZINE This lot includes two early-marking two-tone magazines. The floorplates are marked Cal 22 / Colt
and both show expected light operation wear from use with most of their original blue and scattered oxidation staining on the in-the-white
areas. Two near excellent condition magazines overall. (108570-28A) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3372. H I-STANDARD MAGAZINES This lot includes three magazines: two blue and one nickel plated. These magazines will likely fit a
Sport King or similar model pistol and they show minor wear associated with use and the nickel plated magazine has a cloudy almost
oxidized appearance. They appear to have strong springs function freely and are in very good to excellent condition. (108570-27)
[Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3373. 1911 MAGAZINES This lot includes six magazines. There are three blued Mec-Gar eight-round magazines, one stainless Marlin 45 Auto
marked eight-round magazine, and two blued original Colt commercial magazines marked L and P on the floor plates. All in very good to
excellent condition. (108570-15) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3374. LOT OF 1911 OFFICERS MODEL MAGAZINES This lot includes four seven-round stainless steel Colt 45 marked magazines by
Shooting Star Inc. The magazines are in excellent condition. (108750-15A) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3375. P-08 MAGAZINE This lot includes an unmarked modern manufacture P-08 Luger magazine with black plastic bottom and unmarked
combination tool. These items are in excellent condition. (108570-18) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3376. P-08 MAGAZINES This lot includes two magazines. First is a wooden based bright body magazine numbered 2 / 632 without any
acceptance markings. There is scattered light fine oxidation staining along the body and the magazine remains in very good condition.
Second is a blued body with aluminum base marked 99 / v / SE-63 with some light wear consistent with use in overall excellent condition.
(108570-17A) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3377. P-08 MAGAZINES & POUCH This lot includes a two pocket black leather magazine pouch marked only AE on the inside flap and two
magazines. The leather is dry but supple with overall light scuffing, spots of crazing and has a few spots of repaired stitching with a simple
brass stud closure an is in overall very good condition. The first magazine is an unmarked bright body with brown plastic base that has some
light oxidation staining and is in overall very good to excellent condition. The second one is a wooden base bright body magazine marked
6253 / a / + with an imperial acceptance stamp. The loading tab is missing and there is light verdigris staining and the magazine is in fair
condition. (108570-17) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3378. M ILITARY MAGAZINE LOT This lot includes five items. First is three P-38 magazines, there are two blued unmarked aftermarket
magazines and one blued P-38 marked all in excellent condition. Second is an unmarked Hi Power style magazine that remains in excellent
condition and also included is a military style wire loop cleaning rod with flat screw driver tip that is in excellent condition. (108570-30)
[Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3379. TAYLOR MK.I.45 MAGAZINE LOT This lot includes a 29 round snail drum magazine marketed by Bingham LTD. that includes a loading tool, canvas carry pouch, and instruction and care papers. The magazine retains all of its original blue finish and appears to have seen
very little if any use. The Federal Ordnance canvas pouch has Velcro closures with Alice clips remains in excellent condition. (108570-13)
[Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
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3380. M INI-14 MAGAZINES This lot incudes three factory magazines. There are two blued 20 round and a five round Ruger marked magazines with rubber dust covers. The 20 round magazines have metal floor plates and the five round has the contoured plastic and all appear
to have seen little if any use and remain in excellent condition. (108570-26) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3381. M INI-14 MAGAZINES This lot includes four magazines. First are two unmarked stainless finish 30 round magazines, one has some
light adhesive residue and a green dot and the other comes with a rubber dust cap. Second is a 30 round blue finish Ruger marked magazine with dust cover. Third is a 20 round blue finish Ruger marked magazine with dust cover all are in excellent condition. (108570-26A)
[Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3382. M INI-14 MAGAZINES This lot includes four magazines. First are two aftermarket stainless finish 30 round magazines in their original
plastic wrap. Second is a blue finish 30 round Ruger marked magazine with dust cover. Third is a 20 round blue finish Ruger marked magazine with dust cover. All are in excellent condition. (108570-26B) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3383. C OLT MAGAZINES This lot includes two 40 round 5.56 magazines with gray phosphate finish that exhibit light wear consistent
with use and remain in excellent condition. The magazines come with rubber dust covers and 80 rounds of 5.56x45mm green tip
ammunition with head stamp markings of “WCC / 04 / NATO” Specification mark with bright brass in excellent condition. (108570-53)
[Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3384. R UGER MAGAZINE LOT This lot has four magazines for the MK I or II series pistol. They are all aftermarket magazines one is unmarked
and in good overall condition that other three are Ram-Line magazines in their original packaging. There are two Item #MAK 1214 and one
MAK 1210 all are in excellent condition. Also included are a set of checkered black plastic Ruger grips with silver phoenix medallions that
remain in excellent condition. (108570-29) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]

Optics
3385. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consist of a single Leupold M8-2X long eye relief pistol scope. The scope has clear optics and features
a duplex reticle. There are light scratches from a scope ring on the body on the ocular side of the turrets and scratches and scuffed finish
on the body from a scope ring on the objective side of the turrets. (88476-2A)
3386. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot Leupold VX-L 3.5-10X50mm riflescope. This matte finish scope features the Boone & Crockett duplex
reticle and has bright, excellent optics. There are some light ring marks from previous mounting, but the scope remains in excellent condition
overall. (48638-19A)
3387. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X 3-9X40 riflescope. The scope features a fine crosshair reticle with very good
optics. The blued exterior is toning to a rich plum color and there are light ring marks from having been mounted. A near excellent example
overall. (48441-52A)
3388. WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver K6 fixed power riflescope. The scope features a fine crosshair reticle and has excellent
optics. The tube has a few light ring marks from having been mounted but this vintage scope is in excellent condition overall. (48476-21A)
3389. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold 10X40 adjustable objective riflescope. The gloss finish scope features a duplex reticle
and has raised turrets. There are a few light rings marks from having been mounted but scope is in excellent overall condition. (48476-97A)
3390. Z EISS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Zeiss Diavari-C 3-9X36 riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has bright, excellent optics. The tube has a few light ring marks from having been mounted but the scope remains in excellent condition overall. (48541-26S20933A)
3391. STEINER BINOCULAR LOT This lot consists of a set of Steiner Military 7X35WW military grade binoculars. These green rubber armored
optics have excellent optics and included are the carry strap and lens covers. The binoculars are housed in a camo zippered bag and also
included are a set of camo work gloves. All are in excellent condition. (48541-28S20937B2)
3392. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XII 2-7X riflescope. This gloss blue scope features a duplex reticle and has
excellent optics. There are some light handling marks and ring marks from having been mounted but the scope remains in otherwise excellent overall condition. (48620-97A)
3393. W EAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver K8-1 riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics. The
scope has some light handling and ring marks from having been mounted but remains overall in excellent condition. (48476-51A)
3394. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold M8 6X riflescope. This gloss blue scope features a target dot crosshair and has
excellent optics. There are a few light ring marks from having been mounted but the scope remains in excellent overall condition. (48476-53A)
3395. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XII 3-9X40 riflescope. This gloss blue scope features a duplex reticle and has
bright, excellent optics. There are a few light ring marks from mounting, but the scope remains in excellent condition overall. (48612-34A)
3396. R EDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a vintage Redfield 4X riflescope. The scope features a crosshair reticle and has excellent
optics. There are light ring marks from mounting but the scope remains in excellent condition overall. (48612-29A)
3397. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XIII 4.5-14X40 adjustable objective riflescope. This matte finish scope features
a duplex reticle and has bright, excellent optics. There are a few light ring marks from mounting but the scope remains in excellent overall
condition. (48612-28A)
3398. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XIII 8.5-20x50mm Long Range riflescope. This matte finished scope features
a 30mm tube and has a duplex reticle with bright, excellent optics. There are a few light ring marks from previous mounting, but the scope
remains in excellent condition overall. Included are a set of Butler Creek flip-up lens covers and a 2 1/2” sunshade. (48612-23A)
3399. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X 3-9 silver riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent
optics. There are a few light ring marks from having been mounted but the scope remains in otherwise excellent condition. (48569-61A)
[Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3400. W EAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver K6 6X riflescope. The scope features a crosshair reticle and has very good optics.
Included are a set of rings to fit a grooved receiver. An excellent example overall. (48611-2A)
3401. N IKON SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Nikon ProStaff 3-9X40 riflescope. This matte finished scope features a duplex reticle and has
bright, excellent optics. There are a few light ring marks from the scope being previously mounted but overall it remains in excellent condition.
Factory lens covers are included. (48582-33A)
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3402. B USHNELL SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Bushnell Banner 1-4X32 riflescope. This matte finished scope features a circle crosshair
reticle and has excellent optics. There are a few light ring marks from mounting but the scope remains in excellent overall condition. A set
of factory lens covers are included. (48582-32A)
3403. R EDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a vintage Redfield 2-X riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent
optics. There are some light ring marks from mounting but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. Included are a set of Butler
Creek flip-up lens covers. (48585-55A)
3404. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold VX-1 4-12X40 riflescope. This gloss finish scope features a duplex reticle and has
bright, excellent optics. There are a few light ring marks from mounting but the scope remains in excellent condition. A bikini lens cover is
included. (48693-14A)
3405. W EATHERBY SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weatherby Imperial 2 3/4X90 riflescope. This German made optic features a crosshair
reticle and has excellent optics. There are some light ring marks from mounting but the scope remains in excellent condition. A set of leather
covers are included, the eye piece is missing its center. (48638-26A)
3406. W EAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver K4-W riflescope. The scope features a “t.v. view” duplex reticle and has excellent
optics. There are some light ring marks from mounting but the scope remains in excellent condition overall. (48638-30A)
3407. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold VX-III 4.5-14X40mm Long Range riflescope. This matte finished scope features
a 30mm tube, side focus and has a duplex reticle with bright, excellent optics. A set of Talley vertically split rings and a neoprene Leupold
cover are included. An excellent example of these top quality, performance riflescopes. (48704-11A)
3408. W EAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver KV 3-5X riflescope. The scope features a crosshair reticle with very good optics
and includes a set of rings and Weaver pivot mount bases to fit a Winchester Model 70 action. An excellent example overall. (48585-67A)
3409. W EATHERBY SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weatherby Imperial 4X81 series riflescope. The scope features a crosshair reticle with
excellent optics and includes a set of Butler Creek flip-up lens covers. There are some light ring marks from mounting but the scope remains
in excellent overall condition. (48585-82A)
3410. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold VX-III 1.5-5X20mm riflescope. This matte finished scope features a duplex reticle
and has excellent optics. There are a few light ring marks from mounting but scope remains in excellent overall condition. Included is a
rubber bikini lens cover. (48693-7A)
3411. N IKON SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Nikon ProStaff 7 3-12X42mm riflescope. This matte finish scope features Nikon’s BDC reticle
with excellent optics and has a side focus adjustment. There are a few light ring marks from mounting but scope remains in excellent overall
condition. A set of factory lens covers are included. (448704-5A)
3412. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold VX-I 3-9X40 riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics.
The tube has some light ring marks from mounting but remains in overall excellent condition. (48704-10A)
3413. K-SPORTS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a K-Sports 4X20mm AR-15/M16 riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle with excellent optics. Scope is equipped with a mount to fit the AR style carry handle and included are a set of lens covers. An excellent example
overall. (48596-10A)
3414. R EDFIELD SCOPE This lot consists of a vintage Redfield 2-7X variable power riflescope. The scope features duplex reticle and excellent
optics. The tube has a few light ring marks from mounting but rates excellent overall. (48581-9A)
3415. TASCO SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Tasco World Class series 3-9X40 riflescope. The matte finished scope features a duplex reticle
and has excellent optics. A set of factory Weaver style rings are included. An excellent example overall. (48582-48A)
3416. N IKON SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Nikon ProStaff 3-9X40 riflescope. This matte finished scope features a duplex reticle and has
excellent optics. A set of Weaver style rings and the factory lens covers are included. (48717-87A) [John W. Young Collection]
3417. W EAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver Marksman 3-9X series riflescope. Scope features a crosshair reticle and has very
good optics. A set of Weaver rings are included and scope is in excellent condition overall. (48476-9A)
3418. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold VARI-XII 3-9X40 riflescope. The gloss finished scope features a duplex reticle
and has excellent optics. There are light ring marks from mounting but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. A set of bikini lens
covers are included. (48693-12A)
3419. S WAROVSKI SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a vintage Swarovski Habicht 4 riflescope serial #416944. The metal surfaces retain about
85% original thinning blue with a few touched-up patches of reapplied cold blue, some light oxidation staining, freckling and light pinprick
pitting. There are a few further dings on the knurling and some flaking paint and small dents on the adjustment knob caps. The scope features a post and duplex reticle and the optics are a little discolored but still very usable. A superb quality scope that has seen some honest
use but remains in very nice condition. (138441-36A)
3420. LYMAN SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a vintage Lyman Alaskan All-Weather 2 1/2 power riflescope serial #21764. The metal surfaces
retain about 75% original blue with freckling and light oxidation staining scattered throughout, a small ding on the underside, high edge
wear and some tiny pinprick pits. One adjustment knob cap seems to be stuck and the scope features a crosshair reticle with very good
optics only slightly discolored but very serviceable. Overall a very good example of these classic, quality scopes. (138620-89A)
3421. TASCO SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Tasco #643W 4x40 riflescope. The metal surfaces retain about 98% black anodized finish with
a few small scratches, tiny dings and faint ring marks. The adjustment knob covers also show a couple of flakes and small dings. The scope
features a heavy duplex reticle and excellent optics. (138441-69A)
3422. LYMAN SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Lyman All-American 10X Perma-Center rifle scope. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original
gloss black finish showing a few scratches, tiny flakes and a number of small dings along the tube. The scope features a crosshair reticle
and very good plus optics only slightly discolored. (138476-104A)
3423. U NERTL SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a J. Unertl target scope serial #31498. It is a fixed 15 power, crosshair reticle with clear optics,
26” overall with a 2” objective bell with parallax adjustment. Includes J. Unertl marked click target type mounts, recoil spring, standard clamp
ring and threaded dust caps. Finish remains strong with operational wear from the rings. (218544-55D31281A)
3424. U NERTL SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a J. Unertl target scope serial #15614. It is a fixed 20 power, crosshair reticle with clear optics,
25 1/4” overall with a 1 1/2” objective bell with parallax adjustment. Includes J. Unertl marked click target type mounts, recoil spring, standard
clamp ring and threaded dust caps. Finish remains strong with operational wear from the rings. (218709-12A)
3425. U NERTL SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a J. Unertl target scope serial #81636. It is a fixed 10 power, crosshair reticle with clear optics,
21 3/4” overall with a 1 1/4” objective bell with parallax adjustment. Includes J. Unertl marked click target type mounts, recoil spring, standard
clamp ring and threaded dust caps. Finish rates 98% with very minor operational wear from recoil. (218684-5A)
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3426. U NERTL SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a J. Unertl Vulture scope with external adjustments. It is a fixed 10 power, crosshair reticle with
clear optics, 16 1/4” overall with a 1 7/8” objective bell with parallax adjustment. Includes J. Unertl marked click target type mounts, recoil
spring and standard clamp ring. Finish remains strong on the bells with light scratches and with fading, operational wear and light pitting
on the tube. (218628-3A)
3427. R EDFIELD SCOPE LOT Redfield Illuminator 3-9 x 40 mm wide view equipped with a duplex reticle and clear optics. Scope measures
12 3/4” overall and retains about 98% original gloss blue with light ring wear and a small “6X” scratched in the bottom of the scope below
the windage elevation knob. (58672-7A)
3428. LEUPOLD SCOPE This lot includes a VX-II 3-9X44mm rifle scope with fine duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 12
5/8” overall with a matte black finish that shows very faint ring marks along the 1” diameter tube. Aside from a couple of superficial scratches
on the bell this scope remains in excellent condition. (108658-30D3356A)
3429. M OSSBERG SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Mossberg 8-M4b series riflescope. The scope retains only its horizontal crosshair and
has optics that are a bit hazy. The tube has some areas of light surface oxidation; the original rubber eyecup is present but is hardened
beyond use. A Mossberg No.8 sideplate mount is affixed, the mounting screws are included. Scope is housed in its original two-piece box
and includes the original instruction sheet. (1X47882-15)
3430. R EDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a vintage Redfield 2-7X32 riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent
optics. Included are a set of Redfield style rings, the front is noticeably higher than the rear. An excellent example overall. (1X48428-15A)
3431. R EDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield 2X-7X riflescope. The scope features a crosshair reticle with clear optics.
The scope is mounted to a pair of Weaver 1” pivot mounts so you can utilize your rifle’s iron sights as well and is in excellent condition
overall. (1X218521-5A)
3432. W EATHERBY SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weatherby 2 3/4-10X variable power riflescope. The scope features a fine crosshair
reticle and has excellent optics. The tube has some light ring marks from mounting but the scope remains in excellent condition overall.
(1X48470-2A)
3433. W EATHERBY SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a 2 3/4 -10X variable power riflescope. The scope features a fine crosshair reticle with
excellent optics. There are some light ring marks along the tube from having been mounted, but overall the scope remains in excellent
condition. (1X48530-4A)
3434. TASCO SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Tasco 6-24X40 adjustable objective riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and
has very good optics. There are some light ring marks on the tube from having been mounted but scope remains in excellent condition
otherwise. (48571-2)
3435. W EAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver K3-W riflescope. The scope features a duplex “TV-view” reticle and has excellent
optics. The tube has light ring marks from mounting but remains in excellent condition overall. (48634-14A)

Sights
3436. ANTIQUE SIGHT LOT This lot consists of an antique ring mount brass front sight with spirit level. The sight measures 2 3/8” high and
the globe has about a 1 1/8” inside diameter. The globe has a glass lens with post in center. The sight bears a black finish which is mostly
flaking and there are remnants of New York City addressed maker’s label. The level’s glass tube is broken. The sight is an early ring mount
variation that could fit over a smaller 5/8” diameter barrel and is the predecessor to the closed tube telescopic sights. The original rear sight
in the set would have also had a glass lens and offered some limited magnification when paired with the front. A very good example overall
that could be restored or used as is. (48189-1A)
3437. S IGHT LOT This lot consists of various sights and sight related parts. Included are three boxes which hold globe sight front inserts, about
one dozen target blocks, seven Rocky Mountain style rear sights, rear sight apertures, front sight blades, several small parts including screws,
and two Vernier style sights – one Pedersoli #445 and one unmarked sight. All are in excellent condition. (48189-1E)
3438. ANTIQUE SIGHT LOT This lot consists of sights and sight parts for the Marlin Ballard rifles. Included are a Lyman style rear combination
aperture sight, a Rocky Mountain style rear sight with elevator, a silver blade dovetail sight and two set screws. The consignor’s notes
designated these for a #5 Pacific Marlin Ballard and are in excellent condition. (48189-1F)
3439. TRILUS SIGHT LOT This lot consists of a Trilux SUIT (Sight Unit Infantry Trilux) L2A2 4X optical sight with base for the FN FAL/L1A1 and
similar rifles. The sight has clear optics with a post reticle that descends from the top, the tritium node is missing but the sight works well with
available light. The rubber eye piece is intact and the FAL dust cover mount is included along with a second flat base mount for other rifle
applications. The black finish has a few light flakes and handling marks and the sight is in overall near excellent condition. (46247-43SUIT)
3440. LOT OF RED DOT SIGHTS This lot consists of three Daisy Model 800 Point Sights. The sights are all in their original boxes. Two have had
custom illumination added and run on a AAA battery. The negative wire on one has come loose and will need re-soldering. (46247-43PS800)
3441. LOT OF RED DOT SIGHTS This lot consists of three items. First are two Tasco EZ Sight red/green sights for 22’s and airguns. Both are
sealed in their original packaging. Last is a BSA silver 30mm red dot with an adjustable 5 M.O.A. dot and integral 22 rail mount. The sight
includes a second battery cover with push-button actuator. Its packaging has been opened but the sight appears unused. (46247-43RDS)
3442. TRUGLO SIGHT This lot includes a Reflex sight featuring red or green dot with five brightness settings and four choices of dot. The sight
is fully functional and comes with a Picatinny style mount and remains in excellent condition. (1X108552-7)
3443. C ENTER POINT SIGHT LOT This lot consists of a Center Point red dot sight. The sight features both a red and green dot and has a 1”
tube and rings with integral base to fit a Weaver or picatinny rail system. The sight cannot be tested as the CR1620 battery is not operational.
Included are a set of flip-up lens covers. (1X47882-8C)
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3444. A NTIQUE WILL & FINCK SAN FRANCISCO LIME
SQUEEZER This is an antique rosewood lime squeezer
marked by famous San Francisco retailer Will & Finck, better
known for their famous high quality Bowie knives and cutlery. The heavy brass hinge at the head is lightly decoratively
cut and shows remnants its original silver plate. The face of
the hinge is neatly marked: “Will & Finck/ S. F. CAL” and the
hinge remains mostly tight and fully functional and there is
a small gap at the top of one of the legs. The rosewood legs
3444
show evidence of a light cleaning, mostly on the body and not
the handles, with nicely reapplied varnish. The sharp edges show
some light chipping with one showing a tight crack. The interior of the press is neatly,
sharply carved in a pine-tree pattern into-which the juice of the lime slice flows and
then drips out the bottom of the press; the screw slots show just a bit of damage.
Established in 1863 in San Francisco, these famous cutlers flourished during the gold
rush years, but remained in business well after, in the 1920’s manufacturing gambling equipment and barware. Overall a very interesting piece of antique barware
from this famous manufacturer-retailer, in an about very good state of condition.
(38604-2)
(200/300)
3445. LOT OF BURGESS GUN COMPANY EPHEMERA This consists of
what is likely an 1893 Burgess Gun Company Catalog. This is an about 20 page
catalog and features the Burgess factory on the front, on the interior we find “The
Burgess Gun” and on the title page “The New Burgess Gun” it is “The Most Wonderful Invention in the Direction of Rapidfire Guns the World Has Ever Seen”. There
is an interior view of the factory, views of the arm in various grades, taken down
and assembled and pricing as well. There is some minor foxing and a spot or two of
light water staining. The staples have rusted and the spine of the catalog is holding
on only just. There is a small rip at the edge of the cover and tattering or flaking at
the top left edge; “1893” is written in blue pencil on the cover. The second item is
an advertising broadside for “The Burgess Folding Gun”, it is dated 1895. This is the
example which shows the mustachioed gentleman on the inside with the Burgess
Folding Gun in its holster, covered by his suit coat, he deploying the gun and bringing
it into battery in a matter of seconds. The price listing is included showing the arm
for sale by Montgomery Ward & Co. The broadside rates about good with repairs
to its rear edges and a number of tears, flaking and some missing parts along the
leading edge. Overall a rather rare sampling of Burgess Gun Company ephemera.
3445
(38315-249)
3446. R EGULATION U.S. 1881 PATTERN FLAP
HOLSTER BY ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL This
is the second type 1881 pattern regulation holster for
Colt and Smith & Wesson revolvers. The black leather
is mostly smooth with intact seam stitching around its
periphery. There is light flaking present on the flex points of the flap but overall
it remains supple and flexible. The “U.S.” marking is prominent on the body of the holster
and there is a very good “Rock Island Arsenal” stamping along with two small inspectors initials
on the very edge of the flap proper. There is some very light verdigree present on the rear suspension
billet rivets but overall this is a very fine holster. (38706-32A)
3447. R EGULATION U.S. 1881 PATTERN FLAP HOLSTER BY ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL WITH CAVALRY MARKING This appears to be a third type
1881 pattern regulation holster for Colt and Smith &
Wesson revolvers. The black leather is overall smooth
with tight seam stitching around its periphery. There is
light flaking on the flex point of the flap but it is mostly
supple and flexible, the rear suspension billet lightly
flaked as well. The “U.S.” marking is prominent on the
body of the holster and there are remnants of the “Rock
Island Arsenal” marking on the flap of the holster along with a three-initial inspectors
marking. The flap of the holster is neatly stamped “A/3 Cav/44”, additionally the very top of
the flap shows an older stamping “L 8D Cav11”. This holster is interesting in that the suspension
billet on the back is retained with five rivets, rather than the commonly seen three, and the muzzle is
stitched flat rather than with the circular leather plug normally seen. A very good and very interesting
example overall. (38706-32)
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3448. P ERIOD U.S. REVOLVER BOX LOT This lot consists of a single period U.S. Revolver Co. black colored box. The end label is marked
“U.S. Revolver Co. / 22 Cal. Rim Fire Double Action 2 1/2 Inch / Nickel”. The edges of the box are scuffed and starting to separate along
with scratches, scuffs and other handling marks plus evidence of a light repair on one end for an overall rating of good to very good. The
box includes a Western Bros. folding pocket knife that measures 3” closed with a pair of pen style blades. The first blade measures 1 5/8”
long with a broken tip and the other 1 3/8” with a chipped edge. (88426-129A)
3449. F RANKLIN MINT WYATT EARP 44 SMITH & WESSON DISPLAY REVOLVER LOT This lot consists of a single display revolver
with display case and paperwork. The revolver is an embellished reproduction of the 44 Smith & Wesson American revolver purportedly
used by Wyatt Earp at the O.K. Corral. It retains about 99% high polish nickel plate with a few minor handling marks. The surfaces feature
loose foliate engraving covering about 70-75% of the gun. The revolver is equipped with smooth walnut grips that rate excellent. This is a
completely functional non-gun that closely duplicates the feel and heft of a real S&W American. It is displayed in wood presentation case
with glass cover and green felt lining. The case and lining rate excellent. (88315-184) {NON-GUN}
3450. B KA 1851 NAVY PROP GUN LOT This lot consists of a single “BKA / 98” marked prop gun loosely fashioned after a Colt 1851 Navy
percussion revolver with faux brass frame and 7 3/8” black colored round faux barrel. The metal surfaces have scattered light scratches and
other handling wear. The wooden grips rate very good plus. This non-gun remains functional and would be good for reenactments, stage
use and displays where firearms are not appropriate. (88445-15) {NON-GUN}
3451. C ROSSMAN 38 TARGET “PELLGUN” REVOLVERS LOT This lot consists of a pair of .22 cal. Crossman Model 38 CO2 powered
Target Pellgun Revolvers. The first revolver is serial #687681 with a 6” barrel and rates about near excellent with a few light handling marks.
The checkered synthetic target grips also rate excellent. The revolver includes a factory box that is torn on one end of the cover and displays a repair. Also included are a manual, CO2 cartridge and paperwork. The second revolver is serial #731746 with a 4” barrel and rates
excellent. The checkered synthetic target grips also rate excellent. The revolver includes a factory box that is starting to separate on the
seams of the cover. Also included are a manual, CO2 cartridge and paperwork. The grip panels need a CO2 cartridge to stay in place but
the CO2 cartridge was removed and the panels are plastic wrapped for safety. (88450-29) {NON-GUN}
3452. JAMES DIXON POWDER FLASK LOT This lot consists of a single Dixon & Sons marked powder flask with patented fire-proof top. The
bag shaped flask has a smooth exterior with screw off top featuring an exterior spring and adjustable spout. The adjustments are marked
in drams from 1 dram to 1 1/2 drams with 1/8 increments. Unfortunately, the small stop screw to index the spout is missing but the bottom
of the flask is fitted with a small ring to hang it. The flask includes a factory box. (88230-2)
3453. LOT OF ASSORTED FACTORY PISTOL BOXES This lot consists of (4) assorted factory pistol / revolver boxes. Included are: (1) Colt
3rd Model Dragoon woodgrain box with Styrofoam insert and paperwork, (1) Navy Arms New Model “Sheriff” Navy Revolver box, (1)
unmarked green box with “Made in Germany” stamped in the interior and (1) Colt woodgrain box labeled to Colts Single Action Frontier
Scout Revolver with 4 3/4” barrel in 22 LR. Overall, the boxes rate about very good with light storage wear, scuffing and some seams starting
to separate. (87241-155)
3454. C OLT SECOND GENERATION SINGLE ACTION ARMY BOX LOT This lot consists of single Colt 2nd Generation Single Action
Army box with a red colored label for a 5 1/2” .357 Magnum revolver. The hinged black box with textured cloth covering rates very good
with the right front cover edge separating as well as the corresponding base. The box includes a factory pamphlet on loading, firing and
correct care of the Single Action Army. (7241-155A)
3455. LOT OF PERIOD FOWLING ACCESSORIES This lot consists of (9) items. Included are (1) unmarked leather shot pouch equipped
with a rocker style thumb latch on the spout and can be adjusted to dispense either 1 1/4 or 1 1/2 ounce of shot. The pouch is separating
on a section of seam and there is cracking and crazing around the edges. Also included are (1) wood handled turn screw that rates about
good, (1) 2 1/4” diameter unmarked and unlabeled cap tin that rates fair to good with scratches and oxidation, (1) adjustable brass shot &
powder measure adjustable from 1/4 dram to 4 drams that rates excellent, (1) 1” wide x 2 1/2” long by 13/16” tall tin container with soldered
seams that have started to separate, (1) unmarked sterling silver oiler with light handling wear and tarnish, (1) tow covered bore
wipe, (1) brass bore brush, both showing moderate use and finally a generic canvas pull string storage bag. These
should be a nice addition to a period fowler. (87888-8)
3456. LOT OF .32-35 MAYNARD BRASS This lot consists of
two boxes totaling (30) pieces of 32-35 Maynard brass. The
first box consists of (10) pieces of Ballard Rifle & Cartridge
LLC 32-35 Maynard brass that are so headstamped with (2)
3459
pieces unprimed and the remaining (8) primed. This box of
brass rates excellent. The second box is (20) pieces of Schroeder Bullets reformed 32-35 Maynard cases. This brass started life as Remington 30-30 cases and were swaged / reformed
into 32-35 Maynard but still bear the original headstamp. The
case heads are colored black to alert the user of the changed dimensions
and they appear unused. (87026-3A)
3457. HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of (2) holsters. The first holster is a Bucheimer with no model number but appears sized to fit a High Standard semi-auto
pistol or similar with an approximately 4 - 4 1/2” barrel. The second holster is a well-made,
constructed of good heavy leather, unmarked and was reworked by adding a larger belt loop
(about 3 1/4”). The rework was professionally done. It appears to fit Smith & Wesson N frame
sized revolvers or similar with about 4” barrels. The bottom is open on this holster and a longer barrel
could be used but Patridge style sights may hang up on the draw. Both holsters rate about very good
to excellent. (87127-2 & 3)
3458. HOLSTER AND GUN RUG LOT This lot consists of (3) items. The first item is a sheep’s wool
lined leather gun rug measuring 17 3/4” x 7” with a tooled border and heavy brass zipper. The unmarked
case rates about very good plus with light handling wear on the interior and exterior. Also included are (1)
Hunter model 1100G-16 leather belt holster and (1) Colt #28 black leather belt holster. The Colt holster rates near
excellent and the Hunter very good plus. (87241-66A)
3459. G ERMAN MODEL P-08 HARDSHELL HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a single “Otto Sindel / Berlin” marked and “1934” dated
black hardshell leather holster for a German Model P-08. Stamped below the date is a Prussian Police sunburst acceptance mark but the
letter in the center is no longer distinguishable. This holster has a pocket for the combination tool, spare magazine and the flap utilizes a
holster mounted closing strap that passes through a flap mounted strap loop then over a brass finial. The holster rates very good plus with
scattered light scuffs, scratches, nicks, strong stitching and light but limited crazing. The lifting strap is not present. A fine addition for the
WWII small arms collector. (88230-5)
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3460. G ERMAN MODEL P-08 HARDSHELL HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a single Waffenamt marked Model P-08 holster. The rear of the holster is marked “Carl Weiss / Braunschweig”, “[eagle] / clutching a circled
3460
swastika / WaA330” and “1937” date. The holster features a lift strap, combination tool pouch, magazine pouch and a single flap mounted closing
strap that snaps over a finial. Overall, the holster rate about good plus with
light to moderate crazing, scuffs, nicks and strong seams. (84946-12A)
3461. NATIVE AMERICAN ARTIFACTS LOT This lot consists of (3) artifacts. The first is a diamond / crescent banner stone roughly 2 3/4” x 1 1/4” dark granite.
The second is an approximately 5 1/2” figure head pipe of granite or soapstone. The stem is
about 3” long and the figure head at the front has long flowing hair swept back toward the bowl.
The last piece is an approximately 5 1/2” long x 2 3/8” wide smoothed granite gouge (adze) with a
round hand fitting rear and a slightly grooved concave with rounded cutting face and convex back
side. The adze would be used as a hand tool rather than hafted. (86935-20B)
3462. WILSON COMBAT 1911-22 CONVERSION KIT BY MARVEL PRECISION This lot consists of a
single, as new, Wilson Combat 1911-22 conversion kit manufactured by Marvel. The kit includes a single slide
assembly serial #CB1038 with a 5” 22 LR barrel exhibiting an excellent bore, recoil spring assembly and 22 LR
ejector. The slide assembly features a Bo-Mar style adjustable rear sight, removable semi-ramp front sight and the
top of slide is flattened and scalloped. Also included is a replacement slide stop, a pair of Wilson marked magazines
with removable baseplates, “J&J” marked bushing wrench, recoil spring guide tool, manual and paperwork. Finally, the kit is
presented in a Wilson Combat soft carrying case. The Marvel kits are noted for their fine accuracy and reliability. (88626-12)
{NON-GUN}
(250/350)
3463. LOT OF VINTAGE RELOADING TOOLS FOR SINGLE SHOT RIFLES
This lot consists of 3 tools. The first tool is a Harry Pope style capper / de-capper
hand tool for the 32-40 cartridge. This nickel-plated tool is only marked with
cartridge information and there are no other markings. The tool retains about
80-85% original nickel plate with scattered light oxidation stains and most of the
loss due to worn plating on the decapping rod. The second tool is a single cavity
double cut, nose pour bullet mould with handles and remains in very good to
excellent condition. It is designed to case a .324” (+/-) at the base, tapering to
.315” +/- at the crimp groove Loverin style four lube groove single crimp groove
round nose flat point plain base bullet weighing approximately 178 grains. The
only markings are “C P / OB” on the sprue plate. The last item is a bronze, partially
knurled bodied grease wad pump with a steel “T” handled piston marked “E. F.
HERMAN”. The tool rates about very good with light handling marks. The tools
are packed in a repurposed A.G. Russel presentation case. (87147-16A)
3464. G EORGE LAWRENCE HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a single George
Lawrence black, right-hand leather holster for 6” barreled revolvers. This
high-rise holster has an over the hammer retention strap, strong seams and
a few minor scuffs. The back of the holster is marked “36DH / (brand and
address) / 623”. (88647-2A)
3465. P OWDER FLASK LOT This lot consists of two antique brass powder flasks.
3463
The first is a Colt model 1851 series flask that measures 5 1/2” long and has a
mild ochre patina. The flask has the flag and cannon motif with federal eagle and
crossed pistols. The pour spout has a slight angle to it and the body has a few
small dents, but overall it remains in very good
condition. The next is a smaller Colt 1849 flask measuring only about 3 3/4” and depicts a federal eagle
under nine stars with “E . PLURIBUS . UNUM” under crossed pistols in a banner across the bottom.
It has slightly more tarnish to the brass but is still in very good to near excellent condition. (48482-9)

3465

3466. SERVICE LOT This lot consists of a framed Memoire Of Service of Infantryman Adam
Bossert. Bossert volunteered for service in February of 1865 and joined the 51st PA volunteers,
9th Army Corps, Army of the Potomac. He saw engagements at Appomattox, Fort Steadman,
Petersburg, Burkesville, and was present at Lee’s surrender at Appomattox. He was Honorably
Discharged at the end of the Civil War. This hand written testament has a wood, oak finished
frame that measures 30 1/2” x 25 1/2”, and depicts scenes from various engagements by various branches of the military. The memoire was dedicated by Bossert’s family and is in excellent
condition overall. (48482-11)
3467. ANTIQUE NAVAL LOT This lot consists of three items. Included are a small wood
block, a gimlet and a scratch awl. All are U.S. Navy marked and both the block and gimlet
are “W.H.R.” inspector marked. The block measures about 4” high and is about 2 1/2” deep
and 1 3/4” wide with a 2” brass sheave and has iron hooks at the top. The iron has some
minor oxidation and the brass a light tarnish, the wood has light handling marks and is
structurally sound. The gimlet measures 13” long with an 8” iron screw tip and a turned
wood handle that has some minor cracks. The iron has some moderate oxidation. Lastly
the scratch awl measures about 6” long and has a 4 1/2” heavy body with a flattened
tip and a brass hexagonal head the bears the naval stamp. It has light handling and tool
marks and some minor tarnish. An interesting assortment of vintage tools that would be
great additions to any naval collection. (48482-10)
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3468. C IVIL WAR NAVAL EPHEMERA LOT This lot consists of transcripts and records from the U.S.S. Yankee and a telegraph from First
Assistant Secretary of the Navy G.V. Fox to Captain J.A. Dahlgren. The handwritten United States Military Telegraph note measures 8 1/2”
x 5 1/2” and is dated February 19, 1865. It confirms to Capt Dahlgren that an expenditure of $200 was authorized by the Secretary of the
Navy and signed “G.V. Fox”. Gustavas Vasa Fox was appointed to the position of First Assistant Secretary of the Navy by President Lincoln
after having a career in the Navy that ran from 1838-1856 where he retired as a Lieutenant. Just prior to his appointment he was brought in
by General Scott and was involved with the events at Fort Sumter which led to the start of the Civil War. Fox was also involved in the planning
of the taking of New Orleans, the appointment of Admiral Farragut and negotiating Seward’s Folly that led to the purchase of Alaska from
Russia. John Adolf Dahlgren began his military career as a midshipman in the Navy in 1826 and served as Ordnance officer for 16 years.
In 1861 he was in command of the Washington Navy yard and promoted to bureau Chief and Captain in 1862. In one year he was again
promoted, this time to Rear Admiral and commanded the South Atlantic Blockade. Instrumental in the development of the Dahlgren bayonet
for the Whitney rifle, the Dahlgren rifled cannon and iron carriage boat cannons, he also served a long and distinguished career in the Navy.
This note bearing both of these names exhibits a large amount of Civil War wealth. The remainder of the documents pertain to the U.S.S.
Yankee and include a November 1864 dated requisition request for supplies, a March 22, 1865 dated transfer list of 10 sailors that joined
the crew and a smaller document depicting two additional names. All are in excellent condition. The Yankee was commissioned in 1861 and
served throughout the Civil War until its decommission and sale in 1865. This side wheel steamer’s service started with providing supplies
to Fort Sumter, performing reconnaissance along the east coast, operating in the Virginia area, assisting in the North Atlantic Blockade
and Raiding Hamilton’s crossing. Along with several captures the Yankee also assisted with support of the fleet and raiding military targets.
Some interesting documents from a well-served Civil War Navy vessel. Copies of supporting documents are also included. (48482-12)
3469. SAFE LOT This lot consists of a Fort Knox Ranger series gun safe. The safe measures about 57” tall by about 30” wide and is 25” deep not
including the front handle or key pad. At some point the safe had been refinished in a gloss black and all identifying decals and markings
were removed save the serial number ID sticker which has the “Ranger” identification. Safe features a Sargent & Greenleaf electronic key
pad, external hinges, the door organizer and has capacity for up to 24 long guns. Fort Knox sold the Ranger series for a very short time.
They were manufactured by a subcontractor but still offered fire resistance and a level of security that was expected by the Fort Knox name.
The safe has some scuffs and scratches from moving but still remains a very good unit in very good condition. (48563-9)
3470. S HOOTERS LOT This lot consists of two items. First is a black nylon right hand Uncle Mike’s Sidekick size 3 belt holster for medium
double action revolvers with 5-6 1/2” barrel length. It features a retention strap with snap and is in excellent condition. Second is a 14 1/2”
hardwood club that has some light dings and handling marks. It is in very good condition and was likely used as a fish whomper to control
large aggressive game fish. (48541-27S20937A)
3471. B ORE INSPECTOR LOT This lot consists of two unmarked, antique brass bore inspectors. First is a periscope style model with a “box”
style viewing area. The second is a tube style that fits into a chamber and has a more simple reflection screen. It is stored is a cylindrical
housing connected by a piece of chain. Both are in very good condition and have minor to moderate ochre colored patina. (48189-1C)
3472. DECORATIVE CANNON LOT This lot consists of a small decorative cannon display. The cannon measures 7 1/2” long overall with about
a 6” .45 caliber bore that has straight rifling and some light oxidation. The exterior remains in the white with areas of light brown patina and
oxidation as well, the top is marked “Black Powder Only”. The cannon sits on a small naval style carriage that includes an elevation wedge.
Cannon sits on a small, hand-made garrison style display stand that features a plunger with mount and a small stack of “cannon balls”.
Additional round balls are stored in a small compartment underneath the rear of the deck. A unique display that would be a great addition
to the office or den. (46247-10) (ANTIQUE}
3473. DECORATIVE CANNON LOT This lot consists of three small display cannons with carriages. The first measures about 7 1/2” long overall
with a 6” .45 caliber bright bore that has straight rifling. The cannon remains in the white with areas of gray patina and is mounted to a naval
style carriage. Second is a smaller measuring only 5 3/4” long with a .50 smooth caliber bore. It remains in the white with some areas of
very light surface oxidation and is mounted to an artillery style carriage that is equipped with a rammer. Lastly is a brass finished cannon that
measures about 6” long overall and has a .50 caliber straight rifled bore. The brass is lightly fading along the edges and the cannon is mounted
to an artillery style carriage. All three are marked “BLACK POWDER ONLY” and are in excellent overall condition. (46247-8) {ANTIQUE}
3474. CARBIDE CANNON LOT This lot consists of three vintage Big Bang Bangsite Conestoga toy cannons. The first is a Model 10FC with
rubber wheels and is complete with the 10CC charger and striker. It has an OD green finish with some areas of light surface oxidation and
is in very good overall condition. Second is a Model 10FC that features larger red metal wheels and a tan finish that has some moderate
flaking and areas of light to minor oxidation. It included the correct 10CC charger but the striker is missing. An about very good example
overall. Lastly is a Model 15FC series cannon that features large red cast metal wheels and an OD green finish. The finish has some light
handling marks and areas of light surface oxidation but is complete with the 15CC charger and striker mechanism. It is in near excellent
condition. A unique assortment of these vintage Conestoga cast metal toys. (46247-5)
3475. D UMMY GUN LOT This lot consists of a German MP40 dummy gun. Built from a German military parts kit, it features an original barrel
and magazine assembly and has the rear frame, pistolgrip and folding buttstock. The receiver tube has been cut and replaced and the
body is a bright silver aluminum. A neat item that can either be used as a demonstration piece on its own, or as parts for an existing MP40.
(46247-16MP) {NON-GUN}
3476. KNIFE DISPLAY LOT This lot consists of Case display box with the insert for seven assorted folding knives. The front of the case has some
minor handling marks and small dings and the case locks with a key, which is included. The inside of the case has storage for additional
product. A great item for countertop retail advertising or for a nostalgic display in the home den or game room. (46850-1)
3477. B LASTING MACHINE LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Army manual firing blasting machine. The brass bodied unit features a steel knurled
handle that one twists “vigorously” to the right to actuate. There is a set of instructions in fading black enamel on one side. The brass base
has a crack up one side and the electrode posts have an odd putty type residue around the terminals. The unit is in very good condition and
would make for an interesting display. (46247-19)
3478. M ODEL FIREARMS LOT This lot consists of eight die cast tactical rifle models with accessories. Included are four examples of the
U.S. M16 (some with the M203 launcher), one U.S. M60 with tripod mount and accessories, two Daewoo M400’s with stands and one
UZI carbine. Each is a little different in its configuration and their respective accessories. Also included are two tactical rifle pens and a
small Matchbox M4 Sherman tank. All are in very good condition, some of the small plastic parts are cracked or broken and have become
separated. (46247-12)
3479. U.S. FLARE PISTOL LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M8 37mm flare pistol serial #E-195873. Made by the Eureka Vacuum Cleaner Company the right side is marked “EVCC / U.S. PROPERTY / PISTOL PYROTECHNIC M-8” inside a triangle, the date is no longer visible. The
metal surfaces have areas of light pitting and have been lightly polished and buffed. The original checkered phenolic grips rate excellent
and have a few light handling marks. A very good example overall. (46247-20) {NON-GUN}
3480. M ILITARY LOT This lot consists of a full case of U.S. military grease tubes. Each of the small plastic tubes has the yellow screw top. One
side of the brown cardboard box is marked “9150-248-3480 / GREASE, RIFLE / 144/2 1/2 CC TUBES” the other “TYPE II SHELF-LIFE
ITEM / DATE OF MANUFACTURE 11/73 / TEST DATE 11/76 / NEW TEST DATE______________”. An excellent condition example that
is ideal for the military armorer. (46247-9)
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3481. S LING LOT This lot consists of about 35 military and sporting slings. Included are canvas, nylon and leather examples and are for M1,
M1 Carbine, AK, SKS, MAS, Enfield and other rifles. All are in excellent condition, some are in their original packaging. Two brown leather
magazine pouches are also included. (46247-38ZZ)
3482. AR LOT This lot consists of a Peace River Arms & Accessories Armorer’s Action Block for the AR-15/M16 rifles. The lot consists of the vise
block, the upper receiver internal support and manual. Item appears new/unused and is a must have for the AR armorer. (46247-34AB)
3483. ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of an assortment of oilers and cleaning kits for Russian military and similar arms. Included are: two
oilers for the Polish M44 carbine; a sealed accessory pack for the Russian M44 carbine with oiler, cleaning kit and inventory list (in Russian);
and three round oilers, one green plastic bottle, an in-the-stock cleaning kit, a cleaning kit in the green canvas pouch, an SKS stripper clip.
Also included are a two-pocket brown leather ammo pouch and two French MAS cleaning kits for the model 36 and model 36/51 rifles.
All are in excellent condition. (46247-38RUS)
3484. F RENCH MILITARY LOT This lot consists of several items for the French MAS 49/56 rifle. Included are: a grenade launcher assembly,
two detachable magazines, a cleaning kit in the tan leather pouch, a small leather pouch with spare springs and tools, and a small green
canvas bag. All are in excellent condition. (46247-29MAS)
3485. S HOOTERS ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of various tools, parts and shooting accessories. Included are: A small brass hammer;
a Cobray brass spanner wrench with broken pin; a small flat spanner wrench; one exotic wood grip panel for a Sig type pistol, left side; a
CZ 97B barrel wrench; a small Past recoil shoulder pad; a 98K sight hood; a Mossberg receiver pin and allen wrenches; an unmarked side
saddle shotgun mount; a portion of an Enfield Mk3 rear sight and five Enfield stripper clips; a set of Uncle Mikes QD scope covers; four
Uncle Mikes packages with sling swivels and mounting screws; a Mossberg factory cable lock; and a small Camillus two-blade folding
knife that is in fair condition, the blades showing heavy reshaping and sharpening and the grip having a large chip missing from one side.
All items are in very good condition unless noted otherwise. (46247-29MISC)
3486. P RIMER LOT This lot consists of a full box of Federal No.155 Magnum Large Pistol primers. The box contains ten trays of 100 primers
for a total of 1000 in the box. All are in as-new condition. (46247-31PRIM)
3487. FAL PARTS LOT This lot consists of an assortment of parts for the FAN and similar rifles. First are two 21” barrel assemblies that have
excellent bores. One is equipped with a muzzle brake, the other has the integral bipod and a detachable flash hider. Next is a R1A1 receiver assembly by Century Arms that is not serial numbered. Third is a lower assembly with black composite buttstock and pistolgrip and is
equipped with a rear sight. Fourth are three sets of handguards, one aluminum, one synthetic and one combination. Fifth is a bolt assembly,
dust cover and three gas pistons – two with tubes and springs. Last are two bayonets with scabbards. One is the tubular design that measures 11 1/2” long with a 6 1/2” blade and has the composite sheath. The other is a Turkish made ersatz bayonet that measures 15 3/4”
long with a 10” blade. The bayonet features dual muzzle rings and is numbered on one side. It includes the original steel scabbard. Both
bayonets have an assortment of dings and handling marks. All of the metal items in this lot have areas of light to minor surface oxidation
and varying patinas. All are in very good condition overall. (45354-11A)
3488. G AMO HUNTER 440 BRAKE ACTION AIR RIFLE serial #04-1C-251079-03, .177 Pellet, 18” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue with scattered light surface oxidation throughout. The checkered hardwood stock rates near
excellent and has some light handling marks and small dings. The front sight has been removed, the rear fiber optic sight remains intact and
mounted to the receiver is a BSA 4X32 adjustable objective air rifle scope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has very good optics,
the rubberized finish on the scope has dissolved, leaving much of its surface tacky. A very good example overall of these quality, 1000 f.p.s.
air rifles. 48545-2) {NON-GUN}
(75/150)
3489. B IPOD LOT This lot consists of a Harris 1A2 series bipod that extends from 7”-12”. The bipod is in excellent condition. (48569-61B)
[Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3490. P RESENTATION BOX LOT This lot consists of a wood pistol box that measures 13 1/2” x 7 1/2” x 3”. The box has a partitioned interior
with an aged maroon lining and will fit a Single Action Army or similar revolver or other pistol. The box rates very good overall with some
cracks, chips and other minor handling marks. The top is held together with brass screws and the corners are dovetailed; felt has been
added to the bottom. A nicely aged box for your vintage handgun. (48683-2A)
3491. U.S. NAVY MARK I SUPPLEMENT I MINIATURE SHIP MODELS This lot consists of a boxed set of naval ship models of British and
French vessels. The set is not entirely complete but includes 16 models as follows: British Roberts class monitor, British Town class destroyer,
HMS London heavy cruiser, HMS Pretoria Castle escort aircraft carrier, HMS Unicorn light aircraft carrier, HMS Belfast light cruiser, British T
class destroyer, British Uganda class light cruiser, British Algerine class minesweeper, British Third Group Hunt class destroyer, British Fourth

3491

Group Hunt class destroyer, British Battler class escort aircraft carrier, French La Galissonniere class light cruiser, French Le Fantasque class
destroyer, French cruiser Emile Bertin and the French battleship Richelieu. All of the models remain in near excellent condition with a few
of them having some small flakes of paint missing and a couple of masts missing from the smaller ships. Many of the larger models even
feature swiveling gun turrets. The interior blue paint is mostly intact and the exterior is painted in gray with some minor flaking, small chips
and dings. The canvas handles are intact, the latches and hinges are solid and there is a “U (Anchor) S” stamp on the top panel along with
the official model designation. The box measures about 16 1/2” x 11 1/2” x 4”. A really great piece for the naval enthusiast. (138470-14)
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3492. JAPANESE TYPE 14 NAMBU HOLSTER WITH ACCESSORIES This lot
consists of an early Type 14 brown leather flap holster including shoulder strap,
spare striker and cleaning rod. The holster and strap are in about very good
overall condition with some scattered scratches, handling marks, light staining
and some verdigris around the brass hardware. All of the stitching remains
strong, the leather is still rather supple and would likely clean up quite nicely.
The included long firing pin is un-numbered and in near excellent condition with
some spots of light tarnishing, minor oxidation staining and a clear inspection
stamp. The cleaning rod is a later blued example with no visible inspection stamp
and areas worn to silver. A nice lot to pair with your Type 14 pistol. (138621-53)
3493. G ERMAN P.08 LUGER HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a 1915-dated
3492
Albrecht & Noll Berlin brown leather flap holster for a Luger pistol. The holster
is in good overall condition with some cracking at the strap, overall scuffing,
crackling and areas of light staining. All of the stitching is still strong, the
buckle is intact and the interior flap is also stamped in black ink “K. B. A.
II” in a box. A good holster for your Luger display that would likely clean
up quite well. (138693-40A)
3494. G ERMAN P.08 LUGER HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of an L.
Ritgen Karlsruhe marked brown leather flap holster for a Luger pistol. The
interior flap is further marked with a stamp that appears to read “BA VII /
1913” along with a number of old scribbles in pen and pencil. The holster is
in good overall condition with an old glue repair at the flap hinge, old rivet repairs on the belt loops, some light
to moderate cracking on the flap and strap, scuffing, light staining and handling marks. The stitching is tight although some areas
may have been re-stitched long ago. Still a solid holster that would make for a good display with your Luger pistol. (138693-39A)
3495. C HINESE SKS-STYLE AIR RIFLE .177 cal, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 95%
original blue with some high edge wear, scattered freckling and some spots of oxidation staining here and there. The plastic covering on the
end of the charging lever has a 1 1/2” crack and shows some
further light scuffs and handling marks. The Asian hardwood
pistolgrip stock remains in about good overall condition with
some moderate flaking varnish on the left side, a 2” sliver
3495
repaired with filler on the right side butt and some scratches, small dings and handling marks. The rifle is sighted with
military-style open sights and is even fitted with sling swivels.
(138447-25) {NON-GUN}
3496. G ERMAN SCHEINTOD GAS PISTOL serial #40, 12mm Gas Cartridge, 2 3/4” removable
barrel. The metal surfaces of this interesting little gas pistol are mostly gunmetal with some scattered freckling and small spots of light pitting. The hammer and trigger retain some hints of nice fire blue particularly
strong on the sides of the trigger and the only markings are “D.R.G.M.” on the left side frame and two
small proofs on the right side of the frame and barrel. The smooth hardwood grips remain in very good
condition showing mostly worn finish, small dings, light staining and handling marks. These were designed as small
and inexpensive deterrents that fired special tear gas cartridges and this example is in a very nice, fully functional state
of condition. (138569-29) {NON-GUN} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3497. G ERMAN LP.08 STOCK LOT This lot consists of a replica LP.08 board-style shoulder stock built around an original steel fitting serial
#6286f. The steel hardware has been cleaned bright but the serial number is still crisp and clear and the locking tab is functional. The stock
itself remains in very good overall condition showing a few small dings, handling marks and some red staining from the leather dye. The
reproduction leather fixtures are rather crude but still soft overall and have been dyed a reddish-brown showing some scuffs, scratches and
handling marks. (138569-30A) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3498. G ERMAN C96 STOCK/HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a reproduction C96 wooden combination stock and holster complete with
leather trappings. It remains in near excellent condition overall showing a couple small dings, scratches and handling marks. The metal
hardware is painted black and shows a little light flaking scattered about. The leather carrier and strap have dried out a little but are still
quite pliable showing some scuffs, light staining and handling marks. The latch mechanism appears to be functional and the lid closes
securely. (138715-4A)
3499. J EEP M1 RIFLE CARRIER This lot consists of a USGI rifle carrier made to mount inside a Jeep. The carrier has an OD green paint that
shows some light flaking on the edges, scattered scuffing and handling marks from the years. The straps remain intact and the exterior
mounting hardware is not present. An interesting lot for the military collector. (208570-46)
3500. B RITISH FLARE GUN LOT This lot consists of a World War Two era British flare pistol. The barrel is 3 3/4” long and the bore shows scattered
oxidation. The exterior shows some light flaking of the black enamel finish, light freckling, light scratches and scuffs. The Webley style grips
rate very good showing some handling marks and dirt staining. The pistol is marked with British proofs and it appears to function. (208570-2)

3501
3501. PANZERFAUST LOT This lot consists of a reproduction inert German Panzerfaust. The Panzerfaust has a light tan paint that shows a
couple tiny spots of light oxidation, some light scuffs and handling marks. The red paint instruction graphics remain strong and the attached
instruction sheet on the rocket is coming loose. A unique item for the military collector. (207884-11A) {NON-GUN} [Craig Brown Collection]
3502. G ERMAN M1914 ROD GRENADE This lot consists of an inert German M1914 rod rifle grenade. The nose has been removed but
the rod and ranging disc are retained. The grenade shows scattered areas of oxidation staining. A neat item for the military collector.
(207884-11B) [Craig Brown Collection]
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3503. G ERMAN M1914 ROD GRENADE This lot consists of an inert German M1914 rod rifle grenade. The grenade and ranging disc
are a dull brown oxidized patina, while the rod is a silver pewter with scattered oxidation. An interesting item for the militaria collector.
(207884-11D) [Craig Brown Collection]
3504. G ERMAN ROD RIFLE GRENADE LOT This lot consists of an inert German rod rifle grenade of an unknown model. The grenade bears
a strong resemblance to a M1913 rod grenade and there is no ranging disc present. The grenade has a green paint with scattered freckling
and flaking. The rod is mostly a gray patina with overall freckling and light oxidation. A neat item for the Great War collector. (207884-11E)
[Craig Brown Collection]
3505. H OLSTER LOT This lot consists of a Czech made green canvas holster that is likely for a Rast & Gasser revolver. The holster shows some
light dirt staining, dust staining and some scuffing on the leather belt loop. There is a faint illegible maker’s marking on the inside and a
Czech marking that appears to read “ZH (Lion) 36”. It is noted that the Czechs used the Rast & Gasser 1898 for a reserve revolver as late
as the Sudeten Crisis. An interesting holster overall. (207884-45A) [Craig Brown Collection]
3506. G ERMAN C96 LOT This lot consists of an original C96 stock, leather stock holster and magazine spring. The stock is numbered “292” on
the iron flat, thinning on the metal parts, light dings and handling marks on the wood. The holster is marked “J.F.C. LUDEWIG/BERLIN/1916”
on the rear, it shows scattered scuffing, crazing, some staining and light scratches. The magazine spring shows some scattered oxidation
staining. (207884-45D) [Craig Brown Collection]
3507. P.38 HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of an original German P.38 softshell tan leather holster. The holster shows a patch of paint staining
on front of the magazine pouch, some light staining, light crazing, scuffs and some light scratches. The holster is coded “gxy 1944” and
“P38” on the rear. A very good example of a P.38 holster. (207884-45B) [Craig Brown Collection]
3508. G ERMAN HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a brown leather holster for the FN 1922/German 641 (B) pistol and an original magazine. The holster has “D.R.G.M./AKAH” markings on the front, it shows some light flaking, scattered crazing, some scuffing and dirt
staining on the inside. The magazine is marked “F.N/7.65MM” on the right side, it shows scattered silvering and freckling. (207884-45E)
[Craig Brown Collection]
3509. R EICHSREVOLVER HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of an original German M/79 Reichsrevolver holster. The holster shows some flaking,
scuffing and crazing. The inside of the flap is marked “B.A. VII/1916” and the rear is marked “Rudolf Wiemer & Co./Mulheim-Ruhr”. A great
lot for the military collector. (207884-45C) [Craig Brown Collection]
3510. R EICHSREVOLVER HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of an original German M/79 style Reichsrevolver holster. The holster is brown leather
and is likely a modified civilian holster from the World War Two era. The holster shows scattered crazing, flaking and some light dirt staining.
The front flap has a name “HAMALAINEN” over a Social Security Number and Mr. Brown notes that this was a WW2 veteran named Arthur
who enlisted in July, 1944. There does not appear to be a maker’s marking present on this holster. (207884-45G) [Craig Brown Collection]
3511. G ERMAN HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a brown leather holster for a Sauer 38(H) or a similar .32 pistol. The holster appears unmarked, there is a small tear at the bottom, scattered crazing, scuffing and dust staining. (207884-45H) [Craig Brown Collection]
3512. LUGER HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a leather German P08 Luger holster. The holster shows scattered slight flaking, crazing and
scuffing. The rear is maker marked by “A.WUNDERLICH NACHE/BERLIN” and there is an “L.G.” marking stamped on the inside of the
holster. (207884-45I) [Craig Brown Collection]
3513. G ERMAN C96 LOT This lot consists of a C96 stock, leather stock holster, magazine spring and tool. The stock is unnumbered, there is a
7 1/2” triangular splice repair behind the iron, a 4 1/2” tight crack on the right near the butt and some scattered minor handling marks. The
metal parts show scattered oxidation and freckling. The leather holster has a maker’s mark that partially reads “DRESDEN/1917”, another
marking that reads “BAXII17”, the leather shows scattered flaking, crazing, scuffing and dust staining. The magazine spring shows scattered
oxidation, the tool shows some handling marks on the wood and oxidation staining on the metal. (207884-45F) [Craig Brown Collection]
3514. K RIEGSMARINE COLT 1851 NAVY HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a Kriegsmarine Colt 1851 navy holster and a priming tool.
The priming tool pouch stitching is coming loose, the holster shows scattered flaking, crazing and dust staining. There is an upside down
“(Crown/KM)” Kriegsmarine marking on the rear of the holster. The priming tool is marked “KM”, it shows scattered oxidation staining and
four primers are still present. An interesting item for the Colt or German collector. (207879-354A) [Craig Brown Collection]
3515. K RIEGSMARINE COLT 1851 NAVY HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a Kriegsmarine Colt 1851 navy holster and a priming tool.
The holster shows scattered crazing, flaking and dust staining. The front of the attached cap pouch and topstrap are marked with “(Crown)/
KM” Kriegsmarine markings. The priming tool is marked “KM386” and it shows scattered oxidation staining. A neat item for the Colt or
antique military collector. (207879-354B) [Craig Brown Collection]
3516. K RIEGSMARINE COLT 1851 NAVY HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a Kriegsmarine Colt 1851 navy holster and a priming tool.
The holster shows some crackling, scattered crazing and flaking. The top of the strap is marked with a faded “(Crown)/KM” Kriegsmarine
marking. The priming tool shows scattered oxidation staining, it is marked with a “KM31” marking and contains about 10 primers inside it.
A scarce item for the antique arms collector. (207879-354C) [Craig Brown Collection]
3517. KRIEGSMARINE COLT 1851 NAVY HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a Kriegsmarine Colt 1851 navy holster that was made without
an attached cap pouch. The top of the strap is marked with a faded “(Crown)/KM” Kriegsmarine marking. The holster
shows a few small tears, some scuffs, scattered light dirt staining, crazing and flaking. An interesting holster for the
antique arms collector. (207879-354D) [Craig Brown Collection]
3518. U NIT MARKED LUGER HOLSTER This lot consists of a World War One German P08 Luger holster. The brown
leather holster shows some light crackling on the front, scattered flaking, crazing and scuffing. The inside of the holster
has a maker’s mark that is mostly indiscernible but it is from Berlin and dated 1916. The inside flap has a unit marking
that appears to read “84.1K.F.T.A.M.G.ART.1918” likely for a machine gun unit. An interesting holster that will make a
great addition to any military collection. (207884-45J) [Craig Brown Collection]
3519. G ERMAN AIMING DEVICE LOT This lot consists of a World War Two era Nazi Zielkontroll-apparat
or aiming device. The aiming device was meant to enable a shooting instructor to see a recruit’s sight
picture. The black enamel finish shows scattered flaking, while the two mirrors show scattered dust
staining and some tiny chips. A neat lot for the military collector. (207884-59H} [Craig Brown Collection]
3520. G ERMAN CONTEMPORARY SIGN LOT This lot consists of a piece of wood with a World War
Two message in German that is likely Volksstrum. The front of the sign has been painted black with white
lettering that reads “PANZER-WARNDIENST/im RATHAUS”. The sign measures 27 1/2” in length and
6” in width. The wood shows scattered chips and flaking paint. An interesting lot for the military collector.
3519
(207884-65) [Craig Brown Collection]
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3521. RARE GEW 98 WAGNER PATENT AIRCRAFT SIGHT SET This lot consists of special front and rear sights made for the Gew 98 rifle. The rear sight is marked “L.WAGNER, TRIER/
BUCHSENMACHER” along with “D.R.G.M./P.A.” and the front sight is marked only with “D.R.G.M./
P.A.”. The sights show scattered thinning, fading and some light oxidation staining. The rear sight is
adjustable from 150 to 1000 meters. Little is written about these sights but it is believed that
they
3521
were made for anti-aircraft use similar to the later Japanese Type 99 sights. An
interesting lot for the militaria collector. (207884-59I)
3522. RARE GEW 98 WAGNER PATENT AIRCRAFT
SIGHT SET This lot consists of special front and rear
sights made for the Gew 98 rifle. The rear sight is marked
“L.WAGNER, TRIER/BUCHSENMACHER” along with
“D.R.G.M./P.A.” and the front sight is marked only with
“D.R.G.M./P.A.”. The sights show scattered thinning, fading sand
3522
and some freckling. There is no slider present on the rear sight nor are there any visible markings. It is
believed that these sights were made for anti-aircraft use similar to the later Japanese Type 99 sights.
A great addition to any military collection. (207884-59J) [Craig Brown Collection]
3523. GERMAN M40 STAHLHELM This lot consists of a souvenired German M40 Stahlhelm helmet.
The exterior of the helmet has a dark gray paint that shows scattered flaking, dirt staining and oxidation spots. The interior
is an oxidized gray brown patina with some scattered dirt staining. The marking at the rear of the helmet is indiscernible
while the left skirt is marked “ET62”. The M31 liner rates poor with much of the leather not present, scattered dust staining, flaking, crazing
and tears. A small piece of chinstrap is present that shows scattered flaking and crazing. The exterior has a yellow hand painted swastika
on each side, likely done by an American soldier. The front of the helmet has “Salerno Italy Sept 10, 1943” written in yellow paint. An
interesting helmet that was likely “souvenired” by an American solider during the Italian campaign. (208621-33)
3524. G ERMAN M42 STALHELM WITH CAPTURE PAPERS This lot consists of a German M42 Stahlhelm helmet and capture papers.
The exterior of the helmet has a gray feldgrau paint that shows oxidation throughout and scattered flaking. The interior has the same gray
feldgrau paint with oxidation and flaking throughout. The rear of the helmet has a white painted name that appears to read “Haider” over
a stamping and there are no discernable stampings on either skirt. There is no chinstrap present, the M31 liner has some light flaking,
scattered dirt and dust staining. The left exterior of the helmet has a Heer decal that has mostly flaked with the swastika and part of the
eagle remaining visible. A capture paper is included that lists the helmet as well as a German cloth insignia. The capture paper names
Tec. 5 Joseph A. Gentile as being authorized to take these items home. A neat lot for the militaria collector. (208475-1)
(300/500)
3525. U.S. M1 HELMET LOT This lot consists of a World War Two U.S. M1 helmet. The exterior of the helmet has a light OD green textured
paint that is likely post war. The exterior shows some scuffing, light flaking and oxidation stain spots. The interior shows light flaking around
the rim, scattered light oxidation spots and dirt staining. The front interior appears to be marked “40P 3” and the liner has a Mine Safety
Appliances maker mark. The liner shows scattered crazing and dirt staining. The blackened steel chinstrap shows scattered dirt staining
and light oxidation on the metal parts. The helmet appears to retain many World War Two features such as a front seam, fixed bales and a
midwar chinstrap. (208621-43)
3526. U.S. M1 HELMET LOT This lot consists of a World War Two U.S. M1 helmet. The exterior of the helmet has a dark OD green textured
paint. The exterior shows some flaking around the rim, some further scattered flaking, a few oxidation stain spots and scuffs. The interior
shows scattered light flaking spots, light oxidation and some paint staining. The liner has a Westinghouse maker’s mark, the liner shows a
few tears, some crazing and dirt staining. The blackened steel chinstrap shows light wear on the metal parts and some light staining on the
canvas. A great lot for the World War Two collector. (208621-44)
3527. U.S. M1 HELMET LOT This lot consists of a post-war U.S. M1 helmet. The exterior of the helmet has a light OD green textured paint.
The exterior shows scattered scuffing, dirt staining and oxidation staining. The interior shows scattered scuffing, dirt staining and oxidation.
The liner has a couple broken straps and some scattered staining. The chinstrap shows light wear on the metal parts and light staining on
the canvas. (208621-48)
3528. U.S. M1 HELMET This lot consists of a World War Two U.S. M1 helmet. The exterior of the helmet has a dark OD green textured paint.
The exterior shows a couple shallow dents, scattered flaking, scuffing and some light oxidation. The interior has the same dark green
paint with a patch of dirt on top of the dome, scattered flaking, scuffing and some light oxidation. The liner has some added tan paint with
scattered runs, the words “C. Holderfield/H7878” painted in tan on the front and a 2 1/2” crack on the right side. The interior of the liner
shows a couple tears, a partial head band, scattered crazing and dirt staining. The liner has an Inland maker’s mark, both the interior of the
shell and exterior are marked “Y-9156” in black paint. The chinstrap appears to also be marked with a faint “Y-9156”, it shows scattered
dirt staining and some flaking on the metal parts. The helmet has a front seam, blackened steel buckles and fixed bales. A solid World War
Two M1 helmet. (208621-42)
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3529. U.S. M1 HELMET This lot consists of a World War Two U.S. M1 helmet. The exterior
of the helmet has a dark OD green textured paint. The exterior shows scattered
3529
flaking particularly around the rim, some dirt staining, scuffing and a couple spots
of oxidation. The interior of the rim shows a couple areas that are dented and
scattered flaking. The interior of the dome shows some oxidation, light flaking
and dirt staining. The dome of the liner has a couple cracks and it is maker
marked by Firestone. The interior of the liner shows some dirt staining on the
canvas parts and light oxidation on the metal parts. The helmet has a front
seam, blackened steel buckles and fixed bales. A solid World War Two M1
Helmet. (208621-49)
3530. U.S. M1 HELMET LOT This lot consists of a post war U.S. M1 helmet.
The exterior has a light OD green textured paint. The exterior shows scattered small spots of flaking, scuffs and some oxidation spots. The interior
has some scuffing, flaking, light scratches and oxidation. There is an
added pad with duct tape below one bale and a piece of duct tape beneath the other. The liner shows some scattered scuffing and scratches.
The canvas parts of the liner show scattered dust and dirt staining. The
chin strap shows some oxidation staining and wear on the metal parts and
dirt staining on the canvas. A woodland camouflage cover is present that is
marked “BENZO/34 54 3444” in black ink. The cover shows scattered dust staining
and dirt staining from the years. An exterior sweatband is present that shows overall dirt staining
and a couple small tears. (208621-41)
3531. G ERMAN POLICE STAHLHELM This lot consists of a World War Two German police
3531
Stahlhelm helmet. The exterior of the helmet has a dark gray Feldgrau paint with scuffs,
scratches, light flaking, dirt staining and light oxidation. The interior has the same dark gray
Feldgrau paint with some light flaking, light oxidation and dust staining. The right side of
the helmet appears to be stamped “DELSTAT” and there do not appear to be any other
interior stampings. The liner has a name written at the rear, it shows scattered flaking,
dust staining and dirt staining. The chinstrap shows overall dust staining and some light
flaking. The right exterior has a red and white NSDAP logo with some light flaking and
scuffing. The left exterior has a gold police logo which shows some light flaking and
dust staining. A very good Nazi police helmet. (208621-31)
3532. ITALIAN M33 HELMET LOT This lot consists of a World War Two era Italian
M33 helmet. The exterior has a dark green paint with the remnants of a sticker at
rear with what appears to be “A.Vand” written on it, scattered dust staining,
dirt staining, some scratches and light flaking giving way to oxidation. The
interior is marked “B 168” at the rear, it has the same dark green paint with
scattered dust staining, flaking and oxidation staining. The liner has a 1939
dated Torino maker’s mark and showing overall dust staining and crazing. The
leather chinstrap has overall dust staining and crazing. A very good Italian World War Two
helmet. (208621-45)
3533. B RITISH BRODIE MEDIC HELMET LOT This lot consists of a British Mark I Brodie helmet. The exterior has a green paint that is
turning a dull brown patina with overall flaking, some oxidation staining, dirt staining, white paint spots and a dent at top. The interior has
the same green paint with scattered oxidation staining, scuffing and some flaking. There is a stamping at the rear which appears to read
“LS 19”. The liner is loose, it shows scattered flaking, dust staining, crazing and some small missing pieces of fabric. The chinstrap shows
scattered flaking and overall crazing. There is a yellow and black painted medical emblem on the front of the helmet that shows light flaking.
An interesting WW1 era helmet. (208621-38)
3534. G ERMAN TROPICAL BELT LOT This lot consists of a German tropical tan canvas belt and buckle. The belt has a couple ink markings
one of which is “95” the other is indiscernible. The belt shows some stitching coming lightly undone and minor dirt stain spots. The buckle
has “GOTT MIT UNS” around an eagle and swastika. The belt is an overall dull gray patina with some flaking and oxidation. (207884-26C)
[Craig Brown Collection]
3535. G ERMAN BELT LOT This lot consists of a German black leather pebbled belt and buckle. The belt shows some flaking, some crazing
and dust staining. The brown leather tab shows some crazing and it is marked with an RZM logo. The belt buckle has a dark gray Feldgrau
paint and it features an eagle over swastika surrounded by the words “GOT MIT UNS”. The buckle shows some dirt residue on the inside,
scattered light flaking and oxidation. (207884-26D) [Craig Brown Collection]
3536. G ERMAN BELT LOT This lot consists of a German black leather belt and Heer buckle. The belt shows some flaking on in felt of the interior,
the leather shows some minor flaking, scattered crazing and some scuffing. The brown leather tab has a Courier maker’s mark on the rear
side. The Heer buckle features an eagle over swastika surrounded by the words “GOT MIN US”. The buckle appears to be in near excellent
condition with some light flaking on the reverse side and some light scratches. (207884-26E) [Craig Brown Collection]
3537. G ERMAN BELT LOT This lot consists of a leather German belt and Heer buckle. The belt is brown on the interior and black on the front,
it shows some scuffing, scattered crazing and overall dust staining. There is an indiscernible name on the tab and there is a name “Kasnari”
in black ink on the inside. The dark gray belt buckle features an eagle over swastika surrounded by the words “GOT MIN US”. The buckle
has a few scattered tiny flaking spots giving way to oxidation on the base metal. (207884-26F) [Craig Brown Collection]
3538. G ERMAN LUFTWAFFE BELT LOT This lot consists of a brown leather belt and polished aluminum Luftwaffe buckle. The belt has one
tab’s stitching undone, it shows scattered dust staining, crazing and some scuffing. The leather tab is dated 1938 and maker marked by
Fredrich Keller of Oberstein. There is a unit marking that appears to read “F.H. Kdtr. Ansbach/Horst K.P”.” and there is an overstamping that
appears to read “Fl. Gr. I”. The polished aluminum buckle features the Luftwaffe eagle over a swastika, it shows scattered light tarnish. A
neat Luftwaffe belt for the militaria collector. (207884-26G) [Craig Brown Collection]
3539. G ERMAN LUFTWAFFE BELT LOT This lot consists of a German leather belt and Luftwaffe buckle. The belt is black on the outside and
tan on the inside. The leather shows some light scuffing, light dirt stain spots and dust staining. The tan leather tab is dated 1942 and maker
marked “B. HAARMANN/LUDENSCHEID” and the black leather tab is marked “0/0485/0002”. The buckle is dark gray and it features a
wreath surrounding a Luftwaffe eagle over a swastika. The buckle shows some minor silvering and flaking along its edges. (207884-26H)
[Craig Brown Collection]
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3540. G ERMAN BELT LOT This lot consists of a brown leather Imperial German belt and a Bavarian belt buckle. The brown leather belt has a
small tear, it shows scattered dirt staining, light flaking and crazing. There is a maker’s mark on the leather tab that appears to be “KARL
KAISER/FRANKFURT” and there is a date that appears to read 1918. The buckle is a dull gray and it has what appears to be a Bavarian
crown that lacks borders and the “GOT MIT UNS” motto”. The back of the buckle is mostly a dull gray patina, there is some silvering on the
exposed edges and scattered light oxidation. (207884-26I) [Craig Brown Collection]
3541. G ERMAN RED CROSS BELT LOT This lot consists of a black leather belt and silver plated 1933 pattern Red Cross belt buckle. The
belt appears unmarked, it shows scattered crazing and some small spots of light dirt staining. The buckle features a medical cross with half
a wreath on the bottom. There is some flaking on the front of the belt at the brass base, some light scratches and freckling. (207884-26J)
[Craig Brown Collection]
3542. G ERMAN BELT LOT This lot consists of two World War Two German black leather belts and double claw buckles. The leather appears
unmarked, one belt has a couple small tears on the inside, both show scattered crazing, dust staining and light flaking. The buckles show
some flaking and light oxidation. (207884-26K) [Craig Brown Collection]
3543. G ERMAN BELT LOT This lot consists of two World War Two German black leather belts and double claw buckles. The leather tab appears
to be marked “90” on both belts and there is a “12/954/1940” marking on the inside of one belt lip. The leather on both belts shows scattered
crazing, flaking and some crackling. The buckles show scattered flaking and oxidation staining. (207884-26L) [Craig Brown Collection]
3544. G ERMAN BELT LOT This lot consists of a single brown leather belt and a double claw buckle. There is an indiscernible marker’s mark
on the leather, the leather shows scattered crazing and dust staining. The buckle appears to be marked with an RZM logo “M5d/93” and
the buckle shows scattered oxidation staining. (207884-26M) [Craig Brown Collection]
3545. G ERMAN BELT LOT This lot consists of a single brown leather belt. The leather tab is dated 1935 and maker marked by Berckemeyer
& Comp. The leather shows scattered flaking, dirt staining and crazing. The belt hooks show scattered oxidation staining and there is no
buckle included with this belt. (207884-26N) [Craig Brown Collection]
3546. B ELT LOT This lot consists of two unmarked and likely German military belts with buckles. The first belt is a black leather, it shows scattered
oxidation and some dirt staining. The second belt is made of tan leather, it shows scattered flaking and some dirt staining. The double claw
blackened steel buckle shows some light flaking. (207884-26O) [Craig Brown Collection]
3547. LUFTWAFFE BELT LOT This lot consists of a brown leather belt and a Luftwaffe buckle. The belt has no discernable markings, it shows
overall crazing, flaking and dirt staining. The buckle features a Luftwaffe eagle surrounded by a wreath. The buckle shows scattered remnants
of the green paint, oxidation and overall flaking. (207884-26P) [Craig Brown Collection]
3548. G ERMAN BELT LOT This lot consists of a pebbled black leather belt and a Heer buckle. The belt shows scattered dirt staining and
some flaking. The brown leather tab shows some crackling, a few tears and crazing. There are two markings on the tab, one of which is
indiscernible but dated 1939, the second appears to read “KURT SEIDEL/1941”. The pebbled aluminum buckle features an eagle with
swastika surrounded by the words “GOTT MIT UNS”. The buckle shows oxidation staining throughout and on the belt hook. (207884-26Q)
[Craig Brown Collection]
3549. G ERMAN LUFTSCHUTZ HELMET LOT This lot consists of a German beaded Luftschutz helmet. The helmet has a gray Feldgrau paint
that is turning to a gray oxidized patina with scattered dust staining and some light flaking. The interior has the same dark gray Feldgrau
that is an overall oxidized patina with some heavy flaking at the top of dome giving way to oxidation underneath and scattered dust staining.
The left side is marked “Q64” and there do not appear to be any other stampings
inside the helmet. The liner is coming loose on the sides, it shows scattered
crazing and dirt staining. There is no chinstrap present. The front of the
3550
helmet has a white Luftschutz decal with scattered light flaking and
dirt staining. (208621-39)
3550. U.S. M1917 HELMET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1917
Brodie helmet with a yellow band black theater camouflage
paint over a textured OD green base paint. There is a shallow
dent at top of the dome, the exterior paint shows scattered
flaking, oxidation spots on the base, some oxidation stain
spots and scuffs. The interior has an OD green paint that
is turning to a brown patina with scattered oxidation,
oxidation staining and dirt staining. The rear of the
interior appears to be stamped “4C 66”, the liner
rates poor as it is separating from the dome with
scattered tears, crazing dirt staining and dust
staining. The chinstrap shows flaking throughout, scattered dirt staining and crazing. A neat
helmet for the Great War collector. (208621-36)
3551. B RITISH BRODIE HELMET LOT This lot consists
of a Mk 1 style Brodie helmet. The exterior has a dull
green paint with a couple dents, scattered flaking, light flaking,
dust staining, scuffing and oxidation. The interior has the same dull green
paint with scattered light flaking, scuffing, oxidation and dirt staining. The rear of the helmet is marked “G.H.F.” in white paint, the liner rates
poor with the band missing, the liner being loose, scattered dirt staining and some holes in the liner. The chinstrap bales are missing, the
chinstrap has a couple large tears, overall flaking, crazing and dust staining. (208621-37)
3552. U.S. M1 HELMET LOT This lot consists of a World War Two U.S. M1 helmet. The exterior has a textured light green paint that is likely
post-war. The exterior shows some light flaking around the rim, scuffing, light scratches, dust staining and oxidation. The interior has the same
light OD green paint that lacks texture, it shows some flaking around the rim, oxidation and scuffing. The liner is maker marked by the Mine
Safety Appliance company, it shows some light dust staining, crazing and dirt staining. The tan canvas chinstrap shows some small stains
and oxidation on the metal parts. The helmet has fixed bales and a front seam. A very good M1 helmet for the militaria collector. (208287-5B)
3553. U.S. M1 HELMET LOT This lot consists of a post-war U.S. M1 helmet. The exterior has a textured light green paint. The exterior has
a few small flaking spots and small scuffs. The interior has the same light green paint with scattered flaking, dirt staining and scuffing. A
Vietnam era camouflage cover is present that shows a couple small tears, some dust staining and some light dirt staining. The liner shows
some scuffing, light scratches, dirt staining and flaking. The metal parts of the liner show some light oxidation and the leather sweatband
shows moderate crazing. The canvas chinstrap shows some light dirt staining, while the metal parts show some flaking and oxidation. A
very good Vietnam era M1 helmet. (208287-5A)
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3554. U.S. M1 HELMET LOT This lot consists of a Vietnam era U.S. M1 helmet. The helmet has a Vietnam camouflage cover that has a faded
appearance with scattered small tears and dirt staining. The cover has faded writing which includes a list of months, some of which are
crossed off, a name that appears to read “JENNY” and the numbers “503”. The interior has a light green paint with few dents on top of the
dome, scattered flaking and oxidation. The liner shows scattered flaking, dirt staining and crazing. The chinstrap and band show scattered
dirt and dust staining from the years. A neat Vietnam M1 helmet. (208621-40)
3555. SPANISH HELMET LOT This lot consists of a post-war Spanish steel helmet with green paint that resembles a German M42. The exterior
shows scattered flaking giving way to oxidation with the heaviest flaking on top of the dome. The interior has the same green paint with
overall flaking giving way to oxidation on the base. The liner is loose, it shows overall dust staining, flaking and crazing. The chinstrap shows
oxidation on the metal parts and scattered dirt stain spots on the canvas. (208621-47)
3556. WEBLEY & SCOTT NO 1 MARK “I” FLARE GUN serial #12895, 37mm Flare, 10 1/2” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces
of this 1916 dated flare gun are a dull brown patina with overall freckling and oxidation. The checkered left grip panel rates very good with
some stain spots, dings and handling marks. The walnut butt stock rates very good with a dark oil finish, a crisp arrow proof on the right
side of butt, a few chips, a couple moderate abrasions, scattered dings and handling marks. All serialized parts are matching, this flare
gun partially resembles the famous Webley MKVI revolver and the action appears to function. An interesting item for the military collector.
(208501-1) {NON-GUN}
3557. U.S. FLARE GUN LOT serial #2838/C318, 37mm Flare, 8 1/4” barrel with an oxidized bore. This lot consists of an International Flare Signal
Company brass flare gun. The brass frame is a dull yellow patina with some pinprick pitting and scattered oxidation staining. The trigger,
rear sight and hammer are a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation. The barrel is a dull brown patina with scattered freckling and oxidation. There do not appear to be any model markings but the grips are marked “INTERNATIONAL FLARE SIGNAL CO/TIPPECANOE CITY
OHIO”. An interesting flare gun overall. (208501-4) {NON-GUN}
3558. M CKEEVER M1874 CARTRIDGE BOX This lot consists of
an M1874 McKeever cartridge box. The box has a brass button
marked “NJ” for New Jersey on the front. The leather shows
overall crazing, some crackling and scattered light flaking. The
interior has 20 cartridge loops, it shows scattered flaking, staining and soiling. The brass parts of the box are a dull yellow patina
with scattered tarnish and flaking. A neat lot for the martial arms
collector. (208387-2)
3559. G ERMAN BAYONET FROG LOT This lot consists of two
black leather German K98k bayonet leather frogs. One frog is
marked “cqr41” on the rear and the other has an indiscernible
maker’s mark on the rear. The leather shows scattered flaking,
crazing and dirt staining. (208475-6)
3560. ITALIAN M1891 BELT AND AMMO POUCHES This lot
consists of a green Italian M1891 belt with four ammunition
3558
pouches. The leather shows a couple small tears, some dirt
staining spots, crazing and scattered dust staining. A couple of
the pouches have a slightly crushed appearance and one of the buttons on the bottom is separate from its pouch. A single cardboard
spacer is present in one of the pouches. (207884-26A) [Craig Brown Collection]
3561. G ERMAN AMMUNITION POUCH LOT This lot consists of two German ammunition pouches. The first is an unknown dual pocket
black leather pouch that is marked “Nichft Fur Feldheer” (Not for field army). The pouches show crazing throughout, some dirt staining
and light flaking. The second pouch is a brown pebbled leather M1909 three pocket pouch. The leather shows light flaking, light staining
and some wear on the metal parts. (207884-26B) [Craig Brown Collection]
3562. G ERMAN GEAR LOT This lot consists of three items. The first is a Zeltbahn poncho that is a splinter pattern camouflage and it may be a
reproduction. There are a couple tears, some scattered dirt staining and light oxidation on the metal parts. The second item is a green mess
kit tin that shows a large area flaking to silver on bottom with further scattered flaking, some paint staining and scuffing. The third item is
a canvas mess kit carrier that shows some oxidation and flaking on the metal parts and some light dirt staining spots on the canvas parts.
(207884-28A) [Craig Brown Collection]
3563. G ERMAN PROPAGANDA RIFLE GRENADE LOT This lot consists of a World War Two German propaganda rifle grenade and plastic
display board. The grenade shows some small spots of pitting, scattered dirt staining, scratches and some tarnish. The grenade is mounted
on a clear plastic display board that has a description reading “This grenade is used for distributing propaganda leaflets. The nosecap unscrews and leaflets are stuffed into the hollow body of the grenade. On launch a nine-second delay fuse is initiated which sets of an ejecting
charge which throws the leaflets out of the grenade. The range of this grenade is about 510 meters. (207884-48A) [Craig Brown Collection]
3564. G ERMAN BERGMUTZE CAP LOT This lot consists of a gray German Bergmutze cap with a Heer eagle badge and an Edelweiss badge.
The exterior shows some light dust staining, while the gray interior shows some tiny specks of dirt staining. The interior is marked “55” but
there do not appear to be any visible maker’s marks. The Heer eagle badge and Edelweiss may be reproductions, they show some light
flaking and staining. The eagle’s backing is visible on the inside, this cap appears to be a post-war assembled piece. A good “Example” for
the budding military collector. (207884-27E) [Craig Brown Collection]
3565. G ERMAN GEAR LOT This lot consists of a Nazi M31 canteen, bread bag, utensiel set and leather belt. The canteen cup has an apfelgrun
paint with scattered light flaking and small spots of oxidation staining. The leather canteen strap is broken and the leather shows scattered
light flaking. The green felt cover shows some dust staining and a couple small holes. The green bread bag has a name “W. Koenke” stenciled on the inside, one of the straps is broken and it shows scattered staining. The fork, butter knife and spoon show some scattered light
oxidation. The leather belt shows overall crazing, flaking and some crackling. (207884-32A) [Craig Brown Collection]
3566. G ERMAN GEAR LOT This lot consists of two Nazi ammunition belt pouches. The first is a pebbled black single cell pouch that shows some
light dirt staining. The second is a pebbled green three cell pouch that has some light dirt stain spots. (207884-32B) [Craig Brown Collection]
3567. G ERMAN ACTION COVER LOT This lot consists of three German canvas action covers. The first appears to be a quality reproduction
for the Gew 98, it is a dark green color with “B.A. XIV/1916” and “Julius Bischoff/ FABRIK/WIESBADEN”, it shows some dust staining and
light oxidation on the buttons. The second is a green canvas cover that appears to be for a K98k and it appears original. The cover is marked
“hck.41”, it shows scattered dirt staining and crazing. The third cover is for a K98k, it is a dark blue color and it appears original. The leather
is marked “lqh”, “(Eagle)/WaA042” and “1942”. The canvas shows some dust and dirt stain spots while the leather shows some discoloration
and small stain spots. (207884-28C) [Craig Brown Collection]
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3568. G ERMAN GRENADE LOT This lot consists of a crate and 3 inert Volkshangrate 45 grenades. The wooden crate is a dark green it shows
some paint staining, scattered flaking, chips, cracks and dings. The metal handles have a light green paint with scattered flaking and some
oxidation. There is the remnants of a label on one of the external sides and there are instructions on the inside that are tattered in areas. The
first grenade has a cardboard exterior, the top has a green paint that shows scattered flaking and oxidation. The concrete interior shows
overall staining and the cardboard shows light wear. The second grenade lacks a cardboard liner, the concrete has an overall gray and
stained appearance. The in-the-white top shows scattered oxidation and oxidation staining. The third grenade also lacks a cardboard liner,
the concrete has a brown stained appearance, a few chips and dust staining. The top is an oxidized brown patina with a small chipped area
and some dust staining. The Volkshangrate 45 was used by the Volksstrum during the Battle of Berlin and it is believed that the grenade
was dangerous to use. An interesting lot for the World War Two collector. (207884-41A) [Craig Brown Collection]
3569. G ERMAN MINE LOT This lot consists of an inert World War One era German stock mine. The concrete has a dark green paint that
shows scattered chipping, dust staining and some paint staining. The fuse has a small crack, it shows some oxidation staining, light flaking
and dirt staining. A neat item for a military collector. (207884-41B) [Craig Brown Collection]
3570. TACTICAL LOT This lot includes two items. First is a Leapers Defender’s series UTG 2L168 tactical light with pressure switch and mounting
bracket. The light functions well and the mounting bracket is compatible with any standard rail system. Second is a Browning Buckmark
Reflex sight with four illumination patterns and mount for a Weaver base. The sight includes a lens cover and both items are in excellent
condition. (8657-72S21138A)
3571. LOT OF VINTAGE PRIMERS This lot contains two tins. First is a cylindrical tin that is unmarked and contains six rolls of Maynard tape
primers. There are three open rolls and three sealed rolls, all in excellent condition. Second is a near full tin of Union Metallic Cartridge Co.,
percussion caps with mainly orange and tan labels in overall excellent condition. (108426-144E)
3572. MANHATTAN FIREARMS BULLET MOULD This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical shaped mould retains 55-60% original blue flaking to brown finish with crisp logo on the face of the sprue cutter. There are spots of fine oxidation staining and light impact
marks along the sides of the body and the cavities are clean and in excellent condition. A very nice mould that would enhance any cased
Manhattan. (108357-23)
3573. MANHATTAN FIREARMS BULLET MOULD This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical shaped mould retains 65-70% original
blue flaking to brown finish with crisp logo on the face of the sprue cutter. There are spots of fine oxidation staining and light impact marks
along the sides of the body with minor slot wear in the sprue cutter screw and the cavities are smooth, clean and remain in excellent condition. A nice mould that would present well in any cased Manhattan. (108357-18)
3574. MANHATTAN FIREARMS BULLET MOULD This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical shaped mould is mostly a brown patina
with numerous light impact marks, spots of pinprick pitting scattered about the legs and body. The “M.F.A.” mainly remains crisp and the
cavities are smooth and remain in excellent condition. (108357-17)
3575. U NMARKED SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD This .470 diameter conical, single grooved mould is mostly in the white with oxidation
staining near all over. The sprue cutter screw shows minor slot wear and there are light impact marks and spots of pinprick pitting near all
over. The cavity is marked “12” along both flats and “No.46” is on the face and remains smooth and in overall excellent condition. A neat
piece for the collector. (108357-14)
3576. MANHATTAN FIREARMS BULLET MOULD This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and
3579
conical shaped mould has metal surfaces with a nice mix of brown and gray patina with overall
scattered light impact marks and a spot or two of very fine pitting. The Manhattan logo remains
clearly legible and all parts appear original with the cavities remaining bright and clean. A very nice
example. (106229-67)
3577. MANHATTAN FIREARMS BULLET MOULD This .36 caliber dual cavity round
ball and conical shaped mould had mostly a brown color patina with gray undertones and
very faint traces of blue in protected areas. The body shows scattered spots of light pitting
with a few tooling and light impact marks. The alignment pin is a replacement and all other
parts appear correct. The cavities remain clean and in excellent condition with the MFA logo
still crisp along the face. (106229-58)
3578. DISPLAY CASE This lot consists of an oak case with hinged glass top measuring
18 1/8”x 12 1/16”x3 3/8”. The case has a hand cut foam insert likely cut for a martial style
percussion or flintlock pistol. The inner foam can easily be removed and the lockable
case (one key included) has potential to fill a variety of storage needs. The case is in
near excellent condition with a few light scratches and small gaps in some of the
joints. (108350-14A)
3579. COLT PATENT EAGLE FLASK A 3 1/2” brass body flask withy common
top, fixed charger and outside spring. The body remains free of any dents with
tight seams, minor verdigris staining, and much of its original lacquer finish remains. There is an “X” marking in the collar and some oxidation build up along
the spring however this is a nice likely second variant of these flasks that would
look appropriate cased with any small framed Colt. (108357-12)
3580. JAMES DIXSON & SONS POWDER FLASK An 8” fluted brass flask
with screw-off improved patent top with four position charger. The powder flask
retains most of its original lacquered finish having scattered dark spots with minor
loss along the high edges and the seams remain tight. There are no hangers or provisions present. The
brass has darkened in color and the working parts function well. A very attractive flask overall similar to
Riling No. 278. (108343-16)
3581. U NMARKED POWDER FLASK A 7 1/2” geometric panel design brass flask with screw-off common top
and three position charger. The body has a few shallow impressions and there are no provisions for hangers. The
3580
flask retains much of its lacquered finish with dark spots and some loss along the high edges and the brass top has
toned to a dark mustard color patina. The flask would look nice displayed on its own or married to a cased gun and
is similar to Riling No. 535. (108343-16A)
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3582. JAMES DIXSON & SONS POWDER FLASK An 8” Rococo design flask with quick loading five position fireproof charger. The flask
retains near all of its original lacquered finish with some dark spots and scattered light scratches. The seams remain tight and what is likely
its original hanger is present and it is missing one of its tassels. A lovely example that would fit well in any collection. (108343-16B)
3583. JAMES DIXSON & SONS NAVY FLASK An 8” naval decorated flask with five position fireproof charger. The flask has a nice dark
mustard color patina with several minor impressions in the body and soldered repairs to the seams. There are sections of the seams that
have opened slightly and the charger is missing its cutoff spring. The dual hangers are present and this “(anchor) / U.S.N.” marked flask
remains in good to near very good condition. (108426-146)
3584. BATTY PEACE FLASK A 8” flask with three position screw-off fireproof charger. The flask retains near all of its lacquer finish with a few
light impressions and scratches with overall tight seams. The two hangers are present and the inner spring is missing from the cut-off. A
very nice example that wouldn’t take much to restore. (108462-147)
3585. D OGS HEAD CARTRIDGE BELT This lot includes an
Anson Mills marked shotgun web belt with brass Dogs
Head buckle. The buckle measures 2 3/4”x3
3/4” and is marked “Anson Mills Pat
FEB.1 1881 / T.C. Orndorff Sole Manf.
/ Worcester Mass / U.S.A.” along the
back side of the tongue. The brass
buckle has darkened slightly with a
few spots of oxidation staining visible and is mostly a dull ochre patina.
The web belt measures approximately
42” in length and has 30 loops for
shotshells and four brass Sheppard’s
hook style hangers. Aside from some light
dirt staining and a few scuff marks this belt has
3585
aged well and would look nice on display. (108320-166)
3586. LOT OF MANHATTAN BULLET MOULDS This lot includes two .36 caliber dual cavity bullet moulds. The first mould has roughly 4045% of its original blue finish that is flaking to brown with overall oxidation staining, impact marks along the sides and some minor slot wear
in the sprue cutter screw. There is light oxidation in the cavities and they should clean up nicely. The second mould is mostly a brown patina
with light impact marks spots of oxidation staining and a replacement alignment pin has been added. The round ball cavity appears to be
freshened and the conical shaped cavity exhibits minor oxidation. These moulds are in good to perhaps very good condition with “Visible
M.F.A.” logos on the face. (108357-20, 19)
3587. MASS ARMS CO., LOCK This lot includes a working percussion lock likely for a Green Carbine with Maynard Patent tape box. The metal
surfaces show mottled case-hardened colors with scattered light scratches, dings and spots of fine oxidation staining. It appears the rear
screw has snapped inside the lock and will need to be removed prior to installation. The springs are strong and it appears
to function correctly. (108426-144F)
3588. U.S. MODEL 1841 CONTRACT RIFLE LOCK This lot includes a complete and functional Mississippi rifle lock by
George W. Tyron. The lock is in-the-white with scattered fine oxidation and some fine pinprick pitting on the face towards
the front of the lock. It is marked “Tyron / U.S.” at the front of the hammer and “Phillada / P.A. / 1847” at the rear and
remains in near excellent condition. (108426-144G)
3589. M ERRILL CARBINE LOCK This lot includes a working lock for a Merrill carbine serial #4877. The metal
surfaces are now mostly a smoky gray with no real evidence of case-hardened color remaining. There
are spots of oxidation and fine oxidation staining and the markings remain crisp. An honest
example that could be a great parts lot. (108426-144H)
3590. U.S. M1863 LOCK This lot includes a Springfield Armory marked working lock
for an 1863 percussion rifle that is dated 1864. The lock is mostly a brown patina
with scattered traces of mottled case-hardened color. The hammer shows vibrant
3587
case-hardened color and remains in near excellent condition. (108426-76)
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3591. M1842 COMBINATION TOOL This lot includes an unmarked tool measuring 3 9/16”
overall with mostly a brown and pewter patina on the metal. There are wear marks from
use on the inside flats and this tool remains in excellent condition. (108426-144B)
3592. B URNSIDE COMBINATION TOOL This is a later version with 15/32” wide body at
the rivet. The tool retains 70-75% of its blackened finish with silvering along the edges
and some light fine oxidation staining and expected wear from use. A nice later variant
combination tool. (108426-144A)
3593. ACCESSORY LOT Includes six items. First are three unmarked walnut handled turn
screws with various size blades measuring 3/16”, 1/4”, and 7/16”, all with brass keepers
and in excellent condition. Second is a steel, cross shaped nipple wrench that has removable brass caps to include storage spaces for two extra nipples and a pick. The wrench is
in-the-white with overall scattered light to moderate spots of oxidation staining. Third are
two oil cans first, is a Dickson & Son marked silver square shaped container measuring
1 3/4”x1 3/4”x2 1/4” with spots of flaking nickel finish, pitting and light oxidation staining.
The base retains most of its nickel plate with the balance being a dull pewter color. The
second can is round, measuring roughly 1 5/8” in diameter and is 2 1/4” tall. It is marked
“Hussey / London” on the cap and has overall light tarnish and oxidation staining on its
3594
dull pewter colored finish. (108343-20)
3594. CAP AND BALL ACCESSORIES This lot includes two items. First is an unmarked
fluted brass ball and cap charger. The charger is 5” tall and 2” across at its widest point. It has dual compartments in the base with swingout style round closures and a common style topper with smooth
cutoff. There is overall light oxidation and verdigris staining near
all over and the top screws are missing. This has aged well and
would look lovely in a cased set. Second is a James Dixon &
Sons marked brass capper that shows overall light oxidation staining and seems to
3595
function properly and is in overall very good condition. (108343-19)
3595. ADVERTISING LOT This lot includes an antique cast iron replica revolver. The piece is
assembled with machined parts and has a rotating cylinder and removable barrel. It bears a slight resemblance to a large frame Colt revolver and has machined backstrap with v cuts, likely for retail display mounting
purposes. The metal surfaces are a rich brown patina with scattered spots of oxidation and staining and this
neat custom piece remains in very good overall condition. (108343-24)
3596. B LACK POWDER ACCESSORIES This lot includes
three vintage brass shooting accessories. First are two
brass cap and chargers marked ”C. & J.W. Hawksly” on
one lid and “1 1/4 Oz” on the other with overall light oxidation staining in near excellent condition. Second is a
non-maker marked brass pocket sized powder measure
with calibrated slide that has a dark patina with spots of
light oxidation and in good working condition. (108343-22)

3597

3597. V INTAGE CLEANING KIT This lot includes a vintage
shotgun cleaning kit with three piece brass rod and an
assortment of attachments to include: 2 bore brushes, 5
assorted polishing mops, a combination tool, a Hookers
Shotgun Scrubber, and a variety of polishing compounds.
The items are in a mahogany colored leather wrapped
case that has light scuffing and spots of flaking around its
edges. This is a lovely vintage kit that would look nice in
a display with a classic double or by its self. (108343-21)
3598. S URPLUS LOT This lot includes 35, eight round steel
clips for the M1 Garand rifle. The clips show varying
amounts of light oxidation staining, spots of added paint
and remain in overall very good condition. (108387-1G)
3599. S URPLUS LOT This lot includes a large OD green ammunition can and 25 eight round Enbloc clips. The can measures 12”x6”x7 1/2” with overall light scratches and spots of oxidation and flaking
in the enamel finish. The Enbloc clips retain near all of their parkerized finish and remain in excellent condition. (108387-1D)
3600. LOT OF GUN SLEEVES This lot includes six zippered long gun sleeves. There are various manufacturers in a variety of materials to include
leather, cloth and canvas ranging from 48” to 52” in length and in overall very good condition. (108450-31)
3601. LOT OF HARD CASES This lot includes two rifle and one pistol case. First are two green light duty plastic travel cases with an aluminum reinforcing strip, measuring 49”X14”x4”. Both are lockable however no keys are provided and they are in overall very good condition.
Second is a single black brief case style case with lockable closures and measures 18”x13”x5” with partially torn foam interior and no keys
provided. (108450-31A)
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3602. W INCHESTER COUNTER MAT This lot includes a red rubber mat with white border and lettering, measuring 23 1/2”x12” showing
some light soiling in overall excellent condition. A very nice example of Winchester advertising. (108343-23)
3603. COLT COUNTER MAT This lot includes a blue rubber mat with gold border and lettering, measuring 21 5/8”x10 7/8”, having light ingrained
dirt staining and remaining in near excellent condition. (108343-23A)
3604. W INCHESTER COUNTER MAT This lot includes a light blue rubber mat with black border and red and black lettering that measures
19 1/2”x11 3/4”. The mat has several stains and a few light scratches in the ribbing but
remains in overall very good condition. (108343-23B)
3605. MARLIN FIREARMS CO., LOADING TOOL This lot includes an Ideal No. 10 reloading
tool in 45 Colt Auto. The metal surfaces retain near all of their nickel-plated and blue finishes
with numerous light dings, handling marks, and spots of light fine oxidation staining. Tool
3505
is marked “Marlin Firearms Co. / New Haven Conn. U.S.A. / Ideal Tools / 45 Colt’s Auto”
along the left side of the body and remains in excellent condition and comes only with the
double adjustable chamber die. (108169-24)
3606. MARLIN FIREARMS CO., LOADING TOOL This lot includes an Ideal No. 10 reloading tool in 30 U.S. (30-40 Krag). The nickel-plated surfaces rate very good plus with
scattered light handling marks, a few dings, and scattered spots of oxidation staining. The
left side of the body is marked “Marlin Firearms Co. / New Haven Conn. U.S.A. / Ideal Tools
/ 30 U.S” and is missing the bullet sizer and priming hook. (108169-19)
3607. I DEAL NO. 3 LOADING TOOL The nickel-plated surfaces on this 25-35 marked tool
rate near excellent with some light casting pits, spots of fine oxidation staining and several light handling marks. A single sizing and
seating die is included. (108169-17)
3606
3608. IDEAL NO.10 LOADING TOOL The
nickel plated surfaces on this 45 Colt’s Auto
3607
marked tool rate very good plus with several
light handling marks and areas with moderate
amounts of fine oxidation staining. The priming
hook is missing and the tool includes a single
sizing and seating die. (108169-23)
3609. COLT BULLET MOULD This lot includes an original Colt Patent .31 caliber dual
cavity round and conical shape bullet mould.
The metal surfaces have toned mostly to a
brown patina with traces of faint blue still visible.
There are several tiny impact marks scattered about the body, heaviest along the right side. The
mould is marked “31 PKT” on the right side and “Colt’s Patent” on the face. The cavities remain
smooth and free of defects and the sprue cutter screw shows minor slot wear. A nice mould that
would look great in a cased set. (108169-49)
3608
3610. COLT BULLET MOULD This lot includes an original Colt Patent .44 caliber dual cavity
round and conical shape bullet mould. The metal surfaces are a mix of blue, brown and pewter
patinas havening numerous light impact marks, spots of oxidation staining and there are two drilled
and tapped holes in the handles. The holes are evenly spaced on either handle and there is minor
wear in the slot of the sprue cutter screw. The cavities are clean and remain free of defects. The
Colt’s Patent mark is crisp and the marking on the right side is not clear but appears to be “44” followed by an “H” or “R”. An interesting example that remains in very good condition. (108169-51)
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3611. COLT BULLET MOULD This lot includes an original Colt Patent .36 caliber dual cavity round and conical shaped bullet mould. The metal
surfaces retain most of their blue finish with areas of light oxidation, silvering, and a couple of spots of very fine pinprick pitting. The face
has a crisp Colt’s Patent and the right side is marked “36 P.” The cavities remain mostly clean with a spot of oxidation on one side of the
conical mould. This would make a lovely addition to any cased .36 caliber Colt. (108169-50)
3612. C OLT BULLET MOULD This lot includes an original Colt Patent .31 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical shaped bullet mould. The
metal surfaces are mostly a brown patina with scattered traces of added black enamel with light dings, oxidation, oxidation staining and
areas of moderate pitting. The face is marked Colt’s Patent and the side 31 PKT. The cavities are in good condition with oxidation staining
throughout. A nice honest mould that would look great paired with a salty looking Colt. (108426-144)
3613. C OLT BULLET MOULD This lot includes an original Colt Patent .44 caliber dual cavity bullet mould. The metal surfaces retain about
65% blue finish that is flaking to brown with light wear, silvering along the edges and scattered light impact marks. The face is marked
“Colts Patent” and the side “44 H.” The round ball and conical shape cavities have active oxidation and the mould remain in good overall
condition. (108426-144I)
3614. U NMARKED DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD This lot includes a .40 caliber round and conical shaped bullet mould. The metal
surfaces are mostly faded blue to brown with scattered dings, silvering, spots of fine oxidation staining, and a minor spot of pinprick pitting
along the back edge. The cavities remain clean and free of defects and this mould is very similar in design to that of a Colt mould and remains
in very good plus condition. (108169-52)
3615. MANHATTAN FIREARMS BULLET MOULD This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical shape bullet mould is mostly in-thewhite with scattered traces of brown patina and has overall light impact marks, dings along some of the edges and is marked U.S. / 40
along the right side of the body. The M.F.A. logo remains crisp and the cavities are clean and free of any defects. A nice example with U.S.
markings that with further research may turn up an interesting history. (108357-25)
3616. MANHATTAN FIREARMS BULLET MOULD This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical shape mould retains 65-70% of its
original blue flaking to brown finish. The face of the sprue cutter and sides of the body show the most loss of finish and the M.F.A. logo
remains mostly crisp. There are scattered impact marks along the back and some silvering and light dings along the edges. The cavities are
clean and free of any defects and this would make a great addition to any cased Manhattan revolver. (108357-22)
3617. MANHATTAN FIREARMS BULLET MOULDS Included are two .36 caliber dual cavity bullet moulds. The first mould is mostly a brown
color patina with silvering along the edges, light impact marks, pinprick pitting along the face and body with a partially washed M.F.A. logo.
The alignment pin is a replacement and the cavities remain clean and free of defects. The second mould is in a similar state of condition with
the exception of having a crisp M.F.A. logo, some light oxidation staining in the cavities and a replacement screw for the sprue cutter. Both
items are in very good condition. (108357-15, 16)
3618. MANHATTAN FIREARMS BULLET MOULDS Included are two .36 caliber dual cavity bullet moulds. The first mould is mostly a
brown patina with pewter undertones, light dings and silvering along the edges, scattered impact marks, spots of pinprick pitting, and
part of the M.F.A. logo is washed out. The round ball and conical shaped cavities have light oxidation staining but remain free of imperfections. The second mould is mostly a brown patina with some trace amounts of blue and pewter undertones. There are numerous light
dings, impact marks, and tooling marks along the back and sides of the body with a mostly crisp M.F.A. logo on the face. The bottom
of the round ball cavity is slight dished out and both the round and conical cavities have light fine oxidation staining but remain in good
overall condition. (108357-21, 24)
3619. U.S. M1863 COMBINATION TOOL This lot includes a tool that measures 3 9/16” overall with wrench head and two screw driver blades.
The all steel tool has 90% of its fire blue finish with spots of oxidation staining and light silvering. A very nice example in overall. (108426-144D)
3620. U.S. MARKED M1855 TUMBLER AND WIRE PUNCH overall measurement of 3 1/2” with punch diameters of .100” and .140”. The
metal surfaces are mostly blue flaking to brown with spots of active oxidation and the tool is “U.S.” marked on the front face and remains
in very good condition. (108426-144C)
3621. S HARPS COMBINATION TOOL This lot includes what is likely a post-Civil War era combination screw driver measuring 3 1/8” overall
with the metal surface retaining much of their blue finish. The tool remains in excellent condition. (108426-144J)
3622. S HOOTERS LOT This lot includes four items. First is a green zippered pistol rug measuring 16” in length. Second is a full 50 round box
of 380 ACP fired casings. Third is an assortment of 22 Rimfire cartridges that includes four Remington 22 Short and 62 “golden bullet” 22
LR that have mostly bright casings with some varying amounts of light oxidation on the lead. Fourth is a partial 5 pc. box (contains 4) of
Crosman Golden Powerlets Co2 cartridges that have varying amounts of light tarnish on the cylinders. Fifth is an HKS A36 speed loader.
All Items range in condition from good to very good. (108657-83S20972A)
3623. S HOOTERS LOT This lot includes three items. First are six HKS speed loaders, three model CA44 and three No. 36, some in original
packing some gently used. Second is a Shockwave Technologies Blade Pistol stabilizer with composite blade and adjustable length shaft.
Third is a folder containing 50 +/- computer generated targets with no score markings with some having light staining but remain usable.
The items in this lot range from good to excellent condition. (108717-116A) [John W. Young Collection]
3624. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of five long gun cases from various manufacturers. These are zippered and padded soft cases
including four with green canvas or nylon exteriors highlighted by a tactical style by Bulldog with four Velcro outer pockets for high capacity
magazines and an additional built-in exterior sleeve for accessories. This is a high quality and thickly padded case showing virtually no
wear. Next is an Uncle Mike’s that is suitable for a take-down as it is equipped with two interior 32” barrel sleeves with long Velcro closure
strips and also features a heavy duty zipper, reinforced corners and snap closure dual carry handles. Also designed for take-downs are
two rugged examples by L.L. Bean featuring leather slings. The last one is a Straight Shooter with a russet brown leather outer shell and
faux fur interior with pocket for a barrel with length up to 30”. The overall condition of the lot is excellent with a couple showing minor
wear or fading. (76019-31A)
3625. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of four hard plastic gun cases that are configured for scoped rifles and measure 52” in length. One is a
Doskosport featuring four plastic latches and the other three are by Field Locker, including one constructed with stacked compartments to
hold a total of two rifles and each featuring four plastic and alloy latches. All four cases have black outer shells showing some light scratches,
molded handles and foam lined interiors with mild wear. (76019-31B)
3626. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of three long gun cases beginning with a hard black plastic travel vault style by Gun Guard that is
extremely solidly built and features wheels and carry handle engineered to allow for transport in an upright position. The exterior measures
52”x14”x6” and is equipped with latches on each side and retains three of the original four on the front which has an additional handle
and the interior is fitted with thick foam strips. The case remains capable of being a reliable means for transport, exhibiting light dirt on the
exterior and a few spots of wear to the foam. Next is a metal case by KMP measuring 52”x14”x4 1/2” with three individually lockable metal
latches, scattered scratching and tape residue to the exterior and mild wear to the foam interior. The third case has dimensions essentially
identical to the previous one and features an aluminum outer shell showing moderate handling marks and creasing, four metal latches,
plastic carry handle constructed for comfort, two combination locks and three layer foam interior. (76019-31C)
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3627. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of four cases for long guns, all with hard plastic outer shells and foam interiors. The first one is by
Gun Guard, capable of holding two guns and features four metal latches and dual carry handles. The next two are by Flambeau Outdoors
beginning with one that retains its original label identifying it as model 6470SE from the Safe Shot line and is contoured to fit a scoped gun
and the other is an oversized single gun case. The last one is a Doskosport that like the Flambeau examples features a molded carry handle
and four plastic closure latches; it is a bit shorter than the others in this lot, as it measures 48”, the others about 54”. This is an excellent
condition lot with the exteriors showing very minor spots of dirt and a few scratches and the convoluted foam strips showing little indication
of use. (76019-31D)
3628. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of five hard plastic cases for long guns beginning with two with no maker name and with green shells,
three metal latches and dual carry handles. Next is a black Doskosport showing little indication of use and with a molded handle and four
plastic latches and rounding out the lot are two Gun Guard cases, one brown, one gray and each with molded handles and four sliding
latches. The cases in this lot are for single long arms and measure 46”-48” in length. Unless otherwise noted they show light wear, dirt and
scratches. (76019-31E)
3629. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of six long gun cases with hard outer shells with five being of hard plastic with foam interiors and
from various manufacturers. The lengths range from 48” to 52”, the widths from 7 1/2” to 13”. The last one is by Gunest which is of compressed wood with a vinyl shell and a fabric interior that is fitted to hold a scoped gun and has a compartment for accessories. The overall
condition of the lot is very good with all components intact and functional and with minor wear and abrasions. (76019-31F)
3630. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of eight long gun cases by Bore Stores: (5) RC-3, 46”x7” ; (3) SRC-1, 46”x10”, suitable for scoped
rifles. These are gray fabric cases with interiors that are treated with silicone and rust inhibitor and feature Velcro closure. The condition is
excellent with a few showing minor dirt. (78709-22)
3631. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of five soft cases with nylon shells for long guns including four that are nicely padded and equipped
with zippers and dual carry handles and with lengths ranging from 49” to 51”. Two of these feature exterior zippered pockets including an
Uncle Mike’s Black Rhino that also has molded and textured PVC in critical wear areas. Two cases are by Allen and the other is a Black
Sheep. The last item in the lot has a 47” long camo outer, Velcro closure and is suitable for a scoped gun. The overall condition of the lot
is excellent. (78713-6)
3632. G UN CASE LOT This is a hard plastic case by Gun Guard measuring 26”x13”x5” with three layers of interior foam making it ideal for multiple hand guns or a take-down long arm and showing minimal wear and a couple of minor stains. The tan exterior shows minor scratches,
metal reinforced edges, dual carry handles and metal latches. (76031-15B)
3633. G UN CASE LOT This is a hard case with no maker name for a take-down shotgun and with exterior dimensions of 32”x9”x3 1/2”. The
wood frame case has an olive green canvas outer showing minimal wear, scattered light dirt and leather reinforced corners, accents and
carry handle with minor scuffs. The fully intact and sturdy case also features brass combination latch with instructions and an interior with
padded bright green velour surface, hinged accessory compartment with matching protective cloth and leather strap for securing shotgun.
The clean interior is virtually free of wear and is capable of holding a barrel up to 30”. (76801-2A)
3634. G UN CASE LOT This is a long gun case with a metal exterior measuring 52”x14”x4 1/2” with surfaces showing areas of discoloration and
a few dirt spots. The fully intact case by Aluminum Box Mfg. features two lockable metal latches, sturdy carry handle and thick foam interior
showing little wear and a few small stains. (77759-3B)
3635. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This is a lot of Colt related items beginning with an original factory box for Model .357 Revolver with a 6” barrel.
This is the tan hinged box with the gold embossed Rampant Colt displayed on the lid which shows separating at all corners and a 2” scuff.
The bottom is in better condition with one separated corner and the inner compartment is fully intact. Included is the test target for the
correct model and with serial no. 6700, a “Handling the Handgun” pamphlet and a September 1955 dated marketing pamphlet depicting
several models available at that time. Also included in this lot is an excellent condition russet leather holster by Triple K for a 1911 pistol and
marked “196-10”. The last item is also for a 1911, a very good condition seven round unmarked magazine retaining about 90% blue. (78454-3)
3636. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This is a metal cabinet measuring 8”x6”x6” with four pull-out drawers and the somewhat tattered manufacturer’s
label affixed to the top. The case is fully intact with some discoloration on the face of the drawers which contain a variety of items, most of
which are related to gun cleaning. Included are approximately 15 brushes of several calibers, five mops, a few jags and some slotted tips.
There are two sight removers, some tubes of lubricant, a box of friction tape, a couple of wrenches and a few household items such as nails
and door hinges. The cleaning tools are used and rate about very good overall. (78454-2)
3637. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of five protective cases for hand guns beginning with two hard plastic examples by Doskosport that
are suitable for single average size hand guns. The black exteriors rate excellent and feature 2” wide plastic latches and molded handles; the
interiors exhibit minimal wear and a few minor stains. The next one is also of hard plastic, this by Outers with a brown outer rating excellent
and with dual metal latches, sturdy carry handle and four layers of foam showing mild wear and soiling. The next one is a well-constructed
home-made wood case measuring 12”x9”x3” showing some minor edge wear and with a dark brown applied finish, metal hinged back and
dual latches and the interior is fitted with foam inserts retaining a partial impression of a previously stored gun. The last item is a 15” long
zippered pistol rug with a vinyl shell showing evidence of contact with an adhesive and a faux fur interior showing moderate wear. (78278-41)
3638. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of five soft cases, four of which are for long guns and have padded nylon shells with zippered closure
and dual carry handles. These Allen manufactured sleeves measure 53” in length and rate excellent. The last one is a khaki colored sword
carrier with canvas outer showing minor dirt and soft fabric interior, snap closure, and leather carry handle showing some scuffing. The
length is 36” and the flap is stamped “W.F.G.” (78462-8)
3639. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of two cases for long guns beginning with a Gun Guard with a black hard plastic outer shell
measuring 52”x11”x4 1/2” and featuring a molded wildlife scene on each side, metal frame and four latches. The exterior rates excellent
with very minor wear and dirt and the foam interior is in a somewhat lesser state retaining the impression of a previously stored gun and
showing some mild staining. The other case is a fully functional zippered soft sleeve by Ranger with an excellent russet brown vinyl exterior,
reinforced muzzle end, dual handles and fabric interior showing very little wear and scattered small tan stains. (78331-5)
3640. G UN CASE LOT This is an unmarked hard case for a take-down shotgun, measuring 28”x11”x3” with a wood body and a tan canvas
cover and leather reinforced edges and carry handle. The olive green velour interior features five compartments including one suitable for
a barrel up to 27” and another with a hinged leather lid. The wrist retention strap remains fully intact as are the two brass latches and two
keys are present. The case rates near excellent with a few minor contact scuffs on the interior and light wear and scattered minor abrasions
to the exterior. (77023-33)
3641. G UN CASE LOT This is an Americase measuring 37”x9”x3 1/2” and constructed for a single barrel take-down shotgun. The extremely
resilient case shows a few minor scratches to the aluminum and black phenolic resin exterior which exhibits a small ID plate of a previous
owner and the excellent condition black velour interior features four compartments including a 33” section for the barrel. The wrist strap
remains fully intact as does the carry handle, dual closure latches and combination lock. The case rates excellent overall and included is a
set of fabric sleeves with drawstrings for the shotgun. (77759-2A)
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3642. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of six padded and zippered long gun sleeves with dual carry handles and reinforced muzzle ends:
(3) by Allen with nice, clean faux fur interiors consisting of two with 49” lengths and one at 46”; (1) 51” by Browning with zippered exterior
pocket; (1) 46” long by Bucheimer that is constructed to hold a scoped gun; (1) by Kolpin with a length of 46”. The lot rates excellent
overall. (78194-6A)
3643. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of four cases for long guns beginning with a Gun Guard with a hard plastic outer shell featuring molded
wildlife scenes and measuring 51”x13”x4”. The exterior shows just a few faint handling marks and is equipped with four fully intact metal
latches and dual plastic carry handles. The foam lined interior is virtually free of wear with only a couple of minor abrasions observed. The
other three cases in this lot are padded and zippered soft sleeves with reinforced muzzle ends beginning with an excellent condition one
by Allen with nylon shell that has a length of 53”, a zippered outer pocket, dual padded carry handles and adjustable sling. The other two
have vinyl exteriors, also with fully functioning zippers and carry handles beginning with one with no maker name and with a length of 51”
with mild dirt and staining. The last one is by Sears with a length of 45” and configured for a scoped gun. The shell shows the remnants of
an applied identification label and only very light wear. (78140-42S20284A)
3644. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of four full 1000 rd. boxes of PMC Optima 209 shotshell primers in excellent condition. Each box
contains ten 100 rd. size trays and all are contained in the original shipping carton. (78595-20)
3645. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of six padded soft cases for long guns beginning with two by Allen in excellent condition with
zippered nylon shells with lengths of 53” and followed by two 46” long vinyl examples by Red Head that are capable of holding scoped guns
and with zippers at the butt end, including one that does not fully close. The next one is also configured for a scoped gun, a Featherweight
that is 45” long with a full length zipper, reinforced muzzle end and moderate mildew staining. The last one is a Lyan & Coulson with strap
and buckle closure, a 48” long vinyl shell, leather sling and faux fur interior and rating near very good with wear, soiling and some cracking
and seam separation occurring at the leather reinforcement areas. (78491-9)
3646. G UN CASE LOT This is an original Browning luggage style hard case for the Browning Automatic .22 Caliber Rifle. The 27”x9 1/2”x3
1/4” tan vinyl outer shell exhibits a few isolated small white spots and very little in the way of wear or handling marks. The reinforced edges
show stitching that is fully intact along its entire periphery and the two brass latches and sturdy carry handle also remain fully intact. The
interior also rates excellent with the lid’s padded faux fur showing a couple of minor stains and included are an original owner’s manual
for the rifle, a Redfield instruction booklet, a package of Hoppe’s cleaning patches and an unused .22 cal. cleaning brush. (77793-27A)
3647. G UN CASE LOT This is an original Winchester take-down shotgun case with the company name displayed in a diagonal pattern throughout
the olive green nylon cover that shows a couple of small handling marks. This is an excellent condition and nice looking hard case measuring
30”x9 1/2”x3” with two lockable brass latches, carry handle and reinforced edges fully intact. The four compartment interior includes a 28”
barrel section, hinged lid accessory area and fully intact wrist strap and the padded olive green velour interior is clean and virtually free of
any wear. Two keys are included. (77793-27B)
3648. G UN CASE LOT This is a Winchester take-down shotgun hard case by Gun-Ho Sport Cases of St. Paul MN with a tan leather-like vinyl
exterior measuring 33 1/2”x9 1/2”x5” and features brass hinges, reinforced corners, two latches and a broken combination lock as well as a
fully intact heavy duty carry handle. The tan surfaces rate excellent with an isolated minor scuff or scratch and the brass components show
minor tarnish and a spot of verdigris. The tan velour interior also rates excellent with insignificant wear and features three compartments
including one that will hold a barrel up to 32”. The protective dust cover bears a nice brass Winchester logo and included are fully intact
barrel and wrist straps with Velcro closure and (3) 2” spacers for barrel storage versatility. A very nice factory case from the 1970’s and early
80’s used for Model 101’s and 23’s but certainly versatile enough for your side-by-side or over-under. (77793-27C)
3649. HY-SCORE MODEL 802 TARGET REPEATER AIR PISTOL serial #R845868, .177 or .22 cal., pellets or darts, 10 1/4” barrel. This
powerful air pistol with dovetail rare site retains 99% original blue finish with small scratches. The pistol comes with its original Tenite grips
that are in excellent condition. The original box is in fair condition and missing one end flap and is tattered on all edges. One Hy-Score
envelope with 10 steel darts, Hy-Score Pellet case that is 1/3 full and instruction sheet is included. (98446-89) {NON GUN} (225/275)
3650. C ROSMAN MODEL 451 CO2, SEMI AUTO, SIX SHOT AIR PISTOL .22 cal., 4 3/4 “ barrel. This air pistol is styled after the
Colt 45 Automatic and retains 85% of its original black finish with small scratches and flaking present. The slide is slightly off center but
works properly. The plastic grips rate excellent and this pistol comes in its original box that is in good condition with tattered edges.
(98446-120) {NON GUN}
(325/375)
3651. WALTHER MODEL LP 53 AIR PISTOL serial #012305, .177 cal., 9 1/2” barrel. This air pistol was made famous by appearing in a
James Bond poster and it retains 98% of its original black crinkle enamel finish with small scratches and high edge wear. The air pistol has
a Walther barrel weight already mounted and excellent brown plastic grips. This air pistol comes in its original brown factory box that is in
very good condition with tattered edges and dents. The cocking grip and adjustable sights with two sets of inserts and instruction guide
are included. (98446-119) {NON GUN}
(350/450)
3652. C ROSMAN MODEL 116 CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #294719, .22 cal., 6” barrel. This air pistol retains 90% original black enamel finish
with spots of scattered flaking throughout. The brown plastic grips rate excellent and this pistol comes in its original brown box in good
condition with tattered edges and gouges. Included is one very good 13” long external CO2 cylinder with 10 ounce capacity. (98446-93)
{NON GUN}
(225/275)
3653. C ROSMAN MODEL 115 CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #328059, .177 cal., 6” barrel. This air pistol retains 99% original black enamel finish
with small scratches. The brown plastic grips rate excellent and this pistol comes in its original brown box in good condition with tattered
edges and gouges. One 13” long external CO2 cylinder with 10 ounce capacity that is in excellent condition is included. One authorized
repair station sheet is included that is dated February 1952. (98446-141) {NON GUN}
(200/250)
3654. C ROSMAN MODEL 600 CO2 SEMI-AUTOMATIC AIR PISTOL serial #417546, .22 cal., 5 3/4” barrel. This air pistol retains 99%
black finish with light flaking near the end of the cylinder and worn finish on some high edges. This air pistol comes in its original factory
box that is in good condition and has one flap torn with slightly tattered edges and scratches. The operating instructions, parts list and sales
guide are included. (98446-97) {NON GUN}
(250/300)
3655. C ROSMAN MODEL 600 CO2 SEMI-AUTOMATIC AIR PISTOL serial #530689, .22 cal., 5 3/4” barrel. This air pistol retains 95%
black finish with light flaking throughout, worn finish on some high edges and scattered dings. This air pistol comes in its original factory
box that is in good condition but it has two flaps torn with slightly tattered edges, scratches and masking tape applied on the top cover. The
operating instructions, parts list, barrel mop and near empty pellgun oil tube are included. (98446-99) {NON GUN}
(225/275)
3656. C ROSMAN MODEL 600 CO2 SEMI-AUTOMATIC AIR PISTOL serial #070608, .22 cal., 5 3/4” barrel. This air pistol retains 99%
black finish with light flaking near the end of cylinder and worn finish on some high edges. This air pistol comes in its original factory box
that is in very good condition but it has one flap torn with slightly tattered edges and scratches. The operating instructions, parts list, barrel
mop, half full pellgun oil tube and three CO2 cartridges are included. (98446-98) {NON GUN}
(250/300)
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3657. C ROSMAN MODEL 150 CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #142003, .22 cal., 5 1/2” barrel. This air pistol retains 99% original black finish with
light scratches, some worn finish on high edges, a few dings and some oxidation staining. The air pistol comes in a gray Crosman Portable
Shooting Kit that is in very good condition with oxidation staining present on the rounded edges, discoloration and scratches. (98446-108)
{NON GUN}
(125/150)
3658. HY-SCORE MODEL 804 SPORTSTER REPEATER AIR PISTOL serial #905500, with .177 cal. rifled barrel and .177 smooth bore
interchangeable 7 3/4” barrels. This high power air pistol retains 99% original blue finish with light scratches, some worn finish on high
edges and a few dings. . It comes in its original factory box that is in very good condition with some discoloration and tattered corners. This
air pistol can also fire .22 cal. pellets with the correct barrel (not included). (98446-88) {NON GUN}
(300/350)
3659. DOLLA MARK I PUSH BARREL AIR PISTOL .177 cal., 5 1/2” barrel. This German Anshutz made air pistol retains 95% original nickel
plate finish with scratches, some worn finish and oxidation staining. The varnished beech wood grips rate very good with some scratches,
dings and light flaking. The two inserted brass “JGA” discs located in the grips rate very good. (98446-58) {NON GUN}
(150/175)
3660. C ROSMAN MODEL MARK I CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #667426, .22 cal., 7 1/4” barrel. This air pistol retains 90% original black finish
with scratches, small dings, some worn finish and oxidation staining. It comes in its original factory box that is in poor condition with torn
flaps tears, discoloration and has been reinforced with clear tape. A nearly empty case of .22 cal. pellets, owner’s manual and authorized
dealers pamphlet dated February 1, 1968 is included. (98446-121) {NON GUN}
(75/125)
3661. C ROSMAN MODEL MARK II CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #003140, .177 cal., 7 1/4” barrel. This air pistol retains 97% original black
finish with scratches and some worn finish on high edges. It comes in its original factory box that is in very good condition with tattered
edges and slight discoloration. Pistol guard certificate, owner’s manual and authorized service stations sheet are included. (98446-115)
{NON GUN}
(100/150)
3662. HY-SCORE MODEL 815 AIR PISTOL .177 cal., 8” barrel. This German made air pistol retains 98% original blue finish with some light
scratches and freckling. The plastic stock has a thumb rest for a right handed shooter. This air pistol has a globe front sight and target rear
sight. It comes in its original Styrofoam box with plastic cover that is in good condition with discoloration and scratches on the plastic top.
(98446-129) {NON GUN}
(100/200)
3663. DIANAWERK MODEL 6 AIR PISTOL serial #11082, .177 cal., 7” barrel. This German made air pistol retains 98% blue finish with some
light scratches and handling marks. The gray plastic stock has a thumb rest for a right handed shooter. This air pistol has a globe front sight
and adjustable rear sight. It comes in its original Styrofoam box with plastic cover that is in good condition with discoloration and scratches
on the plastic top. A German instruction guide and spare seals are included. (98446-128) {NON GUN}
(200/250)
3664. B ENJAMIN MODEL 22 ROCKET CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #B13477, .22 cal., 5 3/4” barrel. This air pistol retains 97% original blue
finish with some light scratches, handling marks and scattered freckling. The gray plastic checkered grips rate excellent. It comes in its
original box that is in good condition with tattered edges and scratches. Paper targets, bell target with holder and instructions are included
in the box. (98446-91) {NON GUN}
(175/225)
3665. G AT “BRITON” POP-OUT AIR PISTOL .177 cal., 4 1/2” barrel. This English made push barrel cocking air pistol retains little black
finish and is mostly a brown patina. The fair plastic grips are loose and are missing pieces on the ends. The 1920’s manufactured air pistol
still operates properly. (8446-54) {NON GUN}
3666. DAISY POWER LINE MODEL 747 TARGET AIR PISTOL .177 cal., 9 1/2” barrel. This air pistol retains 99% original black finish with
light scratches and handling marks. The walnut right handed target grips rate excellent with some discoloration. The rear dovetail sight is
adjustable. (98446-50) {NON GUN}
(125/175)
3667. APACHE FIREBALL SECOND VARIATION AIR PISTOL .25 cal., 8 1/4” barrel. This aluminum alloy air pistol has scratches, some
pitting and handling marks. The barrel is a brown patina and the walnut grips rate good with scratches and flaking. (98446-59)
{NON GUN}
(150/200)
3668. B SA SCORPION AIR PISTOL serial #PA38770, .177 cal., 8” barrel. This large and powerful spring piston air pistol retains 90%
original blue finish with scratches, handling marks and the barrel has oxidation freckling. This air pistol is equipped with a globe style
front and rear adjustable sights. One plastic cocking aid that fits over the muzzle and front sight base is included with the pistol.
(98446-63) {NON GUN}
(75/100)
3669. B SA SCORPION AIR PISTOL serial #PA9854, .177 cal., 8” barrel. This large air pistol retains 95% original blue finish with scratches,
handling marks and light freckling. The rear sight is broken off but parts are still with the pistol. The spring piston cocking mechanism is not
functional. (98446-57) {NON GUN}
(50/75)
3670. D IANAWERK RWS MOD 5G AIR PISTOL serial #664787, .177 cal., 7” barrel. This German made air pistol retains 98% original blue
finish with scratches and light freckling. The plastic brown grips rate excellent and it is equipped with a dove tail rear adjustable sight.
(98446-47) {NON GUN}
(75/125)
3671. W EBLEY & SCOTT VARIANT 1 HURRICANE AIR PISTOL .22 cal., 8” barrel. This English made air pistol retains 97% black epoxy
finish with scratches and handling marks. There are some small tool marks on the front of the globe sight and the rear sight is adjustable.
The two piece plastic grips with right handed thumb rest rate excellent. (98446-69) {NON GUN}
(150/200)
3672. C HINESE MANUFACTURED AIR PISTOL That Resembles Feinwerkbau 65, serial #86201, .177 cal., 7 3/4” barrel. This air pistol
retains 99% original rustic black finish with few scratches and handling marks. The wooden two tone right handed adjustable target grips
rate excellent with slight discoloration and handling marks. This air pistol has adjustable front and rear sights. The markings are in Chinese,
except for the caliber marked “4.5 MM” and the serial number. (98446-53) {NON GUN}
(100/200)
3673. S HERIDAN MODEL HB AIR PISTOL serial #421491, .20 cal., 8 3/4” barrel. This air pistol retains 99% original matte black finish with
light scratches and some oxidation staining on the cylinder. The walnut forearm and brown two piece plastic grips rate excellent with light
handling marks. This air pistol was manufactured in Racine Wisconsin. (98447-37) {NON GUN}
(50/100)
3674. CROSMAN MODEL 106 BULLSEYE AIR PISTOL .22 cal., 8 1/2” barrel. This air pistol retains 97% original blue finish with scratches,
freckling and handling marks. The bottom of the pneumatic pump lever is mostly copper colored. The checkered tenite one piece grips rate
excellent. (98446-43) {NON GUN}
3675. CROSMAN MODEL 1377C AMERICAN CLASSIC AIR PISTOL .177 cal., 10 1/4” rifled barrel. This air pistol retains 55% blue finish
with scratches and oxidation throughout the pistol. The brown plastic grips rate very good with handling marks. The rear sight is adjustable.
(98447-36) {NON GUN}
3676. C ROSMAN MODEL 1300 MEDALIST II AIR PISTOL .22 cal., 8 1/2” barrel. This air pistol retains 90% blue finish with pitting on the
left side above the trigger and scratches and oxidation present on most of the gun. The plastic forearm and one piece grip rate excellent.
This air pistol is in need of new seals. (98447-35) {NON GUN}
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3677. CROSMAN MODEL 150 CO2 AIR PISTOL 22 cal., 6” barrel. This air pistol retains 95% blue finish with scratches and oxidation staining
present. The two toned white and blue colored plastic one piece grip rate very good with some scratches. This air pistol is the first type 1
variation with a rotating adjustable power cocking knob. (98447-38) {NON GUN}
(50/100)
3678. R ARE CROSMAN JC HIGGINS MODEL 150 CO2 AIR PISTOL .22 cal., 6” barrel. This air pistol retains 75% blue finish with
scratches, oxidation staining and some freckling. They gray crinkle finish frame rates very good with mild discoloration and the plastic
two tone white and gray grips rate excellent. The bolt cover has the numbers “465354” and “364961” stamped on it. (98447-49)
{NON GUN}
(100/175)
3679. CROSMAN MODEL 150 CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #46566, .22 cal., 6” barrel. This air pistol retains 97% original blue finish with scratches
and some freckling. The plastic black checkered grips rate very good with some discoloration on the right side. (98447-34) {NON GUN}
3680. CROSMAN MODEL 112 CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #285512, .22 cal., 8 1/8” barrel. This air pistol retains 90% original blue finish
with scratches, flaking and oxidation. The plastic brown one piece grips rate very good with some handling marks. (98446-45)
{NON GUN}
(100/150)
3681. CHALLENGER PLAINSMAN CO2 AIR PISTOL .22 cal., 5 1/8” barrel. This air pistol retains 98% blue finish with scratches, light flaking
and freckling. The plastic two piece grips rate very good with scratches and handling marks. The front strap has the letters “J.C. XXX H.D.”
carved in it. (98446-64) {NON GUN}
(250/300)
3682. C ROSMAN MODEL 38T FIRST VARIANT CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #819965, .22 cal., 6” barrel. This air pistol retains 97% original
blue finish with flaking, scratches and high edge wear. The brown 2 piece plastic grips rate very good with handling marks. This air pistol
comes with adapters to bulk fill from a large CO2 tank or shoot with a hose and regulator. (98447-50) {NON GUN}
3683. W EBLEY & SCOTT MARK I SECOND SERIES AIR PISTOL serial #6525, .22 cal., 7” barrel. This high quality English made air
pistol retains 95% original blue finish with scratches, oxidation marks and high edge wear. The wooden two piece grips rate very good with
scratches, handling marks and light flaking. The slide catch is missing and the barrel is bent but the cocking mechanism is operational. This
air pistol comes with a cardboard box that is in poor condition and in four pieces but the instructions on the cover are legible. The instruction
manual is in fair condition with stains on every page but the writing is legible. There is also one Webley pellet case in good condition with
2 seals in it. (98453-9) {NON GUN}
3684. C ROSMAN MODEL 38T FIRST VARIANT CO2 AIR PISTOL serial# 976039358, .177 cal., 6” barrel. This air pistol retains 99%
original blue finish with scratches and wear on the high edges. The brown plastic two piece checkered grips rate excellent. The cardboard
top and Styrofoam bottom box is in fair condition with scratches and tattered corners with missing pieces on the Styrofoam edges. The
owner’s manual is in very good condition and this air pistol comes with an extra 4” barrel that is in very good condition with scratches and
oxidation present. (98446-123) {NON GUN}
3685. HY-SCORE MODEL TARGET SINGLE SHOT AIR PISTOL serial #700606, .22 cal., 3 1/2” barrel. This air pistol retains 99%
original blue finish with light scratches and handling marks. The petrified wood Tenite grips rate excellent. This air pistol fires when
cocking is complete and locks into place without utilizing the trigger. The cardboard box is inscribed with “700” on it and it is in fair
condition with two torn flaps and tattered edges. The directions manual is in very good condition and the Hy-Score pellet case is nearly
full. Approximately 2,500 of these air pistols were made and all Model 700 serial numbers begin with a seven to ensure authenticity.
(98446-87) {NON GUN}
(150/200)
3686. CROSMAN MODEL 130 SECOND VARIANT AIR PISTOL serial #493450, .22 cal., 8 1/2” barrel. This air pistol retains 98% original
blue finish with light scratches and handling marks. The plastic checkered black grips rate excellent with light handling marks. The cardboard
box rates fair with two torn flaps and tattered edges and scratches. Three manuals come with this air pistol and they all rate very good.
(98446-116) {NON GUN}
3687. C ROSMAN MODEL 36 FRONTIER AIR PISTOL .22 cal., 4 1/2” barrel. This air pistol retains 98% gray enamel finish with some areas
of brown and light scratches. The cylinder is painted black with scratches and high wear marks. The two piece grips rate very good with
some oxidation on the screw. The CO2 cylinder cover is missing. (98447-42) {NON GUN}
3688. C ROSMAN MODEL 150K CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #413417, .22 cal., 5 1/2” barrel. This air pistol retains 98% original blue finish
with scratches, handling marks and light freckling present. The plastic checkered grips rate excellent with handling marks. This air pistol
comes in its cardboard box that is in fair condition with some tears and tattered corners with one torn flap. The portable metal backstop is
in good condition with oxidation present. Three CO2 cartridges are contained in a five pack box, four paper targets are present and one
case of pellets. (98446-117) {NON GUN}
3689. AMPELL ACRO 1/S-177 CO2 AIR PISTOL .177 cal., 5 1/2” barrel. This Canadian manufactured air pistol retains 98% original matte
black finish with light flaking, freckling and high edge wear marks. The left grip is missing and if present acts as a cover over the CO2
cartridge but it still secures in the housing of the frame. (98447-52) {NON GUN}
3690. B ENJAMIN MODEL 122 PUSH ROD AIR PISTOL .22 cal., 7 1/2” rifled barrel. This air pistol retains 80% original black nickel
finish with scratches, small dings and oxidation present. The wooden two piece grips rate very good with some small dings present.
(98446-80) {NON GUN}
3691. B ENJAMIN MODEL 422 SEMI AUTO CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #R16987, .22 cal., 5 3/4” barrel. This ten shot air pistol retains 99%
original black finish with small scratches and light oxidation. The plastic two tone white and gray grips rate excellent. This air pistol comes
in a cardboard and Styrofoam box that rates poor overall with two missing flaps. Included are one CO2 cartridge, instruction sheet and two
replacement seals. (98446-138) {NON GUN}
3692. HAMMERLI SINGLE MODEL D CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #07793, .177 cal., 4 3/4” barrel. This high quality Swiss manufactured air
pistol retains 99% original finish with light scratches. The brown plastic checkered grips rate excellent. The black parkerized frame is in
excellent condition with some handling marks. The pistol comes in its original box that is in fair condition with all four flaps torn and two
have been repaired with tape. Additional parts, seals and springs are included. One full Meisterkugeln pellet case, instructions and three
manuals are stored in the box. (98446-136) {NON GUN}
(300/500)
3693. C ROSMAN MODEL 137 AIR PISTOL .177 cal., 8 1/2” barrel. This air pistol retains 95% original blue finish with small scratches and
light oxidation. The plastic two piece grips rate excellent with handling marks. The black finish is discolored around the trigger guard and
has some handling marks. This air pistol is in need of new seals but it comes in its original box that is in good condition with scratches and
tattered edges. One manual, two tags and guarantee certificate are included. (98447-65) {NON GUN}
3694. W EBLEY & SCOTT MARK II STANDARD PATTERN TARGET AIR PISTOL serial #24610, .177 cal., 7” barrel. This high quality
English manufactured air pistol retains 98% original finish with small scratches and high edge wear. The black two piece Vulcanite checkered
grips rate excellent with handling marks. (98446-73) {NON GUN}
(350/550)
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3695. WALTHER LP MODEL 2 AIR PISTOL serial #22490, .177 cal., 9 1/2” barrel. This high quality German made pistol retains 99% original
black finish with small scratches and handling marks. The plastic black checkered grips are in excellent condition with some handling marks.
This air pistol comes with adjustable rear sight and cocking lever. The original leatherette fitted case has a silver embossed top lid that rates
very good with maroon interior showing wear. The exterior of the case has scratches and small tatters on the corners. The pellet case and
instruction guide are missing. (98446-140) {NON GUN}
(400/500)
3696. HY-SCORE SPORTER SINGLE SHOT MK II MODEL AIR PISTOL .177 cal., 8” barrel. This compact high quality air pistol retains
99% original blue finish with small scratches and wear on high edges. Its black plastic checkered grips rate excellent and the flat sided
fixed barrel is threaded at the muzzle for a moderator (not present). This air pistol has an adjustable rear site and extra interchangeable
barrel with tool. It comes in its original box that is in very good condition with tattered edges and mild discoloration. There are five pieces
of Phoenix Arms literature included. (98446-130) {NON GUN}
(300/500)
3697. WALTHER LP MODEL 53 AIR PISTOL serial #029325, .177 cal., 9 1/2” barrel. This high quality German made pistol retains 99% original
black enamel finish with small scratches and handling marks. The black plastic grips rate excellent with handling marks. This air pistol comes
in its original leatherette fitted case with maroon felt interior. The exterior has scratches and small tatters on the corners. One cocking grip,
two sets of extra sight inserts and pellet case are included. The instruction guide has a serial number hand written in it that does not match
the air pistol. (98446-134) {NON GUN}
(400/500)
3698. C HALLENGER PLAINSMAN PNEUMATIC AIR PISTOL .22 cal., 8 1/4” barrel. This air pistol with adjustable rear sight retains 75%
blue finish that is thinning in many areas. This air pistol has scattered scratches, freckling and oxidation staining. The two piece grooved
brown plastic grips rate good with a small piece missing on the right side. (98446-62) {NON GUN}
(350/550)
3699. C ROSMAN MODEL 114 CO2 AIR RIFLE serial #120311, .22 cal., 22” brass barrel. This air rifle was manufactured between 19501955 and retains 80% thinning and flaking black finish with scratches. The walnut wood stock rates good with flaking and multiple dings
and scratches. The rear sight is missing but front sight is present. The buttplate is flaking with scratches but the Crosman logo is present
and very visible. (98447-24) {NON GUN}
3700. CROSMAN MODEL 187 AIR RIFLE .177 cal., 18” barrel. This first variant air rifle retains 50% of its original blue finish with heavy oxidation
and pitting on the barrel. The wood stock is intact and retains 60% of its finish with flaking and multiple indentations and scratches. The plastic
buttplate has a chip on the top but is otherwise intact. The trigger and trigger guard show scattered oxidation. (98447-19) {NON GUN}
3701. B ENJAMIN MODEL 310 AIR RIFLE .175 cal., 19” barrel. This air rifle is missing most of its original black finish with the majority of the
surface showing nickel. The bolt seems to be in working order but the handle is missing. The walnut stock rates good with some scattered
dings and scratches. The walnut pump handle is intact and in good working order but the finish is flaking. The trigger guard and trigger are
showing scattered oxidation marks. (98433-116) {NON GUN}
(50/100)
3702. S HERIDAN MODEL CB BLUE STREAK AIR RIFLE serial #084308, .20 cal., 19” barrel. This air rifle retains 95% of its original black
finish with scattered oxidation and pitting present. The walnut full stock rates good with 60% of its finish remaining but flaking in several
spots. There are also multiple dings, handling marks and scattered white markings present. The trigger and trigger guard show light oxidation.
(98447-23) {NON GUN}
(50/100)
3703. C ROSMAN MODEL 1400 PUMPMASTER AIR RIFLE .22 cal., 19 1/2” barrel. This multi-pump pneumatic air rifle retains 95% of its
original blue finish with scattered oxidation and handling marks present. The wood stock rates very good with some, handling marks and
areas of flaking finish. The pump does not hold air and is in need of new seals. (98447-21) {NON GUN}
3704. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 77A AIR RIFLE serial #G033091, .22 cal., 22” barrel. This multi-stroke pump pneumatic air rifle retains
95% of its original blue finish with scratches and oxidation present. The wood buttstock and forearm rate very good handling marks and
scratches. The finish on the buttstock is mostly worn and the trigger has oxidation present. (98447-20) {NON GUN}
3705. DAISY MODEL 881 POWERLINE AIR RIFLE .177 cal., 21” rifled barrel. This multi-pump pneumatic air rifle retains 90% of its original
black finish that is flaking in several areas. There are scratches and handling marks present with most of the oxidation on the left side. The
plastic stock is in very good condition with light scratches and handling marks. This air rifle is in need of new seals. (98447-13) {NON GUN}
3706. S LAVIA MODEL 624 AIR RIFLE serial #319598, .177 cal., 16” barrel. This break barrel Czechoslovakian manufactured air rifle retains
95% original blue finish with scattered oxidation, scratches and handling marks. The wood stock rates good with scattered handling marks
and scratches with 70% of original finish present. (98447-17) {NON GUN}
3707. S HERIDAN MODEL C SILVER STREAK AIR RIFLE .20 cal., 19 1/2” barrel. This air rifle retains 95% of its original nickel finish with
light flaking, scratches and freckling present. The walnut wood full stock rates very good with light scratches and handling marks. This
early version air rifle has the “hold down” to fire safety option that is in working condition. The rear sight knurled windage knob is present.
Oxidation staining exists on the trigger and trigger guard of this air rifle that was likely manufactured between 1949 and 1952. (98447-4)
{NON GUN}
(200/300)
3708. B OBCAT CO2 AIR RIFLE serial #1767, .177 cal., 19 1/4” barrel. This Taiyo Juki Japan manufactured air rifle resembles the Crosman 160
model. It retains 50% of its original blue finish with oxidation staining and scratches but markings are legible. The wood stock retains 60%
of its original finish and rates good with scratches and handling marks. There is also a large dark stain near the toe. The trigger and trigger
guard have scattered oxidation stains. (98447-26) {NON GUN}
3709. B ENJAMIN MODEL 347 AIR RIFLE serial #T212186, .177 cal., 19” barrel. This air rifle retains 90% of its original black finish with
scattered oxidation, scratches and handling marks. The wood stock rates good but is discolored and missing most of its finish with scratches
and indentations. The smooth walnut pump handle retains 85% of its original finish with scratches and light indentations. The trigger and
trigger guard are heavily oxidized. (98447-1) {NON GUN}
3710. C ROSMAN MODEL 180 CO2 AIR RIFLE .22 cal., 18” barrel. This second variant air rifle retains 85% of its original blue finish with
oxidation freckling, scratches and handling marks. The full wood stock rates good with indentations, scratches and two chips on the left
side of the butt. (8447-3) {NON GUN}
3711. SHERIDAN MODEL CB BLUE STREAK AIR RIFLE .20 cal., 19” barrel. This air rifle retains 90% of its original black finish with scattered
oxidation and pitting. The walnut full stock rates very good with 80% of its finish remaining with moderate wear in several spots. There are
also multiple handling marks and scratches present. The trigger and trigger guard show light oxidation. (98433-20) {NON GUN}(50/100)
3712. B ENJAMIN MODEL 317 AIR RIFLE .177 cal., 19” barrel. This pump-up pneumatic with swinging pump handle air rifle retains 85%
of its original black nickel finish with freckling, scratches and high edge wear. The Walnut stock rates very good with dings, scratches and
expected wear. This air rifle is in need of new seals. (98433-115) {NON GUN}
(100/200)
3713. S HERIDAN MODEL CB BLUE STREAK AIR RIFLE serial #86910, .20 cal., 19” barrel. This air rifle retains 95% of its original black
finish with scattered oxidation. The walnut full stock rates very good with 90% of its finish remaining and multiple handling marks and
scratches present. This air rifle has a factory installed Williams peep sight. The trigger and trigger guard show light oxidation and this air rifle
is in need of new seals. (98447-32) {NON GUN}
(100/150)
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3714. S LAVIA MODEL 612 AIR RIFLE .177 cal., 12” rifled barrel. This air rifle retains 60% of its original black finish with scattered oxidation.
The wood buttstock rates very good and retains some scattered finish with a swivel stud located forward of the toe and a swing swivel stud
on the bottom of the barrel. The rear dovetail sight is adjustable. (98447-5) {NON GUN}
3715. C ROSMAN MODEL 70 CO2 AIR RIFLE serial #00007137, .177 cal., 24” plastic barrel. This copy of the Winchester Model 70 air rifle
retains 90% of its original black finish with scratches and high edge wear. The wood stock rates very good with light scratches and handling
marks. The rear sight is broken off. (98447-28) {NON GUN}
3716. B ENJAMIN MODEL 362 CO2 CARBINE serial #J16241, .22 cal., 19” barrel. This air carbine retains 85% original black finish with
scattered oxidation stains, scratches and handling marks. There is a 4 1/8” by 3/8” section on the right side of the air chamber that has been
refinished. The 21” walnut half stock rates very good with 85% of its original finish and multiple scratches and a few light handling marks.
(98447-33) {NON GUN}
3717. B ENJAMIN MODEL 312 AIR RIFLE .22 cal., 19” barrel. This air rifle is missing most of its black finish leaving a pleasing dull nickel
hue. There are several handling marks and scratches on the bottom of the air chamber approximately 5” from the muzzle. The walnut stock
rates very good with scratches and handling marks and it retains 70% of its finish with most of the loss being on the left side. (98447-31)
{NON GUN}
(50/150)
3718. B ENJAMIN MODEL 312 AIR RIFLE .22 cal., 19” barrel. This air rifle retains 70% of its original black finish. There are scattered oxidation
stains and scratches located mostly on the front portion of the cylinder and swing handle pump. The walnut stock rates very good with
85% of its finish remaining and small dings and scratches. The trigger guard and trigger show oxidation staining and freckling. (98447-29)
{NON GUN}
(100/200)
3719. TAIYO JUKI MODEL JUNIOR CO2 AIR RIFLE .22 cal., 19” barrel. This air rifle retains 95% of its original blue finish with oxidation
stains and scratches present. The wood stock retains 98% of its finish with scratches and small indentations. This air rifle is similar to the
Crosman Model 160. (98447-27) {NON GUN}
(75/125)
3720. HY-SCORE MODEL 806 AIR RIFLE BY DIANAWERK .177 cal., 14” barrel. This air rifle retains 80% of its original black finish with
oxidation stains and scratches. The walnut stock rates fair with a 3 1/2” tight crack on the right side of the forend. The stock is also missing
most of its finish with scratches and light dings. This air rifle resembles the Dianawerk Model 22. (98447-30) {NON GUN}
3721. MARLIN JR TOY GUN This wooden toy gun was manufactured by Marlin Firearms in support of the war and referenced on page 685
of Marlin Firearms A History Of The Guns And The Company That Made Them, written by Lt Col William S. Brophy U.S. Army Retired. The
barrel of this toy gun is a wood dowel painted black that has a 1” long chip on the bottom left side of the muzzle and some indentations
and scratches. The forend has a large repair that has been refinished but the rest of the toy gun has original finish with expected scratches
and handling marks. The Marlin Jr. decal is in very good condition with crisp markings. The star shaped trigger still rotates and simulates
firing. The original sling rates very good. (98433-1) {NON GUN}
(300/500)

3721
3722. QUACKENBUSH MODEL 1 PUSH BARREL AIR RIFLE serial #21830, .21 cal., 15” barrel with smooth bore. This air rifle retains 80%
of its original nickel finish with oxidation stains, pitting and scratches. The walnut stock is in fair condition with a 1 1/4” crack that flexes on
the left side of the tang and a 1” chip at the toe. The buttplate lower screw is a replacement however it is well seated and tight. The simple
single loop trigger guard and trigger have some oxidation stains. (98446-1) {NON GUN}
(100/200)
3723. C ROSMAN MODEL 110 AIR RIFLE .22 cal., 19 1/2” barrel. This air rifle retains 98% original black finish with scratches and light
flaking present. The all wood stock and forearm rate very good with scratches and dings. There are two 3/16” holes drilled on the left side
adjacent to the rear sight. The trigger guard shows some oxidation stains and freckling. (98447-22) {NON GUN}
3724. S HERIDAN MODEL CB BLUE STREAK AIR RIFLE .20 cal., 19” barrel. This air rifle retains 90% original thinning black finish with
oxidation stains and scratches. The walnut full stock rates good with black stains, scratches, handling marks and a 1 1/4” inch gouge at the
toe. This early version air rifle is equipped with “hold down” to fire automatic safety option. The trigger has some left to right play in it and
the trigger guard is slightly bent but all parts are in working condition. (98446-7) {NON GUN}
(100/150)
3725. C ROSMAN MODEL 400 CO2 AIR RIFLE .22 cal., 20” barrel. This air rifle retains 95% original blue finish with pinprick pitting and
oxidation staining. The wood stock rates very good with scratches and handling marks. This air rifle is equipped with a repeater and lever
safety. (98446-16) {NON GUN}
(75/125)
3726. CROSMAN MODEL 187 CO2 AIR RIFLE .177 cal., 18” barrel. This first variant air rifle has traces of blue finish but is mostly a pleasant
brown patina with scratches. The wood stock rates very good with scratches and handling marks. There is some slot damage to the lower
screw on the buttplate but it is firmly seated. (98446-18) {NON GUN}
3727. C ROSMAN MODEL 622 CO2 AIR RIFLE .22 cal., 23 1/2” barrel. This air rifle retains 95% original blue finish with oxidation stains,
pinprick pitting and scratches. The wood stock and slide action forearm rate very good with scratches and small handling marks. This rifle
is equipped with one removable rotating six-shot clip. (98446-20) {NON GUN}
(50/100)
3728. Q UACKENBUSH MODEL 7 PUSH-BARREL AIR RIFLE .175 cal., 16” barrel. This air rifle retains traces of blue finish but is mostly
a pleasant brown patina with pinprick pitting and scratches. The one-piece walnut buttstock rates very good with scratches and a 1” chip
in the toe. (98446-33) {NON GUN}
(100/200)
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3729. E M-GE KRONE BREAK BARREL AIR RIFLE .177 cal., 15 1/2” barrel. This German manufactured air rifle retains 90% original blue
finish with oxidation stains, pitting and scratches. The walnut stock with pistol grip rates very good with scratches and a 1/2” chip at the
toe. The “EM-GE” gold washed medallion is inlaid in the left side of the stock. There is slot damage on both screws of the trigger guard
with some scattered oxidation staining. (98446-5) {NON GUN}
(250/350)
3730. CROSMAN MODEL 118 CO2 AIR RIFLE .22 cal., 22” barrel. This air rifle retains 90% original black finish with oxidation stains, flaking
and scratches. The wood stock rates very good with scratches and indentations. This air rifle is equipped with a magazine repeater but
the 10 ounce cylinder is missing. This air rifle comes with one target card that describes high and low setting speeds and pound pressure.
(98446-25) {NON GUN}
(200/300)
3731. D IANAWERK MODEL 26 AIR RIFLE .177 cal., 16” barrel. This air rifle retains 60% original blue finish with oxidation stains, pitting and
scratches. The wood stock rates very good with scratches and handling marks. The trigger and trigger guard is lightly oxidized with slight
slot damage on the head screws. (98446-11) {NON GUN}
(50/100)
3732. T
 ELL MODEL MILITIA AIR RIFLE serial #2910, .177 cal., 17 1/2” part round/part octagon barrel. This German manufactured air rifle
retains 85% original blue finish with oxidation stains, pitting and scratches. The walnut stock rates very good with a high amount of discoloration on the left side and two small chips on the butt. The blue steel buttplate has oxidation staining and slot damage on both screw
heads. The adjustable trigger and screw are oxidized. (98446-31) {NON GUN}
(200/300)
3733. B ENJAMIN MODEL 700 AIR RIFLE .175 cal., 18” barrel. This early version air rifle with “700” marked on the left side has traces of
black finish but is mostly a dull nickel patina with scratches. The walnut stock rates good but is loose with a 3/4” crack that flexes on the
left side forend. (98446-17) {NON GUN}
3734. R OCHESTER AIR RIFLE .22 cal., 20 1/2” barrel. This swinging pump pneumatic air rifle retains 85% thinning blue finish on its barrel
and air chamber with scattered oxidation stains and scratches. The receiver retains 95% of its original black oxide finish that is thinning in
some spots. The refinished stock and forend rate very good with scratches, indentations and scattered paint overspray. The steel buttplate
is proud of the wood. This air rifle was manufactured by the Monroe Gasket and Manufacturing Company in Rochester New York around
1948. This is the only model known to be made by that company. (98446-12) {NON GUN}
(100/300)
3735. DIANAWERK MODEL NO. F14-EAGLE AIR RIFLE .177 cal., 19” barrel. This air rifle retains traces of blue finish but is mostly a brown
patina with oxidation stains and scratches. The wood stock rates good with scratches and dings and it is loose. The steel buttplate is proud
of the wood with small dings and oxidation stains. There are multiple impact marks on the cylinder but the adjustable trigger and trigger
guard are intact. (98446-2) {NON GUN}
3736. CROSMAN MODEL 102 AIR RIFLE .22 cal., 20” barrel. This air rifle retains 85% of its original black finish with scratches and high edge
wear. The wood stock rates good with scratches. The buttplate is proud of the wood and the two screws show slot damage. The buttstock
screw is visible with slot damage. This early version air rifle has checkering on the forearm and a knurled cocking knob so it is believed to
have been produced between the years of 1929-1940. (98446-15) {NON GUN}
3737. W EIHRAUCH MODEL HW BARAKUDA EL 54 ETHER AIR RIFLE serial #30732, .22 cal., 19 3/4” barrel. This air rifle retains 85%
original thinning blue finish with oxidation stains, pinprick pitting and scratches. The wood stock rates fair with a gouge on the front of the
left side forend followed by a 6” crack that flexes and a small chip at the toe. The plastic buttplate has a chip and the top is proud of the
wood. Only a few hundred of these air rifles were made under cooperation of Weihrauch Company and Barakuda Company so this is a nice
find for the air rifle collector. (98446-4) {NON GUN}
(200/400)
3738. B SA STANDARD (VARIANT 1) AIR RIFLE serial #L13257, .177 cal., 17” barrel. This air rifle retains 90” original thinning blue finish
with freckling, scratches and handling marks. The checkered English walnut buttstock rates very good and shows only minor scratches
and mild indentations. The original sights are present and the spring is very robust. A very good example overall which likely would make
a nice shooter. (98569-17) {NON GUN} [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(250/350)

3738
3739. DAISY HEDDON MODEL 102 AIR RIFLE .177 cal., 13” barrel. This air rifle retains
65% of its black finish with oxidation stains and scratches. The wooden stock has slight play but rates
good with a 1/2” chip on the butt that has been repaired and there is a sticker of an air rifle with target rings
on the right side. (98633-5) {NON GUN}
3740. DAISY MODEL 25 (VARIANT 13) AIR RIFLE .175 cal., 17 1/2” barrel. This air rifle retains 95% of its
original black finish with scratches and freckling. Two screws are replacements and four screw heads have slot damage.
The stenciled hunter with two ducks engraving on both sides is mostly present. The plastic pistol grip stock rates very good with
scratches and discoloration and retains most of the original engraved scene. The steel buttplate has oxidation staining with two original
screws. (98633-6) {NON GUN}
3741. S EARS ROEBUCK AND CO MODEL 799.19031 AIR RIFLE .175 cal., 17 1/2” barrel. This item is equivalent to the Daisy Model
25 Variant 13 Air Rifle with stenciled Sears logo on both sides. The metal surfaces retain 70% original black finish with oxidation stains and
scratches. One screw is a replacement and two screws have slot damage. The plastic pistol grip stock is capped with Daisy logo and it rates
very good with scratches and slight play. The Daisy Pledge is molded in the plastic buttplate. (98633-7) {NON GUN}
3742. LOT OF TWO AIR RIFLES The first item is a Daisy 840, .177 cal., 19 1/2” barrel. The metal surfaces retain 95% black finish with oxidation
stains, scratches and handling marks. The plastic pistolgrip and forend rate very good with scratches. The metal buttplate is heavily oxidized
but fits properly to the stock. The second item is a Crosman Model 760 Power Master Fourth Variant, .177 cal., 19” barrel. The metal surfaces
retain 40% thinning blue finish with oxidation staining and scratches. The plastic stock and forearm rate very good with few scratches. The
plastic buttplate rates very good with the Coleman logo molded in the center. (98633-3,4) {NON GUN}
3743. CHINESE MODEL B3-F AIR RIFLE .177 cal., 17 1/2” barrel. The metal surfaces retain 95% of its original blue finish with light scratches
and freckling. The wood stock with pistol grip rate very good with scratches and some stain drips on the left side. A white caution sticker
is affixed on the raised cheekpiece and the rubberized buttplate with one spacer rates very good and the rear sight is adjustable. There are
two swivels mounted on the right side and this air rifle comes with directions written in English that states that it was made in The Peoples
Republic of China. (98633-2) {NON GUN}
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3744. C HINESE MODEL TS-45 AIR RIFLE serial #EM45B-2A, .177 cal., 18” barrel. This side lever air rifle retains 98% original blue finish
with scratches and light freckling. The pistolgrip rates very good with light scratches. The plastic buttplate rates very good with the letters
“EMEI” logo at center. The adjustable rear sight and front globe sight are original and in very good condition. (98607-2) {NON GUN}
3745. DAISY MODEL 1894 CARBINE AIR RIFLE serial #1020942, BB Gun, 19 1/2” barrel. This 1894 Commemorative Winchester-style
carbine’s receiver and barrel band retain 95% of its original gold paint with scratches, high edge wear and oxidation stains. The octagon
barrel and cylinder retain 95% of their original black paint with scratches and light oxidation staining. The plastic stock rates near excellent
with scratches and handling marks but the forend is loose and separated at the seam. A piece of tape is currently keeping it together. The
model numbers and etchings are visible. This is a great find for the air rifle collector. (8657-68S20920A) {NON GUN}
(100/200)
3746. G UN CASE LOT This lot consists of very good plus Aries Custom metal aluminum case measuring 36” x 9 1/2” x 4” with red felt that
looks to be configured for two shotguns. The exterior has scratches and dents and is secured with two turn style clasps and a lock with
key included and metal handle. (95464-2A)
3747. G UN CASE LOT This lot consists of a near excellent Browning shotgun case with light scratches and handling marks. It measures 30 3/4”
x 7 3/4” (at its widest point) x 2 3/8”. This brown leather hard case with light brown partial fur liner is secured by three clasps and it has a
leather carry handle. (95464-2B)
3748. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of two hard cases. The first case is a very good plus brown Protecto Kaddy measuring 32 1/2” x 14
1/2” x 3” with a gray foam interior. The exterior has light scratches and handling marks and secured with three clasps and it has two plastic
handles. The second case is a very good plus brown Gun Guard case measuring 47” x 8 3/4” x 4” with gray foam interior. The exterior has
light scratches and handling marks and secured with four clasps with two plastic handles. (95464-2C)
3749. G UN CASE LOT This lot consists of a very good heavy duty Browning waterproof travel vault measuring 35 1/2” x 13 1/2” x 5” with gray
foam interior. This orange hard case has numerous scratches and scuffs. It is secured with 4 clasps with a hard handle. (95464-2D)
3750. G UN CASE LOT This lot consists of a very good hard wood take down rifle case measuring 30’ x 8” x 1 3/4” with green felt interior. The
exterior has multiple scratches, scuffs and is secured with two metal clasps with a leather handle. (95464-2E)
3751. G UN CASE LOT This lot consists of a near excellent brown leather takedown rifle case measuring 29” x 7” x 3” with green felt interior.
The exterior has few scratches and handling marks and is secured with a clasp and a key that is included with two leather belt style straps
and leather handle. (95464-2F)
3752. LOT OF HANDGUN CASES This lost consists of 15 handgun cases. First are five very good Smith & Wesson blue plastic cases measuring
12” x 8” x 2 3/4” with scratches and scuff marks and gray foam interior. Second are four very good Beretta dark blue plastic cases measuring
11” x 6 1/2” x 2” with scratches and scuff marks. Third is one very good HK gray case measuring 11” x 8” x 2”with scratches and scuff
marks. Fourth is one very good KelTec black case measuring 7” x 5 1/2” x 1 1/2” with scuffs. Fifth is a Browning gray case measuring 9” x
6 1/2” x 2” with scuffs. Sixth is a very good gray Browning case 10” x 7” x 2 1/2” scuffs. Sixth is a very Good Beretta plastic case with two
sleeves for a 92-F model pistol. The sleeves are bent and tattered but the felted plastic inner container is in very good condition. The last is
a good Colt Diamond back Styrofoam box 12” x 7” x 2 1/2” with cardboard sleeve that is torn and tattered. (97386-6A)
3753. LOT OF HANDGUN CASES AND CARDBOARD BOXES This lot consists of 16 hard cases with operational latches and three
cardboard handgun boxes. The first is three very good Glock cases measuring 9” x 6 1/2” x 1 1/2” with scuffs and scratches. The second
is three very good cases that measure 9’ x 6” x 2” with scuffs and scratches. The third is two very good cases that measure 12” x 7” x 2”
with scuffs and scratches. Fourth is two very good cases that measure 8” x 6” x 1 1/2” with scuffs and scratches. The fifth is a very good
Colt case that measures 15” x 8” x 2 1/2” with scuffs and scratches. Sixth is a very good Sig Arms case that measures 13” x 9” x 2” with
scuffs and scratches. Seventh is a very good Smith & Wesson case measuring 10” x 6” x 2” with scuffs and scratches. Eighth is a Walther
case measuring 7” x 5 1/2” x 1 1/2” with scuffs and scratches. Ninth is a very good case measuring 9” x 6” x 2” with scuffs and scratches.
Tenth is a very good case measuring 11” x 8” x 4” with scuffs and scratches. Eleventh is a very good Davis Industries box for a model P-380
with tattered edges and scuffs marks. Twelfth is a very good Sig SauerP22 box with tattered edges, scuffs and scratches. Thirteenth is a
fair Auto Ordinance 1911 box with scuffs, scratches and bends. Fourteenth item is a good Stoger Luger box with scuffs, scratches and
tattered edges. (97386-6C)
3754. M EC 650 SHOTSHELL RELOADER LOT This lot consists of a single very good 12 gauge MEC 650 Progressive reloader with scattered oxidation. It is missing the primer seating and auto primer feed but looks otherwise operational. This reloader shows very little use
if any at all. (97386-2)
3755. PACIFIC C STYLE RELOADING PRESS This lot consists of a single very good Pacific Bench Mounted C Press with scattered light
oxidation. This press has its original handle, an automatic primer feeder but is missing the primer feed tubes. The priming arm has a large
primer seat that includes a #1, #2 and #6 shell holder / ram units. Included is the original instruction manual. (97386-4)
3756. S HOOTING ACCESSORIES LOT Three items – The first is a Remington 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib choked full shotgun barrel for 2 3/4”
or shorter shells. This barrel retains 99% original blue finish with scattered oxidation stains and scratches and is equipped with a bead sight.
The second item is a very good 36” x 9” Sears black leather rifle sleeve with red felt interior. The third item is a very good 54” x 8” (at large
end) Bob Allen Camouflage patterned rifle sleeve. (98657-63S21051A)
3757. SHOOTING ACCESSORIES LOT Eleven items – The first is an excellent digitally camouflaged bag measuring 15” x 10” x 10”with multiple
Velcro storage compartments. The second item is an excellent S&W model M100-1 chained black handcuffs without a key. The third item is
an excellent Fobus BR-2 Gun Paddle Right Hand Holster. The fourth item is an excellent Blackhawk size 7 soft belt holster. The fifth item is
two excellent sets of hearing protection safety ear muffs. The sixth item consists of three sets of very good plus eye protection glasses with
two being clear and one tinted. The seventh item is an excellent Beretta Para 9mm cal. 10-round magazine. The eighth item is an excellent
Walther 22 LR 10-round finger extension magazine. Ninth item is an excellent Sig Sauer 380 ACP finger extension magazine. The tenth lot
is an excellent S&W 357 ACP 10-round finger extension magazine. The eleventh item is an excellent 11” MTech USA Xtreme fixed blade
tactical knife with matching sheath. (98657-79S21144A)
3758. S
 HOOTERS ACCESSORIES LOT Three items –The first is an excellent Sentry Model 1150 safe with one key that measures 14” x 10”
x 8”. The second item is two excellent full boxes of Remington Slugger 15 round 12 ga, 2 3/4”, 1 oz slugs. The third item is a mixed lot of 35
cartridges of 9mm Luger ammunition consisting of mixed Winchester full metal jacket, Federal Hydra-Shok and Speer GoldDot of unknown
bullet weights. (98657-10S20642A)
3759. ITALIAN WEB GEAR LOT This lot consists of four assorted Italian pouches and a leather sling. Two of the pouches are dual rifle pouches
and they show some crazing and dirt staining. The other two pouches are dual submachine magazine pouches mounted on suspender
assembly. The submachine gun pouches have a broken belt loop, they show scattered crazing, flaking and dirt staining. The leather sling is
short and may be for a Carcano carbine or a submachine gun. The sling shows scattered flaking, crazing and dirt staining. (1X208409-19G)
3760. LOT OF CABLE LOCKS This lot consists of eight assorted cable locks. All will fit a myriad of firearms and could be used to secure other
items as well. All have key locks with the keys included, most are in their original packaging. (1X47882-16B)
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3761. TSCALE MODEL LOT This lot consists of a limited edition scale model of the German AB43 armored car by The Collector’s Showcase.
This as-new-in-box example is a 1/30th scale model featuring three figures, a turret interior and removable front wheel and stowage bags.
It has a weathered appearance and is numbered 287/350 with an included
certificate of authenticity. (1X46850-2)
3762. TOY SHOTGUN LOT This lot consists of a toy “Upland Hunter” shotgun,
leather cartridge belt and 16 toy shells. The shotgun resembles a side by side
3769
shotgun and breaks open and operates like one as well. The shotgun is made
from quality plastic and it shows some light handling and scuff marks. The
toy shells can be inserted and removed from the shotgun. A neat gift for the
young firearms enthusiast. (1X208409-3)
3763. B ENJAMIN 100 MODEL AIR PISTOL .177 cal., 7” barrel. This pump up
pneumatic air pistol retains very little black finish but the grips rate excellent.
(1X8447-54)
(25/75)
3764. B ENJAMIN FRANKLIN MODEL 110 SERIES AIR PISTOL .177 cal.,
7” barrel. The grass hopper pump is missing a screw and does not stay in the
upright position. The wood grips are in very good condition but the initials
“RK” are engraved on the right side. This pistol retains 85% black nickel original finish with small scratches. This pistol is in need of a seal kit. (1X8447-44)
3765. G AMO / AIR SHOT BREAK ACTION SURVIVAL RIFLE .177 caliber,
11 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99%
original blue finish with a few light handling marks visible. The wire style folding
stock works smoothly and the plastic simulated wood stock has a standard
green camo pattern and rates excellent. This would be a fun little shooter and
it comes with a 1” green canvas sling. (1X108447-70)
3766. DIANAWERK MODEL 1 AIR PISTOL .177 cal., 5 3/4” barrel. This pistol is
of pressed sheet metal pistol construction and retains 50% original blue finish
with small scratches and light pitting. Tubular brass barrel is in metal housing
and the pull down tool is included. (1X8446-60)
(50/100)
3767. B ENJAMIN MODEL 177 AIR PISTOL .177 cal., 7” barrel. This pump up
pneumatic air pistol retains 90% black finish with light scratches and the grips
rate excellent. (1X8447-55)
(75/150)
3768. G ERMAN HS MODEL 9A AIR PISTOL 4 & 5 mm cal., 4 1/8” barrel. This
German made military air pistol with only light specs of oxidation. The barrel
is metal but the rest of the pistol is plastic. It will shoot Bore No-1 darts and
pellets. (1X8447-66)
3769. F RAMED OIL PAINTING OF A TIGER CUB This is a framed, original oil
painting of a tiger cub, atop rocky ground, at the mouth of its den. Signed
by artist D Williams and dated 1985, the background canvas is in black. The
actual identity of the artist is unknown, the lower corner is signed “D Williams
85”. While folky, the image is rather endearing. The view measures 23 1/2”
by 35 1/2”. The canvas is framed in a rather nice stepped cavetto-base and
bead-molded frame, antique gold and black enamel with a tan linen liner
at the view. The external dimensions are 31” by 43”. (please note that due
to the size and fragility of the item extra shipping will apply) (1X38554)
3770. CARIBOU MOUNT A traditional shoulder mount of a mature bull that
faces slightly to the right of the room. The white and tan hair remains
thick and the hide is in excellent condition. The bull has 24” main beams
with nicely shaped top palm, Bez, and brow shovel on the left side and
non-symmetrical right side having a brow spike. The rack has a 29” spread
overall and a tip to tip measurement of 20 3/4”. The mount when hung
will take up an area of 32”x52”x38” and remains in excellent condition.
(1X108392-1) [Please note: freight shipping will apply]
3771. TIPPING & LAWDEN ACCESSORIES This lot includes two small oilers
and an ebony handle turnscrew. The turnscrew is manufactured by Peter Dyson
and measures 2 3/4” overall. The oilers have bright silver plated finish. They measure
3/4” in diameter and are 1” tall. They come with leather washer seals and the items
remain in very good condition. (1X106229-A23BD)
3772. LOT OF WINCHESTER GALLERY TARGETS This lot consists of six Winchester Gallery
Targets. They remain in very good condition with a few small tears, minor discoloration and
foxing. They all have a number of small holes in the center that appear to be from thumbtacks.
The reverse features an additional advertisement for Winchester Repeating Arms Co with adver3770
tisements for the Model 1890, 1904, 1906 and their greaseless bullet cartridges. They measure
about 4 3/4” X 5 1/2”. A nice little lot for the Winchester collector. (1X138426-151B)
3773. SAXBY PALMER ENSIGN AIR RIFLE serial #992, .22 caliber, 19 1/2” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining. The press checkered Monte Carlo
pistolgrip stock with left side cheekpiece rates near excellent with a couple of scratches and
a few light handling marks. This is a very neat concept air rifle that fires a preloaded cartridge
and operates along the same lines as a conventional bolt action rifle. A hand operated pump
is included and this rifle remains in very good condition. It is this writer’s understanding that
the cartridges are difficult to locate but still available. (1X108447-8)
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3774. B U FFALO B I LL SH E ET M USIC
This lot consists of two separate twostep marches. “The Two Bills/March
Two-Step by William Sweeney” ©
1910. Three pages of sheet music,
the cover with an image of Buffalo Bill
Cody and Major GW Lillie--Pawnee
Bill, in a circle with a mountainous
canyon backdrop behind. The cover
shows its lower corner missing but
is very good overall, the back with an
advertisement for Jerome H Remick
music publishers Detroit New York
(the publishers of the music). “Buffalo
Bills Farewell/March and Two-Step”
also by William Sweeney © 1911.
Three pages of sheet music, the cover
with a photograph of showman Buffalo Bill holding his Winchester 1873
rifle and hat in each hand, an illustration of a Buffalo head with crossed
rifles to his left. This example is a
slightly more tender with a few more
tears in the cover and a full separa3774
tion along the back spine. This example published by M Witmark & Sons.
A neat collection of antique sheet music dedicated to these Western showmen. (1X38433-144A) [Paul Weisberg Collection]
3775. LOT OF DAISY AIR RIFLES This lot includes three classic .177 caliber air rifles. First is a Daisy Model 1894 lever action air rifle. The metal
surfaces retain 85% original flaking enamel finish with spots of oxidation bleeding through. The molded simulated wood stocks rate very
good with numerous light scratches and handling marks. Second is a Daisy Model 1894 lever action air rifle. The metal surfaces retain 90%
of its enamel finish with spots of flaking, silvering and light oxidation bleeding through. The molded simulated wood stocks rate good with
large gaps around the butting edges and the forend has warped slightly and no longer seats properly. Third is a Model 881 lever action air
rifle. The metal surfaces retain 65% of their thinning and faded enamel finishes. The checkered simulated wood stock rates very good with
numerous light handling marks. These air rifles remain in very good condition. (1X108315-LTS543)
3776. SLAVIA MODEL 603 BREAK ACTION AIR RIFLE serial #7303, .177 caliber, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 85% original blue with several scratches, specks of paint, freckling and oxidation near all over. The air rifle has sporting sights
and the finger groove semi-pistolgrip smooth hardwood stock rates good with numerous light dings, dents and handling marks having had
a light cleaning under an added layer of finish. (1X108447-2)
3777. C HINESE TS-45 SIDE-LEVER PNEUMATIC RIFLE .177 caliber, 18” barrel with a very good bore. The metal surfaces retain 95%
original blue finish with overall light freckling, handling marks and a spot of active oxidation near the muzzle. The smooth pistolgrip hardwood
stock rates very good plus with a few light dings and handling marks. An honest example with a lot of life left in its spring. (1X108446-36)
3778. MOUNTAIN LION This lot includes a full
standing mount of a mature lion pausing
mid-stride to check the surroundings. The
cat is mounted to a base that resembles
a rocky terrain and measures 70”x3”x45”.
The overall condition is good as the cat
has spots where the hide has dried and
cracked and it is uncertain if they could be
repaired. These spots are located at the
top of the tail, the right rear quarter and
there is a small section under the tail
as well. The front side of the mount is
well kept and if placed strategically
still makes an attractive looking
3778
mount. (2X108a305-1)
[This item must be
picked up shipping
is not available]
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3779. F ULL PHEASANT MOUNT A vintage full mount in natural setting inside a handmade glass display case measuring 38
1/2”x26”x8 1/2”. The birds color has faded slightly and it remains in overall near excellent condition. (1X8539-1) [Please note:
Shipping will not be available for this item]
3780. W HITETAIL MOUNT This is a custom
mount on a pedestal base of a typical 10
point whitetail deer. The deer’s tip to tip
measurement is 12 1/2” with an outside
3779
spread of 20”. There are four tines on the
viewer’s left and six on the right. The deer
sits on a custom hardwood base that has
a steel shaft for the mount to securely
rest on, which allows it to be swiveled in
any direction. The round base has a 23”
diameter with a 12”X12”X36” raised panel midsection with 18”X18”X1 3/4” top.
The pedestal has a dark walnut finish
and is handsomely crafted and with the
mount in place measures almost 78” tall.
(3X107820-10) [Please note: crating and
freight shipping will apply]
3781. ANTIQUE FIREFIGHTER HELMET
This lot consists of a red helmet shell. The
exterior has a couple dents, overall flaking
and spots of oxidation on the base where
it has flaked. The interior has mostly flaked
to gray with scattered oxidation, staining
and a chipping area at rear. The helmet
appears similar to the French “Adrian”
combat helmet and there is no liner assembly present. (1X208409-16A)
3782. G ERMAN M38 PARATROOPER HELMET This lot consists of a Ger3782
man M38 style Fallschrimjager helmet. The exterior of the helmet has a gray
3780
feldgrau paint with scattered light flaking, scratches, scuffs and some small
spots of oxidation. The interior has the same gray Feldgrau paint with
scattered flaking and light oxidation. The rear of the interior is marked
“7191” and the left side is marked “ET71”. The liner and chinstrap are
likely reproduction and show scattered crazing and dirt staining. There
are no decals on the helmet and it has the spanner type rivets. A good
representative piece for the military collector. (1X208409-16B)
3783. HELMET LOT This lot consists of an unmarked dark gray Brodie
style helmet. The helmet shows scattered flaking paint, staining and oxidation. The inside of the helmet appears to be painted white and shows scattered
oxidation staining and flaking. The liner is intact and shows scattered soiling
and some crazing. (3X206856-11A)
3784. B EEMAN MODEL R1 ELITE SERIES COMBO AIR RIFLE serial #924927, .177 cal., 22 1/2” barrel. This
German manufactured air rifle retains 98% original blue finish with scratches and light freckling. Included are a
ribbed barrel weight and two stage adjustable trigger. The capped checkered pistol grip Monte-Carlo beech
half stock rates very good with concentrated scratches on the bottom of the forearm. The raised cheekpiece
is on the right side and rubber Beeman buttpad is in near excellent condition. A Beeman Blue Ribbon 2-7X32
scope is mounted with clear optics and duplex crosshairs. One swivel stud is mounted on the stock and
the other on the barrel. (98569-16) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
(350/550)

3784
3785. HY-SCORE MODEL 815 AIR PISTOL .22 cal., 7 1/8” barrel. This break barrel
air pistol retains 99% original blue finish with light scratches and handling marks. The hard plastic
light gray frame and checkered grips rate excellent with light scratches and handling marks. This air
pistol is equipped with a hooded front and adjustable rear site. Should prove to be a fun plinker. (98673-9)
{NON GUN}
(50/100)
3786. SHERIDAN MODEL CB BLUE STREAK AIR RIFLE serial #062817, .20 cal., 19 1/2” barrel. This air rifle
retains 98% original black finish with scratches and handling marks. The walnut full stock rate very good plus
with light scratches and handling marks. There are some concentrated dings on the toe and worn finish on
the heel. This air rifle is equipped with a fixed front ramp and Williams peep sight and rotating safety. (9858254) {NON GUN}
(50/150)
3787. S HERIDAN MODEL CB BLUE STREAK AIR RIFLE serial #20025, .20 cal., 19 1/2” barrel. This air
rifle retains 95% original black finish with scratches and handling marks. The walnut forend rates very
good with light scratches and handling marks. There is light discoloration on the stock with scratches
and handling marks. This air rifle is equipped with a fixed front and adjustable rear sight and it has a
rotating safety. (98657-99S21006A) {NON GUN}
(50/100)
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3788. WALTHER MODEL NIGHTHAWK SEMI-AUTO CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #J090740161, .177 cal., 3 1/2” rifled steel barrel. This air
pistol is mostly a hard black polymer with a few scratches and handling marks. It is equipped with a detachable compensator, red dot laser
sight, mounted flashlight, Picatinny rail and adjustable rear sight. Included is a factory black hard case that is end labeled to the gun, two
factory 8-round magazines, thread protector, 2 allen wrenches, nearly full pellet tin, three CO2 cartridges, owner’s manual and assorted
paperwork. (98693-19) {NON GUN}
(150/250)
3789. LOT OF TWO AIR PISTOLS The first item is a Hahn Model 45 CO2 Single Action BB Gun, 4” barrel. This BB gun retains 98% of its black
finish with scratches and handling marks. It is a full-size replica of the Colt Single Action Army. The plastic imitation staghorn finish grips
rate excellent with handling marks. Included is a very good cardboard box that is tattered, approximately 900 BBs and instruction manual.
The second item is a Marksman Model 1010, serial #1251721, .177 cal., 5” barrel. The metal surfaces retain 98% black finish with scratches
and handling marks. The checkered polymer grips rate excellent with handling marks. Included is a very good Styrofoam box that is tattered.
(98693-41-24) {NON GUN}
(75/125)
3790. GAMO MODEL SHADOW 1000 AIR RIFLE serial #04-1C-336630-03. .177 cal., 18” barrel. This air rifle retains 98% original blue finish
with a light 1/8” wide oxidation stain near the rear sight and scattered light scratches. The hard polymer gray stock has light scratches and
the fiber optic front and adjustable fiber optic rear sights rate excellent. This air rifle is equipped with a BSA 4X32 scope with clear optics
and a hard rubber butt. Included are scope covers, adjustable trigger and a leather sling. (98693-8) (NON GUN)
(100/150)
3791. PARRIS-DUNN DUMMY TRAINING RIFLE 24” barrel. This Mark 1 U.S. Navy training rifle retains 60% black finish with expected
scratches and oxidation staining. The wood stock rates very good with scratches and handling marks. The barrel band is intact but slightly
loose and the fixed front and flip up rear sights are still with the trainer. (98585-148) {NON GUN}
(50/100)
3792. B EEMAN MODEL HW97K AIR RIFLE serial #1375805, .20 cal., 17 1/2” barrel. This air rifle retains 99% original blue finish with light
scratches. The Monte Carlo beech stock with raised cheekpiece and soft rubber recoil pad rate excellent with light scratches and handling
marks. This air rifle is equipped with a 4-12X40 Bushnell scope with clear optics and a leather sling. Included are owner’s manual and
assorted paperwork. (98693-15) {NON GUN}
(300/500)
3793. E GYPTIAN HAKIM AIR RIFLE TRAINER BY ANSCHUTZ .22 cal, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of
this interesting rifle retain about 90% original parkerized finish with scattered scratches, light dings, freckling and handling marks. The
steel buttplate shows some moderate oxidation staining and toning to gray. All of the Egyptian markings remain very crisp and clear. The
pistolgrip hardwood stock and handguard remain in good overall condition with numerous scattered dings, dents, tiny chips, a small crack
forward of the triggerguard and handling marks. The sling swivels and original sights are all intact. An interesting piece that would make a
neat addition to any military collection. (138446-10) {NON-GUN}
(350/550)
3794. F EINWERKBAU MODEL 65 AIR PISTOL serial
#107193, .177 Cal., 7” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
This Beeman-imported pistol has 99% original blue finish
with light scratches and excellent textured wood target
grips. The air pistol is housed in its original foam clamshell
3794
with papers, multi-tool, cleaning cloth and a container of felt cleaning pellets. The oversleeve is missing. A virtually new precision air pistol from two of the world’s most-trusted
names. (98693-23) {NONGUN}
(350/550)
3795. HAMILTON NO. 11 RIFLE .22 cal., 8” barrel with oxidized bore. This rifle is 31” in overall length
and retains strong traces of its original nickel finish but is mostly a dull brown patina. The walnut stock rates
very good with expected overall dings and handling marks. The markings state it is a No 11 and manufactured
in Plymouth Michigan but the word “Hamilton” is not visible. The butt plate is oxidized and there is a tight 3/4”
crack at the toe. (98562-5)
(350/550)

3795
3796. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 276 “GAS GUN” SHOULDER FIRED TEAR GAS LAUNCHER serial #PY4001, 37mm, 14” smoothbore barrel with a partially oxidized and pitted bore. This launcher utilizes a highly modified “N” revolver frame with wooden shoulder stock
and can be fired single or double action. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original Parkerizing with scattered light scratches. There is a
gray painted band on the barrel for mounting a sling swivel that retains about 50% of the finish with the rest worn to pewter. The service
hammer and trigger retain bold case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The wooden pistol grip buttstock rates near excellent
with a few light handling marks. The ventilated rubber recoil pad with S&W logo rates excellent. The launcher features folding rear peep
sight, high mounted bead front sight and a quick release barrel pivot pin. It includes quick detachable sling swivel on the buttstock and 1”
O.D. canvas sling. A must-have for the serious police firearms collector. (88172-1) {NON-GUN}
(200/400)
3797. B ROWNING B2000 BARREL LOT This lot consists of a single Browning 2000 32” ventilated rib 12 gauge 3” magnum barrel with an
excellent bore choked full. The barrel is in excellent condition with 99% remaining and a few minor handling marks. The Browning B2000
could be easily converted to 3” magnum by installing a 3” chambered barrel (always consult owner’s manual). (88585-42A)
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3798. C OLT POST WAR SERVICE MODEL ACE LOT This lot
consists of a single Colt Service Ace slide assembly. The lot includes an un-numbered Colt Service Ace marked slide, barrel
with floating chamber, ejector, barrel bushing and magazine.
The slide retains about 97% Parko-Lubrite finish with scattered
light edge wear and handling marks. The slide is complete with
factory improved Stevens adjustable rear sight and ramp front
sight, firing pin, firing pin spring and extractor. The 4 7/8” factory
3798
barrel with floating chamber has an excellent bore. The magazine
is factory marked and rates about excellent. If you have a post
war Service Model Ace in need of a slide assembly this will be
of great interest. (88570-7)
3799. C OLT 22/45 CONVERSION UNIT LOT This lot consists of a single Colt 22 / 45 Conversion unit. The unit includes an unmarked twopiece woodgrain box with no label in very good plus condition. A single Colt “Conversion Unit” marked slide that retains about 99% original
blue with a few light handling marks equipped with a Patridge front sight, Colt Accro rear sight and is complete with firing pin assembly and
extractor. Also included is a 4 7/8” barrel with floating chamber exhibiting an excellent bore plus barrel bushing, ejector, recoil spring, Colt
marked magazine and a manual. Overall, the unit appears to have seen only minimal use. (88570-32)
3800. C IENER COMMANDER 22/45 CONVERSION KIT This lot consists of a single conversion kit by
Jonathan Arthur Ciener, Inc. This kit includes a single aluminum Commander length slide that retains about
99% silver anodized finish complete with sights, firing pin assembly and extractor. The 4 1/4” barrel has an
excellent bore and attached ejector. Also included are a recoil spring guide, recoil spring, buffer, (2) magazines
and a manual. The magazines have the same silver anodized finish as the slide. Also included is the original
hard case labeled to the unit. This unit appears to have seen minimal use. (88570-8)
3801. E RMA WERKE 22 LR P-08 LUGER CONVERSION
KIT LOT This lot consists of a single conversion kit for a
Luger pistol. The Kit includes a green cloth covered twopiece box marked “ERMA WERKE” and “INTERARMCO”
which rate near excellent. The kit consists of a slide / bolt
/ recoil spring assembly, 7 1/4” barrel with an excellent
bore, barrel adapter for 4” barrels, (2) knurled barrel lock
nuts, a single magazine and combination cleaning rod /
tool. The top of the bolt retains about 99% original blue
and all parts are in excellent condition showing light use.
The top of the bolt has the Erma logo and is numbered
525 and “Made in Germany” appears on the toggle assembly, magazine and barrel adapter. An interesting and
seldom seen kit. (88570-9)
3802. H IGH STANDARD RIFLE CONVERSION UNIT
This lot consists of a single unmarked barrel / sight /
buttstock conversion unit. The 16 3/4” 22 LR heavy barrel
is unmarked but has an excellent bore. The barrel is configured to fit any of the High Standard
series of pistol in 22 LR that utilize the push button barrel mounting system. The right side of the
barrel has a bracket holding a tubular metal buttstock that extends 16” (measured from breech
3801
face to buttplate) and slides in even with the muzzle. The barrel retains about 98% original fading
blue with light scratches and minor oxidation stains but the sliding buttstock has numerous fine
scratches and wear marks with about 80-85% remaining. The barrel has see-thru scope mounts
with a Tasco Bantam 2.5X20mm scope with clear optics featuring duplex and circle reticle. (88570-3)

3802

3803. S&W BARREL LOT This lot consists of a Model 1000 Super 12 slug shotgun barrel in 12 gauge with a bright, excellent bore. This
22” smooth bore barrel features a gloss blue finish and is equipped with rifle sights. It comes in its original box and is in as-new overall
condition. (48428-44)
3804. S&W BARREL LOT This lot consists of a Model 1000 slug shotgun barrel in 12 gauge with a bright, excellent bore. This 22” smooth bore
barrel features a parkerized finish and is equipped with rifle sights. It comes in its original box and is in as-new overall condition. (48428-45)
3805. S&W BARREL LOT This lot consists of a Model 1000 shotgun barrel in 12 gauge choked full with an excellent bore. This 30” ventilated barrel features a gloss blue finish and is equipped with dual bead sights. It comes in its original box and is in as-new overall
condition. (48428-46)
3806. S&W BARREL LOT This lot consists of an Eastfield Model 916-T rifle sight barrel. The barrel measures 20 1/4” long with an excellent
cylinder bore, though it is marked “Full Choke”. The metal surfaces retain most of what appears to be the original blue with some areas of
light surface oxidation throughout. There are a few light handling and tool marks present but the barrel is in very good to near excellent
condition. (48428-47A)
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3807. S&W BARREL LOT This lot consists of an Eastfield Model 916-T plain round barrel with single bead sight. The barrel measures 28” long
and is choked a light full. There are a few areas of light surface oxidation but most of the original blue is still present. An excellent example
overall. (48428-47B)
3808. C IENER CONVERSION LOT This lot consists of a Ciener 22 LR conversion unit for the M16 and AR-15 style rifles. The kit includes the
bolt adapter and detachable magazine and are housed in the original brown plastic hard case. An excellent example overall. (46247-21)
3809. ACTION ARMS CONVERSION LOT This lot consists of a 45 ACP UZI conversion unit by Action Arms. This Israeli made kit includes
the 16 1/4” barrel, bolt, manual, 16 round magazine and loading tool for the 45 ACP. It is housed in the original black plastic hard case and
is in excellent condition. (46247-23)
3810. F LARE LAUNCHER LOT This lot consists of Cobray 37mm flare launcher assembly. Housed in the original box with instruction sheet,
included is the handguard cover. This unit mounts in the same manner as the M203 grenade launcher and is in as-new condition. (46247-22)
3811. F OREGRIP LOT This lot consists of a Crimson Trace MVF-515 tactical vertical foregrip with green laser. The black, ergonomically
shaped grip features pressure switches that activate a LED flashlight or the green laser. The switches are ambidextrous and activate
instinctively when the grip is held. Made to fit the picatinny style rail mounts the grip functions as it should and is in excellent overall
condition. (48717-75B) [John W. Young Collection]
3812. B ROWNING BARREL LOT This lot consists of a Belgian made Browning Auto-5 27 1/2” plain round 16 gauge barrel. The barrel is
choked modified but struck (***) with the forward * being stuck out and has near excellent lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 90% of an applied blue finish, some of the factory markings are soft. Equipped with a raised bead sight this is a very good example
and would make a great replacement barrel for you vintage 16 gauge Auto-5. (48490-2A)
3813. M ECH-TECH SYSTEMS CARBINE CONVERSION UNIT LOT This lot consists of a single Mech-Tech Systems Inc. 1911 carbine
conversion unit in 45 ACP. The 16” stainless steel barrel with attached muzzle brake has an excellent bore. The black enamel crackle finish
on the receiver and metal buttstock rates excellent with about 99% remaining. The gray synthetic forend rates excellent as does the black
rubber buttplate. The unit features a Weaver style rail with a Bushnell Sportview 3-9X40mm scope with duplex reticle and clear optics. The
scope is mounted a little low and set of risers should help it tremendously. In use you only need to slide the 1911 frame assembly onto the
carbine unit and lock it in place with the slide lock. Looks like a real fun unit to shoot with practical applications. (88570-4)

3813
3814. B ROWNING AUTO-5 BARREL LOT 12 ga, 25 1/2” plain barrel choked modified with a very good bore showing some light fouling
throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue showing some operational wear, light scratches and a few scattered freckles.
The barrel is marked “MADE IN BELGIUM” with “BROWNING ARMS COMPANY” stamp and numerous Belgian proof marks. The barrel
is sighted with a single silver bead. (138585-40A)
3815. SHOTGUN BARREL LOT Remington Model 1100 12 ga., 26” single bead ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent bore choked improved
cylinder. The metal surfaces retain 95-98% original blue with some scattered fine oxidation and a speck or two of light silvering. (58704-4A)
3816. I NGLIS HI POWER SHOULDER STOCK LOT This lot consists of an original shoulder stock holster for an Inglish Hi Power pistol.
The wood remains in excellent condition with a crisp “S.A.LTD./1944” marking, a few light dings and scattered handling marks. The
metal parts retain nearly all of their arsenal parkerized finish with some light silvering and
dirt staining. (208570-12)
3817. M OSSBERG MAVERICK ACCESSORY LOT This lot includes three items. First is a
28” ventilated rib barrel with Modified screw in choke and a bright excellent bore for
a Maverick 88 shotgun. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with scattered
oxidation and freckling near its entire length. Second is a pair of Mossberg 12
ga., screw in chokes with wrench in their original sealed blister pack. They
appear to be improved cylinder and full. Third is a light duty travel case by
Gun Guard measuring 48”x15”x4” with locking claps closures however
3818
no keys are provided. These items are in about very good to excellent
condition. (108657-91S20909A)
3818. C OLT DERINGER COLLECTIBLE LOT This is a rather interesting lot
consisting of what appears to be some sort of tool room or test products.
The first item is a solid brass stock formed into the rough shape of a Colt
Deringer frame with unfinished extensions in the trigger and hammer area, a
brass plug where the frame/barrel hinge would be and a large stamped “1” on
the grip frame. The brass is an overall pleasing ocher patina, no doubt quite old with some
small scattered dings and light staining. The second item is a steel plate with Colt Deringer
hammer affixed to a pivot pin. The plate is neatly stamped “Deringer Hammer 11/1903” and remains
mostly bright with some light scattered freckling and the hammer toning to dark gray patina with light oxidation staining. Overall a very
interesting lot for the Colt enthusiast. (138624-8)
(300/500)
3819. LUGER HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a black leather flap holster for a P.08 Luger pistol and is maker-marked on the interior body
“CARL HEINICHEN / DRESDEN / 1934” and a soft but visible “(Eagle) / WaA105” Waffenamt. The holster is in very good plus condition
showing some high edge wear to brown, light scuffs, scratches, some cracking on the strap and handling marks. All of the stitching is still
tight and the buckle is intact. Also included is an original loading tool with small “(Eagle) / 63” acceptance stamp showing some light high
edge and operational wear. Overall a very nice early Nazi Luger holster to complete your rig. (138570-12A) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
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3820
3820. F RAMED RARE VINTAGE “DEAD SHOT” POWDER FELT STORE COUNTER DISPLAY LOT This
lot consists of a framed felt vintage Dead Shot powder
shot gun shells counter display piece by American Powder
Mills, these were used many years ago to be put on glass
showcases as the customer looked at a firearm. American
Powder Mills was a Massachusetts gunpowder manufacturing complex on the Assabet River and was founded in
1883. The felt piece itself measures approximately 11 1/2” x
9 1/4” and it is professionally set in a wooden matted frame
measuring 15 1/2” x 13” overall. The felt display reads “See
that your shells are loaded with / DEAD SHOT / POWDER
/ Kill your bird-Not your shoulder” and features a full color
falling duck in the center. A rare seldom encountered display to add to your collection. (218583-13)
3821. CUSTOM FRAMED MIGRATORY BIRD HUNTING
STAMPS AND SHOTGUN SHELLS LOT This lot consists of a professionally framed display of Federal Migratory
Bird Hunting Stamps and assorted vintage shotgun shells.
The wooden frame measures 16 1/2” x 15” and features 15
individual “Duck Stamps” dated 1938-1941, 1943, 1946,
1949, 1961-1963 and 1965-1969. There is a 7” x 8” center recessed shadowbox section which displays 9 vintage
shotgun shells of various gauges and manufacturers. A
well done custom and unique display that any duck hunter
would be proud to hang on their wall. (218583-12)
3822. F RAMED A.B. FROST PRINT LOT This lot consists of a framed and matted brown and white copy of
A.B Frost’s “A Tempting Shot”. The view measures 13
1/2” x 10 1/4”, with a salmon colored border and the
external dimensions of the wooden frame are 15 1/2”
x 19 1/2”. The back of the frame is labeled “A Temping
Shot / Hunting Shooting Waterfowl Ducks / By A. B.
Frost / Indian Canoe, Rice Lake, Minnesota / Published
in Harper Weekly / October 24, 1885”. (218474-1)
3823. WALNUT MAYNARD / MASS ARMS CO. CASE
LOT This lot consists of a walnut Maynard / Mass Arms
Co. gun case. This case measures 28” x 10 1/4” x 2 1/2”
overall and has a burgundy felt interior. There are three
brass hinges on the rear and two brass swing latches
and a slot for a skeleton key, which is not included, in the
front to hold the cover closed. The interior has several
compartments for the stock, barrel and assorted accoutrements and there are tears and stains and a section
of divider is missing so the felt has loosened in this
area. There is a full length crack in the cover which
is separating, the rear is separating along the bottom
and overall the case has seen its fair share of use
with fading finish, scratches, cracks and “character”
marks. (218631-6)
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3824. G ERMAN RESERVE VETERANS CANE This lot consists of a German reserve veterans cane. The black cane features the Imperial
German colors and it shows scattered dings. There are four colored ribbons two which are labeled “Parole heimat” and “Reserve hat Ruh”
and the others appear unlabeled. The top of the cane has a silver colored handle that shows floral engraving and some light tarnish. An
interesting piece of German military history. (208475-3)
3825. M1 CARBINE MAGAZINE POUCH This lot consists of an original dual-magazine M1 Carbine buttstock pouch. The rear of the pouch
is maker marked “R.B. Hanson MFG. Co./1942” and there is some light scattered dirt staining. (208585-132A)
3826. M1 CARBINE MAGAZINE POUCH LOT This lot consists of an original dual-magazine M1 Carbine buttstock pouch and two magazines. The rear of the pouch is maker marked “LAIRD SCHOBER/1943” and it shows scattered light dirt staining. The two magazines are
both marked “U” for Union Hardware, they show silvering and some light oxidation specks. (208659-64A)
3827. TEMPLAR BELT LOT This lot consists of three Masonic Knights Templar Belts. The first belt has a buckle marked “ROCKLAND/No.75”
on the front, it has a Theliley Co maker’s mark and a name that appears to read “ARTHUR R. BARRETT”. The leather shows minor staining
and the gold parts show some light tarnish and flaking. The second belt has “GRAND COMMANDERY STATE OF NEW YORK” on the
front, a size marking of 44 1/2”, some loose stitching, dirt staining, crazing and light tarnish. The third belt has a cross over the Latin words
“IN HOC SIGNO VINCES” and a name “EMT. MILTON G. PETERSON” on the inside. There is some loose fabric, crazing, dirt staining and
light tarnish. (208357-26)
3828. U.S. ARMORY SHOULDER KNOT LOT This lot consists of two U.S. Army gold shoulder knots and a black tin. The shoulder knots
show some light dirt and dust staining from the years. The black tin shows scattered flaking, oxidation and some dirt staining. (208357-13)
3829. TROMMEL MAGAZINE LOADING TOOL This lot includes a loading tool for a P-08 snail drum magazine that is marked only “Made
in Belgium” and two pin punches. The reproduction tool seems well constructed with some light usage marks along the working areas.
There are no visible numbers or markings on any of the parts and it has a robust spring and all parts move freely. A
washer and screw have been added to the back of the keeper and this should make a nice addition to ones Luger tool
box. Also included are two unmarked blued pin punches that are in excellent condition. (108570-16)
3830. W WII ERA GUNNERS MITTENS This lot includes a pair
of A-9A U.S. Air Corps leather Gunners mittens by Hansen
Glove Corp. The three finger mittens are wool lined and the
leather remains mostly supple with light scuffs and crazing
near all over. The wool has a tobacco stained color and the
mittens remain in very good plus condition. (108570-43)
3829
[Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3831. S LING AND BELT LOT This lot includes an assortment of canvas and leather military and sportsman style
slings belts and web gear. First are six canvas military rifle slings all 1” wide with various hardware in overall good
condition. Second are six various rifle slings mostly sporting style with two military style all in good condition. Third
are two web belts one modern unmarked reproduction and the other dated 43 by RM Co., two assorted canvas
magazine pouches and a 51 dated grey canvas Hi-power holster likely Canadian Military surplus. Fourth is a 38”
leather George Lawrence cartridge belt and 1” leather keeper strap measuring 79” in length. Items are in good
overall condition. (108570-38) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3832. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot includes 19 items. First are eight as-near-new MTM plastic travel cases measuring 15”x9”x3” with
snap closures and molded holes for pad locks. Most include a product brochure and remain in their plastic sleeves. Second is an
assortment of 11 small to large size zippered pistol rugs in a variety of materials all in very good to excellent condition. (108570-35)
[Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3833. S HOOTERS LOT This lot includes a variety of shooting aids to include: two Choate Tool Mini-14 double mag clamps, E&L MFG shell
catcher, Cobray loading tool, Adco “Super Thumb” loading tool, dust cover for AR or Mini-14 style magazines, unmarked shell deflector
and a Ram-Line high capacity magazine for a Charter Arms AR 7 rifle, and a Bushnell 2.5 fixed Phantom EER scope with crosshair reticle
and crisp clear optics. These items are in very good to excellent condition. (108570-52) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3834. M1 CARBINE SCABBARD This lot includes a U.S. marked leather scabbard dated 1948 by J.Q.M.D. The scabbard appears complete
with overall tight stitching, light scuff, spots of verdigris at the brass hardware and all straps appear present and complete. The brass hardware
has a dark mustard patina with all having varying amounts of verdigris staining. The scabbard holds its original shape well and remains in
very good to excellent condition. (108570-37) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3835. LOT OF M1 CARBINE ACCESSORIES This lot includes four items. First is a M15 grenade sight without mounting disc that is wrapped
in cosmoline in excellent condition and includes a range chart and instruction sheet. Second is an unmarked carry case for aforementioned
item that has light mildew staining in good overall condition. Third are two od green canvas magazine pouches one U.S. marked both with
light to perhaps moderate mildew staining in overall good condition. (108570-10B)
3836. C USTOM MILITARY RANGE BOX This lot includes a variety of items for field maintenance on the M1 Garand rifle. There are nine
various oil containers most of which will fit in the buttstock compartment, 9 Enbloc clips, front and rear sight protectors, bolt tool, bore
cleaner, three-piece rod in carry case, assorted pouches, slings, shell extractors and combination tools and cleaning brushes. The items
are mostly GI surplus and in excellent condition. They are stored in a tan and green Flambeau tackle box and would make a very useful kit
come range day. (108570-10) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3837. U.S. MARKED MATTOCK AND CARRIER This lot includes an
3838
entrenching tool and two handles. The mattock measures 14”
from the edge of the 2 1/4” wide blade to point of the
pick and comes with two OD green painted hickory handles one original and one aftermarket replacement that
measure 17” in length. A W.L. Dumas MFG. Co., marked
carrier that is dated 1944 is also included. (108570-44)
[Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3838. W WI ERA MODEL 1909 HOLSTER This lot includes a
russet color M1909 holster by Graton & Knight dated 1918 with A.G. inspectors
initials on the belt loop. The leather is dry with light crazing and has minor scuffing
along some of the edges. There is a crack in the surface of the flap at the hole for the
lift the dot closure and the stitching remains tight and the brass dot and plug are a dark
mustard color. (108570-34A)
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3839. U.S. MARKED M1912 CAVALRY HOLSTER This
holster is dated 1914 and the maker mark is faint and
undiscernible. It is a dark red russet color with brass
furniture and leg strap. The leather is soft and very
supple and there is light verdigris staining on the
rivets and buckle and the brass has toned to a pleasing dark mustard patina. It has a brass double hook
hanger and the stitching remains tight. (10857034B) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3840. U .S. MARKED M1912 CAVALRY HOLSTER
This lot includes a commercial manufactured holster
3839
with no maker marks or date in a russet color with brass furniture
missing the leg strap. The leather is dry and crazed near overall with
scattered scuff marks, spots of verdigris staining near the rivets and swivel.
The brass has toned to a dark mustard color patina and the leather remains supple. (108570-34C) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3841. U.S. MARKED M1916 HOLSTER A Graton & Knight marked, dated 1918 with A.G. inspector’s initials. The dark brown colored leather
exhibits some light crazing along the flap with expected light usage marks. The brass furniture has toned to a dark mustard color and there
is verdigris staining on the rivets and strap holes. The stitching remains tight and there is a light residue left from an unknown preservative.
(107570-34D) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3842. U.S. MARKED M1916 HOLSTER A Sears marked, 1942-dated russet colored holster with leg strap. The
leather exhibits light crazing at the flap with expected light usage marks
and has a couple of dark spots of staining. The brass hardware has
toned to a dark mustard color patina with spots of verdigris on the
rivets. The stitching remains tight and this is a very nice example.
(108570-34E) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3843. U.S. MARKED M1916 HOLSTER A Hoyt marked,
1917-dated holster with J.J.M. inspectors initials. The dark brown
colored holster has overall light usage marks and verdigris staining
on the brass hardware. The stitching remains tight it is missing the
leg tie down but remains in overall very good condition. (10857034F) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3844. LOT OF GUN SLEEVES This lot includes nine various
style and material rifle sleeves. There are three cloth tie style
measuring from 48”to 52” in length and six zippered measuring
3842
50”to 52” in length from multiple manufacturer’s made of canvas or leather all in good to very good condition. (108570-49)
[Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3845. LOT OF TACTICAL GUN SLEEVES This lot includes three zippered multi pocket black canvas gun sleeves. There are two square
end measuring 41” and one tapered end measuring 37” all in very good plus condition from Uncle Mike’s and Ace cases. (108570-49A)
[Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3846. TOOL CARRIER LOT This lot includes two items. First is a leather carrier marked U.S. in oval on the face with R.I.A. / 1917 on the carry
handle and it measures 13”x6”x3” with a divider in the rear left corner. The leather is supple and the brass rivets have oxidized and turned
brown with some verdigris staining present. Leather is supple with spots of crazing and expected usage wear and remains in good overall
condition. Second is a tan canvas bag with reinforced leather corners and bottom similar in design to a line-man’s bag with black stencil
marking CS-76-B and a company logo that is faded and difficult to decipher on the top. It has military Lift the Dot style closures and remains
in good overall condition. (108570-48) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3847. LOT OF SHOOTING ACCESSORIES Lot is made up of three items first is an Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight 20 ga., 28” plain barrel with
an about very good lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 45% blue flaking to brown finish with overall handling marks and
spots of oxidation. Second is an unmarked brass T handle ramrod and unmarked steel T handle cleaning rod. Rods measure 27” steel, 32”
brass and all items are in good to very good condition. (108570-45) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3848. W WII ERA M1A1 JUMP HOLSTER ASSEMBLY This lot includes an original Harian marked 44 dated OD green canvas jump bag
with two Klikit pull closures, wide belt loop and leg strap for use with the M1A1 carbine. The case is in excellent condition and appears
unused. (108570-37A) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3849. W WII ERA M1 CARBINE COVER This lot includes an original M-D Mfg. Co., marked 44 dated OD green heavy canvas
zippered cover for the M1 and M2 carbine. The cover has a brass zipper and carry strap with all marking visible and the stitching
remains tight. The case remains in excellent condition. (108570-37B) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3850. WWII ERA M1A1 JUMP HOLSTER ASSEMBLY This lot includes an original Harian marked 44 dated OD green
canvas jump bag for the M1A1 carbine that has had what appears to be a field modification or repair. A
section along the top edge has an added section of green leather that is crudely secured with aluminum rivets. The case is period and all markings are crisp and legible and it is in overall good
condition. (108570-37C) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3851. L ARGEMOUTH BASS MOUNT This lot
includes a full largemouth bass mount measuring roughly 32”x14”x12” on a knotty
branch. There is a brass plate listing
the weight at 4 lbs. 12 Ozs with Lake
Lillinonah (second largest lake in
Connecticut) and a date of 9-1183. The fish has darkened in color slightly
with a minor chip in the
3851
tail and very light damage along the dorsal fin
but remains pleasurable
to look at. (108474-2)
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3852. P RONGHORN MOUNT This lot includes a right facing shoulder mount. The
pronghorn is depicted ears up and alert and has measurements of 5 1/2” tip to
tip with 8” tall mains. The mount measures roughly 36”x16”x18” and the hide
remains in very good condition and could benefit from a proper brushing. This
is an attractive mount that remains in excellent condition. (108378-6)
3853. B IRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS S.M.L.E. 22 LR CONVERSION KIT LOT
This lot consist of a BSA 22 LR barrel and bolt to convert a S.M.L.E. to rimfire. Included is an unmarked 25 1/2” long x .302” diameter 22 LR barrel with an excellent
bore. The chamber is machined to match the cartridge size and the front is threaded
with a lock nut to secure the barrel to the firearm. Also included is a replacement
bolt marked “22 NO.2” on the bolt head and Birmingham Small Arms mark on
the bolt handle. The barrel shows little wear and rates excellent. The shows light
use and rate very good. (88569-49A) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3854. MODEL 1911 CARBINE CONVERSION KIT LOT This lot consist of 4 pieces.
Included are an unmarked 1911 style 16 3/8” 45 ACP barrel with an excellent bore that
includes a link and link pin. The only marking on the barrel is a small “O in a [square]” on
the left lug. The barrel is Parkerized with about 99% remaining exhibiting light scratches
and the usual wear marks left by the slide on the first 5” of surface. Also included is a
complete arched mainspring housing assembly machined to fit the included shoulder
stock. The next item is a hardwood shoulder stock measuring 13 3/4” long x 3 7/8” tall
with Parkerized mounting hardware. The conversion kit includes a canvas military pouch
that holds both major parts nicely. (88570-36)
3855. PROVIDENCE TOOL COMPANY QUAKER TRAINING RIFLE 32” faux barrel. This
is a drill or training rifle based on a Providence Tool Company U.S. Model 1861 musket lock
dated 1864 exhibiting scattered light oxidation stains on the in-the-white metal surfaces. The
barrel is a blue finished pipe with wood core to simulate a 32” barrel. The one-piece walnut
stock has been shortened to two bands and nosecap eliminated but rates about excellent
with light handling wear. The rifle includes a simple leather sling that is maker marked but
indiscernible and a shortened steel ramrod. Overall, a nice example of a Cadet rifle. (88698-3)
{ANTIQUE}
(75/125)
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Books
3856. BOOK LOT This lot consists of a single hard cover book by Michael W. Silvey titled Pocket Knives Of The
United States Military. This informative book features 135 pages with full color photos and descriptions of
various folding pocket knives used by the U.S. military from the early 1800’s through the late 1900’s. It is in
excellent condition and includes a dust jacket. (48482-8)
3857. LOT OF BOOKS Total of nine. The Great Battles of World War I, by Jack Wren; c. 1971 Jack Wren. 434 pages photograph based hardcover
with jacket showing several tears. World War One Collector’s Handbook, Vols. I & II, by Paul J. Schulz, Hayes Otoupalik and Dennis Gordon;
Vol. I, c. 1977, 50 pages; Vol. II, c. 1979 62 pages. These are staple-bound softcovers with moderate wear, a few ink marks and mild stains.
Collecting Military Headgear of the First World War 1914-1918, by Brian Calkins; c. 1990 Brian Calkins. 104 pages excellent condition softcover. Europe at War: A “Red Book” of the Greatest War in History; c. 1914 Doubleday, Page & Co. 294 pages hardcover with contributions
by several authors and included is the original and fold-out map still attached to inside back cover. The book is in near very good condition
with wear mainly at the corners and indication on lower front of slight contact with liquid. Insignia of the A.E.F., by George O. Morgan and
Mark Warren; c. 1986. Approximately 80 pages staple-bound softcover. Infantry Uniforms Including Artillery and Other Supporting Corps
of Britain and the Commonwealth 1855- 1939, by Robert and Christopher Wilkinson-Latham; c. 1970 R.&C. Wilkinson-Latham. 227 pages
hardcover. One People, one Reich: Enameled Organizational Badges of Germany 1918-1945, by J.R. Cone; published by M.C.N. Press (no
c. info. provided). 99 pages excellent condition hardcover. German Uniforms and Bayonets 1841-1945, by Klaus Lubbe; c. 1999 NIEMANN
Verlag. 164 pages excellent condition hardcover presented in English and German and featuring hundreds of high gloss photos and will
serve well as another valuable collector tool from this grouping. Unless otherwise specified the books rate very good and each exhibits the
name of a previous owner embossed on the front end cover. (78571-1)
3858. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven. Life’s Picture History of World War II, c. 1950 Time Inc. 368 pages photo oriented hardcover measuring
14”x10” with light wear and soiling and with a previous owner’s ID sticker on the front end paper. Pearl Harbor and the War in the Pacific,
consultant editor Bernard C. Nalty; c. Salamander Books Ltd, this edition published 1991. 304 pages coffee table style hardcover with
jacket and rating excellent. The American Heritage History of World War I, by Brigadier General S.L.A. Marshall; c. 1964 American Heritage
Publishing Co., Inc., this edition published 1982. 384 pages hardcover with jacket and showing only very light wear. The Complete History
of World War II by Francis Trevelyan Miller; c. 1951 Ann Woodward Miller. 998 pages hardcover with gilt title stating that this is the Armed
Services Memorial Edition and curiously “and Korea” is included as part of the title. The cover has a small section missing at the top of the
spine, there are some hand written marks in ink along the bottom edge and bruising at the corners. Imperial Japanese Army and Navy
Uniforms and Equipment, by Tadao Nakata; (no c. info. provided). 336 pages photo based hardcover with well-worn and torn jacket that
would serve as a useful aid to the collector. German Military Uniforms and Insignia 1933-1945; published 1967 WE Inc. 227 pages hardcover with jacket and rating very good. A Concise History of World War I, edited by Gen. Vincent J. Esposito; c. 1964 Americana Corp. 414
pages softcover with an area of scuffing on the front, a tape attached label and fading to the pages. Several of the books in this lot have an
owner’s name embossed on the front end paper. (78571-2)
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3859. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven. Military Rifles of Japan, by Fred L. Honeycutt, Jr. and F. Patt Anthony; c. 1983 Fred L. Honeycutt, Jr.
206 pages hardcover that is #631 of a limited second edition of 1000 and signed by Honeycutt. This example shows corner wear and a
jacket with portions missing. The Rise and Fall of Imperial Japan 1894-1945, edited by S.L. Mayer; c. 1976, 1984 Bison Books. 255 pages
extensively illustrated hardcover with jacket. Imperial Japanese Army and Navy Uniforms and Equipment, Vol. 2, (no author or c. info. provided). 391 pages hardcover showing little indication of use and featuring high gloss photos captioned in Japanese and English. Included
is an addendum with additional English translations. Army Uniforms of World War 2, by Andrew Mollo; c. 1973 Blandford Press Ltd. 165
pages excellent condition hardcover with a spine curiously exhibiting in gilt: “World Army Uniforms Since 1939 to the Present”. Handbook
on Japanese Military Forces; 1991 publication of a 1944 U.S. War Department issued handbook. 403 pages softcover rating very good to
excellent. Military Pistols of Japan, by Fred L. Honeycutt, Jr.; c. 1982 Fred L.. Honeycutt, Jr. 167 pages hardcover signed by the author with
jacket showing a few small tears but otherwise excellent. The Basic Guide to Japanese Samurai Swords, by Master Jerry Barbar; c. 1983
Barbar. 35 pages staple-bound softcover that is signed by the author and shows tears and mild soiling. Most of the books in this lot have
an embossed owner’s name on the front end paper. (78571-3)
3860. LOT OF BOOKS Total of 11. Nazi Regalia, by E.W.W. Fowler; c. Saturn Books Ltd (no date provided), this printing 1996. 160 pages hardcover with jacket and rating excellent. German Army Uniforms and Insignia 1933-1945, by Brian L. Davis; c. 1971 Brian L. Davis, this edition
published 1977. 224 pages hardcover with jacket. Collecting the Edged Weapons of the Third Reich, Vol. I, by LTC Thomas M. Johnson;
c. 1982 LTC Thomas M. Johnson. This third edition 343 pages hardcover. Reproduction? Recognition!, by Frederick J. Stephens; c. 1981
Frederick J. Stephens. 247 pages hardcover. A Collector’s Guide to Third Reich Militeria: Detecting the Fakes, by Robin Lumsden; c. 1989
Robin Lumsden. 144 pages excellent condition softcover. Dress and Field Service Hats of the Third Reich, Vol. I, by Thomas L. Shutt II; c.
1981 H.S.M. Publications. 221 pages hardcover with jacket and is signed by the author as #933 of the first 1000 copies of this edition that
are serial numbered. Very good condition with moderate tears and wear to the jacket. Die Waffen-SS, compiled & illustrated by Peter Stahl;
c. 1969 Die Wehrmacht. 41 pages staple-bound softcover. German Helmets 1933-1945: A Collector’s Guide, by T.V. Goodapple and R. J.
Weinand; c. 1981 Terry Goodapple and Ronald Weinand. 142 pages softcover. German Helmets 1933-1945: A Collector’s Guide, Vol. II, by
T.V. Goodapple, W. R. Maertz and R. J. Weinand. C. 1983 by the authors. 152 pages softcover. German Uniforms of the Third Reich 19331945, by Brian Leigh Davis; c. 1980 Brian L. Davis. 223 pages excellent condition hardcover. Stahlhelme: Von 1915 bis zur Gegenwart, by
Franz Thaler; c. 1978 Jorg Nimmergur. 242 pages softcover written in German. Most of the books in this lot have an embossed ID on the
front end paper and unless otherwise noted the condition rating is about very good with mild wear and soiling. (78571-4)
3861. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven. Airforce Badges and Insignia of World War 2, by Guido Rosignoli; c. 1977 Arco Publishing Company, Inc.
200 pages hardcover with jacket. Medal of Honor Recipients 1863-1978: “In the Name of the Congress of the United States”, prepared
by the Committee on Veterans’ Affairs United States Senate, dated Feb. 14, 1979 U.S. Government Printing Office. 1113 pages softcover.
Combat Squadrons of the Air Force in World War II: History and Insignia, edited by Maurer Maurer; originally published 1969 Zenger Publishing Co., Inc. 841 pages hardcover with jacket. Combat Flying Clothing: Army Air Forces Clothing During World War II, by C. G. Sweeting;
c. 1984 Smithsonian Institution. 228 pages hardcover with jacket rating near excellent with a few spots of dirt. A History of the United
States Signal Corps, by the editors of the Army Times; c. 1961 The Army Times Publishing Co. 192 pages hardcover with jacket showing
light wear and some tears but otherwise excellent. United States Army Headgear 1855-1902: catalog of United States Army Uniforms in
the Collections of the Smithsonian Institution, II, by Edgar M. Howell; published 1969 Smithsonian Institution Press. 109 pages hardcover
rating excellent. Flying Headgear of the World 1939-1945, by Jim Weld; c. 1980 Jim Weld. 50 pages photograph based softcover. Unless
otherwise stated the condition ratings of the books in this lot is very good with several having owner’s names embossed or written in ink
on the front end paper. (78571-5)
3862. LOT OF BOOKS Six total. The Illustrated Atlas of the Civil War, by the Editors of Time-Life Books and from the Echoes of Glory Collection; c.
1991 Time-Life Books. 320 pages hardcover with jacket and rating excellent. The Ames Sword Company: 1829-1935, by John D. Hamilton;
c. 1983 John D. Hamilton, this second printing 1994. 255 pages hardcover in excellent condition. United States Martial & Collectors Arms,
published by Deutschland Ordnance Co. and dated April 20 1968 and identified as MARS TM-155. 56 pages in original binder. The next
item is an undated reproduction of the U.S. Ordnance Dept. manual originally issued 1874 and identified as Original Ordnance Memoranda
No. 18 and details Cavalry equipment. The last two books in this lot comprise a two volume hardcover set, each by Bell Irvin Wiley: The
Life of Billy Yank; c. 1951, 1952 Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc. 454 pages with separation occurring at the spine. The Life of Johnny Reb; c. 1943
Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc. 444 pages. Each of these books is written as a presentation of how life was for the common soldier. The books show
minor wear with significant sun fading at the spine and are enclosed in their original cardboard sleeve showing some separation, fading and
scuffs. Several of the books include the embossed name of a previous owner. (78571-6)
3863. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven. The German Sniper 1914-1945, by Peter R. Senich; c. 1982 Peter Senich. 445 pages hardcover with
jacket and with a few pages showing highlighting in ink but otherwise excellent. German Military Pistols and Machine Pistols 1871-1945, by
Hans Dieter Gotz; c. 1990 Schiffer Publishing. 243 pages excellent condition hardcover with jacket. Air Force Combat Units of World War
II: History and Insignia, edited by Maurer Maurer, originally published 1961, this printing 1980. 506 pages hardcover with jacket missing
a small portion near spine and edge wear. The Ultimate Sniper: An Advanced Training Manual for Military & Police Snipers, by Maj. John
L. Plaster; c. 1993 John L. Plaster. 453 pages softcover. Military Small Arms of the 20th Century, by Ian V. Hogg and John Weeks; this fifth
edition c. 1985 by the authors and Lionel Leventhal Limited. 303 pages softcover. Next is a July, 1961 dated U.S. Department of the Army
Pamphlet #672-1 Unit Citation and Campaign Participation Credit Register. 534 pages staple-bound softcover equipped with eyelets for
binder storage and the spine edge showing a hand written identification. The final item is a partial representation of a publication on U.S.
military forces with coverage of the various corps including that of individual states . Included are pages 129 to the end at page 250. Unless
otherwise noted the overall condition is very good with most having an embossed stamp of a previous owner. (78571-7)
3864. LOT OF BOOKS Seven total. Head Dress of Imperial Germany 1880-1916, by Paul Sanders; c. 2001 Paul Sanders. 200 pages excellent
condition hardcover with jacket and containing full-page high resolution color photos serving as outstanding resources for identification
purposes. Pickelhauben (spiked helmets): The Glittering Age: German Headdress from the Seventeenth to the Twentieth Century 16501918, by Dr. Eric J. Johansen; no. c. info. provided. Signed by the author as #134 of this edition which includes an introduction dated 1982.
Helmets and Headdress of the Imperial German Army 1870-1918, by Colonel Robert H. Rankin, USMC; c. 1965 E. Norman Flayderman.
152 pages excellent condition hardcover with jacket. Handbuch der Abzeichen deutscher Organisationmen 1871-1945, by Werner Heering
and Andre Husken; c. 1989 Werner Heering. 443 pages pocket size softcover written in German. Nazi Decorations and Medals 19331945, by James A. Sawicki; c. 1958 Lenard Babin. 75 pages staple-bound softcover. Collectors Handbook on German Military Relics (Nazi
Regime), edited by Robert C. Gramberg. 92 pages spiral- bound softcover. The seventh item is an eight page staple-bound softcover on
Nazi edged weapons and presented entirely in German. Also included with this lot is a grouping of 127 loose sheets serving as a copy
of the publication Insignia, Decorations and Badges of the Third Reich and Occupied Countries published by Military Collectors Service/
Kedichem-Holland. Unless otherwise stated the condition rating of the items in this lot is very good with several showing embossed stamps
of a previous owner. (78571-8)
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3865. LOT OF BOOKS Four total. Uniforms & Traditions of the German Army 1933-1945, Vol. 2, by John R. Angolia and Adolf Schlicht; c. 1986
by the authors. 415 pages hardcover. Uniforms & Traditions of the German Army 1933-1945 Vol. 3, by John R. Angolia and Adolf Schlicht.
640 pages hardcover. For Fuhrer and Fatherland, by John R. Angolia; c. 1976 John R. Angolia, this second printing 1985. 448 pages hardcover. Badges & Insignia of the Third Reich 1933-1945, by Brian Leigh Davis; c. 1983 Blandford Books Ltd. 208 pages hardcover with
jacket showing a small tear. The overall condition is very good to excellent with an embossed name on the front end papers. (78571-9)
3866. LOT OF BOOKS Total of four hardcovers. Colt Firearms from 1836, by James E. Serven; c. 1954, 1979 James E. Serven, this printing 1980.
401 pages with jacket affixed to inside back cover. Samual Colt Presents: A Loan Exhibition of Presentation Percussion Colt Firearms, preface
by C. C. Cunningham; c. 1961 Wadsworth Atheneum. 293 pages. Armsmear: The Home, the Arm and the Armory of Samuel Colt.; c. 1976
Beinfeld Publishing, Inc. 399 pages and serial #524 of the 1776 printed in this edition that is a recreation of the historic 1866 publication.
First on the Rope, a novel by R. Frison-Roche; c. 1950 Prentice Hall, this printing 1952. 246 pages. The first three books in this lot exhibit a
somewhat wavy structure and each has Colt related photos and original documents glued to back end papers as an attractive display. The
books show minimal wear and soiling. (73762-1A)
3867. LOT OF BOOKS Total of six hardcovers. The Gun-Founders of England: With a List of English and Continental Gun-Founders from the XIV
to the XIX Centuries, by Charles Ffoulkes; c. 1937, 1969 Charles FFoulkes; 133 pages. The Crossbow, by Sir Ralph Payne-Gallway. c. 1953
Holland Press. 375 pages. European Firearms European, by J.F. Hayward; c. 1955 Philosophical Library, Inc. 53 pages text with extensive
photo plate section. The first four books in this lot include the original jackets affixed to the back covers and rate near excellent with a
previous owner’s name written and embossed. Gun Collecting, by Charles Edward Chapel; c. 1939, by Coward-McCann, Inc. 232 pages
with separated jacket that is missing a large section of the front and extensive white staining to the back cover. An Introduction to European
Swords, by Anthony North; c. 1982 Anthony North. 48 pages and rating near excellent. (73762-1B)
3868. LOT OF BOOKS Eight total. United States Martial Pistols and Revolvers, by Arcadi Gluckman, Major U.S. Army; c. 1939 Otto Ulbrich
Co., Inc. approximately 300 pages hardcover. Firearms of the Confederacy, by Claud E. Fuller and Richard D. Steuart; c. 1944 Standard
Publications, Inc. 333 pages hardcover. Notes on Ordnance of the American Civil War 1861-1865, by Harold L. Peterson; c. 1959 American
Ordnance Association. Approximately 80 pages hardcover. Ships and Seamen of the American Revolution-vessels, crews, weapons, gear,
naval tactics and actions of the War of Independence, by Jack Coggins; c. 1969 Jack Coggins. 224 pages hardcover with jacket. Miniature Arms, by Merrill Lindsay; c. 1970 Merrill Lindsay. 111 pages hardcover. Miitary Miniatures, by Peter Blum; approximately 40 pages
hardcover. Several of the books in this lot contain identification information in the form of attached labels or ink writing. The last two items
are softcover auction catalogs from James D. Julia, Inc. circa 2004/2005. The overall condition of the lot is very good to excellent with light
wear and soiling evident. (73762-1C)
3869. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven hardcovers. Complete Field Guide to American Wildlife: East, Central and North, by Henry Hill Collins, Jr.;
c. 1959 Henry Hill Collins, Jr. 683 pages and with jacket. Sportsman’s Guide to Game Animals: A Field Book of North American Species,
by Leonard Lee Rue III. 655 pages and with jacket. The Whitetail Deer Guide: A Complete, Practical Guide to Hunting America’s Number
One Big-Game Animal, by Ken Heuser; c. 1972 Ken Heuser. 208 pages and with jacket. The Hunter’s World, by Charles F. Waterman; (no
c. info. provided). 250 photo packed pages and with jacket. There is a liquid stain evident on the page edges. The Treasury of Hunting, by
Larry Koller. C. 1965 Western Publishing Co., Inc. 251 pages with jacket and many photographs. The Sportsman’s Encyclopedia, edited by
Bill Burton; c. 1971 Ottenheimer Publishers, Inc. 638 pages and with jacket. The American Home Garden Book and Plant Encyclopedia, by
the editors and staff of The American Home; c. 1963 The Curtis Publishing Co. 512 pages. The overall condition of the lot is very good with
small tears to the jackets, mild soiling and fading. (77545-1A)
3870. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven including the first four as a set of softcovers contained in a cardboard sleeve and are c. 1965 by Outdoor
Life. Hunting the Whitetail Deer, by Russell Tinsley; 144 pages. Game Bird Hunting, by F. Phillip Rice and John I. Dahl. 190 pages. Outdoor
Photography: Specially for Hunters, Fishermen, Naturalists, Wildlife Enthusiasts, by Erwin Bauer. 141 pages. Sportsman’s Camping Guide, by
Leonard Miracle. 159 pages. The set shows little indication of use with sun fading evident at the spines. Hunting the Hard Way, by Howard
Hill; c. 1953 Wilcox & Follett Co. 318 pages hardcover serving as a comprehensive guide to archery hunting. The Hunter’s World, by Charles
F. Waterman; (no. c. info. provided) 250 pages hardcover with jacket. The New Hunter’s Encyclopedia, edited by Raymond Camp, c. 1966
The Stackpole Co. 1131 pages hardcover. The last three books in the lot rate near excellent with fading and some corner wear. (77545-1B)
3871. LOT OF BOOKS Five total and all of the Hunter’s Information Series with copyrights by the North American Hunting Club. The Game Rifle,
by Bob Hagel; c. 1992. 249 pages. North American Hunting Adventures, a compilation of 43 articles by individual members of the club;
c. 1988. 208 pages. Hunting Whiteails Successfully, by J. Wayne Fears; c. 1986. 206 pages. Bowhunting Big Game, by Dan Dietrich. 250
pages. For Big Bucks Only, by Jeff Murray; c. 1989. 216 pages. All five are of identical construction featuring impressive maroon hardcovers
with gold embossed graphics and appear unused with traces of foxing occurring along some of the top edges. (77545-1C)
3872. LOT OF BOOKS Total of six hardcovers. Tactics on Trout, by Ray Ovington; c. 1969 Ray Ovington. 327 pages and with jacket. The Treasury
of Angling, by Larry Koller; c. 1963 Golden Press. 251 pages with jacket and an abundance of color illustrations. The American Sportsman
Treasury, a compilation of 20 hunting and fishing articles by individual authors. 252 illustration augmented pages and with jacket. The first
three books in this lot rate very good plus with some fading and scattered minor stains and the following three rate excellent and appear
essentially unused with the first two being from the North American Fishing Club series, written by Dick Sternberg with copyrights by the club
and feature high resolution photography including stunning examples on the dark blue front covers accented with gold embossed graphics.
Trout: Stream-Fishing Strategies; c. 1999. 157 pages Catch Fish Anywhere, Anytime, c. 1998. 158 pages. The Complete Book of Sportfishing, comprised of ten sections, each by separate authors and containing more than 550 illustrations. 284 pages with jacket. (77545-1D)
3873. LOT OF BOOKS Total of six hardcovers. Elementary Gunsmithing, Perry D. Frazer; c. 1938 Thomas G. Samworth. 208 pages, with jacket.
Gun Owner’s Book of Care, Repair and Improvement, by Roy Dunlap; c. 1974 Roy Dunlap. 336 pages. Professional Gunsmithing, by Walter
Howe; c. 1946 Thomas G. Samworth. 526 pages. Complete Book of Shooting, by Jack O’Connor; c. 1965 Outdoor Life. 385 pages. Firearms
Encyclopedia, by George C. Nonte, Jr.; c. 1973 George C. Nonte, Jr. 341 pages, with jacket. Complete Book of Rifles and Shotguns, by
Jack O’Connor; c. 1961, 1965 Outdoor Life, this printing 1966. 477 pages, with jacket. Overall the lot rates about very good with incidents
of jacket tears and repairs, a penciled in note on one, a stamp on another, handling marks and soiling. (77545-1E)
3874. LOT OF BOOKS Eight total. The Illiustrated Encylopedia of Ammunition, by Ian V. Hogg; c. 1985 Quarto Publishing Limited. 253 pages
hardcover with jacket rating excellent with fading along some edges. The Gun and its Development, by W. W. Greener, The Firearms Classic
Library edition special contents c. 1995. 804 pages excellent condition hardcover with gilt edges and cover accents and fabric page keeper
and appears unused. Gun Owner’s Book of Care, Repair and Improvement, by Roy Dunlap; c. 1974 Roy Dunlap, this printing 1978. 336 pages
hardcover with jacket and with light soiling including smudges of grime on front end paper. Sportsman’s Arms and Ammunition Manual,
by Jack O’Connor; c. 1952 Popular Science Publishing Co., Inc. 252 pages hardcover with some spine separation, edge wear and a price
written on the front cover. The last four items in this lot are spiral-bound small manuals rating very good overall. Speer Manual for Reloading
Ammunition; c. 1964 Speer, Inc., this third printing 1965. 334 pages. Pocket Manual for Shooters and Reloaders, by Parker O. Ackley; c.
1964 P.O. Ackley, this fourth printing 1969. 190 pages. Wildcat Rifle Loads; c. 1956 Speer Products Co. 114 pages. Speer Reloading Manual
for Commercial Rifle and Pistol Cartridges; c. 1959 Speer Products Co. 207 pages. (77545-1F)
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3875. LOT OF BOOKS Total of eight. Old Gunsights: A Collector’s Guide, 1850-1965, by Nick Stroebel; c. 1998 Nick Stroebel. 320 pages
softcover rating excellent. Old Rifle Scopes, by Nick Stroebel; c. 2000 Krause Publications. 397 pages softcover in excellent condition. The
Gun Collector’s Handbook of Values, by Charles Edward Chapel; c. 1940, 1947, 1951, Charles Edward Chapel. 403 pages hardcover with
fading and light wear. Complete Book of Rifles and Shotguns, by Jack O’Connor; c. 1961 Outdoor Life. 467 pages hardcover with sun fading
at the spine. Textbook of Pistols and Revolvers, by Major Julian S. Hatcher; Firearms Classics Library special contents c. 1995. 533 pages
excellent condition hardcover that appears unused, with ribbed spine, gilt edges and graphics and fabric page keeper. The Experts’ Book
of the Shooting Sport, edited by David E. Petzal; c. 1972 Cord Communications Corp. 320 pages hardcover with light handling marks and
moderate sun fading at the spine. The Handbook of Handgunning, by Paul B. Weston; c. 1968 Paul B. Weston. 138 pages hardcover rating
near excellent with jacket showing tears and a tape repair. The Ultimate in Rifle Accuracy, by Glenn Newick; c. 1989 Glenn Newick. 210
pages softcover with soiling to page edges. (77545-1G)
3876. LOT OF BOOKS Total of six hardcovers with jackets. Guns and Gun Collecting, by De Witt Bailey, Ian Hogg, Geoffrey Boothroyd and
Frederick Wilkinson; c. 1972 Octopus Books Limited. 128 pages. Modern Rifles Shotguns and Pistols, by Ian Hogg; c. Bison Books Corp. (no
date provided). 112 pages. The Collecting of Guns, edited by James E. Serven; c. 1964 The Stackpole Company. 272 pages. The Handgun,
by Geoffrey Boothroyd; c. 1970 Geoffrey Boothroyd. 564 pages with over 800 illustrations. The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Firearms, by Ian
Hogg; c. 1978 Quarto Limited, this printing 1987. 320 pages. Complete Book of Shooting, by Jack O’Connor; c. 1965 Outdoor Life. 385
pages. The books show minimal wear and varying levels of dirt staining with some isolated small liquid stains evident on a couple. (77545-1H)
3877. B OOK LOT The Winchester Single Shot: a History and Analysis, by John Campbell; c. 1995 John Campbell. 270 pages hardcover with
jacket and rating excellent plus with no indication of having been used and showing a price written in pencil on the front end paper. This is
a valuable collector tool containing in-depth information including production charts and references, design and engineering drawings and
close-up photography. (77545-1I)
3878. BOOK LOT The Winchester Model 42, by Ned Schwing; c. 1990 Ned Schwing. 160 pages hardcover. This is an impressive looking and desirable book that contains information obtained by interviewing several Winchester employees who were able to shed insight on a production
period where records are incomplete. Included are detailed schematics and close-up photos. This example is essentially as new. (77545-1J)
3879. B OOK LOT The Winchester Model 52: Perfection in Design, by Herbert G. Houze; c. 1997 Herbert Houze. 190 pages hardcover with
jacket. This example of the hard to find publication appears unused with the jacket showing some light storage wear. The author makes use
of internal factory records such as design drawings, change-in–product notices and serial number registers. (77545-1K)
3880. LOT OF BOOKS Two total. Boys’ Single Shot Rifles: With Further Data on Other Single Shot Rifles, by James J. Grant; c. 1967 James
J. Grant, this printing 1991. 597 pages hardcover with jacket showing a small tear and a couple of insignificant creases on this excellent
condition book that is otherwise essentially free of blemishes and not easily obtained. Included in this valuable collector’s resource are
over 300 illustrations. To the Dreams of Youth Winchester .22 Caliber Single Shot Rifle, by Herbert G. Houze; c. 1993 Herbert G. Houze.
192 pages hardcover with maroon backdrop to gold embossed graphics and the reproduction of Eugene Iverd’s oil painting “I Wish I had
Dad’s Winchester” depicting the boy sitting on a fence with dog at his side and used in the 1934 Winchester-Western calendar. The very
informative and illustrated book remains essentially as-new. (77545-1L)
3881. B OOK LOT Winchester Slide-Action Rifles Vol. I: Model 1890 & Model 1906, by Ned Schwing with technical assistance by Dave Kidd;
c. 1992 Ned Schwing. 351 pages hardcover with a bruise to the lower right corner but otherwise extremely clean and crisp. Coverage
entails the early development including the Browning connection, completion with Colt and the development of ammunition. Individual
chapters are dedicated to major components and there is a chapter detailing those that were factory engraved. A very helpful tool for the
collector with high resolution photography, charts and drawings serving as aides in identification. Please notice that volume II is available
as the next lot. (77545-1M)
3882. B OOK LOT Winchester Slide Action Rifles Vol. II: Model 61 &Model 62, by Ned Schwing with technical assistance by Dave Kidd; c. 1993
Ned Schwing. 256 pages hardcover that has a minor bruise at the lower left corner but otherwise essentially as new. The book makes for
a pleasant read as well as a valuable resource for the collector. Included are official drawings and data depicted in the appendix sections.
Please note that Vol. I is available as the previous lot. (77545-1N)
3883. LOT OF BOOKS Total of three hardcovers with jackets. A Catalog Collection of 20th Century of Winchester Repeating Arms Co., compiled
by Roger Rule; c. 1984 Roger C. Rule. 395 pages that represent a reproduction of material assembled to reflect the full line of products
available from 1901-1931 and includes a dedication by Rule to a previous owner. Winchester Shotguns and Shotshells: From the Hammer
Double to the Model 59, by Ronald W. Stadt; c. 1995 Ronald Stadt. 288 pages and a revised and greatly expanded second edition of the
1984 published authoritative work. Winchester Repeating Arms Company: Its History & Development from 1865 to 1981, by Herbert G.
Houze; c. 1994 Herbert G. Houze. 511 pages. The books in this lot appear unused and remain in excellent plus condition. (77545-1P)
3884. LOT OF BOOKS Two total. The Winchester Book, by George Madis; c. 1985 George Madis. 654 pages. The Winchester Handbook, by
George Madis; c. 1981 George Madis. 287 pages. Each of these well-known publications has the brown hardcover with gold embossed
graphics that depict each as 1 of 1000. Both are signed by the author and have very few blemishes with a couple of insignificant handling
marks evident. (77545-1Q)
3885. LOT OF BOOKS Total of three. The Ninety-Nine: A History of the Savage Model 99 Rifle, by Douglas P. Murray; Third edition. c. 1985.
Approximately 120 pages softcover signed by the author. Savage and Stevens Arms & History, by Bill West; c. 1971, 1989 Bill West. Approximately 200 pages hardcover signed by the author. Savage & Stevens Arms Collector’s History, by Jay Kimmel; c. 1990 Jay Kimmel, this
second printing 1991. 224 pages softcover. This is an excellent condition lot showing little indication of use. (77545-1R)
3886. LOT OF BOOKS Total of four. Rock in a Hard Place: The Browning Automatic Rifle, by James L. Ballou; c. 2000 Collector Grade Publications
Inc. 469 pages excellent condition hardcover with jacket and is no. 161 of a limited first edition of 200 and signed by the author. Marine
Sniper: 93 Confirmed Kills, by Charles Henderson; c. 1986 Charles Henderson. 315 pages softcover showing little indication of use but
with some fading evident. German Handguns: The Complete Book of the Pistols and Revolvers of Germany, 1869 to the Present, by Ian V.
Hogg; c. 2001 Ian V. Hogg. 319 pages hardcover with jacket and rating excellent. Small Arms of the World, tenth edition revised by Joseph
E. Smith. 768 pages hardcover with jacket and rating very good with some fading occurring. (77545-1S)
3887. B OOK LOT Marlin Firearms: A History of the Guns and the Company that Made them, by Lt. Col. William S. Brophy, USAR, Ret.; c. 1989
by the author. 696 pages hardcover with jacket and appears unused with a couple of small stains on the edge of the jacket but otherwise
virtually as-new. An opportunity to acquire a valuable resource and perhaps the highest regarded compilation of information on the historic
manufacturer. (77545-1T)
3888. B OOK LOT The Winchester Model 94: The First 100 Years, by Robert C. Renneberg; c. 1991 Robert C. Renneberg. 207 pages
hardcover rating as-new and featuring an attractive navy blue pebble grain cover graced with gold embossed graphics and a photo
display of four examples of the iconic model. This is a perfect resource for the collector, packed with text and up-close photos to aid
in discerning details. (77545-1U)
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3889. LOT OF BOOKS Three total. The Eighty-Eight: A Collector’s Reference on the Winchester Model 88 Lever Action, by Douglas P. Murray; c. 1982 Douglas P. Murray, this fourth printing 2000. Approximately 120 pages softcover signed by the author. Standard Catalog of
Winchester: The Most Comprehensive Price Guide Ever Published, edited by David D. Kowalski; c. 2000 Krause Publications. 750 pages
softcover. Winchester: An American Legend: The Official History of Winchester Firearms and Ammunition from 1849 to the Present, by
R. L. Wilson; c. 1991 R. L. Wilson. 404 pages hardcover with jacket showing a small tear and like the other books in this lot is in excellent
condition, virtually free of blemishes. (77545-1V)
3890. LOT OF BOOKS Three total. Colt: An American Legend, Sesquicentennial Edition, by R. L. Wilson; no c. info. provided. 406 pages hardcover with jacket. Gunfighters of the Old West, by the editors of Time-Life Books with text by Paul Trachtman; c. 1974 Time-Life Books. 238
pages hardcover. Guns of the Old West, by Charles Edward Chapel; Th Firearms Classic Library Special Contents c. 1995 The National Rifle
Association (originally published 1961). 306 pages pebble grain hardcover featuring gilt edges and title, ribbed spine, moire end paper
and fabric page keeper. This is an excellent condition lot showing little evidence of use. (77545-1W)
3891. LOT OF BOOKS Total of six. The Rifle in America, by Philip B. Sharpe; first published 1938, this The Firearms Classics Library Special
Contents c. 1995 The National Rifle Association. 641 pages pebble grain hardcover with gilt graphics and edges, moire end papers, ribbed
spine and fabric page keeper. Remington Arms: The Golden Age of Collecting, by Robert W.D. Ball; c. 1995. 193 pages hardcover with
jacket. Springfield Armory: Shoulder Weapons 1795-1968, by Robert W.D. Ball; c. 1997 Robert W. D. Ball. The Second Amendment Primer:
A Citizen’s Guidebook to the History, Sources and Authorities for the Constitutional Guarantee of the Right to keep and Bear Arms, by Les
Adams; c. 1996 Les Adams. 353 pages soft/hardcover. The first four books in this lot rate excellent with little indication of use. The Muzzle-Loading Cap Lock Rifle, by Ned H. Roberts; c. 1940, 1944, 1947. 308 pages hardcover with 1947 dated dedication by the author to a
previous owner and in very good condition with moderate sun fading to the spine and isolated foxing. Supplement to the Muzzle-Loading
Cap Lock Rifle, by Ned H. Roberts; printed 1944 (no c. info. provided). 93 pages hardcover rating very good plus with mild foxing in areas.
Also included in the lot is a framed NRA print measuring 11”x9” depicting Charleton Heston holding a flintlock rifle and with caption “The
Doorway to all Freedoms is Framed with Muskets”. Below the image is a printed dedication to a previous owner and the condition of the
wood framed Plexiglas covered print is excellent. (77545-1Y, 2C)
3892. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven. Guns, Freedom and Terrorism, by Wayne Lapierre; c. 2003 Wayne Lapierre. 246 pages hardcover with
jacket. The Last Lieutenant, by John J. Gobbell; c. 1995 John J. Gobbell. 360 pages hardcover with jacket and a story based on the WW II
campaign at Corregidor. The Conquerors: Roosevelt, Truman and the Destruction of Hitler’s Germany 1941-1945, by Michael Beschloss; c.
2002 Michael Beschloss. 377 pages softcover with a note of gifting written on the title page. Ike & Monty: Generals at War, by Norman Gelb;
c. 1994 Norman Gelb. 480 pages softcover. Intelligence in War: The Value-and limitations- of what the military can learn about the enemy.
War and Remembrance, by Herman Wouk; c. 1978 Herman Wouk. 558 pages hardcover with jacket. This is a novel of America at war, from
Pearl Harbor to Hiroshima. Wings over the Desert: In action with an RFC pilot in Palestine 1916-18: by Desmond Seward; c. 2009 Desmond
Steward. 224 pages hardcover with jacket and showing little indication of use. The overall condition of the lot is excellent. (78506-1A)
3893. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven. The Winds of War, by Herman Wouk; c. 1971 Herman Wouk. 885 pages hardcover with jacket and a section
of the front end paper having been cut out. Fictional work based on an accurate portrayal of the history of WW II. D-Day: June 6, 1944: The
Climactic Battle of World War II , by Stephen E. Ambrose; c. 1994 Ambrose-Tubbs Inc. 653 pages softcover showing little indication of use.
Six Armies in Normandy: From D-Day to the Liberation of Paris June 6th-August 25th, , 1944, by John Keegan; c. 1982 John Keegan. 365
pages hardcover with jacket and rating very good with light soiling and wear. Comrades: Brothers, Fathers’ Heroes’ Sons, Pals, by Stephen
E. Amrose; c. 1999 Ambrose-Tubbs Inc. 139 pages softcover with ink marks on the top edge but otherwise excellent. Ghost Soldiers: The
Forgotten Epic Story of World War II’s Most Dramatic Mission, by Hampton Sides; c. 2001 Hampton Sides. 342 pages hardcover with
jacket and showing little indication of use and chronicling the exploits in 1945 of a group of U.S. soldiers attempt to rescue POW’s in the
Phillipines. Dog Company Six, by Edwin Howard Simmons; c. 2000 Edwin Howard Simmons. 351 pages softcover. Novel about Marines in
the Korean War. Pearl Harbor: The Verdict of History, by Gordon W. Prange with Donald M. Goldstein and Katherine V. Dillon; c. 1986 Anne
Prange and Prange Enterprises, Inc. 699 pages hardcover with jacket. Exploration of who was to blame for the disaster. Unless otherwise
noted the books rate excellent with insignificant blemishes overall. (78506-1B)
3894. LOT OF BOOKS Total of eight. Adventure in Partnership: The Story of Polaris; no c. info. provided for this large (13”x11”) hardcover sponsored by contractors of the Fleet Ballistics Missile Weapons System and utilizing a mainly photograph based presentation. Seapower, by
John Gresham & Ian Westwell; c. 2008 Compendium Publishing. 256 pages hardcover with jacket and rating excellent plus with hundreds
of high resolution photos of recent U.S. Naval activities. Men, Ships and the Sea, by Capt Alan Villiers; c. 1962 National Geographic Society. 436 pages hardcover with jacket with separated but present interior sleeve. Naval Ordnance and Gunnery, U.S. issued 1952 printing
of originally restricted information published Sept., 1950. 817 pages hardcover with document affixed to front stating reclassification to
“Confidential” rating near very good with fading, wear and some hand written notes on the front end paper. The Longest Battle: The War at
Sea, 1939-1945, by Richard Hough; 433 pages hardcover with jacket and covering battles worldwide. Clear the Bridge: There War Patrols
of the U.S.S. Tang, by Richard H. O’Kane, Rear Adm., USN (Ret.); c. 1977 Richard H. O’Kane. 480 pages softcover with a moderate crese
along the top edge. Documentation by the skipper of what is considered the top submarine of WW II. The Lonely Sea, collected short stories
by Alistair MacLean; c. 1985 Alistair MacLean. 222 pages hardcover with jacket that is a compilation of 15 short stories including rousing
adventure yarns of wartime battles, rescues from sinking ships and gunboat espionage. The Bluejackets’ Manual, revised by Bill Bearden;
this twenty-first edition c. 1990 United States Naval Institute. 771 pages softcover that serves as an all-encompassing guide for sailors. Blind
Man’s Bluff: The Untold Story of American Submarine Espionage, by Sherry Sontag and Christopher Drew with Annette Lawrence Drew. 406
pages softcover. Unless otherwise noted the books range from very good plus to excellent with mainly minor blemishes if any. (78506-1C)
3895. LOT OF BOOKS Six total. Unfit for Command: Swift Boat Veterans Speak Out Against John Kerry, by John E. O’Neill and Jerome R. Corsi,
PH.D.; c. 2004 by the authors. 216 pages hardcover with jacket and based on interviews with dozens of veterans who served with Kerry
presenting a picture of betrayal and deception on his part. Citizen Soldiers: The U.S. Army from the Normandy Beaches to the Bulge to the
Surrender of Germany June 7, 1944, to May 7, 1945, by Stephen E. Ambrose; c. 1997 Ambrose-Tubbs, Inc. 528 pages paperback. The Wild
Blue: The Men and Boys Who Flew the B-24s Over Germany, by Stephen E. Ambrose; c. 2001 Ambrose-Tubbs, Inc. 299 pages hardcover
with jacket. Churchill: A Biography, by Roy Jenkins; c. 2001 Roy Jenkins. 1002 pages hardcover with jacket. History of the Second World
War, by B.H. Liddell Hart; c. 1970 Lady Liddell Hart. 766 pages hardcover with jacket. A Bright Shining Lie: John Paul Vann and America in
Vietnam, by Neil Sheehan; c. 1988 Neil Sheehan. 861 pages hardcover with jacket serving as a revelation of the truth of the war in Vietnam
as it unfolded before the eyes of John Paul Vann, a soldier cast in the American hero mold and with an awareness of the corruption and
arrogance of the U.S. military system of the 1960’s. The books in this lot have been well cared for and remain in very good to excellent
condition with no major negatives observed. (78506-1D)
3896. LOT OF BOOKS The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich: A History of Nazi Germany, Vols. I & II, by William L. Shirer; c. 1959, 1960, 1987,
1988, this Collector’s Edition Special Contents c. 1990. 1249 total pages. This is a desirable edition of the classic featuring gold embossed
graphics over a beautiful red pebble grained leather hardcover, gilt edges, ribbed spine, moire end papers and fabric page keeper. The
books rate essentially as new. (78506-1E)
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3897. LOT OF BOOKS Six total. This Is Berlin: Radio Broadcasts from Nazi Germany, by William L Shirer; c. 1999 William L. Shirer Literary Trust,
this special contents edition c. 2001. 450 pages red pebble grained leather hardcover with gold title graphics, ribbed spine, gilt edges, moire
end papers and fabric page keeper. The following are an Easton Press Collector’s Edition c. 1991, two volume set by William L. Shirer: Vol.
I: Berlin Diary: The Journal of a Foreign Correspondent, 1934-1941, c. 1940, 1941 William L. Shirer. 605 pages. Vol. II End of a Berlin Diary,
1944-1947, c. 1947 William L. Shirer. 369 pages. This set shares the same features as the above described book and like it, also appears
unused and free of blemishes. Interrogations: Inside the Minds of the Nazi Elite, by Richard Overy; c. 2001 Richard Overy. 649 pages softcover. The Arms of Krupp: 1587-1968, by William Manchester; c. 1964, 1965, 1968. 976 pages hardcover with tape repaired jacket and
chronicling the long history of the powerful family line of Prussia/Germany. The 900 Days: The Siege of Leningrad, by Harrison E. Salisbury;
c. 1969 Harrison E. Salisbury. 635 pages hardcover with jacket. The last three books in this lot rate very good with the jackets showing
creasing and small tears and examples of minor fading, soiling, edge wear and some creasing to some pages of the softcover. (78506-1F)
3898. LOT OF BOOKS Seven total. Standard Catalog of Smith & Wesson, by Jim Supica and Richard Nahas; third edition c. 2006 Jim Supica
and Richard Nahas. 432 pages hardcover with jacket and rating excellent. Very popular and useful tool for the S&W collector. The American
Gun, Spring 1961 Vol. One-No. Two; c. 1961 Madison Books Inc. 96 pages large (13”x10”) hardcover consisting of a compilation of 12
articles by individual authors. Cartidges of the World, by Frank C. Barnes; 7th edition c. 1993 DBI Books. 464 pages softcover that is a tried
and true resource for a wide range of needs. Shooter’s Bible No. 91 2000 Edition, edited by William S. Jarrett; c. 1999 Stoeger Publishing
Co. 576 pages softcover. Flayderman’s Guide to Antique American Firearms…and their values, by Norm Flayderman; 5th edition c. 1990 E.
Norman Flayderman. 624 pages softcover with a small section of upper corner cut out. The Book of Rifles, by W. H. B. Smith and Joseph E.
Smith; c. 1948 N. R. A., c. 1960, 1963 The Stackpole Co. This printing 1965. 656 pages hardcover with jacket showing tears and a miising
section at top left of front. Hatcher’s Notebook, by Julian S. Hatcher; c. 1947 The Military Service Publishing Co., this printing 1957. 629
pages hardcover with tattered jacket. This is an overall very good plus condition lot. (78506-1G)
3899. LOT OF BOOKS Nine total. How to Bag the Biggest Buck of Your Life, by Larry Benoit; c. 1975 Larry Benoit and Peter Miller. 158 pages
hardcover with tattered and torn jacket, separated spine and rating good. The Black Bear in Massachusetts: The History and Status of
the Black Bear in Masssachusetts and Adjacent States, by James Cardoza; 1976 dated state issued publication. 113 pages softcover. The
Hunter’s World, by Charles F. Waterman; first printing, no. c. info. provided. 250 pages hardcover with jacket. The Sportsman’s Encyclopedia,
edited by Bill Burton; c. 1971 Ottenheimer Publishers, Inc. 638 pages hardcover with jacket and covering virtually every sporting endeavor
imaginable. Cartridges of the World, by Frank C. Barnes; c. 2000 Frank C. Barnes, DBI Books; 512 pages softcover. Shooter’s Bible, edited
by William S. Jarrett; c. 2001 Stoeger Publishing Co. 576 pages softcover. Indian Chiefs, by Russell Freedman; c. 1987 Russell Freedman.
151 pages softcover. American Indian Myths and Legends, selected and edited by Richard Erdoes and Alfonso Ortiz; c. 1984 Richard
Erdoes and Alfonso Ortiz. 527 pages softcover. Comanches: The Destruction of a People, by T. R. Fehrenbach; c. 1974 T. R. Fehrenbach.
557 pages hardcover with jacket. Unless otherwise noted the conditions of the books range from very good to excellent with most showing
only light soiling and fading. (78506-1H)
3900. LOT OF BOOKS Total of nine. Bird Hunting Know-How, by David Michael Duffey; c. 1968 D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc. 192 pages hardcover
with jacket. Goose Hunting, by Charles L. Cadieux; c. 1979 Stone Wall Press, Inc. 197 pages hardcover with jacket. Ducks Unlimited Cookbook; c. 1982 Favorite Recipes Press. 199 pages hardcover. The Outlaw Gunner, by Harry M. Walsh; c. 1971 Tidewater Publishers. 178 pages
hardcover with jacket. American Wildfowl Decoys, by Jeff Waingrow. First published 1985, no. c. info. provided. 117 pages hardcover with
jacket. Flayderman’s Guide to Antique American Fireams…and their values, by Norm Flayderman; 8th edition c. 2001 E. Norman Flayderman.
669 pages softcover. Shooter’s Bible; 2005 edition c. 2004 Stoeger Publications. 576 pages softcover. Gunning the Chesapaeke: Duck and
Goose Shooting on the Eastern Shore, by Roy E. Walsh; c. 1960 Tidewater Publishers. 118 pages hardover. Ducks and Men: Forty Years
of co-operation in conservation., by W.G. Leitch; c. Ducks Unlimted Canada (no date provided). 268 pages hardcover with jacket. These
books have been well cared for through the years and the lot rates very good to excellent overall with no glaring negatives. (78506-1I)
3901. LOT OF BOOKS Nine total. Son of the Morning Star: Custer and the Little Bighorn, by Evan S. Connell; c. 1984 Evan S. Connell. 441
pages softcover. Letters and Notes on the Manners, Customs, and Conditions of North American Indians, by George Catlin, two volume
softcover set c. 1973 Dover Publications, Inc. Vol. I, 264 pages; Vol. II, 266 pages. A focus on eyewitness observations from 1832-1839 by
the author and includes over 600 of his illustrations. The Bloody Bozeman: The Perilous Trail to Montanta’s Gold, by Dorothy M. Johnson;
c. 1983 Dorothy Johnson. 366 pages softcover. The Traveler’s Guide to Montana, by Gary Turbak; c. 1983 Falcon Press Publishing Co., Inc.
The Last Canyon, by John Vernon; c. 2001 John Vernon. 336 pages hardcover with jacket. This is an adventure novel about a river expedition
on the Colorado in 1869. Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee: An Indian History of the American West, by Dee Brown; c. 1970 Dee Brown.
487 pages hardcover with jacket and providing a documented account of western expansion and the systematic plunder of the American
Indians from their viewpoint. The Wild West, by the editors of Time-Life Books; no c. info. provided. 367 pages illustration based hardcover
with jacket and rating excellent. The West of the Buffalo Bill: Frontier Art, Indian Crafts, Memorabilia from the Buffalo Bill Historical Center;
no c. info provided. 289 pages large (12”x10”) coffee table style, illustration based hardcover with jacket. The overall condition is very good
to excellent with wear and soiling limited to light edge wear and some sun related discoloration. (78506-1J)
3902. LOT OF BOOKS Nine total. Great Western Indian Fights, by Members of the Potomac Corral of the Westerners; c. 1960 The Potomac
Corral of the Westerners. 336 pages softcover showing creasing at upper right. The Indians of New Jersey: Dickon Among the Lenapes,
by M. R. Harrington; c. 1963 Rutgers, The State University. 352 pages softcover with separation of cover at lower spine. Under the Sign of
the Eagle, by William Berce; c. 1965 William Berce; 244 pages hardcover with jacket and discussing the early settlement of N.J. Encyclopedia of the American Revolution, by Mark M. Boatner III, Colonel, United States Army; c. 1966 by the author. 1287 pages hardcover with
jacket. Frontiersmen in Blue: The United States Army and the Indian, 1848-1865, by Robert M. Utley; c. 1967 Robert M. Utley. 384 pages
softcover. A History of the Indians of the United States, by Angie Debo; c. 1970 University of Oklahoma Press. 450 pages hardcover with
jacket showing mild foxing on inner flaps. Shooter’s Bible, 98th edition c. 2006 Stoeger Publishing Co. 576 pages softcover with the edition
year (2007) written in marker on front cover and title page. The George Catlin Book of American Indians, by Royal B. Hassrick. Published
1988 Promontory Press, no. c. info. provided. 207 pages hardcover that emphasizes the reproductions of 168 paintings by Catlin. The Native
Americans: The Indigenous People of North America, editorial consultant Colin F. Taylor; c. 1991 Salamander Books Ltd. 256 pages, excellent
condition 13 1/2”x10 1/2” hardcover with jacket that could serve as a useful collector resource as it includes itemized color photographs of
hundreds of items. Overall the lot rates very good to excellent with some examples of light fading, dirt and wear. (78506-1K)
3903. LOT OF BOOKS Total of eight. The Railroads of the Confederacy, by Robert C. Black III; c. 1952 University of North Carolina Press. 360
pages hardcover. Mosby’s Rangers, by Jeffry D. Wert; c. 1990 Jeffry D. Wert. 384 pages hardcover with jacket covering the efforts of the
highly successful Confederate 43rd Battalion of Virginia. Battle Cry of Freedom: The Civil War Era; by James M. McPherson; c. 1988 Oxford
University Press. 904 pages hardcover with jacket and recounts the events preceding the Civil War. The Civil War Reader, edited by Richard
B. Harwell and consisting of The Union Reader; c. 1957, 1958 Richard B. Harwell; The Confederate Reader; c. 1957 Longmans, Green and
Co., Inc. This edition published 1991 Mallard Press. 389 pages hardcover with jacket and is a compilation of the stories of actual participants
in the war. Great Battles of the Civil War, edited by John Thorne and Paul Mandel; c. 1961 Time Inc., 48 pages staple-bound softcover.
The Wilmington Campaign and the Battles for Fort Fisher, by Mark A. Moore; c. 1999 Mark A. Moore. 210 pages softcover. Very detailed
account of the battle for the what was recognized as the most powerful seacoast fortification in the Confederacy. Battle Maps of the Civil
War, text by Richard O’Shea, maps by David Greenspan; c. 1992 Richard O’Shea. 176 pages 13”x10” hardcover with jacket and rating
excellent. Commanders of the Civil War, by William C. Davis; c. 1990 Salamander Books. 256 pages 13 1/2”x10 1/2” hardcover with jacket
and in excellent condition. Included is high resolution color photography of uniforms and gear. The conditions of the books in this lot range
from very good to excellent with mild staining and wear evident on some. (78506-1L)
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3904. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven beginning with the three that comprise the classic trilogy The Army of the Potomac by the great historical
writer Bruce Catton. The volumes are not a matching set, but individual publications with copyrights by the author. Vol. I: Mr. Lincoln’s
Army; c. 1952. 363 pages with jacket showing a small liquid stain and tear and inside cover having an adhered owner’s label. Vol. II: Glory
Road; c. 1952. 389 pages hardcover with light foxing to top edge. Vol. III: A Stillness at Appomatox; text c. 1953 Bruce Catton, foreword c.
1982 David Herbert Donald. 518 pages hardcover with jacket and fabric page keeper and virtually free of wear. The last two volumes show
slightly weakened bindings. Grant Moves South, by Bruce Catton; c. 1960 Little, Brown and Co., Inc. 564 pages hardcover with jacket.
Account of the first two years of General Ulysses S. Grant as he moved down the Mississippi River against the enemy. Never Call Retreat,
by Bruce Catton; c. 1965 Bruce Catton. 555 pages hardcover with jacket and is volume three of The Centennial History of the Civil War and
traces the war from Fredericksburg up to the death of Lincoln. Lincoln: A Novel, by Gore Vidal; c. 1984 Gore Vidal. 657 pages hardcover.
A merging of history and bringing the reader to understand Lincoln as a fellow human being. Season of Fire: The Confederate Strike on
Washington, by Joseph Judge; c. 1994 Joseph Judge. 300 pages excellent condition hardcover with jacket. Also included with this lot is a
deck of What Happened Here? The Civil War Knowledge Cards quiz game by the Library of Congress in as new condition in original box.
Unless otherwise noted the condition rating is very good with light fading, dirt and wear. (78506-1M)
3905. LOT OF BOOKS Six total. Landscape Turned Red: The Battle of Antietam, by Stephen W. Sears; c. 1983 Stephen W. Sears. 431 pages
softcover. The Civil War Day by Day: An Almanac 1861-1865, by E.B. Long with Barbara Long; c. 1971 E. B. Long, special contents c. 2006
Easton Press. 1135 pages brown pebble grain hardcover with gilt graphics and edges, ribbed spine, fabric page keeper, moire end papers
including front with an affixed owner’s label. “First with the Most” Forrest, by Robert Selph Henry; c. 1991 William S. Konnecky Associates,
Inc. 558 pages hardcover with jacket. Documents the exploits of the Confederate General Nathan Bedford Forrest known for his effective
cavalry strategies. The Civil War: An Unvarnished Account of the Late But Still Lively Hostilities, as told by James Street; c. 1953 The Curtis
Publishing Company. 144 pages hardcover rating very good with mild staining and fading, particularly to the spine. In the Hands of Providence:
Joshua Chamberlain and the American Civil War, by Alice Rains Trulock; c. 1992 The University of North Carolina Press. 369 pages hardcover
with jacket and serving as a biography and historical narrative. Lieutenant General Jubal Anderson Early C.S.A.: Autobiographical Sketch
and Narrative of The War Between the States, with notes by R. H. Early; c. 1994 W. S. Konecky Associates, Inc. 496 pages hardcover with
jacket and light handling marks to top edge. Unless otherwise stated the books in this lot rate excellent and have obviously been shown
care in storage and handling through the years. (78506-1N)
3906. LOT OF BOOKS This lot consists of 26 fictional paperbacks covering a wide range of topics and including 18 related to American Indians.
Nearly all of the books in this lot are novels with examples of titles being Apache War Cry, Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee, Centennial (a
#1 Bestseller), Rebels: The Irish Rising of 1916, The Men of Company K: The Autobiography of a World War II Rifle Company, and Treason.
Some authors included in the lot are Tom Clancy, James A. Michener and Dee Brown. The overall condition is very good. (78506-1O)
3907. LOT OF BOOKS Total of five. Great Century of Guns, by Branko Bogdanovic and Ivan Valencak; c. 1986 Motovun. 280 pages hardcover
with jacket. The Great Guns, by Harold L. Peterson and Robert Elman; c. 1971 Grosset & Dunlap, Inc. 252 pages hardcover with jacket. Gun:
A Visual History, edited by Dr. Chris McNab; c. 2007 Doring Kindersley Limited. 360 pages hardcover with jacket. A History of the World in
100 Weapons, by Chris McNab; c. 2011 Osprey Publishing Ltd. 384 pages hardcover with jacket. Handguns, by John Walter; c. 2013, 2014
Quercus Editions Ltd. 416 pages hardcover with jacket. This is an excellent condition lot. (78334-8A)
3908. LOT OF BOOKS Two total. The Art of Gun Engraving, by Claude Gaier and Pietro Sabatti; c. 1998 Paris, this English edition 1999 Knickerbocker Press. 159 pages hardcover with jacket. Pistols: History, Technology and Models from 1550 to 1913, by Adriano Sala; c. 2005
Stackpole Books. 279 pages hardcover with jacket. Each of the books in this lot is graced with wonderful illustrations of beautiful craftsmanship and the condition rating is excellent. (78334-8B)
3909. LOT OF BOOKS Total of four. American Gunsmiths, by Frank Sellers; c. 1983 Frank Sellers. 349 pages excellent condition hardcover with
dedication by the author, with jacket and serves as “a comprehensive listing of the American gun maker, patanee, gunsmith and entrepreneur”.
Includes over 19,000 names. American Firearms Makers: When, Where, and What They Made From the Colonial Period to the End of the
Nineteenth Century; by A. Merwyn Carey; c. 1953 Merwyn Carey. 154 pages hardcover with jacket. Firearms Curiosa, by Lewis Winant; c.
1955 Lewis Winant. 281 pages hardcover with jacket. Yankee Arms Maker: The Incredible Career of Samuel Colt; by Jack Rohan; c. 1935
Harper & Brothers. 301 pages hardcover with illustrated frontispiece that has been well cared for through the decades, showing fading,
light handling marks and dirt and with a note written in pencil on the front end paper. Unless otherwise noted the books rate very good
with minor negatives. (78334-8C)
3910. LOT OF BOOKS Total of three. The Complete Book of Trick & Fancy Shooting, by Ernie Lind; c. 1972 Ernest Lind. 159 pages excellent condition hardcover with jacket. Once in the Saddle: The Cowboy’s Frontier 1866-1896, by Laurence Ivan Seidman; c. 1973
Laurence I. Seidman. 199 pages excellent condition hardcover. Pictorial History of the Wild West, by James D. Horan and Paul
Sann; c. 1954 by the authors, this sixth printing 1961. 254 pages hardcover with jacket and rating very good with mild staining and
some edge wear to jacket. (78334-8D)
3911. LOT OF BOOKS Four total. Early Cartridge Guns: .22 Calibre, by John S. Laidacker; c. 1994 John S. Laidacker. 597 pages hardcover
dexhibiting minimal wear and a wavy profile, presunably from storage. The Gun Collector’s Handbook of Gun Values, by Charles
Edward Chapel; c. 1979 Dorothy Chapel. 464 pages softcover with a separating spine. U.S. Cartridges and Their Handguns: 17951977, by Charles R. Suydam; c. 1977 Beinfeld Publishing. 333 pages softcover with a crease running the length of the spine. Suicide
Specials, by Donald B. Webster, Jr.; c. 1958 by the author. 192 pages hardcover with a scuff at the top of spine. The books in this
lot have crip edges and very little soiling or fading. (78334-8E)
3912. LOT OF BOOKS Two total. Colt Automatic Pistols, by Donald B. Bady; c. 1956, 1973 Borden Publishing Co. 354 page hardcover with
jacket and illustrated frontispiece. This book has been meticulously cared for through the years with only a couple of small wear marks to
the jacket. A Collector’s Guide to Colt’s 38 Automatic Pistols: The Production History of the “Colt Automatic Pistol”, by Douglas G. Sheldon;
c. 1987 Douglas G. Sheldon. 183 pages softcover that appears unused and rates essentially as-new. (78334-8F)
3913. LOT OF BOOKS Two total. The Government Models: The Development of the Colt Model of 1911, by William H.D. Goddard; c. 1988
William H.D. Goddard. 293 pages hardcover with jacket with minor fading to the jacket edges and spine, with crisp edges an showing
little indication of use. The Colt U.S. General Officers’ Pistol, by Horace Greeley IV; c. 1989 Horace Greeley IV. 199 pages hardcover with
jacket that appears unused. This is an opportunity to acquire two very desiable publications that remain in excellent condition. (78334-8G)
3914. LOT OF BOOKS Total of three. The Peacemakers: Arms and Adventure in the American West, by R. L. Wilson; c. 1992 R. L. Wilson; 392
pages hardcover with jacket and including over 500 illustrations. The Colt Heritage: The Official History of Colt Firearms from 1836 to the
Present, by R. L. Wilson; published by Simon & Schuster, no. c. info provided. 358 pages hardcover with jacket and graced with hundreds
of crisp color photos. Colt Firearms from 1836, by James E. Serven; c. 1954, 1979 James E. Serven, this third Stackpole printing 1981. 398
pages hardcover that is the edition with the padded brown faux leather cover with gilt title and edges and fabric page keeper. This example
is in outstanding shape with a small area of gold loss at the bottom edge. Overall the lot rates excellent. (78334-8H)
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3915. LOT OF BOOKS Three total. Colt: An American Legend, by R. L. Wilson. No c. info. provided. 406 pages hardcover with jacket and
would make an excellent coffee table presentation with its multitude of exquisite illustrations. A History of the Colt Revolver: and the Other
Arms Made by Colt’s Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Company from 1836 to 1940, by Charles T. Haven & Frank A. Belden; c. 1960 by
the authors, this Bonanza printing 1978. 711 pages hardcover with jacket and an opportunity to acquire a truly well preserved example of
this valuable collector’s resource. Metallic Cartridge Conversions: The History of the Guns and Modern Reproductions, by Dennis Adler; c.
2002 Krause Publications. 208 pages photograph oriented hardcover with jacket. This is an excellent condition and useful but entertaing
lot of books. (78334-8I)
3916. B OOK LOT Colt New Service Revolvers, Bob Murphy; c. 1985 World-Wide Gun Report. 63 pages staple-bound booklet showing
no indication of use and provides useful collector information including annual breakdowns by serial number and detailed captioned
photography. (78334-8J)
3917. LOT OF BOOKS Two total. Colt Firearms: The Arm of Law and Order, original July 1932 dated staple-bound booklet with gray cover
including the following original identification: “Pacific Coast Representative/Phil B. Bekeart Company/731 Market St , San Francisco, Calif.”. The 40 page booklet remains in excellent condition with crisp edges, bold graphics and minor fading along the edges. A Century of
Achievement: 1836-1936 Colt: Colt’s 100th Anniversary Fire Arms Manual 1836-1936; c. 1937 Colt’s Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co. This 97 page
staple-bound original booklet remains in excellent condition with crisp edges, nice blue and white cover with some fading to tan along the
spine. The booklets each measure 9 1/4”x6 3/4” and represent an opportunity to acquire original Colt memorabilia that has truly survived
the test of time. (78334-8K)
3918. LOT OF BOOKS Four total. Smith & Wesson Sixguns of the Old West, by David R. Chicoine; c. 2004 David R. Chicoine. 478 pages hardcover
with jacket and dedicated by the author on the front end paper. Smith & Wesson American Model in U.S. and Foreign Service, by Charles
W. Pate; c. 2006 Charles W. Pate. 407 pages hardcover with jacket. Standard Catalog of Smith & Wesson, by Jim Supica and Richard Nahas;
c. 1996 Jim Supica and Richard Nahas. 237 pages hardcover. Variations of the Smith & Wesson 1870 American 1874, by Roy Double; dated
1971. 30 pages staple-bound booklet. This is an excellent condition lot that would prove to be resourceful to the collector. (78334-8L)
3919. LOT OF BOOKS Five total. History of Smith & Wesson, by Roy G. Jinks; c. 1977 Beinfeld Publishing Inc. 290 pages hardcover with jacket
and front end paper showing a 1981 dated dedication by the author. Images of America: Smith & Wesson, by Roy G. Jinks and Sandra C.
Krein; c. 2006 by the authors. 127 pages softcover providing a photo-based history of the company. Smith & Wesson Hand Guns, by Roy
C. McHenry & Walter F. Roper; originally published 1945 Standard Pubications, Inc., reprinted 1994 Wolfe Publishing. 233 pages navy blue
and pebble grained hardcover with gold embossed title graphics. Smith & Wesson Collectors Association Journal, Book 4, Vols. 24-26,
1990-1992; c. 2006 S&W Collectors Assoc. 291 pages softcover consisting of a collection of articles and serves as a quick reference source
for a specific time period. The S&W Revolver: A Shop Manual, by Jerry Kuhnhausen; printed 1986. 152 pages illustration oriented softcover
including many exploded parts drawings. The last four books in the lot rate excellent showing little if any use and the first one has withstood
the test of time nicely and remains near excellent with light fading and jacket wear. (78334-8M)
3920. LOT OF BOOKS Two total. Civil War Guns, by William B. Edwards; c. 1962 William B. Edwards. 444 pages hardcover with 36 chapters,
each providing historical insight and technical information. Examples of chapter titles are: “Breechloaders of Chicopee”, “Federal Carbines”,
“Machine Guns-Masterworks or Monstrosities” and “What Happened to the Guns, Post War”. Confederate Handguns: Concerning the
Guns, the Men Who Made Them and the Times of Their Use, by William A. Albaugh, III, Hugh Benet, Jr. and Edward N. Simmons; c. 1963
George Shumway. 250 pages hardcover with jacket that is taped to the inside covers and shows a crease running the length of the front.
The books in this lot rate very good with wear primarily at the corners and mild foxing evident along the top edges. (77896-2A)
3921. BOOK LOT Confederate Longarms and Pistols: A Pictorial Study, by Richard Taylor Hill and William Edward Anthony; c. 1978 by the authors.
304 pages excellent condition hardcover with textured black surface graced with raised silver title graphics. The publication provides a
means to avoid fakes with the usage of measurements and close-up photos of the important parts. (77896-2B)
3922. B OOK LOT The Springfield 1903 Rifles: The illustrated, documented story of the design, development, and production of all the models,
appendages, and accessories, by Lt. Col. William S. Brophy, USAR, Ret.; c. 1985 by the author. 616 pages hardcover widely regarded as the
quintessential reference work on the model. This example rates near excellent with a 1985 dated dedication by the author on the front end
paper, some very light dirt on the bottom corner, a small scuff at the upper right corner of cover and spine that shows slight unevenness
from storage. {Calhoun, L. H. Howard collection} (78570-50A)
3923. B
 OOK LOT British Service Lee: The Lee-Metford and Lee-Enfield Rifles & Carbines 1880-1980, by Ian D. Skennerton; c. 1982 Ian Skennerton. 410 pages hardcover rating excellent with modest handling marks at the corners. Outstanding reference work with 16 chapters
that have been arranged into specific categories to allow for a natural transition to the next phase of the evolution. {Calhoun, L. H. Howard
collection} (78750-50B)
3924. BOOK LOT The Liberator Pistol: Development, Production, Distribution, by Ralph Hagan; c. R. L. Hagan 1996. 122 pages excellent condition
hardcover with jacket and showing little indication of use. Included are captioned close-up photos on variation and several pages of design
drawings. {Calhoun, L. H. Howard collection} (78750-50C)
3925. B OOK LOT Colt .45 Service Pistols Models of 1911 and 1911A1: Complete Military History, Development and Production 1900 through
1945, by Charles Clawson; c. 1993 Charles W. Clawson. 429 pages hardcover with jacket. Indispensible tool for the collector to establish
the originality of any military model or variation. This example is in excellent condition with minor spots on the jacket and miniscule smudges
on the page edges. {Calhoun, L. H. Howard collection} (78750-50D)
3926. B OOK LOT The Browning High Power Automatic Pistol, by R. Blake Stevens; c. 1984 R. Blake Stevens. 271 pages hardcover with jacket.
Included are detailed photos pertaining to modifications in this literary piece that also serves as a history. Excellent condition with a couple
of small dark spots on the page edges and some storage marks on the jacket. {Calhoun, L. H. Howard collection} (78750-50E)
3927. B OOK LOT Marlin Firearms: A History of the Guns and the Company That Made Them, By Lt. Col. William S. Brophy, USAR, Ret.; c. 1989
by the author. 696 pages hardcover with jacket. Included in this classic is coverage applicable to the collector with details on length, serial
numbers, calibers and chokes along with over 1900 illustrations. This example rates excellent with light corner wear and a little dirt here and
there. {Calhoun, L. H. Howard collection} (78750-50F)
3928. BOOK LOT The Winchester Book, by George Madis; c. 1961, 1969, 1971, 1977 and 1979 George Madis. 638 pages hardcover with raised
image of the frontiersman on horse and raised gilt title over the brown faux leather surface This example is signed by the author and shows
very little in the way of blemishes with small areas of light dirt along the page edges and a couple of minor handling marks on the back
cover. A classic work that has served as a valuable collector asset for decades. {Calhoun, L. H. Howard collection} (78750-50G)
3929. LOT OF BOOKS Two total. War Baby!: The U.S. Caliber .30 Carbine, two volume hardcover set with jackets by Larry L. Smith with copyrights by the author. Vol. I, c. 1992; Vol. II, c. 1993. 845 total pages. The set rates excellent overall with the first volume showing only a
couple of light dirt spots and volume II showing little indication of use. An astounding amount and diversity of information is provided in this
entertaining and educational set. {Calhoun, L. H. Howard collection} (78750-50H)
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3930. LOT OF BOOKS Total of two. U.S. Military Holsters and Pistol Cartridge Boxes, by Edward Scott Meadows; c. 1987 Edward Scott Meadows.
432 pages hardcover with impressive maroon surface embellished with gilt title and U. S. Ordnance Dept. crest. The book is essentially free
of wear and dirt with the corners showing dents and the overall structure somewhat out of alignment presumably due to storage. Military
History of World War II, by Eugene Bender; c. 1984 Eugene Bender. 205 pages hardcover with jacket and signed and dated by the author
in 1986. This is an excellent condition example with just a few insignificant handling marks to the jacket. Each of these books will serve the
collector well with valuable insight and details on holsters. {Calhoun, L. H. Howard collection} (78750-50I)
3931. LOT OF BOOKS Two total. Lugers at Random, by Charles Kenyon, Jr.; c. 1969 Charles Kenyon, Jr. 416 pages hardcover with jacket
showing edge wear and the front end paper has Mr. Howard’s address dated 1974. The book makes practical use of crisp full page photos
allowing for accurate identification. The Luger Pistol: Its History and Development From 1893-1945, by Fred A. Datig; c. 1955 Fred A. Datig.
208 pages hardcover with jacket that will serve well to the Luger enthusiast. The books rate very good with mild wear to the jackets and
some scattered areas of dirt. {Calhoun, L. H. Howard collection} (78750-50J)
3932. LOT OF BOOKS Three volume hardcover set. The P.38 Pistol, by Warren H. Buxton. Vol. One, The Walther Pistols 1930-1945; c. 1978. 328
pages. Vol. Two, The Contract Pistols 1940-1945; c. 1978. 247 pages. Vol. Three, International Distribution Post 1945 Addendum to Volumes
1 and 2. c. 1990. 270 pages. All c. are by the author of these classic volumes that are been tried and true resources foe the P38 collector.
The handsome maroon pebble grained covers are embellished with gilt title graphics including large glistening images of the pistol. The
condition is excellent with little indication of use. Volumes One and Two exhibit front end papers with Mr. Howard’s name and dates written
in ink while Vol. Three’s has the author’s signature. {Calhoun, L. H. Howard collection} (78750-50K)
3933. LOT OF BOOKS Three volume hardcover set with jackets. Firearms Identification, by J. Howard Mathews with c. by Charles C. Thomas,
publisher, this printing 1973. Vol. I, The laboratory examination of small arms, rifling characteristics in hand guns and notes on automatic
pistols; c. 1962. 401 pages. Vol. II, Original photographs and other illustrations of hand guns; c. 1962. 494 pages with a couple of areas
of the jacket and cover edges showing contact scuffs. Vol. III, Original photographs and other illustrations of hand guns. Data on rifling
characteristics of hand guns and rifles; c. 1973. 730 pages. It would be difficult to envision a more comprehensive body of information to be
available to the collector than this monumental three volume effort by the much esteemed author, chemist and major of the U.S. Ordnance
Dept. The books have been well cared for and unless otherwise stated remain in excellent condition with light scattered spots of dirt. {Calhoun, L. H. Howard collection} (78750-50L)
3934. LOT OF BOOKS Four volume hardcover set. German Pistols and Holsters 1934/1945, by Major Robert D. Whittington III with copyrights
by the author. Vol. I, Military-Police-NSDAP; c. 1969. 224 pages and copy number 1873 of the limited first printing of 2000. Vol. II, c. 1989.
312 pages and first printing copy number 320. Vol. III, c. 1990. 352 pages and first printing copy number 992. Light foxing is evident on
top edge Vol. IV, c. 1991. 208 pages and first printing copy number 529. Consists of previously unobtainable detailed information that was
provided by the Federal Military Archive in Freibeurg, Germany. The books rate excellent overall with a couple showing very minor handling
marks and soiling. {Calhoun, L. H. Howard collection} (78750-50M)
3935. LOT OF BOOKS Five total. The Story of Allen and Wheelock Firearms, by H. H. Thomas; c. 1965 H. H. Thomas. 125 pages hardcover. The Revolver 1818-1865, by A.W.F. Taylerson, R.A.N. Andrews and J. Frith; c. 1968 by the authors. 360 pages hardcover with jacket. The Revolver 1865-1888, by A.W.F. Taylerson; c. 1966 A.W.F. Taylerson. 292 pages hardcover with jacket. The Revolver
1889-1914, by A.W.F Taylerson. c. 1971 A.W.F. Taylerson. 324 pages hardcover with jacket. Revolvers of the British Services, 1854-1954, by
W.H.J. Chamberlain and A.W.F. Taylerson; c. 1989 Museum Restoration Services. 80 pages hardcover. The lot rates very good to excellent
overall with isolated incidents of minor wear and soiling. (78334-8N)
3936. LOT OF BOOKS Five total. Revolvers and Pistols from Hopkins & Allen Mfg. & Arms Companies, by Charles E. Carder; c. 1998 Charles
E. Carder. 104 pages hardcover that is dedicated by the author. Iver Johnon’s Arms & Cycle Works Handguns 1871-1978, by W.E. “Bill”
Goforth; c. 1991 Blacksmith Corp. Approximately 160 pages softcover. Stevens Pistols and Pocket Rifles, by Kenneth L. Cope; c. 1971
Museum Restoration Service. 104 pages hardcover. A Study of Remington’s Smoot Patent & Number Four Revolvers, by Harry J. Parker,
Ora Lee Parker and Joan S. Reisch; c. 2003 Harry J. Parker. 120 pages softcover. Variations of the Smooth Bore H&R Handy-Gun: A Pocket
Guideto Their Identification, by Eric M. Larson. C. 1993 Eric Martin Larson. This is an excellent condition lot with several showing little
indication of use. (78334-8P)
3937. C OLT CENTENNIAL BOOK LOT This lot consists of a single centennial commemorative soft cover book titled A Century Of Achievement: 1836-1938 and has the Colt logo. This factory publication features the first 100 years of the Colt company’s business and products.
Cover and some of the pages have some minor staining and light foxing and the publication is in very good condition overall. (48345-22)
3938. LOT OF BOOKS Total of four: Conway’s All the World’s Fighting Ships 1922-1946, edited by Roger Chesneau; c. 1980 Conway Maritime Press Ltd. 456 pages hardcover with jacket providing data and illustrations of thousands of naval vessels by the renowned authority.
Excellent condition with a price attached to front jacket. Silent Victory: The U.S. Submarine War Against Japan, by Clay Blair, Jr.; c. 1975
Clay Blair, Jr. 1072 pages hardcover with jacket missing its back inside flap and showing some small tears. The book rates very good with
a somewhat misshaped profile. Russia Besieged, by Nicholas Bethell; c. 1977 Time-Life Books Inc. 208 pages photo based hardcover in
excellent condition. To Risks Unknown: Savage War in the Adriatic, by Douglas Reeman; c. 1969 Douglas Reeman. 289 pages paperback
war novel with a wavy structure. (2X77943-10C)

Parts
3939. SAKO FORESTER MODEL 591 LEFT HAND MEDIUM ACTION serial #893630 (action only). This in-the-white action is sized
to accommodate the .308 Winchester family of cartridges or similar. The metal surfaces rate about excellent with a few scattered light
scratches. The top of the action is checkered as is the bolt cover. The safety lever, lock mechanism, magazine body and recoil lug are
blue finished and rate excellent. The right side of the action is marked with the model number and serial number plus the left side is
laser etched with the importers information. The action is complete and includes the original factory box that is correctly end labeled and
numbered to the gun. (88513-4)
3940. W EBLEY MARK V / VI CYLINDER LOT This lot consists of a cylinder assembly for Webley revolver. The rear of the cylinder has been
machined, leaving a shallow rim around the circumference, to permit the use of 45 ACP ammunition in half-moon clips. The cylinder assembly
includes the extractor, extractor rod and spring. The metal surfaces retain about 70 – 80% fading original blue with high edge wear, a few
stains from oxidation and handling marks. There are proof marks over each chamber and the cylinder bears serial #402474. (86935-58)
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3941. R EPRODUCTION COLT THIRD MODEL DRAGOON SHOULDER STOCK This lot consists of well-made unmarked reproduction
shoulder stock for a Colt Third Model Dragoon. The metal surfaces are a nice even pewter with a few light handling marks. The walnut stock
rates about very good with scattered light dents, dings and scratches. The wood to metal fit is very good overall, but the metal is mostly
proud of the wood. The stock is marked “185CO” and has a lanyard swivel. If you need a stock for a Dragoon this one has a nice aged look
and should complement it nicely. (86889-15)
3942. LOT OF COBRAY M-11 BARREL EXTENSIONS AND FAUX SUPPRESSORS This lot consists of (2) items. Included is (1) slotted
handguard barrel extensions that measures 7 5/8” overall with a diameter of 1 1/2”. The metal surfaces retain about 95% thinning Parkerized
finish with light scattered handling marks and oxidation stains. There is a Cobray logo stamped into the side of the handguard. Also included
is (1) faux suppressor measuring 11 1/2” long x 1 3/4” in diameter. There are no markings on the faux suppressor but it retains about 95%
Parkerized finish with scattered light handling wear and a few oxidation blemishes. The approximate .625” diameter smooth bores on both
extensions rate about excellent. These are for the semi-auto family of M-11, not Military Armament Corp. Arms. The pair include a “Laser
Max” marked soft gun case. (88443-44B)
3943. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 41 BARREL LOT This lot consists of a single Smith & Wesson Model 41 barrel in 22 LR. The 7” heavy
barrel has an excellent bore and features a 5 5/8” long Weaver style rail for mounting optics. The barrel also includes the original factory
Patridge front sight and Bo-Mar style adjustable rear sight. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with slight edge wear and
few minor handling marks. If you want to upgrade your favorite Model 41 to optics this is a good option. (88573-1)
3944. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 41 BARREL LOT This lot consists of a single Smith & Wesson Model 41 barrel in 22 LR. The 5 1/2”
heavy barrel has an excellent bore and features a Patridge front sight and black blade Millett adjustable rear sight. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original blue with a few minor handling marks. (88658-190D33175A)
3945. R PM BARREL LOT This lot consists of a single RPM 13 3/4” heavy barrel with an excellent bore chambered for 223 Remington-cartridge.
The barrel has a Weaver style sight base with a pair of 1” rings. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with light edge wear at
the muzzle. (88711-1A)
3946. C OLT 1911 PARTS LOT This lot consists of 10 parts for a model 1911 or 1911A1. Included is (1) highly polished former military slide
with about 50% reapplied blue finish remaining, the rest having toned to smoky gray. Any markings on the slide have been completely
removed but the remnants of a proof mark are present on the top of the slide by the sight. Also included are (1) 5” Springfield Armory 45
ACP barrel with an excellent bore, (1) recoil spring, (1) recoil spring guide, (1) recoil spring plunger, (1) barrel bushing, (1) extractor, (1)
firing pin stop, (1) firing pin and (1) firing pin spring. All appear in very good to excellent condition. (88570-19A)
3947. C OLT 1911 PARTS LOT This lot 11 parts for a model 1911 or 1911A1. Included is (1) polished Colt 1911 slide from about the 1918
manufacture time period with about 99% reapplied blue finish remaining. The markings on the slide have been softened from the metal
preparation but are still legible. It includes the firing pin assembly, firing pin stop and extractor. Also included is (1) 5” Colt 45 ACP barrel
of later WWII production with an excellent bore and later polished surfaces on the chamber with link and pin, (1) recoil spring, (1) recoil
spring guide, (1) recoil spring plunger, (1) barrel bushing, (1) early thumb safety, (1) arched mainspring housing assembly with serrated back and lanyard loop, (1) later slide stop, (1) plungers and spring and (1) hammer assembly with strut. All appear in very good to
excellent condition. (88570-19)
3948. PARTS LOT This lot consists of ten items. First are two unmarked antique buttplates. The first is a steel crescent style with top heel mount,
the second is a brass Swiss style. Next is a barrel lock screw for a Stevens 44 1/2 rifle with invoice. Third is a Ram-Line Snap Mag Release
for the 10/22 series rifles in its original packaging. Fourth is a trigger assembly for the Ruger M77 Mk II series rifles. Fifth is a 1911 style
stainless hammer. Sixth is a express sight stop for the Maynard rifles and carbines. The remaining items are set of flat springs (one is cracked
at the screw hole and is separated) and four sets of various tang screws for Ballard, Marlin, Stevens and Winchester rifles. (48189-1B)
3949. R ING LOT This lot consists of three sets of blued 1” scope rings. First is a set of Weaver low height rings that include a set of bases
numbered #26 and #20A. Next is a set of Leupold style medium height rings. Last are a set of Holden Boresighter see-thru ring mounts
that are not model marked but are for round top receivers and do not include the mounting screws. The Holden rings are covered is a black
residue, possibly resulting from black powder shooting, the other items are in excellent condition. (48189-1D)
3950. AR-15 PARTS LOT This lot consists an assortment of AR-15 springs, pins and other parts. Included are an AR-15 DPMS spring kit, a
DPMS pin kit, an unmarked charging handle, a small bag of trigger parts, a small bag of springs and pins, a small jar with greased pins
and springs, a trigger guard and a sight adjustment tool for the early SP1 style sights. All are in excellent to as-new condition, some of the
smaller parts are bagged and have been stored inside a metal tin. (46247-30B)
3951. PARTS LOT This lot consists of an assortment of muzzle brakes, compensators and adaptors with 14 items in total. Included are two 30
caliber flash hiders for the M1 or M14, two 30 caliber AK style compensators, one 223 caliber heavy compensator, one 223 style 5 1/2”
long compensator and eight other assorted adapters and accessories. All are in excellent condition. (46247-30A)
3952. G RENADE LAUNCHER LOT This lot consists of a an Enfield No.1 Mk III SMLE grenade “cup” launcher. This is the WW1 era design
for use with the “Mills Bomb” British hand grenade. Steel construction with chipped paint over a worn blued finish, gas adjustment ports
works fine. Makes a fine display for the military collector. (46247-30C)
3953. AR UPPER LOT This lot consists of a 223/5.56mm AR-15 pistol upper receiver assembly. This A2 style upper features an 11” barrel with
flash hider and an excellent bore. This unmarked upper also features the compact round Zytel handguard and has a forward assist and
brass deflector. There is no bolt assembly but a charging handle is included. An excellent example that would serve well for your AR pistol
or SBR build. (46247-14A)
3954. AR UPPER LOT This lot consists of a 22 caliber AR-15 upper assembly that features a 5” barrel with flash hider and an excellent bore. The
flash hider is loosely mounted. This unmarked upper features the early A1 series rear sight, and is without a gas system. It also features a
short aluminum handguard and includes a charging handle. Mounted to the carry handle is a Red Star 3x20 riflescope with a duplex reticle
and very good optics. Likely this unit was built to be used with a 22 LR blowback conversion kit similar to the Ciener kit previously listed in
this sale. A very good example that would make an interesting build project. (46247-14B)
3955. MARLIN BOLT LOT This lot consists of a complete bolt assembly for the Marlin Model 81 and similar bolt action rifles. The bolt handle
has a bright chrome polish, the body has areas of light gray and brown patina and staining. A very good example that would make a great
replacement for tired or missing assembly. Also included is a factory hard rubber buttplate for Ruger carbines. (46247-29)
3956. AK STOCK LOT This lot consists of a hardwood stock set for the AK Legend and similar rifles. The set includes a buttstock with recoil pad,
piston cover, forearm and checkered pistolgrip. All have a light oak finish and are in excellent condition. Also included are a green canvas
military sling and a second, darker finish pistolgrip with finger grooves. (46247-15ZZ)
3957. STOCK LOT This lot consists of a wood buttstock and accessories for the Cobray M-11. The stock bears the Cobray logo on the butt. The
other accessories include a backstrap for the pistolgrip, two recoil springs and a small bag of springs, pins and other parts for the M-11.
These are for the M-11 commercial series of arms, not Military Armament Corp. products. All are in excellent condition. (46247-29M11)
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3958. AR-15 LOT This lot consists of an unmarked detachable carry handle for the AR-15 and similar firearms. It features the adjustable rear
sight and will fit most models with flattop receivers. An excellent condition tactical accessory. (48569-3A) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3959. STOCK LOT This lot consists of a walnut buttstock for the 20 gauge Browning BPS shotguns. This factory checkered pistolgrip stock
features an original hard rubber buttplate. There are as few light handling marks and very small dings but overall the stock rates excellent
and would make a terrific replacement for a tired or broken original. The mounting screw is included. (48585-41A)
3960. C OLT 1849 POCKET PERCUSSION REVOLVER FRAME LOT This lot consists of a frame, backstrap, triggerguard, arbor, grip and
lockwork for a Colt 1849 Pocket revolver. The serial number on the frame is very difficult to decipher but the triggerguard and backstrap
are both numbered 331016. The metal surfaces are heavily oxidized brownish gray with staining and moderate pitting throughout. The
brass has toned to dark ochre with spots of discoloration and patches of heavy verdigris. The smooth walnut one-piece grip is ink-numbered matching but has been heavily cleaned with numerous scratches and small chips. The bottom backstrap screw is missing and the
trigger screw is a replacement. The hammer still functions at full and half cock and the hand engages but the cylinder stop does not move.
(138421-1) {ANTIQUE}
3961. HANDI RIFLE SB2 BARREL LOT 270 Win, 22” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing a couple very tiny pinprick pits. The
metal surfaces of this barrel retain about 98% original blue with a few handling marks, light scratches and a few scattered freckles. The
three roll pins and extractor are present and a scope base is mounted to the barrel featuring Weaver 1” rings. The ring screws show some
light slot head damage and the rings themselves show just a little bit of use. (138441-69)
3962. STEYR M1912 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL PARTS LOT serial #12204, 9mm Steyr, 5” barrel with a dark, oxidized bore still showing evident
rifling. The metal surfaces show rather heavy oxidation staining and freckling throughout with streaks of blue and gray. The frame is 1918
Austrian acceptance stamped. The included parts are as follows: frame, slide, barrel, magazine follower with spring, floorplate assembly
complete with springs, hammer, hammer screw, slide wedge, trigger with pin, firing pin, firing pin spring, extractor, safety, grip screw, cartridge release and cartridge release spring. All serialized parts appear to be matching. (137884-9) [Craig Brown Collection]
3963. W EBLEY & SCOTT MARK IV DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER PARTS LOT serial #A34374, 38 S&W, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 94% original blue toning to plum overall under bright light with some small
patches of light pitting at the muzzle and toe of frame, light high edge wear, scratches and handling marks. The recoil shield still retains
all of its straw color. The black checkered plastic grips are both numbered to other guns and remain in very good condition showing
some light staining, small dings, scratches and handling marks. All of the other serialized parts are matching the frame and there is a C.A.I
importer mark on the underside of the barrel. The revolver is disassembled but appears to have all of its components present although
an importer added hammer block safety has been removed from the frame leaving a hole through the top of the frame, barrel latch and
hammer. (138657-48S20526) {FIREARM}
3964. H&K L12A1 CONVERSION KIT This lot consists of a barrel insert, bolt and recoil spring for the L1A1 SLR made by Heckler & Koch.
The barrel insert is marked “A720”, it has an excellent bore and it shows some silvering along its edges. The bolt assembly shows some
light freckling and fading to brown. Both parts of the bolt assembly are marked with British military broad arrow proofs and “GH/73A” and
no magazine is included. Very few of these rimfire conversion kits were made and far fewer made it to the United States making this a great
addition to any military collection. (208683-3)
3965. G ERMAN GEW 88/05 PARTS LOT by Ludwig Loewe serial #1050u, 8mm Mauser, 29” barrel with a bright near excellent bore that
shows some light frosting near muzzle. This lot consists of an “S” marked 1891 dated Loewe receiver, barrel, barrel jacket, front sight, bolt
stop, trigger, rear sling swivel, bandkeeper, rear sight and stock. The metal surfaces are an overall silvery gray patina with scattered oxidation
staining and a few spots of light pitting. The stock has an added dark oil finish with a couple repaired chips at the left leading edge, a few
cracks in the triggerguard area, some chipping in the cleaning rod channel, scattered dings and handling marks. The rear sight is in Farsi,
the barrel has been renumbered to match, there are no bands or screws present so electric tape is currently holding the barrel in place.
(208441-40) {ANTIQUE}
3966. S S MARKED GEW 98 BARRELED ACTION serial #853, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a very good bore that shows a few spots
of light pitting and scattered frosting. This lot consists of a Gew 98 receiver, barrel, trigger and the lower half of the rear sight base. The
metal surfaces are a mix of an arsenal blue finish and a brown patina with a few tiny spots of light pitting, some light tool marks on the
receiver and some added cold blue. The receiver is marked simply with a “5” on top and “Gew 98” on the side, the lower half rear sight
base is marked “S/42 G”. The barrel and barrel collar both are marked with “SS2/(Death head)” markings on the left side but they lack
the commercial proof marks that are on known legitimate SS Gew 98 conversions. The barrel and trigger are matching to the receiver
but the other parts are unnumbered or mismatched. An interesting barreled action that may be a great restoration project. (207884-13)
{FIREARM} [Craig Brown Collection]
3967. G ERMAN KAR 98A BARRELED ACTION Lot serial #2923ff/9683, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a very good bore that shows some
light frosting. This lot consists of a Kar 98a receiver, barrel, rear sight assembly, front sight assembly, bolt stop, trigger, triggerguard and
magazine assembly. The receiver was cleaned to a bright silver color during the period of use, it shows some polish marks and scattered
freckling. There are faint commercial proofs on the receiver, a new serial number of “9683” on the underside and a unit marking that reads
“M.S.T I/II/8.”. The barrel retains 85% arsenal blue with some moderate oxidation on the rear sight assembly, scattered fading to gray, silvering
and freckling. The magazine assembly and triggerguard are mostly a gray patina with scattered freckling, silvering and traces of arsenal blue.
The small triggerguard screws are missing, the trigger, bolt stop and front large triggerguard screw are un-numbered but the remaining
visible parts are matching to the barrel’s number of 2923ff. An interesting 98a that will make a good candidate to restore. (207884-56)
{FIREARM} [Craig Brown Collection]
3968. AR-15 BARRELED UPPER RECEIVER LOT This lot consists of a complete gas piston upper assembly of unknown manufacture. The
10” barrel has an excellent bore and a muzzle brake. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original phosphate. The gun has an A2 upper, A2
handguard that shows scattered dirt staining, charging handle and bolt carrier assembly. (208657-109S20495A)
3969. AR-15 BARRELED UPPER RECEIVER LOT This lot consists of a complete Bushmaster AR-15 style upper assembly. The 14 1/2”
barrel has a bright excellent bore, 1/9 twist and an A2 flash hider. The metal surfaces retain 98% original phosphate finish. The gun has an
A2 upper, A2 handguard in excellent condition, charging handle and bolt carrier. (208657-16S20489A)
3970. M1 CARBINE STOCK LOT This lot consists of an M1 Carbine stock, bandkeeper, Winchester made recoil plate, buttplate, sling and
oiler. The stock has a dark armory oil finish, it has a tiny split behind the recoil plate, a strong “STD/PROD/RW” marking ahead of the left
sling cut, a yellow paint rack number “N/95” on the pistolgrip, a few dings and scattered handling marks. The buttplate shows scattered
oxidation and the metal parts of the sling show scattered staining and discoloration. (208570-6A)
3971. AMERICAN ARMS INC., BARRELS This lot includes a set of .410 bore over / under barrels for a Silver II shotgun. The ventilated rib
barrels are numbered A34070 and measure 26” with bright excellent bores choked full and modified. The metal surfaces retain about 95%
original blue finish with some light handling marks and spots of fine oxidation staining with silvering along some of the high edges. A single
brass bead front sight is present and these barrels remain in excellent condition. (108169-53)
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3972. C USTOM SHARPS BORCHARDT BARREL 26” round barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel is purportedly in 25 Krag and the
metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining, a few light scratches with silvering along
some of the high edges and is marked A.O. Niedner / Malden Mass. along the top forward of the breech. There are three sets of target
blocks along the barrel and the front sight blade has been removed. A Schnabel style smooth walnut forend is included. (108169-56)
3973. C USTOM SHARPS BORCHARDT BARREL 26 1/4” round barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel is marked J.S. Darrow and is
in .219 W and retains about 90% blue with spots of light oxidation staining, freckling and silvering along some of the high edges. There are
a set of 1” tall target blocks with a circle / D emblem with six additional drilled and tapped holes along the top of the barrel. A nice barrel
in a popular wildcat cartridge. (108169-57)
3974. LOT OF BALLARD BARRELS This lot includes two 22 Rimfire barrels likely for a #3 Ballard. The first barrel measures 24 1/8” with a dark
bore that shows scattered spots of oxidation and pitting throughout its length. The metal surfaces have a reapplied blue finish that is starting
to fade to brown with pitting visible its entire length. The barrel has a fixed blade rear sight and what appears to be a Beech combination
front sight that has had the globe broken off. The second barrel measures 24 1/8” with an about very good bore that shows light frosting
with areas of minor pitting near the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain 90% reapplied blue finish with spots of light pitting visible under the
blue and has wedges of light scroll engraving on either side of the top flat near the breech end. There is a very nicely done added swivel base
and the rear dovetail has been filled and there are two sets of added holes. There is no sight inserted into the front dovetail. (108169-55, 54)
3975. R EMINGTON STOCK LOT This lot includes a fancy walnut checkered pistolgrip buttstock and forend for a Model 3200 over / under
shotgun. The stock rates excellent with a few light handling marks and has an added Kickeez buttpad. The forend has a small repair near
the catch hole and is in overall very good condition. (108169-3)
3976. W INCHESTER STOCK LOT This lot includes a smooth pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend for a Model 61 slide action rifle. The
walnut stocks rate excellent and have a rich russet color with all wood proud of the screw escutcheons and the checkered steel buttplate.
There are a few light handling marks and the forend is an eleven groove pattern. (108169-2)
3977. W INCHESTER FOREND LOT This lot includes a checkered walnut forend for a Model 12 slide action shotgun. The forend has lovely
figure and is carved in the 12B pattern with the points having softened slightly. The forend has a pleasing swirled pattern of light and dark
brown colors around the fancy pattern checkering and remains in excellent condition. (108169-13)
3978. W INCHESTER FOREND LOT This lot includes a checkered walnut forend for a Model 42 slide action shotgun. There is nice raised
grain showing through the thinning original varnish and the points remain mostly crisp on the checkering and it is in overall excellent
condition. (108169-14)
3979. BALLARD STOCK LOT This lot includes a smooth walnut buttstock and forend possibly for a No. 2 or No. 3 Ballard rifle. The stock rates
fair with a couple of deep impressions near the heel and along the right edge of the butt. The stock is cracked through the wrist on either
side from the top of the front end halfway through its length running diagonally with the grain. The crescent buttplate has been removed
and the attaching screw is included. The forend shows several impressions, and light handling marks with a carved “X” forward of the screw
hole. An overall fair to good set of wood, great for repairs or a resurrection attempt. (108169-6)
3980. W INCHESTER STOCK LOT This lot includes a checkered walnut buttstock and forend for a Model 12 slide action shotgun. The stock
and forend are matching with both showing lovely figure in the grain and slightly worn points in the checkering. A Pachmayr White Line
ventilated recoil pad has been added and there is a repaired crack to the right rear upper corner of the forend. The stocks remain in good
to about very good condition. (108169-5)
3981. R EMINGTON STOCK LOT This lot includes a walnut buttstock with checkered steel logo buttplate for a Model 141 slide action rifle.
The stock has been lightly cleaned showing no repairs and remains in very good plus condition. (108169-9)
3982. SAVAGE FOREND LOT This lot includes a dark brown colored Tenite forend for a Model 22-410 Combination Gun. The forend shows
several light scratches and various handling marks and is stripped of all its attaching iron. The forend remains straight in overall very good
plus condition. (108169-11)
3983. ITHACA STOCK LOT This lot includes three splinter style forends. They are all stripped of any attaching metal and have a variety of
checkering patterns. Two have ebony tips and all remain in very good to excellent condition. (108169-10)
3984. WINCHESTER STOCK LOT This lot includes a buttstock for a Model 21 shotgun likely for a 28 ga., or smaller bore. The stock is repaired
at the wrist on both sides and there is a crack in the inletting near the screw guide hole that flexes slightly. A blank silver oval monogram
plate is neatly inlaid along the toe line and a red leather covered buttpad which remains supple nicely dress the butt end. (108169-1)
3985. LOT OF BUTTSTOCKS This lot includes two unidentified buttstocks likely for the same style over/ under or combination rifle. The first
stock is a lovely honey brown color with coarse skip-line checkering and has an added Pachmayr White Line Recoil pad. The second stock
has skip-line checkering and is without a buttpad and is a rich russet color. Both stocks are in very good plus condition. (108169-7, 8)
3986. W INCHESTER FOREND LOT This lot includes a grooved walnut forend for a Model 42 slide action shotgun. The 14 groove pattern
forend remains in about excellent condition having a few light handling marks and is a rich russet color. A very nice example. (108169-16)
3987. R OGGIO ARSENAL MODEL RA-15 LOWER RECEIVER ONLY serial #RA09021875, stripped lower multi caliber receiver with
black phosphate finish in overall excellent condition. (108657-26S20505) {MODERN FIREARM}
3988. B USH MASTER XM15-E2S LOWER RECEIVER serial #L299801, complete lower receiver with stock. This multi caliber black
phosphate finished receiver has a complete trigger group, checkered A2 style pistolgrip with A2 style buttstock with storage compartment.
This is a great grouping to start your next AR build and it comes with a Kolpin light duty travel case that measures 48”x11”x4” with sliding
closures in very good overall condition. (108657-16S20489) {MODERN FIREARM}
3989. OLYMPIC ARMS MODEL CL-1 LOWER RECEIVER serial #CL0196, complete lower receiver with stock. This black phosphate finish
multi-caliber receiver has a fixed tactical style stock with checkered A2 style pistolgrip and a complete trigger group. This would make a
great start for 9mm or 45ACP build. Included with the receiver is an Olympic Arms green colored light duty gun case and black nylon sling.
(108657-109S20495) {MODERN FIREARM}
3990. C HIAPPA FIREARMS M4-33 UPPER RECEIVER 22 LR, 17 1/4” barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99%
black parkerized finish. This flat rail with A2 style front sight upper is complete with bolt and comes with factory box, manual, and two
magazines. (108657-44S20522A)
3991. M UZZLELITE STOCK LOT This lot includes a two-piece composite stock likely for a Ruger 10/22 or Mini 14 to convert to a “bull-pup”
style carbine. The stock is complete with sling and scope mounts that include 1” weaver rings. A 1” black nylon sling is included. Instructions
should be readily available on the web. (108570-5) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
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3992. S MITH & WESSON MODEL 916T BARRELED ACTION serial #280B42, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces on this stripped action and barrel retain about 90% original blue finish with minor wear along the magazine tube and
slide, spots of freckling heaviest on the receiver and some silvering along select high edges. The grooved walnut forend rates excellent
aside from a few light handling marks. Also includes a smooth pistolgrip hardwood stock likely for a model 916T slide action shotgun.
The stock has scattered light handling marks and remains in overall very good condition. A great parts lot. (108570-1) {FIREARM}
[Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3993. LOT OF MATCH RIFLE BUTTPLATES AND PALM REST This lot consists of (2) buttplates and (2) palm rests. It includes: (1) hooked
aluminum buttplate with curved inner rail possible for a Schultz & Larsen or Anschutz rifle with light handling marks and few oxidation
blemishes. (1) Al Freeland hooked buttplate with serrated rubber insert and straight mounting rail on the back with light handling marks on
the metal surfaces. (1) Al Freeland marked round walnut palm rest with mounting hardware exhibiting faint high edge wear on the metal
parts and scattered light dents on the wood palm rest. (1) unmarked sculpted walnut palm rest with mounting hardware exhibiting faint
high edge wear on the metal parts and scattered light dents on the wood palm rest. (88345-23)
3994. S&W STOCK LOT This lot consists of a single walnut stock for the rare S&W Model 125 rifle. Though a few prototypes were made,
the Model 125 never went into full production. Similar to the Model A rifles made by Husqvarna the Monte Carlo stock features skip-line
checkering and a rosewood forend tip and gripcap. The butt is fitted with a factory hard rubber buttplate and there are vacant screw holes
for sling swivels. It rates in excellent condition overall with a few light dings and scratches present. (1X48428-9A)
3995. LOT OF BARRELS Two total: (1) K Mart CBC Barrel Lot This lot contains one 28” plain barrel choked modified having a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue finish having slight loss due to handling and scratches. The top of the barrel is marked “K
MART CORORATION” and the side of the barrel is marked “COMPANIA BRASILEIRA DE CARTUCHOS”; (1) unmarked 12 gauge barrel.
The plain, round barrel measures 27 3/4” long with an excellent bore and has a simple bead front sight and is choked modified. The chamber
end is threaded and there are remnants of a partial collar or lug about midway down that has been damaged and partially removed. The
metal surfaces are mostly a mottled brown with light wear and handling marks throughout. Match this up to the right receiver for a decent
replacement barrel, or use it in your next gun or trench art project. (1X47471-7,7A)
3996. STOCK LOT This lot includes a three piece set likely for an AK-47 style rifle. The smooth buttstock, forend, and handguard rate excellent
with several light handling marks under an added layer of finish with no maker’s marks. The steel buttplate and sling swivel retain most of
their black enamel finish with areas of fine oxidation staining. (3X107497-5)
3997. AO SIGHT LOT This lot consists of an AO Sight Systems AO Lever Scout Mount for the Marlin 1894 rifles. The mount is in is original
packaging and is in like new condition. (1X46850-10C)
3998. WALTHER SPORTMODELL V BOLT ACTION RECEIVER serial #15285, receiver only. The metal surfaces on this vintage action are
currently in the white and rate excellent with some light handling wear and gray patina. The metal appears to have been lightly polished
and some of the lettering is faint but still visible, including the “(crown)B” & “U” proofs. The bolt assembly is included as are the sights.
The rear base radius has been opened up, the front sight has an extra tall insert. The trigger mechanism has been cut and modified as
well and the lower portion is no longer present. A very good example that would make a terrific smallbore project for the right craftsman.
(Transfers as a “firearm”) (3X44458-18) {FIREARM}
3999. R UGER 10/22 TRIGGER GROUP LOT This lot consist of a pair of Ruger trigger group assemblies for the 10/22 rifle or charger pistol.
The assemblies are locked into BX-trigger group modules but Ruger does not mark its BX-Trigger assembly. There is no indication if these
are standard triggers or a BX-Triggers. There is a wear pattern on each hammer. (88717-116N) [John W. Young Collection]
4000. C OLT WOODSMAN SPORT MODEL BARREL LOT This lot consist of a single straight taper barrel for a first series Colt Woodsman
Sport model. The 4 1/2” barrel is chambered for 22 LR with an excellent bore. It is equipped with a serrated ramp front sight and retains about
98% original blue. There is a small patch of pitting on muzzle crown and cleaned ding on the edge of the barrel at the muzzle. The barrel
address on the left side is “COLT’S MFG. CO. HARTFORD CT. U.S.A.”. A must-have if your current sports model has a bad bore. (88449-14A)

4001

4002

4001. MAYNARD CARBINE BARREL LOT This lot consists of a 20” part octagon part round, about .40 caliber rifled barrel with a bright
near excellent bore showing some minor frosting along its length. This barrel retains perhaps 70-75% original thinning blue with scattered
areas of minor pitting. The lever / triggerguard is a mix of mottled smoky case-hardened patina and traces of original case colors, including
the screw heads. This barrel is equipped with a globe front sight with a clear insert and center dot and a v-notch rear sight. The muzzle
has been resurfaced and crowned and there is a number “2” stamped in the extractor slot under the breech and the letter “J” stamped just
behind the bottom hook. (218631-2)
4002. MAYNARD CARBINE BARREL LOT This lot consists of a 20” part octagon part round, about .52 caliber rifled barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing some minor pitting along its length. This barrel retains perhaps 70-75% original thinning blue with scattered areas of minor
pitting; there is wear at the muzzle along with a semi-circular milled cut on the underside of the barrel at the muzzle. The lever / triggerguard is a
mix of mottled smoky case-hardened patina and scant traces of original case colors. This barrel is equipped with a gold blade front sight and a
v-notch rear sight and the letter “M” is stamped just behind the bottom hook. (218631-3)
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4003. MAYNARD CARBINE BARREL LOT This lot consists of a 20” part octagon part round, about .52 caliber rifled barrel with a bright
near excellent bore showing minor pitting in the grooves. This barrel retains perhaps 70-75% original thinning blue with scattered areas of
minor pitting and a few impact marks on the left side towards the muzzle; there is wear at the muzzle along with a semi-circular milled cut
on the underside of the barrel at the muzzle. The lever / triggerguard is a mix of mottled smoky case-hardened patina and strong remnants
of original case colors, including the screw heads. This barrel is equipped with a gold blade front sight and a two leaf flip up v-notch rear
sight. The muzzle has been resurfaced and crowned and there are the initials “W.P. Mc F.” stamped ahead of extractor slot under the breech
and the letter “M” stamped just behind the bottom hook. (218631-4)
4004. M1 CARBINE STOCK LOT This lot consists of a hardwood M1 Carbine stock, buttplate, recoil plate and bandkeeper. The stock appears
to be birch, it is of post-war Springfield Armory manufacture, has a 1” crack behind the recoil plate, a spliced repair on the right side of
wrist, a few dings and scattered handling marks. (208570-6C) ) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
4005. M1 PARTS LOT This lot includes five items. First is a Springfield Armory winter trigger sealed in its original packaging dated 3/26/53. Second
is an unmarked T37 style flash hider. Third is a Hart Mfg. Co. M2 flash hider. Fourth is a Bay & Scott M7 grenade launcher. Last is a ACME
M7A3 grenade launcher. All items in this lot are in very good plus to excellent condition. (108570-10A) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
4006. R UGER FOLDING STOCK This lot includes a Ruger factory folding stock for the Mini-14 rifle. The hardwood portion of the stock
rates very good with a few light handling marks and a 1 1/4” shallow gouge that has made it through the finish on the right side. The
metal hardware retains most of its parkerized finish having some scattered spots of fine oxidation staining. The coarse checkered plastic pistolgrip rates excellent and this stock does not come with a handguard. Stock remains in very good plus condition. (108570-6)
[Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
4007. R AM-LINE FOLDING STOCK This lot includes a black colored polymer folding stock and handguard for a Ruger 10/22 rifle. The
stock rates excellent aside from a weak latch on the shoulder piece that allows it to fall forward when shouldering the stock. (108570-6A)
[Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
4008. B EEMAN P1 BUTTSTOCK This lot includes a hardwood buttstock for the Beeman P1 air pistol. The stock attaches under the right side
grip panel and it is held in place by the grip screws. There are scattered light handling marks and some light mildew staining but otherwise
it remains in excellent condition. (108570-6B) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
4009. M OSSBERG STOCK This lot includes a Davis Company Speed Feed composite stock for a model 500 shotgun. The pistolgrip has a
pebble style texture and the stock has spots for addition shell storage and includes the attaching bolt and remains in excellent condition.
(108570-6C) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
4010. 1917 STOCK This lot includes a customized military stock that now has shallow finger groves along the forend and a crudely shaped
Schnabel tip. The forend has a 4” with the grain crack along the top right side edge and added finish while the rest of the stock shows spots
of added finish over light handling marks and the circle P proof remains crisp. The sling swivels and buttplate with trapdoor remain and the
stock could be repaired easily by a competent wood man. (108570-6D) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
4011. H&R TOPPER STOCK This lot includes a hardwood pistolgrip buttstock for a Topper single barrel shotgun. The stock has a red russet
color with scattered light handling marks and a ventilated red rubber recoil pad with company logo and it remains in excellent condition.
(108570-6E) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
4012. M1 CARBINE STOCK This lot includes a sanded and cleaned stock with added rubber buttpad that is missing a tiny chip near the
recoil plate. The P is still visible along the front of the pistolgrip and this stock has potential for being part of a great shooter. (108570-6G)
[Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]

End of Silent Auction - Thank you
All Silent Auction Bids are due by 3:00 pm on March 24th 2018
Results will be available on Wednesday, March 28, 2018.
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